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Environmental Effects (367) ..................................................................................................... 543
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Yang Liu (Harbin Institute of Technology, China), Shengtao Zhou (Harbin Institute
of Technology, China), Zhilin Xue (Harbin Institute of Technology, China)
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Monitoring of Steel Bridges (325) ............................................................................................ 570
Xiangxiong Kong (University of Kansas, USA), Jong-Hyun Jeong (University of
Arizona, USA), Parisa Adadollahi (University of Kansas, USA), Yuguang Fu
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA), Honkgi Jo (University of
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abstract provided (491).............................................................................................................. 576
Fukuo Chang (Stanford University, USA)
Inspection, Recognition and Diagnosis of Structural Health for Tunnel Lining by
Artificial Intelligence (482) ....................................................................................................... 577
Hongwei Huang and D.M. Zhang (Tongji University, China)
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Ian F.C. Smith (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Switzerland)
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Active Excitation (368) ............................................................................................................. 590
Zheng Zhou and Yang Liu (Harbin Institute of Technology, China)
Using Approximately Synchronised Accelerometers to Identify Mode Shapes:
A Case Study (402) ................................................................................................................... 596
Wai Kei Ao, David Hester and Connor O'Higgins (Queen’s University Belfast,
United Kingdom)
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Falsification Based on Computational and Engineering Considerations (406) ......................... 602
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Structural Modeling (272) ......................................................................................................... 608
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Real Time Hybrid Simulation Based on Vector Form Intrinsic Finite Element and Field
Programmable Gate Array (277) ............................................................................................... 614
Junjie Tao, Yuanfeng Duan and Yi Fang (Zhejiang University, China), Hongmei
Zhang (Tongji University, China), Chung Bang Yun (Zhejiang University, China)
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Romoaldo, José Alberto Escobar Sánchez and Roberto Gómez Martínez (National
Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico)
Investigating of Structural Failure Modes Induced by Tornadoes Through
Post-Event Surveys (193) .......................................................................................................... 626
Ryan Honerkamp and Guirong Yan (Missouri University of Science and Technology,
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Moving-Vehicle-Excited Bridge Impact Test and Related Structural
Identification Theory (159) ....................................................................................................... 632
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Anna C. Blyth, Rebecca Napolitano and Branko Glisic (Princeton University, USA)
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Impact-Optic Technique (450) .................................................................................................. 646
Ying Xu and Hongguang Zu (Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen, China)
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Evaluation of Bridges Using Sensors, Civionics and SHM - 1 (Room: Grand C)
Measurement of the Flow of Force in a Skewed Masonry Arch Bridge Using
Fibre Optic Sensing (10) ........................................................................................................... 653
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Matthew DeJong (University of California, Berkeley, USA)
Monitoring on Tendon Force Distribution in Prestressed Concrete Bridge by
Brillouin-Based Optical Fiber Sensor (28) ................................................................................ 659
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Institute, Japan), Shinji Nakaue and Masashi Oikawa (Sumitomo Electric
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Effects of Vehicle Mass and Excitation on the Modal Frequencies of Girder Bridges in
Structural Health Monitoring (116) ........................................................................................... 665
Wen-Hwa Wu, Chien-Chou Chen, Yu-Jie Chen and Gwolong Lai (National Yunlin
University of Science & Technology, Taiwan)
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Field Test Load Rating Procedure for Performance-Based Design of Highway Bridges (132) ....... 671
Renxiang Lu, Johnn Judd and Michael Barker (University of Wyoming, USA)
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Monitoring for Safety Evaluation of Existing Conditions - 1 (Room: Mills 1)
Research on Piezoelectric Monitoring Method of Working Stress of Concrete Structures (464) .... 683
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Institute of Technology (Shenzhen), China)
Investigations on Increase and Decrease of Frequencies of a Steel Plate Girder Bridge Due to
Artificial Cracks (280)............................................................................................................... 689
Chul-Woo Kim, Takuya Mimasu, Yoshinao Goi and Gen Hayashi (Kyoto
University, Japan)
Concrete Deformation Sensors Positioning Optimization for Radioactive Waste Structure
Monitoring (213) ....................................................................................................................... 695
Elodie Chapoulade, Aurélie Talon, Alaa Chateauneuf and Pierre Breul (Clermont
Auvergne University - Pascal Institute UMR CNRS, France), Guillaume Hermand
and Marc Leconte (Andra, France)
Analytical Study of a Degraded Concrete Bridge for Structural Health Monitoring (73) ................ 701
Md Niamul Islam (Nagaoka University of Technology, Japan), Kenta Takeda
(Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan), Takeshi Miyashita (Nagaoka University of
Technology, Japan), Saiji Fukada (Kanazawa University, Japan), Atsuhiro Takasu
(National Institute of Informatics, Japan)
Study on Health Monitoring Technology of Oil and Gas Pipelines During the
Soil Freeze-Thaw Process (49).................................................................................................. 708
Liang Ren, Jiajian Wang, Hongnan Li, Suyan Wang and Baorong Chang (Dalian
University of Technology, China)

10:00 AM

SHM towards Smart, Resilient and Sustainable Civil Infrastructures - 3
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BDLM-Based Prediction of Temperature-Induced Strain Response of a Long-Span
Cable-Stayed Bridge Using Structural Health Monitoring Data (437) ...................................... 714
Hao Wang, Yiming Zhang (Southeast University, China), Huaping Wan (Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, China), Jianxiao Mao, Tianyou Tao and Qingxin Zhu
(Southeast University, China)
Design and Application of a Wind Pressure Field Monitoring System Based on
Wireless Sensor Network (381)................................................................................................. 720
Yaozhi Luo, Yucheng Wang, Yanbin Shen and Xian Xu (Zhejiang University,
China)
Reliability-Based Topology Optimization Approach for Protection of Seismically
Excited Structures (408) ............................................................................................................ 727
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Acceleration-Feedback Control for a Base-Isolation Structure Regarding a
Comprehensive Structural Performance Evaluation (423) ........................................................ 732
Yuting Ouyang and Weixing Shi (Tongji University, China), Billie F. Spencer
(University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, USA), Jiazeng Shan (Tongji University,
China)
Rapid Damage Assessment System of Buildings After Seismic Events Using
Artificial Neural Network (427) ................................................................................................ 738
Koji Tsuchimoto and Billie F. Spencer (University of Illinois, USA)

10:00 AM

Robotic/UAV Platform for Structural Inspection and Preservation
(Room: Mills 5)
Learning Structural Damage Through Hyperspectral Images (47)................................................... 745
Sameer Aryal, Shimin Tang and Zhi-Qiang Chen (University of Missouri-Kansas
City, USA)
Deep Learning-Based Defect Detection of Bridge Bearings Using Convolutional
Neural Networks (100) .............................................................................................................. 751
Mida Cui, Gang Wu and Huile Li (Southeast University, China)
Deep Learning with 3D Reality Modeling for Crack Detection and Evaluation (149) .................... 757
Rony Kalfarisi (Bentley Aystems, USA), Z.Y. Wu (Bentley Systems Inc., USA)
Condition and Deterioration Assessment of Bridge Elements Using Advanced
Digital Imaging Technologies (171) ......................................................................................... 763
Y. Edward Zhou, Nicolas D'Amico, Mark R. Guzda and John D. Delp (AECOM,
USA)
Automatic Bolt Loose Detection Based on Digital Image Processing Technology (177) ................ 771
Linsheng Huo, Yu Liu and Hongnan Li (Dalian University of Technology, China)
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xvii
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Bridge Inspection (281) ............................................................................................................. 843
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Load Identification (301)........................................................................................................... 849
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Bridge Inspection (219) ............................................................................................................. 882
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Structure (64)............................................................................................................................. 934
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Possible Prospects (395)............................................................................................................ 940
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Abstract
One of the challenges in embedding sensors inside concrete and pavement highways is to be able
to power and wirelessly interrogate these devices in real-time without taking the structure out-ofservice. In this paper, we report a hybrid-powered H-gauge sensing platform that can be
embedded inside pavements and can operate for years without any maintenance. This sensor
platform is general enough to support a variety of transducers that operate in parallel and can
wirelessly transmit relevant information to an external interrogator. Each sensor was equipped
with a passive wake up circuitry that connects an embedded battery to the micro-controller only
when it receives a valid signal from the interrogator. In this paper, we present prototypes of the
hybrid sensor by integrating commercial off the shelf components along with temperature and
humidity sensor and a custom built piezo-floating gate (PFG) sensor, that can continuously log
cumulative strain statistics. In this paper, we also explore a completely self-powered variant of
the platform that harvests the energy from the interrogator, as well as a quasi-self-powered
platform that is designed to support long-range wireless interrogation. Deployment studies have
bee conducted to determine the practical challenges and long-run performance of the proposed
prototypes.
1. Introduction
Recent advances in autonomous vehicles and smart cities are facilitating the concept of
intelligent infrastructure where large civil infrastructure like bridges, building, and pavements
communicate with robotic vehicles in real-time. This information can then be used to plan better
and safer practices for navigation and maintenance. This approach will obviate conventional
monitoring practices involving visual inspections and manual cracking analysis, which are very
costly, time-consuming and prone to inspection bias Xue (2012) and Weinmann (2004). In Aono
(2016), we had proposed a framework of infrastructure internet-of-things (i-IoT) that uses an
array of embedded sensors that can be wirelessly interrogated (illustrated in Fig. 1). We also
reported a mechanism to package these devices in an H-gauge that facilitates deployment during
the construction or compaction process, Aono (2018). In Kondapalli (2018), we proposed an
embedded platform that can integrate a great variety of transducers. This platform not only
enabled monitoring of the loading conditions experienced by the host structure like deflections,
stress, and strain but also determine the environmental conditions like moisture and temperature.
Also, the platform is customizable and allows provisioning of additional sub-modules based on
the application. This universal interface enabled us to integrate our previously reported piezofloating-gate (PFG) sensors that are used for continuous and long-term damage monitoring
Chakrabartty (2013).
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Figure 1: Left: Hybrid-Powered Sensor Framework for infrastructural Internet-of-Things (i-IoT) showing the
possibility of long-term embedded sensing and interrogation using a vehicular platform or unmanned aerial vehicle.
Management and processing of data can be performed remotely. Right: Hybrid-powered senor prototype showing
the form factor of the sensor concerning the shape of standard H-gauge. Breakdown (i) Thin Mountable Battery (ii)
The wake-up circuitry and power conditioning module (iii) Generic sensor interface (iv) Wireless Microcontroller
(v) Mountable temperature and humidity Sensor (vi) Custom made self-powered structural health monitoring sensor.

However, the use of active sensing might not be suitable for long-term operation, and passive
sensors might have performance limitations (sensitivity) to meet the needs of i-IoT. Previously
we addressed this issue with a quasi-self-powered approach as reported in Aono (2018, Dec),
Aono (2018), and Aono (2019). In this paper, we present a hybrid-powered embedded sensing
platform to overcome the challenges. Fig. 1 shows an example of the sensor platform that is rated
to operate for years and match the lifespan of the host structure. Also, the hybrid-powering
approach minimizes the interrogation latency, reduces the downtime and can provide relevant
data that can be effective for determining the structural condition. Fig. 1 also shows the relative
size of the sensor that can be packaged in a standard H-gauge form-factor.

Figure 2: Deployment studies conducted earlier (a) self-powered sensor with RFID interface (b) packaged in the
shape of H-gauge. (c) The process involved in deploying the sensor (d)-(f) and the test bed created for trialing our
assembled prototypes.
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Fig. 2 shows snippets from our earlier deployment studies which were reported in Chakrabartty
(2013), Aono (2017), and Aono (2018). We plan to conduct similar studies using our proposed
prototypes and compare the performance that can enable applications requiring long term reliable
monitoring in an embedded fashion.
2. Hybrid Powered Sensor

Figure 3: Architecture of Hybrid Powered Sensor showing the implementation of novel wake-up circuitry to enable
long-term operation. It also shows the flexibility of several possible interfaces that can be attached directly to the
wireless microcontroller showing the flexibility of the platform technology. Also, active transmission provided by
the transceiver used shows the possibility of long-range communication.

The prototype is designed to serve static data (ID) and dynamic data (temperature, strain, etc.)
through a wireless link, but only when an interrogation signal triggers a load-switch to connect a
battery to the supply of a wireless MCU. The architecture of the prototype is depicted in Fig. 3.
By using the energy harvesting stage as a wake-up circuit, the wireless MCU can be completely
removed from the battery source, thereby reducing the current system consumption down to a
few nA. Out of this current budget, only 10nA is spent on maintaining the charge on bypass
capacitors and 35nA for the load switch’s latching logic. When a wireless radio-frequency signal
from an interrogator couple onto the antenna of the prototype, that built-up voltage is boosted
and used for triggering the latch of the load switch. Once the wake-up circuitry is activated a
wireless microcontroller (MCU) can operate as it would in a typical battery-based sensor node.
After the MCU has collected the sensor readings and transmitted the data back to the
interrogator, it will disable the load switch, thereby returning to an nA sleep mode.
Table 1: Table shows the extracted parameters from the assembled prototype highlighting the long-life span and
faster interrogation time with relatively long-range communication.

Parameter
PCB Area (cm2)
Transmission Power (dBm)
Transmission Distance (m)
Lifespan (yrs)
Trigger Distance (m)
Trigger Latency (ms)
Average Power Dissipation (nW)

Hybrid I2V Prototype
22.15
8
>10
>20
1
75
6 (rated 20 years)
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Practical experiments were set up under laboratory conditions, and each of the assembled sensor
was tuned to extract best case operation conditions when run in an RF chamber and also in open
real-world setting Pochettino (2019). Wake up distance reported in Table. 1 is estimated using
line-of-sight open air measurements which are close to real world scenarios. The startup latency
of the hybrid prototype is greatly constrained by the wake-up circuitry Kondapalli (2018). A
seven-stage Dickson charge pump is used in this particular implementation, which in turn
triggers the timer, power management module to regulate the power going to the microcontroller.
Care has been taken on the choice of the components based on this target application. Design
level details were also discussed in our other works Pochettino (2018) and accepted as a novel
concept by the RFID community in Kondapalli (2019).
The choice of sensors in hybrid sensor implementation was made particularly of the study of
structural health and environment monitoring. The commercially available TI HDC2010 sensor is
chosen for its low power, high precision operation. External sensors can also be easily interfaced
with the PCB using an FFC connector. As shown in Figure 1 we used it to interface our custom
built PFG sensor whose characteristics were discussed in detail in our earlier works Aono (2018,
Dec).
2.1 Figure-of-Merit Comparison
To illustrate the benefits of the hybrid-powered topology, we use a figure-of-merit (FOM) that
was introduced in (Kondapalli 2018) to compare different sensor platform technologies. The
FOM compared the trade-offs involved when optimizing the platform for interrogation distance,
interrogation latency, and operational life-span. The ideal FOM would involve collecting sensor
data by an autonomous vehicle moving at expressway speeds (approximately 120 kph) which
leads to a desired operational life, start-up latency, and transmission distance of 20 yrs, 100 ms,
and 10 m, respectively.

Figure 4: Comparison across the prototypes regarding distance, latency and the device lifetime and FOM estimated
based on the overlap area of triangles.
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Application-specific target parameters, like lifetime (lA=20 years), startup latency (tA=100 ms)
and transmission distance (dA=10 m), are graphically shown in Fig. 4 as a red triangle. Giving
equal priority to each of these parameters, we define a figure of merit (FOM) as the overlapping
area between the regions confined by the triangle edges of the prototype (lP, tP, dP) and the target
application given in equation (1).
FOM =

𝐴𝑟ⅇ𝑎{min(𝑙𝑃 ,𝑙𝐴 ),max(𝑡𝑃 ,𝑡𝐴 ),min(𝑑𝑃 ,𝑑𝐴 )}
𝐴𝑟ⅇ𝑎{𝑙𝐴 ,𝑡𝐴 ,𝑑𝐴 }

(1)

More specifically, the estimated FOM values for active, passive and hybrid prototypes were
summarized in Kondapalli (2018) as 0.2725, 0.5236 and 0.8227 respectively, hybrid being the
highest. This scenario shows the advantage of the hybrid prototype over the other two modalities
and is better suited for the target application with given constraints. These prototypes thus not
only supports applications involving long-term embedded monitoring that needs interrogation at
regular intervals (few days) but also capable for communicating with real-time traffic and enable
new opportunities such as infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communications.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a hybrid-powered technique for designing sensing platforms that can
be embedded inside pavement structures. We plan to deploy the platforms in H-gauges as shown
in Fig. 2 and conduct SHM studies with the new prototypes. The hybrid-powered platform also
paves a way to expand the platform technology to not only the applications involving SHM but
also fits well into the framework that enables I2V applications which might be useful for nextgeneration autonomous vehicles.
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Abstract
A parameter study is done with the purpose of gaining more information about steel railway
bridges with one central arch. This is done by starting with a three arched bridge, modelled in the
software program SCIA Engineer, which functions as an intermediate situation between a classic
tied arch bridge and a bridge with one central arch. Furthermore, also a model for the one arched
bridge is created. Subsequently the most determining parameters are varied for both types of
bridges. This study is done for the parameters individually as well as a simultaneously variation
of some. With the latter to check whether the influence due to a certain parameter on the bridge
behavior is altered by another one. The results are discussed and explanations for different
behaviors are proposed.
1. Introduction
The classic tied arch bridge with two outer arches which are laterally connected, is already
widely used. However, the use of a steel bridge with one central arch can introduce an
aesthetically more pleasing view and possibly reduce the cost of the bridge. Still, no research has
yet been done for this kind of bridges, especially for the case of railway bridges. Therefore, a
parameter study is conducted to create a general idea of the behavior of this type of bridges.
A short literature study for tied arch bridges in general results in the collection of the most
determining parameters of the bridge model. This bridge has a steel orthotropic deck which has a
45° skewness angle. The length is 48,3 m and a perpendicular width of 18 m is considered to
provide space for three railway tracks. There are furthermore two outer arches with a rise of 5 m
and one larger central arch of which a height of 8,74 m is present. This is used as starting point to
have an idea of the behavior of this intermediate type between laterally braced tied arch bridges
and bridges with one central arch. No bracings are present anymore, but the outer arches
represent a stabilizing element for the total bridge behavior.
First the implementation of the three arched bridge in the finite element design software SCIA
Engineer is realized. Secondly a study is done for the individual design parameters of this bridge,
which is based on an actually built railway bridge in Belgium. This study is executed for a model
with a straight deck as well as for a model which keeps the skewed deck configuration. The
comparison of both is done due to the fact that the skewness of the bridge deck will have an
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influence. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the global behavior of the bridge will be
studied as well. In addition, the variations of the parameters will be considered relative to the
base models. Next a combined variation of several parameters is done to look for possible
different induced behaviors of the bridge. Lastly the outer arches are removed from the model
and combined parameter simulations are done for the steel bridge with one central arch. The
results of these simulations are gathered and compared to try to explain the different bridge
behaviors.
2. Finite element model
The base model which will be used as start for each parameter variation is obtained in different
steps.
First, a skewed deck is created as a single 2D ribbed slab element, representing the orthotropic
deck, in SCIA Engineer. Next the arches are modelled. These were initially built up as piecewise
linear elements between the highest points of all hanger for ease of calculations in SCIA
Engineer. However, these linear elements caused stress peaks at the transition points between the
different section, which induced the need for smoother elements anyway. Thirdly, the hangers
connecting the arches and the orthotropic deck and the longitudinal girders are modelled. Their
length is slightly modified in a way that allows the arch going through their highest point follows
a perfectly parabolic shape. A short check for the stresses in the hanger elements shows almost
only tension is present in all load combinations. Hence, the traditional tied arch behavior is
approximated quite well, which validates the base model. The longitudinal girders are added
subsequently, and these form the tension ties between the arch springs for the different arches. A
visualization of the three arched bridge base model is given in Figure 1 (left). The following
elements can be found when looked in the positive y-direction. There is the first outer arch,
followed by one railway track and then the central arch. Next there are two railway tracks and
eventually the second outer arch can be seen. Figure 1 (right) shows the bridge with only one
central arch present.
Finally, the boundary conditions need to be discussed. The choice is made to allow the rotations
around al axes to be free at both abutments. The translations at the left supports are all fixed.
While the one in the longitudinal direction are modelled to move freely at the other abutment. It
should be noted that a line support along the whole edge is used instead of only at each
longitudinal girder. However, simulations have shown that only small differences in the results
are present for the line and point support situations.

Figure 1 Finite element model of a three arched bridge (left) and for a bridge with a central arch

The appropriate loads to which the bridge is subjected have to be determined before the
simulations with the created models can be done properly. These are determined by applying the
load combinations as given in the Eurocode documents. (EN 1990 and EN 1991-2)
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An increasing central arch moment of inertia induces a decrease in buckling susceptibility of the
central arch towards an asymptote, as can be seen in Figures 2 and 3. The horizontal axis on the
figure shows the ratio of the moment of inertia of the considered cross-section relative to the
initial one in the base model. Also, the compression stress shows this kind of decrease, but in a
less pronounced way.
The outer arches do not feel any influence of the increase in central arch cross-section. Their
compression stress as well as their buckling coefficient remains quasi constant. Furthermore, the
tension stress in the longitudinal girders does not vary.
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Figure 5 Bridge crossing the Blankenbergse Steenweg, Bruges, Belgium during installation

The bridge was built on a construction site close to the final location and then driven to it final
position, as shown ion Figure 5. Due to the uncertainties introduced by the construction method,
the extreme skewness, the asymmetry and the use of three arches, and extensive monitoring
project was started to follow-up the theoretical considerations in previous paragraphs, which
originated the design. These measurements included more than 150 strain gauges as well as
accelerometer measurements on more than 20 locations, to verify the stiffness and stresses in the
construction. Figure 6 gives an impression of the scope of these measurements.

Figure 6 Installation of the strain gauges on the top of the arch (left) and data acquisition system (right) for the
measurements on the bridge crossing the Blankenbergse Steenweg, Bruges, Belgium
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4. Conclusions
This paper discussed the possible use of multiple arches of different shapes or of one central arch
for railway bridges, where possible torsion of the bridge deck could be a serious issue. The
influence of the rise to span ratio, as well as the arch stiffness is discussed based on multiple
finite element models, who are based on an actual new bridge project in Bruges. While this paper
includes no overall design rules it includes some guidelines which can be useful for future
designs. Further research will focus on a detailed study of the results of the monitoring program
to validate the used models.
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Abstract
The response of bridges to moving vehicles has historically been estimated using static analysis,
whereby the weight of the vehicle is assumed to be applied as a static load to the structure. In
reality, a moving vehicle presents a dynamic system that induces time varying loads which, in
turn, excite the mass of the bridge. The discrepancy between the dynamic response of the bridge
and the assumed static response is traditionally accounted for with a dynamic amplification
factor. However, the factor specified by design and evaluation codes has proven inadequate and
non-conservative for some structures.
Bridges that have decks with a rough roadway surface are especially vulnerable to large dynamic
amplifications. In these situations the dynamic amplification is more accurately estimated using
finite element (FE) modeling that considers the dynamics of both the bridge and vehicle and
includes the roadway profile. A simplified model is proposed for multi-girder bridges that
reduces the bridge and vehicle to only two degrees of freedom. This model is shown to be
reasonably accurate and conservative and can be implemented with minimal time or expertise.
1. Introduction
Vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) refers to the interaction of two dynamic systems (vehicle and
bridge). The vertical translation of the vehicle is coupled to that of the bridge at the wheel
contact locations. As the vehicle traverses the bridge, its motion is influence by the roadway
profile and the bridge motion. The vehicle’s motion, in turn, serves to excite motion in the bridge.
Dynamic amplification quantifies the additional bridge response due to the vehicle-bridge
interaction. It is expressed as the ratio of maximum dynamic response to the response that would
result from the force of the vehicle’s weight alone (static).
For many civil applications, static analyses have proven adequate for determining the demands
of structures. Structures often remain near enough to a motionless state that the structure can be
described as a static system, and the resulting error from employing this assumption can be
accounted for with a small increase in the factor of safety. However, in other cases, the
deformation experienced by a structure associated with its motion is appreciable, as is seen in
seismic events.
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Bridge live load demands have historically been estimated using static analysis along with a
dynamic amplification factor. The dynamic amplification factor that should be used depends on
the design specification with jurisdiction. According to AASHTO, a maximum factor of 1.33 is
to be used (2014). However, there have been numerous reports of bridges experiencing dynamic
amplification well in excess of this number (Deng et al. 2015). Extensive structural monitoring
was performed on one such nonconformist as detailed herein.
2. Bridge case study
The bridge presented in this paper is an 11-span, steel multi-girder viaduct that carries a major
interstate highway. The case structure was brought to our attention by local transportation
officials. By their report, motorists had been repeatedly contacting local police to report what
they perceived to be excessive vibration. This prompted a series of field tests in which various
structural responses were recorded under typical operating conditions.
The bridge was instrumented with an array of accelerometers and strain gauges, positioned in
regions where maximum bridge response was expected. Over the several hours for which data
was recorded numerous events were captured in which girder bottom flanges experienced strain
in excess of 200 microstrain ( 6 ksi or 40 MPa). Furthermore, through the use of low-pass
filtering techniques it is evident that the bridge is routinely experiencing large dynamic
amplification as can be seen in the figure below.
Bridge Mid‐span Strain
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Figure 1: Bridge strain response during typical traffic event

The motion of the bridge frequently exceeded 0.25g of acceleration. Modal processing of the
acceleration data revealed that the first several natural modes of vibration occurred at frequencies
between 2 and 4 Hz. The magnitude and frequency content of bridge vibration is considered
“very disturbing” according to the human comfort criteria established by Reiher and Meister in
1931.
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In an effort to gain further understanding of the conditions resulting in these large vibrations
further testing was performed in which both a test vehicle and the bridge were instrumented. A
loaded dump truck was outfitted with four accelerometers spatially distributed to capture the
bounce, pitch and roll of the vehicle. Accelerometers were placed at different locations along the
length of the viaduct to capture the bridge motion for different spans. Acceleration was recorded
while the test truck traveled over the bridge. The truck made multiple passes in each lane at
different speeds and under different traffic conditions. Bridge responses were generally greater at
higher speeds. The bridge and vehicle responses are shown below for a typical crossing at 40
mph (64 kmh).

Figure 2: Truck and bridge acceleration during a crossing event

3. Simulating vehicle-bridge interaction
The responses recorded during field testing revealed that the bridge motion is induced by
vehicles, and even a single vehicle crossing can significanlty excite the structure. Simulations
were performed in an effort to identify the factors and mechanisms that contribute to the
observed dynamic amplification.
A finite element (FE) software package was chosen that was capable of simulating moving
sprung masses (LUSAS). A 3D element-level model was constructed based on bridge geometry
and material properties provided in the construction documents. The model was calibrated and
validated using the dynamic modal parameters (i.e. mode shapes and frequencies) determined
from field test data. The test vehicle was modeled as a single sprung mass. Its mass was
determined from the recorded weight of the dump truck and the suspension parameters (stiffness
and damping) were assigned such that the sprung-mass natural frequency matched the measured
frequency of the test vehicle “bounce”.
Initial simulations did not include any roadway profile and therefore inherently assumed a
perfectly smooth profile. It very soon became clear that neglecting the roadway profile in the
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simulations greatly underpredicts the bridge responses. The in-situ roadway profile was
subsequently measured for implementation in further simulations.
Bridge Midspan Acceleration

Acceleration (g)

0.20
0.10
0.00
‐0.10
‐0.20
10

12

14

16
time (sec)

Simulated

18

20

Field Measured

Figure 3: Comparison of recorded and simulated bridge acceleration response

The FE model with roadway profile included proved much more capable of simulating the
vehicle-bridge interaction. The preceeding figure compares the field data from a test-truck
crossing to simulation results for both bridge and vehicle. These results demonstrate that a
validated 3D FE model with the vehicle modeled as a single sprung-mass can adequately
simulate vehicle-bridge interaction when the roadway profile is included. They further show that
the large dynamic amplifications exhibited by this bridge are a result of the roadway surface and
therefore can greatly be reduced if the roadway profile were made smooth.
4. Simplified VBI models
Although 3D FE analysis is capable of accurately simulating vehicle-bridge interaction, it is
often impractical for current engineering practice due to the extensive time and expertise
required. It is therefore advantageous to develop models that can be easily implemented while
still providing accurate estimates of dynamic amplification.
To this end a model form is proposed that reduces the bridge to a single beam and the vehicle to
a single sprung-mass. The equivalent beam is defined by three parameters: length, mass per unit
length and distributed stiffness (EI). The distributed stiffness was approximated by first
determining the stiffness of the bridge to a point load at midspan along the path of travel. This
stiffness value was determined with the refined FE model. The appropriate EI value was
subsequently calculated that produced a beam with an equivalent stiffness value according to the
following equations.
Single Span: 𝐸𝐼
2-Span: 𝐸𝐼

𝐾
𝐾

∗
∗

(1)
(2)
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Once the distributed stiffness of the beam was determined, the distributed mass of the beam was
calculated such that the beam had a first-bending natural frequency equal to that of the bridge.
Mass was assumed to be uniformly distributed along the length of the beam. Vehicle model
parameters were determined and assigned in the same manner as described in the previous
section.
The beam is further reduced to a generalized single degree of freedom system by specifying an
assumed shape function. For this application a sine function was chosen since it describes the
first bending mode of vibration for the beam. The equations of motion were then developed for
the coupled system (beam and vehicle) which are easily organized into state-space equations.
The state-space equations can be implemented in virtually any programmable software
environment and compute the state of motion for the coupled system along each point of the
provided profile.

Figure 4: Visual representation of simplified model

The performance of this simplified model form was assessed by comparing simulations results
from the state-space model to a full 3D FE model. The figure below compares the predicted
midspan displacement from the 3D FE model and state-space model. The state-space model for a
two-span bridge is very innacurate when the load is off the span being recorded which is due to
the shape function chosen. However, responses for a given span are greatest when the load is on
that span and thus the state-space predictions are still of value.
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Figures 5 & 6: Comparison of state-space model output to FEM simulated response for single span (left) and 2-span
(right)

A more comprehensive comparison was conducted for 6 different multi-girder bridges and 12
different profiles. These simulations were designed to assess the performance of the state-space
model for a range different structures (single-span and two-span continuous) and under various
profile conditions. The bridge models were based on real structures for which field testing had
been performed as part of previous projects. The profiles were artificially generated according to
the methods prescribed by the ISO 8608 standard (2016). The attributes of the different bridges
are summarized below.
Table 1: Bridge Attributes

1
2
3
4
5
6

Span Length
40 ft.
40 ft.
100 ft.
100 ft.
140 ft.
140 ft.

Spans
1
2
1
2
1
2

Bridge Width
47.5 ft.
47.5 ft.
40.67 ft.
40.67 ft.
38.21 ft.
38.21 ft.

Skew
16º
16º
0º
0º
0º
0º

1st Nat. Freq.
9.95 Hz.
9.95 Hz.
3.99 Hz.
3.99 Hz.
2.08 Hz.
2.08 Hz.

Girder Mat’l
Steel
Steel
PS Concrete
PS Concrete
Steel
Steel

For each simulation the maximum dynamic amplification of midspan displacement was
computed. The predicted amplification is compared in the plots below. The straight line
represents a perfect correlation between 3D FE and state-space model results. As can be seen, the
state-space models are less accurate for very large amplification values but remain conservative.
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Figures 7 & 8: Correlation of FEM to state-space predictions of dynamic amplification for single-span (left) and 2span (right)
0

0

It should be noted that these results are not meant to imply the range of amplification possible on
real structures. The profiles were purposely made rougher than would be expected of real
roadways to demonstrate the capabilities of the models even when the dynamic amplification is
very large.
5. Conclusions
Rough roadway profiles on bridge decks contribute to increased dynamic amplification.
Dynamic amplification may exceed the 1.33 factor specified by AASHTO.
Simulations of vehicle-bridge interaction must include representation of bridge and
vehicle dynamics as well as a properly positioned roadway profile.
A 3D element-level FE model is capable of accurately simulating vehicle-bridge
interaction with the vehicle modeled as a sprung-mass and the roadway profile included.
A simplified model with only 2 degrees-of-freedom greatly reduces the complexity of
modeling vehicle-bridge interaction while still providing adequate estimation of dynamic
amplification for multi-girder bridges.
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Abstract
Vegetation interference with power lines is one of the most common causes of electrical outages
of power distribution and transmission systems. This inteference greatly increases the potential
for causing massive wildfires when combined with dry and hot weather under high wind
condition. Depending on the extent of the power lines’ failure, the issue can ultimately result in
extensive transmission grid failures, subjecting millions of people to lengthy blackouts. Hence,
vegetation management is essential in order to ensure environmental safety, system reliability,
maintainance of facility access, regulatory compliance, security, and controlling the risk of
wildifires. This paper highlights the results of a case study for an approach used in the automated
monitoring of vegetation and the degree of its interference with power lines. It is based on
utilization of the so-called point clouds, which can be collected by terrestrial or airborne laser
scanners or generated from stereoscopic images taken by drones. This approach allows us to
estimate the location of the power lines in space and identify the location of the vegetation in the
vicinity of these power lines. Sequential repetitive collection of the point cloud and its analysis
allows us to automate the monitoring of the growth of vegetation and quantifying the volume of
vegetation that needs to be removed in order to reduce or eliminate the hazard. The advantages
of the approach are presented in a case study of one of typical power distriution lines.
1. Introduction
Overhead power cables create a complex network with several branches distributed in space.
Over time, some of the cables start interfering with the vegetation growing in their close vicinity.
In some cases, the overgrown vegetation completely covers the cables and they become
completely embedded in a massive maze of branches and leaves. This interference can create a
problem, since the branches can break and fall due to factors such as tree age, snowfall,
excessive rainfall, or high intensity wind loads. In addition, vegetation interference with power
lines is one of the most common causes of electrical outages of distribution systems with a high
potential for causing massive wildfires when combined with dry and hot weather under high
wind condition. This problem of interference between cables and vegetation can be addressed via
automated vegetation monitoring and associated vegetation control.
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2. Point Cloud Analysis
One of the possible approaches of automating vegetation monitoring and control is outlined in
this paper. Due to the size limitation of the paper, only major results and the high-level
framework are discussed.
A photo of a typical power distribution line in a residential area is shown in Figure 1a. Lidar or
laser scanning technique are quite common in surveying power cables (see Jwa and Sohn, 2012,
and Skaloud and Lichti, 2006 as representative examples). Figure 1b shows the same street
scanned with a terrestrial laser scanner. Trimble TX6 laser scanner (Trimble, 2016) was used in
the point cloud collection. Cyclone software (Leica Geosystems, 2015) was used for stitching the
scans to each other and exporting the point cloud in an ASCII format for further analysis. Due to
the time difference of original photo (2011) and the scans (2018), there is a difference in the
height of the vegetation and its proximity to the power distribution cables.

a) Photo (Google street view in 2011)

b) Point cloud (2018)

Figure 1. Typical example of power cables above vegetation

As can be observed from the photo, vegetation, power poles and power cables can be clearly
distinguished by the human eye. It is quite challenging to develop a set of algorithms (for
artificial intelligence (AI) applications, for example) to distinguish these major elements from
each other. These algorithms can be based on the analysis of still images and/or point clouds.
The main objectives of this paper is to develop a set of algorithms that automates this process of
monitoring (based on point cloud analysis) and help provide the valuable data to address and
mitigate the issue with vegetation interference in a timely manner.
Let's assume that one of the points on the cable is known. It can be pre-selected or determined by
other means. As presented in Figure 2a, a portion of the point cloud located within spherical
surface with the small thickness will consist of six subsets. The centroids of each subset can be
determined by utilizing k-means clustering procedure developed earlier by Lloyd (1982) and
Arthur and Vassilvitskii (2007). There are many possible implementations of this procedure and
the one implemented in the Matlab environment (The MathWorks, 2016) is used in this paper.
The result is shown in Figure 2b. By averaging the coordinates of the centroids before and after
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the selected point, we can obtain an approximate direction of the cable group as presented by
straight line in Figure 2b. Based on this orientation of the cable group, the three points of the
lowest cable are correctly identified. The vertical plane of the catenary curve for the selected
cable will be parallel to that orientation line. Based on this, the correct points (two points)
corresponding to the same cable (the one at very bottom top) are selected. Together with the
point (which was originally defined) these points will result in a group of three points, which are
used in the estimation of the catenary equation's parameters in the next section.

a) Clusters (subsets of point clouds – in blue)

b) Centres of clusters (green crosses) with
approximate axis of the cable shown by red
arrows (zoomed in view)

Figure 2. Point cloud’s subsets within a certain radius from the selected point marked by a blue cross

3. Catenary cable solution
The power cable represents a classic case of a uniform cable suspended from two points and
hanging under the action of its own weight. The deformed shape of the cable can be represented
in a closed form (see, for example, Meriam and Kraige, 1997):
y = y0 + a(cosh(x – x0)/a – 1),

(1)

where the vertex point is (x0, y0) or the lowest point of the curved cable and a is a constant
related to the cable’s weight. Since we have only three unknown parameters, knowing the
locations of the three points on the cable is enough to fully determine the curved shape of the
cable expressed in Eq. 1.
The three points identified in the previous section were used for this purpose. The result is
presented in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the plane of the catenary curve with the cable estimated
from Eq. 1. Figure 3b shows the same curve in 3D.
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a) View in the catenary curve’s plane

b) 3D view in a coordinate system with one of
principal planes parallel to the catenary
curve’s plane

Figure 3. Catenary curve best fit into point cloud

4. Estimation of cable proximity to vegetation
This section estimates the proximity of the vegetation to the cable and the volume of vegetation
that needs to be trimmed if the proximity is too small. This particular point cloud is collected
from a hillside location as it can be seen from Figure 1a, and as such, the vegetation's height is
estimated in respect to the sloped grade. The point cloud of the vegetation is converted into a
mesh by capturing external boundary points of the point cloud. The closest distance from the
vegetation to the lowest cable can be easily obtained from this mesh. If the distance is too small
and does not satisfy clearance specifications, the volume of the vegetation (shown in Figure 4a in
blue colour) to be trimmed is estimated. Both the distance and the volume of vegetation that
needs to be trimmed are shown in Figure 4b (zoomed view). The latter image and estimates can
be provided to tree trimming companies for a more accurate bidding process.

a) Bottom cable (dashed red curve) and the
vegetation exceeding clearance specification

b) The closet distance to the vegetable mesh and
estimated volume of vegetation to be trimmed

Figure 4. Estimation of the closest distance from the cable to vegetation and volume of vegetation
exceeding clearance specification.
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5. Conclusions
This paper highlights an approach that can used for automated monitoring of vegetation and
identifying the degree of its interference with power lines. A framework of the approach is
presented in a case study of typical power distribution lines. It is based on the utilization of socalled point clouds, which can be collected by terrestrial or airborne laser scanners or generated
from stereoscopic images taken by drones. This approach allows us to estimate the location of
the power lines in space and identify the location of vegetation in the vicinity of the power lines.
Sequential repetitive collection of the point cloud and its comparative analysis allows us to
automatically monitor the growth of vegetation and quantify the volume of vegetation to be
trimmed. The major results presented herein clearly demonstrate that the approach can be used in
automation of the vegetation monitoring and control. The shortest distance from the cable to the
vegetation is estimated and, if the clearance exceeds a clearance tolerance, the volume of the
vegetation to be trimmed is computed.
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Abstract
The water distribution systems buried in underground pipe gallery are considered as the lifeline
projects, which are characterized as concealed and long-distance. The leakage monitoring of water
supplies and drainage pipes is closely related to the pipe gallery safety. However, conventional
techniques fail to monitor either the small leakages or the leakages of room-temperature liquid due
to poor positioning accuracy, frequent false alarms, and high costs. Aiming at overcoming these
deficiencies, a new fiber Bragg grating (FBG) pipe leakage monitoring technology based on the
theory of the psychrometer (P-FBG method) was proposed in this study. The P-FBG method
utilizes a gauze-wrapped FBG thermometer and a gauze-free FBG thermometer to monitor leakage
of pipes. Several laboratory tests were carried out to evaluate the performance of the P-FBG and
investigated the interference factors that might lead to uncertainties. The results showed that the
temperature difference (2.3 ℃-11.1 ℃) between the data obtained by the gauze-wrapped and
gauze-free could be accurately captured by the P-FBGs under conditions of 20 %RH -80 %RH
and room temperature of 25 ℃. It was also discovered that the wind speed significantly affected
the temperature difference recorded by P-FBGs—if the wind speed increases 0.3 m/s, it would
cause a 0.26 °C increase of temperature difference. No obvious impacts were observed from
ambient water temperature and flow flux on the captured temperature difference. Whereas,
increase of water temperature can accelerate the response time of P-FBGs.
Keywords: pipe leakage; P-FBG; monitoring; feasibility; interference factors
1. Introduction
Water supplies and drainage pipes in underground pipe gallery belong to concealed long-distance
linear project. Due to aging, fracture, corrosion, improper material selection, lack of construction
technology and other problems, leakage of pipe in underground pipe galleries is inevitable, which
will not only waste valuable water resources, but also cause safety problem of other pipelines in
underground pipe galleries. At present, the leakage monitoring of pipe in underground pipe
galleries are mostly liquid level sensors laid on the ground. Therefore, it is of great significance to
develop the real-time in-situ monitoring technology for pipe leakage.
At present, conventional techniques of pipe leakage can be divided into three categories: noise
monitoring (Colombo et al. 2009; Mostafapour and Davoudi 2013), ﬂow and pressure monitoring
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(Guo et al. 2012; van Thienen 2013), and the others (Puust et al. 2010; Qiang et al. 2014). The ﬁrst
two categories are widely applied in water utilities among above technologies. But these methods
have some shortcomings, such as untimely forecast, poor positioning accuracy and high costs.
Optical fiber sensing technology has the advantages of high measurement accuracy, antielectromagnetic interference, long-term stability, high security and distributed real-time on-line
monitoring. It has great application potential in pipe leakage monitoring. Some scholars (Huang
et al. 2013; Ren et al. 2014) used Fiber Bragg Grating technology to reflect the leakage of pipe by
monitoring the stress and strain of pipe. However, the above methods are difficult to monitor smallscale leakage and have high false alarm rate. Some scholars (Madabhushi et al. 2015; Mirzaei et
al. 2013; Nikles and Bosson 2009) use optical fiber sensing technology such as FBG, Brillouin
Optical Time Domain Analysis (BOTDA), Raman Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (ROTDR)
to directly measure the temperature of pipe in real time to achieve the purpose of monitoring
leakage. The implementation of the above methods requires a large temperature gradient between
the leachate and the environment. The monitoring effect is affected by seasonal climate change,
and the applied range is greatly limited. In order to solve the problems, some scholars have
proposed the method of heating the optical fiber to improve the temperature gradient. Yan et al.
(2015) used carbon fiber to heat ROTDR cable for leakage monitoring. This method is less limited
by the outside temperature, but it needs heating by power supply equipment, which may bring fire,
explosion and other potential safety problems to pipe gallery.
Based on the above investigation, a new method of pipe leakage monitoring based on P-FBG was
proposed in this study. A series of laboratory tests are designed to verify the feasibility of P-FBG
method and to explore the relevant factors affecting the monitoring results. The P-FBG method
provides a new method and direction for pipe leakage monitoring in underground pipe gallery.

2. Test theory of P-FBG
2.1 Temperature measurement principle of FBG
When broadband incident light enters the optical fiber, FBG reflects light of a specific wavelength.
The principle is shown in Fig. 1. Changes in strain and temperature lead to the changes in effective
refractive index and grating period, followed by changes in Bragg wavelength. The variation of
Bragg wavelength caused by strain and temperature can be expressed by the following equation:


(1)
 (1  Pe )  (   )T
B
Where  is the Bragg wavelength variation,  is the axial strain of fiber, T is the temperature
variation, Pe is the elasto-optical coefficient of fiber,  is the thermal expansion coefficient of fiber
and  is the thermo-optical coefficient of fiber. Eq. (1) shows that the variation of its wavelength
is linearly related to temperature when the optical fiber is in a stress-free relaxation state.
According to this principle, FBG can be made into a thermometer.
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of FBG.

2.2 Principle of pipe leakage monitoring based on P-FBG
Based on the principle of evaporative humidity measurement, a new method for pipe leakage
monitoring was proposed in this paper. The principle is shown in Fig. 2. Two FBG thermometers
are placed on both sides of the pipe. One thermometer is used to measure the ambient temperature.
It is called gauze-free thermometer, and its indication value is expressed in t1 . The other is used to
detect leakage. It is called gauze-wrapped thermometer, and its indication value is expressed in t2 .
When the pipe leakage occurs, there will be a difference t ( t =t1  t2 ) between the two
thermometers. According to the temperature difference between the two thermometers, the pipe
leakage can be monitored in real time.

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of pipe leakage monitoring based on P-FBG.

When the leakage liquid is water, the temperature difference between the two thermometers is
expressed as follow.
e (t )  U /100  ew (t1 )
t =t1  t2 = w 2
AP
(2)
e
Where t is the temperature difference between the two thermometers (℃); ew (t1 ) 、 w (t2 ) is
the saturated water vapor pressures of pure horizontal plane corresponding to t1 and M for a and
t2 , respectively (Mpa); U is the relative humidity (%RH); A is the dry-wet bulb coefficient (℃1
)； P is the atmospheric pressure (MPa). Eq. (2) shows that for a pipeline located at a certain
location, the temperature difference depends mainly on the humidity of the environment, and the
greater the humidity of the environment, the smaller the temperature difference.
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3. P-FBG test
3.1 Feasibility test
The PVC pipe with 2 m length, 75 mm inner diameter and a leaky hole at the bottom was used as
the test pipe. There are water injection holes on both sides of PVC pipe to ensure that the pipe is
always full of water during the test. The rubber cushion and fixing ring were arranged in turn at
the pipe near the leakage hole. Two FBG thermometers were fixed on both sides of the pipe, one
of which was wrapped with gauze. There was a flume under the pipeline, in which a absorbent
towel was laid for temporary storage of water leaking from the pipe, and the gauze tail of the FBG
thermometer was placed in the absorbent towel. Two FBG thermometers were connected to FBG
demodulator to record the temperature data during the testing process. The test device is shown in
Fig. 3. Both FBG thermometer (NZS-FBG-TM (E)) and FBG demodulator (NZS-FBG-A04) are
produced by Suzhou NanZee Sensing Technology Co. Ltd., China.
Environmental humidity was controlled by humidifier. The range of variation of environmental
humidity was 20 %RH-80 %RH and the span was 10% RH. The data of FBG thermometers on
both sides of pipe during water leakage process were recorded in seven different humidity
environments. The environmental humidity was read by electronic humidity meter (model DT625). The ambient temperature was controlled at 25 ℃.

Fig. 3. The basic configurations of the feasibility test.

3.2 Influencing factors test
In order to explore the influence of wind speed, water temperature and flow flux on the test results,
the wind speed of the environment, the temperature of water in the pipe and the flow flux in the
pipe were changed accordingly. The test device is consistent with the feasibility test.
Wind speed was changed by adding a fan beside the FBG thermometers, and recorded by the wind
speed measuring instrument (AS8336). The test environment temperature and humidity were 12 ℃
and 40 %RH, respectively; Water temperature was changed by adding hot water into tap water and
injecting the water into pipe. The test environment temperature and humidity were 20 ℃ and
32 %RH; Flow flux was changed by changing the size of the leakage hole. The test environment
temperature and humidity were 13 ℃ and 67 %RH, respectively.
4. Results and analysis
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4.1 Feasibility test
Fig. 4 shows the variation trend of FBG thermometers when the humidity is 80 %RH. It can be
seen that the values of the gauze-free thermometer remain stable, and the values of the gauzewrapped thermometer tend to stabilize after falling, finally forms a stable temperature of 2.3 ℃.
Fig. 5 shows the temperature difference between the two thermometers at different humidity. It
can be seen that the temperature difference ranges from 2.3 ℃ to 11.2 ℃ when the humidity
changes from 80 %RH to 20%RH. With the increase of environmental humidity, the stable
temperature difference decreases gradually, which is in accordance with the law of Eq. (2). Even
in the environment with humidity up to 80 %RH, there is a temperature difference of 2.3 ℃. It is
enough to meet the requirement of monitoring accuracy.
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Fig. 4 Variation trend of FBG thermometers at 80%RH humidity.
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Fig. 5 Variation trend of temperature difference at different humidity.

4.2 The influence of wind speed
Fig. 6 shows the variation trend of FBG thermometers at different wind speeds. It can be seen that
the temperature difference under natural ventilation (wind speed is about 0 m/s) is 2.82 ℃. When
the wind speed increases to 0.6 m/s, the temperature difference increases to 3.40 ℃. When the
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wind speed decreases to 0.3 m/s, the temperature difference decreases to 3.2℃. Finally, when the
fan is removed, the temperature difference decreases to 2.94 ℃. It is similar to the original
temperature difference of 2.82 ℃. The experimental results show that when the wind speed
increases by 0.3 m/s, the stable temperature difference will increase by 0.26℃ on average. This is
due to the fact that the dry-wet bulb coefficient in Eq. (2) is affected by wind speed. The larger the
wind speed, the smaller the dry-wet bulb coefficient, and the larger the temperature difference.
Therefore, the environment with high wind speed is more conducive to the identification of pipe
leakage.
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Fig. 6 Variation trend of FBG thermometers at different wind speeds.

4.3 The influence of water temperature
Fig. 7 shows the variation trend of temperature difference of two FBG thermometers at different
water temperatures. It can be seen that the stable temperature differences are 4.38 ℃, 4.40 ℃
and 4.51 ℃ respectively, and the response time is 1150 s, 900 s and 650 s respectively when the
water temperature is 25 ℃, 35 ℃ and 45 ℃ respectively. The increase of water temperature has
no obvious effect on the temperature difference, but it will reduce the response time. The higher
the water temperature, the more active the movement of water molecules and the faster the heat
exchange between the water and the environment. Therefore, the temperature of the gauzewrapped thermometer tends to stabilize faster.
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Fig. 7 Variation trend of temperature difference at different water temperature: (a) 25 ℃, (b) 35 ℃ and (c) 45 ℃.
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4.4 The influence of flow flux
Fig. 8 shows the variation trend of FBG thermometers under different flow fluxes. It can be seen
that when the flow flux is 10 ml/min and 60 ml/min respectively, the stable temperature difference
is 1.7 ℃ and 1.8 ℃, respectively, and the response time is 750 s and 700 s, respectively. The flow
flux has no obvious effect on temperature difference and response time. When the flow flux is 10
ml/min, the water in the pipe drops linearly and the water volume is very small. Therefore, the PFBG method has obvious monitoring advantages for small leakage problems of pipes.
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Fig. 8 Variation trend of FBG thermometers under different flow fluxes: (a) 10 ml/min, (b) 60 ml/min.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new pipe leakage monitoring technology (P-FBG method) was proposed. Its
feasibility was verified by laboratory tests, and the interference factors that might lead to
uncertainties were explored. The following conclusions are drawn:
(1) Under environmental conditions of 20 %RH-80 %RH and room temperature of 25 ℃, the
stable temperature difference of 2.3 ℃-11.1 ℃ is monitored by using P-FBG method. With the
increase of environmental humidity, the stable temperature difference decreases. This method has
good feasibility in the application of pipe leakage monitoring.
(2) The increase of wind speed will increase the monitored stable temperature difference. When
the wind speed decreases to 0.3 m/s, the temperature difference decreases to 3.2℃. The
environment with high wind speed is more conducive to the identification of pipe leakage.
(3) The water temperature has no obvious influence on the stable temperature difference. However,
with the increase of water temperature, the response time of the temperature difference decreases.
(4) The flow flux has no obvious effect on temperature difference and response time. The P-FBG
method has various monitoring advantages for slight leakage of pipes.
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Cost Effective Monitoring Programs for Structural Life Extension
Thomas L. Weinmann, VP, Practice Area Leader – Structural Monitoring
Geocomp – USA, tweinmann@Geocomp.com

Abstract
According to the 2015 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) National Bridge Inventory
(NBI), there were more than 58,000 bridges in the United States classified as structurally deficient
(SD). It is estimated the total cost of replacing these structures would be more than $45 billion.
The dilemma of bridge management is how to prioritize and better allocate insufficient funds for
evaluation, rehabilitation, and maintenance to maintain/extend serviceability of these structures.
Almost all these bridges have not been load tested and often (not always) when tested are found to
have a higher load capacity than estimated by analysis. This can be due to over simplified structural
analysis, inaccurate modeling of boundary conditions and load bearing capacity of non-structural
elements based on conservative designs and/or conservative design guidelines.
One successful approach is the implementation of structural health monitoring to extend the
service life of existing bridge structures that may be classified as deficient based on visual
inspections or conservative evaluations. This monitoring is used to better prioritize assets for
repair/replacement of more critical structures. The cost of a Structural Health Monitoring System
(SHMS) can be readily justified if it can extend the service life of the structure while providing a
cost savings for reduced repairs or extending the timeline for replacement.
1. Introduction
A majority of the U.S. transportation infrastructure is more than 50 years old with 1 in 9 bridges
considered structurally deficient. Fatigue damage accumulation in bridge structures has led
to shorter service lives. The dilemma of bridge management is how to prioritize and better allocate
insufficient funds for construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance. One successful approach is
the implementation of structural health monitoring to extend the service life of existing bridge
structures that may be classified as deficient based on visual inspections or conservative
evaluations.
The cost of a Structural Health Monitoring System (SHMS) can be readily justified if it can
extend the service life of the structure while providing a cost savings for immediate repair or
replacement. As an example, assume the cost of a bridge repair or replacement to be $5,000,000.
With an interest rate of 4% for borrowed money, a savings of $200,000 (interest on borrowed
money) can be achieved each year this expenditure is delayed. For a 3-year extension of service
life, $600,000 would be saved. In some cases, a SHMS can be on the order of $100,000 for
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capital expenditure and $25,000 for annual maintenance and reporting, Therefore, a $150,000
expenditure would save $600,000 (See example in Figure 1

Figure 1 – Cost Economics Example

The extension of service life must provide the information needed to assure structural performance
is maintained without reducing allowable safety factors. Through protocols using live load testing,
fatigue evaluation, and data analysis, threshold response values can be established and
programmed into the system to alert owners when conditions of the structure may change and can
provide immediate notiﬁcation for focused maintenance or inspection. This is a signiﬁcant and
recognized return on investment for asset management purposes.
2. Case Study Example
The Interstate 91 Viaduct, constructed in late 1960’s is an elevated bridge that runs through
Springfield, Massachusetts. The elevated structure consists of multiple simply supported spans
(Figure 2) with a total length of approximately one mile and in need of full replacement that could
cost the State about half the total amount it spends annually on roads and bridges. Based on the
feasibility study1 performed by CME Associates, the State selected the option to rebuild the viaduct
as it currently stands, by performing a full deck replacement and evaluate the existing support
structure through instrumentation and monitoring to provide a minimum 20-year service life.
Based on the study performed by CME, some bridge elements were found to have substandard
load ratings and some elements being non-redundant, had lower allowable fatigue stress ranges.
Study also predicted actual live load stresses in a particular member may be different than
predicted by application of design equations or computer modelling. CME recommended to study
the stresses generated under live loading using strain gage instrumentation. No test vehicles or lane
closures would be required for this assessment. Peak stress reading would be gathered for each
significant truck that passes over the bridge. The peak stress readings would be stored in a stress
range histogram. These data can then be used to produce a constant effective stress range for the
detail being studied using Miner’s rule. The constant effective stress range can then be used to
determine the remaining fatigue life of the element.
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Figure 2 – Interstate 91 Viaduct in Springfield, MA

2.1 Instrumentation Program
Prior to initiating full deck replacement, strain gages were placed on critical members to determine
stress ranges under actual traffic conditions without traffic-controlled load testing. Strain gage data
provided the most accurate measure of live load stress measurement and helped to validate model
predictions and provide a better understanding of areas that may require strengthening or repairs.
Instrumentation program included installation of 150 spot-weldable strain gages (Figure 3), on
Hanger Plates, Cap Girders and Cover Plate Stringers. All strain gages were hard wired into high
speed data loggers with continuous data collection at 100 Hz. Strain data were collected over a
two-week time period under ambient traffic conditions to measure typical traffic loading.

Figure 3 – Installation of Spot Weldable Strain Gages
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2.3 Measured Results
Measured strains were converted to stress and Geocomp used a rain flow counting software
algorithm to count stress cycles. This procedure followed ASTM Standard E1049 and allowed for
breaking the counting method into logical, loop steps in processing the large volumes of data. This
was a fully automated process for daily analysis of incoming data. The output provides frequency
distribution of stress cycles (Figure 4).

Figure 4 – Example Stress Range Histogram

3. Conclusions
A relatively simple SHM program using strain gages showed all the strain gaged locations resulted
in a constant effective stress range that was less than the specified infinite fatigue life thresholds
listed in the AASHTO LFRD Bridge Design Specifications. Measured data allowed determination
of 30 years remaining service life for the superstructure and provided recommendations for deck
replacement and isolated strengthening and repairs to the superstructure. An original full
replacement estimate of $600M was reduced to a fraction of that amount through a $250,000 SHM
program.
4. References
CME Associates (2013). “Feasibility Study Bridge No. S-24-061 I-91 NB & SB Viaduct”
Prepared for Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Transportation.
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Structural Health Monitoring...
A Proven Technology that is Essential for Modern Bridge Management
Richard “Lee” Floyd, PE
WSP

Abstract
Bridges have been around for thousands of years in one form or another and for various purposes
to cross a body of water, depression or to provide some other type of access. Militarily, they have
been critical for the movement of personnel and supplies and have represented critical and strategic
choke points. In our modern world, they serve as vital and critical links in our surface
transportation system providing for our movement from point A to point B involving both the
motoring public and the delivery of goods and services. Of course, they are also extremely valuable
for the movement of the military in the US, such as “fort to port” operations.
Most dictionaries generally define technology as “the application of scientific knowledge for
practical purposes”. The key words here are “practical” and “application”. Various technologies
are applied and used throughout the course of our day to day lives and have become so
commonplace and entrenched that we sometimes take them for granted. However, it’s also in our
human nature to be resistant to change and delay adoption of new technologies.
A technology that is not applied to its full beneficial extent or just in limited and controlled
environments provides minimal measured value in the real world. Unfortunately, this includes
structural health monitoring (SHM). A common misconception of structural health monitoring is
that it requires and generates large data sets. Obviously, it can when necessary, but in most
applications, large data sets are not needed for an effective application. In other words,
practitioners should match the application to the needs. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is
both a technology and process that has been proven time and time again by practitioners who have
properly applied it to real world problems.
Structural health monitoring has been available for “prime time” use for at least 15 years. It’s a
proven technology that no longer needs to be relegated to the halls of academia. However, given
today’s bridge infrastructure and the investment it represents, along with the negative economic
impact from poor condition, SHM is simply a tool you can’t afford to ignore.
Many bridge engineers with lengthy careers have seen analysis and design methods progress from
classical to finite element methodologies (FEM), including working stress (ASD), load factor
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design (LFD) and load and resistance factor design (LRFD). Importantly, all these methods are
dependent on both dimensional and material properties. These properties can change for various
reasons during construction and during service in the real world.
Many engineers who have had significant construction or operations experience know that bridges
are not always built exactly as designed and that the materials specified can have variations in
expected properties. These factors can alter the distribution of loads that a bridge is designed to
carry. Importantly, load distribution can also change over time as the bridge ages and “shakes out”
and as it deteriorates or is possibly overloaded.
In addition, bridges often exhibit increases in load carrying capacity over what an initial design,
visual inspection or load rating analysis concluded. This is the type of result that SHM can
accurately and objectively measure. Confirming real world behavior is invaluable for structural
engineers to manage a bridge inventory, particularly as it ages and as more demands are put upon
it. What could be more effective than combining seasoned, experienced bridge engineers with
SHM technology to better manage our bridge infrastructure? So, let’s begin by looking at two
simple yet effective analogies.
As a first analogy, consider that bridges represent something comparable to the arteries and veins
which carry blood throughout our bodies. Although your doctor has the training and knowledge to
issue a diagnosis based on simple measurements, e.g. blood pressure, he often relies on more
precise “technology”, e.g. X-rays, to support diagnosing and pinpointing a medical issue. It’s the
same with SHM.
As a second analogy, automobiles we drive have included on-board computers since the late
1990’s, monitoring the engine and its performance. When something goes out of tolerance or just
fails, the dreaded Check Engine light comes on and that gets our attention. The next step is that
your trusted mechanic downloads the code or codes which either tell you exactly what is wrong or
assist in narrowing the issue down. Again, it’s the same with SHM.
Taking this second analogy a step further, think of SHM as a Check Engine light that alerts bridge
engineers to a structural issue. In addition to viewing the data on a regular basis, these systems can
have alert thresholds established, e.g. strain, so that when data from a sensor detects that this
threshold has been met or exceeded, a text message or email alert can be sent to the bridge
engineers who can review the data, deploy an inspection response team as necessary or visit the
site as well. In this manner, issues can be detected as close to real-time as possible. Also, SHM
could be used to monitor a bridge or series of bridges from off-site and thus reduce the number of
interim inspections that are being performed, reducing the cost of “boots on the ground”.
For purposes of this paper, we are focused on the application of SHM technology in a practical
and effective manner so that a transportation owner can use real and quantifiable data to manage
its bridge infrastructure. SHM is especially useful to safely defer spending on unnecessary
repairs/replacements or to mitigate the effects of a load restriction, thus reducing user cost from
detours. It can also be used to monitor high value, complex bridge assets for performance and
condition-based maintenance actions.
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In one of the first applications of SHM for the South Carolina Department of Transportation
(SCDOT), installed in 2008 and in place for approximately 2 1/2 years until the new bridge was
opened, SHM validated all the previously mentioned issues. This steel bridge, a fracture critical 2
girder/floor beam system, had been scheduled for replacement, but was delayed for some time.
There was concern about possibly having to restrict normal highway loads, causing significantly
increased user costs resulting from a 45-mile detour. A SHM monitoring system was installed that
saved over $700,000 by not having to strengthen the bridge. The system proved the bridge was
performing to the satisfaction of SCDOT. A useful by-product of this application was that it also
allowed SCDOT to capture logging trucks that were illegally and significantly overloaded,
effectively ending those risks by ticketing violators.
SCDOT completed an FHWA-sponsored Technology Innovation Deployment Program (TIDP)
Project for SHM monitoring of several bridges with different condition issues to demonstrate the
technical viability and financial benefits of using SHM as a both a management and investment
optimization tool. A few examples of these benefits are listed below and we will further examine
two of them:
1)
Verified retrofits (to arrest cracks in steel plate girders on 2 Interstate bridges) were
working as designed, avoiding spending to maintain temporary shoring while widening,
accommodate traffic so that main spans could be replaced later.
2)
Monitored shear cracks on a CIP curved concrete bridge on an Interstate ramp,
which continues to safely defer spending for repairs until its replacement can be funded.
3)
Relaxed the load restriction level on steel swing bridge serving three coastal sea
islands, safely avoiding unnecessary repair spending to strengthen the structure until
replaced.
4)
Verified that rehabilitation instead of replacement was appropriate for 2 large steel
bridges, safely deferring a major ($50 million) investment for SCDOT.
The first example mentioned above summarizes a critical situation from which management,
bridge engineers and the public benefitted. In this case these bridges were similar in age and design
of two other sets of twin Interstate bridges on the same route that had similar cracking and fatigue
issues. The problem spans were steel plate girders with thin webs, simple spans of the same length
and skew angle. Both bridges were designed per the AASHTO Specifications at the time. However,
in hindsight, the designs using thin webs did not provide for long term serviceability and, based
on the loading history, began to fatigue and crack. Other bridges that were problematic in rural
areas of I-77 had their spans gutted and replaced. In this case however, these bridges were in an
area around Rock Hill, SC which is now essentially a suburbanized area south of Charlotte, NC
which has experienced significant growth in the past ten years.
The initial engineering recommendation was to temporarily shore, while widening the bridges,
which was planned for this section of I-77, shift traffic, gut and replace the problem spans.
However, management was not ready to execute this planned widening project which would have
cost an estimated $6,500,000 (including new main spans for the existing bridges) and consequently
wanted to consider a more permanent shoring solution. Engineers came up with a solution at a cost
of approximately $900,000, but with concerns that it could remain effective long-term. Once the
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shoring project was completed it was visually inspected on a frequent basis to verify that it was
performing as expected. Although performing as the engineers designed the inspections were
visual and it was felt that SHM could provide a more precise verification of the retrofit both shortterm and long-term.
The SHM solution, at a cost of approximately $185,000 for both bridges, was extremely effective
and beneficial in providing a level of comfort to the engineers. Finally, the motoring public and
others users of these bridges were sparred traffic interruptions of a major rehabilitation in the short
term. To date this retrofit is performing as needed thus giving more time to obtain and allocate
funding and to develop the project in the most efficient manner. As was mentioned earlier, SHM
also allowed SCDOT to reduce the amount of visual checks using “boots on the ground”.
Example 3 mentioned above is another application that proved the economic benefits of SHM. A
load-restricted swing bridge served as the sole access to three sea islands south of Beaufort, SC.
One of the sea islands had a resort and the cost of having to use smaller service and delivery trucks
was increasing. In addition, a rock revetment protecting the island coastline and several houses
needed to be repaired, which required deliveries with heavy trucks. A load allowance increase, as
a result of using SHM, assisted with the delivery of repair materials. The bridge is now scheduled
for replacement as a high level fixed bridge which will provide a modern design to service the sea
islands. The elimination of the swing bridge will also save operational costs as well.
SHM has also been used for by SCDOT for monitoring complex, high asset value bridges such as
the Ravenel, a cable stayed bridge in Charleston, South Carolina. In this case, SCDOT wanted to
monitor its day to day performance as well as instances of a high wind events, such as a hurricane.
Charleston is also in a relatively high seismic zone. Owners of large and complex bridges would
greatly benefit from SHM in that monitoring of critical areas could be accomplished online,
comparing actual vs. expected structural behavior. SCDOT believes that monitoring of the Ravenel
Bridge will allow it to optimize future maintenance actions, perform more effective “guided”
visual inspections, and generally support the longevity of this critical transportation asset.
SHM, at its current technology development level, has already been proven as a valuable
engineering and management tool. Although most users of SHM have been primarily interested in
capturing strain data, there are other data streams that fall under the SHM umbrella. Collecting
temperature data is important to understand the thermal effects on both bridge movement and strain.
Tiltmeters have been used to capture rotation data of bearings and piers. Moisture content and pH
are other possible data needs. There has also been a reported application of SHM to measure strain
on a very large diameter trunnion shaft for a bascule bridge in order measure torsional strains
during lifting and closing operations.
So, how does a bridge owner start deployment of SHM? First, it’s recommended to start talking
with experienced owner/users. They can share a wealth of information about project specifics,
scoping, specifications and optimizing the SHM experience. Second, recognize that most SHM
solutions are customized, so it’s inherent that owners use only highly qualified firms who have
many referenceable projects. Third, if in-house analysis experience is minimal, hire a qualified
engineering consultant to provide the required analysis and recommendations. Finally, carefully
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review the newly published TRB Guidance Document that explains how to use SHM technology
most effectively.
Conclusions
In conclusion, a well maintained and managed infrastructure system of bridges is foundational to
our local, regional and national economies. A reluctance to cost-effectively deploy SHM to obtain
actionable information that supports more effective bridge management will increase unnecessary
agency costs, reduce funding level optimization, and increase user costs that we all end up paying
in one form or another. SHM is afford to judiciously employ. Vsi now is the time to learn, adopt,
management and optimization of a viable and necessary tool that any transportation agency CAN
'bile SHM technology will continue to evolve as a proven tool, utilize and grow with SHM to
provide more effective bridge your funding availability. This is the future and it is now!
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How a Few Structural Health Monitoring Dollars Saved Millions
Benham Design, LLC – United States, sue.tryon@benham.com: Sue Tryon 2 United States

Abstract
What to do when your bridge is load posted, but the majority of the bridge is in good condition
and does not bear witness to the calculations? Are strengthening measures really needed? Can
you back up that supposition with hard data? Answer: Load test it!
The 1940’s era concrete bridge carrying SH-28 across the top of the dam forming Grand Lake in
Northeastern Oklahoma is over a mile-long. The complex support conditions including spandrel
arches and hinges were load rated using simplified calculations, resulting in low load ratings and
a 16-ton load posting. Plans were underway to strengthen the underside of the bridge deck, floor
beams and longitudinal girders with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers, timed to coincide with a
deck rehabilitation and rehabilitation of the remainder of the bridge. However, strengthening so
many components of a mile-long bridge is very costly. Spending precious capital funds to
strengthen members no exhibiting distress, despite carrying heavy trucks daily, was troubling.
Load testing the bridge with a truck of known weight, strain gauges in key locations, and a
model calibrated to match the load testing results resulted in the information needed to eliminate
the majority of the strengthening measures, saving the owner millions of dollars.
Introduction and Background
Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA) owns and
maintains three rural state highway bridges atop
the Pensacola Dam in northeastern Oklahoma
which are functionally obsolete and structurally
deficient. The SH-28 bridges were built in just
20 months from 1938 to 1940, with the main
dam and bridge as shown in Figure 1.
The narrow bridges are load posted, resulting in
a 25-mile detour for overweight trucks. GRDA
and the Oklahoma Department of
Transportation (ODOT) jointly own and operate
the bridges. ODOT scheduled a project to
perform hydro-demolition and overlay of the
deck, while GRDA desired to strengthen the

Figure 1
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underside of the bridge. The agencies agreed that widening the bridge is desirable if grant funds
could be acquired. GRDA hired Benham to develop the preliminary and final design of the
rehabilitation and possible widening.
The bridges carry two lanes of traffic on a 19’-8” wide clear roadway, with an elevated 4’ wide
sidewalk and curb on the upstream side of the bridge. The main structure is comprised of
reinforced concrete with 51 Arch Sections as shown in Figures 2 and 3, 21 Spillway Sections as
shown in Figure 4, and 11 Non-Overflow Sections as shown in Figure 5. The east and west
spillway bridges have 11 and 10 spans, respectively.

Buttress

Top of Arch
Barrel

Spandrel Arch
Figure 2

Pier

Spillway Gate
Figure 4

Arch Barrel
Figure 3

Pier

Gravity Dam
Figure 5

Calculated load ratings indicated insufficient strength in the positive and negative moment areas
of the deck throughout the three bridges, low moment and shear capacity in the floor beams and
low moment capacity in the longitudinal girders in the Spillway and Non-Overflow Sections.
The load posting was controlled by floor beams in the Spillway and Non-Overflow Sections - at
13.3 tons for the HS truck and 12.4 tons for the EV3 truck, with the positive moment portion of
the deck also low in capacity.
Only the hinges in the upstream longitudinal girder of the Arch Section and the upper surface of
the deck show signs of distress. The majority of the bridge members, including the members
controlling the load ratings, do not visually exhibit distress despite the bridge being crossed
frequently by heavy gravel-haulers, concrete trucks, and garbage trucks. This is contradictory to
the load rating findings, which was the basis of this SHM project.
Part of the explanation of this apparent contradiction may be that the load distribution among
members is allowing the bridge to behave in a more complex manner than the simplifying
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assumptions made in the calculations. Additionally, the strength of the materials may be higher
than recommended for use by The Manual for Bridge Evaluation (MBE, 2018) tables for a bridge
of this age. Finally, although heavy trucks regularly cross this bridge, their speed is often
reduced, and may result in lower impact forces on the bridge than are used in the calculations.
Preliminary construction cost estimates for the GRDA rehabilitation work totaled $10,900,000.
ODOT – a Good Partner
Acting on a suggestion from an ODOT engineer, GRDA decided to implement a Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) solution through LifeSpan Technologies to capture actual live load
strain and temperature data to better characterize structural response. After a site visit and
submission of proposals, the total projected costs of the load-testing project were $390,000
(which included the SHM solution, installation, engineering, load testing and subsequent
structural analysis). At the project approval stage, construction cost savings were estimated to
range from $687,000 to $2,800,000. The plan was implemented in the fall of 2018 as follows:
•

Conduct static load tests on each of the three sections of the bridge, as the original design
optimized the reinforcing and member sizes for each section.

•

Conduct long-term monitoring for gathering temperature data.

To produce load test results quickly and cost-effectively, Benham hired TranSystems to:
•
•
•
•
•

Determine locations of bays to be tested and number/placement of sensors for maximum
effect from SHM data capture;
Conduct load testing (with remote assistance from LifeSpan Technologies);
Create three 3-D models in STAAD to be calibrated to match the load testing results;
Analyze the results of various load rating trucks; and
Produce a final report of findings and recommendations.

Details of SHM Deployment
LifeSpan Technologies provided the solution
hardware and software which were installed on
a turnkey basis by White Electrical Construction
Company. GRDA provided a snooper truck to
lower the sensors and cabinet to the underside of
the bridge while White Electrical used a 150foot boom truck as shown in Figure 6 to reach
the underside of the bridge, avoiding impacts to
traffic on the bridge during installation.
Installation on the first span began on a Monday
and the first load testing took place Friday of the
same week. The sensors were moved from span
to span to minimize hardware costs. The longest

Figure 6
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installation time took just one calendar week. The installation of sensors and load testing at all
three sites, including placing covers on the sensors for a year-long monitoring program, was
accomplished within 17 days.
Static Load Testing was performed on each of the three sections, separated by a few days to
allow relocation and re-initialization of the sensors. The sensors were placed as follows:
•

Non-Overflow Section – Twenty sensors were placed at the top and bottom of the floor
beams, upstream, and downstream girders, to capture shear and moment strains.

•

Spillway Section- Eleven sensors were located similarly, with two of the sensors placed on
the underside of the deck.

•

Arch Section – Twenty-three sensors were located on floor beams and longitudinal girders
to capture shear strains at the hinges, and strains on the arch and spandrels.

Load test days started at 7:30 a.m. with
everyone in place: ODOT provided a truck and
millings for the test vehicle, and systems scales
provided four to six calibrated scales at the dam
site to measure each wheel and axle for the
static load test. GRDA Police Officers and
Benham flagmen stopped traffic at the ends of
the bridge, and White Electrical/LifeSpan
Technologies initialized the sensors for the noload condition. TranSystems then located the
truck at each pre-marked position for three
Figure 7
readings from each sensor. Figure 7 shows
pavement markings for locating the truck axles precisely over the sensors. The sensor data was
collected remotely (within several minutes) before the truck moved to the next position. Once all
readings were taken with the truck on the eastbound lane, traffic at the bridge ends was allowed
to pass. The sensors were then re-initialized to a no-load condition and the triple readings were
taken with the truck on the westbound lane. This process was repeated with the truck located in
the center of the bridge.
Each entire load test was accomplished in approximately three hours including setting signs,
measuring the wheel weights, and performing the tests. On each load test day, testing was
accomplished within 1.25 hours from the first sensor reading to the last. The number of positions
for the truck varied between 10 and 14 locations. Traffic was impacted for a maximum of 20
minutes at a time, for a total of less than 1.5 hours per load test.
Upon completion of the Arch Section load test, sensors were left in place to measure the strains
and temperature variation between upstream and downstream girders over a year-long period.
This will allow GRDA to monitor the type of trucks typically using the bridges and their effect
while also supporting the separation of thermally induced strain from live load strain.
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All field work was completed in under three weeks, one week ahead of the planned schedule, and
without change orders. Flexibility of the load-testing team was critical to accommodate weather
and to allow the work to proceed quickly and with minimal impacts to the travelling public.
Results from Load Testing using SHM Technology
The first truck weighed 16 tons, due to the low values on the initial load rating calculations for
this section of the bridge. The majority of the strain values were very small, under five
microstrain (µε). One floor beam registered the highest strains on the bridge, 115 µε, which was
within expected values. Heavier trucks were used on the remaining load test days, to induce
more load in the members, but the remaining strains were still small with a maximum of 16 µε.
The final report (Johnson, Matt. 2019) concluded that the arches and longitudinal girders show
very little strain from the loads, and the model was calibrated without the need to use the
sidewalk and parapets as part of the structural section. The floor beams exhibited small negative
moments at the beam ends, suggesting that the stiffness of the deck, connection detailing, and
construction methods caused the system to behave similar to a monolithic type connection,
serving to partially fix the ends of the floor beams. The negative moments are well within the
member capacity, and the partial fixity helps reduce the positive moments in the floor beams.
Materials testing was performed just prior to the load testing. Despite the lower concrete strength
used in the new load rating computations, the bridge performed better under load testing than the
previous simplified calculations. The preliminary load testing analysis demonstrates that the
bridge carries the H20 and HS-20 truck without additional strengthening.
For comparison purposes to measure the effectiveness of SHM, the decreased concrete strength
will be disregarded. GRDA is currently projected to save a minimum of $2,000,000 in
construction costs by strengthening only the center portions of the underside of the slabs, the
ends of floor beams for shear, and two of the floor beams in the Arch Section per span for
moment using Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) to accommodate the EV3. GRDA and
ODOT are evaluating rating the bridge at 36 tons without strengthening, for additional savings.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Cost Effective use of SHM Technology
The behavior of this monolithic reinforced concrete structure showed that standard formulas for
load distribution and safe load determination are very conservative, resulting in an overly
conservative load-posting. Nearby communities are affected by requiring additional enforcement
effort and long detour routes for trucks exceeding the load limits.
The conservatism inherent in the condition assessment process assuredly drives more complex
and expensive rehabilitation projects than actually necessary. By using SHM in certain
situations, particularly where calculated values are low and visual inspection does not identify
distress in members, the conservatism may be reduced, with the potential for large cost savings.
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Getting the most cost-effective SHM solution should include the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Work with experienced SHM providers;
Include a site visit, followed by a meeting with the various agencies and engineering
firm(s) to coordinate the effort and make decisions together;
Use experienced structural engineers for analysis of captured data;
Utilize long-term monitoring for validation purposes;
The ability to re-use SHM hardware is key to getting the most from SHM dollars.

The site visit and meeting following the site visit should include the SHM solution provider,
SHM installer, bridge owner, local and state department of transportation maintenance personnel,
and the consultant providing the load testing analysis, at a minimum. The logistics of performing
the load test quickly once the sensors are set and calibrated requires flexibility from all parties
involved. Having a local consultant to perform the field portion of the load testing and manage
the logistics of the operation will provide more flexibility, reduce travel and labor costs, and
simplify the overall process. Decisions to be made during the site visit and meeting include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advance notice requirements for bridge closure (media, signs placed in advance, etc.);
Marking test positions on the deck in advance;
Provisions for advanced warning signage and flaggers;
Provision of load testing truck and well-distributed load such as asphalt millings or
gravel;
Provision of calibrated scales to measure axle weights; and
Personnel to position the trucks and communicate with remote data collection personnel.

This SHM project was implemented very quickly and was successful due to the helpfulness and
flexibility of the various partners in the project. Some of the parties joined the team later in the
process, which required additional communication and coordination. However, all parties agreed
to coordinate their effort as much as possible for the good of the owner and the travelling public.
The end result was an SHM project which produced construction cost savings for the bridge
owner and raised the load rating of a beautiful and complex 70-year old bridge.
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Abstract
This paper will demonstrate a solution for combining applied vehicle load to measured
displacement of a bridge structure. Vehicle type was determined using an advanced deep
learning algorithm to locate and classify vehicles based on video footage. Ranges for vehicle
weight can then be calculated using weight databases. The measurement of displacement was
accomplished using a synchronised multi-camera contactless vision based multiple point
displacement measurement system using wireless action cameras. Displacement measurements
can provide a valuable insight into the structural condition and service behaviour of bridges
under live loading. Computer Vision systems have been validated as a means of displacement
calculation, however existing systems in use are limited in scope by their inability to reliably
track multiple points on a long span bridge structure. The system introduced in this paper
provides a low cost durable alternative which is rapidly deployable in the field. The performance
of the system was evaluated in a series of controlled laboratory tests. This research provides a
means of correlating applied load to measured displacement, allowing for low cost condition
rating of bridge structures.
1. Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems provide a valuable alternative to traditional
inspections and overcome many of the previous limitations. SHM can provide an unbiased
means of determining the true state of our ageing infrastructure. Generally, sensor systems are
used to monitor bridge deterioration and provide quantitative information on the capacity of
individual structures, hence extending the safe working life of bridges and improving safety.
SHM is not merely the process of attaching sensors to a structure, but the collation and analysis
of data obtained by these sensors to aid proper management of civil structures.
Displacement measurements provide a valuable insight into the structural condition and service
behaviour of structures under live loading. Displacement can be measured using traditional
sensors, such as the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) (K.V. & Roy 2017; Santos,
Costa & Batista 2016), or accelerometers (Chang and Kim 2016) but these instruments require
direct contact with the bridge structure to obtain measurements, which can be unfeasible or
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unsafe in certain scenarios. Traditional sensors also have challenges in evaluating displacement
of a structure as a reaction to live loading, or to be accurately synchronized to this loading.
In contrast to the methods listed above, computer vision can be used as a means of displacement
where:
No contact with the bridge is possible
Long distance measurement is possible with use of a zoom lens.
Multiple point displacement measurement can be achieved.
Sub millimetre accuracy is possible under field conditions.
Early work in displacement monitoring using computer vision required the use of targets applied
to the bridge to provide a high-contrast Region of Interest(RoI) for the developed algorithms to
track through a video. One of the first studies to have reliable verification of dynamic
displacement loading was the work done by J. J. Lee and Shinozuka (2006). This study
performed a live-loading scenario on a 40m span box-girder bridge. The testing involved
tracking the movement of a target placed at midspan while trucks moved across the bridge at
speeds varying from 30-50km/h. As camera technology has improved in tandem with
progressively accurate means of tracking keypoints through a video, tracking of natural features
on a bridge structure has become increasingly viable. An early study that produced verifiable
non-contact displacement measurement was the work of M. Q. Feng et al. (2015), where field
trials with of the proposed system were verified in comparison to LVDT and target-based
computer vision.. A study using modified action cameras by the authors (Lydon et al. 2019)
detailed the verification of an highly accurate(within 0.03mm of Fibre Optic displacement
gauge) method of displacement monitoring. Additional computer vision based displacement
monitoring work was carried out by Ri and Tsuda (2013) and Pan, Tian, and Song (2016). These
methods are useful for obtaining displacement response at a single point on the bridge structure,
recent studies have demonstrated that multiple point displacement monitoring is possible. Early
work in multiple point simultaneous displacement calculation was carried out in by Fukuda,
Feng, and Shinozuka (2010), where multiple PC’s were used to control camcorders in a masterslave relationship. This system is based on estimating the time lag between master and slave
computers and is also dependent on having the cameras be controlled by PC at all times. A study
by the authors Lydon et al. (2018) demonstrated the development and application of a fully timesynchronised multiple camera system for displacement monitoring verified using industryleading technology.
There have been some studies involving correlating load identification to bridge response,
primarily through the use of camera-sensor systems where traditional sensors for measuring
bridge response are paired with a camera for vehicle classification. An example of this is the
work by Zaurin and Necati Catbas (2011). The computer vision algorithms for vehicle
classification were primarily used to determine the type of vehicle crossing their model bridge.
The proposed vision-based system can only differentiate between 3 types of pre-determined
vehicles, while a larger database is needed in order to create a viable real solution. A completely
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camera based system for load identification and response measurement was developed by Ojio et
al. (2016). The concept is to use two cameras which have been time-synchronised, the first to
measure sub-millimetre deflections on the underside of the bridge and a second to monitor
passing traffic on the bridge surface. This provides a great advantage in situations where access
to the underside of the bridge is restricted, thus making it very difficult to attach sensors. These
methods used rudimentary means of vehicle classification where features extracted from the
vehicles were used as a means of classification, such as the methods proposed by Liu et al.
(2016); Varagula, Kulproma & ITOb (2017).
The research presented here will use a deep learning method for vehicle classification known as
You Only Look Once(YOLO) Redmon & Farhadi (2018). This method has been verified as a
valid means of object classification, and the modification of the system for use as a fien-grained
vehicle classification method will be detailed in the following sections.
2. System Development
A detailed explanation of the development of the displacemenr monitoring using cameras can be
found in earlier work by the authors, for purposes of brevity they will not be reproduced here.
It was desired to pair the displacment monitoring method with a modified version of the YOLO
algorithm known as QUBYOLO. This algorithm was trained by first creating an annotated
database of vehicles organised into the following classes: Car, Bus, Van, Two-Axle Truck,
Three-Axle Truck, Four-Axle Truck, Five-Axle Truck and Six- Axle Truck. A bounding box
had to manually placed around each vehicle in the 1500+ images for each class, these images
were then used as a training set to allow QUBYOLO to learn to classify vehicles by type. The
mean Average Precision (mAP) developed by Salton & Mcgill (1986) was used to evaulate the
training accuracy of QUBYOLO, the results are shown in Table I.
Table I Results from Evaluation of Training Accuracy of QUBYOLO

Class
Car
Bus
Van
Two_Axle Truck
Three_Axle Truck
Four_Axle Truck
Five_Axle Truck
Six_Axle Truck

mAP (%)
86.77
80.49
66.67
74.32
65.99
77.66
63.22
73.32

3. Implementation of YOLO on Field Data
A field trial was carried out to investigate the applicability of YOLO for fine-grained vehicle
detection on images gathered from a field trial in addition to time synchronised deflection
readings from multiple cameras. The trial was carried out at Verners Bridge, Dungannon,.
Northern Ireland. 3 cameras were used for tracking displacement of the bridge, these were set to
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monitor the bridge at ¼ span, mid span and ¾ span respectively. A 4th camera was used to record
images of vehicles crossing the bridge. the QUBYOLO implementation was then used to classify
these images. Due to constraints on the camera position, the ¼ span node was chosen as the
location to extract images from for QUBYOLO to classify as this location was the most visible
in the recorded images.
Once the displacement for the truck events was obtained, it was possible to calculate an
approximation of bridge response based on the applied load to the bridge structure. This was
calculated for this trial by obtaining the displacement measurements when the first truck axle
was at quarter span through a geometric transformation between the image coordinate (captured
by the camera system) and the world coordinate of the bridge. The results from QUBYOLO and
the approximate curve of spatial displacement response is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 QUBYOLO Prediction and Approximate Spatial Displacement Response for Pass 1 at Quarter Span

4. Conclusions
The results obtained in this field trial show that it is possible to identify vehicle position/type in
combination with monitoring of displacement of a bridge structure. Future work in this area
would involve the analysis of axle spacing of the captured vehicles, which could be used in
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combination with a vehicle weights database to create an influence line of bridge response to
applied load.
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Abstract
The non-destructive damage identification approaches for existing structures become more of a
concern due to safety requirements. However, the application of damage identification method is
still limited for complex spatial structures. In this paper, a practical residual force decomposition
(RFD) method is proposed to identify damaged members in existing reticulated shell structures. A
parameterized model is built by taking the stiffness reduction into consideration. In the proposed
RFD method, members are the direct objects for analysis and the dimensionless modal deformation
along the projection of the member is presented. Then a set of multivariate linear equations is
constructed to solve damage parameters. According to the different proportion of the numbers of
members and joints, three situations of the solution are discussed. Especially when the solution is
not unique, the importance coefficients of structural members are introduced as additional
constraints through Ritz vector sensitivity analysis and application of the Modal Assurance
Criterion. An illustrative example with a single-layer Kiewitt-6 reticulated shell is adopted to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. The results show that the proposed method can
yield a suitable damage identification.
1. Introduction
With the continuous use of existing structures despite aging, the damage assessment of existing
structures has been attached much attention in order to avoid disastrous consequences. Due to the
complexity and concealment of the damages in an existing structure, it is hard to ascertain the
exact location and extent of structural damages with a traditional inspecting way. Especially for
the existing reticulated shell structures that owns a large number of members, it is impossible to
inspect every member and joint of the structure for identifying the damages. Meanwhile, most of
the existing structures are always in service. Using the destructive inspecting methods for
inspecting is also undesirable or not permitted. Therefore, numerous non-destructive techniques
devoted to damage identification have been proposed (An and Ou, 2013) in the last two decades.
Some are related to overall identification of a structure (Xia et al., 2002), and others concern in
identification of local members and joints (Blachowski et al., 2016).
One of the damage identification methods is model updating technique based on the modification
of structural model matrices, such as mass, stiffness and damping. Zimmerman and Kaouk (1994)
firstly proposed the minimum rank perturbation theory, which provides a method for updating the
stiffness matrices. Mares and Surace (1996) made use of a genetic algorithm (GA) to identify the
location and quantification of the damage in elastic structures. Esfandiari et al. (2013) presented
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a frequency-based technique to detect damage in a structure with stiffness reduction. In some cases,
mode-based damage identification methods suffer from the problems of noise or measurement
errors. Neglecting modal characteristic errors in damage detection procedures can lead to false
results. The load-dependent Ritz vectors are alternatives to modes as basis vectors, which proves
useful in model reduction and damage identification. One of the major difficulties of the damage
identification using Ritz vectors is recognizing the change of Ritz vectors corresponding to the
observed damage feature. Lam et al. (2006) proposed a method that takes advantage of an artificial
neural network (ANN), trying to overcome this difficulty. However, the ANN-based method still
has limitations. This method is only applicable to the structures with very few damage members.
It requires such a large amount of computation to get all sets of input data corresponding to the
damage location when the number and location of the damaged members are uncertain.
Based on the aforementioned research achievements, this paper proposes a practical residual force
decomposition (RFD) method of damage identification in existing reticulated shells (ERSs). In the
proposed process, members are the direct objects for analysis and the dimensionless modal
deformation along the projection of the member is presented. Then a set of multivariate linear
equations is derived to solve the parameters of stiffness reduction by using selected effective
modes of existing reticulated shells as well as the decomposed residual force vector. The Kiewitt6 reticulated shell structure is designed as an ERS example to verify the proposed RFD method.
2. Assumptions
(1) For a single-layer ERS, the loads in service stage are balanced mainly by in-plane membrane
forces and the out-of-plane deformation of the ERS before the instability is very small. As a result,
the members of the ERS mainly bear axial force and the bending moment could be ignored. For
other types of ERSs, such as double-layer reticulated shells, the joints are usually made as bolted
spherical joints and are regarded as 3D-hinges in the ERS finite element model.
(2) Most members of the ERS are all in the elastic state when it is in service because the loadcarrying capacity of the ERS is usually dominated by its carrying capability of overall stability.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the members of a ERS are elastic in the analysis process, without
taking plastic effect into account.
3. Residual force decomposition method
3.1 theoretical derivation
Assuming that the effect of damage on the mass property matrices of the ERS is negligible, the
Eigenvalue problem for an n DOFs undamped structure with p measured modes can be written as

(( K

u

− ΔK ) − λ j Mu ){φ} j = 0

and (K u − λ j Mu ) {φ} j = ΔK {φ} j

(j = 1, 2,..., p)

(1)

where Mu denotes the mass matrix of the undamaged ERS which can be replaced by the
equivalent mass matrix calculated in the process of damage identification; K u denotes the stiffness
matrix of the undamaged ERS. However, it is impossible to obtain the accurate stiffness matrix of
the undamaged ERS. Therefore, only an idealized finite element model can be used to substitute
for the undamaged structure. Meanwhile, λ j and {φ } j are the j th eigenvalue and eigenvector of
the damaged structure; and ΔK denotes the overall stiffness perturbation matrix corresponding to
the structural stiffness reduction. At this point, let
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b j = (K u − λ j M u ) {φ } j

(2)

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) gives

ΔK {φ } j = b j

(3)

( j = 1, 2,..., p )

where b j is the j th residual force vector.
Note that the RFD method is aimed at the stiffness reduction of each member. Therefore, the
overall stiffness perturbation matrix ΔK can be parameterized as
N

ΔK = ∑ rs [K (se) ](ext end )

(4)

s =1

where N is the number of members; K (se) is element-level sub stiffness matrix corresponding to the
s th element; and rs is the s th elemental damage parameter (DP) to be estimated, given by
(5)
r = {rs } ( s = 1, 2,..., N )
Theoretically, the value of rs equals 0 if the element is undamaged, while it equals 1 if the element
is completely broken. In fact, since K (se) is corresponding to the idealized model, the parameter rs
may exceed the range of 0 to 1 due to the difference between the ideal model and the actual
undamaged structure. Therefore, only the relative value of rs has practical meaning, which is the
normalized values corresponding to the calculated damage parameters (DPs). In this way, rs can
be interpreted as the normalized parameters to be estimated.
According to assumption (1), every joint in the structure can be simplified as a spatial hinged joint
with 3 translational DOFs. Suppose that the member s is between the joints m and n, then K (se) can
be expressed as
(e)
(6)
K (se) = TsT K s Ts
Where
⎡1 0 0 ⎤
s
s
⎥ , R mm = −R mn = ks ⎢0 0 0 ⎥
s
⎢
⎥
R nn ⎥⎦
⎢⎣0 0 0 ⎥⎦

s
⎡ R mm
(e)
Ks = ⎢ s
⎢ R nm
⎣

R mn ⎤
s

(7)

where ks equals Es As ls ; Ts is the transformation matrix for the element s. Substituting Eq. (7)
into Eq. (6) yields
m
n
⎡ cs21
cs1cs 2 cs1cs 3 ⎤
⎢
⎥
(8)
cs22 cs 2 cs 3 ⎥
⎡ R s −R s ⎤ , R s = ⎢cs 2 cs1
(e)
K s = ks ⎢
⎥
2 ⎥
⎢
cs 3 ⎦
⎣ −R s R s ⎦
⎣ cs 3cs1 cs 3cs 2
where cs1, cs 2 , cs3 are three sets of direction cosines of the local coordinate x s of the member s
corresponding to the global coordinates xs , ys , zs of the structure, defined by

{

}

c s = {cs1 , cs 2 , cs 3 } = cos < x s , xs >,cos < x s , ys >,cos < x s , zs >
T

T

(9)

where cos < x s , xs > denotes the direction cosine value between the global coordinate axis xs and
the local coordinate axis x s . Substituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (8) into Eq. (3) and the residual force
vector related to the member s can be gotten as
m
⎡ Rs
⎪⎧b j ,m,s ⎪⎫
⎨
⎬ = rs ks ⎢
⎣ −R s
⎩⎪ b j ,n,s ⎭⎪

n
−R s ⎤ ⎪⎧{φ} j ,m ⎪⎫
⎨
⎬
R s ⎥⎦ ⎩⎪{φ} j ,n ⎭⎪

(10)
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where b j ,m, s = {b(j ,xm) ,s b(j ,ym) ,s b(j ,zm) ,s } and b j ,n, s = {b(j ,xn),s b(j ,yn),s b(j ,zn),s } are the residual force
T

T

vectors corresponding to the joints m and n, respectively. Eq. (10) can be further decomposed as
( e ) ⎧−c s ⎫
⎪⎧b j ,m, s ⎪⎫
⎪⎧ R s {φ} j ,m − R s {φ} j ,n ⎪⎫
(11)
⎨
⎬ = rs ks ⎨
⎬ = rs ks ζ j ,s ⎨
⎬
⎩ cs ⎭
⎩⎪ b j ,n, s ⎭⎪
⎩⎪−R s {φ} j ,m + R s {φ} j ,n ⎭⎪
where ζ
by

( e)
j ,s

is the dimensionless modal deformation along the projection of the member s, defined
( e)

ζ j ,s = (φ (j ,nx) − φ (j ,xm) )cs1 + (φ (j ,ny ) − φ (j ,ym) )cs 2 + (φ (j ,nz ) − φ (j ,zm) )cs3

(12)

where the direction of the local coordinate x s is from the joint m to the joint n, as shown in Figure
3. Thus, for joint m, Eq. (11) can be written as
Nm

Nm

s =1

s =1

b j ,m = ∑ b j ,m , s = ∑ sign( s )rs ks ζ

(e)
j ,s s

c

(13)

where N m is the number of structural members connected to the joint m. b j ,m = {b(j ,xm) b(j ,ym) b(j ,zm) }

T

is corresponding to the joint m. If the member s starts from the joint m, then sign(s) equals -1,
otherwise sign(s) equals 1. Additionally, it is the same process of deducing the formula of the joint
n. Eq. (13) can be simplified as
Nm

f j ,1,m = b(j ,xm) = ∑ sign( s )rs k s ζ
s =1

(e)
j , s s1 ,

same as b (j ,ym) , b (j ,zm)

c

(14)

Considering all M joints in the structure, Eq. (14) can be extend to
⎡ sign(1)k ζ ( e ) c
j ,1 1,1
1,1
⎢
"
⎢
⎢
(e)
⎢ sign(1)kM ,1 ζ j ,1 c1,1
⎢
(e)
⎢ sign(1)k1,1ζ j ,1 c1,2
⎢
"
⎢
⎢ sign(1)k ζ ( e ) c
j ,1 1,3
M ,1
⎣

(e)

sign(2)k1,2 ζ
"
sign(2)kM ,2 ζ
sign(2)k1,2 ζ
"
sign(2)kM ,2 ζ

c

j ,2 2,1

(e)

c

!

c

!
#

j ,2 2,1

(e)

j ,2 2,2

(e)

c

j ,2 2,3

[ A3M × N ]

!
#

!

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
(e)
sign( N )k M , N ζ j , N cN ,1 ⎥
⎥
(e)
sign( N )k1, N ζ j , N cN ,2 ⎥
⎥
"
⎥
(e)
sign( N )k M , N ζ j , N cN ,3 ⎥⎦ 3M × N
sign( N )k1, N ζ
"

(e)

c

j , N N ,1

⎧ f j ,1,1 ⎫
⎪ " ⎪
⎧ r1 ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪r ⎪
⎪ 2⎪
⎪⎪ f j ,1, M ⎪⎪
⎨ ⎬ =⎨
⎬
⎪"⎪
⎪ f j ,2,1 ⎪
⎪⎩rN ⎪⎭
⎪ " ⎪
N ×1
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩ f j ,3, M ⎪⎭

(15)

3 M ×1

where M is the number of joints and N is the number of members and A3M × N denotes the coefficient
matrix. If the member s is not connected to the joint m, the parameter km,s equals 0 , otherwise

km,s equals ks . Eq. (15) can be understood as the decomposition of the residual force b j ,m to
balance the modal force due to damage and the value of the vector r can be obtained as the original
set of DPs by solving the equation.
3.2 Numerical examples
The Kiewitt-6 reticulated shell structure (shown in Figure 1) is designed as an ERS example to
verify the proposed RFD method. The structure consists of 72 steel pipes (excluded the
surrounding 18 ring pipes among the boundary joints) and 19 unfixed joints. Loads on the shell,
including weights of bolted spherical joints, roof panels and hanging facilities as well as some
other live loads, are simplified as nodal masses lumped at joints of the structure.
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It is assumed that the significant damage occurs on the member 25 (see in Figure 1), with an axial
stiffness reduction of 50%. The damaged member in this case is a rib member. The dynamic
characteristics are calculated and the MPMRs are shown in Figure 2(a) and 3 modes (including
the modes 8, 9, 19) are selected to identify the damaged member. The calculation results are shown
in Figure 2(b). The figure illustrates that the modes 8 and 19 are successfully used for identifying
the damage of the member 25. The mode 9 is insensitive to the damage of this member.

Figure 1. Kiewitt-6 single-layer reticulated shell structure
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Figure 2. (a) MPMRs of single damaged model (b) DP values of single damage identification
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4 Conclusions
A practical RFD method is proposed to identify the damaged members in the existing reticulated
shell structure in this paper. According to the structural characteristics of the ERS that the members
mainly bear axial force and the bending moment could be ignored, and the method of modal
residual force decomposition, a set of multivariate linear equations using residual force
decomposition was derived to calculate the damage parameters of the structural members. The
Kiewitt-6 reticulated shell structure is designed as an ERS example to verify the proposed RFD
method. According to the illustrative example, 3 modes (including mode 8, 9 and 19) are selected
to identify the damaged member. The calculation results show that the two modes of all the three
selected modes successfully identify the damaged member.
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Abstract
Investigation of structural integrity has been a critical issue in the field of civil engineering for
years. Visual inspection is one of the most available methods to explore deteriorative components
in structures. Still, this method is not applicable to invisible portions of structures, in particular of
those behind the nonstructural components or interior decorating. Alternatively, system
identification methods are capable of extracting dynamic characteristics of structures. The
deviation of these dynamic properties can serve as indicators to access structural integrity. In this
study, an automated stochastic subspace system identification method based on seismic responses
of structures is proposed. The method first divides the measured signals into several segments and
then establishes multi-Hankel matrices. Each Hankel matrix is then converted to the frequency
domain and an averaged frequency-domain Hankel matrix can be calculated. With the aid of the
singular value decomposition, mode candidates can be selected from the right-singular matrix. The
candidates are examined mode by mode using frequency-domain stochastic subspace
identification. The identifiable modes finally show stable natural frequencies and complex mode
shapes in a quick stabilization diagram, and the dynamic characteristics of a structure are
determined. In this research, an experiment test and strong motion records are employed to
investigate feasibility and reliability of this identification method. As seen in results, the proposed
method is capable of identifying accurate structural properties based on seismic responses of
structures with high efficiency.
1. Introduction
In the field of SHM, modal properties such as natural frequencies, damping, and mode shapes can
serve as an indicator to represent the soundness of a structure (Farrar and Doebling 1997). In
practical, Stochastic subspace system identification (SSI) is one of well-known identification
techniques for SHM using output-only measurements. SSI establishes a mathematical model
through structural response in the stochastic senses. Modal properties can be identified through
this stochastic model. In terms of time domain, Van Overschee and De Moor (1991) developed
the stochastic subspace system identification method based on matrix orthogonal projection that
derives a stochastic state-space representation from the extended observability and controllability
matrices. However, not only structural modes will be identified, but many spurious modes were
also observed. In 2001, Peeters and De Roeck improved the identification quality by adding a
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stabilization diagram to SSI. This improvement will eliminate spurious modes and preserve stable
modes, which is considered as structural modes. These methods are then extended into automated
SSIs by using cluster analysis (Magalhães et al 2009; Cabboi et al 2017). Still, the algorithms are
time-consuming due to the enormous size of the Hankel matrix.
In addition, stochastic subspace system identification can also be carried out in the frequency
domain. McKelvey et al (1996) proposed a subspace-based multivariable frequency-domain
system identification method which employed the subspace system identification method in the
frequency domain. Cauberghe (2004) extended this method for structural health monitoring by
forming a Hankel matrix using frequency-domain responses, which were calculated by the discrete
Fourier transform to the time-domain responses. Then, a stabilization diagram was employed to
obtain the modal properties of a structure. As a result, the size reduction of the Hankel matrix (i.e.,
only half spectrum employed) alleviates the computation load. Moreover, the efficiency can also
be improved by a pre-defined frequency range for a specific mode.
The objective of this study is to develop an automated stochastic subspace system identification
method based on seismic responses of structures. The method first divides the measured signals
into several segments and then establishes multi-Hankel matrices. Each Hankel matrix is then
converted to the frequency domain and an averaged frequency-domain Hankel matrix can be
calculated. With the aid of the singular value decomposition (SVD), mode candidates can be
selected from the right-singular matrix. The candidates are examined mode by mode using
frequency-domain stochastic subspace identification. Finally, the dynamic characteristics are
extracted from the stabilization diagram generated from the stochastic subspace identification. In
this study, an experiment test and strong motion records are employed to investigate feasibility
and reliability of this identification method. As seen in results, the proposed method is capable of
identifying accurate structural properties based on seismic responses of structures with high
efficiency.
2. Methodology
In this study, an automated stochastic subspace system identification method based on seismic
responses of structures is developed. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method. First, the
measured structural responses are used to construct multiple time-domain Hankel matrices and
individually converted into frequency-domain Hankel matrices. The Hankel matrices are then
added and averaged into one. A moving window sweeps through the Hankel matrix along the
frequency axis, and SVD decomposes the windowed matrix. Structural mode candidates can be
observed from the right-singular vectors of the SVD result. The candidates are then applied to the
frequency-domain stochastic subspace system identification mode by mode. Finally, the stable
modes are determined using a quick stabilization diagram. Each component in this method is
introduced in the following.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed method

Consider a N sample measurements y of a structure, the measurements can be divided into i
portions with the length of N/k. The frequency-domain Hankel matrix of each portion measurement
(McKelvey and Viberg 2001) can be formed as

𝓗𝑖 =

𝐘𝑖 [0]
−1
𝑊𝑖,𝑝
𝐘𝑖 [0]
⋮
𝑁
−( −𝑝)
𝑘

[𝑊𝑖,𝑝

𝐘𝑖 [0]

𝐘𝑖 [1]
−1
𝑊𝑖,𝑝
𝐘𝑖 [1]
⋮
𝑁
−( −𝑝)
𝑘

𝑊𝑖,𝑝

𝐘𝑖 [1]

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

𝐘𝑖 [𝑝]
−1
𝑊𝑖,𝑝 𝐘𝑖 [𝑝]
⋮
𝑁
−( −𝑝)
𝑘

𝑊𝑖,𝑝

(1)

𝐘𝑖 [𝑝] ]

where 𝓗 is the frequency-domain Hankel matrix; 𝑊𝑝𝑛 is the shift phase which will not affect the
identification results (Chang et al 2018); p is the window length. Because each Hankel matrix
indicates the frequency-domain in a short time, the Hankel matrices obtained from Eq. (1) are
summed such as
̅̅̅ = 𝓗1 + 𝓗2 + ⋯ + 𝓗𝑘
𝓗

(2)

̅̅̅ is the frequency-domain Hankel matrix after combination. This Hankel matrix lowers
where 𝓗
the uncertainty in the high-amplitude region (i.e., large accelerations in an earthquake event).
To determine the mode candidates, a moving window with a fixed length l runs through the
̅̅̅, along the frequency axis. The singular value decomposition
frequency-domain Hankel matrix, 𝓗
is then applied to a portion of the Hankel matrix within the window. The equation can be expressed
as
̅̅̅L ≅ 𝐔L 𝐒L 𝐕LT
𝓗

(3)

where the subscript L denotes a portion of the Hankel matrix; U is the left singular vectors; S is
the singular value matrix; V is the right singular vectors. To determine the major frequency
response components of a structure, only the first k singular values are considered in the SVD
process, which leads to 𝐔 ∈ ℝ(𝑁−𝑝+1)×𝑘 , 𝐒 ∈ ℝ𝑘×𝑘 , 𝐕 ∈ ℝ𝑙×𝑘 . A peak picking method is applied
to the right singular vector V to identify the mode candidates in a specific frequency interval. The
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effective frequency range of each mode candidate is determined using the criteria mentioned in
Chang et al (2018).
For the frequency-domain stochastic subspace identification, the frequency-domain Hankel matrix
̅p , and the future matrix, 𝐘
̅f . An efficient projection (Chang and
is divided into the past matrix, 𝐘
Loh 2015) using these two matrices is utilized to determine the subspace O, and is given by
T
̅p ⁄𝐘
̅f ≅ 𝐘
̅f 𝐕p,m 𝐕p,m
̅f 𝐕p,m
𝐎=𝐘
→𝐘

(4)

T
where 𝐕p,m
is neglected because the matrix can be a similarity matrix to both extended
observability and controllability matrices in the SSI theory. Moreover, because the subspace, O,
represents a product of the extend observability and controllability matrices, SVD is used to
separate the two matrices. The system matrix and the measurement matrix are calculated through
the separating process, and the modal properties such as the natural frequency, mode shape, and
damping ratio of a specific mode can be extracted from these obtained matrices by the eigen
analysis (Chang et al 2018).

3. Experiment Validation
An eight-story building is tested under seismic excitation using shake table testing at the National
Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) in Taiwan. Two input ground motions
are considered during the experiment, which are the El Centro earthquake record in 1940, and ChiChi earthquake record from station TCU076 in 1999. 16 accelerometers are installed to the side of
floor plates and measure floor accelerations along the strong axis. The sampling rate is 200 Hz.
The peak ground accelerations are scaled to 0.1g. For the building, each story is 1.1 m high and
supported by four uniform steel columns. The columns are H-type column with moment of inertia
3.69 × 10−6 m4 . Additional mass blocks are added to floors, resulting in the total mass of each
floor equal to 760 kg.
All measured responses are used to identify the structural dynamic characteristics. The average
acceleration of each floor is calculated and applied to the proposed method. Offsets in measured
signals are eliminated in pre-processing. Signals with frequency higher than 45 Hz are ignored
because a low-pass filter with a 50-Hz cutoff frequency is embeded in the data acquisition system,
resulting in very low responses above 45 Hz. Taking input excitation El Centro as an example, 6
mode candidates obtained from the proposed method are 1.855 Hz, 6.738 Hz, 12.793 Hz, 19.531
Hz, 24.512 Hz, and 32.227 Hz. The effective frequency range are then determined accordingly for
each mode. Through the frequency-domain SSI, the modal properties of each mode or multiple
modes together can be extracted by projection of the future Hankel matrix to the past Hankel matrix
in a specific frequency range. In Fig. 2, the mode shapes are compared with results obtained from
ambient vibration responses using multi-output frequency domain system identification (MFDID,
Kim and Spencer 2005). The blue line indicates the identified mode from the proposed method,
while the red-dash line indicates the results from the MFDID. The modes are consistent in the first
six modes. Because the frequency content of earthquakes enlarges the level of uncertainties, the
7th mode is not identifiable. Identification results under both excitations are listed in Table 1. VAR
and MAC are the error between identified natural frequencies and the modal assurance criterion
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of the proposed method and the MFDID, respectively. The results indicate the well performance
of the proposed method under seismic responses.

Figure 2. Comparison between the proposed method and the MFDID under El Centro
Table 1. Comparison between results from proposed method and MFDID
El Centro
TCU076
# frequency points
2048
2048
Peak Picking trigger
0.4
0.3
Mode 1
VAR
2.61%
2.77%
(1.89 Hz)
MAC
0.976
0.996
Mode 2
VAR
0.95%
7.04%
(6.85 Hz)
MAC
0.997
0.980
Mode 3
VAR
1.07%
3.72%
(12.98 Hz)
MAC
0.996
0.981
Mode 4
VAR
5.16%
0.47%
(19.31 Hz)
MAC
0.942
0.994
Mode 5
VAR
2.06%
1.23%
(25.85 Hz)
MAC
0.980
0.986
Mode 6
VAR
1.54%
0.26%
(32.07 Hz)
MAC
0.987
0.995
Mode 7
VAR
(36.41Hz)
MAC
-

4. Conclusion
In this study, an automated system identification method based on seismic responses was proposed.
The method first divided the structural responses into sequential portions and constructed multiHankel matrices in time domain. These Hankel matrices were converted to the frequency domain
with the same number of frequency points individually. The frequency-domain Hankel matrices
were stacked into one to reduce unpleasant noise. Next, a moving window goes through the Hankel
matrix along the frequency axis and extracted the selected portion for singular value decomposition.
A peak picking method was applied to the right singular vector to obtain mode candidates. After
selecting the mode candidates, the effective range was determined and the frequency range in the
Hankel matrix was taken out. Modal properties can be extracted from the portion of Hankel matrix
using frequency-domain stochastic system identification. Finally, all modes can be identified by
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applying the procedure to all mode candidates. In the experiment, an 8-story steel frame considered
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The results show that the method can wellidentify the first few structural modes; however, higher modes can be difficult to observed due to
the characteristic of earthquakes. As a result, the proposed method is capable of identifying stable
structural modes with high accuracy.
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Abstract
Drive-by bridge inspection is a method that uses the responses of a test vehicle passing over a
bridge to identify the bridge’s properties, like road surface profile, modal parameters, damage, etc.
It needs only accelerometers installed on the test vehicle, so it is time- and labor- saving and
portable. Accurate identification of road surface profiles is essential for drive-by bridge inspection
because it excites the vehicle responses the most and may also govern the identification accuracy
of the other characteristics. In a laboratory experiment, identifying road profile and frequency
utilizing drive-by bridge inspection was successful. However, the accuracy was a remaining open
problem. This study aims to improve the accuracy of road profile identification from the responses
of a test vehicle passing over a real bridge by correcting the inclinations of sensors on the vehicle.
The initial inclinations were estimated by an existing method and their reliability was evaluated
by the ratio of standard deviation and correlation coefficient between horizontal and vertical
accelerations. From the result of a field experiment, an improvement of roadway profile
identification was observed.
1.Introduction
As one of the efficient methods of inspecting bridges, drive-by bridge inspection method is
receiving a lot of attention. This method uses the responses of a test vehicle passing over the bridge
to identify bridge’s properties. It needs sensors installed only on a test vehicle rather than on
bridges, and is therefore time- and labor-saving and portable.
Accurate identification of road surface profiles is essential for drive-by bridge inspection because
it excites the vehicle responses the most and may also govern the identification accuracy of the
other characteristics. The drive-by bridge inspection method essentially bases on vehicle-bridge
interaction (VBI) dynamics. It is known that the road profile is the major source of vehicle
responses, which usually excites the test vehicle more than the target vibrating bridge does.
Therefore, roadway profile is easier to be identified than bridge responses by means of the driveby bridge inspection method.
Several existing researches showed that it was possible to identify road profile using drive-by
inspection method with acceptable accuracy in several numerical simulations and laboratory
experiments (McGetrick et al. 2013, OBrien et al. 2014, Hasegawa et al 2017, Kim et al. 2017).
Chang et al. (2019) made a first trial in fields but the accuracy of profile identification was an open
question. One concern goes to the sensor inclinations. Previous identification method assumes that
sensors are installed perfectly horizontally, with no inclination, and takes the measured vertical
vehicle responses as inputs into the road profile identification algorithm no matter if the
assumption is true or not. It might be arguable because practically the sensors would be more or
less inclined due to certain reasons, such as uneven installation surfaces, uneven grounds where
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the test vehicle parked on, the vehicle pitching during passing over the bridge, or so.
In this study, the correction of inclination of sensor was considered to improve the accuracy of
road profile identification. Firstly, the algorithm of road profile identification is given, with focus
on the correction of sensor inclination. Next, the reliability of estimated initial inclinations is
evaluated. Then, the field experiment is outlined, and the results of the corrected sensor inclination
and the profile identification improvement are presented. Finally, an updated method is proposed
and validated, followed by several concluding remarks.
2. Road Profile Identification
2.1 Algorithm of Road Profile Identification
In the algorithm adopted here (McGetrick et al.
2013, OBrien et al. 2014), a regularized leastsquares method was used to identify a road profile,
which minimized the discrepancy between
Fig. 1 Correction of acceleration
calculated and measured vehicle dynamic
responses. The calculated vehicle dynamic response was obtained by solving a two-dimensional
dynamic system problem. This involved a half-car model, having two degrees of freedom: vehicle
body bounce and pitch rotation. The measured vehicle response was obtained from accelerometers
in an experiment.
2.2 Correction of Sensor’s Inclination
Ideally, vehicle responses excited by road profile are measured in exact vertical direction, and
vehicle acceleration and deceleration are measured in exact horizontal direction. However
practically, sensors are installed on the vehicle with some inclinations, and responses excited by
road profile and vehicle acceleration and deceleration are decomposed into both directions.
In this study, the inclination of sensor was estimated and accelerations were corrected by
decomposing measured accelerations in both directions into exact vertical and horizon directions.
Specifically, let us denote the axis parallel to the inclined sensor’s installation surface as x-axis
and the axis perpendicular to the inclined surface as z-axis (see Fig. 1). The accelerations can be
corrected to the exact horizontal and vertical axis, 𝑥̅ - and 𝑧̅-axis, as shown in the figure.
The inclination of sensor 𝜃 is considered to have two components: the initial inclination 𝜃% and
instantaneous inclination 𝜃& .
(1)
θ ＝ θ0 + θi
The initial inclination 𝜃% was caused by uneven sensor
installation surfaces and uneven grounds where the test
vehicle parked. It may remain constant throughout the whole
measurement span once a sensor is installed and initialized.
To estimate the initial inclination, this study adopted Yagi’s
method (2013), which focuses on the instant large
acceleration in longitudinal direction during accelerating and
decelerating the vehicle. This method estimates a linear
regression line from the plots of accelerations in the xdirection caused by accelerating and decelerating the vehicle
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and z-direction mainly caused by roadway surface profile by least-squares method, and regarded
the slope of the linear regression line as tangent of the initial inclination angle of the sensor (see
Fig. 2).
The instantaneous inclination 𝜃& was caused by the test vehicle’s pitching motions and varied as
time. To estimate the instantaneous inclination 𝜃& , the instantaneous angular velocities taken from
a gyroscope was integrated.
3. Evaluating the Reliability of Estimated Initial Inclination
The initial inclination can be estimated by the slope of the regression line theoretically as discussed
in Section 2. However, the reliability of the estimated initial inclination depends on the shape of
scatter plot, and it is considered that the initial inclination can be estimated accurately only when
the scatter plot is in a horizontal ellipse-like shape as seen in Fig. 2.
Let us illustrate the above idea by a set of synthetic signals, and denote the exact horizontal and
vertical acceleration as a and b and the acceleration readings of sensors with inclination of 𝜃 as 𝑥̈
and 𝑧̈ . Considering vehicle acceleration and deceleration and vibrations caused by road profile
and noise, the synthetic accelerations, a and b, were generated as follows and plotted in Fig. 3.
a = Asinωt + random (in normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.1)
b = random (in normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.15)

(2)
(3)

𝑥̈ and 𝑧̈ were generated from a and b following a simple geometrical relationship. The target θ is
10° and A is given as A = 0, 0.1, 0.2, …,1 to investigate its effect. The result is listed in Table 1. It
is observed that the larger the A was, the more accurate the estimated initial inclinations were.
Therefore, it is considered that the initial inclination can be accurately estimated only when the
range of 𝑥̈ is larger than that of 𝑧̈ , i.e. the ratio of standard deviation 𝜎/̈ /𝜎1̈ is larger than 1, and
correlation coefficient R between 𝑥̈ and 𝑧̈ is large as shown in Fig. 4.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3 Synthetic acceleration data: (a) a, (b) b
Table 1 Result of estimating inclination (target angle: 10 degree)
A
Estimated inclination
(degree)
Error (degree)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

-11.3

-10.3

-4.01

0.54

1.94

2.53

5.07

7.46

7.27

7.82

8.85

21.3

20.3

14.01

9.46

8.06

7.47

4.93

2.54

2.73

2.18

1.15
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4. Field Experiment
A field experiment was conducted on an actual bridge.
The test bridge was a simply-supported composite girder
bridge located in Uji, Kyoto (Fig. 5). The span length was
40.5 m, and width was 4 m. The exact road profile was
measured using a laser profilometer and taken as
reference for evaluating the accuracy of the identified
profiles by the proposed method.
The test vehicle was a compact SUV of Nissan X-Trail
model, and its dimensions were obtained from the official
car inspection certificate: width of 1.76 m, length of 4.50
m, height of 1.67 m, wheel base of 2.72 m, track of 1.76
m, front axle-centroid distance of 1.23 m, and rear axlecentroid distance of 1.49 m. The vehicle’s curb weights
were 8996 N for the front axle and 7475 N for the rear
axle. Damping coefficients of suspension system of the
vehicle were 12535 Ns/m for the front axle and 3602
Ns/m for the rear axle, and its spring constants of
suspension system were 135260 N/m for the front axle,
and 100731 N/m for the rear axle, which were obtained
from a free vibration test. Four tri-axial micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) accelerometers and two
gyroscopes were installed on the test vehicle as shown in
Fig. 6. In this experiment, three vehicle weights were
considered: initial weight, initial weight plus 981 N
weight, initial weight plus 1962 N weight. The additional
weights were realized by piling sand bags in the trunk.
Also, two vehicle speeds were considered: 10 km/h and
20 km/h. The speeds were kept in constant as much as
possible. In each scenario, 10 runs of test were conducted.

Fig. 4 The relation of 𝜎/̈ /𝜎1̈ and R

Fig. 5 Test bridge

Fig. 6 Sensor layout

Table 2 Test Scenarios
Scenario ID
Weight (N)
Speed (km/h)

1
Initial
10

2
Initial
20

3
Initial + 981
10

4
Initial + 981
20

5
Initial + 1962
10

6
Initial + 1962
20

5. Results and Discussions
To evaluate the accuracy of identified road profile, International Roughness Index (IRI) was used.
IRI error (%), ε, was defined as the absolute relative difference between IRI of identified road
profile 𝐼𝑅𝐼& and IRI of exact road profile 𝐼𝑅𝐼5 :
|𝐼𝑅𝐼& − 𝐼𝑅𝐼5 |
(4)
ε=
× 100%
𝐼𝑅𝐼5
Also, accuracy improvement was defined as the change in IRI error before (𝜀=> ) and after the
inclination correction (𝜀?> ):
accuracy improvement = 𝜀=> − 𝜀?>
(5)
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5.1 Initial Inclination Correction
A set of acceleration was recorded from sensors located
along the floor of the vehicle to identify the surface
profile, and sensors on the left and right hand sides are
independently considered in the identification as a halfcar model is adapted in the identification method.
Moreover, inclination of each sensor was corrected
independently as sensors were installed independently.
In order to investigate influence of each sensor,
inclination of each sensor was corrected one by one. The
reliability of the estimated initial inclinations can be
evaluated by 𝜎/̈ /𝜎1̈ vs R plot as in Fig. 7. In the case
where 𝜎/̈ /𝜎1̈ is smaller than 1 and R is the largest, this
R is considered as the lowest boundary for deciding
initial inclination correction. In this field experiment, R
of the least reliable case was 0.12, and it is considered
as the boundary to consider initial inclination
correction, i.e. the cases with R > 0.12 are to be
corrected and vice versa. Effectiveness of choosing
0.12 as boundary R can be justified by the accuracy
improvement vs. R plot in Fig. 8: when sensor
inclinations were corrected, most cases with R > 0.12
improved, and the cases with R < 0.12 generally
deteriorated.

Fig. 7 Evaluation of the reliability of
estimation

Fig. 8 Correlation coefficient vs.
identification accuracy improvement

5.2 Instantaneous Inclination Correction
Integrating the instantaneous angular velocities taken from a
gyroscope, we could get the instantaneous rotation angle
(inclination) of the sensor. In all cases of this experiment, the
calculated instantaneous inclination was so small (-1.5° to +1.5°)
that little influence of correction was observed.
5.3 Inclination Correction Algorithm
The proposed flowchart for road surface profile identification
consideirng inlination correction is shown in Fig. 9. The
threshold Rth is firstly chosen as the largest R when 𝜎/̈ /𝜎1̈ < 1. If
R > Rth, correct the initial inclination by the method in Sec. 2.2,
but if R < Rth, no need to correct the initial inclination. The
correction is done separately for front and rear sensors. Finally,
correct instantaneous inclinations.

Fig. 9 Updated flowchart

5.4 Validation
To validate the above updated flowchart, a typical surface profile was identified with the present
method and compared with exact profile as well as that identified with the previous method as
shown in Fig. 10. The trend was observed in the identified road profile by the conventional method,
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which was removed by the proposed method. This
demonstrated that the updated road profile resembled
the exact road profile better.
6. Conclusions
To improve the accuracy of road profile identification
by drive-by inspection method, the inclination of sensor
was corrected. Through the verification by the synthetic
signals and the observations in a field experiment on an
actual bridge, an updated method of road profile
Fig. 10 Comparison of road profile
identification was proposed and validated.
The largest R in the cases with the ratio of standard deviation between x and z acceleration is
smaller than 1 was adopted as a threshold to consider initial inclination correction. Effectiveness
of the initial inclination correction in improvement of accuracy of road profile identification was
observed. However little influence of instantaneous inclination correction was observed because
of too small instantaneous inclination (-1.5° to +1.5°). Although in this study, instantaneous
inclination affected little, neither supporting nor rejecting the necessity of correction, theoretically,
instantaneous inclinations always present and should be corrected. More investigations are needed
to verify it. Moreover, the target length of the roadway profile was not long enough to fully
examine the influence of inclination. Those are remained topics to be studied.
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Abstract
This paper presents an extension of the unified framework for finite element (FE) model
calibration that integrates a well-developed structural design package and a high performance
(with parallel computing) optimization framework. The integrated approach allows engineers to
calibrate a FE model with sensor responses of displacements, strains, frequency and mode shapes.
The calibration is carried out by adjusting the material and/or geometry attributes for the groups
of aggregated elements to minimize the discrepancy between the monitored responses and the
modelled responses. The integrated FE model calibration has been extended for effective damage
detection, which is formulated to search for the damaged elements by minimizing the discrepancy
between the model responses difference and field-tested response difference under healthy and
damaged conditions. Using the discrepancy between the modelled difference and the field
measured difference as evaluation criteria facilitates the elimination of the uncertainty that may
exist in or be caused by the FE model or the structure monitoring/testing system. The versatile
framework has been enhanced for load identification in the latest development. The tool has been
tested and applied to the system identification via FE model calibration and damage detection for
engineering structures.
1. Introduction
The importance of structural health monitoring (SHM) in the design, construction, maintenance
and post-extreme event repair of civil engineering structures has been recognized in the past decade.
Using the monitoring data alone, damage is usually detected by comparing measurements with
baseline records and seeking changes that represent defect signatures. The comparison can be done
by subtracting the baseline from the current measurement (Croxford et al. 2007), by calculating
the cross-correlation between the current measurements and the baseline (Michaels 2008), or by
using more advanced data-driven methods such as wavelet transform (Siqueira et al. 2004) or
principal component analysis (Chang et al. 2015).
There are advantages and disadvantages for using different monitoring responses and damage
detection methods (Doebling et al.1996). An overview of structural health monitoring methods of
civil infrastructure has been provided by Chang et al (Chang et al. 2007). Detection of damage and
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its location can be done based on change in structural parameters, estimation of the extent of
damage requires a model of the structure.
Over time, structures change, damage may occur under different loading conditions. Critical
structures can be either continuously monitored or regularly tested. Therefore, it is essential to
leverage the usage of the monitoring and testing data over time to update/calibrate finite element
model to identify the possible damages. This approach requires that a FE model must be first
created to represent the real structure, but this FE model maybe an inaccurate one. Although the
error and/or uncertainty in FE model and structural responses can be reduced, it can never be
eliminated. By using goodness-of-fit function called SSDelta (Wu et al. 2014) that is defined as
the discrepancy between the structural response difference and the model response difference, the
error in both model analysis and structural monitoring/testing can be reduced, thus, the FE model
calibration is more likely to identify the real structure behavior.
This paper applied the finite element model calibration tool (Wu et al. 2013) with the structural
test data to detect damage. It also studied the load identification feature with the same model.
Detected damaged elements and identified load results have been compared with actual damaged
elements and applied load results, which indicated a good match.
2. Method Formulation
2.1 Damage Detection
Damage detection by finite element model calibration (Wu et al. 2014) was formulated to search
for a given number of damage elements among the preselected element candidates. The damage
is represented by either a physical attribute e.g. Young Modulus, or geometrical attribute e.g.
cross section reduction/loss. It has been demonstrated that the formulation is effective at
detecting the damage using SHM responses collected from the field (Wu et al. 2014). This
approach is extended for load identification as follows.
2.2 Load Identification
The purpose for load identification is to find the load magnitude and position on the structure.
Assume vector 𝑋⃗ represents load magnitude and 𝑃⃗⃗ represents load position, the formulation is as
follows:
Searches for:
Minimize:
Subject to:
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( 𝑋⃗, 𝑃⃗⃗) = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑁 , 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , … , 𝑝𝑁 )
𝐸𝑇
𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3, … 𝑁 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐷

(1)
(2)
(3)
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Where N is the i-th identified load. It currently only considers nodal load (Global negative Y
direction) in load identification, therefore, 𝑃⃗⃗ represents load position which is the node of structure.
ID represents the set of all nodes of finite elements. The load identification can be considered for
multiple load cases simultaneously.
The calculation method of error function 𝐸𝑇 can be the difference between measured data and
modeled data, for dynamic response, it considers mode shape difference and frequency difference.
For Static response data, it considers displacement or strain difference.
With dynamic responses, the error function is defined as:
2

2

𝑚
𝑀
𝐴
𝑀
𝐴
𝐸𝑇 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1(‖𝛷𝑖 − 𝛷𝑖 ‖) + 𝛼 ∑𝑖=1(|𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 |)
With displacement responses, the error function is given as:
𝑀
𝐴 2
𝐸𝑇 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1(|𝑑𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 |)
With train responses, the error function is formulated as:
𝑀
𝐴 2
𝐸𝑇 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1(|𝜀𝑖 − 𝜀𝑖 |)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Where 𝛷𝑖𝑀 and 𝛷𝑖𝐴 are the modeled modal shape i and the measured modal shape i
respectively. 𝑓𝑖𝑀 and 𝑓𝑖𝐴 are the modeled modal frequency i and measured modal frequency i
respectively. 𝑑𝑖𝑀 and 𝑑𝑖𝐴 are the modeled displacement i and measured displacement i respectively.
𝜀𝑖𝑀 and 𝜀𝑖𝐴 are the modeled strain i and measured strain i respectively.
3. Application
The load identification formulation has been implemented as one of FE model calibration features
(Wu et al. 2013). The model parameters are adjusted iteratively such that the model analysis results
match well with the tested structural responses. Therefore, the model is believed to be calibrated
to represent the structure condition in service. Similarly, damaged elements can be detected via
the model calibration or load can be identified by using the same framework.
3.1 Concrete wall damage detection with multiple datasets
The experiment was conducted by Puranam and Pujol (Puranam et al. 2017). Fig.1 shows
specimens spanned 12 ft between simple supports with their height oriented in the North-South
direction. Four steel tubes were used as out-of-plane bracing. Load was applied at mid-span using
two post tensioning threaded rods and two hydraulic rams.
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Fig.1 (a) Concrete wall experiment layout

(b) LVDT and strain gauge layout

Fig. 2 (a) is the load and displacement curve from the experiment data. Before the yield point, it is
linear elastic behavior, while it exceeds yield point, it becomes nonlinear plastic behavior. We
firstly use data in linear elastic range to calibrate our FE model, make sure it reflects the real
response behavior during the experiment. After calibrated the initial model, we validate the
calibrated model with different dataset, which is corresponding to a different load during the
experiment. Therefore, we choose another dataset which still in linear elastic range to test. Then
we use dataset beyond yield but before failure to detect damaged elements. This time we have both
displacement and strain information.
A 3D FE model using STAAD Pro (Bentley 2018) was first constructed for the study and the
optimization-based calibration tool is applied for damage detection and load identification.
Fig.2 (b) is the damage detection results around 246,000 trails, the detected elements already hit
the biggest cracks showing in the middle, which show a good indication of damage detection.

Fig.2 (a) Mid-span’s deflection-load chart

(b) Detected elements vs actual damage elements

3.2 Load Identification for Concrete Wall
The loading was applied at mid-span using two post tensioning threaded rods and two hydraulic
rams. It can simplify the loading as two nodal loads on the wall. It assumes there are two nodal
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loads on the model to represent two hydraulic ram loadings. In the calibration process, these two
nodal loads will change their positions and magnitude to match the response input.
Fig.3 (a) is the load-deflection chart in the middle span. Deflection data can be extracted
corresponding to any load as desired. In this case study, the deflection and strain data
corresponding to 20 kips and 25 kips were retrieved for the analysis.
Fig.3 (b) is the load identification results captured from calibrator and optimization tool. In the
right part, we can observe that the fitness value drops a lot from 10,000 to 8.42, which indicated a
good converge behavior. In the left part, the table shows the identified load position ID index and
their magnitude for 2 load cases.

Fig.3 (a) Selected load cases data

(b) Load identification results of Darwin SHM Calibrator

For load case 1, the actual load is highlighted in green, which takes 10 kips for each one and added
together they result in a total of 20 kips. The identification load is highlighted in red, which takes
10.1 and 10.2 kips, they add together to get 20.3 kips which is very close to 20 kips as actual loads.
The load location is almost approaching the actual location in the middle span.
For load case 2, the actual load is highlighted in green, which takes 12.5 kips for each one and add
together to have a total of 25 kips. The identification load is also highlighted in red, which takes
11.3 and 13.2 kips, they add together to get 24.5 kips which is very close to 25 kips as the actual
loads. The load location is exactly same as actual load location. The results indicate a good
identification feature.

Fig.4 (a) Identification results of Load case 1

(b) Identification results of Load case 2
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4. Conclusion
The FE model calibration approach has been extended for damage detection and load identification,
which have been integrated with the model calibration software tool in this research. The enhanced
tool has been validated on the laboratory test case of the reinforced concrete wall. The results
showed an adequately accurate identification of the actual damaged elements and the applied loads
with magnitude and location. This approach is potentially useful for civil infrastructure
performance modelling. Damage detection could facilitate diagnosis of structural defects due to
aging or deterioration, while load identification could be applied to identify the traffic loads over
bridge together with structural health monitoring.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a method for nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration of
structures by using restoring force surface and support vector machine (SVM). In this study, the
restoring force surface is established based on the structural dynamic responses and external
excitation loads. Then the stiffness marginal spectrum, damp marginal spectrum and nonlinear
indexes are calculated by the obtained restoring force surface. Afterwards, the principal component
analysis method is performed to extract the structural nonlinear indexes, and the reduced
dimension indexex are employed as the training data to train SVM classifier which is used to detect
the existed non-linearity. Finally, the regularized least-square algorithm is conducted to update
structural parameters. In the numerical simulation, a nonlinear single-degree-of -freedom system
and a nonlinear multiple-degree-of-freedom system are used to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed method. The numerical simulation results demonstrate that the method is effective for
nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration.
Keywords: nonlinear model validation; parameter calibration; restoring force surface; support
vector machine (SVM)
1. Introduction
With the development of lightweight structures, nonlinear effects become more and more
prominent. Nonlinear characteristics become common in practical structures. For example, joints,
bolts, gaps, boundaries and so on in the structure can cause nonlinear behaviors. In addition, the
structural system often performs complex nonlinear dynamic behaviors under extreme loads, and
the structural vibration responses exhibit non-stationary characteristics [1-3]. How to predict and
analyze the nonlinear behavior of structures under loads accurately plays an important role in the
security of structures.
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In order to predict and analyse the nonlinear behavior of structures, it is for sure to validate the
nonlinear model of structure and calibrate parameters of the model. In recent years, a large number
of nonlinear model validation methods have been developed [4-6], such as the wide using of
homogeneity method [7] or frequency response function [8]. The methods concerned above need
to obtain a great quantity of frequency response functions which will take a huge consuming of
time and still the measurement noise of frequency response functions may induce significant
problems causing the inapplicability to some methods [9].
Restoring force surface method, a system identification method in time-domain [10], proposed by
Masri and Caughey in 1979, is mainly applied to the identification of SDOF nonlinear systems
initially. In the identification process, SDOF nonlinear systems can be identified just assuming
that the system mass has been given, and the time sequence of external loads and structure
responses are messured. Subsequently, Masri et al applied the method to the identification of
nonlinear multiple-degree-of-freedom systems successfully [11-13]. Francesco et al. proposed the
FV model and the FVX model by differentiating the restoring force surface, establishing a new 3D
surface of non-linear restoring force and realizing the nonlinear system identification of hysteretic
model by restoring force surface method. An important advantage of restoring force surface
method is that it does not require a priori estimate system and can solve the problems of nonlinear
systems identification without exact analytic expressions. However, the restoring force surface
method, like other methods of detecting distortion in the measured signal, lacks an explicit method
to determine if the deviations observed in a restoring force surface are statistically significant. The
problem can be solved by SVM classifier. The SVM adopts structural risk minimization criterion
to train learning machine and solves the problems like nonlinearity, high dimension and local
minimum according to the strict theories.
For avoiding requiring a large number of training samples and improving the computational
efficiency, the support vector machine (SVM) is used to identify the nonlinear system and the nonlinear indexes which are applied to describe the difference of marginal spectrum of restoring force
surface are introduced. The nonlinear indexes are obtained by calculating the marginal spectrum
of the restoring force surface, and then the principal component analysis is carried out with
nonlinear indexes for reducing the data dimension of the nonlinear indexes. Then the nonlinear
indexes after reducing the dimension are taken as the training data to train support vector machine
classifier. The nonlinear type can be identified according to the pattern recognition function of
SVM [14]. Once the nonlinear type been known, the unknown parameters of the nonlinear model
could be determined by the regularized least-square method. In order to simplify the complexity
of the analysis and reduce the amount of computation, principal component analysis is used to
reduce the data dimension of the nonlinear index. The method is applied to a nonlinear singledegree-of-freedom (SDOF) system and a nonlinear multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) beam
system in this paper. Both numerical results demonstrate that the method is effective for nonlinear
model validation and parameter calibration.
2. Theoretical background
2.1 Structural nonlinear type identification
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According to whether we need to know the nonlinear type of structure, the identification methods
of nonlinear model parameters can be generally divided into two kinds. The first type of system
identification method usually assumes the type of nonlinearity artificially according to the
engineering practice experience and then estimates the parameters type of the nonlinear model
through various optimization algorithms. The second one does not concern the nonlinear type of
the structure, and it assumes that the system recovery force can be represented by a set of basis
and then the coefficients of the basis can be identified by the optimization algorithm. For the first
identification method, if the nonlinear type which is estimated contains error, a set of optimal
solutions can not reflect the structural characteristics correctly. The second method may not be
suitable in some circumstances. For example, for nonlinear structures with bilinear or Kulun
friction, there are inflection points on the restoring force surface and it will leads to a large error
with polynomial fitting algorithm. Therefore, in the process of nonlinear model validation and
parameter calibration of structure, it is particularly important to judge the nonlinear type accurately.
In this section, it mainly studies the nonlinear model validation of structure. As shown in Fig. 1,
the nonlinear type can be identified by the combination of restoring force surface and support
vector machine. Firstly, classifying the common nonlinear types of structures and generalizing the
function form with unknown parameters. In order to establish the restoring force surface,
calculating the structural dynamic response within the range of the parameters of interest. Then
getting the marginal spectrum by the restoring force surface and calculating the nonlinear index.
Afterwards, the principal component analysis is carried out to reduce the data dimension of the
nonlinear index and take the modified nonlinear index as the training data to train the SVM
classifier. After obtaining the trained SVM classifier, taking the nonlinear indexes calculated from
the measured data which follows the same procedures above into the SVM classifier for nonlinear
type identification and it can be judged whether the structure exists nonlinear characteristics and
what kind of nonlinearity it is.

Fig.1:The flow chart of nonlinear SDOF system identification
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2.2 Nonlinear model validation of SDOF structure
2.2.1 Nonlinear model validation of SDOF structure and nonlinear index
In this paper, there are six kinds of nonlinear types being considered, which are linear, bilinear
stiffness, piecewise linear stiffness, cubic stiffness hardening, quadratic damping and coulomb
friction. The corresponding function form and the unknown parameters of the six kinds of
nonlinear types are shown in Table 1. For a single degree of freedom structure, the equations of
motion can be denoted as
Mẍ+Kx+Cẋ=F (t)

(1)

where k、m、x、ẋ and ẍ denote the stiffness, mass, displacement, velocity and acceleration of
system, respectively. C is the damping matrix, and F (t) is the external excitation. After the function
forms and unknown parameters of different nonlinear types are validated and therewith the
nonlinear model parameters of the structure can be calibrated.
Table 1 The types of nonlinearity and its functional form
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According to formula (1), f (x, ẋ) can be expressed as
f (x, ẋ) = F (t) ˗ mẋ

(2)

If the mass of the system is given, f (x, ẋ) can be obtained by measuring the external motivation
and the structural accelerations. The displacement and velocity can be obtained by integrating the
acceleration data. Then the 3D numerical points (xi, ẋi, fi) corresponding to each sampling time can
be determined, and the restoring force surface can be obtained by interpolation.
With the restoring force surface S (x, ẋ, f), the marginal spectrum in displacement direction and
velocity direction can be obtained, which can be called the damping marginal spectrum and
stiffness marginal spectrum. Assuming that the displacement-velocity matrix (x, ẋ) with m rows
and n columns, the stiffness marginal spectrum calculation formula can be expressed as
𝑆

∑ 𝑠 𝑥 ,𝑥 ,𝑓

(3)

Similarly, the damping margin spectrum can be expressed as
𝑆

∑ 𝑠 𝑥 ,𝑥 ,𝑓

(4)

The stiffness marginal spectrum and damping marginal spectrum can reflect the change of system
stiffness and damping more clearly. The restoring force surface of the six typical nonlinear SDOF
systems are shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2. Six kinds of nonlinear restoring force surface
According to the characteristics of restoring force surface and marginal spectrum of each nonlinear
type of SDOF system mentioned above, choosing nine nonlinear indexes listed in Table 2.
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Table 2 Nonlinear indexes
Nonlinear
indexes
NLI1
NLI2
NLI3
NLI4
NLI5
NLI6
NLI7
NLI8
NLI9

Definition

Meaning

The area enclosed by the marginal spectrum of a
stiffness and straight lines at both ends points
The absolute value of area enclosed by the
marginal spectrum of a stiffness and straight lines
at both ends points
The standard deviation of the difference between
the marginal spectrum of stiffness and the points
of the straight line at both ends points
The standard deviation of the difference between
the damping marginal spectrum and the points of
the straight line at both ends points
Restoring force difference at both sides 0 point of
damping margin spectrum
The left end point slope of stiffness marginal
spectrum curve
The left slope at 0 point of the marginal spectrum
of the stiffness
The right slope at 0 point of the marginal
spectrum of the stiffness
The right end point slope of stiffness marginal
spectrum curve

Distinguish linear systems
from nonlinear stiffness
systems
Distinguish bilinear stiffness
system and other nonlinear
stiffness systems
Distinguish nonlinear
stiffness systems
Distinguish damped nonlinear
from other systems
Distinguish between
quadratic damping and Kulun
damping
Distinguish nonlinear
stiffness systems
Distinguish nonlinear
stiffness systems
Distinguish nonlinear
stiffness systems
Distinguish nonlinear
stiffness systems

2.2.2 Nonlinear model validation of SDOF structure based on principal component analysis and
SVM
The nonlinear index can be calculated by the dynamic response of numerical simulation and the
vibration response of the measured structure respectively. The nonlinear index calculated by
numerical simulation is mainly used to train SVM classifier and the nonlinear index of the
measured response is mainly used to judge the nonlinear model of the structure. In order to simplify
the complexity of the analysis and reduce the computation, the principal component analysis is
carried out to reduce the data dimension before using the nonlinear index.
The calculation process of principal component analysis can be concluded as follows: for given
data{x}i=(x1i, x2i, ..., xpi), i=1, ..., N, whose covariance matrix[E] can be expressed as
Σ

∑

𝑥

𝑥̅

𝑥

𝑥̅

(5)

where x is the mean value, and the upper formula can be decomposed as
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Σ

𝐴 𝛬 𝐴

(6)

Finally, the principal component transformation can be expressed as
𝑧

𝐴

𝑥

𝑥̅

(7)

In this paper, applying the algorithm of principal component analysis to the nonlinear model
validation and parameter calibration is mainly used to deal with the nonlinear index. Nonlinear
index is used as input data to train SVM classifier, and it is also used in nonlinear identification of
practical structure. The reduction of data dimension will greatly reduce the computational
workload.
SVM is a kind of learning pattern recognition method based on the theory of statistic. The main
idea of the method is to establish a hyperplane as the decision surface and make the separation
edge between the positive case and the counterexample maximum. In this paper, it mainly uses the
pattern recognition function of SVM. Taking different nonlinear types as various patterns and
finding differences between the patterns, then extracting and processing the differences. Finally,
it can use the results as training data to train the SVM classifier. When the structure response is
given, the SVM classifier will be able to judge the nonlinear type of the system.
For the six nonlinear models mentioned above, choosing 100 sets of parameters of each nonlinear
model parameters within the sphere of interested and taking them into the SDOF structural
dynamic equation to calculate the structural dynamic response. When the measured vibration
response is obtained, calculating the nonlinear index and using the method of principal component
analysis to reduce the data dimension of nonlinear index. Afterwards, the low-dimensional
nonlinear index can be taken into the SVM classifier as training data.
The dynamic equation of SDOF structure has been given above. In order to calculate the dynamic
response of the structure, the specific parameters in the equation must be determined firstly.
Assuming the system mass is 1kg, and the external excitation is in the form of random. Different
nonlinear types correspond to different restoring forces. After determining the parameter range in
the function form of each nonlinear model, the parameters are selected within the parameter range,
and the dynamic equation of the SDOF structure is a specific function. Numerical simulation is
carried out in Matlab calculation program, the dynamic equation is solved with ODE45 function
tool, and the acceleration can be obtained by taking the derivative of displacement or velocity.
After the structural dynamic response of different non-linear types is obtained, follow the process
mentioned above, it is necessary to draw the surface diagram of structural restoring force. Through
marginalizing restoring force surface, calculating the non-linear index and principal component
analysis, the final training data of SVM classifier can be obtained. Thereinto, the principal
component analysis is achieved by princomp function tool in Matlab. Before the principal
component analysis, it is usually necessary to normalize the data. In this paper, the nine calculated
nonlinear indexes are normalized to the interval of [-1,1] before the principal component analysis.
The results show that just four principal components can achieve 95% of the total variance in Fig.
3. Finally, the nonlinear index which is processed by principal component analysis is taken as
training data to train SVM classifier.
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Fig 3 The result of principal component analysis
2.2 Nonlinear parameter calibration of SDOF structure
After validating the nonlinear model of SDOF structure, the functional form of the nonlinear model
and the unknown parameters to be clear. The next step can be targeted for parameter calibration.
In this paper, the regularized least-squares estimation method is used to obtain the unknown
parameter values in nonlinear models [15].
3. Nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration of MDOF shear structure
Comparing with SDOF structure, the nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration of
MDOF system are more complex. For example, the MDOF structure needs to find out the local
element where the nonlinearity occurs, except for validating the nonlinear model and calibrating
the parameters of the nonlinear model. This paper mainly considers the shear structure with
multiple degrees of freedom.
3.1 Nonlinear stiffness model validation and parameter calibration of MDOF shear structure
The dynamic equation of the shear structure with multiple degrees of freedom can be written as
follows:
Mẍ+Kx+Cẋ = F (t)

(8)

where K、x、ẋ and ẍ are the stiffness, displacement, velocity and acceleration of system,
respectively, C is the damping matrix, and F (t) is the external excitation.
Supposing the damping is Rayleigh damping, The damping matrix can be written as:
C= α M+ βK

(9)

External excitation can be expressed as
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𝐹
⎡
⎢𝐹
⎢𝐹
⎢𝐹
⎢
⎢𝐹
⎣𝐹

𝐹 𝑡

𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(10)

For shear structures with n degrees of freedom, considering the nth degree of freedom, the dynamic
equation can be described as follows:
mnẍn (t) + Ki,i˗1 (di,i˗1) = Fi (t)

(11)

Similarly, the following equation can be obtained:
miẍi (t) + Ki,i˗1 (di,i˗1) + Ki,i+1 (di,i+1) = Fi (t)

(12)

miẍi (t) + K1,0 (d1,0) + K1,2 (d1,2) = F1 (t)

(13)

Where Ki,i˗1 (di,i˗1) represents the restoring force between the ith lumped mass and the (i-1)th
lumped mass; di,i˗1 represents the relative displacement between the ith lumped mass and the (i1)th lumped mass, namely di,i˗1 = di˗ di˗1.
The various forms mentioned above can be obtained by simple transformation as follows:
Kn,n-1(dn,n-1, vn,n-1) = Fn (t) - mnẍn (t)

(14)

Ki, i-1 (di,i-1) Fi (t) ˗ miẍi (t) ˗ Ki,i1 (di,i+1)

(15)

K1,0 (d1,0)= F1 (t) ˗ m1x1 (t) ˗ K1,2 (d1,2)

(16)

According to Newton's third law, it can be written as:
Ki,i+1 (di,i+1, vi,i+1) = ˗ Ki+1,i (di+1,i, vi+1,i)

(17)

Therefore
𝐾,

𝑑,

,𝑣 ,

∑

𝐹 𝑡

∑

𝑚 𝑥

𝑡

(18)

The left side of the equation is the restoring force of each element, which is determined by the
external excitation and the inertial force of each layer. In other words, in the condition that structure
mass is given, if the external excitation and dynamic response of the structure are measured, the
restoring force of each element can be obtained. On the basis of the SDOF structural nonlinear
model validation and parameter calibration, through the method of combining the restoring force
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surface and the support vector machine, it can judge whether or not the non-linearity of each
element occurs, what kind of the non-linearity, and the position where the non-linearity is.
3.2 Damping parameter calibration of MDOF shear structure
Multi-degree-of-freedom structure system identification is not only to calibrate the stiffness of the
structure, but also to calibrate the damping of the structure. Given the mass matrix of the structure
and the external excitation, stiffness matrix can be identified according to the processes above.
Since the damping item is assumed to be non-linear, the calibration of damping to multi-degreeof-freedom shear structures is mainly to identify α and β two parameters. Formula (8) can be
written as
𝛼𝑀

𝛽𝐾 𝑥

𝐹 𝑡

𝑀𝑥

𝐾𝑥

(19)

𝐹 𝑡

𝑀𝑥

𝐾𝑥

(20)

Upper formula can be expressed as
𝛼
𝑀𝑥 𝐾𝑥 𝛽

The first item on the left of the upper equal sign and the right sides of the upper equal sign are all
known quantities. By using the knowledge of the matrix theory, the two unknown values, α and β,
can be calculated.
By using formula (20), sometimes may get singular value in the process of solution, which makes
the result obtained in reverse deviate from the exact value seriously without stability [16]. In order
to obtain stable and effective results, Tikhonov regularized least-squares method is a common
method. Supposing the variable A and b have been given before and seeking a variable x make the
follow equation true:
Ax = b

(21)

Where A=[Mẋ Kẋ], x=[ α β]T, b=F(t)-Mẋ-Kx
The method of Tikhonov regularization is to seek an optimal solution to minimize equation (22).
‖𝐴𝑥

𝑏‖

‖Г𝑥‖

(22)

Where Г is Tikhonov matrix. In fact, whether the inverse problem can be solved effectively by
regularization depends largely on the selection of regularization parameters. The common
parameter selection method is the L-curve criterion.
4 Numerical examples
4.1 Nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration of SDOF system
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A simple SDOF model is shown in Fig.4. Assuming that the structure model is nonlinear with
piecewise linear stiffness. The structural parameters are listed as follow: m=1kg, c=40Nm-1s-1,
kn1=10kN/m, kn2=3kN/m, and xb=0.01m. When the absolute value of relative deformation lower
than or equal to 0.01m, the linear stiffness is taken as kn1=10kN/m and when the absolute value
of relative deformation exceeds 0.01m, the linear stiffness is taken as kn2=3kN/m. The nonlinear
constitutive relation is shown in Fig.5. The random excitation is shown in Fig.6 and the structural
dynamic response is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 4. SDOF structure

Fig. 5. Piecewise linear stiffness model

Fig.6. random excitation

Fig.7. Dynamic responses: (a) displacement; (b) velocity
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4.1.1 Identification of SDOF systems without considering noise
The restoring force surface and the marginal spectrum of the structure are drawn in Fig.8 and Fig.9
without considering the influence of noise. With the marginal spectrum of the structure, the
nonlinear index can be obtained. Then use the method of principal component analysis to deal with
the nonlinear index. Finally, taking the processed nonlinear index into the SVM to validate the
nonlinear model and the results are shown in Table 3. Once getting the nonlinear model of SDOF
system, the functional form and unknown parameters of the nonlinear model can be determined.
Using the least-square estimation method, the nonlinear parameters can be obtained easily. The
results are shown in Table 3.

Fig .8. Restoring force surface of SDOF structure restoring force (N)

Fig.9. The marginal spectrum: (a) stiffness; (b) damping
Table 3 The identified results of nonlinearity
nonlinear types and
identified
theoretically
parameters
nonlinear types
piecewise linear stiffness piecewise linear stiffness
kn1=9.986kN
kn1=10kN
parameters of stiffness
kn2=3.017kN
kn2=3.0kN
kn3=9.932 kN
kn3=10kN
-1 -1
parameters of damped
c=40.544Nm s
c=40Nm-1s-1

error
0.1%
0.6%
0.7%
1.4%

As can be seen from Table 3, the method proposed in this paper can validate the nonlinear model
with single degree of freedom effectively, and the result of nonlinear model parameters calibration
also has a high accuracy.
4.1.2 Identification of SDOF systems with considering noise
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When collecting the practical structural response data, it is inevitably to be affected by noise. In
order to study the influence of noise to nonlinear SDOF model validation and parameter calibration,
using the method mentioned above, the calculated dynamic response, as shown in Fig.7, is then
combined with a white noise of signal-to-noise ratio of 3% to verify the robustness of the algorithm.
The displacement and velocity of the structure are shown in Fig.10 with noise. The restoring force
surface and the marginal spectrum of the structure are shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12. With the
marginal spectrum of the structure, the nonlinear index can be obtained. Then use the method of
principal component analysis to deal with the nonlinear index. Finally, taking the processed
nonlinear index into the SVM to validate the nonlinear structure model and the results are shown
in Table 4. Once getting the nonlinear model of SDOF system, the functional form and unknown
parameters of the nonlinear model can be determined. Using least-square estimation method, the
nonlinear parameters can be obtained easily. The results are shown in Table 4. As can be seen from
Table 4, the proposed method can still work effectively with a high accuracy even with the
influence of noise.

Fig .10. Dynamic responses: (a) displacement; (b) velocity

Fig.11. Restoring force surface

Fig.12. The marginal spectrum: (a) stiffness; (b) damping
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Table 4 The identified results of stiffness nonlinearity type
nonlinear types and
identified
theoretically
parameters
piecewise linear
piecewise linear
nonlinear types
stiffness
stiffness
kn1=9.964kN
kn1=10kN
parameters of stiffness
kn2=3.038kN
kn2=3.0kN
kn3=9.910kN
kn3=10kN
-1 -1
parameters of damped
c=40.754Nm s
c=40Nm-1s-1

error

0.4%
1.3%
0.9%
6.7%

4.2 Nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration of MDOF system
As shown in Fig.13, a cantilever beam model is divided into three elements, neglecting axial
translational freedom, and the structural parameters are as follows: E=355 GPa,I=0.7m4,L=15m,
L1=L2=L3=5m, α=2, β=1 10-3。Where α and β is the coefficient related to Rayleigh damping, L
denote the total length of the cantilever beam, L1 is the length of element 1, L2 is the length of
element 2, L3 is the length of element3.
The structure is subjected to random excitation in the direction of downward at the position of the
third lumped masses, and the random excitation is shown in Fig.14. Assuming that the element 1
is nonlinear and nonlinear model is piecewise linear stiffness. When absolute value of vertical
displacement of lumped mass 1 exceeds 0.001m, the stiffness becomes 0.1 times than the original.
The dynamic response of each lumped mass is shown in Fig.15.

Fig.13. The cantilever beam structure with 3 elements

Fig.14. Random excitation
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Fig.15. Vertical displacement and angular displacement of nodes, the left side figure is
vertical displacement and the right is angular displacement: (a) the 3rd node; (b) the 2nd
node; (c) the 1st node
In the process of collecting dynamic data, the noise effects are inevitable. Taking the restoring
force and relative displacement results of each element with the noise of 30% signal-to-noise
ratio and verifying the robustness of the proposed method.
For the same structure and external excitation as section 4.2, the relative displacement of each
element with noise is shown in Fig.16.
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Fig.16. The relative displacement: (a) the 3rd element; (b) the 2nd element;(c) the 1st element
When getting the relative displacement with noise, the stiffness marginal spectrum of each element
can be drawn for describing the relationship between restoring force and relative displacement
clearly. As shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig.17. The stifffness marginal spectrum:(a) the 3rd element; (b) the 2nd element;(c) the 1st
element
With the stiffness marginal spectrum, the nonlinear indexes of each element can be calculated.
Taking the nonlinear indexes into the SVM classifier and validating the nonlinear type of each
element. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 The identified results of stiffness nonlinearity type
stiffness nonlinearity parameters
unit
identified
theoretically
3
linear
linear
2
linear
linear
1
piecewise linear stiffness piecewise linear stiffness
It can be seen from Table 5 that the method proposed in this paper can still identify the nonlinear
stiffness type and location of each element of the MDOF beam structure with noise effectively. In
this case, element 1 presents nonlinear characteristics and the type of nonlinear style is piecewise
linear stiffness. After validating the nonlinear model style, using the least-square method to
calibrate the stiffness parameters of structure and the results are shown in Table 6. From Table 6,
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it can be draw the conclusion that the identified stiffness parameters still have high accuracy with
considering the influence of noise and the maximum identification error takes place at unit 1 with
a maximum value of 9.4%.
Table 6 The identified results of stiffness nonlinearity parameters
stiffness nonlinearity parameters
unit
error
identified
theoretically
2.335 107kN/m
2.386 107kN/m
3
2.1%
2.390 107kN/m
2.386 107kN/m
2
0.3%
kn1=2.611 106kN/m;
kn1=2.386 106kN/m;
9.4%
kn2=2.220 107kN/m
kn2=2.386 107kN/m;
1
7.0%
kn3=2.386 106kN/m;
kn3=2.593 106kN/m
8.7%

Fig.18. The identified damping parameters based on least squares estimation: (a) α; (b) β

Fig.19. The identified damping parameters based on regularized least squares estimation:
(a) α; (b) β
After calibrating the stiffness nonlinear type and parameters of each element of the structure, the
next step is to calculate the damping parameters related the coefficient α and β. The results obtained
by using the least-square method directly shown in Fig.18, and the results obtained by regularized
least-square method shown in Fig.19. Comparing the two results, it can be seen that the regularized
least-square method is much more efficient than using the least-square method directly in
identifying the damping parameters. The final identified damping parameters are listed in Table 7
which take the average of the calculated results at each time. The maximum error of damping
parameters is 13%. Similarly, because of the mechanism and mechanism of damping in MDOF
dynamics are more complex than that of SDOF, the identified damping result error will be larger.
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Table 7 The identified results of damping parameters
stiffness nonlinearity parameters
unit
error
identified
theoretically
α
2.2
2.0
10%
0.87 10-3
1 10-3
β
13%
4 Conclusions
A method for nonlinear model validation and parameter calibration of structure has been proposed
in this paper. The method uses restoring force surface to acquire a set of non-linearity indexes for
an accurate and effective description of non-linear behavior. Then taking the nonlinear index as
training data to train the SVM classifier and using SVM to calibrate the structure nonlinear model.
Thus, the functional expression of the nonlinear model of structure can be obtained, and the
parameters of the nonlinear model function can be determined by the regularized least-square
method. The performance of the method is evaluated by two example cases. It is found that the
method is capable of detecting and characterizing non-linearities accurately and being robust even
in the existence of measured noise. The proposed method can validate the nonlinear model of the
local element and calibrate the parameters of the nonlinear model effectively.
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Abstract
In this study, a bridge inspection robot deployment system (BIRDS) is designed, prototyped, and
tested to facilitate the remote inspection of bridges with nondestructive evaluation tools such as
microwave and hyperspectral cameras. The multimodal robotic system utilizes both flying and
driving technologies. First, BIRDS as an unmanned aerial vehicle flies to the underside of the
bridge to be inspected. When in position, BIRDS is engaged with the bottom flange of a bridge
girder with a specifically designed roller clamping system and then traverses the bridge in a
stable manner, providing high quality images from cameras. Finally, BIRDS simply detaches
from the bridge as it encounters obstacles, and flies to the next area of interest. The power
system of the BIRDS was designed for over one hour of operation. To meet lightweight,
durability and strength requirements, the main frame of the BIRDS was made from ¼” thick
carbon fiber reinforced polymer sheets. Smaller components were made with a 3D printed
discontinuous fiber-reinforced nylon, characterized with tensile, compressive and shear tests.
The first prototype was built and tested in laboratory. Preliminary tests demonstrated the
successful engagement, traversing and disengagement of the prototype BIRDS along a simulated
bottom flange of a beam. However, the four rotor arms appeared too flexible and should be
stiffened to minimize any impact-induced deflection during landing.
1. Introduction
According to Federal Highway Administration, there are more than 600,000 bridges in the U.S.
National Bridge Inventory. About half of the bridge populations are over 45 years old. As
transportation demand continues to grow, highways and bridges must be inspected and
maintained to support a steady growth of the U.S. economy. In particular, visual inspections are
required for most bridges every 2 years.
A large number of elevated and complex bridges are difficult to access, requiring access trucks to
complete inspections with traffic control and posing a safety threat for both inspectors and
drivers. More importantly, visual inspection is subjective, leading to inconsistent results. It is
thus desirable to develop robotic platforms, such as climbing robots and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV), to support sensing systems and nondestructive evaluation devices for safer,
faster, cheaper and more reliable inspections of bridges without disrupting traffic flow.
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This paper reports the first study on a bridge inspection robot deployment system (BIRDS) that
is designed for required functions with minimum weight, prototyped, and tested in laboratory.
The BIRDS combines the flying and traversing capabilities of an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) and a climbing robot. It can be designed to attach to special structural elements such as
flanges in I-beams or girders or any plate-like elements in civil infrastructure.
2. Practical Relevance and Benefits
The unmanned vehicle (BIRDS) will be used to facilitate I-girder inspection and deploy climbing
robots on the underside of bridge deck between two adjacent girders. The unmanned vehicle and
the climbing robots together will allow the inspection and maintenance of over 90% of the bridge
superstructures in the National Bridge Inventory. They can also be applied for inspection and
maintenance of substructures in various types of bridges.
2.1 Dominant Uses of I-Beams/Girders in Highway Bridges
The bridges in the U.S. National Bridge Inventory can be broken down by structure types (Wu
and Chase, 2010). The bridges associated with keywords (Slab, Girder and Floorbeam System,
Tee Beam, Box Beam or Girders – Multiple, Box Beam or Girders – Single or Spread, and
Culvert) can most likely be inspected with climbing robots based on magnetic attachments on
steel components and vacuum suctions on concrete components. Together, these bridges
represent 51% in number or 31% in deck area. On the other hand, the bridges associated with the
keyword (Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder) represent 41% in number or 59% in deck area. The Ishaped beams or girders, both concrete and steel, are difficult for the aforementioned climbing
robots to move along their cross section.
2.2 Performance Requirements on an Inspection Vehicle
The above data clearly indicates an urgent need for the development of a new robotic platform to
support the inspection and maintenance of a significant percentage of bridges in the U.S.
National Bridge Inventory. Currently, an inspection platform as shown in Figure 1(a), costing
over $1M, is often designed and built between girders in the superstructure of river-crossing
bridges due to difficulty and cost associated with bridge inspection and maintenance. Such an
inspection platform is quite familiar to bridge engineers and inspectors, and used in practice.

(a) Inspection platform used in practice
(b) Proposed unmanned inspection vehicle
Figure 1 The current inspection platform and the proposed inspection vehicle
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In this project, a hybrid aerial and traversing unmanned vehicle as schematically shown in Figure
1(b) will be developed and tested in application-like settings. Such a vehicle must be able to fly
in air and traverse along a girder with an effective vehicle-bridge engagement mechanism for
smooth transition from the flying to traversing mode. Design criteria of the vehicle include, but
are limited to,
• In the flying mode, the vehicle is stable with necessary positioning precision and
navigation guidance in a GPS denied environment.
• In the traversing mode, the vehicle with necessary positioning precision moves at a
constant speed to provide a stable station for various measurements.
• In the transition period, the vehicle engages with a girder safely and efficiently.
• Overall, the hybrid vehicle must have the required payload for measurement devices and
deployment of climbing robots, and the required flight time (over one hour) for bridge
inspection and local maintenance.
2.3 Benefits of the Proposed BIRDS
The benefits of the proposed BIRDS include, but are not limited to:
• Increased operation time
• Stable measurement platform, particularly less susceptible to wind condition
• Ease in navigation
• Accurate positioning
• Cost effectiveness
• Improved potential use by bridge inspectors due to its analogy to inspection platform
3. Material Tests and Results
Onyx with triangular infills was used as a composite material for 3D printing of some
components in the proposed BIRDS. The material was tested for the modulus of elasticity,
Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, tensile strength, compressive strength, and yield strength
according to various ASTM Standards.
3.1 Tensile Tests and Results
ASTM D3039 “Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite
Materials” was used to determine ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, and Poisson’s ratio
[33]. Each specimen is 250 mm long, 25 mm wide and 2.5 mm thick. Five specimens were
prepared and tested. The average values for the modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, tensile
strength and yield strength are 37.1 MPa, 0.472, 14.7 MPa and 3.84 MPa, respectively.
3.2 Compression Tests and Results
The ultimate compressive strength was determined using ASTM D6641 “Standard Test Method
for Compressive Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials Using a Combined Loading
Compression (CLC) Test Fixture” [34]. Each specimen is 140 mm long, 13 mm wide and 2.5
mm thick. Seven specimens were prepared and tested, giving an average compressive strength of
14.8 MPa.
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3.3 Shear Tests and Results
Shear tests were conducted following ASTM D7078 “Standard Test Method for the Shear
Properties of Composite Materials by V-Notched Rail Shear Method” [35]. The overall
dimension of each specimen is 76 mm long, 56 mm wide and 4 mm thick. Six specimens were
prepared and tested, giving an average shear modulus of elasticity of 428 MPa.
4. Design, Prototyping and Initiatl Tests
The dimensions and overall shape of the BIRDS were mainly determined based on the required
functions for I-girder inspection and for deployment of climbing robots. Simple calculations
were conducted to ensure that the material strength is sufficient to support the weights of various
components and expected cameras. A finite element model of the BIRDS was established to
analyze stress distribution under different operation conditions. However, it is not included in
this paper due to limited space.
4.1 Prototyping
A design prototype of the BIRDS was created to address the performance requirements as
described in Section 2.2. As shown in Figure 2, the multimodal system, BIRDS, utilized the
benefits of both flying and traversing technologies. Using two methods of transportation allows
the design to maneuver around obstacles and over overpasses while in traversing mode.
Traversing also uses less battery power, which will increase the duration of the bridge inspection
that the drone can perform.

Figure 2 BIRDS Mobile Platform Prototype

Figure 3 Fully Engaged Clamping System

The proposed design used the flight capability with four brushless DC outrunner motors, each
providing approximately 67 N (15 lbs) of thrust. By simply switching the 47.0 cm (18.5 in)
propellers used in this design into 54.6 cm (21.5 in), the system could be enhanced to have nearly
117 N (26.2 lbs) of thrust per motor. The objective was to maintain a minimum 2:1 ratio of thrust
to total weight for flight stability. The four motors were attached to four carbon fiber plate arms
that were bolt connected to the carbon fiber frame of the drone. Stiffeners were added to the arms
to increase rigidity during takeoff when forces were the greatest on the motor arms.
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Once beneath a bridge girder, four additional DC motors were used to engage a clamping system
that consists of two scissor style clamps. With the help of beveled 3D printed Onyx gears, two
lead screws on either side of the BIRDS drove the clamps inward to apply pressure against the
edges of the flange. The clamps utilized a scissoring motion to maximize the range of flange
sizes that a particular set of arms could engage. The proposed BIRDS was applicable to a flange
range of 38-47 cm (15-18.5 in), but with a creation of various, interchangeable, custom carbon
fiber scissor arms, many other flange sizes could be achieved without modification to the frame
of the drone. The clamping mechanism for the prototype was position controlled by linear
potentiometers. At the ends of four clamping arms were the four grips that acted as the BIRDS
traversing mechanisms and were independently powered and controlled by their own DC motors.
Each grip was a 3D printed onyx wheel that was overlaid with a flexible urethane coating to
increase the coefficient of friction against the gripped beam to help with stability during
inspection.
Speed and flight controllers, two 25V batteries, and landing gears were attached beneath the
main carbon fiber frame of the drone. These batteries were used to power the flight controller
and the 12V DC motors that drive the traversing and flying mechanisms. Other components on
the drone that required a more rigid connection used aluminum 6061-T6. The overall weight of
the BIRDS prototype was approximately 118 N (27 lbs). Using 54.6 cm (21.5 in) propellers, a
payload of approximately 113 N (25.4 lbs) can be achieved while maintaining a 2:1 thrust-toweight ratio and meeting the Federal Aviation Administration regulations. Since the major
components were placed beneath the drone mainframe, inspection mechanisms could be placed
above the platform, closest to the girder to be inspected. Wireless cameras were attached to two
arms on either side of the drone platform and above the central housing unit to show a potential
inspection technique that the BIRDS could perform. These cameras relayed real-time videos to
the control station to assist with positioning of the drone during flight tests.
4.2 Preliminary Tests
A complete system test was performed to validate the BIRDS prototype. This test evaluated all
current systems: flying, clamping, and traversing with a 43.2 cm (17 in) plank simulating the
flange of an I-girder in bridge applications. The BIRDS launched from ground level upwards
until it reached the wood plank. Once beneath the test fixture, the clamping system was
successfully engaged with each wheel, as shown in Figure 3. The traversing mechanism was
tested back and forth along the wooden plank to ensure it functions as designed. Motors were
then throttled upwards as the clamping mechanism was slowly disengaged. Once the clamps
spread past the extent of the plywood plank, the throttle was lowered until the drone landed back
on the ground.
5. Concluding Remarks
Several observations can be made from the complete system test. The rotor arm flexibility
concern was apparent during the initial takeoff and landing. Undesired flexing occurred at the
cantilevered connection of the rotor arm to the main frame and at the ends of the slits in the main
frame, which was cut to make room for the clamping mechanisms. This did not hinder the flight
capabilities, but caused a slight bouncing motion to occur under landing impact loading and
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resulted in wire disconnection. Although clamping forces were not monitored during traversing,
a large deflection of the wheels was not seen during the test. Therefore, the clamping mechanism
can provide more than the minimum force necessary to clamp the BIRDS onto a girder and
perform an inspection. Using a position-controlled clamping mechanism without yet establishing
a relation between flange sizes and a position on the remote controller did not cause an issue
during the test conducted at a close standoff distance. On real-world bridges, this would not be
an option. If the size of a girder is unknown, a different positioning system will be needed to
replicate laboratory results.
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Abstract
Bridge inspections ensure transportation infrastructure safety and save lives but current manual
bridge inspections can be slow and costly. Automated bridge inspection research mitigates these
problems and we investigate a multirobot approach to automated bridge inspection by mapping
the inspection problem to the well known k-Chinese Postman problem and using multiple robots
for faster, more cost-effective, and more standardized bridge inspections. We first show that a
genetic algorithm quickly approaches the optimal solution to the 1-postman problem
corresponding to a single robot inspecting a bridge. Then, we use the same genetic algorithm to
efficiently solve the more difficult, multi-robot, NP-hard, MinMax k-postman problem (k > 1).
The genetic algorithm’s solutions to this problem represent robot paths that traverse (and thus
inspect) every truss at least once and that minimize the length of the longest path traversed by any
of the k robots - thus minimizing time and distributing the workload. These simulation results from
our immersive bridge inspection simulation and training system built with the Unity3D game
engine, show that our genetic algorithm quickly and efficiently produces good paths, and in
addition, achieves approximately linear speedup for each robot added to the inspection task.
1. Introduction
According to ACSE’s 2017 Infrastructure Report Card, the U.S. has over 614,387 bridges, forty
percent of which are over 50 years old, and nine percent of which are classified as structurally
deficient. Additionally, while smaller bridges can be inspected visually, larger bridges require
cranes, boats, or other equipment to do a thorough inspection. This type of inspection consumes a
large portion of states’ budgets that could be significantly reduced by automating the inspection
process. Current generation inspection robots require an operator to control their movements. The
next generation of more autonomous robots will do much of the inspection without operator
control and with only occasional need for operators to intervene. Human operators will manage
(not tele-operate) five to ten autonomous robots at a time, intervening only to fix occasional errors.
Thus, we will only need to train and use one human operator to oversee and manage multiple
robots that cooperatively and simultaneously inspect the bridge more quickly, more effectively,
and at significantly less cost. The problem then becomes one of finding paths for every robot such
that all bridge trusses are inspected at least once and that the workload is split equally among all
robots to minimize inspection time. This problem maps well to the MinMax k-Chinese Postman
Problem (MM k-CPP). This problem is known to be a difficult, NP-Hard problem to solve to
optimality as described by Edmonds (1973). In other words, the space of possible solutions to the
MM k-CPP is too large to exhaustively search for the optimal solution within a reasonable amount
of time. We thus use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to efficiently search this poorly-understood space
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and quickly find near-optimal solutions. Much empirical evidence shows that GAs are good at
searching poorly-understood spaces and quickly finding optimal or near-optimal solutions. Our
results bear this out and show that our GA finds near-optimal solutions within a few minutes and
that these solutions scale well with the number of robots. We begin the process of solving the krobot bridge inspection problem with GAs by representing the bridge truss as a graph, where nodes
represent truss intersections and edges represent truss beams. This maps the k-robot bridge
inspection problem to the MM k-CPP. The GA works with a population of individuals representing
routes and starts by randomly generating k routes for each individual in the population. Each route
is represented by a sequence of edges and we use Djikstra’s optimal algorithm to find routes
between non-adjacent edges. Shorter paths have higher fitness and are likely to be reused to
generate better solutions. The GA seeks to maximize fitness by perturbing individuals using
genetic operators and evolves better routes over many generations (iterations). Experimental
results show that GAs obtain near-optimal, equal length routes. We get linear speedup in inspection
time as we add more robots - five robots are approximately five times as fast as one robot. Using
a handful of autonomous robots to inspect a bridge can lead to significant savings in time and in
the number of operators (one) needed to manage the robots.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work in research
on Chinese Postman Problems (CPP) and GAs. Section IV describes route representation, genetic
operations, and route splitting used in our experiments. Section V presents preliminary results and
compares the generated routes with the global optimal route obtained with the assumption of using
one robot. Finally, the last section draws conclusions and discusses future work.
2. Related Work
The Chinese Postman Problem, defined by Mei-Ko Kwan in 1962 attempts to determine the most
effective route for a postman to distribute the mail received from the post office and to return to
the post office with the shortest walking distance during mail distribution by Eiselt (1995).
Algorithms for traditional CPP problems have been well studied and the CPP on completely
undirected graphs or completely directed graphs can be solved in polynomial time. Currently
researchers are more interested in a variety of extensions of traditional CPP problems.
Papadimitriou (1976) worked on a CPP based on a mixed graph with directed and undirected edges
which turns the CPP for finding the least-cost route into an NP-hard problem. Minieka (1979)
further extended the mix graph to a windy postman problem which assigns different costs for
traveling an edge from different direction. Since the real world CPP problems can be very large,
we can speed up total time needed to traverse all the edges by increasing the number of postmen
or vehicles. The k-CPP was first introduced in Frederickson (1976) and it is NP-hard by a reduction
from the k-partition problem. Comparing to the common objective of minimizing the total distance
traveled by the k vehicles (k-CPP), MinMax k-Chinese postman problem (MM k-CPP) aims to to
minimize the length of the longest of the k tours in order to balance the distance of each tour for k
vehicles. Heuristic algorithms for the MM k-CPP were developed by Ahr and Reinelt (2002). A
tabu search algorithm was also presented by Ahr and Reinelt (2006). Chen (2018) described a
related MinMax Multiple-Depot Rural Postman Problem (MMMDRPP) and developed an
efficient tabu-search-based algorithm and proposed three novel lower bounds to evaluate the
routes. Gendreau and Hertz (1994) described a new tabu search heuristic for the vehicle routing
problem with capacity and route length restrictions. Salhi and Sari (1997) proposed a multilevel
composite heuristic to address the problem of simultaneously allocating customers to depots,
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finding the delivery routes and determining the vehicle fleet composition. GAs are a class of
stochastic optimization algorithms that use the principles inspired from natural evolution for
solving optimization problems. Sumichrast and Markham (1995) used the GA based method
presented by Clarke and Wright (1964) for solving a problem where raw materials were transported
from multiple depots to a set of plants. Thangiah and Salhi (2001) proposed a generalized
clustering method based on a GA and applied a Genetic Clustering (GenClust) method for solving
the multidepot vehicle routing problem.Wink and Back (2012) presented a Hybrid GA which
incorporates problem-specific heuristics and domain knowledge into the algorithm for solving the
Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem. Choi and Seong (2003) presented a GA to solve the
asymmetric traveling salesman problem. In this paper, we present a genetic algorithm for the MM
k-CPP problem with unfixed depots.
3. Methodology
In this section we introduce our method for
route generation for multiple robots during
a bridge inspection. To create a path for k >
1 robots such that each edge on a bridge is
covered at least once (k-CPP) and the
workload is evenly distributed is difficult
for a human expert, especially as k grows.
Since the problem is also NP-Hard, we
cannot use exhaustive search to find the
optimal solution and we need to use some
Figure 1. A bridge to be inspected.
kind of heuristic search method such as a
GA. Any heuristic search method requires us to compute the cost of a solution so that we can
search for the minimal cost solution. The next two subsections describe our simulation
environment and our cost computation. We used Unity3D as our simulation engine for simulating
and visualizing bridges and robots. Fig. 1 shows a visualization of a test bridge used in our
experiments. Once a final solution has been generated for k robots, we can observe their route in
our simulation as they traverse the bridge. Each robot will leave a unique colored trail behind it,
so that each robots path can be easily identified and it can be seen that the bridge has been
completely covered. Furthermore, a human operator can be easily trained to manage multiple
robots as they traverse truss members within this simulation, watching inspection progress, and
intervening if robots run into trouble. The next subsection describes how this simulated bridge
maps to the more abstract MM k-CPP.
3.1 Translating a Bridge to a Graph
The problem of generating k inspection routes for k robots maps to the MM k-CPP where the set
of edges, E, maps to the set of bridge members and the set of vertices, V, map to joints. Thus,
given a graph G = (V, E) corresponding to the bridge under consideration, solving the MM k-CPP
solves the k-robot routing problem for bridge inspection. Specifically, we begin by translating the
bridge into an undirected weighted graph, where the beams of the bridge are the edges, the
connecting areas or joints, the vertices. The weight of each edge simply represent the distance
along that path. Fig. 2 shows the bridge in Fig. 1 converted into a graph as described. We use a
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distance matrix to represent the graph for our
computation in GA by determining the shortest
distance between any given two points to evaluate a
possible solution. In order to solve the MM k-CPP
problem we apply GA to generate possible solution
paths and evolve solutions that minimize cost. GAs
have been shown to find high-quality, near optimal
solutions for problems with extensively large search
spaces in polynomial time. Our results show that using
the total length of all edges in our graph as the
theoretical optimal solution, GAs can find the optimal
path for one robot and consistently find a near optimal
solution for k > 1 robots.
3.2 Genetic Algorithms

Figure 2. A graphical representation
of the bridge.

A Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic for optimization and search problems that evolves
solutions by mimicking the process of natural selection. The process begins with an initial
population comprised of randomly generated individuals; each individual contains a genetic
representation of its solution called a chromosome. The process is iterative, each iteration produces
a new population, or generation, of solutions. Every generation, each individual representing a
candidate solution, is evaluated using a fitness function, this assigns a numeric value to each
individual based on the quality of its solution; individuals with a higher fitness represent a better
solution than those with a lower fitness. To form the next generation of solutions, individuals can
be chosen using a variety of semi-random methods where the probability of any given individual
being chosen is proportional to its fitness, so that high quality solutions are more likely to pass
onto the next generation. Once a group of solutions has been selected, their chromosomes are
combined, altered, or possibly randomly mutated to form the next generation using methods
described further in the next subsection. This process will continue for a set number of generations
or until a target fitness level is reached and the highest quality solution is returned.
3.3 Chromosome Representation and Evaluation
For a GA to work, it requires two things: a genetic
representation of a candidate solution to the problem
(usually encoded in a string like structure called a
chromosome), and a fitness function to evaluate the
quality of those solutions. In our GA an individual’s
chromosome is stored as a string of numbers
representing paths for k robots. Each number, read
from left to right, represents an edge from the graph
Figure 3. Chromosome and route splitting.
of our bridge to be traveled in that order; separating
these numbers are robot identifiers, one unique identifier for each robot. An individual robots route
is represented as the path of each edge starting from its identifier up until the next robots identifier.
In the case where the end of the string is reached before another identifier is reached it will simply
loop around to the beginning and continue until an identifier is found. Such a string like
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representation makes it easy for the genetic operators of crossover and mutation to generate new
solutions. The GAs fitness function evaluates the individuals solution based on the distance of the
path. There are two parts to this: the total path length, which is the combined length of all robots
individual routes, and the length of the longest individual route. The fitness of a solution is equal
to the longest route within the k routes. This way the fitness function is minimizing the longest
route as well as minimizing the total length of k routes. When evaluating a member of the GA
population, we convert the list of edges in the chromosome into a waypoint list as follows. If edges
in the chromosome are adjacent nothing needs to be done and we add to the waypoint list. When
two edges in the list are not adjacent, we uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the shortest path
between the two edges and construct the waypoint list for that route. Individuals containing
disconnected edges will have longer distance routes than individuals containing connected edges.
Therefore, the GA will favor the individuals with more connected edges and less disconnected
edges. To calculate the distance of a path, the GA translates the path representation from a series
of edges into a series of waypoints, this process is done two edges at a time. The four points
involved, each edges start and finish, are analyzed by running Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the
shortest path between each point. Once all the edges have been converted to points on our graph,
we can simply sum up the distance between them to get the routes length. In our GA, chosen
individuals chromosomes are segmented and swapped using ordered crossover (OX) to form the
next generation of solutions.
4. Results and Discussion
The experiments were designed to apply GAs to evolve routes for multiple inspection robots on a
bridge inspection task. Each experiment is allowed to run for 106 fitness evaluations on the graph
which is generated from the simulated bridge with 35 nodes and 81 arcs in total. As the global
optima of the multiple robots path planning is unknown, the global optima of one robot path
planning is used as a reference value to estimate the solution quality of different number of robots.
Algorithm 1 Finding an Optimal Chinese Postman Route, Eiselt (1995)
Step 1: List all odd nodes.
Step 2: List all possible pairings of odd nodes.
Step 3: For each pairing find the edges that connect the nodes with the minimum weight.
Step 4: Find the pairings such that the sum of the weights is minimized.
Step 5: On the original graph add the edges that have been found in Step 4.
Step 6: The length of an optimal Chinese Postman route is the sum of all the edges added to
the total found in Step 4.
Step 7: A route corresponding to this minimum weight can then be easily found.
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In a preliminary experiment the goal was to
evaluate whether the GA is a suitable search
algorithm for searching multiple routes for
MM k-CPP problem. Therefore, we compare
the quality of solutions produced by GAs
with the solution using traditional method on
a CPP with a single inspecting robot. To find
a minimum Chinese Postman route we must
go through each edge at least once and in
addition we must also go through the least
pairings of odd nodes on one extra occasion.
We apply the Algo. 1 on the graph described
in Fig. 2 which is derived from the bridge
shown in Fig. 1 and found the optimal Figure 4. The average over 10 runs of GA on one robot
solution to be 51,268 which will be used as our upper bound baseline for our solutions found by
GAs and for searching routes for multiple inspecting robots. Fig. 4 shows the result of finding a
near optimal route for one robot. The result indicate that the best solution found by GA is 51,974
which is only 1.377% extra distance compared to the optimal solution derived from Algo. 1.
Although this experiment shows that GA finds
near optimal routes close to the global optima
for one robot, we are more interested in using
multiple robots. Algo. 1 is no longer suitable for
evenly splitting the optimal route into multiple
routes. Therefore, we continue with our GA and
investigate performance on the MM 2-CPP
version of the problem with two robots. Fig. 5
shows the evolutionary progress of GA on
searching near optimal solutions for two robots.
The best solution found by the GA for two
robots is 52,968 which is 3.316% over the
global optima on the one robot scenario.

Figure 5. Average over 10 runs of GAs on 2 and 5

The two routes are visualized on Fig. 5 with route 1 to be 26,334 and route 2 to be 26,634 which
is split closely by GAs. Comparing to the one robot scenario, the two robots are able to share the
similar amount of the distance with the total
amount of the two routes to be close to the best
solution found by GAs for one robot scenario.
This indicates that our total amount of time of
using two robots to conduct the bridge inspection
is only half of the time of using one robot. The
best solution for two robots is shown in Table I .
We noticed that the best solution found by GAs
for two robots is slightly worse than the best
solution found by GAs for one robot. This is
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because we encoded robots into the chromosome along with the edges which means the more
robots we have in the experiments, the larger search space our GAs need to search. This is also
indicated by that at the same generation, the GAs found the distance for one robot is better than
two robots.
We further extend our experiments from two robots to five robots for evaluating the generalization
of our approach. Fig. 5 shows the best solution found by GAs when using five robots to inspecting
the same bridge described in Fig. 1. The results shows that the best solution for five robots is
55,480 which is 8.216% extra distance
comparing to the global optima. The best
solution for five robots is shown in Table II.
Comparing to the one robot scenario, the five
robots are able to share the similar amount of
the distance with the total amount of the five
routes to be close to the best solution found by
GAs for one robot scenario. This indicates that
our total amount of time of using five robots to
conduct the bridge inspection is only one fifth
of the time of using one robot. The duration of
a bridge inspection project linearly decreases
based on the number of robots used in the
project.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper investigates using evolutionary algorithms on a MinMax k-Chinese postman problem
on generating k routes each for a robot in bridge inspection projects. We encoded k routes for a
group of inspecting robots as a series of edges to be traversed by the robots and used a GA to find
near optimal solutions that minimize the total distance traversed while covering every edge and
balancing the distances traversed by each robot. In order to put our work in context, we compare
our experiment results with the global optimal solution based on one robot traverse the same graph.
Then we extended our experiments to search for two balanced routes for two inspecting robots in
a project. We further extended our experiments to search for five balanced routes which assumes
we deploy five inspection robots. The results show that using our route representation, GAs could
find a near optimal solution within 1.377% of the global optimum found using Algo. 1. For two
robots, where Algo. 1 no longer applies, our GAs found two approximately equal length routes
and each route is approximately half of the length comparing to the global optimal route. Extending
to five robots, we get similar results which all the edges on the bridge are covered at least once
and each route is approximately one fifth of the global optimal route. The results show that using
our GAs we are able to linearly speedup our bridge inspection tasks for each robot added. By
automating route generation for inspection robots we reduced the cost and time involved in routine
bridge inspection. In future work, we are interested in applying our evolutionary approach on
multiple extensions of MM k-CPP problems including robots moving with different speeds during
inspection and traveling without inspecting. We are also interested in extending the undirected
graph considered in MM k-CPP to a directed graph with different costs on different directions.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel design of steel bridge/structure inspection robot. Compared to most
existing robots designed to work on particular surface contour of steel structures such as flat or
curving, the proposed roller chain-like robot can implement and transfer smoothly on many kind
of steel surfaces. The developed robot can be applied to inspection tasks for steel bridges with
complicated structures. The robot is able to carry cameras, sensors for visual and specialized
examination. Rigorous analysis of robot kinematics, adhesion force and turn-over failure has
been conducted to demonstrate the stability of the proposed design. Mechanical and magnetic
force analysis together with turn-over failure investigation can serve as an useful framework for
designing various steel climbing robots in the future. Experimental results and ﬁeld deployments
prove the adhesion, climbing, inspection capability of the developed robot.
1. Introduction
Steel structures and bridges are important components of the civil infrastructures, which need to
be regularly inspected to early detect defects for timely, efficient and less costly cure. There are
more than 50,000 steel bridges in the United States (FHWA, 2016), which are in poor condition
(either deficient or functionally obsolete). The current practice of inspection is mainly manual
and needs a team of rope-certified bridge engineers to climb on high steel structures to perform
visual inspection, which is dangerous and less efficient. For example, the most recent inspection
of the Golden Gate bridge can be seen in (Golden Gate Bridge, 2018). There has been continuing
efforts to provide automated inspection solutions using robots. For instance, magnetic wheelbased climbing robots have been developed (La et al., 2019), (Pham & La, 2016), (Pham et al.,
2016) and (Zhu et al., 2012), magnetic leg-based robot (Mazumdar & Asada, 2009), and magnetic
tank-like climbing robot (Nguyen & La, 2018). Other significant effort is from industry, such as
Inuktun Inc., which developed un-touched magnetic wheel-based robots (already available on the
market) for steel structure inspection like pipes, poles, containers, tanks, etc. (Inuktun, 2019).
These robots may work well in flat or less curving steel surfaces, but meet difficulty when
transitioning one surface to the other, or passing joints/bolts and highly curving surfaces.
Different to the abovementioned climbing robots, this paper presents a new design and
implementation of a roller chain-based climbing robot to provide a practical solution for steel
structure inspection (bridges, poles, pipes, etc.) The proposed roller chain-like robot with 12
joints for moving and 3 pairs of joints for turning, which makes the robot becomes flexible to
approach to differently complicated surfaces of steel bridges. The robot utilizing adhesion force
generated by permanent magnets is able to well adhere on steel structures while moving. The
roller-chain design with 15 independently controlled joints allows the robot to work well on both flat,
curving surfaces and transferring points and overcome obstacles. To demonstrate the robot’s working
principle, it has been deployed for wide range of surfaces and experimental conditions.
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2. Overall Design
The overall design of the
roller chain-like robot is
depicted in Fig. 1. The
robot consists of 12 joints
for forward and backward
moving; and three pairs of
joints for controlling the
robot’s direction.
Fig 1. Overall design of robot for steel bridge inspection tasks.
Kinematic structure of the
robot is illustrated in Fig. 2. The robot moves by collaboration of 12 joint angles (1 to 12) that
are driven via 12 servo motors. For turning, when robot gets state like Fig. 3, joint pairs (1.1 and
2.1) drive the robot turning left or right with 90 degrees range, in which, joints 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3
are active joints while 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are passive-cardan joints. Cardan joints are necessary in
case the active and passive joints are not coaxial when the robot turns. With three pairs, robot
can turn triple times per moving round. On each moving joint, there are two magnet blocks,
which create adhesion force for the robot. The magnet blocks are integrated through the free joints
to help the robot approach every surface contour effectively by manipulating natural characteristic of
magnet field. The surface with largest force will expose before approaching magnetic materials as
Fig. 4. The designed robot can work well on different surface contours as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig 2. Robot kinematics.

(a) Robot moves on flat surface.

Fig 3. Robot turns left.

(b) Robot tranfers between
two surfaces.

Fig 4. Magnet
states before
approaching steel
surfaces.

(c) Robot tranfers to other surface with
obtacle.
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(d) Robot moves on curving surface.

(e) Robot moves on
cylinder steel surface.

(f) Robot moves on circumferential
direction of cylinder object.

Fig 5. Robot’s locomotion on different surface contours.

3. Magnetic Force Analysis

Fig 6. a) Robot attachs verically to surface; b) Robot attachs horizontally to
surface.

Fig 7. a) h max; b) h min.

Let P be the robot’s total weight (P = mg, where m is the robot’s mass, and g is the gravitational
acceleration). Let Fm be the magnetic adhesion force, and N be the reaction force. Let l1 to l4 be
the distance between ﬁrst to last magnet block contacting to the surface to point O1 , and h be the
distance between the center of mass to the surface (Fig. 6(a)). Moment at point O1 is calculated
as follows:
P*h
∑ M O =P * h − ( Fm1 * l1 + Fm 2 * l2 + Fm3 * l3 + Fm 4 * l4 ) =0 → Fmj =l + l + l + l .
1
2
3
4
Fm1
F=
In case 2, Fig. 6(b), F=
. Moment at point O2 is calculated as follows:
m1a
m1b
2
1

∑M

O2

P*h
.
=
P * h − ( 4 Fm1a * a + 4 Fm1b * b ) =
0 → Fmj =
2 (a + b)

Following the proposed design, a = 5.2 cm, b = 0.635 cm, and l1 = 28.57 cm, l2 = 19.47 cm, l3 = 9.1
cm, l4 = 1.27 cm:

P*h
P*h
.
<
l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 2 ( a + b )

To avoid turn-over failure, the magnetic force of the magnet block: Fmj >
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P*h
.
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In different locomotions, the robot shape can be changed as illustrating in Fig. 7, which led to the
P * hmax
(Fig. 7(a)). Therefore, to avoid both sliding and turn-over
change of h as well. Fmj >
2(a + b)
failures, the robot’s magnetic force of each magnet block should satisfy:

 2.5P P * hmax 
F=
;
.
m j (j 1: n) > max 
 n 2(a + b) 

(1)

Following the proposed design, P = 30 N, hmax = 13 cm, n = 4.

 2.5*30

30*13
Fm j (j =
1: 4) > max 
;
33.42(N) .
=
2*(5.2 + 0.635) 
 4
4. Motor Torque Analysis
Position of magnet block is very important. It should be located in the position describing in Fig.
8. In both cases, when i1 ≠ i (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10) the servo can not be optimal for the moment.
- i > i1 , we can see x < x1 , which
means servo 4 bears more
load from Fm1, Fm 2, Fm 3, when
moving.
- i < i1 , the arm is longer, which
makes greater moment for the
servo.
Fig 8. Magnet block position analysis.
In order to make the robot move, the
force created by the servo should win
the adhesion force of the last permanent magnet and the steel surface. As shown in Fig. 9, denote
M as the torque of one motor, Q is rotation fulcrum, and i is the arm from Fmj to Q. The required
moment is satisﬁed:
M i > i * Fmj

(2)

i = 1.27 cm, selected magnet force Fmj = 80 (N) satisfied condition (1). M i > 101,6 (N.cm).

Fig 9. When

i > i1 .

Fig 10. When

i < i1 .

5. Experiment results
In order to measure the adhesion force created by permanent magnet, we have setup an
environment as follows. The robot’s body - whose mass is m = 3kg - is placed on top of a ﬂat
steel surface while it is connected to a scale through an inelastic wire. We create a pull force onto
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the scale trying to lift the robot off the surface (similar setup to Fig. 13 in Nguyen & La, 2018).
At the time the robot is about to be off the surface, the force applied to the scale is equal to the
sum of robot’s weight and the magnetic pull force. Denote Fpull as the force we applied onto the
scale, M is the value shown on the scale while P is the weight of robot’s body, and Fmag is the
magnetic force. With g = 10m/s2, P = mg = 30N and Fpull = Mg = 10M, we can calculate
magnetic adhesion force as follows Fpull = P + Fmag ⇒ Fmag = 10M −3(N). The adhesion force
masurement data is shown in Fig. 11-12.

Fig 11. Adhesion force on flat surfaces.

Fig 12. Adhesion force on curving surfaces with different
radii.

From (1), the minimum adhesion force = n* Fmj (theory)= 4* 62.9=251,6 N. From (2), the
maximun adhesion force of robot= n* Fmj (selected)= 4* 80 = 320 N as shown in Fig. 11-12.
The climbing tests were performed on both steel structures and a steel bridge (Fig. 13-15). In
both cases, the robot was able to adhere strongly on the steel surface during its motion.

Fig 13. Climbing tests on steel structures. Video demonstration: https://ara.cse.unr.edu/?page_id=11

Fig 14. Climbing tests on a steel bridge at UNR’s campus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoE4W5r__no&feature=youtu.be
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Fig 15. Climbing tests on paint-coasted steel structures.

6. Conclusions
The paper presents a new design of the climbing robot for steel bridge inspection and evaluation.
The robot is designed following the roller-chain based concept in order to maximize the
flexibility of the robot body. The proposed design allows the robot to climb smoothly on
different steel structures and pass the joints safely. The detail of mechanical design together with
the analysis of magnetic and motor forces has presented. Experimental results conducted on both
steel structure and steel bridge have shown that the robot can adhere well on different steel
surfaces (flat, curving, paint coasted) while moving or passing the joints. In the future work, the
robot will be equipped with robotic sensors (e.g., global positioning system, inertial
measurement unit, infrared, hall-effect) for autonomous localization and safe navigation on the
steel structures. In addition, non-destructive evaluation sensors and visual camera will be
integrated with the robot for data collection and inspection of steel structures and bridges.
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Abstract
Concrete structural health monitoring (SHM) is urgently required with more and more severe
aging problems happen. Conventional manual inspection approach is labor-intensive and timeconsuming. In this paper, we propose a wall-climbing robotic approach for visual inspection of
concrete structures using a deep neural network and 3D semantic reconstruction to build a 3D
map overlaid with defects. The wall-climbing robot uses a negative pressure module to operate
on both vertical and horizontal surfaces. An RGB-D camera is mounted in the robot with an
Intel-NUC computer as visual positioning and image processing core to make metric
measurement, Our main contribution is the inspection neural network that performs pixel-level
segmentation to detect cracks and spallings and mark them on a 3D map for better visualization.
We build a semantic dataset which includes 820 labeled images and training on the dataset with
12,000 iterations. We introduce a 3D semantic fusion method to build the 3D map with defects
highlighted. The field test and experimental results demonstrate that our wall-climbing robot and
inspection system can perform a robust 3D metric inspection.
1. Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) plays a significant role on performance evaluation and
condition assessments for the Nation's highway transportation assets, and it can promote its
operational safety and longevity based on data-driven analysis and decisions. The Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has
launched the Long-Term Bridge Performance (LTBP) Program in 2015 to facilitate the SHM by
collecting critical performance data (N.Gucunski 2015). According to the FHWA’s latest bridge
element inspection manual (F. H. Administration 2014), New York Bridge Inspection Manual (N.
Y. D. of Transportation 2016), and Tunnel Operations, Maintenance, Inspection, and Evaluation
(TOMIE) Manual (F. H. Administration 2015), it is required to identify, measure, and record the
condition state information during a routine inspection on bridges and tunnels. Such condition
states include spall (delamination, patched area), exposed rebar, cracking, abrasion (wear), and
damage. The spallings and cracks are the main factors affecting the condition states of reinforced
concrete (C. Koch and K. Georgieva 2015).
Automated visual inspection (G. Li and S. He 2014), (R. Adhikari and O. Moselhi 2014), (M. R.
Jahanshahi and S. F. Masri 2012) has become a popular approach for structural surface
inspection with the advance development in optics devices, such as for structural displacement
measurement, crack or spalling inspection. Several robotic inspection systems have been
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developed for automated visual inspection data collection and processing. Researchers in Rutgers
University developed a mobile robotic crack inspection and mapping system, and it uses edge
detection algorithms to detect the cracks on concrete bridge decks and generate the crack map for
bridge maintenance (R. S. Lim 2014). Under the support of FHWA LTBP program, an autonomous
bridge deck inspection mobile robotic system has been developed with visual cameras and other
detection sensors (P. Prasanna 2016), (H. M. La 2017). Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has also been
deployed for bridge visual inspection (N. Hallermann 2014). Our previous wall-climbing robot is
proved to be able to provide vertical mobility to perform visual inspection and GPR-based subsurface
flaw inspection (B. Li 2017). However, it is still a challenging and unsolved problem to empower the
robots with metric visual inspection capability.
In this paper, we aim to: (i) design, build, and test wall-climbing robots to carry cameras for visual
inspection of surface flaws, (ii) investigate visual inspection methods and image processing algorithms
to identify, measure and record the condition state information of bridge structure members, (iii)
investigate motion control and V-SLAM (visual simultaneous localization and mapping) methods to
localize defect locations and register them in 3D model for better visualization, (vi) demonstrate the
field performance of the integrated robotic inspection system at bridge sites.
2. Wall-climbing Robot System Architecture

Fig. 1 The electrical components and sensors in wall-climbing robot.

We produce a wall-climbing robot prototype as shown in Fig.1. It consists of a negative pressure
adhesive module (NPAM), a pressure sensor, two drive wheels and the associated motors and
controllers, one servo motor to adjust the camera tilt angle, a bumper, a DC-DC converter, an Intel
NUC computer for on-board image/signal processing. It maintains a constant negative pressure inside a
suction chamber by adjusting the propeller speed of the NPAM to achieve a desirable balance of strong
adhesion and high mobility. Since it doesn’t require perfect sealing as vacuum suction techniques
would, it can thus move on both smooth and rough surfaces, and cross over shallow grooves. It carries
a RGB-D camera on a tilt mechanism in the front to adjust the viewing angle. The RGB-D camera not
only produces regular Red-Green-Blue (RGB) video images but also provides distance
measurements.The remote control graphic user interface (GUI) on a tablet computer commands the
robot motion, adjusts the suction power, controls camera view angle and LED lighting, and displays
the first-person-view of the scene transmitted from the video camera through WiFi communication.
The robot has a dimension of 16.5 × 13 × 8 inches with self-weight 12 lbs. It can carry a payload up to
20lbs.
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a
b
Fig. 2 The Wall-climbing robot prototype, a) Wall-climbing adhere to vertical wall, b) It carries an RGB-D sensor in front,
and a GPR antenna at the bottom, inside a chamber enclosed by the flexible skirt seal.

3. Deep Neural Network and 3D Reconstruction for Concrete Inspection

Fig. 3 The semantic 3D inspection system pipeline. The input from RGB-D sensor consists of RGB image and depth image.
Then, our deep inspection network performs semantic detection of crack and spalling. Meanwhile, the visual SLAM system
perform pose estimation and fuse the detection result to form a semantic 3D map as well as metric measurement.

To perform metric 3D inspection of the concrete structure, we propose to use an RGB-D camera based
semantic reconstruction system as illustrated in Fig.3. For an RGB-D camera, it outputs both RGB
image I  {(ui ,v j , c)  R 3 | 0  i  n,0  j  m, c  0,1,2} , and the corresponding depth image D  {d } .
Then, we can obtain the point cloud at the each pose T  ( R , t ) using pinhole model as,

X 
 Y   [ R, t ]1 K [u , v]
 
 Z 

(1)

Where [ X , Y , Z ] denotes point cloud, [ R , t ] denotes the rotation and translation at a location. K is the
camera intrinsic parameter, and [u , v ] is a pixel in RGB image.
The pose [ R , t ] is the current pose of the RGB-D camera, and it is obtained using ORB-SLAM2
algorithm (Mur-Artal Raul 2017). For ORB-SLAM2, it takes the RGB-D images as input. Given
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current image frame I p and previous image frame I q , it first performs feature extraction and matching
to obtain the matching feature pairs FIp  FIq , then, the pose estimation can be achieved through the
following optimization,
[ R, t ]  arg min
R ,t



L p ( FIp (i )   (|| R  FIq (i )  t ) ||2 )

i{1,..., N }

(2)

Where argmin denotes the linear regression process, L p () is the Huber Loss based cost function, and

||||



denotes the covariance weighted sum toward a robust convergence. （） is inverse projection.

3.1 Inspection Neural Network
We develop a novel deep learning algorithm called Inspection network based on convolution neural
network to detect the cracks and spalings on concrete structures. First, we create a pixel-level semantic
dataset which includes 820 labeled images. To achieve robust modeling, we perform image flipping,
rotation, and sub-cropping to do image augmentation for training as well as validation. The training on
the dataset for InspectionNet is performed with 12,000 iterations for each defect type.

Fig. 4. Illustration of InspectionNet architecture for spalling/crack segmentation with pixel level
accuracy.
Second, we adopt the U-net style deep neural network to perform end-to-end full pixel level
segmentation as shown in Fig. 4. The InspectionNet consists of 25 layers, with the first 15 layers on
the left are initialized based on VGG-16 as the pre-feature-extraction layers, and on the right side 10
convolutional layers (5 groups of deconvolution and convolution operations) to do upsampling. The
defects are classified as either spallings or cracks with pixel level accuracy, enabling the quantitative
measurement (e.g., the crack width, the area and depth of spallings) with the help of depth scale
information obtained from the RGB-D camera.
3.3 Semantic 3D Defects Map
Since we have the pose [ R , t ] and the inspection result over the images, we propose to use a 3D
conditional random filter based fusion to obtain the semantic 3D map. The registration is performed
using Equation (1) and Equation (2), meanwhile, we keep updating the color information coming from
the inspection network. Thus, we can keep continuously updating the map when we move the RGB-D
camera.
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4. Experimental Study
4.1 Wall-climbing Robot Test
We conduct the adhesive force tests of the robot on the ground and smooth vertical surfaces, and the
results are shown in Table.1. By selecting various adhesive suction motor speed (from 15% to 50%) in
the percentage with respect to the maximum speed, we measure the pull-up adhesive force when the
robot is placed on the ground surface. The pull-up force ranges from 4.62 to 31.62 Kg as shown in
Table 1. In addition, we measure the vertical pull-down adhesive force (load capacity), which ranges
from 1.3 to 10.5 Kg. When the adhesive suction motor speed is too low, the robot is not able to attach
on vertical walls, its load carrying capability is marked as not available.
Table.1 Adhesive force testing for wall-climbing robot

Adhesive motor speed (percentage %)
Ground pull-up adhesive force Kg
Vertical pull-down adhesive force Kg

15
4.62
N/A

20
5.62
1.3

25
8.22
4.5

30
35
40
11.02 16.42 24.5
6.4
8.0
9.7

45
50
28.95 31.62
10.4 10.5

4.2 Inspection Field Test

a.

b.

Fig. 5 Field testing results, a) deploy the robot on a vertical wall of a bridge tunnel, b) register the defects (green) in 3D
point cloud map of the bridge tunnel.

We perform a field test to inspect the bridge tunnel at Riverside Drive and West 155th Street, New
York City, NY 10032, whose results are illustrated in Figure 5. The inspection results (cracks in green)
are registered in the concrete structure 3D model for better visualization and also provide a metric
measurement for condition assessment and monitoring.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a wall-climbing robot for SHM, using an RGB-D sensor and a neural
network based 3D reconstruction method. Firstly, a state-of-the-art dataset with pixel-level labeling
and an Inspection network were designed for semantic segmentation. Secondly, a visual odometry
positioning and 3D reconstruction system is introduced. Finally, the visual inspoection results were
registered in the 3D model to provide metric information for concrete structure condition assessment.
The field experiments show the effectiveness of our robotic inspection system with vertical mobility
and effective visual inspection results. The future research plan is to investigate other NDE
technologies (i.e., GPR and impact sounding) to detect and visualize subsurface defection by
integrating robotic control and SLAM with NDE signal processing technologies.
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Abstract
To expand the capabilities of a multi-rotor aerial vehicle, one or several hoses could be mounted
to the vehicle. Such hoses could be used to expel compressed air or other fluid for the purpose of
cleaning hard-to-reach surfaces. The main challenge in operating a hose mounted on a free-flying
aerial vehicle is compensating for the reaction forces and torques the vehicle experiences as fluid
leaves the hose. This paper introduces dynamic modeling for a hose mounted on a multi- rotor
vehicle. It is shown that safe operating ranges can be defined in terms of hose angle and fluid
PSI, with instability occurring outside of this bounded tool-space. Insights from model analysis
are presented to help the reader apply key takeaways to vehicle and controller design.

Figure 1. A hose is mounted on a multi-rotor UAV such that it remains in a plane perpendicular to the ground and
containing UAV center of mass.

1. Introduction
According to the American Society of Civil Engineers, US infrastructure has consistently scored
a “D” average over the last three decades (ASCE 2016). With so many bridges and overpasses in
critical condition, the US Department of Transportation would benefit significantly from
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increased efficiency in inspection and repair. To optimize time and resources for repair – regular,
high-resolution inspection data should be collected. Traditionally this infrastructure inspection
has been performed by small manned teams that travel to inspection sites. Often the
infrastructure on site must be cleaned before high- resolution inspection data can be captured.
Human inspectors are suspended from cherry-pickers or other specialized crane vehicles while
they spray the infrastructure with pressurized air, water, or some chemical cleaning mixture. This
procedure is dangerous, time-consuming, and strenuous. Instead, a multi-rotor vehicle could be
equipped with a hose to perform this cleaning task. With an on-board camera and other nondestructive evaluation (NDE) sensors, the vehicle could collect inspection data immediately after
cleaning, decreasing overall site time and further eliminating risks for human inspectors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews relevant literature; Section III
derives an analytic model for hose-vehicle system dynamics; Section IV discusses important
results from the analytic model; and Section V concludes.
2. Literature Review
Important progress has already been made towards realizing robotic systems for automated civil
infrastructure inspection and repair. A team led by roboticists at Rutgers University
demonstrated the RABIT robot, a ground vehicle equipped with NDE sensors like impact echo,
electrical resistivity, and ground-penetrating radar devices (La 2013). RABIT can move itself
across a bridge or overpass, navigating using GPS data and collecting NDE data on the structure
below.
While RABIT is an essential and valuable contribution that demonstrates successful integration
NDE sensors on an autonomous robot, it still requires lane closures to operate. In comparison, an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) could hover above a bridge or overpass and collect data without
requiring dangerous lane closures that disrupt the normal flow of traffic. The Aerial Robotic
Infrastructure Analyst (ARIA) project from Carnegie Melon University follows this approach
(ARIA 2015). The team has developed navigation, flight control, and LiDAR data capture and
processing software for multi-rotor UAV, such that an aerial vehicle can autonomously perform
bridge inspection from the air. Stitching together the multi-modal data captured from varying
aerial perspectives is no small task, and this remains an active area of research (Lacroix 2010).
An important challenge and research gap remains for applying multi-rotor UAV to civil
infrastructure inspection. Over the course of their lifetime, large pieces of civil infrastructure
often collect layers of dust and other small particulates. These layers of particles obscure visual
inspection, often hiding significant indicators of bridge health or defects. It is current practice to
equip human inspectors with a hose that sprays compressed air or water and to send them up on
ladders or cherry-pickers to clean the infrastructure surfaces before visual inspection. Of course,
this places human inspectors in a precarious position with increased risk of fall from the
backwash of fluid and dislodged particles. To keep human inspectors out of harm’s way, aerial
inspection vehicles should be developed such that they can operate a hose and clean
infrastructure before beginning visual scanning.
3. Derivation of Analytic Model
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3.1 Hose Force
The force FH exerted on a UAV from fluid with density ρ being expelled at velocity v through a
hose with area A is modeled as
&'
𝐹" = 𝑣 &( = 𝑣(𝜌𝐴𝑣) = 𝜌𝐴𝑣 - = 𝑝𝐴 .
(1)
Pressure loss from ground compressor to hose nozzle can be modeled with the Darcy Equation
and some additional physical characteristics of the hose: length L, diameter D; and friction factor
fD obtained experimentally. Assuming incompressible flow with velocity v, pressure loss is
2 34 5

∆𝑝 = 𝑓1 1

-

.

(2)

Thus the force from fluid compressed to p0 then expelled from a hose with the above
characteristics is
2 34 5

𝐹" = 6𝑝7 − 𝑓1 1

-

9𝐴 .

(3)

3.2 Generalized Force and Torque
Consider a hose mounted to a UAV as shown in Fig. 1. The hose is mounted such that it passes
through the vehicle’s center of mass (CoM) and remains coplanar with this point as it snakes
along the frame to the nozzle mount. Within the shared plane, the nozzle is mounted at some
horizontal offset Lx and some vertical offset Ly from the CoM. The nozzle points at some angle
θn below the horizon, still coplanar with the CoM. This angle depends on the angle from the
frame to the nozzle θ0 and the current pitch of the vehicle θ,
𝜃; = 𝜃7 + 𝜃

(4)

The generalized x and y components of force and perpendicular torque is thus
𝐹" cos 𝜃;
𝐹">
−𝐹" sin 𝜃;
=𝐹"? A = B
I
𝐿? 𝐹" cos 𝜃; + 𝐿> 𝐹" sin 𝜃;
𝜏"

(5)

3.2 Vehicle Characteristics
In general, we expect from Newton’s 3rd Law that vehicles with lower mass and inertia will be
accelerated more than UAV with high inertia under the same hose force,
∑ 𝐹>
𝑀 𝑥̈
B∑ 𝐹? I = =𝑀 𝜃̈A .
𝐼O 𝜃̈
∑𝜏

(6)

The UAV’s total available thrust plays an important role in how much hose force can be
compensated before actuator saturation occurs and such accelerations are experienced. Given a
multi-rotor UAV with an even number n rotors and thrust ui from each motor mounted at
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horizontal offset Lxi from CoM, the generalized x and y components of force and perpendicular
torque from the rotors is
∑ 𝑢R cos 𝜃;
𝐹P>
=𝐹P? A = B ∑ 𝑢R sin 𝜃; I .
𝜏PO
∑ 𝐿> 𝑢R

(7)

For the case that the UAV is constrained to the hose-CoM plane, equation 7 can be approximated
with a total thrust left and total thrust right of CoM, UL and UR respectively, and averaged
horizontal motor mount CoM offsets Lax:
(U2 + UU ) cos 𝜃;
𝐹P>
=𝐹P? A ≈ B (U2 + UU ) sin 𝜃; I .
(8)
𝜏PO
𝐿V> (U2 − UU )
In equation 8, the n control voltages that create thrusts ui are simplified to just two control inputs
uL and uR to probe the limits of UAV controllability with respect to hose forces and torques, just
in the hose-vehicle plane, such that
;

;

𝑈2 = - 𝑢2 and 𝑈U = - 𝑢U .

(9)

3.2 Combined Hose-Vehicle Dynamics
To regulate position of a UAV while operating a hose mounted as discussed above, the forces
and torque generated by rotor thrust should cancel those of the hose, such that
∑ 𝐹>
𝐹"> + 𝐹P>
0
B∑ 𝐹? I = =0A = =−𝐹"? + 𝐹P? − 𝑀𝑔A .
(10)
𝜏
+
𝜏
0
∑ 𝜏O
"
PO
4. Results & Discussion
4.1 Stable Tool-space
From the above modeling, we can begin to quantify bounds on system stability. Assume hose
operation begins with low compression pressure, while the vehicle is in stable hover, and is
gradually increased to desired operating value. If the UAV is to hold position and operate hose
from its initial pose, then the bounds on operation are obtained from solving equation 10 and
analyzing constraints.
In initial hardware tests, it was quite clear that the size of the multi-rotor UAV greatly influenced
its stability while operating a hose. To probe theory for this type of behavior, equation 10 was
evaluated for 3 distinct vehicle configurations. The vehicle configurations were selected to
represent archetypal small, medium, and large UAV available today. Table 1 provides more
detail on the vehicle masses, frame lengths, and number of rotors. For each vehicle, the toolspace is interrogated with respect to stability along each degree of freedom.
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It is useful and interesting to examine decoupled solutions to equation 10. Figures 2, 3, and 4 are
presented to illustrate hard limits on hose operation. In the 3D surface plots, the ground plane is
the tool-space, comprised by permutations of hose pressure and angle. Above the tool-space
plane, the surface values represent necessary thrust to maintain position hold. This thrust is
color-coded by percentage of total thrust available to the vehicle. Safe operation is denoted by
blue and green shading. Possible but risky operation is shaded yellow at 70 % full throttle,
orange at 80 %, and light red at 90 %. Theory predicts uncontrollability and instability for any
part of the tool-space with dark red shading overhead, as this would require more than 100 %
throttle to compensate for hose reaction forces and torques.

Figure 2. Safe tool-space limits for maintaining zero acceleration are illustrated for quadcopter (A), octocopter (B), and array
copter (C) by column respectively. First row of surface plots shows limits from maintaining zero horizontal acceleration. Second
row of plots shows limits from zero vertical acceleration constraint. Last row visualizes limits from zero angular acceleration.

4.2 Takeaways for Vehicle and Controller Design
It is clear from figures 2, 3, and 4 that the larger the vehicle, the larger the available safe toolspace. This is quite intuitive when considering that larger vehicles have more inertia, such that
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they are less affected by a given hose force and torque than smaller vehicles. Additionally, the
larger vehicles have more rotors with which to compensate for hose reaction forces and torques,
such that they can counteract the hose at lower percentages of full throttle thrust.
Nonetheless, Figure 4 demonstrates that even with a small UAV, it is possible to safely operate
with very high hose pressures if the hose is mounted strategically. For a given hose pressure and
angle, UAV designers can adapt hose mounting offsets Lx and Ly to adjust the reaction torque
produced by hose. UAV controller designers working with a given UAV frame and hose
mounting configuration can adjust hose angle θ and UAV pose in space to safely access high
pressures according to equation 10.
Table 1.
Vehicle:

Quad (A)

Octo (B)

Array (C)

Mass (kg)

5

15

60

Rotors (n)

4

8

24

Arm Length Mean (m)

.15

.25

.5

5. Conclusion
This paper presents modeling and simulated results to aid multi-rotor designers and operators to
develop UAV to operate a hose that expels compressed air or water. Force and torque due to
hose are modeled and incorporated into a system of equations governing dynamics of the hoseUAV system. From this system of equations, limits on hose pressure and angle are developed for
safe operation. Safe tool-space is visualized with color-coding to help designers and pilots to
choose hose pressure and angle appropriate for their respective UAV. UAV with more inertia
and rotors can access more extreme hose pressures and angles than smaller vehicles.
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Abstract
Identification of outliers is a vital step in a large number of structural health monitoring systems.
If the system is designed to detect the occurrence of damage, then outlier detection will most likely
comprise a part of its methodology. The general procedure for damage detection can be described
in the following way: firstly, establish a ‘healthy’ baseline for the structure, based on measured
data for example, and then any future monitoring data can be compared to this baseline to check
if it shows ‘normal’ behaviour. This process of determining whether or not the data falls within
the parameters of the baseline can be categorised as outlier detection. Outlier detection is not only
used at the final stage of damage detection, but also in the training of the baseline, as outliers at
this stage of the process could mask the existence of damage in future data. In this paper, the
effectiveness of various outlier detection methods are reviewed. Reviewed methods include the
most commonly used in structural health monitoring (e.g. Minimum Covariance Determinant), as
well as some that are more commonly found in econometrics. A selection of these methods are
applied to real world frequency data obtained from a short span bridge over a period of 19 days.
This study informs the design of structural health monitoring systems and aids in making a decision
on the most appropriate outlier detection method to use for particular applications and
circumstances.
1. Introduction
SHM, especially in the field of structural/civil engineering, is a rapidly developing area. In this
paper the focus will be the role of outlier detection in vibration-based monitoring techniques with
the overall goal of damage detection in bridges. There is no universally accepted definition of an
outlier but the quote that appears in a wide range of papers is that presented by Hawkins (1980)
were he states that an observation can be regarded ‘as an observation that deviates so much from
other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism’. Outlier
detection methods vary depending on the area studied, in terms of SHM and more specifically
vibration based monitoring outlier detection is generally used in two ways. The first is the training
of the baseline, as outliers at this stage of the process could mask the existence of damage in future
data. The second is at the final stage of damage detection when it is required to determine if the
new data falls within the parameters of the baseline or not.
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2. Review of Methods
The most commonly used outlier detection methods in the field of SHM are Mahalanobis squareddistance, Minimum covariance determinant (MCD) and statistical properties such a Median
Absolute Deviation or similar. Differing methods are used other disciplines such as Autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) in econometrics. In most disciplines it is accepted that
decisions need to be made whether or not there is value in keeping outliers, if it is decided not to
keep the outliers then justification is needed for removing them. Figure 1 shows one of the
strategies for dealing with outliers in data.

Figure 1 Strategies for Dealing with Outliers in Data
The simplest methods to detect outliers in your data is using common statistically methods. This
can be done as simply as using standard deviations as an outlier detection threshold. Moser &
Moaveni (2013) presents a process using a combination of 3 statistical cases. One of the more
utilised methods is the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) method. MAD can be calculated using
Equation 1 and a review of MAD can be found in Leys et al. (2013).
MAD

median |𝐴

median 𝐴 |

(1)

Where A is your dataset.
Minimum covariance determinant (MCD) is a method that is commonly used in the SHM field. A
comprehensive review of the MCD method can be found in Hubert & Debruyne (2010). MCD is
regarded as highly robust estimate of multivariate location and scatter. When using the MCD as
an outlier method the threshold value for outliers is based on the Mahalanobis distances.
Further information can be found on SHM systems and techniques that use MCD and Mahalanobis
distances in the following studies: (Dervilis et al. 2015) and (Chang & Kim 2016). A general
approach coving all of the methods discussed in this paper can be found in Ben-Gal (2005).
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Other fields of study have different approaches to outlier detection, Ahmar et al. (2018) presents
an approach that deals with the detection and correction of data containing outliers when using an
Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. These models are mainly used in the
field of econometrics.
3. Comparison of Methods Using 19 Days of Acceleration Data
In this section real world acceleration measurements were used to obtain frequency data on which
various outlier detection methods were used and then the results compared. This allowed
comparisons to be made between the methods and a decision on which method is most suited to
this SHM system.
3.1. Bridge Description
The acceleration data was obtained over a 19-day period from a 36 m steel girder, half through
bridge with a reinforced concrete deck. The bridge can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Monitored Steel Girder, Half Through Bridge
A modal study was previously undertaken on the bridge to determine the natural frequencies of
the structure. The following frequencies were determined from this study: 3.10 Hz, first bending
mode; 4.94 Hz, first torsion mode; 7.47 Hz, second bending mode; and 13.92 Hz, second torsion
mode, further details about the bridge and modal parameters can be found in Hester et al. (2018).
3.2. Acceleration to Frequency Data
Covariance Driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV) was used to convert the 19 days
of acceleration data to frequency data. A comprehensive review of SSI-COV has been carried out
by Peeters (2000) including the steps needed to undertake the SSI-COV method. It should be noted
that when there is minimal or no excitement of the bridge structure then SSI-COV returns no
frequency value for this time period, as a result there are time periods when no frequencies are
returned. Figure 3 shows all frequencies returned following the SSI-COV analysis, this data is used
as our baseline prior to any outlier removal.
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Figure 3 Frequencies Obtained from 19 days of Acceleration Data
3.3. Testing of Outlier Methods
The testing of the outlier methods will be undertaken on the 2nd natural frequency as this frequency
shows apparent outliers. The first method tested was the MAD method. For this method the user
must decide the threshold used. Guidance is given in Leys et al. (2013) where it is suggested that
2.5 scaled MAD from the median is a moderately conservative choice, however, cherry picking
outliers by varying this value must be avoided. A value of 2.5 scaled MAD was used for this
testing. Figure 4a shows the results from the MAD method along with the upper and lower
thresholds. The number of outliers that the MAD methods detected was 30.
Where the MAD method falls down is when there is a greater amount of frequency data and this
data has a varying average over time due to the seasonal temperature changes. The MAD will take
one upper and one lower threshold value however this will not detect outliers in the localised data.
To overcome this the MAD method can be used over a certain length of window, for this testing a
12-hour window was used and the MAD calculation undertaken over this window. This allows the
threshold values to change over time and compensate for the moving average of the dataset. The
outliers detected by the ‘Moving MAD’ method can be seen in Figure 4b along with the changing
upper and lower threshold values. The number of outliers that the Moving MAD method detected
was 34.
The third method used was the Minimum covariance determinant (MCD) as this is one of the most
widely used in the SHM field. The MCD is impractical because it is computationally expensive to
evaluate all possible subsets of the sample data. So for testing the FAST-MCD (Rousseeuw &
Driessen 1999) method was used to implement MCD. One of the benefits to MCD is that there is
no decision needed on the level of the threshold. Figure 4c shows the results from the MCD
method, there is no threshold marked as is based on the Mahalanobis distances of each frequency
value. The number of outliers that the Moving MCD method detected was 36.
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The outliers identified from all the methods can be seen in Figure 4d this figure also shows how
the methods differ. As a general observation the MAD and MCD methods detect the most extreme
points within the global dataset while the moving MAD method detect extreme points within the
selected window. This is noticeable in Figure 4d as a significant amount of the outliers detected
by the moving MAD method (green crosses) were not detected by the other methods.

Figure 4 Results of Outlier Methods a) MAD Method b) Moving MAD Method c) MCD Method
d) Outliers from All Tested Methods
4. Conclusions
Whichever method is used it is important to follow similar steps to those suggested in Figure 1.
For this study there is no process after the outlier detection, however in real applications the data
would be further analysed or used for a process such as regression. If regression as taken as an
example the outliers would be included for the regression analysis and then removed to see if they
altered the results from the regression. If the regression did not change when the outliers where
removed, then there would be no need to remove them. If the regression did change the regression
results, then further study would be required to see if they belong to a different population than
that being studied.
In the case of the frequency data used in this study we can examine if the outliers detected may
fall into a different population. When the time at which the frequency measurements were taken is
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investigated it can be seen that 20 out of the 34 outliers that where found using the Moving MAD
method and 21 of the 36 outlier from the MCD method occurred between the hours of 18:00 and
08:00. This may suggest that the outliers occurred when less traffic was present on the bridge
causing less excitement of the structure. Excitement of the structure is required to obtain a reliable
frequency, therefore we can postulate that the outliers occur during a time of minimal loading.
This could be explored in more detail with a larger dataset.
In terms of which outlier method is most suitable for this SHM system both the Moving MAD
method and MCD method appear to remove frequencies that occur when there is minimal loading
the bridge. This means that if these outliers need to be removed then justification for this removal
could be made. Both these methods are also robust enough to account for the moving average of
the frequency caused by the seasonal temperature change.
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Abstract
Composite action between steel girders and concrete deck slabs is an important feature of slabon-girder bridges. The composite action between steel girders and concrete slabs is maintained
through the shear studs installed at the top surface of the top flange of the steel girders. These
shear studs keep the steel girders and the concrete deck slabs working as one unit which leads to
a stronger and stiffer section than would be the case if the girder and the deck slab act
independently. The composite action can be monitored using several methods, one of them is the
study of the position of the neutral axis. The variation of the position of the neutral axis over
time gives an indication about the structural performance of the composite section. In this study,
the variation of the position of the neutral axis in two bridges located in Manitoba, Canada is
monitored over time. Two strain gauges per section are used to calculate the position of the
neutral axis.
1. Introduction
The composite action is a key feature of any slab-on-girder bridge. It is well known that a
composite girder is stronger and stiffer than a non-composite girder. The composite action can be
studied by measuring the strain in the steel girders and in the deck slab at locations close to the
interface between steel girders and the deck slab. If the strain readings in the girders and in the
deck are the same, the members are working compositely. Another method to evaluate the
composite action is by studying the change in the position of the neutral axis (n.a.). This can be
done by installing at least two strain gauges at two different levels in the girders. For each
composite section, the measured neutral axis, using the two strain gauges, will be between the
theoretical position of the neutral axis for the composite section assuming full composite action,
and the theoretical position of the neutral axis of the girder only, assuming no composite action.
The closer the measured position of the neutral axis is to the theoretical position of the neutral
axis of the composite section, the more certain engineers can be that the composite action is
taking place. The study of the variation of the position of the n.a. over time gives a good
indication about the health and performance of the structure. The location of the neutral axis is
used widely as an indication of the damage in the composite sections (Sigurdardottir D. H. and
Glisic B., (2013, 2015), Plude R. et al. (2011), Papastergiou D. and Lebet J.P. (2014),
Jongwoong Park et al. (2017)), and therefore a study of the variation of the position of the
neutral axis over time gives a good indication about the health and performance of the structure.
This study focuses on the variation of the position of the n.a. over long term. Two bridges were
used in this study which will be referred to as Bridge A and Bridge B. It was observed that the
position of the neutral axis varies over time with a repeated pattern over seasons. The effect of
temperature was observed to be the primary reason of the variation of the position of the n.a.
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2. Case Study
The two bridges that are used in this study are referred to as Bridge A, and Bridge B. Both
bridges have an east-west orientation, and both have east-bound and west-bound traffic. Details
of both bridges are shown in Figs 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Bridge A has seven spans, of which
four are continuous and the remaining three are simply supported (Fig 2.1) whereas the Bridge B
has nine spans, of which five are continuous and the remaining four are simply supported (Fig
2.2). Each of Bridge A and Bridge B comprise an externally restrained concrete deck slab
designed according to the CAN/CSA S6-06 (2006).

Figure 2.1. Plan and elevation of Bridge A

Figure 2.2. Plan and elevation of Bridge B
The second span in the Bridge A from its west end, with a simply supported length of 28.8 m,
was instrumented at two transverse sections, denoted as DD and CC (Fig 2.3). As shown in Fig
2.3 (a), at Section CC, electrical resistance strain gauges (ESGs) were installed on the top and
bottom of each web of the girders and on the external steel straps of the deck slab. The gauges on
the girders measure longitudinal strains and those on the strap measure strains that are along the
length of the straps and are transverse to the direction of the bridge. Strain gauges on the girders
are identified by the letter ‘G’, while strain gauges installed at the straps are identified by the
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letter ‘S’. A few dummy gauges and temperature gauges were also installed in Bridge A; these
gauges are identified with letters ‘D’ and ‘T’, respectively.

Figure 2.3. Cross sections of the Bridge A: (a) at Section CC, and (b) at Section DD

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4. Instrumentation on the Bridge B: (a) Sections BB, and (b) at Section FF
In Bridge B, the second span from the west, with a simply supported length of 22.7 m, was
instrumented at transverse sections BB and FF (Fig 2.4). The ESGs were installed at sections BB
and FF at the top and bottom of each web. Four thermocouples and two dummy gauges were also
installed at section BB.
The long-term study on the position of the n.a. of the girders was conducted using data collected
from March 2014 to February 2018 for the Bridge A and from November 2015 to June 2017 for
the Bridge B. The data in both bridges is being used mainly for a continuous bridge weigh-inmotion (BWIM) study (K. Helmi, et al., 2014)), for which strains relative to the absolute values
of the base strains are required.
3. Composite action
The composite action between the steel girders and concrete deck was investigated in both
Bridges A and B. The depth of the n.a. is measured with respect to the lower face of the bottom
flange of the girders. The bending strains from which the depths of the n.a. is calculated are
found by deducting the peak observed strains from the average of the strains immediately before
and after a truck event.
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3.1 Observed composite action.
The composite action analysis was performed on each recorded truck event that passes over the
instrumented span. The strain values are recorded with 200 Hz sampling rate. For each event, the
positions of n.a. were calculated. Composite action analysis was performed for all girders in both
bridges. Figs 3.2 and 3.3 show an example of the variation of the depths of the N.A. in two
girders in Bridge A and one girder in Bridge B, respectively.
𝑁. 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑔 ≈ 1480 (𝑚𝑚)

Depth of N.A
(mm)

Depth of N.A
(mm)

≈ 260 (𝑚𝑚)

≈ 210 (𝑚𝑚)

Date

(a)

𝑁. 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑔 ≈ 1665 (𝑚𝑚)

Date

(b)

Figure 3.2. Position of the neutral axis in Bridge A: (a) girder 1; (b) girder 2

Depth of N.A
(mm)

Depth of N.A
(mm)

𝑁. 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑔 ≈ 1265 (𝑚𝑚)

≈ 130 (𝑚𝑚)

≈ 180 (𝑚𝑚)

𝑁. 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑔 ≈ 1290 (𝑚𝑚)

Date

Date

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. Position of the neutral axis of girder 2 in Bridge B: (a) Section BB; (b) Section FF
A quantitative assessment of the movement of the depth of the n.a. for the various girders is
provided by normalizing standard score of their depths. The relationship between the variation of
normalized depth of n.a. and the ambient temperature was established and presented for Bridges
A and B in Fig 3.4. It is clear from Fig 3.4 that the relationship follows a nonlinear pattern. It is
expected that the change of the depth of n.a. should be within a certain band and not exceed the
band regardless of how extreme the temperature is. For this reason, the fermi function is used to
fit a model for the data (Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2).
1.7629
Normalized depth of n. a for Bridge A = 0.8010+1.8874 𝑒 0.266 𝑇−0.2194 − 0.6350
(3.1)
1.9244

Normalized depth of n. a. for Bridge B = 0.4847+1.7638 𝑒 0.106 𝑇−0.2662 − 0.8857

(3.2)
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(a)

(b)

Temperature ℃

Temperature ℃

Figure 3.4. Variation of normalized depths of n.a.; (a) Bridge A, (b) and Bridge B

Normalized depth of N.A

Normalized depth of N.A

3.2. General behaviour of composite action.
The data generated from Bridges B and A were combined together in Fig 3.5 (a) and one general
fitted formula is generated and presented in Fig 3.5 (b). It is clear from Fig 3.5 that the same
pattern is observed from both bridges. The general fitted formula is shown in Eq. 3.3.

(a)
Temperature ℃

(b)
Temperature ℃

Figure 3.5. Variation of normalized depths of N.A.; (a) Bridges A and B, (b) General formula
1.5758

Normalized depth of N. A. = 0.53267+2.84663𝑒 0.144774 𝑇−0.8748 − 0.758357

(3.3)

It was observed that the position of the n.a. varies within 340 mm in Bridge A and within 200
mm in Bridge B, representing 20% and 15 % of girder depth, respectively. It is expected that the
change of n.a. occurs as a consequence of the effect of temperature on stiffness of the girder and
deck materials and change in support conditions. Neoprene stiffer at low temperatures increase
the bearing restraint forces (Algohi et al. (2017), Bakht B. and Jaeger L.G. (1990)).
2.5 Conclusions
Long term analysis of the position of the n.a. was performed on two bridges in Canada (Bridges
A and B). The variation of the position of the n.a. was observed to be as a response of the bridge
system to the variation in the temperature. The data was normalized using standard score
normalization technique. The normalized data of both bridges were combined together and a
correlation between the normalized depth of neutral axis and the temperature was established and
a fitting model is suggested in this study. Further analysis is required to investigate the
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mechanism that causes the variation of the positions of the n.a.. The variation of patterns of
normalized depth of n.a. between Bridges A and B when temperature is below -15℃ needs to be
investigated further.
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Abstract
Manufacturing processes such as welding operations cause residual stresses which are present in
most civil structures. They create plastic deformations without any external loads and therefore
are often overlooked during design. Nevertheless, residual stresses can have profound influences
on the fatigue life. This is also true for orthotropic steel decks. Unfortunately, for these bridges,
little is known about the real distribution of residual stresses due to welding. Therefore, a semidestructive experimental test setup is developed: hole-drilling. It became clear that near the weld
region, the overall conclusions confirm the widely assumed tensile yield stresses. Further away
from the weld region, the residual stresses decrease to almost zero. In conclusion, with the holedrilling technique, it is possible to achieve a clear pattern of the existing residual stresses near
welded locations without really damaging the structure. This knowledge can highly improve
future fatigue calculations.
1. . Introduction
Residual stresses are introduced unintentionally by almost every manufacturing process, such as
rolling, forming, milling, welding, etc. Sometimes they are even intentionally introduced by the
use of a surface treatment such as shot-peening in order to compensate for other types of residual
stresses. The effect of residual stress can be either beneficial or detrimental, depending on the
magnitude, sign and distribution of the introduced stresses. The presence of tensile residual stress
is especially harmful due to its contribution to fatigue failure. The opposite is true for
compressive residual stresses being present. Due to the fact that residual stress creates plastic
deformations without any external load, it is ignored when evaluating fatigue failure, because the
stress variations only are considered. A possible solution for this omission is the use of Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). This fatigue assessment method allows adding an initial
stress state to the stress variations due to an external load. This is especially true for Orthotropic
Steel Decks (OSDs) which suffer from important fatigue problems due to the extensive use of
welded connections. These bridge decks consist of a network of closed trapezoidal longitudinal
stiffeners and transverse webs welded to a deck plate. They are widely used in long span bridges
since they are extremely light weighted when compared to their load carrying capacity and are
therefore durable and very efficient. Since the introduction of orthotropic steel decks, several
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fatigue problems at welding details have been observed. This indicates a lack of knowledge
concerning the fatigue behavior in these decks.
2. Hole-drilling technique
Various methods have been developed to measure residual stresses for different types of
components. The three main categories for classifying residual stress measurements are:
destructive, semi-destructive and non-destructive measuring techniques.
A widely used process for measuring residual stresses in materials, is hole-drilling. The main
advantage of this method is the semi-destructive character: it relies on drilling a small hole into
the specimen which causes only limited damage that is often tolerable or easy to repair. In
addition, this method is convenient to use, has standard procedures and has a good accuracy and
reliability. The hole-drilling technique involves drilling a small blind hole into the test material at
the location where the residual stresses are to be evaluated. This implies that the hole is not
drilled through the thickness of the test material. The removal of the material results in a
redistribution of the residual stress field in the material surrounding the hole and localized
deformations in the test specimen. Using special Strain Gauge Rosettes (SGRs), the relieve of the
surface strains is measured simultaneously at incremental depths. The holes are drilled through
the center of these strain gauge rosettes. The corresponding strains from the drilling process can
then be evaluated at each depth with the standardized test procedure described in ASTM E83713a (2015). Using this test procedure, a proper precision and reliability of the residual stress
calculation can be obtained. Figure 1 illustrates the positioning of the drilling cutter on the SGR
and the deformation because of the hole drilling when assuming tensile residual stresses within
the material. Due to the relaxation of the tensile residual stresses, the hole tends to expand
horizontally with a small vertical surface rise due to the Poisson effect. The opposite behavior is
found for the case of compressive residual stresses.

Figure 1 Schematic overview of the hole-drilling technique: (a) SGR and drilling cutter of 1,6mm; (b) cross-section
A-A before drilling; (c) cross-section A-A after drilling

To determine the residual stress distribution close to a welded stiffener-to-deck plate connection
of an OSD, a full-scale test specimen has been constructed with dimensions comparable with
current OSD designs. This bridge deck is 8.2 m long and 4.1 m wide. The deck plate is supported
by three crossbeams and two main girders. Therefore, the deck plate consists out of two spans of
4.1 m each. The main girders are simply supported at the crossbeam locations which results in a
configuration of six supports in total. The closed longitudinal trapezoidal stiffeners are 300 mm
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high, 300 mm wide at the top and 125 mm at the lower soffit. The deck plate has 15 mm
thickness while the stiffeners have 6 mm thickness. Furthermore, the connecting welds have an
approximate throat thickness of 4 mm. Finally, no asphalt layer is added on the deck plate. A
relative thick layer of paint is used instead to protect the OSD against corrosion.

Figure 2 Schematic overview of the hole-drilling technique: (a) SGR and drilling cutter of 1,6mm; (b) cross-section
A-A before drilling; (c) cross-section A-A after drilling

Figure 2 indicates the cross-section of the chosen grid pattern for installing the different SGRs.
This cross-section is placed in the middle of the first span of the OSD and at the second
longitudinal stiffener. The SGRs are placed on the top and bottom of the deck plate and at the
exterior of the longitudinal stiffener in the vicinity of the weld region. There are no measuring
points at the inside of the stiffener because the hole drilling rig has to be perpendicular to the
SGRs this being impossible at the inside of the stiffener. A total of 59 SGRs, two different type
A SGRs and one type B SGRs, were used for the whole test setup. Both the type A and B
rosettes consist of three radial strain gauges measuring strains in longitudinal and transversal
direction as well as at a 45° angle. With these strains, the three in-plane stresses σx, σy and τxy
can be evaluated using the hole-drilling calibration matrix from the ASTM E837-13a(2015). To
measure strains adjacent to the weld toe, type B strain gauges rosettes are used. The arrangement
of all three measurement grids at the same side of the hole allows for drilling as close as possible
to the weld toe (Figure 3 b). However, this configuration increases the sensitivity to eccentricity
errors of the hole and are therefore only used for the positions adjacent to the weld toe. All other
hole-drilling positions are equipped with type A SGRs with a maximum hole diameter of 2 mm
(Figure 3 a). With these types of SGRs, the three radial strain gauges are divided around the
circumference of the drill center. According to the standardized ASTM, these SGRs are
applicable for non-distributive stress calculations up to a depth of 1 mm. Thus, nine larger SGRs
are used at critical points to evaluate the residual stresses at larger depth, up to 2 mm. These
SGRs are also of the type A, but allow a maximum hole diameter of 4.1 mm (Figure 3 c). Due to
the increase of the hole diameter and larger deformation, residual stress evaluation at larger
depths becomes possible.
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a

b
c
Figure 3 Used strain gauges for the test procedure

Finally, the SGR spacing has to be considered. The relaxation effects of drilling a hole at the
center of a SGR extend beyond the boundaries of the rosette. The minimum distance between
two adjacent holes should be at least six times the hole diameter. The relaxation effect at larger
distance is limited to less than 1 %. For this reason, not all strain gauges from Figure 2 are placed
in the same cross-section of the OSD. In total nine cross-sections with a spacing of 50 mm are
used to distribute all the different SGRs so the previous recommendation is valid for all
measuring points. The use of different cross-sections is justified as the relevant residual stresses
are those perpendicular to the weld direction. The variation of residual stresses to be measured
do not vary considerably in the longitudinal direction as the weld quality due to the fully
automated welding procedure should be quite the same along the entire length of the weld. In
addition, the distribution of the nine cross-sections only enclose a weld length of 450 mm
compared to the full weld length of 4100 mm. Therefore, the considered cross-sections may still
be considered as being at the span center of the OSD and thus no interference of the crossbeams
should be present. A final remark concerns the strain gauge grid. The latter is chosen to match
both with the top deck plate grid and its bottom deck counterpart. SGRs on both sides of the deck
plate, show identical locations, which increases the comparability of all the measured residual
stresses.
A special milling guide is needed to execute the hole-drilling process (Figure 4). It has to allow a
very precise positioning above the center of the SGRs and has to be perfectly perpendicular to
the surface. The RS-200 milling guide allows for this precision. After global positioning of the
milling guide, it is centered more precisely over the SGR and a high-speed air turbine is inserted,
equipped with a carbide, inverted cone, dental bur with a diameter of 1.6 mm.
Before the milling procedure is started, zero calibration of the strain gauge is needed. This zero
calibration has to correspond to zero depth of the milling guide. This zero depth is reached by
cutting through the backing material of the strain gauge and barely scratching the surface of the
test specimen. This has to be done very carefully because the error on the zero-depth will highly
influence the strain/stress results at larger depths. To optimize this, the milling process is
simultaneously monitored with a USB-powered microscope with a magnification of 200x
(Figure 4 a). The chance of missing the zero-depth is therefore minimized. In addition, the strain
measurements are carefully monitored to notice any changes in the strains. When the strain
values are already changed at zero-depth, too much material has already been removed from the
test specimen and an error on the zero-depth is present. Finally, when zero-depth has been
reached, the holes are incrementally drilled until the final depth corresponding to the used SGR.
Depending on the used SGR, different drill sequences were used. For a drilled depth of 1 mm,
the following sequence is used: 3 steps of 25.4 µm followed by 23 steps of 76.2 µm. For a drilled
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depth of 2 mm, the sequence is: 4 steps of 25.4 µm, followed by 2 steps of 50.8 µm and 20 steps
of 101.6 µm. For both sequences, the incremental steps close to the surface are as small as
possible. This reduces the potential zero-depth errors and increases the level of detail regarding
the near surface stresses. After the final depth has been reached, the final hole diameter is
measured with the same microscope as for positioning the milling guide. During the incremental
hole-drilling procedure, the strains are continuously measured with a high precision data
acquisition system, allowing for an accuracy of ±1 μS (microstrain) or less. Furthermore, the
strains used for the hole-drilling procedure are based on the smoothed data of the measured
strains with a frequency of 10 Hz. More precisely, the smoothed data represents the moving
average of the last ten measured strains. By doing this, random noise is reduced.

Figure 4 Milling guide setup. (a) Milling guide attached to the top deck plate; (b) Milling guide attached underneath
the deck plate; (c) Standard milling guide setup (d) Modified microscope with an additional webcam

Normally, the milling guide is attached to the test specimen using three levelling screws, each
equipped with a swiveling mounting pad which can be attached to uneven surfaces (Figure 4c).
This setup has been modified to increase the time efficiently and to be able to drill as close as
possible to the weld toe without being obstructed by the longitudinal stiffener. This includes
using powerful V-prism magnets, inducing an attractive vertical force of 900 N connected to the
milling guide using a 10 mm thick aluminum plate (Figure 4 a and b). Depending on the
position, up to four magnets can be used. Due to the welding procedure used for OSDs, the deck
plate and stiffener will have some global deformations. These deformations will however never
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affect the planarity of the local surface below the milling guide. Therefore, assuming a flat
surface of the test specimen, the milling guide will always be perfectly perpendicular to the
surface and it is very easy in use, not-depending on the fast-setting-cement kit which is
traditionally used for attaching the swiveling mounting pads. Another remark concerns the use of
the microscope for both position the milling guide as for measuring the final hole diameter. Due
to the insufficient space between the microscope and the observer, it was not possible to use the
microscope at the longitudinal stiffener. Therefore, a modification was made for these particular
cases. An adapter has been developed with a 3D-printer to fit a webcam to the eyepiece of the
microscope (Figure 4d). As a result, the microscope readings can still be done using a laptop and
therefore the milling guide can be used in tight spaces.

Figure 5 Non-uniform stresses for the SGRs at the top deck plate

3. Results
Figure 5illustrates for example the variation of the non-uniform stresses with the depth for the
SGRs located at the surface of the deck plate. It can be noted that all the measured residual stress
curves have a similar trend. Only one curve (green) is off-scale, but this is due to a missed zerodepth and therefore illustrates the importance of detecting the real zero-depth. The reason why
high compressive near-surface residual stresses are measured is not clear. Either the abrading
technique still introduces additional residual stresses or these stresses are present due to the
manufacturing process (e.g. rolling). Nevertheless, this only influences a very thin surface layer.
As the hole-drilling technique is only applicable in the linear elastic region, stresses higher than
the yield strength are topped-off at the yield strength of 235 MPa. The near-surface stresses (G1)
practically equal the yield strength as was already shown in Figure 5. At the final depth of 1 mm,
it can be noted that residual stresses up to tensile yield strength are indeed present near the weld
toe. On top of the deck plate, compensating residual compressive stresses are found. This is also
confirmed by the larger SGRs (G3) at a final depth of 2 mm. Although the deck plate is 15 mm
thick, an acceptable residual stress distribution can be found by using only SGRs for a depth up
to 1 mm. Larger SGRs are necessary at those locations where the residual stresses are still not
converging at depth of 1 mm, which is only the case at one location. All other strain gauges of
this type confirm the earlier results. At further distance from the weld region, the residual
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stresses decrease until very low compressive stresses are found of about 5% of the yield strength.
Finally, the results from all SGRs are used to predict the residual stress distribution through the
whole plate thickness. This is done by generating a contour plot using linear interpolation
between the data points (Figure 6Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.). It becomes clear that
close to the weld region, yield tensile stresses are present as expected. On the right-hand side of
the weld toe and in the deck plate, again a high tensile stress peak can be noted. In between the
two tensile stress zones, a high compensating compressive stresses can be found in the top deck
plate. At larger distances from the weld, the residual stresses decrease to almost zero.

Figure 6 Non-uniform stresses for the SGRs at the top deck plate

No clear distribution deeper into the stiffener can be found, as it was not possible to perform
additional residual stress measurements at the inside of the stiffener. Therefore, for this method,
too few data points where available.
4. Conclusions
Using hole-drilling as an assessment tool for determining residual stresses has many benefits.
Due to its semi-destructive character, the existing residual stresses become visible without really
damaging the test specimen. In addition, as it is a very sensitive analyzing tool, several
guidelines and recommendations have been taken into account. One of the most important one, is
the determination of the zero-depth. To eliminate a miss interpreted zero-depth, a combination of
a live microscopic image and an adjusted minimum drilling depth and continuous measuring of
strains should be used. In conclusion, hole-drilling allows obtaining a clear pattern of existing
residual stresses near welded locations without really damaging the structure. This knowledge
can highly improve future fatigue calculations, which is especially necessary for OSDs.
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Abstract
This paper presents recent research activities conducted in the Earthquake Engineering Laboratory
of University of Nevada, Reno in the field of dynamic monitoring and system identification of
two-span concrete and steel bridges. A 3D target tracking didigtal image correlation (DIC) system
was used for monitoring and DIC data was used for the system identification presented in this
paper. Two 1/3-scale bridges were tested under several intenisty levels of earthquake loading using
multiple shake tables. Before and after each seismic test, low amplitude white noise base excitation
tests were conducted. A quasi-linear response of the system was assumed because of the low
intensity of the white noise base excitations, and the structural modal parameters were estimated
accordingly. Using the target-tracking DIC measured response, FFT and SSI identification
methods were used to estimate and compare the eigenfrequency, damping ratio and mode shape
of the bridges before and after the seismic tests.
Introduction
System identification in civil engineering context usually refers to structures, e.g. bridges,
buildings, etc., as the systems; and the structural identification mostly stands for the extraction of
the modal parameters, i.e. eigenfrequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes. The estimated
modal parameters could be used as input for damage localization procedures. The aim of the
system identification is to determine the structural modal parameters from dynamic measurements,
which are very useful in model update, damage assessment, active control and original design
reevaluation (Xu, L 2002).
The target-tracking Digital Image Correlation (DIC) monitoring technology allows for the
application of distributed large number of target or sensors and is currently emerging in the field
of structural health monitoring. DIC is primarily enabled by the template matching techniques as
one of the most effective techniques in tracking objects (e.g. Fukuda et al. 2010; Santos et al. 2012;
Lee et al. 2012; Schumacher and Shariati 2013; Cigada et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2014; Gao et al. 2015,
Barhli et al. 2015, and Jiang et al. 2015). It is noted that other well-known template-matching
algorithms include edge detection (e.g. Abdel-Qader et al. 2003), and target-free pattern matching
(e.g. Yoon et al. 2016). Several previous studies and field applications, especially in the past
decade, used non-contact vision-based systems for bridge monitoring and system identifications (
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e.g. Lee and Shinozuka 2006; Yoneyama et al. 2007; Chiang et al. 2011; Peddle et al. 2011; Nonis
et al. 2013; Murray et al. 2014; Ribeiro et al. 2014; Ye et al. 2015; Pan et al. 2016).
The focus of this paper is system identification of two laboratory-scaled bridges, which can
deal with ambient response case, using monitored data from target-tracking DIC system. The
methods used for identification here are the classical spectrum estimation using Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) methods and using Single InputSingle Output (SISO). A brief background of the different identification methods is first presented.
The principal of target-tracking DIC as well as the bridges monitoring setup is then discussed and
followed by the identification of the two bridges from low-amplitude white noise excitations
applied before and after the seismic damage of the bridges.
System Identification
2.1

Fourier Transform

Fourier transform is a non-parametric power spectrum estimation method and it is one of
the most common method to extract the fundamental frequency of a signal using spectrum
estimation. The estimation of the power spectra involves sectioning the signal, computing
periodograms of the signal; which are modified by applying a data window; and averaging the
modified periodograms (Welch, 1967). For a signal with the length of and the window
in
which
0, … ,
1 , a new sequence of
,…,
is formed. The Fourier
transforms
,…,
of the new sequence are formulated as shown in Equations 1-4.
1

In which

/

(1)

√ 1. The modified periodogram, , is computed as:
|

|

1

(2)
(3)

The estimated spectral is the average of the modified periodogram as:
1

where
2.2

,

0, … ,

2,

(4)

1,2, … , .

Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI)

The most advanced method for ambient vibration measurement may be the SSI technique,
proposed by Peeters (2000). The SSI method, as presented by Van Overschee and De Moor (2012),
is a time-domain method which identifies a stochastic state space model from output-only
measurements. A vibrating structure excited by white noise can be modeled using Equation 5.
,
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where
is the state matrix which describes the dynamics of the system and
is the
output matrix which defines how the internal states are transferred to the outside world.
are the measurements of outputs at time instant with sample time ∆ ,
∆ and
and
is the state vector. The vector
is the process noise due to disturbances
and modelling inaccuracies also models the white noise input while
is the measurement
noise due to sensor inaccuracy and; in case that accelerations are measured; models the direct
transmission of the white noise inputs. is the value operator,
is the Kronecker delta; and
, are two arbitrary time instants. The output covariance matrix of lag , Λ and the next state
output covariance matrix are computed as:
Λ

,

(6)

Therefore, the following properties are easily deduced as:
Σ

Σ

,

Σ

, Λ

Σ

, Λ

(7)

The output measurements are gathered in a block Hankel matrix
as shown in Equation
8 which can be divided into a “past” and a “future” parts by means that the algorithm projects the
row space of the future outputs into the row space of the past outputs.
…
…
…
… …
…
…
1
"
|
↕ "
(8)
H
…
↕"
"
|
…
…
…
…
…
…
Target-tracking Digital Image Correlation Monitoring
In target-tracking method, an artificial target acts as an independent sensor on the structure
with salient features and some known dimensions so more than one target is mostly preferable to
obtain a wide range of data in the entire structure. These targets must rigidly attach to the structure
avoiding possible rotation and translation and for providing reference point or line to determine
the projection transformation relating the image and the structural coordinate system (Hartley and
Zisserman 2003; Park et al. 2015). In this study, circular black and white stickers with specific
dimensions that vary based on the application were used as the artificial targets.
Cameras calibration is a crucial step for generating 3D measurements, and is conducted
using GOM TRITOP point tracking software. The purpose of the camera calibration is to
determine the transformation between images (pixel) and the structure coordinates (inch or mm).
The measurement of the 3D tracking systems is conducted by recording series of images of the
same object from two cameras and their mutual positioning based on characteristic common points.
The distance between camera matrix and the targets is determined and calculated using an epipolar
geometry and triangulation process.
The proposed vision target-tracking technique in measuring dynamic behavior was
experimentally evaluated and verified through previous shaking table tests at the Earthquake
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Engineering Laboratory of University of Nevada, Reno (Ngeljaratan and Moustafa 2017 and 2018).
For this study, two 1/3-scale two-span bridges were setup on three shake tables only the middle
shake table was used to apply bidirectional earthquake loading. DIC was used to monitor the
dynamic response of the bridges, but results from such monitoring are not included in this paper.
Figure 1 shows one of the bridges setup and DIC monitoring setup and targets and Table 1 provides
more information on bridge dimensions and identification tests. The white noise excitations were
applied before the seismic test where identification results from such tests describe the initial
dynamic behavior of the bridge. For identification purposes, the white noise test was repeated once
again after conducting eight seismic tests with increasing intensity from 20% of Design Earthquake
(DE) up to 200% of DE, describing the end behavior of the bridges.

Fig 1. Shake table test setup for one of the monitored bridges (left) and a view of the DIC monitoring
station and display images in both cameras (right)
Table 1 Bridge dimensions and information on system identification tests
Material
Span
Bent
White noise
Bridge#
(Girder)
Length (mm)
Height (mm) Loading Direction
1
Steel
21234
2134
Transverse
2
Concrete
21234
2972
Longitudinal

Max.
Intensity
0.1g
0.1g

Duration
(sec)
77
79

System Identification Results
In this section, the system identification results of the two used methods are presented and
the obtained modal parameters are compared. Table 2 contains intermediate identification results
of FFT and SSI methods for Bridge#1 and Bridge#2, respectively. There are six targets used in the
identification, so there are six estimates for every eigenfrequency and damping ratio. The mean
values, standard deviations, and coefficients of variation (COV) are also presented in the table. For
the mode shapes, no statistical information are presented since the tests used for identification led
to the excitation of only one mode at a time, i.e. transverse mode for Bridge#1 and the longitudinal
mode for Bridge#2. For the initial response, the average fundamental frequency of Bridge#1 using
FFT method is obtained as 3.73 Hz while the SSI method estimated an average of 2.86 Hz. The
second mode was only observed in SSI method which is computed as 6.5 Hz. After the seismic
tests and damage, the average fundamental frequency from six targets for Bridge#1 is estimated
as 1.5 Hz and 1.7 Hz using FFT and SSI methods, respectively. A higher frequency is observed
for Bridge#2 within the range of 5.4 Hz - 6.6 Hz, which is expected due to the variation of the
mass and stiffness of the steel and concrete bridges. The average damping ratio estimated from the
SSI method is found to be 5.12 % and 7.43 % in the initial state then increases after all the seismic
tests and damages to 7.89 % and 9.14% for Bridges #1 and #2, respectively.
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Table 2 Estimated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of steel (Bridge#1) and concrete (Bridge#2)
bridges before (initial response) and after (end response) the seismic tests
Mode

Eigenfrequencies (Hz)
Target#

FFT

SSI

Damping
Ratio (%)
SSI

Mode

Eigenfrequencies (Hz)
Target#

Initial Response-Bridge#1

1

2

1
2
3
4
5
6

CV
1
2
3
4
5
6

CV

3.78
3.75
3.71
3.67
3.71
3.78
3.73
0.04
0.0115
-

2.57
3.45
3.09
3.33
2.35
2.39
2.86
0.49
0.1693
8.29
6.00
7.35
5.83
5.12
6.57
6.53
1.14
0.1754

1

CV

1.53
1.63
1.53
1.43
1.43
1.48
1.51
0.08
0.0514

1.28
1.88
1.76
2.13
1.32
1.91
1.71
0.34
0.1999

SSI

Initial Response-Bridge#2
4.15
5.79
4.61
6.02
4.83
5.31
5.12
0.72
0.1403
3.37
3.86
3.34
4.06
3.44
4.09
3.69
0.35
0.0948

1

2

1
2
3
4
5
6

CV
1
2
3
4
5
6

CV

End Response-Bridge#1
1
2
3
4
5
6

FFT

Damping
Ratio (%)
SSI

5.34
5.34
5.38
5.34
5.38
5.38
5.36
0.02
0.0041
9.64
9.64
9.64
9.64
9.64
9.64
9.64
0.00
0.00

7.20
6.75
6.90
5.42
6.56
6.81
6.60
0.62
0.0935
8.92
8.87
8.90
0.04
0.0045

7.91
7.13
7.99
7.22
7.45
6.91
7.43
0.44
0.0587
2.67
2.79
2.73
0.08
0.0311

End Response-Bridge#2
8.45
7.94
7.46
7.99
7.79
7.71
7.89
0.33
0.0422

1

1
2
3
4
5
6

CV

3.11
3.11
3.11
3.15
3.11
3.15
3.12
0.02
0.0066

3.93
3.51
4.09
4.41
3.82
3.79
3.93
0.30
0.0771

9.03
9.82
9.12
8.62
9.78
8.45
9.14
0.57
0.0625

As the FFT method does not yield the mode shapes, they are identified only by SSI method.
This was done by fitting the power- and cross-spectral densities between the responses and the
selected reference target in a least squares sense. The power- and cross-spectral densities were
estimated on the basis of the DFT and segment-based averaging. The segment size data points and
50% overlap was used. A Hanning window was used to reduce the leakage effects. As the
excitation was different for each target, the mode shapes were separately identified for each target
then stitched together as illustrated in Figure 2. The real part of the eigenvector is related to the
mass- and stiffness distribution of the structure, whereas the complex part can be caused by several
effects such as non-proportional damping or non-linear behavior.
Conclusions
In this paper, the results of two system identification methods, the spectral estimation FFT
and the stochastic subspace method for estimation of state space systems, as applied to two bridge
models are compared and discussed. For this purpose, the bridges response signals from white
noise excitations as recorded by target-tracking DIC were used. The comparison reveals that both
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methods give reasonable estimates of the natural frequencies and damping ratios. The two methods
using DIC data successfully captured the changes in the vibration frequencies due to the seismic
damage. The simplicity of the classical FFT method and capability to easily and quickly determine
reasonable estimates suggest that it can be applied first to give the user a quick look at the dynamic
performance. However, if the user wants more accurate information or additional information that
cannot be provided by non-parametric methods, e.g. FFT, then a more sophisticated time domain
method such as SSI can be used.

Fig 2. Mode shape of the first mode obtained with SSI. Real (blue-square) and imaginary (red-diamond)
parts of analytical mode shapes. Both parts are amplified by a factor of 10
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Abstract
Long-term evaluation of the structure requires identifying failure conditions during the
construction and service life of the structure. It is often performed using the structural health
monitoring (SHM). Interpretation of the collected SHM data, however, requires proper
understanding of the structural behavior. In this work we focus on the initial life of structure, with
emphasis on early age cracking of concrete. Early age cracking occurs in restrained structural
members due to mechanical, chemical or thermal effects. One such case was identified at Streicker
Bridge at Princeton University. The bridge is equipped with fiber-optic strain and
temperature sensors and previous works have identified the early age cracking through unusual
high changes in strain measurements during the first eight days after concrete pouring. However,
a detailed study of physical behavior during this phase has not been carried out at phenomenon
scale and this work aims to fill this gap. In this paper, we developed the numerical model for the
crack initiation and propagation in concrete at early age. Phase-field model of fracture used in this
study was extended to incorporate the chemo-thermo-mechanical effects during concrete setting.
The effectiveness of the model is demonstrated by its ability to capture thermal cracks initiating
and propagating inside the concrete domain during the early stage. The qualitative results agree
with the interpretation of the measured changes in strain values observed at Streicker Bridge. The
qualitative result provides new opportunities for future research using more detailed 3D models
for quantitative comparisons.
1. Introduction
Early age cracking of concrete could potentially become a major problem for the durability of the
structure. Factors such as design process, materials and mix parameters, construction process,
environmental conditions and external loading conditions affect the early age cracking in concrete
as detailed in Safiuddin et al (2018). If the cracks are of sub-milimeter size or inside the concrete
they are difficult to detect leading to eventual seepage of water mixed with adverse chemicals such
as chlorides and sulphates. These chemicals could lead to corrosion of reinforcing bars (rebars),
and cracking and scaling of concrete, and may have a detrimental impact on the structure. With an
aim to improve understanding of the phenomenon, there was focus to understand the strength
development of concrete due to chemo-plastic hardening in the works of Ulm and Coussy (1996)
and Lackner and Mang (2004), as well the numerical implementation of the same in the work of
Reinhardt et al (1982). It was only in the works of de Borst and van den Boogard (1994) that a
complete thermo-mechanical fracture model of concrete for early age cracking with a numerical
application was realized. The main contribution of the work by de Borst and van den Boogard
(1994) was the proper numerical implementation of the interaction of non-linear behavior of early
age concrete with fracture. One of the major challenges described in the work is the correct
estimation of the evolving material properties of concrete at early age. Experimental works by De
Schutter and Taerwe (1997), Rostásy et al (2001), Krauß et al (2001) and Weiss (2003) have
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provided emperical relationships of the material properties with the degree of hydration allowing
for better numerial modeling of the real-life problems. In recent years, works showing comparison
with real life structures have been published demonstrating the validity of such numerial models
and their use in long term understanding of the structures. Work done at TU München by Eierle
and Schikora (1999) demonstrated the numerical implemtation in DIANA software examples of
slabs on soil. Faria et al (2006) described a weakely coupled thermo-mechanical numerical model
which was applied to restrained reinforced concrete slab to compute the strains, temperature and
cracking pattern. The model developed was compared with in-situ measurements using sensors
installed in the slab. Azenha et al (2009) performed experiments and compared the numerial
predictions of strains and temperature with vibrating wire strain sensors demonstrating the
applicability of numerical modeling for structural monitoring in early-age concrete. However, the
models described above either simplify the estimation of fracture initiation by interpreting the
strain values without incorporating a true fracture model as in Faria et al (2006) or are too complex
to capture crack branching as in de Borst and van den Boogard (1994). In this work, the phasefield model used is able to provide a visual representation of the crack initiation and propagation.
The present fracture model, hence, suffers from no such deficiencies.
In the present work, a new method for prediction of early-age crack occurence is created. It
combines comprehensive thermo-mechanical model of early-age behavior of conrete with phase
field model. The phase field model of fracture is based on the works of Bourdin et al (2000) and
has recently gained popularity for solving multi-physics problem, Miehe et al (2015). The temporal
evolution of material properties of the early-age concrete are based on degree of hydration which
depends on the temperature obtained by solving the heat equation. Hubbel and Glisic (2013)
detected early-age cracks in the deck of Strieicker Bridge using fiber-optic strain sensors
embedded in the concrete. A simplified finite element model demonstrated the global cracking
mechanism due to thermal stresses, but no detailed study was performed. This event was used to
validate the method presented in this paper.
In Section 2, the mathematical equations governing the evolution of concrete behavior during its
early stage is described. The phase field model of fracture is also described. Section 3 presents
numerical examples demonstrating the potential of the current model using 2-D plane strain model
and qualitatively compares the numerical model with the results from the strain measurements
from the fiber-optic system installed at Streicker Bridge. Finally in section 4, the results and
conclusions are discussed.
2. Mathematical Formulation
The chemo-thermo-mechanical problem of early-age cracking in concrete can be reducded to a
thermo-mechanical problem by considering the effect of chemical changes on the mechanical
properties. The changes in the concrete mechanical properties can be related to the temporal
change in degree of hydration and the temperature which can be obtained by solving the heat
equation. Based on the above assumption, the governing equations of the resulting thermomechanical fracture problem is given below.
2.1 Thermal Model
Since, the focus of the current work is not on the nicroscopic structure of concrete, the concrete
can be considered as a continuum domain. The satisfaction of the thermodynamic equilibrium in
the continuum domain is governed by the Fourier’s Law
(1)
𝑘∇ ⋅ (∇𝑇) + 𝑄̇ = ρ𝑐𝑇̇
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where 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the concrete, 𝑄 is generated heat due to hydration, ρ is the
material density, 𝑐 is the specific heat and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature. The kinetics of hydration
are governed by the Arrhenius type equation
(2)
𝑄̇ = 𝑞 = 𝛾𝑓(𝑟)𝑒 (−𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇)
where 𝐸𝑎 is the activation energy, 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, 𝛾 is the maximum heat
production rate, 𝑟 is degree of hydration/maturity and 𝑓(𝑟) is the heat production function often
obtained experimentally. As in Faria et al (2006) the thermal conductivity value is assumed to
evolve according to
(3)
𝑘 = 𝑘∞ (1.33 − 0.33𝑟)
Where 𝑘∞ is final thermal conductivity at the end of hydration process. For the present work 𝐸𝑎
and ρ𝑐 are assumed to be constant as was considered in Faria et al (2006) .
2.2 Mechanical Model
The concrete is modelled as an isotropic linear elastic material and the deformations were
considered to be small. Hence the components of strain tensor (𝛆) can be computed as the
symmetric part of the displacement gradient matrix (𝒖):
1
(4)
𝛆 = (∇𝒖 + ∇T 𝒖)
2
The elastic potential energy density is given by:
1
(5)
Ψe = λtr(𝛆)2 + μ𝛆: 𝛆
2
where λ and μ are the Lamé parameters which can be related to the Young’s modulus (𝐸) and
possion’s ratio (ν). Here : is the scalar product of two tensors. The cauchy stress tensor is then
∂Ψ
given by σ = ∂εe . To incorporate the effect of concrete evolution due to aging the material
properties are considered as a function of the heat of hydration as in Faria et al (2006).
2.3 Phase Field Model
In phase-field model the crack is represented by a scalar field 𝑑 ∈ [0,1], called the phase field,
with the value 1 at the crack and 0 away from it, decreasing over a length scale l0 . The phase-field
model approaches the sharp crack representation in a Γ-convergence sense as shown in the work
of Ambrosio and Tortorelli (1990). With the introduction of fracture the total energy functional is
the sum of elastic potential energy (Πe ) and fracture potential energy (Πf )
(6)
Π = Πe + Πf
The fracture energy can be approximated by
Π𝑓 = ∫𝒢𝑐 dA ≈ ∫ 𝒢c γl (𝑑, ∇𝑑)dV
Γ

(7)

Ω

where 𝒢𝑐 is the critical energy release rate, i.e. the energy released to create a unit area of fractured
surface. Further,
1
(8)
γl (𝑑, ∇𝑑) = (𝑑 2 + 4l2 ∇𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝑑)
4l
The equations can be considered as a diffusion equation with the strain energy acting as the source
term.
2.4 Strong Form
The strong form of the problem to solve for temperature (𝑇), displacement (𝑢) and phase-field (𝑑)
(9)
𝑘∇ ⋅ (∇𝑇) + 𝑄̇ = ρ𝑐𝑇̇
(10)
𝛁⋅𝛔=𝟎
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𝒢𝑐
(11)
(𝑑 − l2 Δ𝑑) = 2(1 − 𝑑)Ψe (ε)
l
With appropriate boundary conditions the variational form can be obtained which is used for the
finite element implementation.
3. Numerical Examples
The mathematical model discussed in the previous section is used to numerically model the
cracking behavior in concrete using finite element. The finite element analysis is performed using
an open source Finite Element Library, FENICS (Alnæs et al (2015)).
In the numerical simulations the material properties (post hardening) were considered as shown in
Table 1.
Material Property
Values (Units)
50 (kJ/mol)
Activation Energy (𝐸𝑎 )
30 MPa
Young’s modulus (𝐸)
0.25
Poisson’s ratio (ν)
Density (ρ)
2400 kg/m3
Coefficient of thermal expansion (α)
1.2× 10−5∘ C
1.0 W/(m-K)
Thermal conductivity (𝑘∞ )
0.75 kJ/kg K
Specific heat (𝑐)
Critical energy release rate (𝒢𝑐 )
100 N/m
Table 1: Concrete Material Properties
In Hubbel & Glisic (2013), the authors described the global mechanism of early age cracking in a
pedestrian bridge deck at Princeton University. The capabilities of the above model are
demonstrated by modeling thermal cracking in reinforced concrete. The geometric setup is shown
in Figure 1(a). Following the above work, a 2-D plane strain problem with appropriate mechanical
and thermal boundary conditions was numerically simulated. The results demonstrate that under
certain boundary conditions the cracks can initiate inside the concrete domain and may not be
visible on the outside.

(a) Crack initiation around the rebars
(b) Crack propagation
Figure 1: Thermal crack initiation and propagation in the interior of the domain
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4. Conclusions
In the present work the phase field model of fracture was used in conjugation with a thermomechanical model of early age concrete to capture the cracking in real life structure. The
capabilities of the model is demonstrated using a thermo-mechanical cracking in a 2D plane strain
setup. The coupled model is able to capture the thermal crack growth inside the concrete domain.
The novelty of the present work was the simplicity of the model and the ability to directly visualize
the crack growth. This simple 2D problem can be considered as a qualitative validation of the
cracking inside the deck of the pedestrian bridge captured by embedded fiber-optic monitoring
system. Future works would focus on detailed 3D models to provide quatitative comparisons of
numerically obtained temperatures and strains with those obtained from in-situ measurements.
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Abstract
This work presents an overview on problems that can be met in in-service tunnels and technologies
that are usually employed for damage or unusual behavior detection.
Operational systems such as air ventilation, traffic management and fire mitigation are installed to
help day to day operations. Furthermore, health monitoring systems are usually installed in
problematic or special areas of the tunnels, giving information on conditions and helping manage
maintenance. Deformation of the inner lining, stress variations of the shotcrete and groundwater
level, among others, can be monitored either in real time or at periodic intervals. In most cases,
the deformation data is compared with the prescribed safety criteria so that, when the deformation
exceeds a certain level, alarms are automatically sent to the maintenance engineer.
However, these methodologies have the drawbacks of forcing the interruption of traffic for SHM
system installation and of monitoring only selected portions. Alternative solutions that would make
it possible to keep the tunnel in normal operation and to analyze the entire infrastructure
development, through successive and continuous scanning stages, would be beneficial.
In this paper, the authors will review common structural problems such as material deterioration,
also extreme events such as earthquakes along with possible monitoring technologies to address
these issues. Furthermore, the work is aimed at identifying possible alternatives and solutions that
can be used, limiting or avoiding traffic interruptions; referring to methods already used on roads,
bridges and viaducts. In particular, fiber optical methods and cameras, machine learning and
damage detection algorithms can be considered.
1. Introduction
New and planned infrastructures all over the world often use underground development, which
remains an ideal and safe solution in many situations, e.g. to overcome mountain ranges, to connect
islands to continents, to manage urban and extra-urban roads, for rail and road traffic but also for
the management of large hydroelectric plants.
A tunnel is a bespoke solution, relying on a variety of tunneling methods optimized against the
constraints imposed by the ground conditions and tunnel’s function, as well as challenges
surrounding logistics and land acquisition.
Western world has an extensive tunneling heritage, many of which have been in service for several
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decades and are therefore subject to decay and degradation. However, the existing tunnels
themselves, despite their advanced age, are still crucial to the development and sustainability of
community life. A decommissioning of them remains an event with a strong impact on the
economy, logistics, eco-sustainability and in general on the activities of society.
Therefore, the management of existing tunnels, the design and construction of new ones and
underground infrastructure in general will continue to be key to sustainable development,
balancing the demands of a growing urbanized population and the desire to preserve the
environment.
This work aims to analyze existing monitoring solutions and possible innovative solutions that can
be developed in the light of innovative technologies from other fields of civil engineering but also
from related sciences. Then, emphasis will be done to those ones that allow monitoring of in
service tunnels without traffic interruption, or alternatives that can similarly be implemented for
planned tunnels.
Next section will be focused on the classification of tunnels types, existing in service monitoring
solutions and possible new developments. Finally, case studies and conclusive remarks are
presented.
2. Tunnel Types
There are different tunnel tunnel types, including a dam tunnel, a cut and cover tunnel, and a
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) tunnel. These tunnels are constructed in different sites with
different soil conditions considering a number of parameters such as soil conditions, the
groundwater, the depth of the tunnel, geometric dimensions of the tunnels (shape, length and
diameter) along with the available tunneling technology for excavation, construction costs,
operational needs and risks. Historically there are a number of tunnels around the world serving
different purposes. Some of the most recent ones are given in Figure 1 from the US and Turkey
(see Figure 1)

Figure 1. (a): Miami Tunnel with flood gates (Florida, USA); (b) Ovit Tunnel over 14 km long
(Turkey)
3. Tunnel Monitoring Technologies: existing and new prospects
Existing monitoring solutions to evaluate the impact of the tunnel on the surrounding environment
can be classified in those ones adopted during the construction and those ones in service (Lunardi
2008, Maidl et al. 2013). Moreover, they can be also classified in permanent and portable solutions.
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The present paper focuses on the in service monitoring solutions that are aimed to monitor the
behavior of the tunnel over the service time, in order to be able to programme indispensable
maintenance prudently and guarantee safety over the whole of its service life.
Today, automatic permanent devices are available with which remote measurement of most of the
parameters needed to monitor the health of an underground construction can be performed. This
means that a monitoring system can be activated during construction which is able to continue
furnishing data for many years after a tunnel is commissioned without interfering with tunnel
service. Such type of devices are usually installed in certain critical locations and the provided
information is therefore related to such tunnel sections (local monitoring).
The purpose of long term monitoring is related to (i) verify that the functioning of the construction
and all the intervention (e.g. maintenance), (ii) the deformation of the cavity over the time, (iii) the
impact of the construction on the surrounding environment (e.g. the pre-existing hydrogeological
equilibrium).
One of the most common technology is the single and multipoint extensometers to measure ground
movement along the axis of a drill hole with respect to the mouth of the hole at a certain number
of measurement points located at various depths. An extensometer is defined as single point or
multipoint depending on the number of measurement points installed in it (it can have a maximum
of seven points). Typical use of single and multipoint extensometers is for measurement of
deformation around the cavity (Figure 2, radial extensometers). The system consists of installing
anchor points in the ground inside drill holes connected to the surface by steel, invar steel or fiber
glass rods.
Anchorages
Length

t1
(a)

(b
t2

Deformation
Figure 2. Extensometers for deformation measures around the cavity (a). Distometer nails (b).
Convergence measurements, as those provided by radial extensometers, are critical to evaluate the
internal profile of the lining and verifying that it does not deform over time. The instrumentation
already installed at the construction stage can be used to furnish directly, and not by deduction, the
distribution of the pressures acting on the preliminary and final linings. Special attention to
asymmetrical loads should be payed because they may arise as a result of particular pre-existing
stress states in the ground, which are not normally predicted by numerical models (e.g. finite
element models). Another monitoring techniques that is adopted in current tunneling to evaluate
convergence are the distometer nails. They are simple nails with a threaded or eyebolt heads used
as reference points for the measurement of convergence in a tunnel. Up to five nails can be used
into the cavity (Figure 2b). Measurements are performed by comparing the current distances with
the reference ones taken immediately after the distometer nails are placed.
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Inclinometers are another widely used technology for monitoring vertical and horizontal
displacements of the ground and also for measuring variations in the position of surrounding
structures. They function by measuring variations from the vertical at significant points. Numerical
integration is used to obtain the movements from the inclination.
Pressure and load cells are extremely useful for measuring the total pressure that builds up in the
ground, in the lining or at the interface between the ground and the lining.
Another monitoring instrument that can be used is the tunnel scanner that produces a “stereophotogrammetric” image of the tunnel surface, which means that all areas of the tunnel surface are
scanned simultaneously from two different positions to enable 3D reconstruction. The position of
the instrument is fixed by surveying, for example with auto-targeting theodolites.
If a tunnel runs through substantial aquifers, then it is very important to monitor the transition
periods (generally long and occupying large physical areas) when the water table first dries and is
then replenished. This can be done by installing a network of piezometers before construction
actually commences, which should remain in operation for the whole working life of a tunnel.
The monitoring sensing units applied to all monitored tunnel sections can be controlled and data
converge to acquisition and transmission systems. They usually integrate a series of sub-systems,
each used to manage a measurement station by means of a computerized control unit located in a
protected place inside a tunnel near the measurement unit. Furthermore a number of central units
each controlled by a micro processor which controls and interrogates the various sub-systems via
a telephone signal according to set schedules can be installed. These are usually placed near tunnel
portals and are connected by modem to the network (Lunardi 2008, Maidl et al. 2013).
Distributes optical fiber sensing is a recently introduced technology allowing the full monitoring
of deformations and temperatures along the whole length of a tunnel. This technology is based on
on the use oa distributed sensing cables that are installed along the tunnel vault and follow its
deformations (Inaudi and Glisic 2007). The sending cable is fully passive and does not require
power supply. The interrogator, placed at a convenient location, e.g. close to the entrance or in a
niche, sends optical signals into the sensing cable and demodulates the returend scattered light,
provideing strain and temperature information, metere-by-meter, along the whole length of the
sensng cable that can reach tens of kilometers. This distributed strain and temperature information
can be used to identify and localize damage such as concrete cracks, abnormal differential
settlements, deformations, water ingress, fire and others. The measurements are carried out
automatically every few minutes and alerts can be generated based on predefined threshods or
more complex alarm criteria.
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is an effective and widely used non-contact and material
independent technique for measuring material deformation. Considerable progress has been made
in recent decades in both developing new experimental DIC techniques and in enhancing the
performance of the relevant computational algorithms. It is also available an high-quality, flexible
DIC software package called NCORR (Blaber et al. 2015) that can be used to trace the
displacement field and the related deformations in small and finite deformations, also accounting
discontinuities (cracking). Some interesting application on concrete beams by using random
speckle patterns have been presented in (Forte 2018). Optimization and identification issues have
been deepen in (Garbowski et al. 2011, 2012).
Such techniques represents an interesting development that can be shifted from the laboratory (e.g.
beams and specimens applications) to the real world and tunneling in particular. Indeed the method
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allow to extrapolate the deformation fields from the comparison between the reference image and
current condition that can be updated following up the structural state. It can be useful for
highlighting finite deformation on the tunnel lining surface.
Spackle patterns could be disposed for this purpose to improve the effectiveness of the analysis.
However it has been also noted that a rough surface with a proper lightining (opportunely
shadowing the surface imperfections) naturally introduce a constant pattern that could be usefully
employed.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 3. Examples of DIC analysis: specimen and lab tests set up (a), analysis results in terms of
vertical displacements (b) and deformation (c) contour bands, with and without spackle pattern.
Figure 3 reports two essential examples where the DIC analysis have been successfully applied to
extrapolate the displacement and the deformation field in two simple axial tensile tests on a steel
plate with imperfection. It should be noted that the method has been able to efficiently highlight
strain concentration and the global deformation field both with and without spackle pattern. The
plate digital image could represent a scaled representation of tunnel lining strip (transversal or
longitudinal – Figure 4). Big data and machine learning tools may also improve the use of the
collected amount of data, to provide damage detection and identification in in large sections of
underground infrastructures (Farrar and Worden 2013).

Transversal strip

Longitudinal strip

Figure 4. Tunnel lining strips.
There are other technologies using infrared thermography and portable cameras to determine water
infiltration and crack/efflorescence. Infrared technology is a non-contact technology to pick
temperature difference of water infiltration due to a number of reasons such as deterioration,
damage due to settlement etc. Such technologies make it easy to scan structures for localized
damage. In addition to localized issues, large scale problems such as geometric changes due to
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settlement can also be captured using LIDAR technologies using 3D point cloud. Currently,
surveying equipment is used to study these tunnels in order to see what needs maintenance but the
use of LiDAR technology has potential benefits when considering the cost-effectiveness of the
time saved when compared. One of the more prominent advantages of LiDAR is that they do not
need light in order to scan and obtain data which is not the case for surveyors who must be able to
visually inspect the tunnel using their equipment. The purpose of using this technology for
engineers is to accurately measure if any deformations and/or damages are found within tunnels.
Deformations and/or displacements can be determined when comparing measured geometric
models of tunnels using two or more epochs.

Figure 5. Color/Filtered Point Cloud of Tunnel
4. Case Studies
4.1 San Salvatore Tunnel (Switzerland)
A portion of the concrete lining of the San Salvatore tunnel collapsed in June 2017 due to water
accumulation (see Figure 6). To enable prevention of similar events, it was decided to install
distributed fiber optic sensors onto the tunnel liner for a continuous, remote and automatic
monitoring.

Figure 6. local collapse of the San Salvatore Tunnel vault.
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The a2 motorway, so-called gotthard route, is one of the most important north-south transport
arteries in europe and one of switzerland’s busiest motorways. Thousands of car and lorry drivers
use the route on a daily basis, which runs from Basle via Lucerne, then through the Gotthard tunnel
to Lugano and continues on the Italian side in the direction of Milan. This heavily traffic stressed
route passes through the San Salvatore Tunnel in Ticino.
The tunnel built in 1968 is currently under restoration and this represents a challenge for the two
1,730 m long twin-lane bores, particularly regarding the construction materials used at that time.
Due to water penetration accumulated behind the concrete lining, a portion of the lining along the
fast lane collapsed on June 2017. Immediately following that event the Swiss Federal Roads Office
defined urgent measures deemed to mitigate the risk that a similar event could be repeated
elsewhere in the tunnel. Among all the urgent safety measures to be taken it was decided to install
distributed fiber optic sensors onto the tunnel liner for a continuous and automatic monitoring of
the tunnel structural condition.

Figure 7. SMARTProfile Sensor Installation on the tunnel lining
Two lines of distributed fiber optic sensors are now tightly affixed onto the tunnel lining and allow
detection and localisation every 1 meter of concrete lining deformation and cracks formation due
to any hydrostatic pressure behind the lining (Figure 7). The monitoring system allows a fully
automatic and continuous monitoring of the tunnel integrity and provides a rapid and effective
response to potential defects and failure/collapse, thus increasing the safety of the structure and its
users.
4.2 Washington Tunnel (US)
One of the major tunnels in the USA is in the capitol city, Washington, DC. The tunnel system not
only serves the passangers but also has critical impact in govermental work since many federal
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employees, officials use this public transportation system. The first short stretch of Metro tunnels
opened to the public on March 27th, 1976 with five stations. Central Washington sits on a coastal
blend of sand, gravel and clay, where "cut and cover" tunneling offers the cheapest method of
shallow excavation. Due to heavy traffic on the metro lines, it is not possible to close the lines and
carry out routine visual inspections. As a result, a special vehicle equipped with a customized
frame that holds three infrared cameras amd a ladybug 360 camera was developed by Nexco West
USA (www.w-nexco-usa.com) for rapid scanning of the tunnel during the time window when the
metro is not operating. The scans were able to point out where repairs had to be carried out and
infrastructure owners were happy with the results obtained due to objectivity of experimental data
and not interrupting the routine operations. One of the other advantages of these systems compared
to permament monitoring is that these can be routed to regions and lines deemed more critical.

Figure 8. Special Nexco West USA Vehicle Equipped with Cameras and Typical Scan Data
5. Conclusions
This work is focused on the in service tunnel heritage that remains essential for the development
and sustainability of existing critical infrastructures all over the world. Indeed many of existing
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tunnels are in service for several decades and are therefore are subjected to decay and degradation.
The development of suitable straightforward techniques for monitoring and damage assessment
that could be employed without traffic interruption remains a challenge.
Some existing monitoring techniques have been summarized emphasizing possible innovative
solutions that could be developed from other fields of civil engineering but also from related
sciences. In particular, the benefits that could come from the use of non-contact and materialindependent monitoring and damage assessment have been emphasized. As a result, extensive
amounts of data are expected and the use of big data and machine learning tools seems mandatory
for real tunnels applications. Furthermore, the use of structural codes and procedures as finite
element ones in tandem with iterative optimization and identification techniques could also be
useful to deep sometimes changing-in-service material parameters through the provided
monitoring data, e.g., from digital image correlation.
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Abstract
Remote sensing using satellites, planes, and drones is a well-established approach for monitoring
conditions on the earth. However, remote sensing data stops at the surface. Information about
conditions below the surface is difficult and expensive to obtain, but very important. Subsurface
degradation or cavities which form in the earthen sub-grade are not detectable from visible
symptoms, yet can have severe implications, including catastrophic collapses, if they develop
beneath critical infrastructure.
We report on a technology which permits monitoring soil conditions to a depth of one to two
meters below the surface. Our current research focuses on transportation infrastructure such as
roads and rail. We believe that at present there is no economically practical way to repeatedly
assess the condition of the sub-grade beneath these structures over a large geographic extent.
In this paper we describe a "smart" material that addresses this problem. This material, which we
originally targeted for highway use, can also be applied below railway tracks, airport runways
and levees. No power or electrical connections are required. After the material is installed during
construction, an inexpensive, easy-to-use mobile sensor assembly examines the integrity of the
hidden earth subgrade. With early warning, disasters can be averted and expenditures for
maintenance can be optimized.
We describe the laboratory testing already accomplished for this technology and two planned
case studies using surface-level railway.
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1. Introduction
Subsurface Threats to Essential Infrastructure
Railways form a major part of any nation's infrastructure, and their construction and maintenance
are a high priority for any country. Highways, likewise, are crucial to a nation's economy. In this
paper we will refer to airport runways, highways, railway tracks, and river or ocean levees and
dikes collectively as "roads".
The structure of modern roads has evolved gradually since the 17th century into a complex set of
layers, whose details vary depending on the materials available, the environment, and the
intended use. Well-known engineering principles provide a high level of confidence in the
properties and stability of these structures.
However, all such constructions share a common weakness: they are not built with a rigid, selfsupporting structure but depend for their support on the underlying ground. Despite the most
careful design and the most exacting preparation, the ground behavior after the road has been
completed is subject to forces and events which are known statistically but are unpredictable in
detail. In particular, cavities and fractures in the underlying strata can develop due to floods,
drought, gradual erosion, and other geological and hydrological forces. Leaks of fluids and
foreign substances from landfills or hazardous waste dumps can also cause problems.
Subsidence of a railway track, which may not appear until it is put under load, can cause a train
to derail, potentially resulting in serious injuries and great damage. The U.S has experienced
several catastrophic accidents due to derailment of trains carrying fuel oil as reported by
Bowermaster (2015), and a major accident recently in Turkey as reported in Hurriyet (2018) has
emphasized these dangers. Structural weakness below an airfield runway or taxiway, if not
detected, can cause ripples or sinkholes. If these were to appear when the runway is under heavy
stress, such as when a plane is taking off or landing, the danger to aircraft would be extreme. A
loss of strength in a dike can cause the dike to fail during a severe storm leading to property
damage and possible loss of life.
The minimum implication of a
failure such as shown in Figure 1
is a need for an expensive
emergency repair, quite possibly
during inclement weather since
storms commonly trigger collapses
due to pre-existing but undetected
cavities or weaknesses in the
subgrade. In some cases, the
collapse may cause the facility to
be closed requiring travel and
shipping to be rerouted for an
extended period.
Figure 1. Road collapse example. (photo from 123rf.com)
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Objectives
What is needed is a system which permits examining, or visualizing, the current condition of a
sub-surface structure before the degradation of the structure becomes detectable or externally
visible in the form of a subsidence or collapse. We would like this examination to be easy, fast,
convenient, and not to require specially trained personnel. It should be possible to perform this
examination routinely (for example every month or year) or to meet a sudden demand (for
example, a realization that extreme weather or seismic activities have created a danger). The
system must be convenient and inexpensive enough to permit monitoring for damage over a
large geographical extent such as an entire road or rail network.
The U.S. Transportation Research Board said in TRB (2013) such a capability “ ... could
transform the economics of highway construction inspection and ultimately improve the safety
and quality of road systems ... both industry and government will benefit from such systems by
reducing reliance on slow and sometimes poorly managed testing programs.”
The system we have designed meets these
criteria. Our damage detection system consists of
two components: a material, a “smart”
geosynthetic, plus a sensor/reader apparatus for
monitoring and detection of subsurface failures
of the geosynthetic. The material is based on a
standard geosynthetic, a geogrid or geotextile,
such as are widely used for strengthening or
drainage control, augmented by specialized
radio-frequency sensitive electronics. (See Figure
2.) Software for data display, analysis, and short
and long term forecasting complements these
hardware components.

Figure 2. Track and sensor assembly

Current Technology for Subsurface Structural Health Monitoring
Technologies currently available for determining the condition of the support under tracks have
been reviewed previously in Rudahl (2016). In summary, surveys are periodically made on
highways and runways to detect pavement distress. For railways, the staff are continually
monitoring the state of the track. However, vulnerability due to subgrade or subsurface materials
degradation is not related to visible pavement surface distortion. Currently there do not appear to
be any good means available to monitor for subsurface failures. Neither geophysical methods nor
radar/Lidar are able to provide an inexpensive early warning methodology that can be applied
repeatedly over an entire network. All such techniques are looking for anomalies in the road
structure and the underlying geology, rather than actual early-stage damage. This is a problem
because such anomalies may or may not indicate damage. The existing technologies cannot in
themselves distinguish between benign and threatening situations.
Recently, fiber optics have been applied to directly measure subsurface stress (Briançon et al.,
2006). Although this approach offers promise, the need for electrical connections and power as
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well as its relatively high cost make this technology inappropriate for monitoring over a large
geographic extent.
Status of Our Technology
Important testing and validation steps already conducted include:
• Two versions of desktop prototypes to demonstrate to principles of operation;
• Laboratory verification that the selected materials and components can work together in
combination with realistic building materials and realistic road or track design to detect
simulated subsoil failures;
• Laboratory verification that the electronics elements can be reliably detected after the road
segment has been infiltrated with a volume of water that reflects the range of actual soil
moisture likely to be found in a real situation.
Figure 3 shows the apparatus we used to test the physical
behavior of a candidate geosynthetic under stress. The
manufacturers typically provide certifications of the
material's resistance to failure and maximum amount of
stretch. However, these numbers do not provide details of
how much force produces how much stretch and, even
more important, over what time period. The time period
is important because we do not anticipate that a void
under a road will appear suddenly, but rather will develop
as a progressive degradation over days or months.
Figure 4 shows a rig we use to test the behavior of a
larger geosynthetic sample, either with or without
attached electronics. The yellow stripes show where the
electronics elements might be attached. The geosynthetic
Figure 3. Testing geosynthetic stretch
is spread horizontally across the frame and secured at the
edges. Weights (sandbags) are placed on the geosynthetic to simulate the weight of the overlying
pavement layers. With each weight increment, we test that the electronics on the geosynthetic
can be detected. Eventually the textile stretches or tears so that the electronics cease to respond.
To test the behavior of our technology using realistic road-building materials, we used a sand box
at the Department of Civil Engineering at King
Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi.
This assembly (Figure 5) can be used to model
pavement structure in the laboratory. It consists
of a metal frame 180 cm long, 80 cm high,
and 40 cm thick. Transparent sides permit
observing a sample of pavement and
underlying layers while subjecting them to
varying force from above.
Figure 4. Testing geosynthetic plus electronics
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A section of pavement structure was built inside the sand
box, using a standard sand for modeling the subgrade and
the subbase layers. The base layer was modeled by
crushed-rock. An asphalt concrete was then placed right on
the base. Two layers of geosynthetic plus electronics were
installed at the interface between the subbase and base
layers and at 20 cm below this interface.
Status and Future Plans
The tests described above have all been successful,
indicating that our technology should perform as intended.
Before we can begin to use this to build real railways or
roads we need to verify that the electronics elements fail
after an artificial void has been created in the subgrade,
even though there is no visible symptom on the surface,
and we need extended testing in an in-use rail or road system.

Figure 5. KMUTT sand box

The first of these objectives will be addressed in a research project starting June 2019 in
collaboration with China South University (CSU). CSU has built a short but full-scale test track
which will be used to test durability under heavy loading, durability under wet weather, and
response of our electronics to artificially-created sub-track voids.
The second objective will be accomplished by a collaboration with State Railway of Thailand,
planned for later this year.
The data collected using the methods described in this paper can be displayed in various raw
forms but this is not very convenient for administrator use. We have designed software to
aggregate data from multiple sensor runs into a database and present it in a geographic context
such as shown in Figure 6. The yellow circles in the illustration indicate locations where some
damage has been detected, while the red star denotes a location requiring immediate attention. A
display like this will permit management personnel to understand easily where they need to focus
maintenance activities. Note that the data shown in Figure 6 are entirely simulated, and the
display does not imply there is any actual damage to the rail network shown.
How the Technology Can Be Used
Our new technology provides a
means for an organization to
monitor the integrity of
transportation or similar
infrastructure. This should lead to
an improvement in safety, due to
early detection of problems, and
reduction in maintenance costs due
Figure 6. Global view of rail network damage
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to improved ability to schedule maintenance. In order for these benefits to be realized, two things
must happen:
1. The smart geosynthetic must be buried in the soil supporting the infrastructure. With the
current version, this must be done at the time of construction or reconstruction. There is a
small extra expense added to the construction costs.
2. The buried geosynthetic must be scanned from above the ground. This should be done
periodically and also when there is some reason, such as an extreme weather event, to
suspect that substructure deterioration may have occurred.
The scanning equipment is a low-cost and lightweight technology. For railways this may be
added to rail geometry testing and similar cars. For roads and highways, however, in many cases
regular pavement scanning does not appear to be in use. This may be an opportunity for a new
industry of inspection-as-a-service (IaaS).
Conclusions
Deterioration of the subsurface structure of a road, highway, airport runway, railway track, river
or ocean dike, or similar construction which is earth supported can lead to unanticipated collapse,
which in turn causes expenses to perform emergency repairs, economic losses due to traffic
rerouting, possible destruction of property, injury to people or animals, and even death.
Our research demonstrates an early warning system utilizing a smart geosynthetic and a sensor
array which permits routine and inexpensive monitoring and detection of such subsurface
failures before the incipient failures become apparent at the surface. Use of this system will
enable preventive measures to be applied at convenient and scheduled times, rather than waiting
until a catastrophic failure mandates emergency repairs.
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Abstract
This paper presents an effective method of defining the explanatory variables for the
development of deterioration models without human bias. Deterioration models should be
accurate to help decision makers maximize maintenance funds; however, the selection of
explanatory variables affects this accuracy. The concept of classification trees has been adopted
by numerous studies to group the bridge inventory in a common category and to improve the
quality of deterioration models. However, explanatory variables are frequently selected based on
expert judgment. In this paper, a process is investigated using a penalized regression known as
the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, which requires minimal human intervention
for the selection of explanatory variables. A set of inspection records over 26 years from the
National Bridge Inventory for Wyoming bridges is analyzed to define the ranking systems for
deck, superstructure, and substructure elements. The weighting factors for inspection year and
ranking are introduced to determine a stationary set of explanatory variables. The result shows
that several explanatory variables that are commonly selected are important, with a few
exceptions. Based on the explanatory variables, bridges are categorized into multiple subsets
using a classification tree, and stochastic deterioration models are developed for each subset
using Markov chain process. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by comparing
the condition states of the actual inspection and the predictions obtained using the deterioration
models.
1. Introduction
Bridge management systems (BMSs) have been used to effectively monitor national
infrastructure assets and to assign appropriate budget for the maintenance of bridges (Ko and Ni
2005). Local governments are responsible for inspecting individual bridges periodically. Element
level inspection data are converted into condition ratings for deck, superstructure, and
substructure elements. The Pontis program has been adopted by many US states to estimate the
condition ratings for structural systems by analyzing inspection data (FHWA 2011). In general,
the decrease in condition ratings over time is defined as bridge deterioration. According to the
National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Regulations (NBIR), the initial condition rating can be
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classified as ‘9 (excellent condition),’ and it gradually decreases towards ‘1 (imminent failure).’
A large number of studies have focused on the development of the most representative
deterioration models using the past inspection data obtained from bridge assets (Agrawal et al.
2010; Ben-Akiva and Gopinath 1995; Mauch and Madanat 2001). To improve the quality of
deterioration models, inspection data are classified into the multiple subsets and the specific
deterioration models can be developed. Explanatory variables are selected to group bridge
inspection data.
Typically, engineering judgment relying on a bridge manager’s opinion is adopted to define
explanatory variables. Chang et al. (2017) proposed a framework to mitigate human bias when
selecting explanatory variables. Penalized regression is used to quantify the level of significance
among the bridge inspection data. For example, the three top-ranked explanatory variables
obtained via the investigation of 2017 NBI inspection data were the year built, type of wearing
surface, and structural length.
Even though penalized regression identifies explanatory variables without human bias, the
results can vary every year owing to new inspected bridge data. To develop reliable deterioration
models, explanatory variables should be stationary so that the BMSs are able to predict the
condition ratings for the identical subsets.
This paper presents an improved algorithm for the selection of explanatory variables used
to group bridge inventory. The result of penalized regression for each year is defined as a
significance level of explanatory variables, and the inspection year is used as a weighting factor.
The hierarchical order of candidate variables is reorganized based on the sum of yearly estimated
significance levels. Wyoming state inspection data are utilized to analyze the explanatory
variables for deck, superstructure, and substructure elements. The consistency in the selection of
explanatory variables is observed from the proposed algorithm. Stochastic deterioration models
are developed for using explanatory variables for the inspection data of 2013 and the weighted
sum of the inspection data from 2004 to 2013. The error between the prediction and inspection is
used to analyze the performance of the proposed method. Results demonstrates that the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
2. Explanatory Variables for Bridge Monitoring Systems
The accurate prediction of the heathy status of bridge system is a significant issue for successful
BMSs (Morcous et al. 2002). The total bridge inventory should be grouped based on explanatory
variables to specify the deterioration process for bridge groups. The framework proposed by
Chang et al. (2017) uses several statistical approaches to select explanatory variables without the
intervention of human bias. In this study, 27 categories of inspection information from the NBIR
are considered for simplification among more than 100 categories.
2.1 Penalized Regression
A linear regression model is assumed between the condition ratings, 𝐲, and bridge inspection
data for candidate variables, 𝐗 as shown below:
𝐲 = 𝐗𝛃 + 𝛆

(1)
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In Eq. (1), 𝛃 is the regression coefficient vector that minimizes the contribution of error to 𝛆.
The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) is utilized as a penalty function to
determine the significance level of candidate variables (Tibshirani1996). The candidate variables
used in this study are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. List of candidate variables

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Candidate Variables
Route Signing Prefix
Highway Agency District
Base Highway Network
Maintenance Responsibility
Functional Classification of Inventory Route
Year Built
Lanes on the Structure
Lanes under the Structure
Average Daily Traffic
Design Load
Skew
Type of Service on Bridge
Type of Service under Bridge
Kind of Material and/or Design

No
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Candidate Variables
Type of Design and/or Construction
Number of Spans in Main Unit
Inventory Route, Total Horizontal Clearance
Length of Maximum Span
Structure Length
Bridge Roadway Width
Deck Width
Deck Structure Type
Type of Wearing Surface
Type of Membrane
Deck Protection
Average Daily Truck Traffic
Designated National Network

' , is estimated as:
The regression coefficient vector for LASSO, 𝛃
' = arg min/(𝒚
2 − 𝐗𝜷)⊺ (𝒚
2 − 𝐗𝜷) + 𝜆 ∑;:<=8𝛽: 8>
𝜷

(2)

In Eq. (2), 𝑛 is the number of candidate variables and 𝜆 is the tuning parameter that controls the
shrinkage of the penalty term, 𝜆 ∑;:<=8𝛽: 8. The number of variables participating in the regression
model varies to the selection of 𝜆, which is used to develop a solution path and to determine the
ranking system for the candidate variables.
2.2 Stationary Explanatory Variables
Although the deterioration progresses with time, the inspection data for only the latest year were
used to determine the ranking system of candidate variables. It is effective to evaluate the
inspection data for each bridge equally to the deterioration process; however, this may result in
varying sets of candidate variables every year depending on the inspection data of that year. As
BMSs are typically related to a long-term project, a set of explanatory variables should be as
stationary as possible.
In this study two parameters associated with the year information and ranking of the
candidate variables are used to improve the selection of explanatory variables, as follows:
@ A = ∑D 𝑤C 𝐰F 𝐗 D
𝐗
D
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In Eq. (3), 𝑤C D and 𝐗 D are the weighting factor and the result of the LASSO for the 𝑖th
inspection year, respectively; 𝐰F is the additional weighting factor to emphasize the significance
of highly ranked variables.
The results of LASSO regression for the condition ratings between 2013 to 2017. The first
seven explanatory variables are listed for deck elements in Table 2. Although the Year Built
(Age) is typically ranked as the top variable, it is excluded in this table considering that the
deterioration model should be plotted versus time of year. The Type of Wearing Surface (23) is
commonly considered as the most significant explanatory variables, but the rest of the results are
inconsistent. In general, the consistency of the selection of explanatory variables is improved by
adopting the proposed method.
Table 2 Selection of explanatory variables for deck

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

23
23
23
23
23

𝐗 (without weighting factors)
19
4
9
2
5
19
9
4
7
2
4
19
5
9
2
4
19
9
10
7
19
4
10
9
11

22
5
10
24
24

@ (with considering weighting factors)
𝐗
23
2
4
19
9
22
10
23
19
2
4
9
22
10
23
19
4
2
9
5
22
23
19
4
9
2
10
5
23
19
4
9
2
10
11

The consistency of the selection of explanatory variables is further investigated when deck,
superstructure, and substructure elements are considered together. A binary function is used to
quantify the difference of ranking system for adjacent years, as follows:
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥D = 𝑥DJ=
𝑓 (𝑥D − 𝑥DJ= ) = K
0 𝑖𝑓 xP ≠ xPJ=

(4)

In Eq. (4), 𝑥D is a component of a set of explanatory variables when 𝑖th inspection data are
analyzed. Normalized consistency, which is denoted by 𝑐D , is defined as follows:
=

𝑐D = S ∑ 𝑓(𝑥D − 𝑥DJ= )

(5)

Figure 1 Consistency in selection of explanatory variables
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In Eq. (5), 𝑚 is the sum of elements in explanatory variables for deck, superstructure, and
substructure elements. Normalized consistency is close to the unity if the selection of
explanatory variables is perfectly stationary. Figure 1 shows the effectiveness of using the
proposed method. Owing to limited bridge inspection data, a low level of consistency is observed
regardless of weighting factors; however, the results are generally improved. Accordingly, the
ranking system is adjusted to fit the deterioration for previous inspection data.
3. Development of Stochastic Deterioration Models
Stochastic deterioration models are developed based on the Markov chain process, for which the
probability of decrease in condition states between inspections is defined and used as a
component for a transition state matrix (Monahan 1982; Cesare et al. 1992). In this study,
logistic regression is used to estimate the component of the transition matrix. The probability,
𝜋(𝐗), that denotes the decrease in condition rating for explanatory variables, 𝐗 =
[𝑋= 𝑋X ⋯ 𝑋Z ], is defined as:
_(𝐗)

log ^=J_(𝐗)` = 𝛽a + 𝛽= 𝑋= + ⋯ + 𝛽Z 𝑋Z

(6)

In Eq. (6), 𝛽: with 𝑗 = 0, … , 𝑘 are regression coefficients. Logistic regression converts binary
information into probability whether the condition state decreases or not, and it is useful for the
accurate prediction of condition ratings when a small pool of inspection data is processed (Chang
et al. 2018).
Prediction error is analysed to compare the performance of the prosed method when
selecting explanatory variables for the deck, superstructure, and substructure condition ratings of
Wyoming bridges. The mean of percentage error is plotted versus the increase in prediction year,
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Prediction error comparison for (a) deck, (b) superstructure, and (c) substructure elements

The proposed method shows negative performance for deck elements, whereas improvement is
observed for superstructure and substructure elements. Negative performance is observed for the
deck elements because the second explanatory variables for deck elements became ‘Structural
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Length (19)’ since 2014 instead of ‘Highway Agency District (2).’ However, this is atypical and
paradoxically demonstrates the importance of selecting the stationary explanatory variables.
4. Conclusions
In this study, an improved method is proposed for the selection of explanatory variables for
analysing bridge inspection data and developing deterioration models. The given set of
explanatory variables should be as stationary as possible for a long-term BMS and effective
budget distribution. The consistency of a set of selected explanatory variables is analysed, and
the prediction error in condition ratings is compared to actual inspection to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract
Automatic health and safety inspection as well as maintenance of structure have always been a
challenging area of research. Lots of approaches have been proposed including destructive and
non-destructive techniques. But due to recent development in technology, non-destructive
technique like digital image processing was considered as an innovative and effective approach
for health inspection and monitoring the structure and its safety. This paper discussed and
analyzed the use of image processing techniques with other recent technology to detect the
cracks automatically, and provided a detailed information about the use of various technology
and tools of image processing technique in MATLAB to detect cracks along with its dimensional
properties. Also, it compared various features, algorithm of image processing technique used by
different researchers and provided brief idea about the technology used to capture an image and
its processing features in MATLAB using image processing techniques.
1. Introduction
Based on the nature of calculation and development of technology approach to process image,
Image Processing Technique for crack detection was divided into several categories. Each image
consisted of a pixels, each of them was represented by its integer values from 0 to 255. Based on
these pixel values Operation technique conducted was accomplished in the spatial domain.
However, desirable outcome cannot be obtained regularly in a spatial domain. So in this case,
usually Fourier or wavelet transformation was performed on the image. Thus, the outcome image
was processed in a frequency domain to reconstruct the image in spatial domain by applying an
inverse transformation.
Another procedure to detect cracks using an image was based on the training algorithm to solve a
problem. In this process, some technique directly dealt with an image without any training while
other first constructed a database which was divided into two subsets, the subset with crack
image and subset with un-cracked images. For each subset, a decision line was defined to
represent the characteristics index, such as shape factor. With the help of this image, a program
was used to compare new images with decision line and to assign it to the subset where it
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belonged. Especially neural network and clustering method were widely used among the popular
training techniques to learn the decision line.
Basically, two approaches have been applied to detect cracks from the images. Using dye
solution and the other was without using dye solution to the surface material. Usually, in this
dye-based detection process, a particular dye solution such as fluorescent was injected on the
surface of concrete or other material. Depending on the solution type and color special or
ordinary, cameras were used to scan the surface of the material. These dye-based methods were
used in past for detection of mini or micro cracks in different types of material like concrete,
ceramics tiles and also any kind of structure.
The other approach for finding crack was based on the color image without using dye solution.
Since this method was less costly and less time consuming, it was currently more popular. A
number of research studies have been conducted regarding the surface crack detection technique
in a different material. Kittler et al. (1994) proposed an idea of a training based algorithm to get
samples of the region in the spatial domain. In this process, the new images captured from the
camera were analyzed to detect defects and to find the location of the defects. In this method,
clustering technique and morphological operation were performed to analyze the images.
Ammouchea et al., (2000) introduced image processing technique that can be used for inspection
of cement based materials for micro-cracks and other micro defects. In this process, a red dye
solution was used with the surface which helped to penetrate the porous region of the surface
while the excessive solution was removed by polishing the sample surface. Then, image
processing technique was used to find the cracks. Moon and Kim et al. (2011) proposed an
intelligent crack detection system on the concrete structure using neural network. This research
was conducted to develop an automatic detection system that analyzed the concrete surface and
visualize the crack more effectively and efficiently. Basically, this research consisted of two
parts: Image processing and image classification. The first stage includes image processing tools
like filtering, subtraction, and morphological operation in order to extract cracks from the
background image (i.e. data such as the number of pixels and the ratio of major axis to a minor
axis for pixel area. While in the second step, existences of cracks are identified using a neural
network to automate the image classification. In this process, 105 images (cracked and noncracked) images of concrete were used as a trained image including every kind of cracks. Using
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) crack images were distinguished from non-cracked images.
Also, images were automatically identified as the crack or non-cracked images using ANN. The
output value was represented either cracked (value 1) or non-cracked (value 2). Nishikawa et al.
(2012) proposed another example of tracing based image processing technique. A robust
automated image processing method was applied to detect a crack on the concrete surface. This
method consists of two parts: First part consists of the automatic construction of a filter for crack
detection while the other part consists of noise removal and determination of indistinct cracks
using an iterative process. Using generic algorithm the part is conducted, where genetic
individuals were represented as a tree structure. Oliveria et al. (2013) proposed an automatic
crack detection using digital image processing on road pavement. A gray level image was
captured by a camera at sunlight with its optical axis perpendicular to the road surface and its
lateral edge parallel to the road axis. TRS database was used as training set and preprocessing of
the image was done automatically. Meanwhile the remaining images (Tsts) were used for testing
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the algorithm. Wang Chen and Sun (2013) set a way of finding the crack in road pavement. In
this method, ten different filters were applied including both low pass and high pass filter to
reduce noise. Matsumoto et al. (2013) introduced an IR thermography using HRDI and HDV
digital camera to detect, analyze and predict crack on bridge structures. This technology was
developed to monitor long-term bridge performance and predict the crack pattern of the structure
during service load in near future to assess the surface condition of a structure. In this research,
the color image captured by HRDI and HDV inspection system was used while infrared
technology was used to find the inner void defects based on the difference between damage and
non-damage area. The crack determined was classified into three types: Significant, Moderate
and Severe based on the type and condition of cracks. Zhang et al. (2014) explained and
purposed an automatic crack detection system to monitor safety in a tunnel. In this method, highspeed complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) industrial camera was used to capture
the surface of the tunnel. Once the image was captured, the local dark region with potential crack
defect were segmented from the original gray image using morphological and thresholding
operation. Kim and Sim (2015) proposed a crack detection system based on digital image
processing using an unmanned aerial vehicle. In this paper, to identify the crack in the concrete,
UAV based image processing was proposed. This method consisted of image segmentation,
extraction and decision making. The proposed UAV was equipped with Raspberry pie, camera
and an ultrasonic displacement sensor. This process was able to measure the crack image and the
distance information as well. Kim and Park (2015) proposed another structural inspection system
to detect a crack in a structure using UAV and digital image processing technique. Morphology
method based on morphological hydraulics was introduced and applied to the image to detect the
crack. In addition, applicability and reliability of the analysis technique were verified by
comparing the width of crack concrete in structure through the image analysis and actual crack
width.
2. Comparative Study of Different Algorithm
In 2011, Kim and Moon (Moon and Kim, 2011) proposed a new flowchart for image processing
which was shown in Figure 1 and described in detailed.

Transformation of
Color image to Grey
level

Improved
Subtraction
Algorithm

Gaussian Filter

Binary image by
Thresholding

Morphological
processing (Closing
and Labelling)

Fig. 1: Image processing flowchart to detect cracks
In this process, an initially RGB image was converted into gray level intensity image followed
by an improved subtraction transformation as follows:
(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 {𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 [(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ) − 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 )], 0}
(1)
Where I(xi) and I(x j) are the intensity pixel of xi and X j respectively.
R i →Neighborhood of that pixel xᵢ
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When the subtraction is a negative number, it was represented as zero. Once improved
subtraction method was used, a threshold value was defined to detect cracks more effectively.
The thresholding operation was given as:
(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = {2 × 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 > 𝑇𝑇
(2)
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ≤ 𝑇𝑇
To further smooth the image, a Gaussian low-pass filter was applied. Then, an input gray level
image was converted to a binary image where the values are represented as 0 or 1. Using Otsu's
method or valley emphasis method, the threshold value was selected. Morphological image
processing including closing and labeling were applied to the image to extract image component
such as a shape of crack.
In 2012 Nishikawa et al. (Aoki and Nagao, 1999) proposed another algorithm to automatic detect
cracks on the concrete surface, shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Process to detect cracks and remove false negative from the results
A combination of a generic program was computed and analyzed to train the program and results
were compared to the target image (i.e. image generated by visual inspection). The comparison
was between the distinct distributions of brightness between the images. To measure the filter
performance the following formula was used.
E=

1

𝑁𝑁

∑𝑁𝑁
𝑘𝑘=1 �𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘

𝑤𝑤

ℎ

𝑘𝑘 ∑ 𝑘𝑘 𝑊𝑊 (𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗).𝑂𝑂 (𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)−𝑇𝑇 (𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)
∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑘𝑘
𝑤𝑤

ℎ

𝑘𝑘 ∑ 𝑘𝑘 𝑊𝑊 (𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗).𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑘𝑘

�

(3)

Where, N- No of training images in database; 𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 - K-th target image; 𝑂𝑂𝑘𝑘 -Output image; 𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘 weighted image; 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘 &ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒ℎ𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
.𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 - brightness of the weighted image in crack region
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𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)- brightness of k-th target image at position (i,j)

To reduce the false negative result, a superimposition operation using low resolution image was
implemented.
In 2013, Oliveria et al. (Oliveria and Correia, 2013) proposed another improved algorithm and
steps for automating detection of cracks in road pavement, shown in Figure 3.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3: (a) Algorithm to detect crack; (b) Preprocessing step
In this process, once the data were received from the database, using the feature of a learning
process based on the training sample a boundary decision was estimated. Processes like
clustering include 1. Hierarchical 2. K-mean 3. The mixture of two Gaussian were applied to
categorize images into two sets: C1 and C2 with similar characteristics. For each tstS images,
estimated decision boundaries were implemented to determine whether the image block was
cracked C1 or non-cracked C2. Using the distance between the decision line and the feature of a
graph, the crack type images were categorized. This method was capable of identifying three
types of cracks: a) longitudinal crack; b) transverse crack; c) miscellaneous crack
Represented as class CL, CT, and CM respectively.
In 2014, Zhang et al. (Zhang 2014) proposed another algorithm to conduct crack detection on
tunnel safety monitoring. The following algorithm, shown in Figure 4 was used in this method.
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Fig. 4: Flowchart of the proposed approach
In this process, Using CMOS live scan camera, the original images were captured and then
transformed to a grayscale image for further processing. The mosaic image was constructed to
remove overlap from the collected image. Then the average filter was applied followed by tophat transformation to identify the local dim region. The top-hat transformation was obtained by
using following formula:
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = ∅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 (𝑓𝑓) – 𝑓𝑓
(4)
Where, 𝑓𝑓 -> grayscale image, ∅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 - closing image set off with respect to B𝑛𝑛
A thresholding operation was applied to distinguish crack images from the background. Using
Otsu's method, the threshold value was calculated (Otsu 1979).
𝑤𝑤ₒ𝑤𝑤₁(𝜇𝜇₁ − 𝜇𝜇ₒ)2|𝑙𝑙=𝑇𝑇ₒ = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑤𝑤ₒ𝑤𝑤₁ (𝜇𝜇₁ − 𝜇𝜇ₒ)2
0≤𝑘𝑘≤255
(5)

Where, 𝑤𝑤ₒ, 𝑤𝑤₁ - background occurrence probability, objective occurrence probability
respectively; 𝜇𝜇ₒ, 𝜇𝜇₁ - background mean levels, objective mean level respectively.

Then, the binary image was obtained which consists of a clear presentation of cracks compared
to crack obtained from the original gray scale image.
To remove most of the misidentified region, a morphological operation was applied. A histogram
technique was proposed to identify crack from other objects in the binary images. In this method,
a special assumption was made that the irregular non-cracked object has a pattern with irregular
shape while crack has a slender pattern. A formula was applied to find the center point of the
image with the pixel location��𝑥𝑥1, 𝑦𝑦1 � … … . �𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁, 𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ��
1
1
𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏
𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏
𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 = 𝑁𝑁 ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ; 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐 = 𝑁𝑁 ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖
(6)
𝑏𝑏

𝑏𝑏

The standard deviation of the shape distance histogram was calculated. The standard deviation of
an irrelevant object was larger than SD of crack. So irrelevant object could be removed from a
binary image. Object 1, 2, 3, 6, 16, 19, 22, 23 and 24 were an irrelevant object and were removed
from the crack image.
In 2015, Kim et al. (Kim, et al. 2015) proposed another algorithm to conduct and analyse the
crack in concrete structure, shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Crack detection and quantification steps
In this process, the original RBG image was input into a system then it is converted into gray
scale image. Using features like crop, the image was adjusted to only focus on targeted area.
Gaussian low pass filter was used to sharpen the image while bottom hat feature extract cracks
from the background images. To remove sound and other defects in an image an Otsu threshold
features was introduced. This also helps to filter other components with a small area as pre-de
noise. Afterward, if the distance between cracks of an image was smaller than a certain distance,
a grouping of components were made to measure various features of crack like area, a length
along with calculation of grouped crack width in pixels and mm as required.
In 2015, Kim and Park (Kim and Park, 2015) introduced and proposed crack detection technique
in a structure using Morphology method. They proposed an algorithm which consisted of three
core technologies: a) optimal digital image acquisition and filming equipment configuration; b)
crack analysis technique of number of mass digital image; c) Combining technique of multiple
images with different position are captured. Image processing technology and pattern recognition
technique such as pre-treatment by filtering, overlapping recognition, and detection of images
were considered to detect the crack. The algorithm of separating horizontal and vertical cracks
by the morphological technique was shown in Figure 6.
3. Summary and Conclusions
As image processing was considered as a promising technique which was efficient, less time
consuming and inexpensive compared to other various technique for inspection of health safety
structure. This paper discussed and analysed the various use of image processing for SHM.
Defects like minor and major cracks, missing elements, corrosion were the major issues that
were used to detect through Image processing and its features. Lots of paper were discussed and
explained with their advantages along with their limitation to give an audience clear ideas about
the proposed techniques.
The initial steps in image processing was to develop the most suitable digital device that can be
capable of capturing a high quality image along with its memory space. Also, those captured
images must not be affected by other medium like light and sound. With the recent development
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in technology, suitable digital camera must be developed which will be capable of capturing
quality images in any circumstances.
Moreover, Suitable pre-processing features must be applied to get required information from the
image. Image registration plays an important role in resolving major issues related to cracks,
missing elements of the structure. Different features and matching techniques were introduced
and discussed in this paper. Harris operator, SIFT, RANSAC Algorithm and other various
algorithm which were available to perform such operation. However, this technique must be
improved to get better results and more accuracy data from the image.

Fig. 6: Proposed algorithm to detect automatic crack
Image segmentation was a part of pre-processing to extract the required information through
segmentation, features extraction and classification. Based on the property of capture image, this
technique was essential and helpful to detect a crack in the image. Several edge detection
techniques were widely used, like Sobel, Roberts, Prewitt's, Canny, Laplacian, Laplacian of
Gaussian, FFT and Wavelet edge. Among all technique, FFT was considered as most suitable
technique for edge detection for different structure while other lack some features required for
every structure analysis.
Some of the promising approach to detect the crack and monitor health safety of structure were
discussed along with comparison. While the problem was also with irregular background
available in the image which needs to be studied further. Most approaching technique was
considered for Morphological technique as it featured various application and process which was
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very helpful to detect cracks and other missing elements from the image of the structure. It was
also essential to detect a crack pattern. Based on the use of modified transform like Top-hat and
Bottom hat, morphological operation has proved itself as most effective and efficient approach as
revealed by a various author.
To segment corrosion, both texture and color analyse should be considered and applied to the
image. Multi resolution wavelet technique was suitable to detect the texture classification. As
important as decision making, texture classification was also very important to extract the
required information for further processing of the image to detect cracks and corrosion in the
image.
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Abstract
In order to detect the variation of stiffness in structures, an online structural damage detection
(SDD) method is proposed based on online dictionary learning (ODL) in this paper. The
acceleration responses of structures are measured as training data to determine an adaptive
dictionary which gives sparse representation for the acceleration responses. In the process of
ODL, the dictionary is able to be determined in an iterative manner, which means that the
dynamically changing data can be used to update the dictionary sequentially. Then, the mean
sparsity (MS) is applied as a damage-sensitive index to indicate the occurrence of damage, which
therefore formulates a framework to identify structural damage instantaneously. The accuracy of
SDD results is investigated based on the proposed online SDD algorithm under random load.
Numerical simulations on structural damages of a simply-supported beam are conducted and the
SDD results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods for determining whether and
when damage emerges. Moreover, as the proposed method is adaptive and model-free method, it
provides a wide application prospect in online SDD of real structures.
Keyword: Structural damage detection (SDD); online dictionary learning (ODL); damagesensitive indicator; adaptive dictionary; sparse representation; structural health monitoring (SHM)
1. Introduction
Structural damage detection (SDD) has received increasing attention in structural health
monitoring (SHM), which aims to protect structures from damage and delivers some early
warmings before structural conditon becomes worser (Farrar and Worden, 2007). SHM provides
tons of data (such as acceleration, strain and deflection) for SDD. Feature extraction (Lin et al.,
2017) from recorded responses is an effectively and commonly used method to generate some
damage-sensitive indices (Cawley and Adams, 1979, West, 1984, Shi et al., 1998) that are able
to find the occurrence of damage.
Recently, sparse representation receives significant interests in signal processing, which aims at
decomposing a signal into only few components. There have been several published papers that
applied sparse representation to SDD. Mascarenas et al (2013) found that higher compression
ratios can be achieved when the structure is subjected to sinusoidal excitation and the chosen
Fourier basis is sufficient to represent the responses sparsely. Jayawardhana et al (2017) further
verified that the Daubechies wavelet basis is able to decompose acceleration into several
components and a damage index defined based on auto-regressive (AR) coefficients effectively
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indicates the damage. In both of the mentioned work, a pre-determined overcomplete basis, also
known as dictionary, is essential which would have significantly influence on the accuracy of
SDD and most of the time is selected based on empirical knowledge.
Sparse dictionary learning (SDL) is a useful method for sparse representation that aims to find a
sparse representation of the input data in the form of a linear combination of basic elements
which also called atoms and therefore compose a dictionary. Contrary to regular dictionaries
which are selected empirically, the dictionary generated in this manner is adaptive and much
more suitable for different kinds of measured responses because the knowledge of both
structures and excitations are not needed a priori. SDL algorithms to generate the dictionary
range from the well-known and simple principle component analysis (PCA), to the K-SVD and
sparse coding (SC) method (Chen et al., 2014). In our previous work (Chen et al., 2018), an
adaptive SDL algorithm has been proposed based on SC to extend the application of sparse
representation in SDD and it was verified effective to sparsely represent the acceleration
responses excited by random force. However, the previous work is an off-line algorithm, which
is hard to identify structural damage instantaneously. And the dictionary should be retrained once
some extra data are added to the training data, which imposes heavy burden to computation.
In order to improve the computational efficiency of SDL, there has been an online dictionary
learning (ODL) for sparse coding proposed by Mairal et al (2009) in the field of image
processing. In their work, an iterative online algorithm that solves the problem by efficiently
minimizing at each step a quadratic surrogate function of the empirical cost over the set of
constraints is formulated, which can effectively handle very large training sets and dynamic
training data changing over time. Guo et al (2015) have also applied ODL to mechanical
vibration signal denoising and its efficiency was verified by both simulation signal and real
bearing fault signal. As the measured responses in SDD dynamically changes over time, it is
important to formulate an algorithm framework that is suitable for sequential updating of damage
related parameters, which therefore can indicate the occurrence of damage timely. Inspired by
ODL, an online structural damage detection algorithm is proposed based on ODL in this paper.
In summary, the ODL algorithm is utilized in this paper to formulate an iterative framework of
online SDD. The mean sparsity (MS) is used as damage indicator. Numerical simulations of a
simply-supported beam is studied to assess the feasibility of the proposed method.
2. Theoretical background
2.1 Sparse dictionary learning (SDL)
Given the measured responses Y=[y1,...,yN], yi ∈Rm, the sparse SDL method aims to find a
dictionary D∈Rd×n: D=[d1,...,dn] which can sparsely represent the Y in a representation of
S=[s1,...,sN], si∈Rn. The problem is formulated as a mathmetical optimization problem,
2
 1

(1)
min J  D, S   min 
DS  Y f   S 1  , where C D  R mn : di  1 ,   0
D ,S
D,S
 2N

C is required to constrain D so that its atoms would not be arbitrarily high values allowing for
arbitrarily low (but non-zero) values of si. λ controls the trade off between the sparsity term ||S||1
and the error term ||DS-Y||f2.
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In order to solve Eq.(1), the dictionary D and sparse coefficients si are updated alternatively and
an iterative procedure is formulated as follows by introducing a “smoothing parameter” ε in the
sparsity term and another panelty term related to the constraint of D,
1. Initialize D0 randomly
2. Repeat until convergence:
i) Sparse Coding: the D is fixed and the S is optimized based on,
n N
 1

2
min J S  S   min 
DS  Y f    Sij 2   
(2)
S
S
i 1 j 1
 2N

ii) Dictionary Updating: the S is given based on the previous iteration, and the D is
therefore updated based on,
2
2
 1
(3)
min J D  D   min 
DS  Y f   D f 
D
D
 2N

There are different kinds of algorithms such as K-SVD and gradient-based methods valid to
solve Eq.(2). As for Eq.(3), it is a convex optimization problem which can be solved directly by

D  YST  SST   I 

1

. The SDL is able to generate an adaptive dictionary for sparse

representation of responses; but, the algorithm should be re-calculated every time some extra
data are added, which would greatly increase the computational burden and power requirement.
2.2 Online dictionary learning (ODL)
To deal with the deficiency of SDL mentioned in section 2.1, the ODL is therefore applied. ODL
updates the dictionary and sparse coefficients based on the previous results, which has good
handle on dealing with extra adding data. In the process of sparse coding, the st at the t-th
iteration is updated based on,
2
1

(4)
st  arg min J s  s   min  Dt 1s  y t f   s 1 
s
s
2

And as for the process of dictionary updating, the dictionary is updated based on,
1 1
1 t
2

Dt  arg min J D  D   min   Dsi  y i 2   min  Tr  DT DAt   Tr  DT Bt 
D
D
t 2
D
(5)

 2t i 1


s.t di  1
where At=At-1+ststT and Bt=Bt-1+ytstT are intermediate matrices which carry all the information
from the past coefficients s1,..., st. Let At=[a1,...,an]∈Rn×n, Bt=[b1,...,bn]∈Rm×n, then the j-th
atom of dictionary at the t-th iteration is updated as,
1
(6)
uj 
b j  Da j   d j , d j  u j / max u j 2 ,1
D jj
The ODL bridges a relation between Dt and Dt-1, which has an obvious difference from SDL. In
SDL algorithm, the number of input responses samples should be given in prior, and then the
update of sparse coefficients and dictionary are conducted alternately until the convergence
criterion is satisfied. In this way, the dictionary is only suitable for a regular size training data. If
some extra data are added into the training set, the algorithm should be re-conducted from the
beginning. It is time-comsuming and sometime impractical when dealing with large amount of
data. On the contrary, the ODL makes full use of the previous updating results and use them to
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calculate the new results, which can be observed in Eq.(6). The introduced matrices At and Bt
store the information about the previous iteration; therefore, no matter how much data are added
to training set, the algorithm can update the parameters sequentially without reseting the
algorithm. Furthermore, the good capability of ODL is also helpful for real-time tracking of
damage occurrence, which will be described in detail in the following section.
2.3 Online SDD based on ODL
Based on the ODL algorithm described in Section 2.2, an online SDD algorithm is therefore
proposed to detect damage instantaneously. Assuming a sequence of data are measured from a
sensor containg N sampling points, a rectangular window with size Nw is used to divide the data
into small data pieces and the window moves in regular interval. After that, the ODL is
conducted to train the data pieces until a stable dictionary is gained. In this way, it is no longer
necessary to pre define the size of samplings in the training process. And the determined
dictionary is therefore used to decomposed the continuously recorded responses into sparse
representation. The mean sparsity (MS) is used to reflect whether damages occur. The flowchart
of the Online SDD process is specified in detail as shown in Fig. 1.
Measured responses
Responses division by
windowing, Y
t=1

ODL

Sparse coding
Dictionary updating
iteratively
No
t=t+1

Convergence?

Successive responses
Yes

Dictionary

MS

Damage?

Fig. 1 Flowchart of online SDD based on ODL

3. Numerical simulations
3.1 Model description
In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed methods in online damage detection, a
simply-supported beam is modeled as shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of the beam are as
follows: elastic modulus E=210GPa, structural density ρ=7800kg/m3, length l=1.2m, damping
ratio ξ=0.02, area of cross-section A=0.03×0.01m2, moment of inertia of cross-beam section I=
0.03×0.013/12 m4. The beam is subsequently divided into 10 elements with equal length, and
each element has four degrees of freedom (DOFs). The random excitation is applied in ydirection at node 4. To achieve a practical simulation, a six-order Butterworth filter with
normalized cutoff frequency 512 Hz is applied. The standard deviation of the force is assumed to
be unit in this paper. The structural acceleration is calculated at 1024 Hz downward sampled
from 16384 Hz based on Newmark method, which ensures a more accurate acceleration. The
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sampling duration is set to be 12 seconds with a 20% stiffness loss in the 4th element at the 8th
second.
1
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11
1
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3
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8

9

10

Random Force

1.2m
Fig. 2 Finite element model of simply-supported beam

3.2 Online SDD results
A damage indicator named mean sparsity (MS) as defined in Eq.(7) is used to indicate the
condition change, which is therefore regarded as damage happens. In Fig. 3, the variation of MS
values has three distinguishing stages. At the beginning of the algorithm, the randomly selected
response pieces are used to initialize the dictionary. Therefore, the decomposition of the first few
response pieces can be quite sparse because they are exactly included in the dictionary. And the
MS values at the first beginning moment as shown in Fig. 3 present a remarkable trend of that.
The MS values from 0 to 2 second also have a wide range variation, which is attributed to the
unstability of the learned dictionary. It means that at the first stage of the training process the
dictionary is unstable and the MS values vary within a wide range. In the second stage ranging
from 2 to 8 second, the MS values become much more stable. Consquently, in this assumed case,
the dictionary is selected to be settled down at the 4th second, and the following samplings are
translated via the determined dictionary to gain their sparse representation. At the final stage
after the 8th second, it can be observed that the MS value keeps going up after then. It means that
the structural condition becomes different from the previous, which is accordingly seen as the
occurence of damage in this study. The moment with the obvious change value of MS is also
great corresponding to the assumed damage happening at the 8th second.
In this simple numerical simulation, it can be found that the occurence of the damage is
effectively indicated via the proposed online SDD method. Although the damage location and
extent still remain unknown, the actual identification of the damage occurence provides helpful
information for the following SDD process, which would be investigated in detail later.
1 Nt
MS =  Sparsity  si 
(7)
Nt i 1

Fig. 3 Results of online structural damage detection based on ODL

4. Conclusions
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In order to improve the computational efficiency of SDL and make it suitable for dynamically
changing responses to achieve online structural damage detection (SDD), an online SDD is
proposed based on online dictionary learning (ODL) in this paper. The effectiveness of the
method is verified via a simply-supported beam model with an assumed damage case. Two
major conclusions can be therefore summarized as follows,
1) The online SDD based on ODL can iteratively update the dictionary, which makes an
improvement to the traditional sparse dictionary learning (SDL) method.
2) The proposed method can effectively identify the occurrence of damage instantaneously.
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Abstract
Rainfall-induced landslide risk has been increasing all over the world during the last decades. This
paper proposes a wireless sensing node network (WSNN) system for landslide monitoring and
early warning. A full-scale WSNN system has been implemented on a slope based on on-site
survey in a village area, Southeast China. The system consists of soil moisture sensors,
inclinometers, piezometers, and rain gauge that were installed on the slope. Given the nonstationary and complex characteristic of the slope deformation, this paper proposes a slope
displacement prediction model and an early warming framework based on a set of sequential
intelligent computing algorithms that can take advantages of Rough Set theory (RS), Kernel
principal component analysis (KPCA), quantum particle swarm optimization (QPSO), least square
support vector machine (LSSVM), and Markov chain (MC). The results demonstrate that the
proposed approach achieves higher prediction accuracy, faster convergence, and better
generalization compared with existing prevalent models.
1.Introduction
Landslides are one of the most widespread and dangerous natural hazards which have a great
impact upon occurrence, causing huge damage to infrastructures as well as loss of human life.
Rainfall-induced slope failure is a common form of landslides and occurs in almost all
mountainous areas throughout the southern China. Damage caused by landslides exceeds $3 billion
annually in China and more than $10 billion each year worldwide, making losses due to landslides
greater than any other natural disaster except earthquakes. Therefore, setting up a comprehensive
monitoring and early warning system is of great significance for disaster mitigation especially for
the mitigation of catastrophic landslides (Bovenga et al., 2017).
The latest emerging wireless sensing technology offers an effective way to monitor landslide
disaster in a wide area for a long time. It has the features such as low energy consumption, longterm observation in remote areas, and transmitting of critical high resolution data for real-time
monitoring (Greco et al., 2013).
Early warnings are the timely provision of information through appropriate institutions that
enables exposed individuals to take precautionary actions. Early warning of landslide is
conventionally associated with the physical triggers, such as groundwater, rainfall infiltration,
antecedent moisture, and rainfall history (Hong et al., 2011). Furthermore, continuous monitoring
of hazard parameters and precursors are essential to generate accurate warnings in real time. So
far, for the case of warning systems relying on real time observation of hydrological variables,
most of them are based on qualitative weather forecasts integrated with rain gauge measurements
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(in most cases, only data from rain gauge networks are available), while only few cases
supplemented by some geotechnical monitoring (Lollino et al., 2002; Ortigao et al., 2004;
Wieczorek et al., 1996). Although it is convenient to use networks of sensors for monitoring
hydrological variables for early warning purpose, it should be noted that these variables are usually
far from being operated (Wieczorek et al., 2000).
This study describes instrumentation of a Wireless Sensing Node Network (WSNN) system on the
slope, which provides real-time measurement data. The monitoring results are reported and
analyzed to give a quantitative understanding of the rainfall infiltration process and its influence
on the stability of the slope. A prediction model integrating and leveraging the advantages of RSKPCA, QPSO-LSSVM and MC is proposed to obtain better accuracy and higher efficiency for
slope displacement prediction.
2. Landslide Monitoring System
2.1 Monitoring strategy
Wireless sensing technology based low-cost sensors that can be easily deployed over a wide area
is employed to monitor Tuyang slope. In this study, the WSNN is composed of plural distributed
sensing nodes and base station node. A sensing node is a node capable of gathering measurement
data needed in landslide detection and it can perform communication with the base station node in
WSN. Sensing nodes are located at the area which has high sliding probability to sense the
occurrence of landslides. A schematic representation of the WSNN system is shown in Fig. 1.
Measured information at sensing nodes is first transmitted to the base station via the IEEE802.15.4
/Zigbee network.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the WSNN monitoring system.

2.2 Implementation of wireless sensor network
Seven borehole locations on the site were identified and drilled as ideal spots for the deployment
of field instrumentation devices. As shown in Fig. 2, we labeled them as A, A, B, B, C, C, D and
E. According to field investigation, four categories of sensors, containing inclinometers, soil
moisture sensors, piezometers and rain gauge were installed for landslide monitoring, as listed in
Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Location of boreholes on the Tuyang slope.

Sensor type
Inclinometer
Soil moisture sensor
Piezometer
Rain Gauge

Table 1 Summary of the selected sensors.
location
Monitoring item
A, A, C, C
Displacement
B, B'
Soil water content
D, E
Groundwater level
C
Cumulative precipitation

No.
20
6
2
1

3. Methodology
3.1 Proposed Slope Displacement Prediction Model
This paper offers a methodological approach that combines intelligent computing algorithms via
an appropriate data mining procedure for slope displacement prediction. The proposed prediction
model, presented in the flowchart of Fig.3, can be divided into four steps, based on the
chronological relation of the prediction process, as follows:
Step one: Initial inputs selection and data preprocessing
Step Two: Inputs simplification
Step three: Displacement prediction by QPSO-LSSVM model
Step four: Error correction
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Fig. 3. The overall framework of the proposed slope displacement forecasting approach.

4. Prediction by LSSVM model with RS-KPCA process
Since the process of feature extraction and information fusion based on RS-KPCA is the first main
part of the proposed model, the slope displacement prediction results with and without that by
using various methods including ANN, SVM, and LSSVM, are compared in Fig. 4. Although the
prediction performance of SVM and LSSVM with RS-KPCA process can achieve a faster and
better prediction compared to the same models without the process, the errors between the
predicted and measured values were still large.
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Fig. 4. Displacement prediction comparison between LSSVM model and other prevalent methods: (a) without RSKPCA; (b) with RS-KPCA.
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To improve the performance, the QPSO algorithm was used to search for their optima. The
prediction performance of the SVM, PSO-LSSVM and QPSO-LSSVM models based on the
testing dataset is shown in Fig.5. Comparing to SVM and PSO-LSSVM, the QPSO-LSSVM
achieved the smallest mean MAE of 0.251 mm for all the three deformation stages.
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Fig. 5. Displacement prediction comparison between QPSO-LSSVM model and other prevalent methods based on
RS-KPCA.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of predicted displacement values before and after error correction by MC model.

From the results, there are still moderate errors between the measured and prediction results.
Therefore, a MC model was implemented to correct them considering their randomness with the
hope to obtain more accurate prediction values. It can be observed from Fig.6 that the predictive
displacement after corrected by MC are much closer to the actual measurement than the initial
values.
5. Conclusions
In this study, a landslide-prone slope in southeast China was selected for site investigation and
implementation of a full-scale WSNN system composed of varieties of sensors. A set of state-ofthe-art intelligent computing algorithms are integrated to form a to sequentially predict the slope
displacements of the considering input selection, information extraction, data preprocessing,
parameter optimization and error correction. The comparison results demonstrated that the
proposed model achieved a much better performance in slope displacement prediction in terms of
computational speed, accuracy, reliability, and robustness than those without RS-KPCA and MC,
and SVM and PSO-LSSVM models.
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Abstract
Structural damage identification is a major research focus being under investigation worldwide.
Intelligent approaches are being implemented aiming to ease the complicated inverse problem of
damage detection in structures. This work presents a framework combining a hybrid swarm
algorithm which includes the artificial bee colony and the particle swarm optimization algorithms
with FE model updating for damage identification in structures. The objective function, composed
of modal strain energy and mode shape subobjectives taken from the FE model of the intact
structure and the simulated damage responses, is initially created. Then the performance of the
proposed algorithm combined with FE model updating for damage detection is evaluated. The
hybrid algorithm is deemed to avail different search mechanisms in order to achieve best damage
identification in three dimensional structures. The suggested framework is tested even under noisy
conditions and the total outcomes has revealed a remarkable performance.
1. Introduction
Finite element (FE) model updating has engendered growing interest during the last decade
(Imregun and Visser (1991); Alkayem et al. (2018)). Damage in a real structure can be expressed
as alterations between its FE model and the damaged structure itself. Those alterations can be
thought of as deviations between the structural parameters of the FE model and the structure
bearing damage. For structural damage assessment, the FE model’s parameters of a structure are
gradually modified and the dynamic responses are obtained. Then, deviations between the
measured findings and the model’s dynamic responses are minimized until an agreement is
achieved. The minimization task can be thought of as a complex problem to be solved using
powerful optimization techniques (Mottershead and Friswell (1993); Fritzen et al. (1998)).
For incorporating FE model updating within a structural damage localization process, the core
concept is to develop the dynamic characteristic sub-objectives between the initial FE model
corresponding to the undamaged structure and the damaged structure. Those sub-objectives define
how much the initial FE model deviates from the structure with damage, and they are essential for
formulating the objective function for damage characterization. Modal characteristics are
fundamental features that can be effectively used in a damage detection paradigm (Kim and Park
(2004); Perera and Ruiz (2008)). Modal strain energy has been claimed to be a sensitive indicator
for damage (Yan et al. (2010); Cha and Buyukozturk (2015)). Modal strain energy has superior
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performance when used for damage tracking in complex structures suffering from minor damage
(Cha and Buyukozturk (2015); Alkayem et al. (2018)).
Evolutionary and swarm algorithms are efficient mathematical tools that can solve complex
optimization problems. In the recent years, they have been utilized as optimization tools for
structural damage identification. Early application of EAs in structural damage detection can be
observed in the works conducted by Friswell et al. (1998), Chou and Ghaboussi (2001), Raich and
Liszkai (2000), etc. Modern researches can be found in the work of Gökdağ and Yildiz (2012),
Seyedpoor et al. (2015), etc.
This research presents the application of the improved “artificial bee colony-particle swarm
optimization algorithm” (IABC-PSO) embodied with FE model updating for structural damage
inference. Mode shape- and modal strain energy-based sub-objectives are employed to formulate
the objective function required for the damage tracking problem. The IABC-PSO is implemented
on a 4-storey 3D modular structure. For the overall evaluation, one damage cases is studied even
under noisy environment.
2. The objective function
In this work the modal strain energy -based and the mode shape characteristics are chosen to
contrive the objective function to be used for solving the optimization problem of structural
damage identification using EAs with FE model updating. The modal assurance criterion (MAC)
is used to establish a sub-objective between the mode shapes of the initial FE model of the intact
structure and the structure involving damage. The MAC matrix can be expressed as
|{𝛷𝐼∗ }𝑇 {𝛷𝐷 }|2
(1)
𝑀𝐴𝐶({𝛷𝐼 }, {𝛷𝐷 }) = ∗ 𝑇
,
{𝛷𝐼 } {𝛷𝐼 }{𝛷𝐷∗ }𝑇 {𝛷𝐷 }
where {Φ} is the mode shape; I labels the initial FE model of the undamaged structure; D is the
damaged structure; T is to the transpose operation; and * is the complex conjugate. If a MAC value
is equal to 1, there is complete consistency between the mode shapes of the initial FE model and
the structure, and a 0 value indicates complete discrepancy.
The mode shape sub-objective in this research can be presented as
𝑁

𝐹1 = ∑(1 − 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑖 ({𝛷𝑖𝐼 }, {𝛷𝑖𝐷 })),

(2)

𝑖=1

where 𝐹1 is the mode shape sub-objective; MACi is the MAC value corresponding to the ith mode
shape; ΦI and ΦD are the mode shapes obtained from the initial FE model of the undamaged
structure and those from the damaged structure; diag(MAC) signifies the ith diagonal element of
the MAC matrix .
As has been discussed, modal strain energy can serve as a responsive conductor of structural
damage which can be expressed by a reduction in stiffness. Hence, by tackling the mode shapes of
the structure. The global modal strain energy sub-objective for FE model updating can be defined
as
𝑁

𝐹2 = ∑ (
𝑖=1
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𝑇

𝑇

𝛷𝑖𝐼 𝐾 𝛷𝑖𝐼 − 𝛷𝑖𝐷 𝐾 𝛷𝑖𝐷
𝑇

𝛷𝑖𝐷 𝐾 𝛷𝑖𝐷

2

) ,

(3)
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where, K is the global stiffness matrix taken from the FE model of the healthy structure; 𝐹2 is the
global MSE sub-objective and N is the total number of modal vectors. The overall objective
function is composed of the mode shape sub-objective and the MSE sub-objective as
𝑁

𝑁

𝑀𝑖𝑛 (∑(1 − 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑖 ({𝛷𝑖𝐼 }, {𝛷𝑖𝐷 })) + ∑ (
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑇

𝑇

𝛷𝑖𝐼 𝐾 𝛷𝑖𝐼 − 𝛷𝑖𝐷 𝐾 𝛷𝑖𝐷
𝑇

𝛷𝑖𝐷 𝐾 𝛷𝑖𝐷

2

) ),

(4)

The occurrence of structural damage is commonly signified by parametric alterations of the
mechanical properties of a structure from their original conditions. A typical paradigm is to define
a vector of damage indicators 𝛤 = [𝛾1, 𝛾2, … , 𝛾𝑒𝑙], where el is the number of elements in the FE
model and γ is between [0, 1]. If we choose an updating parameter as x, the damage indicator
vector Γ is used to measure deviations between the initial parameter xI related to the FE model of
the healthy structure and the updated parameter xU. Alterations in Γ can illustrate the locations of
existing damage in correspondence to the various elements along the FE model. The relative
change in the selected updating parameter can be expressed as
(5)
𝑥𝑖𝑈 = 𝑥𝑖𝐼 (1 − 𝛾𝑖 ),
In this research, it is assumed that damage has occurred due to a reduction of Young’s modulus of
elasticity (E) from its initial state in correspondence to some selected elements along the FE model.
A change in E can result in a reduction in stiffness that reflects structural damage due to cracks,
corrosion, loosening of structural elements, etc.
3. Damage assessment procedure
Structural damage localization based on single-objective swarm algorithms with FE model
updating can be summarized as: Initially, the preliminary FE model of the structure is developed
and dynamic responses that carry damage information are selected. Then, the framework is
partitioned into two sub-processes. Firstly, the intact system matrixes of the structure as well as
their corresponding responses are derived and identified. Secondly, the reference system matrixes
and responses related to the occurrence of damage are identified experimentally. Thereafter, the
objective function is formulated based on the responses gained from damaged and undamaged
structures. Finally, by checking the stopping criterion, the developed algorithm is implemented in
order to update the FE model matrixes and their corresponding responses until the damage
locations are determined. The process is terminated after breaking the stopping criterion and the
damage locations and relative severities are obtained.
4. The 3D modular structure
In this work, a FE model based on the Phase II ASC-ASCE SHM benchmark 4-storey building is
utilized (Bernal et al. (2002); Johnson et al. (2004)) as shown in Fig. 1(a). In what follows, we
examine one damage scenario that mimics damage in elements 25 and 79 by reducing 10% of its
modulus of elasticity as shown in Fig. 1(b). The number of updating parameters is equal to the
number of the model’s elements.
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(a) The developed model

(b) Damage scenario (beams in red)

Fig. (1). The 4-storey building model
5. Damage tracking using the hybrid IABC-PSO
The PSO, originally proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995), is a powerful, commonly used
global optimization technique. To generate new solutions PSO uses the following equations:
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡+1 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑡+1 ,
(6)
𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑣𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝐺𝑙𝐵 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝑃𝑟𝐵𝑖𝑡 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡 ),
where pri is the current particle; vei is the particle’s velocity; 𝑤=0.5 is the inertia factor; 𝑐1 = 1.5
and 𝑐2 = 1.5 are acceleration coefficients; r1 and r2 are arbitrary between [0,1]; t is the current
iteration; GlB is the global best solution; PrBi is ith particle best solution.
In order to improve that performance and to ensure the achievement of consistent performance,
the ABC algorithm is incorporated with PSO. Originally developed by Karaboga and Basturk
(2007), the ABC is a smart swarm algorithm mimicking the behavior of bees. The beehive is
composed of: employed, onlooker, and scout bees. First, the employed bees (ek) search for
potential nutrition in the original sources (sk) saved in their previous experiences as in Eq. (7)
which combines the PSO global best solution and local best solutions in the ABS framework as:
(7)
𝑒𝑘𝑖 = 𝑠𝑘𝑖 + 𝑟1𝑘𝑖 (𝑠𝑘𝑖 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑟2𝑘𝑖 (𝐺𝑙𝐵 − 𝑠𝑘𝑖 ),
where i is a random index; 𝑟1𝑘𝑖 and 𝑟2𝑘𝑖 are random numbers between [-ɑ, ɑ]; ɑ is predefined
number and considered to be equal to 1.
The next stage is to apply the selection between (sk) and (ek) which refers to the process of
exchanging food location experiences all over the surrounding space using the “waggle dances”.
The onlooker bees’ stage then starts by locating the best food locations along the search space.
That can be done by using the “greedy selection” procedure.
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Fig. (2) The IABC-PSO flowchart.
The week performed bees are named as the “scouts” which the leave their locations using the
“abandonment criterion” that is a predefined value. Then, the abandoned food location sk is filled
using:
𝑠𝑘𝑖 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑖 + 𝑟𝑖 × (𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑖 − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑖 ),

(8)

where 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑖 and 𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑖 specify the interval in which the solutions are varied; ri is a random number
𝜖[0,1].
The IABC-PSO hybrid algorithm flowchart is shown in Fig. (2). The IABC-PSO is executed with
a population size of 100 and above mentioned parameters’ values. The successful result of damage
identification related to the considered damaged scenario is shown in Fig. (3). The damage
scenario is tested using noisy effects where ±5% random noise is added to the induced damaged
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mode shapes. The result of applying the IPSO-ABC under noisy conditions is shown in Fig. (4)
which indicates the successful damage detection performance of IABC-PSO even within noisy
environments.

Fig. (3). Damage locations using IABC-PSO.

Fig. (4). Damage locations using IABC-PSO under noisy conditions.
6. Conclusions
This research has addressed damage recognition in 3D structures using a hybrid single-objective
swarm algorithm integrated with FE model updating. The method was tested on a 4-storey modular
structure based on the Phase II ASC-ASCE SHM benchmark 4-storey frame structure. An
objective function was formed by merging the modal strain energy and mode shape based subobjectives. The proposed hybrid algorithm was successful in detecting damage in the 3D complex
structure and had exhibited a superior performance when compared with other original algorithms
even under noisy conditions. Therefore, it can be highly recommended with FE model updating
for damage tracking in structures.
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Abstract
This paper presents a probabilistic approach to evaluate the fatigue crack development and 头
assess the probability of fatigue failure of the composite blades of wind turbines. On the basis of
existing studies, Paris law is adopted to model the propagation of the fatigue crack growth and to
reproduce the crack length growth of the composite blade subjected to cyclically repeated
loadings. Then, the stochastic gamma process is employed to simulate the cumulative crack
growth since uncertainties often exist in modelling the deterioration process due to operational
environments over the service life. From the probabilistic fatigue cracking modelling, the
probability of fatigue failure of the composite blade is estimated for the predefined allowable
crack length limit. Finally, a numerical example is then employed to simulate the crack growth
process and predict the probability of fatigue failure for a wind turbine composite blade. The
results show that the Paris model with gamma process provides an accurate prediction on the
development of fatigue crack and a good estimate of probability of failure of the composite
blade, which can be used for determining the reliability-based optimum maintenance strategies.
1. Introduction
Due to harsh marine environments and inclement weather near the sea, fibre reinforced
composite blades are the most susceptible components of a wind turbine damaged by fatigue
cracks. For turbine blade structures, the cost of maintenance is extremely high in harsh marine
conditions. In order to manage operational cost effectively, it is vital to plan maintenance and
assessment strategies guaranteeing the safety and reliability of the structures in advance (Zhang
et al. 2018). Meanwhile, the balance between the resources available and the actual demands for
the maintenance of the composite blades of a wind turbine should be considered, and asset
owners or managers should consider this balance in the final construction plans for saving total
costs (Taylor et al. 2013). Therefore, it is critical to find optimum maintenance strategies to
balance the cost for maintenances and the risk of failure of the structures by using performance
assessment and reliability analysis, since improper plan methods may lead to great waste of the
budget and resources (Chen 2018).
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The blades of a wind turbine may failure due to cracking related to aggressive environments.
Harsh environments and cyclic loading often lead to crack initiation and crack propagation,
which is an important failure mechanism in composite blades, in particular in offshore wind
turbines. The occurrence of defects caused by manufacturing and harsh environments is an
important factor for fatigue damage. Cracks initiated by defects will reduce the residual strength
and fatigue life of a wind turbine. In fatigue analysis, Paris law is a useful tool for simulating the
deterioration of composite materials affected by fatigue damage during the service life (Pegno et
al. 2006). The parameters of Paris law can be obtained from experimental investigations and/or
existing studies. The evolution of fatigue delamination for wind turbine composite blades can be
modelled as a stochastic process because of uncertainties in offshore environments and loading
conditions. Considering the nature of cumulative growth of fatigue cracks, the stochastic gamma
process is an appropriate approach for structural performance deterioration, since the gamma
process is demonstrated to be more versatile and is increasingly used in optimal maintenance
strategies (Van Noortwijk. 2009). Also, the gamma process can predict the crack growth
accurately and estimate the time to reach the predefined crack size (Guida and Penta 2015).
This paper presents a method for probabilistic deterioration modelling of the composite blades of
wind turbines affected by fatigue damage. The fatigue crack growth is modelled by the Paris law
and the probability of fatigue failure of the composite blade is estimated by probabilistic
modelling. Then, the gamma process is used to predict the cumulative crack growth and to
estimate probability of failure of the composite blade, since the modelling of the deterioration
process considers uncertainties due to operational environments over the service life. Finally, a
numerical example is employed for analysing fatigue crack growth and failure probability, which
can be used to evaluate the optimal inspection and maintenance strategies for the composite
blades of wind turbines.
2. Mathematical Model for Fatigue Cracking
2.1 Fatigue damage model
The fatigue crack propagation should be modelled properly to include the rate of fatigue crack
growth under cyclic loading. In order to find crack growth and crack size threshold, a widely
used method known as Paris law is often adopted to construct the relationship between the
fatigue crack growth rate and strain energy release rate. The crack growth propagation in Paris
law can be divided into three stages, crack initiation stage, subcritical crack propagation stage
and critical crack propagation stage, as shown in Figure 1 (Pegno et al. 2006).
The fatigue crack growth depends on loading cycles and the relevant material properties. The
cracks can be estimated using a stress intensity factor solution for semi-elliptical surface crack.
The total effects can be obtained by combining all factors, which is the multiplication of all
individual effects. The crack growth involves chemical and microstructural factors, leading to
difficulty in deriving explicit formula.
From the fatigue mechanics, the stress energy release rate is proportional to square root of crack
length and the factor considering crack characteristics, expressed here as
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ΔK=βσ (πa)1/2

(1)

where σ is the amplitude of stress, and β represents the symmetry function which varies with the
location of the crack. The factor β includes various boundary effects, such as back free surface
(BFS), front free surface (FFS), width/length (w), and crack front curvature (CFC), written as
β=βBFSβFFSβwβCFC

(2)

If crack length w becomes large, then βw = 1 and βBFS = 1.2.

Figure 1. A schematic of typical fatigue growth stages of fatigue cracks
The Paris law is then applied for calculating the fatigue crack propagation during the crack
growth, expressed as
da/dN=C(ΔK)m

(3)

where a is the crack length; N is the number of load cycles; and C and m are parameters related
to material constants.
2.2 Gamma process
The Gamma process is a stochastic process with an independent non-negative gamma
distribution increment with identical scale parameter monotonically accumulating over time in
one direction, which is suitable to model gradual damage such as wear, fatigue, corrosion,
erosion (Chen and Alani 2013). Gamma process with uncertainties has been proved to be an
effective tool for simulating structural performance deterioration process (Van Noortwijk 2009,
Chen et al. 2017). The advantage of modelling the above deterioration processes by Gamma
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process is that the required mathematical calculations are relatively straightforward and the
results are trustful.
The gamma process is a continuous stochastic process {X(t), t≥0} with the following three
properties: (1) X(t)=0 with probability one; (2) X(t) has independent increments; (3) X(t)X(s)~Ga(v(t-s),u) for all t>s≥0. The probability density function Ga(xav,u) is expressed here as
𝐺𝑎(𝑥|𝑣, 𝑢 ) =

( )

𝑥

𝑒

𝐼(

(4)

, ) (𝑥)

where v is shape parameter; u is scale parameter; and I(0,∞)(x) is defined as
𝐼(

, ) (𝑥 )

=

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞)
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∉ (0, ∞)

(5)

The complete gamma function Γ(v) and incomplete gamma function Γ(v,x) are defined as
𝛤(𝑣) = ∫ 𝑥

𝑒

𝑑𝑥 ; 𝛤(𝑣, 𝑥 ) = ∫ 𝑥

𝑒

(6)

𝑑𝑣)

where v≥0 and x>0. According to the crack length growth, the probability density function in
terms of fatigue crack length a can be written as
𝑓(𝑎) = 𝐺𝑎(𝑎|𝑣, 𝑢) =

( )

𝑥

(7)

𝑒

The probability of the fatigue affected composite blades to fail during their lifetime can be
calculated from
𝐹 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟 {𝑡 ≥ 𝑡 } = 𝑃𝑟{𝑎 ≥ 𝑎 } = ∫

𝑓(𝑎)𝑑𝑎 =

( ( ),
( ( ))

))

(8)

where acr is the critical crack length at time tcr, depending on the maintenance requirements; v(t)
is shape function over time and can be obtained from the expected crack growth, by assuming
that v(t) equals the crack length a obtained from fatigue crack models and shape parameter v.
These parameters can be estimated by the maximum likelihood and the method of moments (Van
Noortwijk 2009).
3. Numerical Example
A composite blade of a wind turbine is used to examine the effectiveness of proposed approach.
The property of this turbine blade is based on the study by Cuevas-Arteaga et al. (2013). The
experimental results from tests reported in literature is given by Paris law as
da/dN=0.000631(Δσ)2.25(a)1.125μm/cycles

(9)
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Here, a small increment in length for crack propagation in above equation, Δa, can be assumed
as 1000 μm, and the number of cycles, N, needed for the crack to propagate is then determined.
Figure 2 shows the results for the fatigue crack growth and cycle-by-cycle. The parameters
adopted in the calculations are obtained from the data in Cuevas-Arteaga et al. (2013). From the
fatigue crack length growth following the gamma process, the deterioration of structural
performance for the composite wind turbine blade during service life can be probabilistically
modelled. Here, the scale parameter for the gamma process is estimated as 8.09.
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Figure 2. Fatigue crack length of composite blades again number of cycles.
Figure 3 shows the results for the probability of failure of the composite blade, where the value
of annual cycles is assumed as 6×108. From the results, fatigue crack length grows slowly and
the probability of fatigue failure also increases gradually, which indicates the structure is in
normal operation. As the service time increases, the fatigue crack length grows, and the
probability of fatigue failure also increases, until reaching certain time between 8 and 13 years.
The curve for the failure probability has a rapid rise, as the crack reaches the predefined
allowable length. Finally, the failure probability reaches to a value of very close to unity where
the structure completely fails.
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Figure 3. Estimated failure probability against service time by the gamma process.
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4. Conclusions
This paper adopts a stochastic approach to model the evolution of fatigue crack growth for
composite blades of wind turbines. From the results for the numerical case study, the
probabilities of fatigue failure can be estimated by the gamma process based on Paris law. The
gamma process gives reliable simulations and can be used for simulating on the fatigue cracking
propagation of composite blades. The proposed stochastic deterioration model based on the
gamma process can be used for time-dependent reliability analysis. The lifetime distribution of
probability of failure can be estimated for the deteriorating structure, which can be used to assist
in the inspection and maintenance of composite blades in advance. Further work is needed to
determine the reliability based optimum repair strategy for composite wind turbine blades.
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Abstract
Successful implementation of the emerging performance-based structural health monitoring
(SHM) relies on accurate measurements of engineering demand parameters and interst ory drift is
the most common one. In the present study, an optimal layout of Micro Electro Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) inclinometers is proposed to improve the monitoring accuracy. The
deformation mode of a single column was studied with emphasis on the development of the
plastic hinge in reinforced concrete (RC) columns. The optimal layout for deploying
inclinometers on a column was put forward with acceptable monitoring error anticipated using
the deformation mode. Tests on three identical RC columns installed with inclinometers
according to the optimal layout showed stable inclinometer performance and verified the
feasibility of the proposed monitoring method by comparing with drift monitored by
displacement transducers. The test also verified the deformation mode in theoretical analysis and
proved that the development of plastic hinge length can be estimated by the inclinometers.
1. Introduction
An emerging SHM approach, termed as performance-based SHM, utilizes performance-based
earthquake engineering tools such as fragility functions to correlate structural damage states and
engineering demand parameters (EDPs) (Skolnik and Wallace (2010)). By far the most
commonly used EDP in available fragility functions is the parameter called interstory drift ratio
(IDR) (Noh et al (2011)). Interstory drift in a multistory building is the relative translational
displacement between two consecutive floors. The extended parameter, IDR, defined as the drift
normalized by the corresponding story height, is also a universal indicator for evaluating
structural performance against seismic actions (Shan et al (2013)).
Although many approaches have been developed for measuring interstory, none of them is
mature enough for engineering application. Previous studies indicate the potential of estimating
residual drift in single-column structures using rotation measurements (Cheung and Kiremidjian
(2013)). To extend this idea to accurate measurements of interstory drift in more complex
structures, an appropriate sensor layout should be designed based on the deformation mode of
the investigated structure. Furthermore, successful implementation of the rotation-based
approach for interstory drift measurement also relies on accurate measurements of rotations. In
this paper, MEMS inclinometer is adopted for rotation measurement in a single column within
building structures.
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This paper presents a new approach using MEMS inclinometers and proposes an optimal sensor
layout. Firstly, the deformation modes of a single column in elastic and elastoplastic stages were
analyzed theoretically. A design method for the optimal deployment of sensors, therefore, can be
obtained with acceptable measurement error anticipated using the deformation mode. T hree
identical RC columns were then tested to verify the feasibility of the method, and the monitoring
results from the MEMS inclinometers were compared with direct LVDT measurements. Finally,
the monitoring accuracy was quantified, and the sources of monitoring error will be discussed in
terms of the evolution of the nonlinear behavior of the structure.

2. Designing an optimal layout

Figure 1. Deformation diagram for interstory drift in a shear-type structure

For a shear-type structure as shown in Figure 1, its interstory drift can be calculated by
integrating the rotation of a column over its length.
(1)
y =   ( x ) dx
where  is the angle at any point along the column in the vertical direction and x is the distance
from the point to the base of the column. The column’s rotation can be captured by a set of
inclinometers and the interstory drift can be expressed as
n-1
( +  )
y =  i i +1 xi
(2)
2

i =1

where i is the rotation angle measured by the ith inclinometer and xi is the distance between
the ith and the (i+1)th inclinometer.
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Figure 2. Rotation profile evolution
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Theoretical analysis has been conducted and the rotation profiles at different drift levels along
the column height are shown in Figure 2. The maximum rotation angles at the elastic limit and
the elastoplastic limit are 0.16°and 2.4°respectively. It can be seen that at the elastic limit the
rotation varies smoothly along the vertical direction, while in the elastoplastic stage there is
drastic variation in the rotation angle within the plastic hinge region.
Given the features of this deformation mode, inclinometers should be densely placed in the
plastic hinge region and more sparsely placed in the elastic region. Within each region the
inclinometers should be distributed uniformly. The deployment layout is presented in Figure 3,
where m inclinometers are equally spaced along the column’s elastic region and n inclinometers
are equally spaced in each of the pre-assumed plastic hinge regions.

Figure 3. Instrumentation layout of MEMS inclinometers

Moreover, an optimal layout for inclinometers requires the study on minimizing the monitoring
error caused by the disparity between the real and the measured rotation profile. By comparing
the drift ratio using Eq. (2) and the given real drift ratio, the monitoring error can be obtained. In
the elastic stage, the relationship between monitoring error and number m in the elastic stage is
shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that when m is larger than 4, the monitoring error can be
controlled down to 5% that is acceptable for engineering application.
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Figure 4. Relationship between monitoring error and the number of inclinometers m for the elastic stage
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In the elastoplastic stage the plastic hinge propagates from the ends of the column as the
interstory drift increases. The ratio of the real value of lp to the pre-assumed value was assumed
to be 0.5, 1.0 or 1.5 for considering under-, proper- or over-estimation of the plastic hinge length,
respectively. The number n was assumed to be 1, 2 or 3. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show that the
measurement error is dominated by the number n while the estimation of lp has little influence on
the accuracy. So for the sake of an acceptable accuracy, inclinometers should be densely
distributed in the plastic hinge region.
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Figure 5. Monitoring error vs. drift ratio with: (a) different plastic hinge lengths; (b) different sensor number s

3. Experimental program
In order to verify the feasibility of using MEMS inclinometers for interstory drift monitoring, a
series of loading tests on three identical RC columns were carried out. To simulate real seismic
loading, all of the columns were tested under constant axial load combined with reserved cyclic
lateral force, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6．Details of the sensor deployment

The deployment of the sensors is shown in Figure 6. Each column was fitted with eight MEMS
inclinometers denoted by Inc1 to Inc8 for rotation measurement. The inclinometers were 25
mm×25 mm×10 mm, as shown in Figure 7 (a). Before casting the concrete, the inclinometers
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were pre-positioned in the rebar case as shown in Figure 7 (b). Each inclinometer was first fixed
on two parallel thin steel wires using plastic straps. The steel wires were then soldered to the
adjacent stirrup. Inclinometers were deployed along the central axis of the column where the
influence of concrete damage and reinforcement yielding was assumed to be the least. Two
LVDTs were mounted on a steel frame to monitor the lateral displacement of the column top
relative to the column base to obtain the column deformation, which were assumed to give
benchmark results for checking the accuracy of monitoring results based on inclinometers.

(a) Sensor dimensions

(b) Installation

Figure 7. Details of the MEMS inclinometer

4. Test results and disscussions
The maximum value of measurement rotation was about 2°. Column rotation profiles at different
peak deformation levels are shown Figure 8. It shows that after the elastic limit, a plastic hinge
developed in a pattern consistent with the results of the analytical model shown in Figure 2.
After the column deformation entered the elastoplastic stage, the additional rotation concentrated
in the plastic hinge region.
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Figure 8. Column rotation profiles at different deformation levels

The accuracy of the drift ratios obtained from rotation monitoring was evaluated by comparing
them with those from the LVDT measurements. The monitoring errors in the drift ratios from the
inclinometers for the three columns are presented in Figure 9. It shows that the monitoring error
increased significantly as soon as the columns entered the elastoplastic stage and then decreased
gradually with further increases in the drift ratio. The maximum monitoring errors for Columns 1,
2 and 3 are 5.9%, 8.7%, and 8.1% respectively, with a mean value of 7.6%. The monitoring error
development shows a pattern similar to that indicated in the theoretical analysis but with greater
amplitudes, though still in an acceptable range.
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Figure 9. Variation of the monitoring error with column drift ratio

5. Conclusions
This paper proposed an optimal layout of MEMS inclinometers to improve the accuracy of
monitoring interstory drift in building structures via rotation measurements. A column in a
typical shear-type structure was represented in a simplified plastic hinge development model,
and the monitoring error of this method throughout the whole nonlinear deformation process was
analyzed using different sensor deployment layouts and different pre-assumed plastic hinge
lengths. The optimal sensor layout was developed from theory and validated experimentally. The
following conclusions can be drawn from the experiment.
(a) Fixing the inclinometers on two parallel thin steel wires soldered to the nearby stirrup was
proved to provide reliable readings throughout the whole deformation process.
(b) Deploying four inclinometers in the pre-assumed plastic hinge region and four in the elastic
region yielded acceptable errors in the measured drift ratio. The errors increased significantly as
the column deformation entered the elastoplastic stage, but decreased gradually with the further
increases in the drift ratio.
(c) The monitoring error differed from that predicted by the theoretical analysis because steel bar
yielding and concrete crushing were ignored in the theoretical analysis.
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Abstract
A data link of structural monitoring during construction is a time series. The piecewise
linearization representation is one of the effective methods to process the data feature of the time
series. However, less application of this method in the field of the data processing for the structural
monitoring data of steel structures during construction. In this paper, the piecewise linearization
representation is applied to process the structural monitoring data during construction. The primary
extreme points in the time series of the monitoring data are obtained, and the secondary extreme
point series is treated as the trend transition point series. Moreover, the distance between a trend
transition point and the area of the other two transition points is used to select the key trend
transition point as the segmenting points of the structural monitoring time series. The proposed
method is used to process the time series of monitoring data during the moving process of Zhejiang
Lu Bridge in Shanghai. The results show that the proposed method is effective and practical.
1. Introduction
To ensure the safety of large-span and complicated steel structures during construction, it is
essential to monitor the stresses and displacements of the main structures and the auxiliaries. In
the meanwhile, processing and analyzing the monitoring data can realize the servo-control of the
overall process of the construction of the structure (Chacon and Zorrilla (2015)). However, the
essence of the structural monitoring data link is a massive and complex time series. Therefore,
how to obtain the useful information fast and accurately from the mass data, that is the data mining
technology for a time series, is one of the hot research areas in the field of data processing.
A data link of structural monitoring during construction is a time series. To increase the efficiency
of data analysis, Fu (2012) proposed the approximate representations for time series. Among them,
the piecewise linearization representation for time series is widely used in many fields because of
its form of intuition, high data compression ratio and flexible distance metric. While this method
is less used to process the structural monitoring data processing during construction.
In this paper, the primary and secondary extreme point series will be defined, and the key trend
transition points will be selected. Moreover, the method of the piecewise linearization
representation is applied to process the structural monitoring data during construction. The
proposed method is used to process the time series of monitoring data during the moving process
of Zhejiang Lu Bridge in Shanghai.
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2. Trend transition points of time series for structural monitoring during construction
Definition 1 – Time series – Time series is a series of values of a quantity obtained at successive
times, often with equal intervals, shown as equation (1)
X   xi   vi , ti i 1 （i = 1,2 … n）
n

(1)

where xi   vi , ti  represents that the measured value at ti is xi .In particular, ti is strictly increasing,
that is i  j  ti  t j (Box and Jenkins (1970)).
In the field of data processing, extreme points are generally important. The physiology experiment
shows that the human visual system generally treats a smooth curve as multiple linear segment
(Liu and Tawn (2013)). During this process, the deepest impression at first sight is the extreme
points of the series. During the construction process of the large-span and complicated steel
structures, changes of boundary conditions and structural system cause the internal force
redistribution of the structure, which presents the data mutation in the series. These key points are
generally the extreme points in the series. Moreover, there extreme points are generally the
segment points of the construction stages. On account of this, selecting the extreme points of
monitoring time series has practical significance.
2.1 The extreme points
Definition 2 – Primary extreme point – Suppose an original time series X   xi i 1 (i = 1,2 … n).
n

When xi  xi 1 and xi  xi 1 , xi , xi is a primary maximum point of the original time series. When
x j  x j 1 and x j  x j 1 , x j is a primary minimum point of the original time series, where
2  i, j  n  1 .
Therefore, the primary maximum point series in the original time series can be defined as
X max1   xi , xi , , xi  , where xi  x1 , xi  xn , m  n and xi ~ xi are the primary maximum points.
1

2

m

1

m

2

m-1

The primary minimum point series can be defined as X m in1   x j , x j , , x j  , where x j  x1 , x j  xn ,
1

2

p

p

1

p  n and x j2 ~ x jp-1 are the primary minimum points.

Definition 3 – Secondary extreme point – In a primary maximum point series in the original time
series X max1   xi , xi , , xi  , xi is defined as a secondary maximum point when xi  xi and
1

xik  xik 1

2

m

k

k

k 1

. Similarly, in a primary minimum point series in the original time series





X m in1  x j1 , x j2 , , x j p , x jq is defined as a secondary minimum point when x jq  x jq1 and x jq  x jq1 ,

where 2  q  p  1 .
Therefore, the secondary extreme point serieses include the secondary maximum points and the
secondary minimum points.
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2.2 The key trend transition points
The secondary extreme point series can be served as the trend transition point series X T   xk T k 1 ,
KT

where x1T  x1 ,

x KT T  x n , m  n

and

x 2T ~ x TK T 1 .

In the trend transition points series X T , suppose the kth key trend transition point is xkIT . Moreonver,

xkIT and two continuous trend transitions x j T x j 1T form a basic variation pattern series for time
series. In this pattern series, the possibility that x jT is the key trend transition point is related to
the distance, D, between x jT and xk IT x j 1T . The larger the distance D, the greater the possibility
that x jT is the key trend transition point, shown in Figure.1.
Fu et al (2007) summarized three measurements for the distance between point and the line
segment in the basic pattern series, including the Euclidean distance (a + b), the vertical distance
(c) and the perpendicular distance (d), shown in Figure.2. In this paper, the vertical distance is used
to distinguish the key trend transition point, shown as equation (2)
Dv  c  v1  (v3  v1 )(t2  t1 ) / (t3  t1 )  v2

(2)

Afterwards, set a distance threshold ε, and compare Dv with ε so that the key trend transition point
can be distinguished. Finally, the set of all key trend transition points X IT   xk IT k 2 can be
m 1

obtained.
3. The method of piecewise linearization representation for the monitoring data during
construction
Definition 4 – Piecewise linearization representation for time series –In the time series X   xi ,i 1 ,
n

all key trend transition points X IT   xk IT k 1 is considered as the segment points of the time series,
m

where x1IT  x1 , xmIT  xn and m  n . Therefore, the piecewise linearization representation for the
time series X can be defined as equation (3)





X L  f1  x1 , x2IT  , , f k 1  xkIT1 , xkIT  , , f m 1  xmIT1 , xn 

(3)

where f k 1  xkIT1 , xkIT  represents the linear fitting function in the siding-to-siding block  xkIT1 , xkIT  .
Before the piecewise linearization representation for the time series, each element of the time series
xi is standardized as equation (4) for the sake of contrastive analysis, and then all elements are in
the siding-to-siding block [0,1].
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norm( xi ) 

xi  min( X )
max( X )  min( X )

(4)

Therefore, the process of the technology of the piecewise linearization representation for the
structural monitoring data during construction is shown as Figure.3.
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Figure.1 distinguish of the key trend transition point
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Figure.2 distance from point to line segment

Figure.3 Flow chart of the piecewise linearization
representation for monitoring time series during
construction

4. Analysis of engineering project
4.1 Project profile
Zhejiang Lu Bridge is located on the Suzhou River in Shanghai, which was constructed in 1908.
The bridge has a fish-bellied steel truss structure system with the span of 59.74m, which was
overhauled in 2015 in order to prolong the service life. The distance between two fish-bellied
trusses is 9.03m, and the cantilever outward from each truss for sidewalk is 4.96m. Because the
bridge cannot be overhauled on the river smoothly, the entire bridge had to be moved to a
temporary shop on the north shore for repair, and back to the original position on the river after
overhauled. In this paper, the piecewise linearization representation for the static monitoring data
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during the process of moving to the original position of the bridge on the river was considered.
The overall moving process of the bridge to the original position on the river was divided into 6
stages, and the positions and numbers of the supports in all stages are shown in Figure.4.
During the moving process of the bridge, the vibrational chord strain gauges were used to measure
the strain of members during the moving process.
Direction of motion

Direction of motion

Sling on crawler crane
B1/B2

Water level
Caisson Caisson
A1/A2
C1/C2
North shore

Riverbed

Caisson
A1/A2
North shore

a) Stage 1
Direction of motion

Caisson
A1/A2
North shore

b) Stage 2

Hinged support C1/C2

Direction of motion
Caisson
A1/A2

Buoyancy tank
C1/C2

North shore

Riverbed

Riverbed

c) Stage 3
Sling on crawler crane
D1/D2

Riverbed

d) Stage 4
Buoyancy tank
C1/C2

E1/E2

E3/E4
Riverbed

Riverbed

e) Stage 5

f) Stage 6
Figure.4 Construction stages

4.2 Data processing and analysis
According to equation (5), all monitoring data were standardized. In this project, the distance
threshold   0.2 was specified. Compare the vertical distance between the secondary extreme
points and xk IT x j 1T with  , and the key trend transition points can be obtained.
Due to space limitations, the measured points S03-1 and S07-3 were considered using the
piecewise linearization representation for the monitoring data. The layout of the stress monitoring
points shown in Figure.5 and Figure.6. The primary extreme point series, the secondary extreme
point series and the key trend transition point series are obtained in accordance with the flow chart
shown in Figure 3. The results are shown in Figure.7.
As can be seen from the Figure.7, the primary extreme point series can not only reserve the local
details of the original time series, but also realize the main morphological characteristics of the
original time series. But it is difficult to obtain the key data fast and directly using the primary
extreme points series. Moreover, compared with the primary extreme point series, the secondary
extreme point series reserves the main morphological characteristics of the original time series,
excluding the local details which are not influence the overall trend of the time series. Finally, the
key trend transition point can not only legibly and concisely represent the trend of the original time
series, but also contain all key points caused by the changes of boundary conditions.
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Figure.7 Piecewise linearization representation for time series of stress

5. Conclusion
To analyze the structural monitoring data during construction fast and accurately, the method of
the piecewise linearization representation for structural monitoring time series was proposed in
this article. Several conclusions were drawn: 1) During the process of piecewise linearization
representation for monitoring time series, the primary extreme point series, the secondary extreme
point series and the key trend transition point series can be obtained. 2) The key trend transition
points obtained using the method proposed in this paper contain the key extreme points and the
demarcation points of the construction stages. According to these key points, a monitoring time
series can be analyzed fast and accurately.
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Abstract
Structures and infrastructure systems in modern society are designed and constructed with
different levels of reliability and resilience to extreme hazards. It has been witnessed in numerous
disaster events that built objects manifest different degree of damage, ranging from intact to
collapse, even at locations that endure approximately the same level of hazard intensities. This
further imply that given a complex disaster scene, for the decision making upon rapid recovery
and monitoring of damaged structures, one immediate task is to rapidly identify and mark the
damage levels of individual structures. With the advances in data collection tools today, e.g. digital
cameras, LiDAR, smart phones, and their use through professional reconnaissance or
crowdsourcing, collection of such perishable data become unprecedently easy today; however, the
data understanding has become a bottle neck. Given such deluge of visual data collected after an
extreme event, an autonomous and rapid understanding approach is demanded to understand the
mechanics in disaster scenes. In this paper, we propose an artificial intelligence assisted approach
through the use of deep learning, particularly a convolutional neural network-based semantic
object method. This paper summarizes the data preparation, the training and validation of the deep
learning framework, and evaluates quantitatively the performance of the predictive model for
identifying both the causal types of disasters and the damage levels that they cause.
1. Introduction
Disasters are a persistent threat to the wellbeing of mankind, and resilient disaster response
including the phases of preparation and recovering is of paramount importance to sustain the
wellbeing. Towards such imperative resilience, use of information technologies (IT, which is
generally defined herein including sensing, communication, and computing) has been long
recognized as a critical countermeasure that provides effective tools or improve response
efficiency when first-responders and the public fight against extreme events in their immediate
aftermath. One of the most acknowledged technology is remote sensing, which provides data at a
geospatial scale that reflects the disaster scene - the severely disturbed landscape scenes due to
the disaster strike, including the natural and the built environment on earth (Ronald T. Eguchi,
2003). Disaster scenes form extreme disasters, such as hurricanes, storms, surges, earthquakes,
tsunamis, and tornadoes, however, are extremely complex being dynamically changing and
visually manifesting so differently for different objects subject to different disasters. By borrowing
analogously, the concept of mechanical systems, disaster ‘force’ being the input and changed
landscapes the output, the term disaster-scene mechanics is coined in this paper to describe the
mechanism of disaster-scene formation. As further elaborated in this paper, understanding disasterscene mechanics implies a two-fold understanding – the cause of disasters (that triggers the disaster
scenes) and the level of damage (or degree of change, that quantifies the disaster scene).
2. Backgrounds
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Disaster scenes, however, are perishable in nature due to organized recovery efforts of the society.
Therefore, rapid post-disaster reconnaissance efforts are essential in order to learn important
knowledge from disasters, such as hazard effects, damage mechanisms, and vulnerabilities of built
environments. Technology-based post-disaster data collection methods are becoming more
abundant in recent years, which include traditional remote sensing technologies and change
detection methods (Bovolo et al., 2008; Bruzzone & Prieto, 2000), emerging remote sensing and
3D modeling methods (Mancini et al., 2013; Oliensis, 2000; F Yamazaki, Matsuda, Denda, & Liu)
(e.g. use of unmanned aerial vehicles), and crowdsourcing-based technologies based on use of
smartphones and cellular networks (D.L. Burton, G. Williams, & R. Williams, 2012; Gao, Barbier,
& Goolsby, 2011). To this date, there is no completely automated solution (i.e. computer-based
processing with the use of learning-based predictive models) that can analyze the imagery damagescene data automatically, particularly in understanding the mechanics (the cause of damage and
the degree of damage).
Machine-based image understanding, namely machine vision, is a kind of advanced computerprocessing approach in which artificial-intelligence techniques are used to interpret images by
locating, recognizing, and characterizing objects in the images. Traditional machine vision
methods, those that feature manually tuned convectional feature extraction and pattern
classification methods, have been considered by researchers to aid understanding disaster-scene
images, which include the authors’ previous efforts (Z. Chen & Hutchinson, 2011). The challenge
that still hinder achieving a fully automated solution still exists, however, which is the complexity
in disaster-scene images. On the other hand, when humans, particularly trained experts, inspect
these disaster images, it is usually a simple cognitive task to identify both the cause of the disaster
damage and quantifying relatively the degree of damage.
In recent years, deep-learning (DL) based machine learning shows much more promise than
traditional machine vision methods that is facilitated dually by this era of big data and the advances
in computing. Deep learning methods, basically incorporating both feature extraction and
classification in an end-to-end framework, can learn complex patterns (including objects of interest
and background) from large-scale datasets. For visual computing tasks, the dominant DL
methodology is the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a parametric model analogous to the
visual cortical structure of animals, has a reported superb performance in many types of visual
computing tasks, such as object classification, location, and detection (Schmidhuber, 2015). In this
paper, we provide a preliminary effort of exploring the use of a special CNN framework, the faster
region-proposal CNN (Faster RCNN) for the conjunct tasks of disaster-scene cause and damage
recognition, namely understanding of disaster-scene mechanics.
3. Methodology
The Faster R-CNN model was evolved from the original model that combined the Regional
Proposal Network (RPN) and the CNN-based network (R. B. Girshick, Donahue, Darrell, & Malik,
2014). Here the RPN can suggests areas (boundary boxes or anchors) in the image, which are then
checked by the classifier or if the certain class of objects exists. Girshick further developed RCNN (Fast R-CNN) (R. Girshick, 2015) so that the training and testing time was greatly reduced;
however, RPN and CNN were still included as separate individuals. In 2016, Ren et al. proposed
the Faster R-CNN (Ren, He, Girshick, & Sun, 2017), which unifies two separate network branches
into one end-to-end network through a shared convolutional layer. This processing greatly reduces
computation time and storage costs, enabling near real-time detection. As shown in Figure 1, the
Faster R-CNN system consists of a three-component structure: RPN, shared CNN network, and
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classifier, where the RPN and CNN jointly construct a feature extractor. In this paper, the author
uses the ZF network (Zeiler & Fergus, 2014), a variant of the AlexNet model, as the CNN network.
Since the ZF network can map the extracted features to the pixel level to make the feature
extraction process more convenient to visualize and this mechanism is called DeConvNet. Figure
1 shows the framework is ultimated in this study.
Shared Conv
Layer

RoI
pooling

Fully conv
layer

Classification
score
Bounding box
regression

Feature map I

…
Training Data

Sliding
window

RPN conv
layer I

Region Box
Prediction

Region
Proposal

Region scores
Faster R-CNN Disaster
Understanding Model
Test Data

Test Result

Figure 1. Deep learning network structure for disaster-scene understanding.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1 Data Generation
For a successful deep learning case, both network structure and database are important to the final
detecting performance. The database used in this paper involved post-disaster scenes covering
three different disaster types. The database contains approximately 1,757 RGB color images,
including three different disaster types: 760 images are earthquake images; 556 images are tsunami
images; and rest 441 images are tornado images. Specifically, the earthquake data were from the
Haitian earthquake in 2010 and the earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand in 2011; the tsunami
data came from the 2004 Tohoku tsunami in Japan and the 2004 Indonesian tsunami; and the
tornado data was taken after the Moore tornado in Oklahoma, US by students in 2013. As
mentioned earlier, three damage levels are used. The damage-level 1 (DL 1) stands for no to mild
damage DL 2 for moderate damage, and DL 3 for severe damage including structural collapse.
Sample images are shown in Figure 2 to demonstrate the damage levels at different disaster types.
Tornado

(a)DL 1

(b)DL2
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(c)DL 3
Figure 2. Sample scenes with different damage levels, per each row (a): Minor Damage; (b) Moderate Damage;
and (c) Severe Damage.

Since this research aims to decide both the type of disaster and the level of damage, for each
picture, the deep learning system needs to provide two different outputs: the causal type of disaster
(earthquake, tsunami or tornado) and the induced damage level (light, medium, and severe).
Therefore, the image tags as shown in Table 1 are used to label the disaster types and the damage
levels. Given each image using an opensource package (ImageLabel), the trained ‘experts’
(graduate students in Structural Engineering) are employed to pre-label the disaster cause and
assign the level of damage; in addition, a bounding box that envelops the primary damage scene
(e.g. a building) is also annotated through the software. For each image, all these visually manual
tagging and annotation results are treated the ground truth. Further, each image is associated with
an XML file, wherein the basic information, including the image name, the bounding boxes
coordinates, and the tag, are written in the file. For the purpose of training and testing in this effort,
15 percent of the images (among all of classes) are randomly picked as the testing set. As such,
1403 images are used in the training phase; and 354 images in the testing phase.
4.2 Performance Evaluation
This endeavor considers multiple performance measures to evaluate the models for disaster-scene
understanding. Precision and recall are two metrics that are widely used in the field of information
retrieval and statistical classification to assess the quality of results. In this paper, two types of F
scores, F1 score is used to comprehensively consider precision and recall. Another graphical
performance evaluation approach, called the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, is
often used in the literature of machine learning to summarize the prediction performance.
4.3 Test Results and Discussions
Due to the nature of the disaster-scene mechanics as defined in this paper, each training / testing
image has two attributes at the same time: the disaster type of the natural disasters and the level of
the building damage. Therefore, this effort divides the experiment into two parts – each attribute
is learned from the data separately hence two models were trained and tested separately. In Table
1, the first model (M1-DT) learns and identifies natural disaster types outputting three classes; and
the second model (M2-DL) outputs the damage level.
Model
M1-DT
M2-DL

Table 1. Disaster-scene understanding models and outputs.
Class 1 (image tags)
Class 2 (image tags)
Class 3 (image tags)
Tornado
Tsunami
Earthquake
Minor
Moderate
Severe

For the training procedure, the end-to-end iterated training is implemented. The initial weights of
each nodes come from the pre-trained ImageNet model. Since Faster-RCNN has two parallel parts:
shared CNN and RPN, the CNN is trained 8000 times first, then the RPN is trained continued with
the same parameters in 4000 times. This procedure is repeated twice (total 240000 times) and can
be considered to increasing training iteration for better performance. A fully connected classifier
is trained by extracted features at the end of the framework. The training is repeated twice for 2
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different test goals and two framework models are output in total. M1-DT is for disaster type
recognition and M2-DL is for damage level determination.
M1-DT Performance. In this test, only the disaster type is
highlighted for training the model. Obviously, post-disaster
scenes have strikingly distinct visual signatures and clues as
contextually expressed by the damage patterns due to different
disasters. After training of the M1-DT model, the trained model
outputs 1, 2, or 3 given each testing image (namely, tornado,
tsunami, or earthquake scene, respectively).

Disaster Type Detection only ROC

1
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Tsunami
Earthquake
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To evaluate the performance, the ROC curve is plotted (Figure
3). From the observation, ROC curve shows very good
performance. In the ROC curves graph, the circles point out the optimal solutions of each curve.
The lumped performance parameters based on the curves are shown in Table 2.
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From the results, all of the AUC is over 80%, and the AUC of the
Figure 3. ROC curve of M1-DT
tornado detection even reaches to around 99%. The best recall,
precision, F1 score also reflect the same performance trend. Nonetheless, it is can be seen that this
disaster type detector is more sensitive to the tornado images.
Table 2. Disaster type recognition evaluation.
AUC
Recall
Precision
Tornado (Class 1)
0.993
0.989
0.989
Tsunami (Class 2)
0.897
0.817
0.817
Earthquake (Class 3)
0.916
0.882
0.882

F1 Score
0.989
0.817
0.882

M2-DL Performance. This test focus on learning the damage
levels. After training of the M2-DL model, the trained model
outputs 1, 2, or 3 given each testing image (namely, minor,
moderate, and severe damage, respectively).
Similarly, ROC curve is plotted in Figure 4 and the detailed
numerical information is listed in Table 3. From the table, the
AUC is not as good as M1-DT. The highest AUC only 80%.
And class 2 and class 3 only get around 70% AUC. In the other
hand, both recall and precision of 3 classes are not over 0.7,
which is only slightly above 0.5. For the F1 score is from 0.65
Figure 4. ROC curve of M2-DL
to 0.7. Among the result, the detector is not very good at
distinguish damage level 2 and 3. Since damage level 1 is slightly damaged, which has more
significant features. However, the boundary of damage level 2 and 3 are difficult to decide in visual
field. This may need further research: add more training data samples or precisely labeling to
improve the performance of detector.
Damage Level Detection ROC

1

0.9
0.8
0.7

FPR

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

level 1
level 2

0.1

level 3

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

TPR

Table 3. Damage level recognition evaluation.
AUC
Recall
Precision
Minor (Class 1)
0.833
0.696
0.75
Moderate (Class 2)
0.723
0.667
0.667
Severe (Class 3)
0.752
0.646
0.646
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0.722
0.667
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5. Conclusions
This paper defines the problem of disaster-scene mechanics understanding, describes the
challenge, and proposes a deep learning-based solution framework. In the deep learning
framework, the causal attributes that are hidden in the damage patterns, disaster types, and the
apparent attributes that are manifested by the damage patterns, the damage levels, are learned from
disaster scene data. This learning process is aided by the transfer learning, namely through a pretrained deep learning model based on the large-scale imagery data sets.
The paper investigates the performance of two resulting models: one is for disaster type detection
and another is for damage level recognition. The evaluation results illustrate the disaster type
detector has better performance than damage level detector’s with the same training conditions.
The best F1 score of disaster detector reached abound 0.98, but the best F1 score of damage level
detector is only around 0.72. The entire study and results confirm the effectiveness of the deep
learning solution in disaster-scene understanding and outputted superb performance in disaster
type detection yet acceptable performance in damage types.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring (SHM) has been widely-applied to manage and maintain civil
infrastructure, which produces huge amounts of data. A prerequisite task for all SHM systems is
data cleansing due to systems malfunctions that are mostly induced by harsh operating conditions.
A challenge within is to handle the “treasure or trash” of anomalous SHM data, which means that
these data could be generated either by emergencies, such as earthquake and ship collision, or just
system malfunctions. Human experts are experienced with domain knowledge, but manual
inspection for data cleansing is inefficient to meet the demand for online processing. Furthermore,
traditional automated signal processing techniques are generally single-task for one certain kind
of anomaly; also it is difficult for numerical parameters tuning of multiple algorithms with limited
utilized prior knowledge. In this paper, we summarize the vision-based data anomaly detection
methods which are inspired by the manual data inspection. Two steps are included in each of the
series method: a) data visualization and conversion; b) neural network training for anomaly
classification. This process imitates human biological vision and logical thinking. Real-world
acceleration data of a long-span cable-stayed bridge are used for method validation, showing that
the method provides a novel alternative perspective for SHM data preprocessing.
1. Introduction
With the vision of monitoring changes, assessing real-time performance, and predicting the future
behavior of structures, SHM has been widespread applied on the civil infrastructures (Häckell,
Rolfes, Kane, & Lynch, 2016; Hu, Said, Rohrmann, Cunha, & Teng, 2017; Li & Ou, 2016; Lynch,
Farrar, & Michaels, 2016). Under the continuous monitoring, the progressive long-term
performance evolution, also the sudden changes of performance caused by emergencies can be
recorded by SHM systems. In the data analysis process, one challenge is the property “treasure or
trash” of SHM data, which means that these anomalous data indicate probably emergencies have
happened, such as earthquakes, ship collision and car accidents, or merely SHM system
malfunctions. A global perspective in space-time is desired for reliable data assessment, which
brings into a subject of detecting these space-time sporadic anomalous data from significant huge
of database (~TB/year). For the SHM data that contain a great variety of anomalies, traditional
data processing techniques have the following shortages: first, they are single-task for one specific
kind of anomalies. Thus, multiple algorithms would be applied in real-world practice, which is
insufficient; second features representation of anomalies are hand-crafted, which is expertdependent and expensive. A general-purpose and less human-dependent method is absent to
efficiently describe/detect multiple kinds of anomalies.
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Recently, along with the third rise of AI, which devises deep-structured machine learning
algorithms that are close to or even outperform human-level performance with huge amounts of
training data (Deng, 2018), convolutional neural networks have been highlighted in many research
fields. In civil structural health monitoring, extensive applications of CNN focus on vision-based
surface defect detection (Cha, Choi, Suh, Mahmoudkhani, & Büyüköztürk, 2017; Chen &
Jahanshahi, 2018), and image recognition for construction safety is also an active filed of CNN
application. (Fang et al., 2018; Kim, Kim, Hong, & Byun, 2017). Inspired by the human
intervention of data processing, (Bao, Tang, Li, & Zhang, 2018) presented a computer vision and
deep learning-based automatic anomaly detection method. Briefly, by data visualization for
computer, the original time series data are piecewise converted to images and labeled. Then a deep
neural network is trained to observe and classify the future data pieces. This method achieved an
acceptable detection accuracy (87.0%) with two deficiencies remained. One is the unbalanced
dataset problem. Note that the normal data occupy the majority in the whole dataset as well as in
the training set that consists of randomly selected samples. Although the normal data were fully
trained, the anomalous data are under-trained due to lack of training samples, thus resulted in lower
detection accuracies compared with the normal data’s. Theoretically, a balanced training set can
be obtained as long as just labeling desired classes of samples and skipping the unwanted in the
random labeling process, but it will be extremely expensive. Another problem is that different
kinds of anomalous data could not be well distinguished by only time domain characteristics,
whereas extra available information, i.e., frequency response, was not utilized.
In this study, inspired by human intervention in data processing, which can be regarded as a process
of vision-based data acquisition then brain-based decision-making, a computer vision-based
anomaly detection method is proposed. Imitating human workflow, the proposed method includes
two main steps: the first is image-based information fusion by time-frequency response
representation, the second is CNN training for anomaly detection. The proposed method has the
following advantages: (1) it is general-purpose for multiple kinds of anomalies; (2) it is expertisefree because anomalies’ features are self-learned by CNN; (3) information fusion is readily
accomplished by the multi-channel architecture of CNN, and it is scalable; (4) the detection
process is fast, automated, and high-accuracy.
- Normal

- Missing
- Minor
- Outlier

Time

- Square
- Trend

Raw time series dataset

- Drift

Frequency

Information fusion/Data conversion

CNN training

Well-trained CNN anomaly detector

Online/Offline detection
…
…

…

Channel

N

…
…

1
1

Hour

T

Channel

Results
N

1

1

Hour

T

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 Workflow of the vison-based anomaly detection: (a) time domain visualization in gray image
(DNN-based); (b) time and frequency domain visualization in 2-channel color image (CNN-based)
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2. Methodology
The overview of the proposed CNN based anomaly detection method is shown in Fig. 1. In the
first step, raw time series data are split into sections by hour and respectively visualized in time
and frequency domain. The plot pairs of time and frequency responses are stored respectively in
grayscale images with a resolution 100 100 . Then a composite image as called T-F image set is
generated by stacking the data figures in time and frequency domain. All T-F images are labeled
according to the dominant graphical features (Bao et al., 2018). In the second step, a 2-channel
input CNN is designed and trained for data anomaly classification. Descriptions/representations of
anomalies are self-learned during training. Using the well-trained CNN, i.e., the anomaly detector,
the potential multiple kinds of anomalies can be automatically detected in the unidentified dataset.
2.1 Data conversion and information fusion
In the manual data preprocessing, a basic approach which can be regarded as a kind of timefrequency analysis is plotting a section of time series data in the time domain and frequency
domain respectively, then observe the figures and determine the data quality. To imitate the process,
SHM raw time series data are converted to images before input, rather than straightforwardly input
the raw time series data to the neural network. In the data conversion process, the graphical
representation of an entire piece of data would change notably due to anomalous features, which
benefit highlighting these anomalous features in images.
2.2 Framework of the designed CNN
Fig. 2 represents the designed 5-layer CNN architecture. Consider a single image x that is passed
through the network. The first layer (L1) is input layer of size 100 100  2 , where each dimension
indicates height, width, and channel, respectively; L2 is feature map 1 (F1) of size 60  60  20
that is generated by a convolution operation of 20 filters. The size of filters is 41 41 20 with
stride 1. Each filter corresponds to a channel of feature maps, respectively. By maxpooling
operation of pooling size 2  2 and stride size 2  2 , feature map dimension is reduced as
30  30  20 in L3 as feature map 2 (F2). L4 is a fully-connected layer of size 7 1 and L5 is a
softmax classifier of size 7 1 for multiple types of anomalies.

L1: input
100×100×2

L4: FC layer L5: softmax
7
7
L2: feature map 1
L3: feature map 2
60×60×20
- Normal
30×30×20
- Missing

- Minor
- Outlier
- Square

- Trend
- Drift

Convolution + ReLU
20@41×41×2, Stride: 1

Maxpooling
2×2, Stride: 2

Full Connection

Fig. 2 Framework of the designed CNN
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3 Large-scale SHM data anomaly detection

x-direction:

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20,
22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 33, 36

y-direction:

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17,
19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 35, 38

Drift Trend Square Outlier Minor Missing Normal

In this study, acceleration data from SHM system of an actual long-span cable-stayed bridge are
employed for as an example for data anomaly detection, which consist of 38 channels,
continuously covers 8784 hours with sampling frequency 20Hz. The accelerometer locations of
the bridge are illustrated in Fig. 3(a). By windowing data without overlap, the continuous raw data
are split into segments. The length and the stride of window both are one-hour. Thus a dataset of
333792 sections is obtained. Each data section is respectively plotted in the time domain and
frequency domain with FFT. Then a set of dual-channel images are generated by stacking time
response plots as channel 1 (red) and frequency response plots as channel 2 (green). After
information fusion as well as data conversion, each raw time series section is converted into a dualchannel image called a T-F image. The coordinate system is invisible in these images because
quantitative values are not required for qualitative labeling. Examples in Fig. 3(b) show that
variations ubiquitously exist in all patterns, which make statistical property-based method
incapable.

z-direction: 30, 32, 34, 37

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) Sensor locations denoted by channel numbers (b) Examples of data set grouped by class

Next, we investigated the detection result of the best-performance CNN and made a comparison
with DNN-based detection result and the ground truth. The panoramas of detection result and
ground truth of anomaly distribution in the dimension of time and channel number are given in
Fig. 4, showing that the CNN-based detection result is better (a total accuracy of 94.1%) and almost
identical to the ground truth. The anomaly distribution behaves pattern-clustered most of the time
and has some sporadic anomalies scattered in space-time.
1-Normal
2-Missing

3-Minor
4-Outlier

5-Square
6-Trend

7-Drift
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4 Comparison between (a) DNN-based detection result, (b) CNN-based detection result and (c)
ground truth of anomaly distribution

4. Conclusions
A computer vision-based method for data anomaly detection was investigated using convolutional
neural networks with composite time-frequency responses image. The novelty of the framework
is its explicit imitation of human workflow that consists of vision-based data acquisition and brainbased decision making. Acceleration data of a long-span cable-stayed bridge are utilized for
method validation. Raw time series data are visualized as dual-channel images in a composition
of time and frequency responses. A 5-layer CNN for anomaly classification is designed and trained,
in which features are self-learned rather than hand-crafted. Benefiting from dual-domain
information and space equivalent features learned by convolution, the best-performance case
achieves high accuracy for one year of data. The detection results reveal the data anomaly
distribution in space-time, which could be useful for data quality assessment as well as accurate
maintenance of SHM systems. Note that the proposed method is general-purpose for all time-series
data.
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Abstract
Increasingly, structual monintoring system (SHM) have been installed in Metro line to assess the
performance of the tunnel. However, research was seldom conducted to integrating the SHM data
in the metro tunnel and make a global analysis. This paper proposed a data fusion method to
evaluate the performance of shield tunnel utilizing multi-sensor monitoring data. In the paper, the
framework of data fusion method for the real time monitoring sensors was proposed first. A
Bayesian network with uncertainty variables for a shield tunnel involving the monitoring data,
feature parameters, tunnel responses and performance was constructed. Real time multi-sensor
data were used to update the probability distributions of the feature parameters. Both observation
error and model error have been taken into consideration. Tunnel response and the corresponding
tunnel performances are updated based on the feature parameters. An example of a tunnel with
multiple monitoring information is presented to make a clearer understanding of the updating
process. Through integrating the real time multi-sensor data using the Bayesian method, the change
in loading condition can be examined during the nearby construction period. Hence, the result of
proposed performance assessment may be more reliable and reasonable. The proposed method
provides a new insight to quantify the influence of nearby construction and to choose the proper
strategy for tunnel maintenance.
Keywords: Data fusion, Structural health monitoring, Numerical simulation, Bayesian network
1. Introduction
Increasingly, structural health monitoring of the tunnel are installed in major infrastructure
especially the tunnel to evaluate and predict the structural performance. With the help of advanced
instruments developed in recent years, changes in tunnel convergence, settlement and segments
rotation were measured in real time. However, existing interpretation method often choose one
single index as a predictor, such as horizontal convergence change and tunnel differential
settlement. This method can only reveal one aspect of the tunnel performance and affected with
the observation accuracy. Tunnel performance using multiple sources of monitoring may be more
reasonable and reliable.
Data fusion is a process to integrate pieces of information from different sensors and acquiring a
consistent and accurate explanation (Hall et al., 2002; Nachouki et al., 2008; Khaleghi et al., 2013).
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Increasingly, multi-sensor fusion methods have been used for the safety assessment and damage
recoganition of civil infrastructures. Through integeratinig all kinds of monitoring data together,
the global explaination of data fusion is more reasonable and reliable than the common safety
assessment methods. (Huang et al., 2010; Santos et al., 2012; Erazo et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017;
Moselhi et al., 2017).
In this study, a data fusion based method of tunnel performance evaluation was presented utilizing
multi-sensor system with Bayesian networks. The purpose of the method is to (a) integrating
multiple sensor information based on the mechanical properties of tunnel and soil; (b) updating
feature parameters of the tunnel with the multi-source information; and (c) evaluating the tunnel
performance. An example of a tunnel with nearby foundation pit excavation is introduced to
illustrate the proposed method.
2. Proposed method for multi sensor fusion
2.1 The framework
The purpose of the multi sensor fusion is to integrate monitoring data from different sensors and
to make a more reasonable explanation. Fig 1 is the framework of the proposed data fusion method.
In the proposed method, monitoring data are collected by sensors in real time. Data cleaning and
association are to alleviate the influence of outliers and keep the time consistently. Data cleaning
and data association such as Kalman filter method and linear interpolation method are common
measures for data preprocessing. Therefore, detail explanation of data preprocessing will not be
introduced in this paper. A Bayesian network is established to integrate the uncertainty parameters,
such as the monitoring data, structural responses and tunnel performances. Numerical simulations
are conducted to make a quantitative analysis of the relationship between feature parameters and
the monitoring data. Response surface functions are established to simplify the relationship by
numerical simulations for the sake of effective computation. Posterior distributions of the feature
parameters are updated using the real time monitoring data. Tunnel responses and tunnel
performance were quantitatively analysed based on the updated feature parameters.
Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Data cleaning

Data cleaning

···

Sensor n

··· Data cleaning

Data association
Numerical simulations

Response Surface Function

Updating feature parameters

Calculating performance
index

Fig 1 Framework for multi sensor fusion of the metro tunnel
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2.2 Constructing the Bayesian network
Monitoring data, feature parameters, structure responses and tunnel performances were taken as
uncertainty parameters in the Bayesian network (shown in Fig.2). The feature parameters here
were defined as the dominating soil parameter to the monitoring data and structure responses. So,
the feature parameters are closely related to the nearby construction of the tunnel. In example,
nearby pit excavation is often simplified as a lateral soil unloading problem to the tunnel. So, the
lateral earth pressure of the tunnel in both sides are taken as the feature parameters using a loadstructure model.
Monitoring data were used to make a back analysis of the feature parameters using the Bayesian
network. Observational error and model error were taken as random parameters in the updating
process. Using the inference function of Bayesian, the probabilities of structural response were
calculated based on feature parameters. The mean values of the feature parameters in the previous
time step were taken as the prior distribution for the next time. Detail information about the
sequential updating process will be introduced in the case study of this paper
Back analysis
Monitoring
system

Inference
Feature
parameters

Analysis
Tunnel
response

Tunnel
performance

Sensor 1

Vertical earth pressure

Convergence

Serviceability

Sensor 2

Lateral earth pressure

Joint opening

Waterproofing

…

…

…

…

Sensor n

Parameter n

Internal forces

Segment safety

Fig 2 Bayesian network for the multi sensor fusion

2.3 Establishing response surface functions of finite element analysis
Finite element method based on a load-structure model was conducted to reflect the mechanism
relationship between the nodes in the Bayesian network. Fig 3 illustrates the tunnel responses of
the tunnel using a FEM model, such as the horizontal convergence, vertical convergence, the
rotation of the segments, joint opening and stress of the steel bolts. The external earth pressures
were chosen as the major feature parameter of the tunnel.
L1

L1

L2

L2

Joint opening

D+ΔDv
D+ΔDh
Steel bolt

B1

B2

D/2
B1

Tilt sensor

B2

Initial inner circle

(a) Tilt sensors
(b) FEM model
Fig 3 Tilt sensors installation place and the finite element model for the metro tunnel structure
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According to the research of Zhang et al. (2015), a third order polynomial response surface
function was used to solve the geotechnical problem. Therefore, the basic response surface
function is shown in formula 1:
m

m

m

i=1

i=1

i=1

g( x )=  α3i xi 3 +  α2i xi 2 + α1i xi + α0

(1)

where x is the feature parameters and αij are the coefficients of the functions. The observation data
y can be predicted using the response surface function:
(2)
y  ε1 g( x)  ε2
where ε1 denotes the bias of the numerical model, parameter ε2 is the observation error and g(x)
is the response surface function.
2.4 Updating the tunnel performance index
Suppose, the monitoring data in time t1 is y and the prior distribution of feature parameters is f(x).
The posterior probability of the feature parameters can be updated using the Bayesian Total
Probability Formula:
L( x y ) f ( x )
f ( x y)  +
(3)
L
(
x
y
)
f
(
x
)
d
x

-

where L is the the likelihood function in the formula which can be calibrated using the response
function in formula 1:
L( x y )=f ( y x )  ε1 g ( x )+ε2
(4)
Parameter z denotes the structure response. It can be updated using the monitoring data by
Bayesian inference:
f ( z y )   L( x z ) f ( x y ) d ( x )
(5)
where the likelihood function depends on the response function g(x) and the model error ε1:
L( x z )=ε1 g ( x )
(6)
Tunnel performances F were calculated based on the posterior distribution of structure responses:
f ( F y )   L( z F ) f ( z y ) d ( z )
(7)
where the likelihood function L ( z F ) depends on the relationship between structure responses and
tunnel performances. The mean and variance of F are updated as
μ ( F y )   Ff ( F y ) d ( p )
(8)

var ( F y )   F 2 f ( F y )d ( F )  μ( F y ) 2

(9)

The posterior distributions of feature parameters in time t 1 are used as the prior distributions in
the next time t2. Uncertainty parameters can be updated by repeating the process of formula 3 to
9. Detail information about the updating process will be illustrated in the next section.
3. Case study
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3.1 Project introduction and data preprocessing

0.16

0.16

0.14

0.14

Probability density

Probability density

The project is in one of the tunnel interval of Shanghai metro line 12. A foundation pit was
excavated from Jan 9th to Jun 24th 2016. Real time monitoring data were collected from Jan 1 st to
Jun 29th 2016 using 4 wireless tilt sensors in the same tunnel section named ring 805. Fig 3(a) is
the installation position of the tilt sensors. Kalman filter method was used to make a data cleaning.
And linear interpolation was used to make the multi sensor data consistent in time dimension. A
numerical model as shown in Fig 3(b) is established using finite element method and solved by
conducting the ABAQUS software. Third order polynomial response surface functions are
established to reflect the quantitative relation.
3.2 Parameter updating using Bayesian network
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0.00

0.00
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0.5943

K0

0.5247

0.5328

0.5409

0.5490

0.5571

0.5652

0.5732

K0

(a)
(b)
Fig 4 Posterior probability distributions: (a) K0L (far from the excavating foundation pit) (b) K0R (close to the
excavating foundation pit)

Generally, the tunnel would be more dangerous when the ovalization deformation become larger
(shown in Fig.3). Using the numerical model above mentioned, the rotation can be calculated
based on the lateral earth pressure. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was used to calculate the
posterior distribution of the Bayesian networks. The mean and standard deviation of the prior
distributions of lateral earth pressures K0 are 0.6 and 0.02. It is assumed that the observation error
has a normal distribution with a mean value of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.002°(based on the
accuracy of the sensor). Zhang et al. (2015) and Tang et al. (2009) suggested that the model error
of a geotechnical structure should be assumed as an unbiased normal distribution with a coefficient
of variation of 0.2-0.3. Therefore, all the model errors in this study are assumed to follow a normal
distribution, N(0,0.2μ), where μ is the measured value of structure responses. And in the sequential
updating process, the former posterior distribution of the feature parameters in time tn-1 is used as
the prior distribution of time tn. The lateral earth pressure of the tunnel can be updated using the
monitoring information of segment rotations. Fig 4 is the result of the updated feature parameters
in April 24th 2016. The mean value of lateral earth pressure close to the excavation foundation pit
decreased from 0.6 to 0.549, whereas the other side only changed to 0.589. The different in the
lateral pressure of the two sides indicates that the lateral earth pressure close to the excavation is
more sensitive to the soil unloading during the construction period.
3.3 Evaluation of the tunnel performances
Tunnel responses which are difficult to measure directly can also be calculated using the response
surface functions in formula 1. Table 1 is the mean value of the important structure responses,
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such as horizontal tunnel convergence change ΔDh, vertical tunnel convergence change ΔDv, bolt
stress σ, joint opening δ, invert bending moment M and invert axial force N.
Table 1Mean value of the structure responses
Margins
2016-01-14
2016-01-27
2016-02-08
2016-02-21
2016-03-05
2016-03-18
2016-03-30
2016-04-12
2016-04-24

ΔDh (mm)
30.13
30.53
30.93
30.78
31.52
32.00
32.21
33.01
33.97

ΔDv (mm)
-28.81
-29.17
-29.56
-29.50
-30.04
-30.37
-30.57
-31.20
-32.04

σ (MPa)
484.56
491.06
498.08
496.24
508.05
516.13
519.34
532.89
549.20

δ (mm)
1.95
1.98
2.02
2.02
2.08
2.12
2.15
2.22
2.32

M (kN∙m)
-186
-187
-189
-188
-191
-193
-194
-197
-201

N(kN)
1200
1198
1196
1199
1193
1191
1189
1187
1182

The ratio of convergence of horizontal inner diameter over outer diameter, i.e. ΔD/Dout are often
used as a key performance indicators (KPIs) for the safety and serviceability assessment of the
tunnel (Mair et al., 2008; Pinto et al., 2014). According to the British Tunnel Standard (BTS, 2004),
the ultimate limit of this ratio is 2%. Given that the outer diameter of the Shanghai metro tunnel is
6.2m, the ultimate limit convergence ∆𝐷𝑢𝑙𝑡 is about 12.4cm. The factor of safety can be defined
using the ultimate limit convergence:
𝐹𝑠1 = ∆𝐷/∆𝐷𝑢𝑙𝑡
(10)
It was reported by Huang et al in 2017 that the steel bolt at the top longitudinal joint fracture when
the tunnel suffered from an extreme soil surcharging. Stress condition of bolts in the longitudinal
joint is also important to the safety of the tunnel. Thus, the factor of safety using bolt stress can be
defined using the yield stress 𝜎𝑠 of the tunnel:
𝐹𝑠2 = 𝜎/𝜎𝑠
(11)
Joint opening can be updated using the proposed method. According to the Code for Polymer
water-proof materials GB18173.4-2010, the initial compression of the longitudinal joint is 6. Yan
et al (2011), suggest that the contact force of rubber sealer has a 3rd order polynomial function
relationship with the compression distance of the rubber sealer:
(0.14(6 − δ)2 + 2.97(6 − δ) + 0.38)/𝐴
2𝑚𝑚 ≤ δ ≤ 6mm
𝑃0 = {
3
2
(7.7(6 − δ) − 105.4(6 − δ) + 488.6(6 − δ) − 746.6)/ 𝐴
0 ≤ δ ≤ 2mm

(12)

where the A is the contact area of the rubber sealer. And Fan et al.(2012) suggested that the limit
water pressure of the tunnel joint is 0.86 times to the contact force P0. Hence the maximum water
pressure bearing capacity of the longitudinal joint is determined by the joint opening of the tunnel.
Pw  0.86P0
(13)
The probability distribution of the tunnel index can be calculated using formula 10 to 13. Fig 5 is
the posterior distributions of tunnel performance indexes in April 24th 2016. The mean value of
factor of safety using the limited convergence is 3.6 which means that the ultimate convergence is
3.6 times the recent convergence. However, the mean value of safety factor using the ultimate bolt
stress is only 1.2 times to the bolt stress. The bolt stress will exceed the stress threshold with the
development in tunnel ovalization. The mean of maximum water pressure bearing capacity droped
from 0.92MPa to 0.85MPa. Given that the tunnel depth is 20m, the water pressure is about 0.2Mpa.
The joint waterproofing performance is effective because of the bearing capacity is more than 4
times the water pressure. According to the inspection during the construction period, no leakage
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of longitudinal joint has been observed. Therefore, the residual waterproofing capacity is enough
for the tunnel seviceability.
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Fig 5 Probability distribution of tunnel performance index in April 24 th 2016

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a new data fusion method for performance assessment of the shield tunnel in
Shanghai metro. Several main conclusions were obtained from the analysis using proposed method:
(1) A Bayesian network was constructed by considering the interrelationship among monitoring
data, feature parameters and tunnel responses. Both observation error and model error were taken
into consideration in the Bayesian network. Markov chain Monte Carlo method was used to update
the Bayesian networks with real time multi sensor data.
(2) The shied tunnel under a nearby foundation pit excavation is simplified as a lateral soil
unloading problem. Lateral earth pressure is taken as the feature parameters. The mean value of
feature parameters K0L and K0R are decreased to 5.9 and 5.5 respectively in the excavation period.
The nearby excavation has more disturbance on the closer surrounding soil.
(3) Using the response surface function, tunnel responses such as tunnel convergence, bolt stress
and joint opening can be updated based on the monitoring information. Factor of safety and
waterproofing performances of the longitudinal joint then can be conducted based on the physical
and mechanical properties.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring plays an important role on structural analysis and conditional
assessment of historical timber buildings. The real-time information of structure responses and
different loads or effects can be obtained for evaluating their correlations. Some existing
researches show that strain response of historical timber building has strong correlation with
temperature, however, its investigation using measured field test data is still insufficient. In this
article, 1-year monitoring data of Feiyun Wood Pavilion built in Ming dynasty in China has been
processed to study the temperature effects on structural performance under operating conditions.
The main features and the pertinent monitoring system of Feiyun Wood Pavilion are introduced.
The temperature variation regularities in different time scales for the main load-bearing
components are analyzed statistically. Results show that the temperature of structural component
is non-uniformity that may relate to solar irradiation and object shielding. The linear fitting of
temperature and strain has been carried out. Results reveal that temperature and strain has strong
correlation and the linear correlation model is reasonable. These results are useful for monitoring
temperature effects on historical timber buildings.
1. Introduction
Most historical buildings have been subjected to many types of damage in their service lives.
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems are widely used in Bridges (Ou and Li 2010),
super-tall buildings (Zhang et al 2016) and so on to monitor the performance status of structures.
At present, there are few studies on long term SHM of historical buildings at home and abroad.
In 2008, Zonta et al. (2008) used inclinometer and pendulum to monitor the tilt of gruarogutta for
a long time. A SHM system has been installed in a typical Tibetan timber building to measure
the structural strains and ambient temperature since 2012 (Bai et al 2018). It is noted that
environmental factors, especially the effect of temperature, should not be ignored in the process
of SHM (Xia et al 2006). Dilger (2000) analyzed the temperature effects on an hourly data basis
of the Confederation Bridge. Tong et al (2001) investigated the effect of temperature on real
bridges, and Xu et al (2010) examined the field monitoring of temperature on the Tsing Ma
Bridge from 1997 to 2005. Xia et al (2013) studied the temperature distribution and associated
responses of a long-span suspension bridge.
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Through long-term data collection, SHM system can accumulate rich structural responses and
environmental condition information, which provide data basis for the evaluation and prediction
of structural state and performance under operating conditions. However, at present, the in-depth
analysis, interpretation and modeling of monitoring data are still in the initial stage. This paper
studies 1-year temperature and strain monitoring data obtained from the SHM of Feiyun Wood
Pavilion. The temperature variations under different time scales are studied in detail. The
characteristics of temperature field are also studied. A mathematical model is established to
evaluate the relation between temperature and strain quantitatively.
2. SHM system of Feiyun Wood Pavilion
Feiyun Wood Pavilion as shown in Fig.1, built in the Ming dynasty (1506~1521) is located in
Shanxi Province, China. It is an open three-storey structure. Timber columns and beams are
connected with each other by mortise and tenon joints as shown in Fig 2. The four thick pillars at
corners of the structure going straight from the bottom to the top are the main load bearing
components.
The SHM system of Feiyun Wood Pavilion was operated in May 2017. 63 various sensors were
installed at different locations on the structure to collect a variety of structural and environmental
data. It is noted that this study only focuses on temperature and stain sensors.
Fiber Bragg Grating sensors as shown in Fig.3(a) are installed on the main load bearing beams
and columns to monitor the temperature and strain of the structural components. As shown in
Fig.3(b) the temperature and strain sensors for the four pillars which are C1 to C4 on the second
floor have been studied. The sampling frequencies of the temperature and strain are all 1Hz. 1year data from June 5th 2017 to June 5th 2018 are studied in the paper.

Fig.1 Feiyun Wood
Pavilion

Fig.2 Timber columns
and beams

(a) Fiber Bragg
(b) Map of measurement
Grating sensor on the
points on the second floor
structural components
Fig.3 Measurement points of strain and temperature

3. Characteristics of Temperature variations and temperature field
3.1 Characteristics of daily temperature variation
The mean temperature data of every 10 minutes from 0:00 to 24:00 on July 13th 2017, when is a
sunny day with the highest average temperature in summer are taken to study the variation of the
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daily temperature. The blue line in Fig.4 is the measured temperature variation curve of C1. It
can be seen that the change of temperature in 24 hours a day is like sinusoidal function shape, so
the daily temperature data can be fitted with sine curve, the expression is given as:
T  A sin（t）+B

(1)

2
, t denotes time, A and B are the coefficients
24  60(min utes )
10(min utes )
T T
T T
which can be solved by A   p t and B  p t , where Tp and Tt are the maximum and
2
2
minimum values of daily measured temperature respectively. The red line in Fig.4 is the fitting
result with Eq.(1) reflecting the variation regularities of the temperature for C1 within 24 hours.
C2 to C4 has similar results those are not listed here due to the limitation of the length of the
article.

where T is the temperature,  =

Fig.4 Measured and fitting curves of daily temperature variation

3.2 Characteristics of annual temperature variation
Temperature of the structural components has seasonal variation as well as daily variation. Fig.5
shows the temperature time history curve of C1 within one year. The hourly average temperature
data has been used in the analysis. It can be seen that the temperature change has typical seasonal
characteristics. It is lower in winter and higher in summer. The maximum and the minimum
temperatures are 35°C and -9.4°C respectively. A probabilistic model of the temperature is
established based on statistical analysis. By comparing the goodness of fit of multiple probability
distribution models, the weighted sum of two normal distribution functions has been finally
selected to describe the statistical characteristics of long-term monitoring temperature data of the
structural component. The probability density function of monitoring temperature （
f T ） is
represented as:

1
f (T )   N（1， 1）
e
+ N（2， 2）
= [
2 1
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（2，2）are normal distributions,  and  are the weight coefficients
where N（1，1）and N
with  +  =1 .
The temperature probability density function of C1 obtained by parameter estimation is
compared with the probability density of the measured data as shown in Fig.6. It can be seen that
the estimated probability density curve has a good consistency with the probability density
distribution of the measured data, indicating that the estimation can accurately reflect the
probability of different temperatures at the measurement point.

Fig. 5 1-year temperature time history of C1

Fig. 6 The probability density distribution.

3.3 Characteristics of temperature field
One sunny day in summer (July 13th 2017) and one sunny day in winter (January 29th 2018) are
selected to study the characteristics of temperature field of the structure. Fig.7 and Fig.8 are the
hourly average temperature variations of the four pillars in summer and winter respectively. The
time periods are from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. in summer (Fig.7) and from 7 a.m.to 6 p.m. in winter
(Fig.8) corresponding to the time of sunrise and sunset. It is found in the two figures that when
the sun rises in the morning, the temperature of C2 is the highest among the four pillars. The
temperature of C3 gradually rises to be the highest with the movement of the sun. The
temperature of C4 becomes the highest after 1 p.m. and the temperature of C1 is lower than C4
all day. The orientations of the pillars and the movement path of the sun are shown in Fig.9. The
temperature field distribution and variation pattern of components at different locations coincide
with the movement path of the sun, which provides that the temperature variations in different
location of the structure may relate to solar irradiation and object shielding.

Fig.7 Temperature variations
in summer

Fig.8 Temperature variations
in winter

Fig.9 The orientations of the
pillars and the movement
path of the sun
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4. The correlation analysis of temperature and strain
The correlation of temperature and strain is studied through the 1-year measured data. The timehistory curves of temperature and strain for C1 is shown in Fig.10. It can be seen that there is a
strong correlation between the two parameters.
Pearson correlation coefficient is selected to evaluate the correlation of temperature and strain in
different time scales which is given by:

  X ,Y  

Cov( X , Y )
D( X ) D(Y )

(3)

The scatter diagrams in Fig.11 are the calculated Pearson correlation coefficients for the daily
temperature and stain time series for one year. It is found that the coefficients over 80% scatters
are greater than 0.7, of which temperature and stain are considered to be in good correlation. The
coefficient between the annual temperature and stain time series is 0.97 that is much higher than
the daily results. This is because the daily strain response may be affected by other factors such
as wind, vibration and so on. Temperature is a kind of long-term effect on strain with strong
correlation.
A mathematical model is established to evaluate the relation between temperature and strain
quantitatively. Linear regression analysis is adopted as shown in Fig.12. According to the
correlation formula, the strain increases by 5.85  when the temperature increases by 1°C. Data
of C1 is almost within 95% confidence interval. The fitting correlation coefficients of C2 to C4
are all above 0.8, indicating good fitting effect. The linear regression model can be used to
analyze the influence of temperature on strain.

Fig.10 Time history curves of
temperature and strain for C1

Fig.11 The correlation coefficients
of C1 with different time scales

Fig.12 Correlation model
between temperature and
strain of C1

5. Conclusion
This paper analyzed the temperature effects on the strain responses based on 1-year data obtained
from the SHM of Feiyun Wood Pavilion. The daily temperature variation curve of the structural
components can be described as sine function, and the probability density function of the annual
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measured temperature can be estimated as the weight of two normal distributions. The
temperature field and variation pattern of components at different locations coincide with the
movement path of the sun, which provides that the temperature variations in different locations
of the structure may relate to solar irradiation and object shielding. The correlation between the
annual temperature and stain time series is much higher than the results obtained by daily time
series indicating that the temperature is a kind of long-term effect on strain with strong
correlation. The linear regression model is established to express the relation between
temperature and strain. The results reflect the influence of temperature effect and provide a basis
for further structure analysis.
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Abstract
The load capacity of foundations piles is proven by dynamic or static load tests. In general, the
load is analyzed at a single or a few points by using strain gauges. We introduce distributed strain
monitoring using Brillouin-scattering in fiber-optic cables for analyzing the full load distribution
along foundation piles during load tests. The fiber-optic cable is easily integrated into the piles by
mounting onto the reinforcement cage before cementing is done. This ensures optimum
mechanical coupling between the sensor cable and the monitored pile. The cable is cost-efficient
and does not require any special transducers or other sensors. In this first investigation, 30 m long
piles are analyzed at load levels up to 10,000 kN. Fiber-optic measurement results at the bottom
of the piles match to data from pressure force transducers at the same position. The distributed
strain analysis reveals additional information that cannot be found by such single point
measurements: Almost everywhere, the load is homogeneously distributed along the pile in
accordance to the concrete composition. There is a potential weakness of the cement detected in a
depth of about 17 m. The upper part of the pile starts to slide into the ground at higher load levels
that excess levels given by the pile skin friction. Distributed strain monitoring using fiber-optic
cables may become an efficient and reliable standard tool for proving the load capacity of
foundation piles and to understand the causes of deviations from the designed load distribution.
1. Introduction
This project has been executed as part of an extension of a highway bridge. New abutments had to
be set up for the planned expansion. It is an important and complex task to lay out and construct
the correct foundation piles for the abutments. Several factors must be taken into consideration for
the design, such as soil type, wind pressure, static load, snow load, potential vehicle collision and
more.
It is important to know about stability of the foundation piles, and how much load they can handle.
The load capacity is usually determined by dynamic or static load test measurements.
Traditionally, the load capacity is only analyzed at a few individual points using load cells. A more
thorough load test method is to use optical fiber cables to measure the full strain distribution along
the entire length of the pile – the Distributed Strain Monitoring (DSM) method [Bell, A. et al. 2013
and Kindler, A. et al. 2017].
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DSM uses the Brillouin-scattering mechanism in an optical fiber to extract information about the
strain along the fiber, giving the full picture instead of just discrete measurements at a few
locations.
2. Distributed Strain Monitoring
Distributed strain monitoring (DSM) systems send laser pulses into fiber-optic cables (FOCs) and
record spatially-resolved spectra of the backscattered light. Rayleigh, Brillouin and Raman
scattering contribute to different peaks in the spectra (Fig. 1 left). Information on temperature and
/ or strain along the fiber is obtained by analyzing amplitude and / or frequency of those peaks.
Fig. 1 (left) shows a spectrum of backscattered light (not to scale): the largest peak in the center is
located at the laser frequency and originates from elastic, so-called Rayleigh scattering. The other
two processes, Brillouin and Raman scattering, are inelastic scattering processes transferring
energy to or from vibrations of the material of the fiber and thus changing light particle (so-called
photon) frequency. The presence of vibrations (so-called phonons) strongly depends on
temperature and this causes the temperature-dependence of Brillouin and Raman peaks. Inelastic
scattering of a photon can either annihilate or generate a phonon, which is called anti-Stokes or
Stokes scattering, respectively. Anti-Stokes scattering increases photon frequency, whereas Stokes
scattering lowers it.

Fig. 1: Spectrum of backscattered light from an optical fiber (left). B-OTDR setup (right). Laser pulses are used to
determine the load profile along the FOC.

The frequency of the Brillouin scattering peak shows the strongest dependence on strain and it is,
thus, mostly used in distributed strain sensing [Parker, T. R. et al. (1997)]. The Brillouin frequency
f, by which the Brillouin peak is shifted relative to the Rayleigh peak, corresponds to the energy
of the involved acoustic phonon. When the scattering medium (i.e. the fiber) is subjected to
temperature (ΔT) and strain changes (Δε), the frequency is changed by
Δf = kε Δε + kT ΔT

(1)

Here, kε and kT are coefficients related to fiber composition and design. We neglect any shear strain
components and assume uniaxial strain along the pile such that 𝜀 is considered to be a scalar. To
obtain the load-induced frequency shift, it is necessary to record the Brillouin peak frequency along
the unloaded pile. This reference curve needs to be subtracted from all measured curves to obtain
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𝛥𝑓. Please note that at ambient temperature, the temperature effect is much smaller than the strain
effect in a foundation pile. Temperature in the ground is anyway not expected to change much
during the measurements. Therefore, temperature effect can be neglected in analyzing strain
changes in the present setup.
In the Brillouin optical-time-domain-reflectometry (B-OTDR) interrogator scheme, laser pulses
are coupled into the FOC (Fig. 1 right). The backscattered spectrum is then analyzed for each
position of the laser pulse in the fiber. This is achieved by recording the time delay between
launching the laser pulse into the fiber and detection of the signals. The complete set of Brillouin
spectra along the entire fiber route is measured and used for calculating spatially-resolved strain
load profiles.
3. DSM of Foundation Pillars
We used a NKT Photonics PRE.VENT DSM device for analyzing strain profiles. The spatial
resolution has been chosen to be 1 m and the acquisition time has been set to 45 s. The sensor cable
design ensures that any strain load is fully transferred from concrete through cable layers into the
core of the optical fiber. Standard FOC, where the fiber is mechanically decoupled from the
environment by using a loose tube design, cannot be used for precise strain measurements. Instead,
a tight-buffer cable with good coupling to the outside concrete and between the layers has been
installed to ensure strong mechanical coupling [Risch, B. et al. (2015)]. The coefficient k used for
transferring Brillouin-frequency shift Δf into strain data ε has been determined by sensor cable
qualification tests to be about 0.045 MHz/µ𝜀.
To ensure a correct positioning of the FOC within the pile, the FOC was attached to the
reinforcement cage using cable ties before the cage has been installed in the ground and the pile
has been cemented. Fig. 2 (left) shows the reinforcement cage of a pile with the attached sensor
cable. Since one DSM controller can easily monitor several hundred meters of FOC, the FOC is
laid in two loops from the top to the bottom of the pile and vice-versa. The scheme of the laying
is shown in Fig. 2 (right). There is an additional smaller loop at the bottom of pile, where the load
cell is installed for comparison [Amatay, A. et al. 2008].

Fig. 2: Attachment of the FOC to the reinforcement cage before installation and cementing (left). Scheme of the fiber
installation along the surface of the pile (right).
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The foundation pile is about 30 m long and loaded with static pressure by a hydraulic press pushing
onto the top of the pile. The pressure is kept constant until the pile does not undergo any further
position changes and a steady-state strain distribution is then recorded. This procedure is repeated
for a number of increasing load levels. A reference curve obtained from the unloaded pile prior to
the load test is subtracted from all measured traces as already described elsewhere [Kindler, A. et
al. 2018 and Kindler, A. et al. 2018].
4. Results
Fig. 3 (left) shows strain data for the whole sensor cable recorded a different load levels. The cable
is about 120 m long, which corresponds to about four times the length of the pile. Strain profiles
have been recorded for loads from 900 kN to 10,000 kN as indicated in the legend of Fig. 3 (right).
The first 7 m of fiber do not show any load signal because this feed length from the DSM
interrogator to the pile is not attached to the pile. After 7m of fiber, the mechanical coupling is
established and a steep increase of negative strain (or compression) is observed. the maximum
negative strain value of -0.05 mε is reached almost immediately at the fiber position corresponding
to the top end of the pile. Negative strain values correspond to compression of the pile. The
maximum negative strain amplitude of about -0.05 mε corresponds to a compression by 0.05 mm
per meter of pile length.

Fig. 3: Strain along the sensor cable for various loads (left). The four sections separated by dashed lines correspond
to the strands of the FOC shown in Fig. 2. Averaged strain over pile depth for various loads (right). Loads indicated
in the color legend are given in kN.

The strain pattern shown in Fig. 3 (left) clearly shows the 4 strands of fiber (see Fig. 2) from top
to bottom of the pile and vice versa. Strain data from all 4 strands show an almost linearly decrease
of compression from top to bottom of the pile as it has to be expected for a good quality pile. At
the bottom of the pile, strain almost vanishes indicating that all load forces are transferred by skin
friction to the surrounding soil along the length of the pile. The linear dependence of compression
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exactly represents the desired behavior as it means that the pile distributes the load homogenously
into the soil. At fiber positions larger than 35 m, the FOC is returning and reached the top position
again at about 65 m. A similar pattern is perceptible between 65 m and 115 m, where the FOC
goes down and up again. Dashed lines in Fig. 3 (left) separate the four fiber strands for better
visibility.
It should be mentioned that the DSM system monitors strain or compression and not force as a
load cell. For an ideally homogeneous pile of constant diameter, compression and load are
proportional. However, if there are inhomogeneities in the pile (cement composition, diameter,
…), they show up in the compression profile, but not in a load pattern. This may be a clear
advantage of the fiber-optic measurement in analyzing pile performance.
The four fiber strands show similar compression profiles, but with some features that are different
for the strands. For example, there is a strong peak in strand 1 at 22 m and correspondingly in
strand 2 at 47 m, which is not observed in strands 3 and 4. This peak points to an inhomogeneity
of a part of the concrete cross-section at this position. Some concrete seems to be easier
compressible than the rest of the pile. Such a feature representing a potential weakness of the pile
is not likely to be detected by a few load cells, but requires the spatially resolved analysis of the
full length of the pile at different positions of the cross-section.
Averaging compression data from the four fiber strands reduces noise and gives a clearer
presentation of the load along the length of the pile (Fig. 3 right). The correlation between
compression and load is almost linear, as it had to be expected for a pile taking the full load without
damage. Two important features of the strain profiles are indicated by two arrows: Firstly, the
compression peak due to the inhomogeneity at a depth of 17 m is slightly averaged out, but still
clearly visible. Secondly, for the highest load of 10,000 kN, there is a compression plateau ranging
from the top of the pile to a depth of 5 m. Obviously, the pile does not transfer load to the
surrounding soil up to a depth of 5 m at the highest load. This indicates that the top part of the pile
starts to slide within soil without sufficient friction. The load of 10,000 kN, at which the pile skin
friction limit is partially exceeded, is thus close to or even above the maximum load capacity of
the pile.
5. Conclusions
Fiber-optic strain sensing is a powerful tool for analyzing the complete compression pattern of
foundation piles. It has the capability to detect inhomogeneities or damages of the pile itself as
well as issues related to insufficient friction of the pile within the surrounding soil. The fiber-optic
approach is also cost-efficient because only simple FOC is installed within the pile and remains
on-site at carrying out the analysis.
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Abstract
Montreal’s Champlain Bridge over the St. Lawrence River, one of Canada’s busiest bridges, is
currently being replaced by a new structure. The overall $4.2 billion project includes two main
bridges – the New Bridge on the St. Lawrence (New Champlain Bridge) and the Île-des-Soeurs
Bridge – and is scheduled for completion in 2019. A comprehensive Structural Health
Monitoring System (SHMS) has been designed to conduct real-time monitoring of critical
aspects of the two bridges, facilitating real-time monitoring of displacements, corrosion, strains
and environmental conditions at carefully selected locations on the structures, for many years to
come. The system will help to optimize maintenance efforts and and will also enable unexpected
changes in behavior or deterioration to be immediately recognized and addressed. This paper
provides an overview of the SHMS.
1. Introduction
The New Champlain Bridge in Montréal is currently being built to replace an existing structure
of the same name – a bridge which carries approximately 160,000 vehicles per day across the St.
Lawrence River. The bridge opened in 1962 and no longer meets the demands of the Montréal
transport network. Both bridges can be seen in Figure 1. The new bridge has a length of 3,400 m,
including a cable-stayed structure with a main span of length 240 m. Its superstructure is
designed as three parallel independent structures, including two three-lane corridors for vehicular
traffic and a two-lane transit corridor for a future rail transit system. The bridge will also include
a path for pedestrians and cyclists. The cable-stayed structure’s single pylon, of height 160 m
above the water, consists of twin piers supporting the superstructure’s separate parts.

Figure 1. Construction of the New Champlain Bridge in Montreal, Canada: (a) Pylon under construction and; (b)
view from top of pylon showing the New Champlain Bridge and the adjacent original Champlain Bridge
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To support bridge inspection and maintenance work during the service life of this bridge, and of
the nearby Île-des-Soeurs Bridge, the decision was made to equip them with a modern SHMS.
2. System Design
A permanent Robo-Control SHMS is currently being installed, covering both the new Champlain
Bridge and the new Île-des-Soeurs Bridge. This system will provide, on an ongoing basis, instant
data which will enable the bridges’ performance, maintenance and rehabilitation to be optimized
and their service lives to be extended. The SHMS forms part of a state-of-the-art Asset
Information Management System (AIMS), which consists of a host of smart infrastructure
components including an Intelligent Traffic System (ITS) featuring cameras and lane control, a
Pavement Management System (PMS) for condition inspection and analysis, a Traffic
Management System (TMS) featuring weigh-in-motion and incident management capabilities,
and an Environment Management System (EMS) which focuses on noise, air quality and animal
welfare.
When fully installed, in accordance with a schedule that is dictated by the bridges’ construction
process, the system will incorporate approximately 250 sensors, as follows:
 141 metal foil strain gauges (48 embedded and 93 surface-mounted to capture local
strains)
 44 draw wire displacement sensors (at expansion joints and bearings to capture the full
range of expansion and contraction movements)
 15 accelerometers (on deck / piers and cables)
 6 tilt meters (on pylon and piers) to capture rotations associated with horizontal
movement of these elements
 22 corrosion sensors within reinforced concrete elements
 Global Positioning Systems (GPS) units (one at tower base, two at tops of towers, one
reference GPS unit)
 Weather stations capable of measuring air pressure, temperature, humidity, rainfall,
wind speed, wind direction and pyranometers which measure solar radiation (at top of
tower and on superstructure of main span)
 18 temperature sensors (8 for pavement, 10 for structure)
A series of thresholds were defined by the bridge engineers for which alert messages would be
sent automatically to the bridge maintenance team via the AIMS when the threshold is surpassed.
Examples of these thresholds are shown in Table 1.
The system includes 26 Data Acquisition Units (DAUs), which act as substations within the
SHMS network – 22 on the New Champlain Bridge and four on the Île-des-Soeurs Bridge. Each
DAU receives data from a cluster of sensors, and is positioned accordingly. The DAUs, in turn,
are connected to the Master Station by fiber optic cabling. All SHMS data is transferred to the
Champlain Bridge’s west abutment maintenance facility where the Master Station is located,
which is linked to the city’s comprehensive Traffic Management System. The hardware and
software components of the central Intelligent Traffic System will be housed in the Traffic
Management Centre (TMC). The ITS backbone travels along the superstructure of both the new
Île-des-Soeurs Bridge and the New Champlain Bridge, and connects to the Master Station at the
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West Abutment. The data is available to the bridge maintenance team at the TMC through the
local IT network.
Table 1. Examples of alert thresholds used for the various sensors under development for the project
Sensor Type Function
Accelerometer Acceleration of structural components, 2D and 3D
Displacement

Measure directional movement

Temperature

Temperature in pavement, concrete, and steel surface

Tilt-meter

Measure tilt / rotation

Corrosion

Measure corrosion in rebar

Strain gauge

Measure strains in structural elements

Typical locations

Threshold Value

Unit

Top of Pier W01, E01

0.5

m/s2

Various
Bearings

0.5
Max:
E02: 290 W / 280 E
None
0.0005

m/s2
mm

0.0005
Stainless: 0.1
Carbon: 1.0
εt = 0.000088
εc = -0.001

rad
µm/year

εt = 0.0023
εc = -0.0021
εt = 0.00175
εc = -0.00175

m/m

Various
Top of pylon
Top of Pier W01 and E01
Pier legs, Pylon and bridge deck
Pier legs W01 and E01 (concrete)
Pylon: vertical upper legs and
inclined lower (concrete)
Bridge Deck (concrete)
Superstructure (steel)

°C
rad

m/m

m/m

DAUs are located close to the zones of heavy sensor presence. A typical cross section of an
approach span is presented in Figure 2, showing the locations of strain gauges, corrosion sensors
and structural temperature sensors at one location along the superstructure’s length.

Figure 2. Example cross section on approach span, showing half of superstructure, indicating global sensor locations
[ST = Structural Temperature; SG = Strain Gauge; CS = Corrosion sensor; DAU = Data Acquisition Unit].
(A strain gauge and corrosion sensor at the base of the substructure are not shown here)

3. Sensor Installation
A large number of sensors – primarily those embedded in the structure’s concrete, including
strain gauges, structural temperature sensors and corrosion sensors – have already been installed.
An example of the installation of a corrosion probe, for instance, is shown in Figure 3. Thanks to
the strong recognition of the importance of long-term durability in the case of these bridges, such
corrosion sensors have been incorporated at selected locations in the reinforced concrete
structure to provide early indication of corrosion that may lead to structural degradation.
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Figure 3. A 4-anode ladder type corrosion probe before casting of concrete

The 4-anode ladder probe is designed to sense the impact of chloride penetration and
carbonation within the concrete at multiple cover depths allowing predictions on the rate of
ingress of aggressive corrosive species. The sensor measures corrosion potential, Linear
Polarization Resistance, Resistivity and temperature. Corrosion Potential measurements are
taken using a potentiometer with a high input impedance circuit. The corrosion rate, obtained
using the Linear Polarization Resistance measurement technique, provides a measure of the
concrete corrosivity within the vicinity of the probe’s working electrodes. The corrosion rate of
the steel within the concrete is affected by the temperature (measured), chemical composition
and moisture content of the concrete. The measurement of concrete resistance can provide an
indication as to the probability of corrosion, such that lower concrete resistances increase the
probability of corrosion occurring whereas higher concrete resistances decrease this probability.
The sensor simultaneously measures the rate of corrosion at 4 different depths within the
concrete. Since these probes are positioned next to steel reinforcement bars, the progress of
corrosion ingress from the concrete surface to the rebar depth can be determined. 77 modbus data
points are collected and archived to enable expert corrosion analysis to take place, whilst the key
parameters are plotted on the SHMS user interface
Strain gauges (Figure 4) have also been installed at selected locations, enabling strain (and hence
stress) behavior under various loading scenarios to be understood. Of course, the presence of
embedded sensors such as those shown necessitates great care during placing and compaction of
concrete in the vicinity of the sensors. Close coordination (throughout the day) between the
SHMS installation team and the bridge construction contractor’s team was required to ensure the
sensors are installed at the optimal time. Embedded sensors in concrete needed to be coordinated
so that they were installed in the small time window after the reinforcement fixers completed
their work (liable to be damaged otherwise) and the concreting team commenced pouring. Rigid
protection on exposed wiring was vital to avoid damage from passing construction workers and
construction operations. In practice, the surface sensors (e.g. strain gauges, accelerometers or tilt
meters on the outer surface of the structure) need to be installed after all structural work is
substantially complete to avoid any impact damage but on a project of this scale, that is not
always possible and the works must be carefully coordinated.
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Figure 4. Strain gauges as installed. Left and center: Embedded strain gauges on rebar before and after application of
protective coating, respectively. Right: Strain gauges bonded to structural steel, in protective boxes

A range of other sensors have yet to be installed at the time of writing, including displacement
sensors, accelerometers and tilt meters. All of these will provide valuable information enabling a
good impression to be gained of overall structural condition and performance at any time. For
instance, if a bearing or an expansion joint begins to exhibit more (or less) movement than
expected (e.g. based on measurements to date), or if a pylon or a pier tilts more than expected,
this may be a useful sign of an issue that needs to be examined – a process which can be further
supported by the programming of the system to provide alert messages to the responsible
engineers when pre-defined threshold values have been reached. In the case of the displacement
sensors, installed on selected bridge bearings and expansion joints, the data from these sensors
can also provide the accumulated movement (example in Figure 6) experienced over time by the
sliding materials of these key components, facilitating efficient and effective planning of critical
replacement work for these wear materials which might be expected to require replacement
during the main structure’s service life (Islami et al, 2016).
4. Data Presentation
SHM systems can play an especially valuable role in inspection and maintenance, by making
very detailed information about critical parameters, and the status and condition of key
components, available in real time – and in a very user-friendly format (Meng and and
O’Suilleabhain, 2018). Figure 5 shows a view of the system’s synoptic screen which provides an
overview of any sensors experiencing above-threshold values or experiencing errors (in which
case corrective works would be required).

Figure 5. A preliminary example of a screen of the user interface at the Master Station computer (schematic only does not reflect final sensor positions)
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Figure 6. Example graphical presentation of typical measured data

The user interface provides authorized users with access to system data via the TMS. An
example of the data that can be provided by such systems (in this case, correlating temperature to
bridge deck movements, both absolute and accumulated) is shown in Figure 6. All data can also
be exported in tabular form for evaluation and analysis. A customized reporting tool has also
been developed for this project to allow users to apply certain data filters and treatment processes
to the monitored data to present them in a more manageable and useful format.
5. Conclusions
Although installation of the system, which is dependent on the bridge’s overall construction
schedule, is still ongoing at the time of writing, it is anticipated that installation and
commissioning will be completed in 2019. Although the SHMS installation is not yet completed,
it can already be concluded that its provision will greatly assist the process of inspecting and
maintaining the bridges in various key respects. For example, the SHMS will provide round-theclock information about selected key variables, confirming that condition and performance are
“as expected” in relation to those, or alternatively, that an issue may be arising that requires
attention. The ability of the system to be programmed to send alert messages to the responsible
bridge engineers when pre-defined threshold values have been reached can help ensure that any
issues arising can be recognized and addressed immediately. Matters of particular concern to be
assessed efficiently and effectively – for instance, in relation to the planning of maintenance
work on key components such as bearings and expansion joints. Another important point that
has been demonstrated by the experience of supplying and installing this comprehensive and
advanced SHMS is the critical importance of good cooperation between the various parties
involved on such a project, including the bridge designer, the construction contractor and the
SHMS supplier – which, happily, was a feature of this particular project, for which we are very
grateful.
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Abstract
A centralized, cloud-based and real time data management and visualization system called
iSiteCentralTM is presented. Working with Lawrence Technological University and Michigan
DOT, Geocomp Corporation has managed five bridge instrumentation programs that utilize
cutting edge carbon fiber technologies for pre-stressing, post-tensioning and reinforcing
structural elements. First, brief information regarding the structural characteristics of five bridges
along with their specific instrumentation programs are provided. Second, working principles of
iSiteCentralTM GIS database management system are explained. Finally, a custom MDOT
website that is developed in Geocomp’s iSiteCentralTM to allow the owner password protected
real-time access to their in-state bridge monitoring program is introduced.
1. Introduction
The Center for Innovative Materials Research (CIMR) at LTU led by Dr. Grace et al (2002,
2012, 2014) is devoted to the investigation of the applications for carbon fiber composites as
structural bridge elements (pre-stressing, post-tensioning and reinforcement) (Grace et al (2002,
2012, 2014)). Together with Michigan DOT, LTU currently has five bridges built using these
composites, and as part of the research, the bridges are all instrumented to measure initial
performance through load testing and document long-term performance. Through the long-term
monitoring program, relevant information on the serviceability of bridge structures that use
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP), carbon fiber composite cable (CCFC) and new fiber
composite material for reinforcing concrete (NEFMAC) is expected to be demonstrated.
Ultimately, this would prove that the use of carbon fiber-based elements as structural
reinforcement can increase the service life of highway bridges, thereby reducing construction
related safety concerns and annual maintenance costs. Using Geocomp’s iSiteCentralTM GIS data
base software, the bridges are all in one centralized database that uses GIS to have these bridges
superimposed on a Google Earth map allowing the user to locate, zoom-in and identify specific
sensor locations on the image map. Sensor locations are clickable to pull up real time data,
generate automated reports or provide remote notification to personnel of sensor/system
response. All data is centralized on a remote server and additional instrumented bridges have
been added to the database over the past 5 years.
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2. Bridge Research Program
Bridge Street Bridge: The Bridge Street Bridge in Southfield, MI, is the first vehicular concrete
bridge ever built (2001) in the United States that uses carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
material as the principal structure reinforcement (Figure 1). It comprises two separate parallel
and independent bridges, one of which was constructed using conventional AASHTO Type III
beams and cast-in-place concrete deck and the other using pre-tensioned CFRP tendons, posttensioned CCFC strands and NEFMAC grid reinforcement. A monitoring program was
developed from fabrication to erection to continue for at least five years thereafter in hope to
better understand the performance and serviceability features. Instrumentation included force
measurements of the CFRP Leadline tendons and CFCC strands by load cells, strain
measurements of girder cross sections and transverse/longitudinal strands by vibrating wire
strain gages and displacement measurements of girders by potentiometers.

Figure 1 Overlook of Bridge St. Bridge, M-39, M-50, M-102 and I-75

M-39 Bridge: The M39/Pembroke Bridge was erected prior to August, 2011 (Figure 1). In
August of 2011, load cells were installed to measure CFCC transverse post-tensioning forces of
the bridge structure prior to casting the deck. Then, strain gages were installed on the deck to
monitor deck strains in the NEFMAC deck grid reinforcement. The bridge deck contains 40
vibrating wire strain gages, 12 transversely mounted post-tensioning load cells and 12 distance
laser units underneath the roadway to measure mid-span deflections.
M-50 Bridge: The M-50 Bridge Project in Jackson, MI, involved fabrication and installation of
load cells for monitoring transverse Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) tendons (2012)
and a data collection method to measure long term post-tensioning forces (Figure 1). Geocomp
built 20 custom built 300-kip electrical resistance load cells, calibrated and installed cells on the
40-mm dia. transverse Carbon Fiber Composite Cable (CFCC) and a switch panel for collection
of manual load cell readings by MIDOT personnel.
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M-102 Bridge: The M-102 project consists of two bridges (EB/WB) spanning over Plum Creek,
MI (Figure 1). Monitoring program includes measuring the forces and strain in CCFC strands
with 10 load cells and 24 vibrating wire strain gages (VWSG), deflection of prestressed box
beams with 6 beam deflection sensors and strains in NEFMAC reinforcement within the concrete
deck with 14 VWSG(s). A portion of the monitoring is done prior to construction (2013) and at
fabrication stage and the rest is completed for long term performance assessment and
maintenance.
I-75 Bridge: The I-75 Bridge (2017) Instrumentation Project involved instrumenting three CCFC
precast girders and NEFMAC concrete deck with temporary and permanent instrumentation
(Figure 1). Temporary portion of the monitoring included pre-stressing and camber
measurements whereas permanent installations were strain and temperature gages installed inside
and outside the CFRP based girders. For each girder with carbon fiber pre-stressing, load cells
were used to verify the load during stressing and through form release. After strands were cut
and form released, survey elevation readings were obtained to measure the initial camber in each
of the three instrumented girders. For the deck and girder strain measurements, sister bars resistance type strain gages- were placed inside girder and deck prior to concrete placement.
External vibrating wire strain gages were also used for some of the beams.
3 Database Monitoring System - iSiteCentralTM GIS
As States try to better manage their assets, database management systems are available to group
multiple assets under one centralized inventory. This can include bridges, facilities or other
transportation related components (signs, light poles, etc.). Considering the constituents of the
MDOT project such as the number of bridges, sensors, the amount of data and duration of the
monitoring program, several challenges are needed to be overcome. The quantity of data and the
way it is stored is important for the reason that valuable insight could be determined easily,
effectively, anytime and on demand. The source or type of the data and its clear representation
are also important to understand which sensor it belongs to and what information should be
expected or derived from it. The speed and the quality of the data are the other important aspects
for the quality visualization and processing in real time.
For tackling these challenges of MDOT statewide bridge monitoring program, Geocomp
operates a robust, scalable, cloud-based automated data collection and management system
called iSiteCentral™ (Figure 2) to monitor the performance of infrastructure projects in real-time
every minute of every day. Real-time web-based monitoring provides early warnings of
unexpected or surprise performance in time for corrective actions to be implemented to avoid
damage, failure, delays, and claims. By placing sensors on levees, dams, bridges, excavations,
buildings, and other structures, the onset of distress or failure modes can be determined before
expensive consequences occur. iSiteCentral™ provides real-time web-based monitoring with
automated alerts. Charts, graphs, tables, maps, photos, and reports are provided through a GIS
interface.
iSiteCentral™ provides integrated data collection, reporting, and alerting capabilities for a wide
variety of sensor inputs, data loggers, and applications. Today, the system manages more than
50,000 sensors and can be scaled to support both small and large-scale infrastructure projects
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The iSiteCentral™ software resides on secure servers where these systems operate continuously
to monitor data from sensors all over the world. Data are placed into a secure Microsoft SQL
database. iSiteCentral™ continuously monitors sensors and system components to determine if
one or more parameters exceed established action levels. Automatic alert messages are sent by
email, text message, or phone call to the project team. This feature provides a very effective risk
management tool. Task-specific apps for handheld devices provide users with easy-to-use infield tools.

Figure 2 A summary of the capabilities of iSiteCentral™

3.1 Features of iSiteCentral™ Specific to MDOT Monitoring Program
All interactions between the user and iSiteCentral™ are through a password protected Web
interface or task-specific apps. The system resides inside a firewall to protect its integrity and
provide security. All data exchanges are encrypted. Figure 3 shows a sample from the firewall
protected login screen for MDOT statewide bridge monitoring program. Once the user is logged
in, GIS system shows all the projects and sensors included within the project via a layer
classified menu. Users can add each bridge as bookmarks to reach them easily or simply zoom in
and out or even customize the plan view based on their needs.

Figure 3 Password protected login of iSiteCentral™ and an overview of MDOT statewide monitored bridges
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Figure 4 shows a sample view from M-39 project. On the right side of the screen, GIS maps
shows the plan view of the bridge. The green colored circles indicate all the sensors included in
the long term monitoring program with their exact locations. The sensors can be individually
marked on the map or can be grouped if within close proximity. Users are able to see the list of
sensors, the raw data that they are providing as well as all the settings (charting, job assignment,
creating reports, setting limits, etc.) that they can manipulate on them.

Figure 4 Sensor list and data visualization through iSiteCentral™

Figure 5 shows a sample view from Bridge Street Bridge project along with the reporting feature.
The right hand side shows the sensors that are installed on the bridge. The system allows users to
generate customized reports by selecting sensor or group of sensors for the time window that the
user would like to see. All the charts and almost everything regarding their format can be
customized based on the needs of the users.

Figure 5 Reporting feature in iSiteCentral™

Figure 6 is an example from M-50 bridge as to how loggers and sensors can be added on the
system and their individual properties can be adjusted. Here, only load cells are selected from the
drop-down menu and from a large variety of sensors. Specifications such as logger, device ID,
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channel, units, significant digits, etc. are all arranged and then assigned to be monitored with the
other sensors in the list. The system allows the users to add limits on the readings and do post
processing by adding their own scripts.

Figure 6 Adding and adjusting sensor settings on iSiteCentral™ for the M-50 bridge

Figure 7 shows assigning several jobs and tasks for M-102 project. iSiteCentral™ jobs are run
on regular time interval to notify users of specific conditions of the system and sensors, or to
collect data/information into the system. Automatic notifications are a powerful tool to keep
users informed. Over time a project may have several jobs (data import/export, alerts,
notifications, etc.) configured, and each job running on its own schedule and with a unique set of
criteria that will trigger a notification. The job list shows the user all the notification jobs running
and the status of each job. Tasks can be calibrating, deleting, reading or invalidating readings and
used when users have operations that need to be performed in bulk - on many sensors or large
numbers of data records. When the Task is complete the system emails the user who created the
task with a summary of the task completion.

Figure 7 Task and job features of iSiteCentral™ with a view from M-102 bridge project
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With the iSiteCentral™ document management system, users can store project related
documents in a familiar folder structure and associated files to the map and sensor(s). This
section walks through the basic function of the document management system along with
administrative tasks. Figure 8 shows a great example from I-75 project. The load test report
along with the sensor specification and layout documents are kept in the document management
system for the users to reach out this information at their convenience.

Figure 8 Task and job features of iSiteCentral™ with a view from I-75 bridge project

4 Conclusions
A state of the art database management system for health monitoring of civil infrastructure is
introduced with a focus on five bridges constructed utilizing CFRP materials around the state of
Michigan. The system has been providing valuable information from a centralized cloud-based
data management system to serve the understanding of the long-term performance of this new
construction technology. Such efficient systems are essential to manage the big data and infer
valuable information out of it as the technology providing high volume, high speed and variable
data are becoming more and more wide spread. This monitoring program for the five bridges has
been extended through 2025.
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Abstract
With the intensive construction of transportation infrastructure in recent years, more and more
existing tunnels encounter the situation of adjacent construction, especially blasting excavation,
which can pose a threat to the safety of the existing tunnel structure during the operational
period. If the vibration response of tunnel blasting seismic wave exceeds the safety range of
tunnel lining, it will probably cause defects on tunnel structure. Attention should be paid to the
simultaneous occurrence of blasting and unloading, and the influence of their interaction should
be considered. In this paper, a case study of Fancun No.3 Tunnel in China is introduced. Blasting
excavation is carried out on the adjacent slope of the existing tunnel, the coupling effect of
unloading and blasting vibration is taken into account. Theoretical analysis of the blasting
vibration is presented and numerical simulation of the tunnel model is carried out via
Midas/GTS/NS. The vibration velocity and the time-varying response curves of main positions
on the tunnel lining are discussed. The results are used to conduct a safety assessment of the
tunnel structure and provide a reference for similar projects.
1. Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of economy and urbanization in China, the traffic
volume and speed are facing an increasingly high demand. Thus, a number of tunnels are
expanded to a two-way tunnel considering the economization of financial and land sources.
However, the new tunnel is generally designed to located near the existing tunnel. As a result,
the safety of the existing tunnel when faced with a near-by blasting excavation is highly
concerned.
The blasting excavation, as a widely used method in the mountain tunnel excavation, has been
studied by many scientists. Nagano et al. (1972) put forward an algorithm to assess the blasting
vibration after analyzing the statistics of the field expansion explosive experiments. Wang et al.
(2004) utilized both field monitoring and numerical simulation method and found that among the
tangential, radial and longitudinal directions, the vibration velocity along the radial direction
prevails. A large number of studies have been made for a detailed analysis of the vibration
response of the existing tunnel in the process of blasting by means of numerical simulation
(Yang et al. 1994; Zhao et al. 2007; Shin et al. 2011; Gu et al. 2017). Ye et al. (2011) found that
the damage of adjacent blasting to tunnel structure has a strong relationship with the propagation
of blasting vibration and rock mass parameters. Zhao et al. (2016) calculated the least blasting
safety distance on the basis of the relationship between the vibration velocity and distance. For
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most instance, only the influence of blasting vibration on the tunnel structure is analyzed. Further
study of the coupling effect of unloading and blasting vibration is needed.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of the simulated project
profile. Section 3 introduces a theoretical analysis of the blasting vibration. Section 4 describes
the detailed process of numerical simulation. The calculated results and an analysis are given in
Section 5. Section 6 shows a summary of conclusions.
2. Project Profile
Fancun No.3 Tunnel is a two-lane unidirectional highway, located in Fancun Village, Jinhua
City, Zhejiang Province, China. The total length of the tunnel is 190m, and the buried depth is
48m. In order to solve the severe traffic jam problem, a proposed separated two-lane tunnel is to
be built on the left side of Fancun No.3 Tunnel, and the slope on the right side will be excavated
for the construction of a new integrated four-lane highway, as shown in Figure 1. The blasting
excavation will be proposed at the adjacent slope. Therefore, the analysis of the excavation
blasting is required to ensure the safety to the existing tunnel.

Fig. 1 Fancun No.3 Tunnel

3. Theoretical Analysis
the former Soviet scientist M.A. Sadowski analyzed a great number of the experiments and
raised an empirical formula, which relates the blasting vibration velocity to explosive charge and
distance, as Equation (1).

v  K(

3

Q 
)
R

(1)

Where v is the peak blasting vibration velocity, Q is the quantity of explosive charge used per
delay, R is the distance(m) between the observation and blast points, K is a site-specific constant
related to the rock property, blasting parameter and method, α is a constant to describe the
regression performance of blasting vibration with the distance.
Sadowski’s empirical formula is put forward on the basis of the data from considerable field
blasting tests, and therefore has been widely utilized due to the high accuracy in the prediction of
the peak velocity of blasting vibration. According to safety regulations for blasting (GB 6722-
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2014), K and α can be valued depending on the rock quality. The estimated values of K and α in
various type of rock are listed in Table 1. And the peak vibration velocity of tunnel linings is not
allowed to exceed 15cm/s as the regulation prescribes.
Rock Type
Hard rock
Mid-hard Rock
Soft rock

Table 1 Relationship between K, α and the rock type
K
α
50~150
1.3~1.5
150~250
1.5~1.8
250~350
1.8~2.0

4. Numerical Simulation
4.1 FEM Modeling
Midas/GTS /NX software is used to simulate the dynamic response of the tunnel lining under
excavation blasting. The geometrical model and mesh size are shown in Figure 2. The size of the
total model is 190m×60m×89m，and the size of the tunnel is drawn in a ratio of 1:1. The
surrounding rock is considered to follow the constitutive relation of a Mohr-Coulomb model
while an elastic behavior is assumed for the tunnel lining. The material parameters of
surrounding rock and linings are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 2 Numerical Model

Material
Surrounding
Rock
Tunnel lining

Table 2 Material parameters of surrounding rock and tunnel lining
Elastic
modulus Poisson
Cohesion stress Internal frictional
E(GPa)
(MPa)
angel(°)
Ratio 
2.0
0.35
0.3
36

Density
ρ(kN/m3)
20

30

25

0.2

/

/

4.2 Boundary Condition
Considering that the explosion wave will reflect repeatedly on a boundary when the
displacement of the boundary is fully constraint, which will result on the distortion of the
calculated result, the viscoelastic boundary condition is adopted in the model. The viscoelastic
boundary elements are assumed to follow Kelvin model, that is, the response of the boundary
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element behaves as a spring. The vertical and horizontal spring coefficients, kv and kh, are
calculated as Equations (2) ~ (6).
B
kv  kv 0 （
 v ) 3/4
30
B
kh  kh 0  ( h )3/4
30
1
kvo  k h 0 
   E0
30

(2)
(3)
(4)

Bv  Av

(5)

Bh  Ah

(6)

Where Av and Ah are the vertical and horizontal sectional area of the ground, respectively; E0 is
the elastic modulus of the foundation;  is an adjustment coefficient, generally equal to 1.
4.3 Dynamic Loading
The time-varying detonation loading brought by blasting excavation is simulated via an
empirical formula, as Equation (7) ~ (9).

Pdet 

4.18 10 7  Sge  Ve2
1  0.8Sge
d
PB  Pdet  ( c )3
dh

 Bt
PD (t )  4 PB (exp(
)  exp(  2 Bt ))
2

(7)

(8)
(9)

Where Pdet is the initial detonation pressure; PB is the decoupled detonation pressure on the surface
of the wall; Ve is detonation velocity, dc is the charge diameter; dh is the borehole diameter; Sge is
the capacity; B is a loading coefficient, presenting the generated pressure per kg charge, equal to
16638. The simulation of detonation pressure is shown in Figure 3 and the time-varying curve of
detonation loading is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 3 Simulation of detonation pressure
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5. Result and Analysis
Dynamic velocity response of the existing tunnel lining to the blasting excavation is calculated.
Contour plots of the peak velocity in different directions are shown in Figures 5 ~ 7. The timevarying velocity curve of the predetermined monitor points on the lining is shown in Figure 8.
The contour plots of velocity show the peak vibration velocity of the existing tunnel lining is
11.42 cm/s, which is less than the permission velocity. Compared with the empirical formula, the
blasting vibration is more complex and undesirable in the case of unloading and blasting
vibration coupling.

Fig. 5 Total vibration velocity

Fig. 6 Vibration velocity in direction X

Fig. 7 Vibration velocity in direction Z

Fig. 8 Time-varying curve of the vibration velocity

6. Conclusion
Aiming at the influence of blasting excavation and unloading coupling in Fancun No.3 tunnel, the
numerical simulation study was carried out. The research results show that the unloading volume
has a significant influence on the stress state of the existing tunnel. The unloading is coupled with
the blasting load, which amplifies the degree of dynamic loading of the blasting. In the actual
excavation process, it is recommended to use a controlled blasting method that gradually unloads
and reduces the amount of explosive.
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Abstract
Wireless sensor network(WSN) has been increasingly used for structural health monitoring of
infrastructures. It is necessary to conduct the long-term behavior monitoring of utility tunnels to
protect various types of pipelines in utility tunnels. It is crucial to provide a smart, accurate and
real time monitoring system to capture the potential failure due to material deterioration and
outside disturbance. This paper presents an application of the WSN deformation mornitorng
system of utility tunnel in Shanghai. Three-dimensional FEM analysis is used to understand the
key index for monitoring. The result shows the differential settlement and joint deformation of
utility tunnel elements are critical for the structural safety. Therefore six wireless tilt sensor
nodes and eight wireless laser distance sensor nodes are installed to measure the deformation of
utility tunnel. Two gateways are employed in two compartments to collect and transfer the data
to the server. The results of the differential settlement and deformation of the joint between two
adjacent elements of utility tunnel are summarized and discussed.
1. Introduction
Being a fundamental component of the infrastructure of modern society, the performance of
utility tunnel is critical for the safety and functioning of the utility pipeline it holds (Li et al.
2010). Structural damage to utility tunnels can be initiated by different load sources and poor
maintenance. Consequently, the lifecycle monitoring of structural performance of utility tunnel is
of vital importance for ensuring the safety of pipelines going through.
Due to the subjective and labor intensive nature of visual inspections, structural health
monitoring systems are employed to detect the damages of urban infrastructures. The traditional
wired structural monitoring systems use coaxial table to connect different sensors and transfer
the monitoring data to centralized data repositories. The installation of large scale wired
monitoring system is costly and labor intensive (Spencer et al. 2017). In some extreme
circumstances, human has no access to complete the cable installation. The well maintenance of
cables is another big challenge. And it is almost impossible to add additional sensors to the wired
monitoring systems after installation. Wireless sensor network(WSN) is a promising problemsolving technique to improve the system efficiency and adaptability. Wireless sensor work is a
distributed system consisting a large number of wireless sensor nodes endowed with power,
sensor, processing, computation and wireless communication (Ou et al.2004). All data collected
by the sensor nodes is eventually transmitted to the base station, where the monitoring
information can be accessed. The power consumption characteristics of wireless sensor node
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encourage the decentralization of computational authority to sensors, which makes local damage
detection possible (Lynch 2007). Wireless sensor network provides a real time and lifecycle
monitoring measures and the monitoring frequency of sensor nodes can be accommodated to
cater for different demand. Because of its reliability, flexibility and ease of deployment, wireless
sensor network is increasingly applied to structural health monitoring such as metro tunnel and
bridge monitoring (Stajano et al. 2010).
This paper presents an application of the WSN deformation mornitorng system of utility tunnel
in Shanghai. This paper is structed as follows. First, three-dimensional numerical analysis is used
to understand the key index for monitoring. The result shows the differential settlement and joint
deformation of utility tunnel sections are critical for the structural safety. Second, the WSN
monitoring system installation scheme and the data transmission route are presented. Finally, the
results of the differential settlement and deformation of the joint between two adjacent tunnel
elements are summarized and discussed.
2. Three dimensional FEM analysis
Before the installation of wireless sensor nodes, three dimensional FEM analysis is employed to
find the critical structure safety index and optimal sensor deployment scheme. The utility tunnel
project in this paper is 1,000 meters long, shallow buried in clay silt and located in Shanghai.
The whole utility tunnel is cast-in-place reinforced concrete box structure, buried in 2.65 meters
below ground surface. The cross section for the box is 5.7 meters in width and 4.85 meters in
height. The utility tunnel is divided into two compartments by a thin wall. Three dimensional
FEM analysis is done by commercial software ABAQUS. Five continue elements of utility
tunnel are simulated and one element of this utility tunnel is 28.8 meters long. The joint of two
adjacent elements is simulated by five centimeter stiffness degradation part. The joint stiffness is
set as ten percent of element stiffness. Constitutive model of concrete is assumed as curve
OBCD’ given in Fig.1(Saenz,1964; Zhang et al.2003) and the essential parameters of this model
is given in table 1. Mohr-Coulomb model is employed for soil and drained condition is assumed
in the analysis. The density, elastic modulus, cohesion and internal friction angle for soil
obtained from geotechnical survey report are 18.9 kN/m3, 5.0MPa, 5.0kPa and 25°, respectively.
Concrete grade
C55

Table 1. Parameters for concrete constitutive model

Density(g/cm3)
2.5

Fig.1. Constitutive model of concrete

E1 (MPa)
35495

Er (MPa)
592

σb (MPa)
25.3

υ

0.167

Fig.2. Differential settlement calculating model

As the utility tunnel is very shallow buried, the calculated joint deformation is no larger than
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0.01 millimeters. This indicates that the joint deformation is extremely small at normal load
condition without considering outside disturbance. Consequently, the outside disturbances such
as temperature effect, adjacent underground construction need special attention for monitoring.
Fig. 2 shows the longitudinal differential settlement calculating model based on the tunnel
inclination monitored by tilt sensor nodes. If the tilt sensors are close enough, then utility tunnel
between two tilt sensors can be assumed as rigid body approximately. Longitudinal deformation
of utility tunnel can be obtained according to Eq.(1).
𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

1

1

(1)

𝑤𝑤 = � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = � 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 )

S ettlement/mm

where w, wi, li,,θi,, αi, are cumulated longitudinal differential settlement, differential settlement of
rigid part i, the length of part i, the slope change of part i and the angle between axial of part i
and vertical direction, respectively.

1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9

Distance from model center/m

-80

-60

-40

-20

0

measured settlement from FEM
calculated settlement using Eq(1)

Fig. 3. Comparison between measured and calculated settlement

Five points in one tunnel element are chosen in the longitudinal direction to get cumulated
differential settlement in Eq.(1). Fig. 3 shows the comparison between calculated differential
settlement from Eq.(1) and the real differential settlement directly from FEM model. Fig. 3
illustrates that the proposed model of calculating tunnel differential settlement from slope change
is feasible.
3. Installation of wireless sensor network monitoring system
The wireless sensor network monitoring system was installed during operation stage. Six
wireless tilt sensor nodes and eight laser distance sensor nodes to measure the deformation of
utility tunnel are installed as a line shape wireless network. Two gateways are employed in two
compartments to collect and transfer the data to the server. Table 2 gives the specifications of
wireless tilt sensor node and wireless laser distance sensor node. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 exhibit the onsite installation of wireless tilt and laser distance sensor nodes inside the utility tunnel. Fig. 6,7
and 8 shows the installation scheme of wireless sensors in the WSN system from different
directions.
Table 2. Specifications of wireless sensor nodes

Sensor node

Measurement range

Tilt sensor node

X axis ±10°
Y axis ±10°

Precision Temperature precision
0.01°

2℃

Tilt
precision
/
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Laser distance
sensor node

0.05m~33m

Fig. 4. Wireless tilt sensor node

0.5mm

1℃

0.04°

Fig. 5. Wireless laser distance sensor node

Fig.6. Wireless sensors installation for one tunnel element Fig.7. Wireless sensors installation for tunnel sections

Fig. 8. Plain installation scheme of wireless sensors

4. Monitoring data analysis
The WSN monitoring system was installed in December, 2017 and the data acquisition
frequency was set one time per hour during tunnel operation stage. Joint deformation is the key
factor for water leakage problem of utility tunnel. Wireless laser distance sensor node was
installed near the joint to monitor the deformation. Fig. 9 shows that the tunnel element joint
deformation changed from tensile at the beginning to compression as the passage of time and
compression also seems to recover. The laser distance sensor node also obtained air temperature
data inside the utility tunnel plotted in Fig.10. Temperature drift error of wireless laser distance
sensor node is about 0.025mm/℃ from laboratory experiments. Correlation analysis was done
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between joint deformation and air temperature to evaluate the significance of temperature effect.
Table 3 gives the eight correlation coefficient calculated from eight laser distance sensor node
monitoring data. The eight correlation coefficient is all negative and the absolute values all
exceed 0.9. Linear regression analysis is another method to reveal the correlation. One case is
shown in Fig.11 calculated from sensor node L6. Both correlation coefficients and linear
regression analysis results indicate that the air temperature effect controls the element joint
deformation for shallow buried utility tunnel.
3

L1
L2
L3
L4

Joint deformation /mm

2
1
0
-1
-2

Joint deformation /mm

3

-3

L5

2

L6

1

L8

L7

0
-1
-2
-3

-4

Monitoring time

Monitoring time

30

3

25

2

Joint Deformation /mm

Air Temperature /℃

(a) Joint deformation monitored from L1 to L4
(b) Joint deformation monitored from L5 to L8
Fig. 9. Tunnel element joint deformation monitored by laser diastance sensor node
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5
0

y = -0.323x + 5.1044
R² = 0.9715

1
0
-1

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

-2
-3

Temperature /℃

Monitoring time

Fig. 10. Air temperature inside the utility tunnel

Fig. 11. Regression anlysis bewtween joint
deformation and air temperature monitored by L6

Table 3. Correlation coefficient between joint deformation and air temperature

Correlation coefficient
L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

-0.968

-0.966

-0.938

-0.915

-0.967

-0.986

-0.965

-0.926

Results of longitudinal differential settlement obtained from wireless tilt sensors are given in Fig.
12. Fig.12(a) gives the differential settlement distribution along longitudinal direction on July 14,
2018. Fig.12(b) shows the longitudinal differential settlement between tunnel element 11 and 14
increases rapidly from June 25. The rising underground water table due to rainy season in
Shanghai from June to July partly accounts for the rapid increase of differential settlement. The
rising underground water table can possibly uplift some of the tunnel elements but this should be
confirmed with detailed underground water table data near the utility tunnel.
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(a)Differential settlement along longitudinal direction (b)Differential settlement between Element 10 and Element 14
Fig. 12. Tunnel longitudinal differential settlement calculated by tunnel inclination

5 Conclusion
From what has been discussed above, conclusion can be reasonably arrived at that WSN system
is applicable in utility tunnel health monitoring and main deformation characteristics of utility
tunnel are captured. Tunnel element joint deformation are controlled by temperature effect and
can be monitored by wireless laser distance sensor node. Tunnel differential settlement can be
monitored by a group of wireless tilt sensor nodes.
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Abstract
In civil engineering, an efficient and economic foundation is essential to ensure the long-term
integrity of structures. Driven ductile piles enable a safe and quick solution for foundations, which
can be individually customized to changing soil conditions. To investigate the interaction between
the pile and the soil, geotechnical load tests on a small subset of piles are performed at large
construction sites to examine the bearing capacity for optimization purposes. It is state of the art
to measure arising deformations during these tests at the top of the pile using electrical sensors,
which, however, do not deliver information about the strain distribution along the pile.
In recent years, we developed a fiber optic monitoring concept, which provides distributed strain
measurements along driven piles with a high spatial resolution of 10 millimeters. Due to the high
measurement precision of about 1 µm/m, local effects in the load transfer from the pile to the grout
material and the surrounding soil (e.g. evolving cracks in the grout) can be detected immediately.
This paper reports about our experiences in the critical sensor installation and presents results of
various field tests, which we performed within the last five years, covering different soils and pile
lengths up to 14 m. Verification measurements at the top of the pile using electric displacement
transducers as well as internal pointwise measurements of strain gauges prove the suitability of the
developed monitoring concept and demonstrate the high potential of distributed fiber optic sensing
for applications in soil mechanics.
1. Introduction
In order to provide the long-term integrity of the construction, an efficient and economic
foundation is a critical aspects in civil engineering. Driven ductile piles enable a safe and quick
solution in foundation engineering as the pile length can be individually adjusted to changing soil
conditions. On large construction sites, hundreds of piles may be installed and geotechnical load
tests are usually performed on a small set of piles to optimize the pile length and to proof the
bearing capacity. It is state of the art to measure the arising deformations during these tests at the
pile head using electrical sensors, which only deliver an average displacement over the entire
length. However, in reality the load transfer from the pile to the soil is not uniform and thus, new
sensing techniques are required to derive the load distribution along the pile. For that reason, pile
testing using distributed fiber optic sensors (DFOS) has gained more interests in recent years, see
e.g. Monsberger et al. (2016) or Pelecanos et al. (2018).
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Over the last five years, our institute (Institute of Engineering Geodesy and Measurement Systems,
IGMS) has developed a DFOS approach, which enables strain measurements with a high spatial
resolution of 10 millimeters along driven ductile piles. DFOS are advantageous as the fiber itself
acts as the sensitive element. Therefore, thousands of measurement points can be realized using a
single fiber optic sensing cable, which massively reduces the sensor installation effort compared
to electric in-situ sensors used in geotechnical applications. Nevertheless, a fragile optical fiber is
used for sensing purposes and thus, reliable installation techniques had to be found, which protect
the glass fiber during installation and also fit to the pile construction process.
This paper reports about our experiences in ductile pile testing using distributed fiber optic sensors.
In the following, we shortly describe the basic setup of the DFOS system and introduce the critical
sensor installation process during the pile construction. Moreover, results of various field tests in
different soils are presented and finally, the suitability of the developed sensing concept as well as
further research aspects are discussed.
2. Fiber Optic Measurement System and Sensor Calibration
Due to harsh environments on site, robust sensing cables are required to protect the optical fiber
in geotechnical applications. IGMS normally uses prefabricated sensing cables from Solifos AG
(Switzerland) to measure strain along the piles. Fig. 1a depicts the setup of two cable types, which
are especially developed for sensing in concrete or grout material. The optical fiber is protected by
a metal tube (type V3 and V9) or even by a special steel armoring (type V3), why they show good
resistance against mechanical impacts. The outer surface of both cables is structured to provide a
solid connection with the surrounding grout material. Furthermore, all layers of the cables are
interlocked to ensure a reliable strain transfer from the outer sheath to the sensitive glass fiber core.
Monsberger et al. (2017) summarize further information about other strain sensing cables from
Solifos AG. Since almost the entire pile is covered by soil material, temperature influences on the
optical fiber can be neglected over the relatively short testing period. In other applications,
especially in long term-monitoring, an additional sensing fiber, which is not influenced by strain,
may be installed to eliminate temperature effects.
Our investigations are focused on pile lengths between 10 m and 20 m and thus, an optical
backscatter reflectometer (OBR) from Luna Innovations Inc. is used for sensing. The measurement
principle is based on optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR), which enables distributed
measurements with a very high resolution of 1 µm/m (Luna Innovations Inc., 2018) and a spatial
resolution of 10 mm or even better. The sensing range is however limited to 75 meters. Further
information about the optical network may be found in e.g. Soller et al. (2005).
Analogous to conventional sensors, a sensor characteristic curve is required to derive strain values
from the raw measurement quantity (e.g. wavelength, frequency or intensity of backscattered
signal). Nevertheless, manufacturers of fiber optic sensing cables often do not provide own
calibration parameters and refer to literature values instead, which might result in errors of several
percent, see e.g. Moser et al. (2016). IGMS developed a unique calibration facility (Woschitz et
al., 2015), which enables high precise, fully automatic calibration of strain sensors with lengths up
to 30 m under stable laboratory conditions. Prior to the field measurements, individual calibrations
of several samples of the sensing cables were carried out to reliably determine the frequency-strain
relation. Results of various calibrations of different sensing cables for geotechnical applications
are shown in Monsberger et al. (2017).
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Fig. 1: (a) Structure of strain sensing cables from Solifos AG: Type V9 (left) and type V3 (right) with
(I) strain sensing single mode fiber ( 250 µm), (II) multi-layer buffer with strain transfer layer, (III) metal
tube, (IV) polyamide protection layer, (V) special steel armoring and (VI) polyamide outer sheath;
(b) Pile driving process; (b) Installation of fiber optic sensing cables along ductile piles

3. Pile Construction and Sensor Installation
The “Keller Ductile Pile” (KDP) is an example for commonly used driven ductile piles. One single
pile element has a length of 5 m, a diameter between 118 mm and 170 mm and a wall thickness
between 7.5 mm and 13 mm. The first pile element is equipped with a driving shoe and pushed
into the ground using a hydraulic quick impact hammer, see Fig. 1b. The next element is inserted
into a conical collar (pile coupling) at the upper end of the first one. The elements become
frictionally engaged due to the hydraulic hammer impacts during the further driving process. The
pile can be variably extended to its final length, where it reaches a load-bearing soil layer. KDPs
are basically compression-grouted, which means that the driving shoe has a slightly larger diameter
than the pile. While driving the pile, the shoe compresses the surrounding soil material and a cavity
is formed, which is instantly filled with grout. After the grout is cured, it forms a rigid connection
with the surrounding ground and contributes to the bearing capacity of the pile.
The hydraulic hammer generates accelerations of up to 1800 m/s2 during the pile construction and
extremely harsh conditions (e.g. loose gravel) are prevalent for the optical sensing fiber. Our
installation experiences show that selected cables from Solifos AG are robust enough to withstand
the environmental impacts if the cable is reliably attached to the pile and additionally protected in
critical areas, e.g. at the pile couplings. Moreover, a quick and solid installation method had to be
found, which does not disturb the pile construction process. Laboratory tests, in which various
mounting techniques were investigated, pointed out that attaching the cable using special collar
clamps (Fig. 1c) is sufficient to ensure a fixed position of the cable during the driving. In the end,
the structured surface of the sensing cables forms a rigid bond with the surrounding grout material.
4. Static Load Tests and Measurement Results
The bearing capacity of compression-grouted piles basically depends on a combination of the shaft
friction and the toe resistance. These quantities are determined in static load tests, in which either
tension or compression is applied to the pile. Usually, the shaft friction is not uniform along the
pile and varies depending on the prevalent soil conditions in different depths. The developed DFOS
sensing system enables the localization of variations in the strain distribution along the pile and
therefore gives new insights in the load transfer from the pile to the soil.
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As an example for measurement results in tension tests, so called pull-out tests, Fig. 2 depicts the
strain profiles measured by the DFOS system along various ductile piles in different soils. The
different, heterogeneous strain distributions impressively demonstrate that the load transfer from
the pile to the soil, and therefore the shaft friction, varies depending on the prevalent soil conditions.
Test results in uniform soil with fine sand and gravel (Fig. 2a) display an inhomogeneous strain
distribution with almost equidistantly spaced peaks. It is assumed that these peaks can be related
to cracks in the grout material, which arise at higher load steps due to the progressive failure of
the grout material (Monsberger et. al., 2017). No strain peaks are visible in higher depths at the
highest load step. This means that the shaft friction of the pile does not fail at the maximum load
of 1000 kN. The DFOS system enables an exact detection of the range of this area, which probably
could lead to an optimization of the pile lengths at the construction site.
The strain values in other soils in Fig. 2b and Fig.2c display a different pattern in comparison to
the strain profiles in the homogenous soil in Fig. 2a. Especially in the mixed soil consisting of silt
and clay (Fig. 2b), sections with almost no strain (e.g. 3.5 to 6.5 m) and also extremely high strain
peaks (e.g. 3 m) are visible. These local effects are caused by varying conditions of the low loadbearing soil as well as transition zones between different soil layers and can be related to soil
samples of core drills nearby.

Fig. 2: Strain profiles measured by the fiber optic sensing system along various ductile piles in different soils
during pull-out tests: (a) Fine sand and gravel; (b) Silt and clay; (c) Clay and gravel

To verify the DFOS results, the strain values along the pile can be integrated from the bottom point
to the pile head and compared to the measurements of the conventional linear variable distance
transducers (LVDT). The comparisons between these independent sensing methods (not shown in
this paper) basically depict a good agreement in shape and magnitude in all field tests. Larger
hysteresis effects are however visible in the LVDT data in loading cycles, when the pile is released.
Since the LVDTs can be confirmed by total station measurements, these effects may be caused by
an absolute movement of the pile, which - of course - cannot be captured by the DFOS system.
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Fig. 3: Comparison between internal electrical and fiber optic strain measurements along the pile:
(a) Positions of sensors; (b) Mean strain profiles derived from DFOS sensing cables; (c) Strain profiles
measured by strain gages along the installed rebar

In order to compare the DFOS results to an independent in-situ measurement method, strain gauges
may be installed along the pile. The installation of these electrical sensors along the outer sheath
of the pile is however challenging due to extreme impacts acting on the pile during the construction.
Therefore, a reinforcement bar was used in one pile test, on which seven strain gauges were applied
in different depths. After installation of the pile, the reinforcement bar was inserted into the grout
material in the center of the pile (see Fig. 3a).
The instrumented pile was investigated within a compression test. To avoid effects related to
curvature because of the non-centric position of the optical fibers, four optical sensing cables were
mounted in different positions around the pile. The average strain profile of all fibers at each load
step is shown in Fig. 3b. These profiles depict a uniform increase of the negative strain level with
increasing load. Furthermore, the negative strain decreases from the pile head, where the load is
applied, to the pile toe. Anomalies in the strain profiles at the pile head and at the pile coupling in
a depth of about 4 m are related to, among others, an additional protection of the sensing cables at
these positions, why the arising strain might be not completely transferred to the sensing cables.
Except these areas, the shape of the measured values of the strain gauges in Fig. 3c show rather
good agreement to the fiber optic measurement results. Deviations might be related to the different
position of the sensors, slight inhomogeneities in the grout material or the undefined position of
the rebar inside the pile and thus bending effects, which can be captured effectively only by the
DFOS sensing approach due to the distributed sensing capabilities.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown a monitoring concept based on DFOS, which enables distributed
strain measurements along driven ductile piles. To ensure the integrity of the optical fiber during
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the pile construction and monitoring in the harsh field environment, robust sensing cables and
reliable installation techniques were found. The results of various field tests demonstrate the high
potential of the DFOS system, which delivers information that cannot be measured using other
techniques, especially due to the high spatial resolution of about 10 mm.
Tests in various soils have shown that the prevalent soil conditions can be related to the measured
strain distribution. Local strain effects along the pile also correlate to soil samples of core drills
nearby the installed pile. Moreover, the results of the DFOS system agree with measurements of
electrical distance transducers at the pile head as well as internal pointwise strain gauges along an
additionally installed reinforcement bar.
Future research will be especially focused on the interaction of the sensing cable and the
surrounding grout material. As a result of the protection layers of the sensing cables, the measured
profiles depict an integrative, smoothed strain response. Detailed laboratory investigations are
planned to analyze these effects and to possibly determine effective crack widths in the grout.
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Abstract
Acoustic wire break detection methodology for bridge components has been in use for 20 years.
In most cases, it has been proven extremely effective. However, there are still basic concerns
with longevity, reliability and detection sensitivity. We report on a new approach using fiberoptic sensors that could be very competitive in performance with existing approaches, while also
offering greater reliability and a lower cost of deployment. This approach uses high sensitivity
acoustic sensors that are capable of readily detecting and locating cable strand break events,
while also monitoring low frequency signals that could provide additional information about
bridge safety.
1. Introduction
Acoustic monitoring is used to detect high energy wire breaks within tendons, cable stays or
suspension cables [Lembersky et. al. (2012)]. A new technology using fiber optic acoustic
sensors, called Echo-AE, figure 2, show great promise as new approach for detecting and
locating these events. This measurement modality offers several key advantages over the
existing state of the art. There are no copper wires connecting the sensors, only fiber optic cable.
This cable is much lighter weight than conductive cable and is also completely immune to
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and lighting strikes. Using a spread-spectrum method
several sensors can be daisy chained on a single fiber channel, and up to 128 such sensors can be
measured using a Helios single optical interrogation system. We report on successful tests that
have been performed on multiple bridges, demonstrating viability for this technology in this use
case.
The sensors used in this work are completely passive, fiber-coupled devices that can be
interrogated using standard off the shelf measurement equipment. Both the sensors and the
interrogator are provided by Structural Monitoring Solutions. The interrogation system used can
acquire data at up to 5 kHz. Conventional acoustic emission (AE) sensors used for wire break
detection operate with a much higher bandwidth. We show test results that clearly indicate that
high impulse events generate sufficient energy within this lower bandwidth to be detected with
these new sensors with a high signal to noise ratio, so the reduced bandwidth does not affect the
utility of this measurement approach.
2. Site Tests
The first test and demonstration of this sensing technology was performed on a 30 m long bridge
near Utica, New York. For this test, we attached three sensors to one of the outward facing
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vertical surfaces of the bridge, one at each end and one near the middle. A center-center punch
generated simulated wire-break (SWB) events on the top surface of the bridge, next to the
roadway. From experience of the authors, it is known that actual wire-break events are typically
much larger in amplitude than those generated by the center-punch.

Figure 1. (Left) The measured acceleration response at on sensor for a nearby simulated wire break event. (Right) The
processed signal that is used to determine the time of arrival and the total detected energy in the event.

The sensors respond to acceleration of the surface they are mounted to. Figure 1 shows a
waveform that was captured from a nearby SWB. Our data acquisition system automatically
detects these events by squaring the signal and integrating this over a characteristic pulse length
using a digital filter. The resulting pulse from this signal processing is shown in the plot on the
right of Figure 1.
In this test, we wanted to verify that we could accurately determine the location of events by
measuring the time of arrival of the impulse at each sensor. We generated SWB events every
two feet along the length of the bridge. Figure 3 shows the resulting differences in the time of
arrival that were measured for each such event. Our approach to determining time of arrival was
the use of a very simple algorithm that can operate in real time. In this first test we found that we
could readily achieve a location resolution of a few feet. Figure 4 shows the total detected energy
at one sensor for these events. At the furthest extent of the bridge, the SWB events were still
detected with better than 10 dB above the background noise floor, while the closest events had a
signal to noise ratio (SNR) near 40 dB.

Figure 2. Echo-AETM fiber optic acoustic sensor on rail structure with internal tendon and pre-stressed box bridge
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Figure 3. The differences in time
of arrival for the SWB event at the
respective sensor locations. Tau 1
is the time difference between
detections at the sensor located at
0 feet and the sensor in the middle
of the bridge at 47 feet. Tau 2 is
the time difference between
detections at the sensor at 93 feet
and the sensor in the middle of the
bridge. The respective Tau values
are only meaningful in the range
between the two sensors. The time
arrival was determined using a
very simple algorithm. New work
on this algorithm show results
within a few inches.

Figure 4. The measured
energy of the simulated wire
break events, in units of dB
relative to the background
noise floor.

Our next test site was a new commuter train bridge, figure 6. In this test, the sensors were
mounted to the roof of the access tunnel that runs under the bridge surface. Two sensors were
mounted 70 feet apart. Our SNR measurements were comparable to what we previously
observed, but the controlled conditions within the tunnel helped to make more reproducible SWB
event impulses, and we were able to demonstrate a tighter distribution on the measured locations
of the events. However, it was determined after the measurement that one of the sensors had
been mounted to a section of concrete that was not adequately coupled to the bridge structure,
reducing the signal level observed at that sensor by approximately 15 dB. At long distances, this
resulted in a very low signal to noise ratio, indicated by the large error in the time of arrival for
events at the furthest distance from this sensor.
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Figure 5. The measured time differences for detections at two sensors placed 70 feet apart. Large errors were seen at the
furthest extent due to the sensor located at zero feet being mounted in a non-optimal location that had reduced mechanical
coupling to the bridge supports.

Our final test was performed on a local public transit bridge in Atlanta, Georgia. The goal of this
test was to determine the capability of the sensors to detect events in the presence of rail traffic.
Figure 7 shows a waveform of several center-punch events generated 25 feet away from a sensor,
while a train passed directly overhead. The filtered pulses are easily detectable in the presence
of the train. The spectrogram in Figure shows how there is significant separation in the
frequency domain, enabling straightforward discrimination between the broadband impulses and
the train-induced vibrations.

Figure 6. Atlanta Rail Bridge, Sensors detected six simulated wire breaks during high-speed train passing overhead
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Figure 7. Measurement of simulated wire break events in the presence of train traffic on the bridge immediately above the
sensor. (Left) The raw acceleration signal. (Right) The processed signal used for event detection.

Figure 8. Time resolved spectrogram of the waveform from 6 (left), showing how the broadband disturbances of the simulated
wire breaks can be readily discriminated from the noise induced by the train.

The ability to detect wire breaks in post-tensioned structures is very valuable on its own. These
sensors, however, offer the ability to detect other meaningful vibrations, as well as the acoustic
signals. The Echo-AE sensors used for this testing can also measure vibration from near DC to
above 2 kHz, with a noise floor near 50 µg/Hz1/2, and peak signal of >2.5g. At low frequencies,
the sensors have an increased dynamic range due to the nature of the optical measurement,
resulting in greater than 10g total range below 50 Hz. This means they can be used to accurately
measure strong seismic motion in bridges and civil structures. In addition, vibration signatures
can reveal information about the vehicles that are traveling on the bridge, which can be used to
identify potential mechanical problems before there is a safety issue.
Other sensor models in the same class have a sensitivity that is 40x greater than this, and so they
can be used for the detection of much smaller signals. These sensors are well suited to directly
measure the natural vibration modes of bridges and civil structures, as well as medium-range
seismic sensing. Monitoring changes in vibration modes can reveal additional information about
the structural integrity and aging of the structure.
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3. Conclusions
The results discussed herein demonstrate the viability for fiber optic sensors to detect and locate
wire break events in bridge structures. This approach offers multiple benefits that can reduce the
total cost of deployment for a system dedicated to making this measurement. It is also expected
that the passive nature of these devices will result in fewer failure modes in comparison to the
existing state of the art sensors that are currently in use. We are performing ongoing testing to
confirm this hypothesis.
This optical sensing method has additional benefits as well. The same Helios interrogation
system, that is used to monitor the acoustic sensors can also be used to monitor many other fiber
optic sensors capable of measuring strain, temperature, or displacement with accuracies that rival
their electrical counterparts [Quintana et. al. (2016),
Tia et. al. (2017), Haber et. al. (2013)]. With a single
system, it is possible to simultaneously acquire data
from hundreds of optical sensors. When all of these
factors are combined, a coherent monitoring solution
that is based entirely upon fiber optic sensing is
economically and technically favorable to other
technologies.
Next step for this project will be to deploy more than
200 sensors in Honolulu for a 20-year installation on
an electric train. This application would not be
possible without the Echo-AE sensor. The electric
train’s 3rd rail generates high-energy RFI bursts and a
PZT coaxial sensor cable would detect this as a false
wire break, triggering costly inspections. This
application, Figure 9 will be over a distances of 6.3
mile Installation is expected to commence in mid
2019.
Figure 9. 6.3-mile section of Honolulu Rail Bridge
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Abstract
Distributed optical fiber sensor based on brilliouin scattering can monitoring the strain and
temperture along the optical fiber. It is applable for health monitoring of linnear structure such as
submarine pipeline, bridge, tunel and so on. However, the large-scale foundation engineering
under constructing, the optical fiber embedded on the surface of structure would be destroyed by
other cross activities. Embedding the optical fiber into concrete not only provides a safe
circumstance but also record the inner strain field. In this paper, a new optical fiber sensor
embedded method based on air-blowing and vacuum grouting is introduced which can lay the
long distance distributed optical fiber (LEOFS) into the structure in a short time. The strain
transferring capability from concrete to optical fiber is tested by indoor expermental, and also the
model for sensors designed is established. One on-site cases are introduced, the LEOFS was
embedded into concrete of secondary lining by air-blowing and vacuum grouting and recorded
the stress field real-time.
1. Introduction
Due to the change of external environment and the deterioration of material, decline of
structural health status become an important issue. In order to give warnings of an abnormal state
or accident at an early stage, structural health monitoring (SHM) has become an area of keen
interest for research and application. Housner (1997) found that structural health monitoring
refers to the use of in-situ, nondestructive sensing and analysis system of structural
characteristics, for the purpose of detecting changes, may be used for indicating damage or
degradation. The distributed optical fiber sensor based on Brillouin scattering (BOTDA) not only
possesses the common advantages of optical fiber sensor, but also has the characteristic of
distributed monitoring. The optical fiber acts as sensor and signal transmission medium at the
same time, no redundant connecting wires are needed to form monitoring nets. Therefore, it is
quite convenient for large-scale structural health monitoring, such as dam, tunnel, bridge, slope,
etc. However, many researchers like Minardo (2015), Nazarian (2016), Fan (2019) and Bao(2017)
found that the optical fiber sensors involved in those projects were bonded on the surface of
structures. It is not a safe and stable way to ensure optical fiber sensors run for the whole life of
civil engineering infrastructure, because the sensors on the surface may be damaged by chemical
attacking, mechanical impacting, material deterioration or even man-made interference.
In this paper, a novel embedding method for long-distance optical fiber sensors was
developed based on air-blowing and vacuum grouting technique. The long-distance embedded
optical fiber sensor (LEOFS) was installed into concrete by three main steps: embedding tube of
small diameter at the desired position; applying air-blowing technique to lay optical fiber into the
pre-installed tubes; utilizing vacuum grouting technique to fix optical fiber tightly inside the tube1077
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An experiment to simulate this embedding process was carried out. The results showed that the
one-time maximum laying length could reach to 500m. Therefore, once all tubes had been
embedded into concrete during construction, the installation even the replacement or update of
the LEOFS could be easily operated. In order to learn the performance of the LEOFS, static
loading tests were applied to reinforced concrete beams containing embedded LEOFS. One onsite cases are introduced, the LEOFS was embedded into concrete of secondary lining by airblowing and vacuum grouting and recorded the stress field real-time.
2. Background technology
2.1 Distributed optical fiber sensing technolog
The interaction between incident light waves and acoustic phonons in optical fiber generates
Brillouin scattered light as backscattered light, it propagates along the direction opposite to the
incident light waves. When there are strain or temperature variations, the Brillouin frequency
will shift. Kwon (2003) developed the relationship among strain, temperature and Brillouin
frequency:
dv (T )
dv ( )
vB ( , T )  B
T  B 
(1)
dT
d
The Brillouin frequency shift vB ( , T ) has a relationship with temperature change ( T )
and strain variation (  ) respectively at the same time, but there is no coupling between them.
Free optical fiber sensor without any bonding to structure can be used as temperature
compensation sensor, it can eliminate the influence of temperature on strain monitoring.
2.2 Air-blowing technique
Mao (2010) noticed fabrication of the LEOFS is based on air-blowing and vacuum grouting,
the LEOFS had been applied to a tunnel health monitoring by authors. Cassidy (1986) developed
the air-blowing technique for the installation of optical fiber was introduced in the 1980s. The
small size and the light weight of fibers make it possible for them to be installed in tubes using
compressed air. Researchers proved that there was no harmful influence on optical fiber during
installation. As a kind of mature technique in communication engineering, Griffioen (2006) put
forward the theory of software for estimating the maximum installation length in different
situations.
Minh (2007) noticed that grouting is an important step in post-tensioned concrete
construction, which is used for protecting pre-stressed tendon from corrosion. The vacuum
grouting technique not only enhances grout’s compactness, but also increases the grouting length.
In order to ensure fiber sensor inside the tubes can sense structural strain, the internal space
between fiber and tube must be filled tightly. The vacuum grouting technique can achieve this
purpose to form the LEOFS.
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2.3

Fabrication of the LEOFS

Due to the fact that segmental concrete casting is always needed to avoid large volume
concrete construction, more connectors are needed to link all tubes in concrete together to form
air-blowing network. Therefore, unlike optical fiber communication, the resistances like loss of
air pressure and unevenness between tubes caused by the connectors will increase the difficulty
of air-blowing for long-distance installation. The simulation experiment found that the velocity
keeps at a high level above 50m/min before 300m, and then the speed decreased as length
increasing. In order to make laying length of the LEOFS longer than 500 meters, the optical fiber
exited at the end of one segmental tube can be laid into the following segmental tube. Therefore
the total length of the LEOFS’s installation can be reached to several kilometers without any
splicing.
3. Health diagnosis and evaluation for tunnel
3.1 Monitoring network of tunnel
The design of fiber monitoring network should take quality of surrounding rock, stress level
of lining, operability of installation and economy into consideration. The distance between
distributed optical fiber sensors laid along full section depend on the grade of surrounding rocks,
that are respectively 5m, 10m and 20m for Ⅴ, Ⅳ and Ⅲ grade rock. Due to the complicated
stress characteristics near tunnel portal, the distance are adjusted to 5m within 100m length from
the portal. The spatial resolution of equipment is 0.5m, which benefits the monitor so much.
There are 63 monitoring sections distributed along the tunnel. The sensors are buried into
concrete of the vaults, hances and side walls. It is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Fiber net for health monitoring

Before fiber laying, the micro-tubes are installed into concrete by fixing to the embedded
parts which are 25cm from secondary lining surface, all the micro-tubes are connected together
by tube connector in embedded box. After completing every segment’s grouting, the pressure
need be held for a while to ensure the compactness of grouting. Because the brillouin measured
by BOTDA has linear relationship respectively with strain and temperature, so optical fibers
used to temperature compensation are laid in the portal and middle of tunnel distributed around
the whole section, and also loose tube optical fiber are laid along the length of tunnel as
temperature compensation fiber.
3.2 Initial stress field
Due to space limitations, taking section ZK53 +330 as an example to show the process of
establishing the initial stress field. The data acquisition of the monitoring section began from
March when the sensors were buried into concrete, and ended in September when the whole
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project finished. The test frequency was set to two times one days in the beginning, and reduced
as time passing. There are total 26 times during the whole monitoring process. The data read
from earth pressure cells and strain meters are shown in figure 4 and figure 5.
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Figure 4 Secondary lining rock pressure
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Figure 5 Secondary lining concrete stress

It can be found that the pressures imposed on the secondary lining increase with tine, as
well as the concrete stress of secondary lining. The two are both increasing obviously at an early
age, as time passing they are going to stability. The pressure obtained by traditional sensors are
point-wise, however they can present the general distribution of rock pressure.
3.3 Time-varying stress field
Because of the complexity and randomness of rock pressure, it is difficult to determine the
most dangerous sections along the tunnel and the weakest position around the section. It is
impossible for traditional point-wise sensors to monitor the whole section all along the tunnel.
The distributed optical fiber can overcome the disadvantage and avoid missed detection. The
BOTDA measures all collection points’ strain and temperature along the distributed optical fiber
embedded into concrete. It is convenient to correspond optical fiber to concrete by heating or
imposing tension to the redundant fiber in anchor point. As an example, the redundant optical
fibers in section ZK+190 were pulled, the on-site layout and test results are shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7. The obvious tensile stress are quite useful to location.
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Figure 6 Layout of fiber position

Figure 7 Fiber positioning results

The optical fiber laid into micro-tubes by air-blowing and grouting is tight buffer fiber with
3mm thick jacket whose elastic modulus is much more smaller than concrete(nearly 1/10 times).
Li (2005) found that the difference lead to strain disagreement between structure and optical
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fiber. Therefore, experiment need to be carried to calibrate the embedded optical fibers. The
calibrate experiments indicated that all the optical fibers can measure the strain without failure
during the entire experiment. Due to the influence of 3mm thick jacket, the strain values
measured by optical fibers are smaller than those of electrical gauges, anywhere they have a
good relativity. The relationship between optical fibers and electrical strain gauge are established
by method of least square.
Tensile optical fiber:
Compression optical fiber:

R2=0.9964
R2=0.9633

y=1.0709x+42.209
y=0.9182x-13.504

(2)
(3)

3.4 Health diagnosis and evaluation
The most common diseases of secondary lining are concrete cracking and leaking. They not
only affect safety, durability and function of tunnel, but also give rise to other types of diseases.
The long-term true stress field which obtained by adding initial stress field to time-varying stress
field can be used to judge whether the concrete stress had arrived to cracking or crushing stress.
The initial stress filed of ZK53+330 section is obtained using traditional sensors and finite
element analysis. The time-varying stress field is respectively measured in October 5th,
November 15th and January 21th. Then the true stress field are plotted in Figure 8.
1
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Figure 8 Stress filed of section ZK53+330

From the monitoring results, the stress of secondary lining do not have any significant
variety. The range of stress are from -6MPa to 0.4MPa which have not met with cracking or
crushing stress, so ZK53+330 section is running at the health state. All the other sections with
traditional sensors can be diagnosed as ZK53+330 section. Due to the statistical characteristics of
time-varying stress filed, they can be used to evaluate and predict the life-cycle stability of tunnel.
The time series analysis method is efficient to analyze the data with change tendency. The tunnel
is currently still in construction stage, it is difficult to evaluated the stability of tunnel without
adequate monitoring date due to the bad environment.
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5. Conclusion
An increasing number of tunnel diseases have been appearing due to operating age,
geological conditions and other factors. The BOTDA is particularly interesting for the life-cycle
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health monitoring of tunnel which overcome the disadvantage of point-wise, off-line monitoring
and can avoid missed detection. In this paper, distributed optical fibers are embedded into
concrete of secondary lining by air-blowing and vacuum grouting. The calibration experiments
show that the embedded optical fiber can measure concrete strain accurately. The initial stress
field and time-varying stress field are established respectively of secondary lining established by
using traditional sensors and finite element analysis, and by monitoring strain of distributed
optical fibers. The long-term true stress field which used to diagnose secondary lining is
calculated by adding initial stress field to time-varying stress field.
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Abstract
It is a big step forward in asphalt pavement design, construction and maintenance technologies in
China, since the alligator and net-shaped cracking dominated pavement premature failures have
been well controlled. However, the increasing of rutting and reflected cracking dominated
premature failure proves that the problem has not been totally solved. Due to the complexity of
the characteristics of asphalt materials, such as viscoelasticity, temperature sensitivity, material
composition uncertainty and aging effects, the performance of HMA mixture in pavement
structure is hard to be predicted. This paper introduces our research on developing large-scale
pavement structural performance monitoring tools for understanding the mechanism of pavement
diseases. Optical fiber sensing techniques have been adopted to develop pavement structural
cracking and continuous deformation monitoring sensors.
Keywords: Performance evaluation, optical fiber, structural performance monitoring, pavement
1. Introduction
It is a big step forward in asphalt pavement design, construction and maintenance technologies in
China, since the alligator and net-shaped cracking dominated pavement premature failure has
been well controlled. However, the increasing of rutting and reflected cracking dominated
premature failure has proved that the problem has not been totally solved. Due to the complexity
of the characteristics of asphalt materials, such as viscoelasticity, temperature sensitivity, and
aging effects, the performance of HMA mixture in pavement structure is hard to be predicted.
Since most parts of the pavement structure are covered, most of the current performance
predictions are through material lab tests and numerical simulations (Solanki and Zaman 2014; Ji
et al. 2015). Pavement structure suffers the coupling interactions of the external causes including
different traffic loading, temperature, hydrology, geology et al. and the internal causes including
material, structural et al. During the long service life, the pavement structural status is also
changing continuously. The simplified testing condition often cannot reflect the performance of
the material in real pavement structure under the effect of multi field coupling.
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Embedding sensors can provide real time structural performance data with relatively high
accuracy (Sargand 2002). The harsh working environment and unique characteristics of
pavement structure, especially asphalt pavement structure, require the sensors to endure high
temperature (up to 160 C
̊ ), moisture, high compaction force, repeated heavy loading, etc. and
have large coverage. Most of the traditional sensors for other civil structures cannot be used for
pavement structure directly.
This paper introduces our research on developing pavement structural performance monitoring
sensors. Optical fiber sensing techniques have been adopted to developed pavement structural
cracking and continuous deformation monitoring. Lab and field tests have been carried out to
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed sensors.
2. Optical Fiber Sensing Techniques
The advantages of optical fiber sensors, such as small size, high accuracy, low cost, distributed
large coverage, reliable durability, etc., make them a good choice for long term pavement health
monitoring (Zhou et al. 2011). However, bare optical fiber is vulnerable to shear stress, and
therefore, encapsulation is needed before application. Due to the difference of material
mechanical properties, the packaging material will increase the complexity of analyzing strain
transfer from host material to the sensor core. For asphalt pavement materials with lower elastic
modulus than optical fiber, this problem is more severe. Besides, the sensing system should be
well designed in order to capture information of major damage modes (rutting, cracking, etc.)
that distributed uncertainly.
As the most popular sensors with big application potential at the end of the 20th century, optical
fiber based sensing techniques have many different types and their functions also differ a lot.
FBG and BOTDA/R are the most typical ones. For FBG based sensing technique, gratings on a
single-mode optical fiber are made by laterally exposing its core to a periodic pattern of intense
ultraviolet light. FBG can measure the strain of the optical fiber by detecting the change of the
Bragg wavelength transmitting in the fiber (Liu et al. 2015). The low cost and almost absolute
measurement are the distinguishing properties of FBG based sensors.
The distributed Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis /Reflectometry (BOTDA/R) technique
can realize the simultaneous measurement of hundreds of thousand points, other than the
common advantages of optical fiber sensors (Shimizu et al. 1993). Through many years of
development, the measuring range and spatial resolution of BOTDA/R technique have been
notably improved. The measuring range has increased from several kilometers to hundreds of
kilometers and the spatial resolution has been increased from one meter to centimeter level
(Dong et al. 2012).
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3. Pavement Structural Performance Monitoring Sensors
3.1 Pavement Structure Shape Measurement Sensor Based on FBG Sensing Technique
It is often hard to measure the substructure settlement after the construction of a pavement
structure. This situation cannot be notice until damage has been reflected to the surface course.
The shape measurement concept can be adopted to reflect substructure settlement information.
However, due to the long size of pavement structure and uncertainty of damage location, local
structure shape measurement cannot fulfill the requirement. Conventional FBG is not suitable for
bending curvature measurement directly. It is feasible to use medium material to transfer host
material shape change to FBG measured strain change. A shape measurement sensor for
pavement structure has been designed based on this concept (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 Large-scale layer shape measurement sensor design
The curvature measurement resolution of the proposed sensor has been tested in lab by
examining fixed curvatures through two approaches. The first one is only using the core element
of the sensor (without passing into the cable armour) to bend with fixed curvatures and the
second one is using the entire sensor to measure fixed curvatures (Fig. 2). Another free FBG
sensor has been used during data collection for temperature compensation. Five curvatures have
been selected for the testing. These curvatures have been tested several times and the differences
among each time of testing are not obvious. In this paper, the data for both the sensor core tests
and entire sensor tests with the lowest temperature influence (less than 10 με within each time of
tests) have been selected for demonstration. The comparisons of the test results are listed in
Table 1.
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Table 1 Comparisons of test results.
Curvature
Curvature
Strain without cable
Radius (mm)
armour (με)

Strain with cable armour
(με)

500

0.002

-246.7

-148.3

250

0.004

10

0.8

166.7

0.006

309.2

299.2

125

0.008

573.3

594.2

100

0.01

871.7

825.8

Figure 2 Sensor accuracy test
The proposed sensor has been embedded in He-da highway in Jilin province (with the lowest
temperature below -30 C
̊ in winter) of China to test the feasibility of the sensor design. A
sensor with the measuring length nearly 15 m has been embedded on top of the subgrade of the
pavement structure. The reconstructed shape curves based on the twice data collections of one of
the sensors are shown in Fig. 3. The vertical height change between twice data collection at each
point can be treated as the vertical deformation of the surgrade layer at that point.
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Figure 3 Shape monitoring data
3.2 Distributed cracking monitoring sensor based on BOTDR/A sensing techniques
For pavement structure, BOTDA/R technique can become an effective structural monitoring tool
due to its large size and high uncertainty of the damage location. For practical application, how
to protect the optical fiber with enough service life and keep the monitoring accuracy are the
main challenges for pavement structural health monitoring. A new sensor with flexible
encapsulation has been developed using cable armour to protect the optical fiber during
pavement construction (Fig. 4). The low modulus in measuring direction and the use of FRP
annular clamp can ensure the sensor deforming with the in service pavement structure together.
The small cross section size can result in low influence of the sensor to the stress state of the host
pavement structure.
The distributed strain monitoring technique provides the opportunity to collect information in a
long range along an embedded optical fiber. This advantage may increase the risk that a broken
at one point on the optical fiber will cause the failure of the entire length. For the proposed
sensor in this paper, the optical fiber is not directly attached on the pavement structure, but
separated by the cable armour. The optical fiber is just threaded into the cable armour and only
fixed by the FRP annular clamp. The use of the FRP annular clamp in the proposed sensor is to
average the peak strain at a damage point (especially cracking damage) within the clamped
length (gauge length). Although this kind of treatment will reduce the accuracy of the optical
fiber in cracking process monitoring and cracking location detection, for pavement structural
performance monitoring, large coverage and cracking level measurement are still valuable.
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Figure 4 Structure of distributed optical fiber based sensor with flexible encapsulation
The proposed sensor has been embedded on top of the subgrade layer in He-da highway of China
in Aug. 2015. The test section of He-da highway is near the city of Dunhua in Jilin province and
its lowest temperature can be -40 ̊C in winter. Ten sensors with each measuring length around
30 m have been embedded between the section K610+500 m and K610+700 m. Sensor data have
been collected four times between Nov. 2015 and May 2016, in which a freezing and thawing
cycle has been finished.
To test the damage detection accuracy, in He-da highway test section, two sensors with the
gauge length of 1.2 m and 2.4 m, marked as L1-1 and L1-2, respectively, have been embedded at
the sensor location of L1. For the first data collection in Nov. 2015, the data curves are quite
stable for L1-1 and L1-2. For the second data collection in Jan. 2016, obvious strain peaks can be
found both on the curves of L1-1 and L1-2. As shown in Fig. 5, the strain peaks of L1-1 and L12 are at the same location (between 15 m and 18 m) and the amplitudes and widths are also close.
It indicates that the proposed sensor can effectively detect the location of cracking.

Figure 5 Strain curves of sensors L1-1 and L1-2 collected in Jan. 2016
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4. Conclusions
This paper introduces our research on developing pavement structural performance monitoring.
Lab and field tests have demonstrated the functions and accuracy of the proposed techniques and
methods. To use the sensors and methods effectively in understanding the damage evolution
mechanism of pavement structure, systematic structural monitoring and material evaluation are
still needed in future researches.
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Abstract
Steel, which has high tension and compression strength, is a widely used civil engineering material
in constructing building, bridge, pipelines, and other structures. However, steel has a well-known
weakness, which is suspected to corrosion. Steel corrosion would significantly impact the
reliability and safety of steel structures. Accurately locating and assessing the corrosion of steel
structures would contribute to timely maintenance and thus, extend the service life of the steel
structures. Although advances have been made to use nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
technologies to locate and assess corrosion on steel structures, due to the lack of labor and budget
for frequent NDE assessment on steel structures, remote and real-time approaches to locate and
assess corrosion are still in great needs. Fiber optic sensors, especially, fiber Bragg gating (FBG)
sensors, with unique advantages of real-time sensing, compactness, immune to EMI and moisture,
capability of quasi-distributed sensing, and long life cycle, will be a perfect candidate for longterm corrosion assessment. However, due to the fact that FBG is a localized sensor, it is very
challenging to locate corrosion using FBG sensors. In this study, algorithms are developed to locate
corrosion on steel structures using FBG sensors. Detail sensing principle, localization algorithm
development and calibration are introduced in this paper together with experimental validation
testing. Upon validation, the developed corrosion localization algorithm could give some guidance
to locate corrosion using in-situ FBG sensors on steel structures across nation and would possibly
reduce the corrosion induced tragedies.
1. Introduction
Steel components are vulnerable to corrosion attack (Pierre 1999, and Fontana et al 1987).
Corrosion happens naturally when structure steel meets with water and oxygen concurrently. The
corrosion reaction consists of a sequence of sub-reactions, ended in consuming steel as well as
producing rust. Corrosion had been long recognized as one of the main reasons of structural steel
component degradation due to its ability to substantially lower the cross-section area of component,
causing a substantial deterioration in load-carrying capability of associated structure. Not only
because the corrosion reduces load capacity of steel bars in concrete, but also rust has much less
density so that the enormously increased volume leads to severe cracks in concrete, resulted in
unexpected component failure. Based U.S. DOT report (Koch et al. 2002), the estimation for
corrosion cost had been 1.1 trillion USD, which accounts for about 6% of the gross domestic
product (GDP) of United States.
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To analyze the corrosion risk of a steel pipeline, the first priority is to locate the corrosion.
Corrosion brings several direct changes that could be used for either destructive or non-destructive
techniques such as electric potential and alternation of surface properties. The former one is the
fundamental of weight loss measurement and electrochemical corrosion research, and the latter is
the origin of wave-based non-destructive corrosion detection methods. For destructive corrosion
assessment, there are mainly two approaches including weight loss measurement and
electrochemical measurement (Mansfeld et al, 1980). Both weight loss and electrochemical
measurement are destructive corrosion assessment. Though they are able to obtain corrosion rate
directly, they are not suitable for conducting corrosion assessment on an existing steel structures
and could only be used to determine the corrosion resistance of a type of metal before it is placed.
Several non-destructive corrosion assessment methods are used to evaluate corrosion severity
including ultrasonic and acoustic tools (Bescond et al, 2007 and Miguel et al, 2003), and other and
embedded or attached sensors. Ultrasonic measurement methods are one of the most popular
corrosion assessment methods used in the pipeline industry. It provides of high sensitivity,
accurate, and immediate assessment for pipeline thickness. However, the ultrasonic measurement
methods are having difficulties perform assessment on irregular shape parts, and the extensive
knowledge requirement for operating and understanding the instrument often limits its application.
Furthermore, the ultrasonic measurement requiring human operation on-site could hardly become
a candidate for real-time monitoring system of large area. Acoustic emission (AE) has been widely
used for damage monitoring in loaded structures, and researches is trying to adapt it in corrosion
assessment and monitoring (Miguel et al, 2003). AE method as one type of passive detection
method is suitable for real-time monitoring and provides high sensitivity, however, it would have
low signal-to-noise ratio in field for small cracks.
Strain sensor-based corrosion assessment methods are gaining attention recently. When corrosion
reactions happen, though original metal is consumed, the corrosion products (oxidized metal)
would occupy several times of volume compared with original metal. If the corrosion reaction
happens in a confined space, the excessive increased volume would induce a noticeable amount of
strain, which could be used as an indicator of corrosion reaction. However, electrical strain gauges
may have difficulties applying in pipeline corrosion assessment due to the underground nature for
most of the pipelines with moisture and intensive electromagnetic noise (Diler et al, 2017).
Fiber optic sensors which are made by silica materials have a great potential as a sensing tool in
strain based corrosion assessment of steel structures. Among all fiber optic sensors, fiber Bragg
grating (FBG) sensors are well-known for its reliability and high sensitivity. Fiber Bragg grating
(FBG) sensors had received lots of attention due to their simplicity in installation, high sensitivity
and exceptional durability (Friebele 1998). Other than being an alternative to strain and
temperature sensors, FBG sensors were proven to have the capability to detect and locate cracks
on concrete and metallic structures, if properly cooperated with other non-destructive detection
methods such as acoustic emission and ultrasonic (Moyo et al, 2005 and Betz et al, 2006). FBG
sensors also had the advantages of chemical inertness because FBG sensors do not require any
metallic components, which made them outstanding choices in corrosion monitoring system. A
few recent attempts to apply FBG sensors in corrosion monitoring of steel rebar in reinforced
concrete and the previous attempt to apply FBG sensors in hard coating in preliminary study had
shown the possibility of FBG sensors in corrosion monitoring. Relatively low cost of FBG sensors
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also made large-scale application practical and thus made FBG sensors strong candidate in
corrosion monitoring system (Maryoto et al, 2013 and Deng et al, 2017).
However, since the FBG sensors are point sensors, the corrosion status of the steel structures can
only be assessed if the sensors were installed exactly at the corrosion locations, which is an
unknown location in practical applications. Thus, if the corrosion does not occur exactly at the
locations of the embedded sensors, or near the sensors, the effectiveness of the corrosion
assessment system is questionable. To solve this challenge, this paper tends to develop a two
dimensional (2D) sensor network with a limited number of sensors along the way of the steel
structure that would possibly identify the locations of the corrosion. The theoretic algorithm
followed by the parametric study through numerical analysis.
2. Plate Theory for Corrosion Localization
When corrosion does not directly occur beneath the embedded point FBG sensor, multiple sensors
can be embedded and form a sensor network to locate the corrosion and conduct the following risk
management. However, with a sensor network, the relationship between the sensed strains on the
point FBG sensors and corrosion would be a two dimensional (2D) problem. There are two
assumptions in this paper: 1) The corrosion analyzed in this study is a pitted (localized) corrosion
so its corrosion production is accumulated within a relatively small area comparing to the total
span of the packaged FBG sensor; and 2) the expansion of corrosion products mainly accumulates
vertically. The corrosion induced strains on the FBG sensors can be analyzed using a simply
supported plate for a 2D problem as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Corrosion plate theory demonstration.
The corrosion induced displacement ∆ has its maximum value at the point of corrosion, and
gradually decrease along the way to the lifting edge of coating surface to zero. Assuming a square
plate, and let the radius of the plate to be r, in order to get the strain value at sensor location (xc,
yc), a differential equation should be solved as below (Ugural et al, 1999):
𝜕 4𝑤
𝜕 4𝑤
𝜕 4𝑤
𝐸ℎ3
(1)
𝐷( 4 +2 2 2 +
)
=
𝐹(𝑥,
𝑦),
where
𝐷
=
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥 𝑦
𝜕𝑦 4
12(1 − 𝜌2 )
With the given boundary condition and the known material property (Young’s modulus E,
Poisson’s ratio 𝜌, and coating thickness h) of the coating, the strains of any given locations on
coating surface under the applied force F could be solved. As the actual boundary condition and
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the external force F are not explicitly known, and the strain has only one exact solution, the strain
value could be implicitly as in Equation (2):
𝜀𝑠 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑟, 𝐹, 𝐸, 𝜌, ℎ, 𝑥𝑠 , 𝑦𝑠 )

(2)

From Equation Error! Reference source not found., it could be seen that the strains on
embedded sensors were only related to the corrosion location and corrosion severity which can
be assessed by FBG sensors.
3. Numerical and Experimental Analysis
Based on Figure 1, a finite element model (FEM) was set up in ANSYS as seen in Figure 2. The
dimension of plate is 10mm × 10mm and the thickness of the plate is 2 mm, and the modulus of
the plate is 5.157 Mpa with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.29. The element type is SHELL181. The outer
layer of the simply supported plate was fixed all degree of freedom (DOF) as boundary condition.
The corrosion was simulated as a force applied at the center of the plate, with an amplitude of 1 N.
The x-axis and y-axis were within the plate plane, and the z-axis was perpendicular to the plate
plane with the positive value represent a direction point up side in Error! Reference source not
found.1. Figures 3(a, b) show that the distributions of X-direction strain and Y-direction strain and
Figures 3(c, d) show the distribution of the strain intensity (showing the all directional strain level)
and Z-direction displacement. Figure 3 indicated that the X strains and Y strains had a 90 degree
difference. Since the FBG sensors can only measure strains in its longitudinal direction, the
difference between the strain distribution of X-direction and Y-direction suggested that the
installation direction of FBG sensors should be carefully designed and recorded. These strain maps
in Figures 3(a, b) can be used to derive the transfer function.

Figure 2 Simulation model of rectangular shape plate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3 Simulation result of rectangular plate model (a) X-direction strain, (b) Y-direction
strain, (c) strain intensity, (d) Z-direction displacement.
To validate the corrosion localization algorithm, steel plate samples with FBG sensors attached
were prepared and buried in sand in laboratory to perform experimental analysis which is in
progree. 3.5wt% NaCl solution was sprayed on to the sand every other day to maintain a corrosive
environment. The experiment setup was shown in Figure 4, the results from the experimental
analysis will be reported when it is done in near future.

Figure 4 Experiment set-up for corrosion localization.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, the corrosion location identification using FBG sensors was developed for steel
structures. The 2D plate theory can be applied to identify the corrosion location using a sensor
network with minimum of three embedded FBG sensors in the coating. The transfer function
between the corrosion locations and the severity can be set up using FEM analysis. The proof-ofconcept experimental analysis is in progress to validate the proposed corrosion assessment system
could successfully locate the corrosion positions.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a procedure to modify a recently proposed ambient-vibration-based approach
used for damage detection of structures subjected to ambient vibration. According to the ambientvibration-based approach, after recording the response of a structure to a random excitation, free
vibration of the structure can be extracted by averaging out the random component of the response.
The features of the free-vibration response of the structure extracted by a suitable method can then
be used for change detection. In this study, to detect changes in the stiffness of a structure, the
fundamental frequency which is the frequency with the maximum intensity in frequency domain
has been traced.
In this study, to modify the proposed ambient-vibration-based approach, a procedure is proposed
to carefully select the trigger value of the initial acceleration u0 and the time interval Δt. One
through a trial and error procedure should start with random values, and then gradually decrease
them until the fundamental frequency converges to a certain value. The results show that a value
of Δt1 equal to 0.5% of the total duration of the acceleration signal, and of u0 equal to 10% of the
maximum acceleration in the acceleration vs. time response are suitable for the structure used in
this study.
1. Introduction
Generally, there are many papers about different methods for damage detection of structures. Some
of them are listed in following: Broda et al. (2014); Dackermann et al. (2010); Feng and Feng
(2018); Khoo, Mantena, and Jadhav (2004); Yang and Yang (2018). Recently, a novel method
named ambient-vibration-based approach was presented by Moghadam et al. (2018a) that extracts
the pseudo-free-vibration response of structures subjected to ambient vibrations (Moghadam,
2019). The pseudo-free-vibration response should then be transferred to the frequency domain. A
change in the fundamental frequency of the structure will show if damage has occurred to the
structure. That paper also, through numerical models simulated in ABAQUS software, showed the
capability of the approach for damage detection but presented no specific method to select accurate
values of u0 and Δt1. However, the values of u0 and Δt1 are of utmost importance in obtaining
accurate results using the proposed approach such that if large values of u0 and Δt1 are selected,
one might obtain incorrect results. The objective of the study described here in this paper is to
identify specific criteria for selecting accurate values of u0 and Δt1.
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2. The Proposed Ambient-Vibration-Based Approach
Figure 1 illustrates the very initial part of a structural response of an example structure subjected
to an ambient vibration recorded during an experiment.

Fig.1. The very initial part of a structural response of an example structure subjected to an ambient vibration

According to the proposed approach the following steps should be used to extract the pseudo-freevibration response (Moghadam and Melhem (2019)):
1. An initial value of the acceleration (u0) should be carefully chosen.
2. When the horizontal line intersects the signal curve for the first time (point A in Figure 1),
the horizontal line should be extended as much as Δt1 to reach point B shown in the figure.
3. Then, wherever the length of Δt1 ends, a vertical line should be extended up or down till it
intersects the curve at point C shown in Figure 1. The value of this point on the acceleration
axis will be the second acceleration value (u1).
4. In the next step, from point A, the horizontal line needs to be extended till it intersects the
curve (point D in Figure 1). If point A is on an ascending line, the extended line should
intersect the curve in an ascending line otherwise it should intersect the curve in a
descending line.
5. Then, from point D, the horizontal line should be extended as much as Δt1 till it gets to point
E, and another acceleration value (u2) can be obtained using the procedure explained in
Step 3.
6. The procedure in Steps 4 and 5 should be repeated till the end of the curve such that the final
acceleration value will be un.
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7. Steps 2 to 6 should be repeated with different values of ΔT. These values will be denoted as
Δt2, Δt3…, Δtm, where Δt2 = 2 × Δt1, Δt3 = 3 × Δt1…, Δtm = m × Δt1, with Δtm being the value
of ΔT in the last iteration.
At the final step, the required points for drawing the pseudo-free-vibration response diagram is
𝑢 +𝑢 +𝑢 +⋯+𝑢𝑛
created such that (Xm, Ym) = (∆tm, Um= 1 2 𝑛3
) where n is the number of extracted
acceleration values and m is the number of points in the resulting pseudo-free-vibration response
diagram.
3. Numerical Models
The structures used are the two one-story steel portal frames used before in the conference paper
presented by Moghadam et al. (2018a) that were numerically simulated with ABAQUS software,
Abaqus (1998). In these structures, all beam-to-column connections are assumed to be fixed using
thick angles. Steel material is ST37, and its modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and density are
E=200 GPa, υ=0.3, and 7850 kg/m3, respectively, according to Moghadam et al. (2018b) and
Moghadam et al. (2018c). The geometrical characteristics of the structures are presented in Figure
2, and as it can be clearly observed, the only difference between these two structures is their
column heights.

a) Structure one

b) Structure two

Fig.2. Geometrical characteristics of structures one and two

4. Determination of u0 and Δt1
In this section, the acceleration-time response of the structure subjected to ambient vibration will
be obtained. Then, using the methodology explained above in Section 2, the acceleration-time
response will be transferred to frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with
MATLAB software, Mathworks (2014). The fundamental frequency in the frequency domain will
be traced for damage detection of the structure.
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The general approach used to select the suitable values of u0 and Δt1 required to find the accurate
results is a trial and error approach. In this regard, for both u0 and Δt1, one should start with a
random value, and then this should be gradually decreased until the fundamental frequency
converges to a certain value. This approach was followed, and the results are shown in Figures 3
and 4. Then, based on the results explained in the following paragraphs, the authors determined
specific values of u0 and ΔT1 to be used in this and further studies.
The value of Δt1 should be small because, according to the proposed approach for extracting the
pseudo-free-vibration response, such a small time-step would provide enough points for obtaining
the pseudo-free-vibration response of the structure. Besides that, selecting a large value for Δt1 will
cause the approach explained in Section 2 to filter out some of the vital points so that the extracted
pseudo-free-vibration response will not be an acceptable representation of the exact free vibration
response. As shown in Figure 3, the random value selected for the trial and error approach is 3.5%
of the total time duration of acceleration-time response. Then, the fundamental frequency of
structure one was obtained for different values of Δt1 varying from 3.5% to 0.1% of the total time
duration of acceleration-time response. As it can be clearly observed, after decreasing the value of
Δt1, the fundamental frequency gradually converged around a certain value (about 24.4 Hz). It
should be noted that in Figure 3, u0 is constant and equal to 10% of the maximum acceleration in
the acceleration vs. time response. From that figure, a value Δt1 less or equal to 1% may be suitable
as a result of this trial and error approach to obtain the value of fundamental frequency of this
structure. In previous publications, Moghadam et al. (2018a), and Moghadam and Melhem (2019),
Δt1=0.5% of the total duration of the acceleration signal is used, shown in Figure 3 as a gray bar.
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Frequency (Hz)
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The ratio of ΔT1 to the total time duration of acceleration-time response (%)
Fig.3. Fundamental frequencies of structure one when Δt1 is varying while u0 is constant

An initial value for the acceleration (u0) should also be carefully chosen such that, preferably, the
horizontal line from the initial acceleration (u0) intersects as many points as possible on the signal
curve shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 4, the random value selected for the trial and error
approach is 50% of the maximum acceleration in the acceleration-time response. Then, the
fundamental frequency of structure one was obtained using different values of u0 varying from 50%
to 0.00001% of the maximum acceleration magnitude in the acceleration-time response. As shown
in Figure 4, while gradually decreasing the value of u0, the fundamental frequency remains around
24.22 Hz. It should be noticed that in Figure 4, Δt1 is constant and equal to 0.5% of the total time
duration of the acceleration signal. Meanwhile, the results illustrated in Figure 4 show that the
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Fundamental Frequency
(Hz)

value of u0 does not have a considerable effect on the fundamental frequency. Thus, in the current
study, it was found that a value of u0 equal to 10% of the maximum acceleration magnitude in the
acceleration vs. time response, shown in Figure 4 as a gray bar, is an acceptable value to obtain
accurate results, and confirms and justifies the values used earlier.
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Fig.4. Fundamental frequencies of structure one when u0 is varying while Δt1 is constant

Through experimental, numerical, and analytical studies, Moghadam et al. (2018a), and
Moghadam and Melhem (2019), show that changing the stiffness of the structures will change the
fundamental frequencies in the frequency domain obtained using Fast Fourier Transform such that
when a structure loses some of its stiffness, it will produce a lower fundamental frequency.
Detecting a reduction of the fundamental frequency of a structure can be an indication of loss of
stiffness possibly caused by damage. The results of the current study confirm that the conclusions
of those two papers are reliable because the values of Δt1 and u0 are appropriate.
5. Summary of Results
Based on the results of this study, the following statements are made:
1) The response (acceleration-time) is the sum of the free vibration solution and the particular
solution which depends on the applied load. The particular solution and the initial condition are
removed by taking the average of many sub-records of same length Δt and same u0. The result is
a free vibration solution, which can be then used. The trigger value of the acceleration u0 and the
time step Δt must be carefully chosen. Through a trial and error procedure, one should start with
random values, and then gradually decrease them until the fundamental frequency converges to a
specific value.
2) According to the ambient-vibration-based approach proposed by the authors and discussed
earlier in this paper, the pseudo-free-vibration response obtained for the physical models are close
to those obtained from numerical models. Changing the stiffness of the structures will change the
fundamental frequencies in the frequency domain (using Fast Fourier Transform) such that when
a structure loses some of its stiffness, it will produce a lower fundamental frequency. Detecting a
reduction of the fundamental frequency of a structure can be an indication of loss of stiffness
possibly caused by damage. These results are validated in this paper by justifying the initial values
selected in the presented papers.
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6. Conclusion
In this study, the values of Δt1 equal to 0.5% of the total duration of the acceleration signal, and u0
equal to 10% of the maximum acceleration in the acceleration vs. time response, were validated to
be used for the structures utilized in this research. The approach is applicable when a structure is
subject to an ambient vibration, and its frequencies can be uniquely detected regardless of the
excitation.
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Abstract
Sensor-based occupant tracking has potential to increase understanding of building utilization.
Most occupant-localization methodologies involve costly equipment that needs regular
maintenance and relies on intrusive sensing methods such as radio-frequency and optical sensor
approaches. Structural-vibration-based methodologies often employ model-free techniques to
triangulate the location of an occupant and thus, might lead to ambiguous interpretation in presence
of obstructions in the structure. Through sparsely distributed sensors in floor slabs, incorporating
finite-element simulations of various trajectories into data interpretation has the potential to
provide better accuracy for occupant tracking on floors with varying rigidity. This paper presents
an application of model-based data interpretation, to track an occupant within an office
environment using footstep-induced vibration time histories. Error-domain model falsification,
which is used to compare measured signals with simulation results, is a multiple-model approach
that explicitly accommodates ambiguous data interpretation. It provides a set of candidate
trajectories from an initial population of possible trajectories through incorporating various sources
of uncertainties. It is shown that error-domain model falsification reduces the uncertainty of
occupant tracking by falsifying wrong trajectories and this has potential to increase tracking
performance for accurate occupant localization in smart building applications.
Keywords: Occupant tracking, Footstep-induced vibrations, Multiple-model data interpretation,
Error-domain model falsification.
1. Introduction
Buildings incorporate increasingly sophisticated technology with the purpose of providing services
that enhance occupant security and comfort. Sensing technologies are used for occupant tracking,
leading the way to opportunities for new approaches. Occupant tracking might enable various
enhancements in building performance such as energy management, increase information for
hospital and old-age accommodation facilities, security enhancement and more informed fire
rescue. Therefore, occupant tracking has much promise to improve understanding of occupant
behavior and to enhance utilization of buildings.
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Ongoing research have employed either radio-frequency devices (Lazik et al. 2015) or optical
sensors (Erickson et al. 2013) to localize and quantify indoor occupants. Radio-frequency devices
such as beacons depend on a highly instrumented infrastructure and low levels of ambient acoustic
noise to accurately track occupants in buildings (Lam et al. 2016). Occupant localization using
optical sensors, such as cameras and motion sensors, requires large angles of coverage and clear
lines of sight (Lam et al. 2016). The use of cameras for occupant localization undermine the
privacy of people and influence the behavior of occupants inside buildings.
Vibration data induced by human footsteps has been used for occupant detection and localization
without infringing on the privacy of occupants (Richman et al. 2001). Footstep-impact locations
have been estimated based on processing and analyzing vibration measurements using Time
Difference of Arrivals (TDoAs) of recorded signals at each sensor location. These occupant
localization approaches require at least three sensors covering the footstep impact location
(Mirshekari et al. 2018). A large number of sensors has been required to provide accurate occupant
detection and localization due to low signal-to-noise ratio of footstep-induced vibrations (Lam et
al. 2016). In addition, dispersion has been observed for wave propagation through the floor leading
to distorted signals and uncertain localization results due to the obstructions in the structure such
as walls and beams (Mirshekari et al. 2018).
This paper contains a proposal for an alternative approach for occupant tracking based on coupling
the response of vibration sensors with models of the structural behavior of buildings. This provides
a way to overcome the limitations that are related to the number of required sensors and the varying
rigidities of structural floors. Error-domain model-falsification (EDMF) (Goulet et al. 2013), a
population-based data interpretation approach, is used to compare measurements with model
simulations. EDMF accommodates multiple sources of uncertainties arising from measurements
and structural simulations. EDMF has been successfully applied to more than fifteen full-scale
systems including structural identification (Goulet et al. 2013) and fatigue life evaluation (Pasquier
et al. 2016).
2. Model-based occupant tracking methodology
The vibration-based occupant-tracking methodology includes three steps: processing of footstepinduced vibration measurements, model simulation of predefined footstep impact locations and
interpretation of footstep locations using EDMF to infer occupant trajectories.
Ambient-vibration measurements are retrieved to obtain the fundamental frequencies of the
structure and baseline levels of vibration defined as three standard deviations (3σ) that are used to
obtain velocity thresholds for footstep impact detection. A footstep-event signal is extracted at
each sensor location when vibrations exceed detection thresholds. Each footstep-event signal is
decomposed using continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to extract low-and-high frequency
components. Morlet wavelet (Lin and Qu 2000) is used as the mother wavelet due to its shape
similarity to the footstep impact signal. The maximum difference in velocity amplitudes (Δamp) at
various frequency ranges of a footstep signal are extracted. In this study, Δamp is used as a metric
to compare measurements and model simulations.
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Model simulations of footstep impacts at potential locations are performed based on a physicsbased model of the slab (in this case a finite-element model). All simulated footstep signals are
then decomposed using CWT at similar frequency ranges used for measured footstep-event signals
and Δamp is calculated. EDMF accommodates various sources of uncertainties including model
imperfections, unknown model parameters as well as limited resolution and precision of sensor
data and natural variability in the signal resulting from a person walking along the same trajectory
multiple times. Variability is typically due to unrepeatability of walking rhythm, impact angle and
load distribution.
Using a combination of on prior measurements of a walking person and engineering judgment,
measurement and model uncertainties are estimated at all possible footstep locations. Thresholds
for the residual between measured and simulated Δamp are calculated based on the combined
uncertainties and a target reliability of identification (Goulet et al. 2013). Model simulations that
are not compatible with footstep-induced vibration measurement are rejected using EDMF. Thus,
EDMF generates a candidate-location set (CLS) for each footstep event.
A sequential analysis assuming that the distance between successive footstep events cannot exceed
a pre-fixed step length is subsequently performed in order to reduce ambiguity within the CLS of
each footstep event. Once CLSs are obtained for all footstep event, trajectory identification is
performed assuming that the person walks continuously until reaching destination without
stopping or going backwards.
3. Application to full-scale office environment
Model-based occupant tracking application is applied to an office environment that includes a
corridor and four offices (see Figure 1), the slab is a continuous reinforced-concrete slab
(approximately area of 100m2) supported by steel beams. The slab is 20 cm thick and rests on a
steel frame composed of 16 steel beams. The whole structure is supported by six steel columns. In
addition, several non-structural walls made of plasterboard are underneath and above the structure.
The east end of the slab is free. The slab is connected with unknown connection stiffness to a
structural masonry wall at the north end and to prefabricated structural walls made of reinforced
concrete at the west end.

Figure 1: Drawing of the office environment composed of offices A, B, C and D as well as a corridor
that used to perform occupant tracking. The tested trajectory is used for occupant tracking using
model-based approaches.
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Two vibration sensors (Geophones SM-24 by I/O Sensor Nederland bv) with an acquisition unit
(NI PCIe-6259) are used to measure vertical velocity responses with a sampling rate of 3000 Hz.
Sensors are placed on the slab with 7m spacing in the longitudinal direction. As illustrated in
Figure 1, both sensors are positioned close to the office walls. Assuming that trajectories inside a
same office are not considered, departure/arrival points (see Figure 1) lead to 82 possible
trajectories. Model-based occupant tracking is tested on a trajectory that starts in Office C and
leads to the south end of the corridor. One-person (approximately 90 kg) walks along the tested
trajectory three times (walking frequency of 1.6 Hz).
Prior analysis of ambient vibrations have revealed that a dominant vertical mode of the slab has a
frequency of approximately 24 Hz. Based on CWT, footstep-induced vibrations are extracted for
the frequency range of [20, 40] Hz to capture the response that is close to the first mode of the
structure. In addition, high-frequency components of footstep-induced vibrations are extracted in
the frequency range of [150, 200] Hz where the structural influence is reduced.
Model simulations are generated using a finite-element model of the slab. The dynamic response
is computed based on linear modal superposition. The input load force describing the footstep
impact is a function of time applied to a single node on predefined locations. The impact-load
function is conceptualized as a succession of two sine functions: heel contact (where the full weight
is transmitted to the floor) and toe-off of the foot (Racic et al. 2009). The input function starts with
non-zero slope and ends with zero-slope.
Model predictions are subjected to multiple sources of uncertainty. Uncertainties that arise from
secondary parameters are taken into account by varying values of unknown parameters in
simulations, mainly occupant weight in the interval of [50, 90] kg, footstep full-weight duration in
the interval of [0.02, 0.08] s and viscous damping ratio in the interval of [1, 7] %. Model
simplifications such as idealized boundary conditions and omissions of office furniture and
corridor railings, are estimated to result in a uniform distribution of [-15, +25] %. Low-frequency
components in model simulation are mostly affected by the applied load-function that has low
frequency itself where the natural period of the structure falls within its range of values. Thus, it
has been found that simulations over-estimate velocity amplitudes at low-frequency components
and under-estimate amplitudes of velocity at high-frequency components. Accordingly, a uniform
distribution of up to [-50, 0] % for low-frequency components and up to [0, +40] % for highfrequency components are added to the modeling uncertainty. Additional uncertainties following
a uniform distribution of [-10, +10] % increases the modeling uncertainty of high-frequency
components due to local structural modes that are more pronounced in high-frequency ranges.
Furthermore, model simulations contain additional uncertainties that are related to the exact values
of frequency ranges while comparing footstep-impact simulations with measurements. Signal
decomposition uncertainties are estimated for all possible footstep-impact locations and at each
sensor position. Signal-decomposition uncertainties are estimated by taking the difference between
simulated footstep signals at frequency ranges laying between 16 Hz and 48 Hz and between 126
Hz and 271 Hz for low-and-high-frequency components and the reference components at
frequency ranges [20, 40] Hz and [150, 200] Hz.
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As with modelling uncertainties, measurements are prone to many sources of uncertainties,
including sensor resolution and precision and variation of a person walking along the same
trajectory multiple times. Based on ten prior measurements on each potential footstep location,
measurement uncertainties are estimated for each sensor at all possible impact locations.
Localization thresholds at each footstep location are derived from the combined uncertainties using
Monte-Carlo sampling and a target reliability of identification of 99%. EDMF is then performed
for all captured footstep-events. All model instances for which residuals between simulations and
measurements lie outside the localization thresholds are falsified. The CLSs resulting from each
footstep event are generated based on information at each sensor location for low-and-high
frequency components. Assuming that the distance between successive footstep events cannot
exceed a pre-fixed step length, a sequential analysis is performed in order to enhance the precision
of CLSs. Figure 2 illustrates an example of several CLSs (squares) resulting from EDMF and
sequential analysis of footstep events that correspond to the tested trajectory (see Figure 1).
Falsified locations are circles and real footstep locations are stars.
As presented in Figure 2, all CLSs cover the real footstep locations. Thus, model-based occupant
localization using EDMF and a sequential analysis provides accurate results for all footstep events.
However, the precision of the CLSs are found to be generally low for footstep events that are inside
offices. The lack of precision of the CLSs inside offices is due to the low amplitudes of the
measured footstep-events at sensor positions (see Figure 1). Therefore, future work on sensor
layout is required in improving the precision of CLS identification.

Figure 2: Candidate-location set that is obtained using EDMF and sequential analysis for each
footstep event of one out of three measurements of the tested trajectory (see Figure 1).

The identification of candidate trajectories starts with considering all departure/arrival locations
(see Figure 1) as possible departure points. Based on the first CLS of the captured footstep event,
if a departure point is a candidate location, all corresponding trajectories to this departure spot are
taken to be candidates. Further information about possible paths taken from the remaining
departure are provided with CLSs of additional footstep events. In case CLS of a footstep event
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does not satisfy the continuity of a path, the corresponding trajectory is rejected. Once a potential
trajectory is complete without exploring all the remaining footstep events, that trajectory is also
rejected. The remaining paths are considered as candidate trajectories, once all CLSs of all footstep
events are explored. Table 1 presents the size of the CLS from an initial location set that is
composed of 52 possible locations and the remaining candidate trajectories corresponding to each
footstep event shown in Figure 2 of the tested trajectory (see Figure 1).
Table 1: Size of candidate location set (52 initial locations) and the remaining candidate trajectories
corresponding to each footstep event are presented for the tested trajectory (see Figures 1).
Footstep event #
Candidate locations
Candidate trajectories
1
45
58
4
52
51
7
45
33
10
17
15
11
7
4
12
2
3
15
10
1

For the tested trajectory, information provided by the footstep events #1 to #10 have led to the
falsification of 67 of the 82 initial trajectories (approximately 82%). Although, precision regarding
the CLSs of footstep events is low, reduction in number of candidate trajectories is high. Only the
correct trajectory (see Figure 2) remains as candidate trajectory for all three measurements once
all footstep-event results are explored.
4. Conclusions and outlooks
Model-based occupant tracking combine knowledge of structural behavior with measurement
interpretation through accounting for systematic uncertainties and model bias. Model-based
occupant tracking has the potential to reduce significantly the number of candidate occupant
trajectories and provide accurate results.
The application of occupant tracking using model-based approach has been performed for one
occupant only. Thus, testing several occupants walking along the same methodology is needed. In
addition, general applicability of the approach is needed through tests on other full-scale structures.
Finally, future work on reducing the secondary uncertainties is planned.
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Abstracct
As a bassic transporttation faciliity, the safetty of bridge is related too the national economyy and
people'ss livelihood.. With the inncrease of thhe service liife of bridgees, the strucctural perforrmance of
bridges will be attennuated undeer the influeence of enviironment annd traffic loaads, which nneeds to
be evaluuated in time. Traditionnal manual inspection iss more and more
m
difficuult to meet tthe needs
of bridgge maintenannce. In this paper, long term monittoring of a hhalf-throughh concrete fiilled steel
tubular arch bridge is taken, annd structurall strain, susppender cablee force and traffic condditions are
analyzedd and evaluuated. Monittoring data oof overweigght vehicles crossing briidge and earrthquake
show thhat the long--term monitooring data oof bridges caan be effectiively used ffor bridge evvaluation
after em
mergencies. C
Continuous quantitative monitorinng data makee up for the shortcominngs of
traditionnal bridge ddetection meethods.
1. Introoduction
The safeety of bridge structures has been paaid more annd more atteention. Curreent methodss of
evaluatiing in-servicce bridges cconsist primaarily of visuual inspectioon, which iss based on thhe
subjective evaluatioon of the cuurrent condittion by the iinspector’s experience.
e
It is an impportant
and effeective methood to ensuree the safe opperation of super-large
s
b
bridges
to eevaluate the safety of
bridges through lonng-term monnitoring[1~33]. Taking JJingang Briddge as an exxample, longg term
mance of thhe bridge.
measureed data is ussed to analyze the structural perform
Jingang Bridge crosses the Haiihe River, which
w
is a haalf-through concrete filled steel tubbular arch
The span arrrangement is (25+101+
+25) m and the width of the bridgee is 18.4m. The
T main
bridge. T
arch connsists of twoo main arch ribs, each oof which connsists of twoo 900×14m
mm steel tubbes with
connectting plates inn the middlee, forming a dumbbell-shaped secttion with a hheight of 2.00m and a
width off 0.9m, and filled with concrete Noo. 40. The tiie rods are unbonded
u
hiigh strengthh and low
relaxatioon strands w
with 8 strandds on each sside, one of which is 122Ф15.24mm
m and seven is
7Ф15.244mm. Theree are 30 susppenders witth 5m spacinng between the two arch ribs. The suspender
consistss of 91Ф5 gaalvanized hiigh strengthh steel wire. The bridge deck system
m consists of
o
partiallyy prestressedd concrete bbeams, reinfforced concrrete longituddinal beamss and troughh slabs.
The briddge is built iin 1996.
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Fig.1 South side view of JJingang Bridge

2. Introoduction of the Long T
Term Monitoring Systtem for Jinggang Bridgge
The monnitoring sysstem mainlyy monitors trraffic vehiclles, structurral stress andd suspenderr cable
force. U
Using the moonitoring daata, the interrnal force state changess of the bridgge structuree are
evaluateed to ensuree the safety oof the bridge in the opeeration proceess. The struuctural straiin is
measureed by FBG(F
Fiber Braggg Grating) sttrain sensorr, the suspennder cable foorce is meassured by
magnetiic flux sensoor, and the ttraffic condiition is obseerved by viddeo camera. Based on thhe threedimensiional visualiization of BIM(Buildinng Information Modelinng) technoloogy, the plattform
design oof long-term
m bridge monitoring sysstem is carriied out, and remote netw
work accesss is
realizedd. The long tterm monitooring system
m of Jingangg Bridge shoows in figurre 2.

a)

bb)
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e)
ff)
g)
Fig.2 Long term monnitoring system
m of Jingang B
Bridge: a) Disttribution of sennsors, b) Instaallation of maggnetic flux
Field monitorinng room, e) R
Remote login innterface, f) BIIM model
sensorr, c)Installationn of FBG straiin sensor, d) F

3. Analyysis of Long Term Daata
monitoring system
s
is off great signifficance to thhe assessmeent of
The dataa of bridge llong-term m
unexpeccted or abnoormal eventss.
b some off them do noot obey
Heavy vvehicles are not allowedd to travel inn Tianjin urrban areas, but
the ruless. At 8:39 on
o April 25, 2011, the sttrain data off the main ggirder increaased sharplyy.
Throughh surveillance video, brridge managgers found tw
wo concretee tank trucks passing thhrough the
bridge. T
The video im
mage and thhe strain tim
me history cuurve of the main
m girder (the blue line) are
shown iin Figure 3, which coincide well w
with each othher in time.

Fig.3 Strrain-time-histoory curve of m
main girder of Heavy-haul vehicle passingg the bridge

Accordiing to the deeterminationn of the Nattional Seism
mic Networkk Center of C
China, at 100:22 on
May 28, 2012, a 4.88 magnitudee earthquakee occurred aat the junction of Tangsshan City annd
Luanxiaan County, H
Hebei Proviince. The foocal depth off the earthquuake is 8 km
m, which belongs to
shallow
w source eartthquake. Jinngang Bridge’s strain off arch foot oof side arch shows in figgure 4.
The straain amplitudde of earthquuake is 7.4 times
t
that of normal coondition. Abbout 50 secoonds later,
the straiin returned tto normal leevel.
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Fig.4 Strain of arch foot of side arch during earthquake

4. Conclusions
The long-term monitoring system of Jingang Bridge provides effective technical means for
bridge maintenance management and safety assessment, especially for bridge assessment after
emergencies.
Long-term monitoring and evaluation of bridges involves many disciplines such as structure,
computer, communication, test measurement and so on, which requires multi-disciplinary
collaboration. It has become a research hotspot in bridge academia and engineering circles at
home and abroad in recent years. After years of active exploration, many achievements have
been made in this field. However, the bridge structure is affected by many uncertain factors and
complex environmental factors, so the achievements and research are still in the basic
exploratory stage. Bridge engineers and researchers still need to make continuous efforts,
especially the intelligent control research of long-term monitoring, to open up new space for
development.
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Abstract
Experienced damage on a lateral resisting system during large earthquakes is related to the
energy dissipation which is designated by the enclosed area of the hysteresis loops during the
seismic response. Thus, if hysteretic force is identified, the extent of damage can be assessed;
hence corresponding measures can be taken to prevent failure/undesired response during the
successive earthquakes. One of the well-studied hysteresis models in structural engineering is the
Bouc-Wen model which has been proven to be able to track various damage scenarios. However,
Bouc-Wen model parameters of a full-scale structural element have never been directly
identified using measurements because the application of nonlinear system identification
methods poses various challenges in real world due to robustness issues. In this study, first,
advantages of using a robust stochastic approximation scheme with unscented Kalman filter
(UKF) to update process and measurement noise covariance matrices are shown utilizing an
SDOF system with an augmented state vector and a Bouc-Wen model. The sensitivity of the
stiffness and hysteretic force estimations is investigated in terms of change in the initial process
and measurement noise covariance matrices. Furthermore, acceleration response measurements
obtained from a full-scale reinforced concrete bridge column during various levels of
earthquakes are utilized to validate the applicability of the method to existing bridges. Results
from both simulations and experiment indicate that the proposed method accurately estimate
stiffness and hysteretic force of the lateral resisting systems of a bridge with a fast convergence
rate and trackability in an objective manner when compared to conventional UKF.
1. Introduction
Current hysteresis identification algorithms can be grouped into two categories as nonparametric and parametric methods. Non-parametric methods do not require a structural model a
priori, however full state response, acceleration, velocity and displacement are needed to carry
identification. On the other hand, parametric methods can identify physical parameters directly,
though, previous studies mostly utilize simulated response measurements. For example, Chatzi
and Smyth (2009) and Omrani et al. (2012) used parametric methods to identify non-degrading
hysteresis force of various systems using simulated input-output couple with UKF.
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Kalman filter applications using actual measured data are limited. Lin (1994) identified soil
characteristics under earthquake input using EKF with weighted global iteration. A borehole
array is modeled as a 3DOF system considering Bouc-Wen elements at each DOF. Although
many state observations were utilized such as relative displacement, relative velocity and shear
stress from each DOF, the identified the nonlinear response of the soil obtained from only the
portions of data where full stress reversals exist. Recently, Kontoroupi and Smyth (2015)
proposed an online noise identification procedure for UKF. The method required further
augmentation of the state vector including the unknown process and observation noise vectors.
Verification examples were presented via simulations and a laboratory experiment conducted on
a test apparatus which was designed to simulate a 2DOF non-conservative dissipative joint
element. Process and measurement noise mean and covariances were adequately obtained in an
adaptive manner under the assumption that both noise processes were stationary. However, when
real-world conditions are considered this assumption may not hold.
The common problem which prevents the application of data assimilation methods to full-scale
structures is the lack of robustness. The typical implementation of Kalman filters requires initial
process and measurement noise covariance matrices to be known a priori and keep both matrices
constant over time. If these matrices are not correct, filters perform sub-optimal or even diverge.
In addition, estimations are also sensitive to initial state vector values. This study focuses on the
realization of UKF on full-scale bridge components by optimizing noise covariances recursively.
2. Methodology
In this study, the Robbins-Monro (RM) stochastic approximation scheme is utilized with
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) to update process and measurement noise covariance matrices
during estimation and the method is called UKF-RM. Van Der Merwe (2004) was first suggested
the use of RM with UKF and the details of the algorithm will not be given here for brevity.
Robbins-Monro scheme, which was proposed by Robbins and Monro (1951), is a fundamental
nonlinear root-finding approach to an estimation problem in which only noisy observations exist
and may not be possible to compute directly. It is the generalization of deterministic methods
such as steepest descent and Newton-Raphson. Spall (2005) stated that RM forms the basis of
stochastic search and optimization methods. Ljung and Soderstrom (1983) presented the use of
RM in recursive identification problems.
Haykin et al. (2001) explored the optimization of process and measurement noise covariances in
UKF and the method showed possible advantages such as fast convergence rate and increased
tractability for nonlinear estimation problems when compared to conventional UKF. The method
allows update of process and measurement noise covariances, Q and R, respectively, based on
the time-varying weights calculated from the learned information during the estimation as given
in Eqs. 1 and 2. Van Der Merwe (2004) stated that the RM update of Q and R assumes the actual
update of the algorithm depends on the covariance of the Kalman update model.
𝑄𝑘 = (1 − 𝛼𝑄 ) × 𝑄𝑘−1 + 𝛼𝑄 × 𝐾𝑘 × (𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧̂𝑘|𝑘−1 ) × (𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧̂𝑘|𝑘−1 )𝑇 × 𝐾𝑘 𝑇
(1)
𝑇
𝑅𝑘 = (1 − 𝛼𝑄 ) × 𝑅𝑘−1 + 𝛼𝑅 × (𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧̂𝑘|𝑘−1 ) × (𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧̂𝑘|𝑘−1 )
(2)
Here 𝐾𝑘 is the Kalman Gain and (𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧̂𝑘|𝑘−1 ) is the innovation, where k is the step. After each
time step, Q and R are calculated based on the latest estimation and the calculated noise
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approximations (Eq. 1 and 2) are fed back as the new noise covariance matrices in the following
estimation step. Both 𝛼𝑄 and 𝛼𝑅 are known as the forgetting factor. When estimating parameters
of a dynamic system is of concern, α values should be chosen so that the trade-off between noise
sensitivity and trackability can be balanced Ljung and Soderstrom (1983). 𝛼𝑄 and 𝛼𝑅 are usually
chosen in (0,1). In this study, both values are chosen constant values (1/7), which may also be
time-varying.
2.1 System Definition
Eqs. 3 and 4 show the governing equation and the Bouc-Wen (Bouc, 1971 and Wen, 1976)
hysteretic component. Here, β, γ and A are the Bouc-Wen parameters which control the shape of
the hysteresis, n controls the sharpness of yield. α is the ratio of the post-yield stiffness to elastic
stiffness.
m𝑥̈ (t) + c𝑥̇ (t) + 𝛼𝑘𝑥 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑘𝑟 = −m𝑥𝑔̈ (𝑡)
(3)
𝑟̇ = 𝑥̇ − β|𝑥̇ ||𝑟|𝑛−1 𝑟 − γ𝑥̇ |𝑟|𝑛

(4)

Based on the observability analysis (Chatzis et al., 2015) only 7 parameters can be identified
with one acceleration/displacement input and output observation. Thus, it is assumed that the
system is purely nonlinear and α is set to 0. Next, by separating the unobservable states, either γ
or β can be set to a constant value. However, although parameters in Bouc-Wen model does not
correspond to a physical identity, the resultant hysteresis must satisfy dynamic properties of
Bouc-Wen model to reproduce physical behavior in mechanical and structural systems which are
studied by Ikhouane et al. (2007). One property is the Bouc-Wen model’s bounded inputbounded output (BIBO) stability. In order to ensure the output hysteresis is bounded for any
bounded input, the physical system must satisfy Class I conditions where β + γ > 0 and β - γ ≥ 0.
In addition, the exponential term must be n>1. Thus, β and γ are chosen as the candidate
parameters to set to a constant value. Observability rank is found 7 when either γ or β are
assigned as known. Thus, for verification through simulations, γ is set to γ = 3 to ensure
hysteresis. The augmented state vector, initial state vector, and the state-space equation are given
in Eqs. 5 to 7. The input acceleration is the 100% Takatori (Modified) given in Fig. 1. The
displacement response at the column top was calculated by double-integrating the simulated
acceleration response at the same location. The displacement was used as the observation in
UKF-RM.
𝑋 = [𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 , 𝑥5 , 𝑥6 , 𝑥7 ]𝑇 = [𝑥, 𝑥̇ , 𝑟, 𝑐, 𝑘, 𝛽, 𝜂]𝑇
𝑋0 = [0, 0, 0, 0.5𝑘, 0.5𝑐, 0.6β, 0.9𝑛]𝑇
x2
+𝑥𝑔̈ −

(5)
(6)

x4 x3 +x5 x2
𝑚

x − x6 |x2 ||x3 |x7−1 x3 − 𝛾x2 |x3 |x7
̇X = 𝑓(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)) = 2
0
0
0
[
]
0

(7)
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2.2 Verification of the Method using Simulations
Table 1 depicts some representative cases considered for verification of the proposed method.
Cases 1 and 2 consists no measurement noise (RR), however, initial measurement noise
covariance is set to R0 = (0.05xRMSmeasurement)2. Then, (0.10xRMSmeasurement)2 is added to
the measurement, however, R0 is set to (0.01xRMSmeasurement)2 and (0.20xRMSmeasurement)2
for Cases 3 and 4 while Q0 is assigned various values. The parameter estimation results (Fig. 2)
shows UKF-RM is robust against a wide range of Q0 and R0 assignments even when there is
considerable large noise in the measurements. All parameters are estimated with an error of less
than 10%. On the other hand, conventional UKF fails to converge while measurement noise is
considered as in Cases 3 and 4.
Table 1: UKF-RM Sensitivity Analysis Cases

Cases

1
2
3
4

Q0
(diagonal)
[10-20]7x7
[10-1]7x7
[10-10]7x7
[10-10]7x7

RR
(%)
0
0
10
5

R0
(%)
5
5
1
20

UKF

RM

OK
OK
X
X

OK
OK
OK
OK

Figure 1: Input and Output Time History

2.3 Validation of the Method using Acceleration Response Measurements
Structural parameter identification of a full-scale RC column is carried out using both small and
large earthquake response measurements from C1-1 E-Defense experiment (Ukon et al., 2009).
The system can be considered as an SDOF system as the bearings on the bent cap, on which
girder mass rests, is fixed. Thus, for an SDOF system excited at its base with ground acceleration
the analytic model and initial filter parameters (P0, X0, 𝛼𝑄 , and 𝛼𝑅 ) are the same with the
previous section. R0 is set to (0.05xRMSmeasurement)2. For validation through measurements, γ
is set to γ = 0.5. β0=10 and n0=2. Recorded displacement and force (transferred from bearings
under the girder mass to pier top) measurements during the experiment on top of the bent cap
were used as the reference to investigate the accuracy of estimations.
Among the experiment dataset, two of the publicly available earthquake input and response
(Ukon et al., 2009) were chosen to be used for validation. These are both 100% Takatori Station
records and applied sequentially. The 1st input caused the column to experience its first damage
during the experiment. Then, 2nd input was exerted to the already damaged column and it kept
accumulating further damage.
The criteria to judge the performance of the algorithm that the residual stiffness and hysteretic
force must be identified after the end and inside the significant duration, respectively with a good
accuracy, trackability and fast convergence. Estimated residual stiﬀness is calculated as the mean
value over 10 sec. duration starting from the end of significant duration (dashed horizontal green
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lines on Fig. 3), which is equal to 11074kN/m while the true value is 11181kN/m for the 1st
input. The stiffness estimation error is equal to 1% and 2% for the 1st and 2nd inputs, respectively.
According to the experiment report (Ukon et al., 2009), most damage occurs during 5-9 sec
under both earthquakes. For example, at around t=4, 6 and 7-sec hair cracks, vertical cracks and
concrete cover spalling occurs during 1st input, respectively. Moreover, estimated energy
dissipation is compared to the measured one by calculating the area of the curves in Fig. 4. The
dissipated energy estimation error is equal to 14% and 3% for the 1st and 2nd inputs, respectively.

Figure 2: UKF-RM Column (Left) and Bouc-Wen (Right) Parameter Estimation Results for Cases in Table 1

Figure 3: Estimated Displacement and Stiffness with UKF-RM (Q0=[10-3]7x7)

Figure 4: Estimated Hysteresis Response during T=5-9 seconds with UKF-RM (Q0=[10-3]7x7)
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2.5 Conclusions
In order to address robustness issues in parametric identification methods, a robust algorithm was
utilized. The proposed method, UKF-RM, eliminates the need for fine-tuning of filter statistics
such as process and measurement noise covariances in UKF, hence enables direct parametric
identification of physical structural parameters such as stiffness and hysteresis response using
actual measured data. Hysteresis response identification with the proposed UKF-RM was
verified and validated through numerical simulations and shake-table test measurements using
only acceleration response measurements. This research achieved the first direct physical
parameter estimation of lateral resisting systems of full-scale bridge components using only
acceleration measurements with good accuracy, trackability, and fast convergence rate.
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Abstract
Substructure identification methods may be used for structural health monitoring to isolate a
small section of a structure so that damage may be identified within the substructure area and
ignored outside of the substructure area. An application of the Remote Sensing System (RSS) is
developed to compute the frequency response functions of an isolated substructure under
ambient loading conditions. This isolation technique is shown to be equivalent to the CraigBampton substructural representation when loading is collocated with the interfaces of the
substructure and all interface degrees-of-freedom are measured. The measurements at the
interfaces and inside the isolated substructure are treated as inputs and outputs, respectively, for
system identification. The identified RSS frequency response functions characterize the local
modal characteristics of the substructure as though the interfaces are fixed. The frequency
response assurance criterion (FRAC) is used to establish the presence of damage in the structure
through comparison with a baseline, undamaged, RSS frequency response function. This
frequency-domain damage identification is shown to be successful at detecting stiffness changes
within the substructure and neglecting stiffness changes outside the substructure, as illustrated
computationally using a spring-mass problem.
1. Introduction
Substructural health monitoring methods are techniques that identify structural properties within
a portion of a structural system. Compared to techniques that examine the entire structural
system, substructural monitoring promises to be more sensitive to damage within the
substructure and insensitive to damage outside the substructure. A variety of substructural
monitoring techniques have been proposed (e.g., Koh et al. 1991; Koh and Shankar 2003; Koh et
al. 2003; Tee et al. 2009; Law and Yong 2011; Hou et al. 2012).
The substructuring strategy explored herein is based on the Remote Sensing System (RSS) by
Kammer (1997), which was originally proposed to predict the response at unmeasured locations
using the response at instrumented locations. Later, the RSS was used to identify the system
transmission zeroes and for substructural identification (Kammer and Seltzner 2000; Olson 2005;
Hedegaard and Shotwell 2017). Given collocated forcing and instrumented locations, the RSS is
analogous to the Craig-Bampton substructure representation (Craig and Bampton 1968).
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In the authors’ previous implementation of substructural identification using the RSS (Hedegaard
and Shotwell 2017), the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the RSS were identified using classical
time-domain techniques. The implementation documented herein instead computes the frequency
response functions of the RSS (RSS-FRFs). The primary advantage for substructural damage
identification using the RSS-FRF as opposed to the RSS eigenvalues and eigenvectors is that
anomaly detection may be performed using a change in the overall frequency response function
at once rather than with one-to-one comparisons of changes in eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
2. Remote Sensing System
When using the RSS for substructural identification, sensors are placed at both “interface” and
“substructure” degrees of freedom. Interface degrees of freedom lie on the boundary between the
monitored substructure and the remainder of the structure, and are denoted by the subscript i.
Substructure degrees of freedom lie within the monitored substructure, and are denoted by the
subscript s. In continuous-time state space representation, the forward system is defined as

x  Ax  Bu
y i  Ci x  Di u
y s  Cs x  Dsu

(1)
(2)
(3)

where x is the state vector that characterizes the motion of the dynamic system, the overdot is the
derivative with respect to time, y is the output vector, u is the input vector, and A, B, C, and D
are the state space matrices. Equations (1) through (3) may be rearranged into the continuous
state space form of the RSS, such that substructure output ys becomes the RSS output and
interface output yi becomes the RSS input:
x   A  BDi  Ci  x   BDi   y i  A RSS x  B RSS y i

y s   Cs  Ds Di  Ci  x   Ds Di   y i  CRSS x  DRSS y i

(4)
(5)

The superscript + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The pseudoinverse of Di exists
when the input u is collocated with RSS input yi. If RSS input yi contains measurements from all
interface degrees of freedom that define the monitored substructure, then the RSS captures the
response of the isolated substructure such that ARSS represents the fixed-interface modes per the
Craig-Bampton substructure representation and BRSS represents the constraint modes.
3. Implementation for Substructural Monitoring
First, the substructure of interest must be specified; sensors must be placed on all degrees of
freedom at the interfaces and at selected degrees of freedom within the substructure. If loading is
applied only at the interfaces of or outside of the monitored substructure, RSS identification
proceeds much like traditional system identification where both inputs and outputs are known.
This ideal case is not considered in further detail herein. In the more typical case for civil SHM
where the system is under ambient excitation, the loading is not known but is presumed to be
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applied at all degrees of freedom inside and outside the substructure. Under these circumstances,
RSS identification does not return the response of the isolated substructure. The strategy must
therefore be modified to first identify the overall structural system using output-only
identification, then convert the identified system to the RSS.
Output-only identification must be used to identify the discrete form of the steady-state Kalman
filter with system matrix Ad, output matrix Cd, and observer gain matrix Kd. In this study, the
Markov parameters CdAdk-1Kd, where k is an integer, of the overall structural system were
identified using Output-Only Observer/Kalman Identification (O3KID) (Vicario 2014), and the
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) (Juang 1994) was used to compute the system
matrices Ad, Cd, and Kd. Because the forcing was not known, the input matrix Bd was assumed
to be identical to Kd, and the feedthrough matrix Dd was assumed to be equal to the first Markov
parameter where k = 1. The discrete matrices Ad, Bd, Cd, and Dd were converted to the
continuous system forms A, B, C, and D by the zero-order hold assumption.
The output-only B and D matrices were constructed on the assumption that all degrees of
freedom were loaded. Therefore, these were converted to BL and DL by keeping only the
columns of B and D that corresponded to the interface degrees of freedom. The Ci, Cs, Di, and Ds
matrices were constructed from the rows of the C and DL matrices corresponding to the interface
degrees of freedom (subscript i) or degrees of freedom inside the substructure (subscript s).
The RSS-FRF Hs/i as a function of forcing frequency Ω in rad/sec was computed as
H s/ i     CRSS  jI  A RSS  B RSS  D RSS

(6)

A RSS  A  B L Di  Ci , B RSS  B L Di  , C RSS  Cs  Ds Di  Ci , and D RSS  Ds Di 

(7)

1

where j is the imaginary unit and I is the identity matrix with same size as ARSS.
The frequency response assurance criteria (FRAC) compares two frequency response functions
Hpq(Ω) and Mpq(Ω) at location p due to harmonic loading at q (Heylen and Lammens 1996):
2

n

FRAC pq 

M

1

pq

n

 M  M

1

pq

() H pq ()

*

( )

*

pq

(8)

n

H

1

() H pq ()

*

pq

where the superscript * represents the complex conjugate. FRAC values vary from 0 for
frequency response functions that have no correlation up to 1 for frequency response functions
that are identical within a constant scaling factor. The FRAC between a test RSS-FRF Hpq(Ω) of
the structure with unknown damage state and a pre-established “master” RSS-FRF Mpq(Ω) was
used to predict whether the monitored substructure was damaged.
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4. Results
To illustrate the RSS-FRF substructural monitoring strategy, a 10-degree-of-freedom (DOF)
spring-mass system as shown in Figure 1 was simulated. In the undamaged state, all springs had
stiffness of 500 N/m, and all masses were 1 kg. Rayleigh damping was assumed with a massproportional constant of 0.001 sec-1 and a stiffness-proportional constant of 0.0001 sec. Gaussian
random loading with zero mean and RMS of 1.0 N was applied independently to each DOF.
Time histories were generated using the Newmark-β method (trapezoidal rule). Each time history
contained 200 seconds of data collected at a sample rate of 100 Hz. Gaussian noise with RMS of
5% of the acceleration response was added to each signal.

Figure 1: 10-DOF spring-mass system showing investigated substructure

The investigated substructure used DOFs 2 and 5 as the interfaces, such that DOFs 3 and 4 were
inside the substructure. All steps in the substructural identification, including the initial O3KID
and ERA identification of matrices Ad, Cd, and Kd, were conducted using only the data from
these four DOFs. Using data outside the isolated substructure caused the identification to fail, as
would be expected when using data simultaneously from several independent, isolated structures.
The undamaged master RSS-FRF was established by averaging the RSS-FRFs from 216 timehistories (totaling 12 hours of data) with no damage. Damage detection was performed on a total
of 150 trials, 50 undamaged and 100 damaged by reducing the stiffness of a single randomly
chosen spring by a random integer from 1% to 40%. The RSS-FRF of each trial was averaged
from 54 time-histories (totaling 3 hours of data per trial). For each trial, computation of the
FRAC used all frequencies between 0.01 Hz and 20 Hz at increments of 0.01 Hz. Four FRAC
values were computed for each trial, representing all combinations of the two output locations p
(DOFs 3 and 4) with the two interface locations q (DOFs 2 and 5). These four FRAC values
were averaged together to arrive at an overall FRACavg value for the trial.
Figure 2 shows the undamaged master RSS-FRF compared to a RSS-FRF generated from the
damage trial with a 34% reduction in the stiffness of spring stiffness k3. This damage was within
the substructure. The frequencies of the fixed-interface modes of the investigated substructure
are 3.56 Hz and 6.16 Hz for the undamaged system and 3.21 Hz and 6.00 Hz for the shown
damaged trial, which represent 9.7% and 2.6% changes, respectively, due to the damage. Peaks
at these frequencies can be observed in the RSS-FRFs shown in Figure 2. The resulting FRACavg
between the undamaged master and damaged trial shown here was 0.23, indicating a clearly
detectable difference between the two RSS-FRFs. In comparison, this level of damaged causes
only 4.0% and 0.9% changes in the first two natural frequencies of the 10-DOF system.
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(a) Amplitude
(b) Phase
Figure 2: RSS-FRFs for undamaged master case and sample damaged case (spring k3 reduced by 34%).
Note: Units of amplitude cannot be assigned on account of the output-only identification.

Figure 3 shows the FRACavg values for all 50 undamaged and 100 damaged trials with respect to
the undamaged master. The damaged trials have been separated into cases where the damage was
inside the substructure (i.e., stiffness reductions to k3, k4, or k5) or outside the substructure. The
damage level indicates the percent stiffness loss to the single damaged spring. Apart from a few
outliers, the trials with no damage or with damage outside the substructure all had FRACavg
values greater than 0.7. When the damage was inside the substructure and had greater than 5%
stiffness reduction, the FRACavg value was consistently below 0.7. Therefore, the FRACavg of the
RSS-FRFs was sensitive to changes of stiffness inside the substructure, but insensitive to
changes of stiffness outside the substructure.

Figure 3: Averaged FRAC values from all 50 undamaged and 100 damaged trials

5. Conclusions

The frequency response functions of the Remote Sensing System (RSS-FRFs) represent the
response of an isolated substructure per the Craig-Bampton substructural representation.
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Changes in the RSS-FRF indicate that damage has occurred within the substructure; damage
outside the substructure has no impact on the RSS-FRF. This was demonstrated using
simulations of spring-mass systems without damage, with damage inside the substructure, and
with damage outside the substructure. The frequency response assurance criteria (FRAC) was
used to evaluate the change in the RSS-FRF. These simulations showed that the averaged FRAC
values of the RSS-FRF successfully differentiated trials where the damage was either inside or
outside the substructure. Compared to changes in natural frequencies of the global system and to
changes in the fixed-interface natural frequencies of the isolated substructure, the FRAC of the
RSS-FRF is highly sensitive to damage, and therefore may form the basis for a successful divideand-conquer substructural monitoring strategy.
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Abstract
The identification of hysteretic degrading systems exposed to nonstationary loading is a paramount
research topic, especially in the case of structures subjected to ground motion excitations. In this
paper, the data recorded by a masonry building are used to assess its seismic damage. To better
assess the mechanical characterization of the damage, a parametric non-linear identification is
performed. To this aim, a Bouc-Wen type multiple oscillator model is adopted. Starting from the
results of the calibration process a damage index based on the degrading stiffness matrix is defined.
1. Introduction
The identification of hysteretic degrading systems subject to nonstationary loading is a paramount
research topic, especially when studying the seismic response of structures subjected to ground
motion excitation. Among several models that can be used to simulate hysteretic systems, the
Bouc-Wen (BW) type models, e.g. (Bouc, 1971), (Wen, 1976) and (Baber & Wen, 1981) have
proved to be very flexible, even though a range of validity exists for both the model parameters
and the input signals (Ikhouane & Rodellar, 2005). More in general, the identification methods for
nonlinear systems are usually classified in two families: i. parametric, (Chassiakos, 1995), (Smyth,
2002), (Ashrafi, 2008), and ii. non-parametric methods, (Masri, 2004), (Benedettini, 1995), (Pei,
2004). Another important classification of the identification methods for non-linear systems is
based on the domain in which the identification is performed: : frequency, time, or joint timefrequency domain, e.g. (Noël & Kerschen, 2017), (Ceravolo(a), Demarie, & Erlicher, 2010). The
idea underlying time-frequency identification techniques is that, for certain classes of structural
response signals, the availability of a limited number of experimental data can be partially obviated
by taking into account the localization in time of the frequency components of the signals, see for
example the work of (Ceravolo(b), Demarie, & Erlicher, 2007) and (Pai & Langewisch, 2008).
The instantaneous estimate of the parameters can be then used to check the consistency of a given
model by assessing the stability of the parameters value in time, (Ceravolo, Erlicher, & Zanotti
Fragonara, 2013). The main point of the present paper is the definition of a procedure to perform
an instantaneous hysteretic identification of Multi Degree of Freedom (MDoF) systems. In
particular, the study regards a frame whose inter-story restoring force is described by Bouc-Wen
hysteretic model with degradation, in order to capture the real-time dynamic behavior of masonry
building affected by strong seismic events. The importance of the work lies in the fact that the
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method can provide information on the progressive health state degradation of monitored buildings.
In this regards, Section 2 summarizes the method. In Section 3, the procedure to identify the
seismic damage is applied to a reduced 2 DoF system simulating a real monitored building, while
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2. Method
In this section, the methodology used for the non-linear identification of the seismic damage in
lumped mass MDoF systems is discussed. We assume to approximate the experimental
record, 𝑑 𝒏𝑒 (𝑡), of a general Degree of Freedom (DoF) d in the following form:
𝑑

𝑑

𝐼

𝒏𝑛 (𝑡) = ∑𝑖=1 𝑑 𝑝𝑖 ∙ 𝑑𝒏𝑖 (𝑡) ≅ 𝑑𝒏𝑒 (𝑡)

(1)

where, 𝑑 𝒏𝑛 (𝑡), is the numerical approximation of the records, 𝑑𝑝𝑖 are system parameters to be
identified, 𝑑𝒏𝑖 (𝑡) , are basis functions and 𝑑𝐼 is the total number of basis functions used to
approximate the d-th experimental record, finally t denotes the time. Equation (1), likewise in
(Masri, 2004), represents a power expansion of the experimental records. The first goal of this
section is to find the parameters, 𝑑𝑝𝑖 , for a general DoF by using a linear Time Frequency
Distribution (TFD) operator, 𝑇(∙), allowing instantaneous estimates for the parameters of the
model. For this reason, we rewrite Equation (1) as:
𝑑

2

2

𝑾(𝑓, 𝑡; 𝑑𝒑) = ‖𝑇( 𝑑𝒏𝑛 (𝑡)) − 𝑇( 𝑑 𝒏𝑒 (𝑡))‖2 = ‖𝑇( 𝑑𝒏𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝑑𝒏𝑒 (𝑡))‖2

(2)

where 𝑑𝑾(𝑓, 𝑡; 𝑑𝒑) is the norm-2 squared of the TFD of the errors that need to be minimized.
For this purpose, we define the following quantities, for i and k that go from 1 to 𝑑𝐼 with step 1:
𝑑

𝑸𝑖𝑘 = 𝑑𝑸𝑖𝑘 (𝑓, 𝑡; 𝑑𝒑) = 𝑇𝑅𝑒 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑖 ) ∘ 𝑇𝑅𝑒 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑘 ) + 𝑇𝐼𝑚 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑖 ) ∘ 𝑇𝐼𝑚 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑘 )

𝑑

𝑸𝑖𝑒 = 𝑑𝑸𝑖𝑒 (𝑓, 𝑡; 𝑑𝒑) = 𝑇𝑅𝑒 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑖 ) ∘ 𝑇𝑅𝑒 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑒 ) + 𝑇𝐼𝑚 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑖 ) ∘ 𝑇𝐼𝑚 ( 𝑑𝒏𝑒 )

(3a)
(3b)

where the symbol (∘) denotes the Hadamard product, while the operators 𝑇𝑅𝑒 (∙), 𝑇𝐼𝑚 (∙) define the
real and imaginary part of the TFD of the quantity contained in (∙). The parameters 𝑑𝑝𝑖 , can be
then estimated by solving the following problem:
𝑑 −1 𝑑
𝑑
𝒃
∀𝑡
𝑜𝒑 = 𝑯
⁄
𝑡
𝑓
2
𝑑
𝐻𝑖𝑘 = 2 ∫0 (∫0 𝑠 𝑑𝑸𝑖𝑘 (𝑓, 𝜏; 𝑑𝒑)𝑑𝑓 ) 𝑑𝜏
𝑡
𝑓 ⁄2
𝑑
𝑏𝑖 = 2 ∫0 (∫0 𝑠 𝑑𝑸𝑖𝑒 (𝑓, 𝜏; 𝑑𝒑)𝑑𝑓 ) 𝑑𝜏
{

(4)

𝑡

where fs is the sampling frequency of the signal 𝑑𝒏𝑒 (𝑡). If the integral ∫0 (∙) 𝑑𝜏 in (4) is computed
for t = te where te is the length of the signal (in seconds) it is possible to get a constant value of 𝑑𝑜𝒑,
i.e. the parameters that minimize Equation (2). Then, if the restoring force is approximated with a
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simple Bouc-Wen oscillator with stiffness proportional to the dissipated energy, the following
form of 𝑑𝑝𝑖 , 𝑑𝒏𝑖 (𝑡) and 𝑑𝒏𝑒 (𝑡) can be derived:
𝐾0,𝑑𝑟 ∀𝑟,
𝐾0,𝑑𝑟 𝛿𝑑𝑟 ∀𝑟,
𝑑
𝑝𝑖 =
𝛽𝑑 ,
{ 𝛾𝑑 ,

𝑑

𝑑

𝒏𝑖 (𝑡) =

1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐷 ∀𝑖 ∈ ℕ
(𝐷 + 1) ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 2𝐷 ∀𝑖 ∈ ℕ
𝑖 = 2𝐷 + 1
𝑖 = 2𝐷 + 2

𝒖𝑟 (𝑡)
∀𝑟,
𝑚𝑑
𝑡
𝜺 (𝜏)𝒖̇ (𝜏)
(𝐷 + 1)
∫0 − ( 𝑑𝑟 𝑚 𝑟 ) 𝑑𝜏 ∀𝑟,
𝑑
𝑑
𝒏2𝐷+1 (𝑡),
𝑁𝑑
𝑡 (𝒖̇ 𝑑−1 (𝜏)−𝒖̇ 𝑑 (𝜏))
|∑𝑑𝑟=𝐷 𝒇𝑑 (𝜏)| ) 𝑑𝜏,
{ ∫0 (
𝑚𝑑

𝑁𝑑
𝑡 (𝒖̇ 𝑑−1 (𝜏)−𝒖̇ 𝑑 (𝜏))
|∑𝑑𝑟=𝐷 𝒇𝑑 (𝜏)|
𝑚𝑑

𝒏2𝐷+1 (𝑡) = ∫0 (

𝑑

1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐷 ∀𝑖 ∈ ℕ
≤ 𝑖 ≤ 2𝐷 ∀𝑖 ∈ ℕ
𝑖 = 2𝐷 + 1

∑𝐷
𝑧=𝑑 𝒇𝑧+1,𝑁𝐿 (𝑡)
𝑚𝑑

(6a)

𝑖 = 2𝐷 + 2

∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[(𝒖̇ 𝑑 (𝜏) − 𝒖̇ 𝑑−1 (𝜏)) ∑𝑑𝑟=𝐷 𝒇𝑑 (𝜏)]) 𝑑𝜏

𝒏𝑒 (𝑡) = −(𝒂(𝑡) + 𝒖̈ 𝑑 (𝑡)) +

(5)

+

𝒇𝑑,𝐾𝐿 (𝑡)
𝑚𝑑

(6b)
(7)

with the conditions, 𝒖̇ 0 = 0, 𝒇𝐷+1,𝑁𝐿 (𝑡) = 0 and 𝒇𝐷,𝐾𝐿 (𝑡) = 0, with D total number of DoFs.
𝒇𝑑,𝐾𝐿 (𝑡) is a known function that depends only on the symmetric parameter and functions already
found (i.e. 𝐾0,𝑟𝑑 = 𝐾0,𝑑𝑟 , 𝜺𝑟𝑑 (𝑡) = −𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡), 𝛿𝑟𝑑 = −𝛿𝑑𝑟 , ∀𝑟 ≠ 𝑑). 𝒇𝑧+1,𝑁𝐿 (𝑡) is the non-linear
term of the restoring force of the (𝑧 + 1) floor, 𝒂(𝑡) is the ground acceleration and 𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡) denotes
the dissipated energy. The restoring force can be approximated by 𝒇𝑑 (𝑡) ≅ −(𝒂(𝑡) + 𝒖̈ 𝑑 (𝑡))𝑚𝑑 .
𝛽𝑑 , 𝛾𝑑 and 𝑁𝑑 are the conventional Bouc-Wen parameters, while 𝛿𝑑𝑟 are the degradation
constants that multiply the dissipated energies. Now Equations (5), (6), (7), the system (4) and
Equations (3) can be used to find the unknown parameters 𝑑𝑝𝑖 . In this procedure, the parameters
𝑁𝑑 are found are found with optimization algorithms that try to minimize the cost function:
𝑑

𝑡

𝑓 ⁄2 𝑑

𝐽( 𝑑𝑜𝒑; 𝑁𝑑 ) = ∫0 𝑒 (∫0 𝑠

𝑾(𝑓, 𝜏; 𝑑𝑜𝒑)𝑑𝑓 ) 𝑑𝜏

(8)

where for each trial value of 𝑁𝑑 (starting from d = D and proceeding in decreasing order), 𝑑𝑜𝒑 can
be easily found and thus their values are known while calculating 𝑑𝐽( 𝑑𝑜𝒑; 𝑁𝑑 ) from Equation (8).
The only concern of the method is about the mass matrix components, 𝑚𝑑 , that need to be known.
If they are not known, an estimate of their values can be used, e.g. values obtained from calibrated
Finite Element (FE) model of the structure. After the identification of the model parameters the
values of 𝑑𝒑 and 𝑁𝑑 are known ∀𝑑 . Thus, it is possible to evaluate 𝑲𝑑𝑟 (𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡), 𝑡) = 𝐾0,𝑑𝑟 ∙
(1 − 𝛿𝑑𝑟 ∙ 𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡)), where 𝑲𝑑𝑟 (𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡), 𝑡) is the damaged stiffness matrix component, which is a
function of the dissipated energy. If it is assumed that after the occurrence of damage the mass
remains almost constant, the following time-dependent damage index, 𝜾(𝑡), can be defined:
𝝎 (𝑡)

𝜶𝑠 (𝑡) = 1 − 𝝎 𝑠(0)
𝑠

𝜾(𝑡) ∶= 𝒄(𝑡)𝑇 𝜶(𝑡)

(9)
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where 𝜶𝑠 (𝑡) it is the normalized difference of the pulsation, 𝝎𝑠 (𝑡), of mode, s and 𝒄(𝑡) is the
vector of the time-dependent percentage of mass participation. The damage index defined in
Equation (9) depends only on the mass of the system and the variation of the stiffness matrix during
the seismic event, which in turn will exclusively depend on the energy dissipated by the system
during the quake. Table 1 shows a pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm.
Table 1: Pseudo-code for the non-linear identification of the seismic damage
Assume a direction of the seismic action, then:
A) Initialize d = D.
a. Assume a value of 𝑁𝑑
i. Calculate the linear TFD of the quantities defined in Equations (6) and (7), then
apply Equations (3) for i and k that go from 1 to 𝑑𝐼 ;
ii. Solve the system of equations (4) subjected to the desired constraints and/or
boundaries;
iii. Evaluate the cost function with Equation (8);
b. Assume a new value of 𝑁𝑑 and try to minimize Equation (8) with a desired algorithm
(following the steps i., ii. and iii.);
c. Find 𝑁𝑑 = 𝑜𝑁𝑑 that minimize Equation (8);
d. Find 𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑖 solving the system of equations (4) with 𝑁𝑑 = 𝑜𝑁𝑑 . Do it in time or scalar
domain;
B) Start the identification for another DoF.
a. Update the variable d as follow: d = d-1.
b. Repeat the steps a., b., c. and d. of A) and a. of B) unless d = 0.
C) Evaluate the seismic damage.
a. Evaluate the damaged stiffness matrix:
𝑲𝑑𝑟 (𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡), 𝑡) = 𝐾0,𝑑𝑟 ∙ (1 − 𝛿𝑑𝑟 ∙ 𝜺𝑑𝑟 (𝑡))
b. Solve the time dependent eigen-problem;
c. Evaluate the instantaneous percentage of participation mass;
d. Evaluate the damage index 𝜾(𝑡) with Equations (9).

a

b

c

Figure 1: The Town Hall (a), the monitoring system (b), 2 lumped mass approximation (c).

3. Application
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In this section the procedure described in Table 1 is applied to a monitored masonry structure, the
Town Hall of Pizzoli (AQ) (Figure 1a). The permanent monitoring system installed on the building
by the Seismic Observatory of Structures (OSS), allowed the recording of the seismic response of
the structure during the event of 30/10/2016. The records of channels 4, 10 and 15, (see Figure 1b
for clarity), are used for the non-linear identification of the damage occurred during that event. A
linear calibrated FE model of the system was available; thus the masses of the floors (see Figure
1c), were known in an approximated form. The procedure described in Table 1 has been applied
with several algorithms (i.e. interior points, minimax, genetic, pattern search, simulated annealing,
and particle swarm optimization) to test the robustness of the identification. In addition, all the
possible solutions of 𝑑𝐽(𝑁𝑑 ) have been evaluated with a precision of 0.001 on the values of 𝑁𝑑
between 1 and 10. The chosen algorithms have been used to identify the non-linear parameters of
the Bouc-Wen model, 𝑁𝑑 , for values that range between 1 and 10. To get the displacement and the
velocity responses the raw accelerations data (sampled at 250 Hz for a useful length of about 50
s) were filtered with a band-pass Butterworth filter of order 4 with cut-off frequencies equal to 0.5
and 20 Hz. The TFDs assumed were evaluated with a Short Time (Fast) Fourier Transform (SFFT)
using a symmetric Hamming window. The length of the window was chosen to minimize the
difference between the time-points and frequency-points of the TFD. This brought to a window of
about 0.7920 s in length. An overlapping of 50 % was then assumed.
In order to test the robustness of the methodology the calibration was performed with 6 different
optimization algorithms. All the algorithms produced the same results, except the interior point,
that was stuck prematurely in a local minimum. For brevity, Figure 2 shows the results in terms of
𝛽2 and 𝛾2 as a function of time, while on the top of the figure the numerical values in the case of
a scalar estimate are reported. The instantaneous estimates of the parameters allowed to check the
stability of the results. During the first 10 s the non-linear parameters were seen to be instable
because non-linearity was not activated, this being an expected finding (Ceravolo, Erlicher, &
Zanotti Fragonara, 2013) thus the results in this temporal range are omitted.

Figure 2: Instantaneous parameters 𝜷𝟐 (left), and 𝜸𝟐 (right).

Figure 3 shows the fitted data, 2𝒏𝑒 (𝑡), with the model described by 2𝒏𝑛 (𝑡) and the corresponding
comparison in terms of restoring force for the second DoF. From the figure it is possible to see
that the model replicate in an acceptable manner the data.
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Figure 3: Fitting model for the second DoF (left), and restoring force of the second DoF (right).

After the model calibration, the time dependent eigen-problem was solved to find the instantaneous
frequencies and modal shapes. These were used to calculates the damage index defined in
Equations (9) and reported in Figure 4. The inter-story drift, ∆𝒖(𝑡), is also reported in Figure 4. It
is possible to note that as soon as the inter-story drift increases damage activates. Moreover, the
damage index reaches a stabilization after the peak in inter-story drift, when the stiffness matrix is
highly influenced by the external actions. After the stabilization phase, the value of 𝜾(𝑡) can be
thus used as an estimate of the damage occurred during the seismic event, providing timely
information on the health of the structure, also immediately after the occurrence of the quake. For
the case study, the estimated damage was limited, approaching values of 2 %.

Figure 4: Damage index of the building (left), and inter-floor drift of the 1st and 2nd floor (right).

4. Conclusions
In this paper the non-linear identification of the seismic damage occurred in a real monitored
masonry building has been addressed by fitting the structural response with hysteretic Bouc-Wen
type laws. The following main points of the paper are reported hereinafter for conclusion: i. The
basis functions to estimate the model parameters of a simple Bouc-Wen type oscillator have been
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derived for in-series lumped mass MDoF systems; ii. The adopted procedure allowed for an
assessment of the consistency of the assumed non-linear model. This is done by checking the
stability (e.g. variance) of the values of the model parameters in the time; iii. The resulting model
reproduced satisfactorily the experimental response; iv. The procedure is very efficient (a couple
of seconds of analysis are needed), allowing timely information on the health of the structure
immediately after the occurrence of the quake. A minor drawback is represented by the fact that
currently the procedure cannot be applied to general MDoF systems, thus an extension is needed.
In addition, the estimate of the parameters should follow probabilistic approaches, i.e. probabilistic
distribution of the parameters instead of defining a deterministic value, due to the actual dispersed
nature of their values.
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Abstract
This study aims to predict the depth of scour hole developed around a bridge pier with one smart
rock. A 3-axis magnetometer was assembled on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to measure
magnetic fields before and after the smart rock has been deployed as the UAV flew around the
bridge pier. A 3-axis high resolution GPS unit was fixed on the UAV to ensure accurate
measurements of the latitude, longitude and altitude of the magnetometer. The GPS and the
magnetometer measurements were synchronized to output the coordinate and magnetic field
intensity correspondingly. A simple optimization algorithm was used to predict the position of
the smart rock with an accuracy of less than 0.5 m. In addition, a lab test was performed to
understand the effect of UAV motors on the intensity of magnetic field. The test results
demonstrated that the UAV motors had negligible influence on the magnetic intensity measured
at a distance of over 0.75 m. The UAV-based rock positioning method was compared favorably
with the traditional crane-based rock positioning method in multiple field tests.
1. Introduction
Scour and other hydraulic induced failures accounted for 58% of all bridge failures (Lagasse et
al., 1997), resulting in direct loss of lives and hundreds of millions of dollars in damage repair.
For instance, 10 people lost their lives during the collapse of the I-90 Bridge over the Schoharie
Creek in New York in 1987 when a footing foundation was inadequately protected from the
formation of a scour hole that undermined the pier (NTSB, 1988). The cost of flood repairs
during the 1980s was estimated to be $300 million (Butch, 1996). Between 1993 and 1995, the
costs for the Midwest floods, Georgia and Virginia were $178 million, $130 million, and $40
million, respectively (Mueller, 2000). Additionally, bridge collapses due to scour can have a
dramatic impact on local communities with financial impact estimated to be five times the actual
repair cost (Rhodes and Trent, 1993). Therefore, it is necessary to protect these critical
infrastructure elements against scour-induced potential damage.
Scour induced damage can be prevented by armoring the riverbed around bridge piers to reduce
the amount of scour or by modifying the river hydraulics to reduce the peak flow, both requiring
a significant amount of time and financial resources for implementation. Scour monitoring,
however, can be implemented quickly at a reduced cost relative to other preventive
measures. For this reason, Highway Engineering Circular (HEC) No.23 considers scour
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monitoring as a viable countermeasure for scour critical bridges (Lagasse et al., 2009).
The existing monitoring methods, however, cannot be applied to assess the condition of bridge
scour in real-time because the continuous change in river and flow conditions required for the
prediction of the maximum scour depth (Ali and Karim, 2002, Salaheldin et al., 2004) is not
made available during a flood event. Real-time monitoring and assessment of bridge scour is
critical not only to maintaining ground transportation services but also ensuring the
transportation safety in hours or days during flood events (NTSB, 1988). Therefore, real-time
field scour monitoring is crucial for a more accurate prediction of scour and a further calibration
of bridge design equations.
Smart rocks proved to have the potential for real-time scour monitoring (Chen et al., 2018),
which will automatically roll down the bottom of their surrounding scour hole under strong
current as a diver would find a critical scour condition. The magnetometer measures magnetic
fields surrounding the smart rocks. The position of the magnetometer can be accurately
determined using a total station. The difference in two measurements over time thus represents
the movement of the smart rocks during that time period. The vertical movement represents the
development of scour depth over time. The traditional method used a crane to hold the
monitoring device to locate the smart rock (Chen et al., 2016), which often requires the closure
of a lane of traffic and is time-consuming in data collection.
This paper proposed an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based smart rock positioning system for
the determination of bridge scour depth. Through remote sensing, a magnetometer and GPS units
installed on a UAV can relate the maximum scour depth to the engineer in charge. This critical
data is used by engineers to assess the stability of foundations due to scour hazards.
2. Fabrication of Smart Rock

Figure 1 Schematic view of smart rock

Figure 2 Fabricated smart rock and its deployment

A smart rock is schematically shown in Figure 1. The smart rock consists of a fiber-reinforced
concrete shell encasement, inside and outside organic glass balls, low viscosity liquid propylene
glycol filled in between two balls, two cylindrical N42 magnets, a level indicator, and some
copper beads distributed as balanced weights. The diameters of inside and outside balls are 12.5
cm and 14.0 cm, respectively. The magnet is 10.2 cm in diameter and 5.1 cm in height, which is
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fixed on the inside ball with glue. The magnet is designed to remain in equilibrium and be free to
rotate once the inside ball floats within the outside ball. Therefore, the central axis of the magnet
is perpendicular to the ground and the south pole of the magnet is directly upward based on
unbalanced weights. The diameter of the smart rock is 18.4 cm with a density of 1495 kg/m 3.
One fabricated smart rock is shown in Figure 2 when ready for installation. The design of smart
rocks was based on the critical velocity of water flow (Chen et al., 2016).
3. Localization Algorithm
As shown in Figure 3, the XYZ Cartesian coordinate system is selected such that the
geomagnetic field vector, BE, is parallel to the XOY plane. The direction of the geomagnetic
field depends on whether the investigated site is located in north or south hemisphere of the
Earth. Since the project (bridge) sites in this study are located in North America, the
geomagnetic field vector slightly points to the geographical North and faces to the ground with a
corresponding dip angle of the field site, θ. Therefore, the Earth’s magnetic field vector is BE = (BE cosθ, -BE sinθ, 0)T in the global coordinate system. The magnitude of BE is measured by
means of the magnetometer prior to deployment of the magnet at a project site. The magnetic
field vector of the magnet, Bm, can be calculated by using Eq. (1):

Figure 3 The magnetic field at an arbitrary point

=𝑘
⎧ 𝐵
⎪
𝐵
=𝑘
⎨
⎪ 𝐵
=𝑘
⎩
where 𝑟 =

(1)

𝑥 + 𝑦 + 𝑧 , and k is the coefficient related to magnetic property of the magnet.

Given the coefficients k and θ and the Earth’s magnetic intensity BE for the project site, the total
magnetic intensity of the Earth and the magnet, BTi, at any point P (xi, yi, zi) is a function of (xi,
yi, zi) only. It can be expressed into:
𝐵

=

(𝐵

− 𝐵 cos 𝜃) + (𝐵

− 𝐵 sin 𝜃) + (𝐵

)

(2)

To determine the location (3 parameters) of a magnet, measurements must be taken at a
minimum of three stations in practical applications. Eq. (2) is a high-order nonlinear function of
3 location parameters. To solve the parameters (xi, yi, zi), the sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) algorithm (Boggs and Tolle, 1989) was used to iteratively find the optimization solution
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for the position of the magnet from the high-order nonlinear equation sets. The algorithm was
implemented in MATLAB through the use of Fmincon code for non-linearly constrained
optimization problems.
4. The Effect of UAV on the Magnetic Field
The significant advantages of measuring the magnetic field with UAV are no traffic control
requirement, no need for a heavy test crane, and no time-consuming test process. However, the
rotation of UAV motors generates current and may thus influence the measurement of magnetic
field. There are 8 motors in a UAV. One of the motors was used to test for potential interference
on the magnetic field measurement. Figure 4 shows the test setup of a motor and a
magnetometer. When the motor turns on, the current of the motor can be monitored by the
Dynamometer (Model 1580). The magnetic field is measured by the magnetometer that is set at
various distances from 0.25 m to 1 m in 0.25 m increment. The Z axis along the magnetometer
sensor head points to the motor. The test results are presented in Figure 4. It can be clearly seen
from Figure 4 that the motor-induced current has negligible effect on the magnetic field at a
measurement distance of over 0.75 m. Since this distance is 0.92 m when the magnetometer is
assembled on a UAV as shown in Figure 5, the motor effect is neglected. Note that the UAV
itself is mainly made of non-ferrous materials.

Figure 4 Change in magnetic field intensity with
measurement distance under various applied currents

Figure 5 UAV installed with a magnetometer and a
GPS unit

5. Field Tests
The I-44W Roubidoux Creek Bridge (No. L0039) in Waynesville, MO, was used as the first test
site to verify the validity of smart rock positioning with a UAV. The bridge is a ten-span, steelgirder structure to support two lanes of westbound traffic on Interstate 44. As shown in Figure 6,
Pier 7 is located in the main channel of the river. The downstream side of Pier 7 is scour critical.
A series of field tests were performed in different seasons after flooding to validate the
localization algorithm and understand the accumulated movement of a smart rock between flood
events or during normal water flow.
5.1 Test setup
A smart rock was deployed near Pier 7, which would automatically roll into the bottom of a
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scour hole when formed with unknown location and depth as deposits around the hole are
washed away. Before and after the smart rock was deployed, the magnetic field and
corresponding coordinate data were collected simultaneously by the magnetometer and GPS unit
installed on the UAV that is controlled by a pilot to fly above the water, as shown in Figure 7.
The data was transmitted wirelessly to the monitoring station. This setup allows for the rapid
collection of a dense array of field intensity data at bridge sites. The large data set will improve
the accuracy of smart rock localization and movement prediction.

Figure 6 The I-44W Roubidoux Creek Bridge

Figure 7 Smart rock positioning through UAV

5.2 Test results
To verify the localization algorithm and monitoring method, the calculated coordinates of the
smart rock obtained from the traditional crane- and the UAV-based method were individually
compared with the ground truth position measured using a total station. As shown in Table 1, the
monitoring error between two monitoring methods is basically the same, indicating the reliability
of the UAV-based method. The errors of two field tests using the UAV-based method are less
than 0.36 m. The movement during five field tests was displayed on a three-dimensional contour
map of the riverbed.
Monitoring
method
CRANE (1st)
CRANE (2nd)
CRANE (3rd)
UAV (4th)
UAV (5th)

Table 1 Comparison of different monitoring methods
Calculated coordinate
Measured coordinate
Date
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
11/06/2015
0.06
23.49
-3.03
0.09
23.24
-3.04
04/14/2016
0.55
24.38
-3.21
0.37
24.60
-3.38
10/20/2016
0.00
22.73
-2.59
0.00
22.63
-2.87
01/24/2018
0.02
23.50
-2.89
0.25
23.77
-2.93
05/10/2018
0.49
25.00
-2.81
0.45
24.78
-3.01

Figure 8 Movement of the smart rock during five field tests
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0.26
0.33
0.30
0.36
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, a UAV-based smart rock positioning system was proposed for the determination of
bridge scour depth. A 3-axis magnetometer and a GPS unit were installed on the UAV for
magnetic field and coordinate measurements simultaneously. The effect of the UAV on the
magnetic field was found negligible when the magnetometer was placed at a distance of 0.75 m
from the nearest UAV motor. The UAV-based positioning method was compared well with the
traditional crane-based positioning method. Both methods resulted in less than 0.36 m in rock
positioning error.
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Abstract
In this study, three Gr/AgNW-based, Fe-C coated long period fiber gratings (LPFG) corrosion
sensors were prepared and tested for corrosion-induced mass loss measurements under various
strain levels. Graphene grew on a copper foil using a low pressure chemical vapor deposition, was
transferred to the curve surface of each LPFG sensor, and strengthened by silver nanowire
(AgNW) for a more robust electroplating process of the Fe-C layer. The three Fe-C coated LPFG
sensors were subjected to three different strain levels: 0, 500 and 1000 µε. The sensors were immersed up to 72 hours in 3.5% w.t NaCl solution. Both optical transmission spectra and electrical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data were simultaneously collected from each Fe-C coated sensor.
Compared with the zero-strained sensor, the strained sensors increased their sensitivity by approximately 133% and 182% in Stage I, but reduced to 49% and 24% in Stage II at strain levels of 500
µε and 100 µε, respectively.
1. Introduction
Corrosion is one of the most concerned issues that cause the deterioration of steel rebars and steel
members in civil infrastructures. To evaluate the remaining load capacity of aging structures, engineers must determine the effective cross section (or mass loss) induced by the corrosion process
while the structure is in operational condition. However, since the corrosion environment around
civil infrastructures is usually complicated, quantification of the corrosion-induced mass loss is
challenging. Two categories of methods can be found in the previous research: 1) Indirect and 2)
Direct methods. The indirect method mainly focuses on the measurement of moisture, corrosioninduced strain and stress using fiber optic sensors such as fiber Bragg gratings (FBG), external
Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI), LPFG with polymer coating, and distributed Brillouin fiber
sensors. Even though the previous methods can measure the moisture level or strain distribution
precisely, the correlation between these parameters and the mass loss of steel remains still unknown. One of the direct methods was recently developed by Dr. Genda Chen’s research group.
For example, Huang et al. (2015) proposed a LPFG corrosion sensor with nano iron/silica and
polyurethane coating to monitor the corrosion-induced mass loss. To improve the coating uniformity and robustness, Chen and Tang et al. (2016) sputter coated a 0.8 µm thick silver film on
the optic fiber surface and then electroplated the Fe-C layer on it for corrosion monitoring. Guo et
al. (2019) proposed a graphene/silver nanowire (Gr/AgNW) composite as the electroplating target
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film coated on the LPFG surface to further improve the sensitivity and service life of the corrosion
sensor. The electroplated Fe-C layer has the same chemical component ratio as the steel to be
monitored. Therefore, the corrosion process of the Fe-C layer is identical to that in steel members
or steel reinforcing bars.
Obviously, most steel elements are under different stress conditions during their serving cycle.
When the corrosion sensor is placed in proximity to the steel elements, the stress from the steel
members will also be transferred onto the corrosion sensor. Even though the induced strain is
negligible on the optical spectra, the stress induced cracks on the Fe-C layer will affect the corrosion monitoring process at different levels. Therefore, the effect of stress-induced cracks on the
sensor performance needs to be investigated.
In this paper, the Fe-C layers electroplated on three Gr/AgNW coated LPFG corrosion sensors are
fabricated and tested in 3.5% w.t NaCl solution under three different strain levels in 72 hours.
Mass loss rate and sensitivity are obtained with the optical transmission spectra and correlated
with the results from various EIS tests.
2. Experiment
2.1 Sensor fabrication
The sensor was prepared using the proposed method in previous work. A single mode fiber (Corning SMF 28e+) was firstly inscribed with the period of 353 µm gratings via a 10.6 µm CO2 laser,
which formed a LP06 mode LPFG with a resonance wavelength at 1550 nm.

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of sensor fabrication procedure

Figure 1 shows the procedure of sensor preparation: (a) A 25×100 mm copper foil was pretreated
with acetic acid for 48 hours and then cleaned with deionized water, IPA and acetone. The copper
foil was then inserted into the quartz tube and heated at 1030 °C for 30 mins with hydrogen gas
protection. A 10 mins methane flow grew a monolayer graphene on the copper surface. (b) The
Gr/Cu foil was then spin coated with a PMMA/chlorobenzene solution at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds
and heated at 160 °C to evaporate the solvent. (c) Copper foil was etched away using the copper
etchant and the PMMA/Gr film was cleaned with deionized water. (d) The LPFG was fixed on a
microslide and covered with the transferred PMMA/Gr film. (e) After it was heated for 140 °C for
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10 mins, the sample was immersed into acetone bath for 2 hours to resolve the PMMA film completely. A 0.4 mg/ml AgNW in IPA was spin coated on the sample at 100 rpm for 10 sec. (f) The
Gr/AgNW coated LPFG was connected to the negative electrode in the electroplating solution (40
g/L FeSO4ꞏ7H2O, 3.0 g/L L-ascorbic acid and 1.2 g/L citric acid) with a current of 5 mA for 1.5
hours to deposit an approximately 30 µm Fe-C layer on it.
2.2 Test setup
The prepared sensor was fixed on an acrylic dog-bone specimen and loaded on the Instron 5 kN
load frame. The entire specimen was immersed in 3.5% w.t NaCl solution in an acrylic container,
as shown in Figure 2 during mechanical loading. The optic fiber loop was connected to a 1 kHz
optical interrogator to collect the transmission spectra every two hours.

Figure 2. A mechanical and electrochemical test setup with simultaneous measurements of optical transmission
spectra and EIS

The corrosion rate of the Fe-C coating was measured using a standard three electrodes setup for
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests every two hours, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The Fe-C coating and its substrate film (Gr/AgNW or silver nano ink) as a working electrode, a
platinum sheet as a counter electrode, and a saturated calomel electrode as a reference electrode
were connected to a Gamry instrument (Potentiostat/EIS 300). Prior to EIS tests, a stabilized open
circuit potential (OCP) was recorded. The EIS measurements were then taken at 5 points per decade when a sinusoidal potential of 10 mV with a frequency range 5 mHz to 100 kHz was applied
around the OCP.
3. Results and discussion
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3.1 Crack width and spacing
Figure 3 shows SEM images of the Fe-C coated LPFG sensor. The initial Fe-C thickness is approximately 30 µm. After 72 hours of corrosion test, the corrosion products were expanded to
approximately 210 µm thick. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the crack spacing (approximately 420
µm) and crack width (approximately 0.5 µm) of the Fe-C layer under tensile stress.

Figure 3. SEM images of (a) Fe-C layer prior to corrosion test, (b) Fe-C layer after 72 hours of corrosion test, (c)
crack spacing, (d) crack width

3.2 EIS test results
Figures 4(a-1) and 4(b-1) show Nyquist plots (real Zreal versus imaginary Zimg components of a
complex impedance) of the Fe-C coated LPFG sensors with Gr/AgNW- and silver-films, respectively. Each plot includes two semicircle arcs. The first small arc in high frequency range represents the combined properties of the Fe-C layer and the Gr/AgNW- or silver-film. The second
large semicircle arc in low frequency range represents the electrochemical reaction at the Fe-electrolyte interface. Figures 4(a-2) and 4(b-2) show the charge transfer resistance Rct and its associated corrosion current density icorr for the Gr/AgNW- and silver-based sensors, respectively. In
general, when the charge transfer resistance increases over time, the corrosion current density decreases during continuing corrosion of the Fe-C layer.
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Figure 4. Change of (1) Nyquist plots and (2) charge transfer resistance and corrosion current density of the Fe-C
coating in 3.5 wt. % NaCl solution up to 72 hours: (a) Gr/AgNW-based and (b) silver-based

3.3 Optical transmission spectra
Figure 5 shows the transmission spectra of three LPFG sensors under different strain conditions:
(a) 0, (b) 500 µε and (c) 1000 µε. The overall wavelength shifts of the three sensors are all at a
similar level of approximately 10.5 nm. As indicated in Figures 5(a-3) to 5(c-3), each sensor responded to corrosion process of the Fe-C coating in three stages: (I) gradual, (II) rapid and (III)
stable. All linear regression lines are well correlated with test data. In Stage I, pitting corrosion
happened at the Fe-C surface with the NaCl solution, starting at crack locations and ending when
the cracks fully penetrated through the Fe-C layer (Guo et al., 2019). In Stage II, corrosion expanded laterally between two adjacent cracks until the corrosion in the Fe-C layer was near completion. In Stage III, the wavelength changed little since the Fe-C was almost corroded away in
Stage II. Compared with the zero-strain sensor, the strained sensors indicated a higher corrosion
rate in Stage I due to increase in crack width and the number of cracks, and a lower corrosion rate
in Stage II likely due to less chance for micro cell effect around open cracks.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, three Gr/AgNW based, Fe-C coated LPFG corrosion sensors were tested under three
different strain conditions when immersed in 3.5 % w.t NaCl solution for 72 hours. Their optical
transmission spectra and Nyquist plots from EIS tests are calibrated to relate the wavelength shift
to the mass loss in Fe-C layer. The three sensors all showed three stages of corrosion process with
a total change of wavelength shift by approximately 10.5 nm, which indicates the dependence of
overall wavelength shift on the Fe-C thickness only. In Stage I, the wavelength sensitivity of the
unstrained sensor is approximately 0.09 nm per 1% mass loss, while the sensitivity of the sensor
loaded at 500 µε in tension is 0.12 nm per 1% mass loss and 0.164 nm for the 1000 µε sensor due
to increase in crack width and number. In Stage II, the sensitivity is 0.346 nm per 1% mass loss
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for the unstrained sensor, 0.17 nm per 1% mass loss for the sensor loaded at 500 µε in tension, and
0.083 nm per 1% mass loss for the sensor loaded at 1000 µε in tension.

Figure 5. Optical transmission spectra, wavelength shift versus time and wavelength shift versus mass loss of the FeC electroplated corrosion sensor at (a) 0, (b) 500 µε and (c) 1000 µε
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Abstract
Passive wireless antenna sensors have been studied in recent years as a novel approach for strain
sensing. Electromagnetic resonance frequency of the antenna sensor, which is bonded on a base
structural surface like a strain gage, depends on antenna dimension. When the dimension changes
due to strain in the base structure, the wirelessly identified resonance frequency shift can be used
to estimate the strain in the structure. Due to the multi-physics nature, both mechanical and
dielectric properties of the antenna affect the resonance frequency. One drawback of previous
antenna sensors is the relatively large resonance frequency fluctuation due to temperature change.
This paper investigates a new patch antenna sensor that performs more stably under thermal
influence. Thermal influence on the new patch antenna sensor is investigated through a day-long
outdoor test. Multi-physics simulation is performed to verify that the antenna resonance frequency
changes with strain. The strain sensing performance of the antenna sensor is finally validated
through laboratory compression test.
1. Introduction
As core components in structrual health monitoring (SHM), sensors provide important diagonostic
data of structures. Among many new sensing technologies, passive wireless antenna sensors are
known for their simplicity. Besides achieving wireless communication, researchers have harnessed
patch antennas to measure structural strain through the antenna resonance frequency change. For
example, Deshmukh and Huang (2010) investigated the potential of a rectangular patch antenna
for strain measurement. Daliri et al. (2012) proposed a circular patch antenna sensor for measuring
strain along different directions. Later, radio frequency identification (RFID) technology has been
incorporated in the antenna sensor design to increase the interrogation distance and improve the
measurement reliability (Yi et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2016).
Strain sensing performance of those antenna sensor have been investigated through both numerical
simulation and laboratory experiments. However, besides structural strain, other environmental
disturbances, such as temperature fluctuation, can also result in the resonance frequency change
of the antenna. A large frequency change due to temperature fluctuation can be difficult to
distinguish from strain effects. To reduce temperature effect on resonance frequency, this research
investigates the performance of a thermally-stable passive wireless antenna sensor.
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In this research, thermal influence on antenna sensors is investigated through a day-long outdoor
test. The strain sensing performance of a thermally-stable passive wireless antenna sensor is
studied through both multi-physics simulation and laboratory compression test. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the strain sensing mechanism of an antenna sensor and
two designs of the RFID-based passive antenna sensor. Section 3 discusses the thermal influences
on both antenna sensors. Section 4 describes the multi-physics simulation on the strain sensing
performance of the new design of antenna sensor. Section 5 presents the compression test on the
antenna sensor. Finally, a summary and conclusion are provided.
2. Strain sensing mechanism
According to electromagnetic theory, the resonance frequency of an antenna at certain temperature
𝑇 is given by:
𝑓

𝑐

𝑇

2𝐿 𝛽 ,

(1)

𝑇

where 𝑐 is the speed of light; 𝐿 is the length of the electrical current path; 𝛽 , 𝑇 is the effective
dielectric constant of the substrate which depends on environmental temperature 𝑇.
When longitudinal strain 𝜖 is applied on the antenna sensor, the length of the total current path
changes from 𝐿 to 𝐿 1 𝜖 . In civil structural applications, the dimensionless 𝜖 is usually on the
order of 10 (10 micro-strain) to 10 (1,000 micro-strain). If the dielectric constant of the
substrate 𝛽 , 𝑇 remains as constant, the change of the resonance frequency ∆𝑓 𝑇 due to strain
𝜖 can be obtained as:
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Here 𝑆 𝑇 is the theoretical strain sensitivity of the antenna sensor at temperature 𝑇. Thus, the
antenna sensor can measure the strain by detecting the shift of its resonance frequency:
𝜖

∆𝑓 𝑇
𝑆 𝑇

(3)

Different prototypes of passive patch antenna sensor have been proposed to measure strain
wirelessly. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show the designs of two passive patch antenna sensors. Both sensors
have copper cladding and RFID chips mounted on the top side of the substrates. Vias connect the
top copper cladding to the ground plane of each sensor. The main difference between these two
sensors is the substrate material. Previous design (Fig. 1 (a)) of antenna sensor with Rogers
RT/duroid® 5880 substrate is sensitive to temperature change. Laboratory experiments have shown
that under temperature fluctuation, the previous design undergoes large resonance frequency
change due to its large dielectric constant variation (Yi et al., 2012). The large dielectric constant
variation would result in difficulty for the sensor to estimate the structural strain from its resonance
frequency change. To improve sensor reliability when temperature fluctuates, a thermally-stable
substrate material RT/duroid® 6202 is chosen to upgrade the antenna sensor. In addition, a new
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(b) New design
(a) Previous design
Fig. 1 Prototypes of passive patch antenna sensor

RFID chip with much smaller footprint is adopted. A new version of passive patch antenna sensor
is designed according to the dielectric constant of the substrate and the impedance of the RFID
chip (Fig. 1 (b)).
3. Outdoor temperature test
A day-long outdoor temperature test is conducted to study the influence of the temperature
fluctuation on the resonance frequency of the antenna sensors. Fig. 2 (a) shows the outdoor
experiment setup. Two antenna sensors, one with RT/duroid® 5880 substrate and the other with
RT/duroid® 6202 substrate, are installed on the web surface of a steel I-section column. Metal foil
strain gages are installed to measure the temperature induced strain on the steel column surface.
To keep track of temperature fluctuations in the field, two thermocouples are installed near the
sensors. An interrogation reader antenna is placed 12 in. away from the antenna sensor for wireless
communication.
The outdoor test starts at noon with environmental temperature at around 76 ˚F. The temperature
is measured every 20 minutes until 17:00. The temperature fluctuation is plotted in the Fig. 2 (b).

(a) Experiment setup
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The highest temperature is around 80 ˚F and the lowest temperature is around 70 ˚F. At each time
step, interrogation power threshold is measured for both patch antenna sensors. To reduce
measurement noise, the reader antenna sweeps the target frequency span five times for each
measurement. Resonance frequencies of both patch antenna sensors are extracted from the average
interrogation power threshold curves and shown in Fig. 2 (b). A total of about 0.5 MHz resonance
frequency change is observed on patch antenna sensor with RT/duroid® 5880 substrate during the
test. Meanwhile, the patch antenna senor with RT/duroid® 6202 substrate shows a total about 0.1
MHz resonance frequency change, which is much less than that of the previous design with
RT/duroid® 5880 substrate.
4. Multi-physics simulation
To accurately describe both mechanical and electromagnetic behaviors of the patch antenna sensor,
a multi-physics coupled simulation approach is adopted. The patch antenna sensor is modeled
using ANSYS software package. Fig. 3 (a) shows the finite element model. The antenna sensor is
attached at the center of a tapered aluminum plate. Above the antenna sensor, an air layer is built
to consider the fringing effect. Shell elements are utilized to model the copper cladding on both
top and bottom sides of the antenna sensor. Solid elements are utilized to model the substrate layer,
the air layer, and the aluminum specimen. For simplicity, the bonding effect between the antenna
sensor and the aluminum plate is considered ideal in the simulation, i.e. the bottom copper cladding
shares the same finite element nodes with the corresponding area of the top surface of the
aluminum plate.
To generate three-point bending in the mechanical simulation, the bottom nodes of the aluminum
specimen fix the translational DOFs along x, y, and z. Two corners in the middle part of the
aluminum specimen are fixed along z-direction and free to move in x and y. Forces along zdirection are applied on the top nodes of the aluminum specimen to generate compression strain

(b) Strain distribution

(c) Current pattern

(a) Finite element model (aluminum plate
(d) Resonance Frequency Change
in x-y plane)
Fig. 3 Multi-physics simulation on patch antenna sensor
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the in the sensor area. From 0 to 700 με with 50 με increment, 15 strain levels in total are simulated.
Fig. 3 (b) shows the strain distribution along y-direction on the antenna sensor at strain level of
700 με. Approximately uniform strain distribution is achieved on the antenna sensor. After the
mechanical simulation at each strain level, the deformed finite element model is used for
electromagnetic simulation to calculate the resonance frequency of the antenna sensor. Fig. 3 (c)
illustrates the current pattern on the antenna sensor at its resonant mode. Using this multi-physics
simulation approach, the resonance frequency of deformed antenna sensor at each strain level can
be accurately calculated. Fig. 3 (d) plots the resonance frequency change along with the
compression strain. Linear regression is applied on these data points, and the strain sensitivity is
calculated as 865 Hz/με.
5. Compression test
Laboratory compression test is conducted to investigate the strain sensing performance of the patch
antenna sensor. Fig. 4 (a) shows the setup of the compression test. A three-point bending device is
designed and utilized to apply compression strain on the patch antenna sensor. The patch antenna
sensor and reference metal foil strain gages are installed in the middle of tapered aluminum
specimen. The interrogation distance between the patch antenna sensor and the reader antenna is
set as 18 in. From 0 to 700 με, the load is adjusted so that approximately a 50 µε increment is
obtained at each loading step. The interrogation power threshold of the patch antenna sensor is
measured at each loading step. To reduce measurement noise, five frequency sweeps are conducted
for each measurement. The average interrogation power threshold are plotted in Fig. 4 (b). For
clarity, only four representative strain levels are shown. Resonance frequency of the patch antenna
sensor at each strain level is then determined by peak picking of each average interrogation power

(b) Interrogation power threshold

(a) Experiment setup
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threshold curve. As expected, the resonance frequency increases as the compression strain
increases. Fig. 4 (c) plots the resonance frequency change with the strain. Linear regression is
applied on these data points, and the strain sensitivity is calculated as 874 Hz/με, which is close
to the simulated result 865 Hz/ με as shown in Section 4. In addition, The coefficient of
determination is 0.9945, confirming the approximately linear relationship between frequency
change and strain.
6. Conclusion
This research presents the strain sensing performance of a thermally-stable passive patch antenna
sensor. Extensive numerical simulation and laboratory tests have been conducted to characterize
the performance of the passive wireless antenna sensor with RT/duroid® 6202 substrate. The patch
antenna sensor with RT/duroid® 6202 substrate is shown to be more stable under outdoor
environment disturbance compared with previous sensor with substrate material RT/duroid® 5880.
Multi-physics simulation can accurately capture mechanical and electromagnetic behaviors of the
patch antenna sensor. Compression test is conducted using a three-point bending setup to verify
the strain sensing performance of the patch antenna sensor. Both numerical simulation and
laboratory test show that the patch antenna sensor is capable of estimating small strain changes on
the base structure.
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Abstract
Hyperspectral imaging represents an electromagnetic spectrum for each pixel in the image of a
structural surface. The characteristic wavelength of the spectrum at reflectance valleys or
absorption peaks can be used as a spectral feature for certain chemical detection. In this study,
spectral reflectance characteristics of mortar samples are extracted to assess the reduction of
moisture on the surface of mortar samples during the cement hydration process. The test results
indicate that the reflectance increases and the absorbance decreases because water is reacted and
less light will be absorbed during the hydration process. The average absorbance between 1923
nm and 1983 nm in wavelength gradually decreases with the mortar curing time. This feature
parameter can be used to evaluate the mortar hydration process.
1. Introduction
Concrete is the most widely used material in buildings, bridges, dams, tunnels, pavements,
runways and roads due to its high durability and resistance to weathering and natural disasters.
When concrete structures like pavements are built on site, usually a minimum curing period is
required to ensure that the concrete can attain the specified compressive strength before the road
is open to the traffic (ACI Committee 301, 1972). It is necessary to understand the minimum curing
period of the concrete to reduce the economy cost caused by the shut-down of traffic. The pull off
test and the maturity method are used to determine the strength of concrete in situ but both methods
need to establish the reference curves. The concrete curing process occurs immediately after
finishing. The cement hydration consumes free water in the pore solution and generates hydration
products like C-S-H gel and calcium hydroxide (Liu et al., 2017). Therefore, the reduced moisture
content can be used as a sign to predict the increase in the strength of concrete. Backscattered
electron imaging has been used to study the free-water content in concrete through measuring the
concrete porosity (Sahu et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2019). As this method can only be implemented
in laboratory, other techniques are needed to determine the water content of concrete on site
without destroying it.
Hyperspectral imaging has been utilized in mineral identification, vegetation classification, and
natural resource exploration (Zaini et al., 2016; DeTar et al., 2008; Tian et al., 2012). These
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applications are based on higher level of spectral resolution in hyperspectral images to identify the
specific property related to the materials. The hyperspectral imaging can obtain continuous light
intensity spectrum for each pixel in the image of a scene, which can be used to identify the objects
in the scene with great precision and detail. The composition of carbonate and clay minerals on
the Portland cement-grade limestone surface can be estimated through characterizing the
wavelength position and depth of the absorption spectra (Zaini et al., 2016). The airborne
hyperspectral imaging has been taken on the seeded and nearly bare soil to characterize the infield distribution of soil components (DeTar et al., 2008). The oil-gas reservoirs are detected
through analyzing the absorption bands in hyperspectral images for oil-gas exploration (Tian et al.,
2012).
In this study, hyperspectral imaging is used to obtain the characteristic wavelengths at absorption
peaks of an electromagnetic spectrum for each pixel in the image of a concrete surface. The
reflectance can be related to the moisture content on the mortar sample surface, thus providing an
effective indicator for mortar hydration process. The mortar sample are cured for one day and
demolded for hyperspectral scanning for 14 days. The absorption peaks bands around 1900 nm is
used to detect the change of moisture content on the mortar sample surface.
2. Materials
A Type I Portland cement was used. Table 1 lists the mix proportion of the mortar. The water-tocement ratio was 0.6. Freshly mixed mortar was cast into cubic molds with dimensions of 50 mm
by 50 mm by 50 mm to prepare specimens. After casting, the specimen was covered with wet
burlap and plastic sheet to prevent surface cracking due to plastic shrinkage. The specimen was
demolded after 24 hours and hyperspectral camera was used for sample surface scanning in the
first 14 days.
Table 1. Mortar mixture proportion
Water
0.6
Ordinary Portland cement
1.0
Missouri river sand
3.09
3. Experimental Study
The headwall Hyperspec VNIR-SWIR sensor is used to scan the mortar samples in this study. The
co-aligned VNIR-SWIR sensor has a broad wavelength range of 400-2500nm, of which the VNIR
sensor has a spectral range of 400-1000 nm and the SWIR sensor has a spectral range of 900-2500
nm. The spectral resolution is 2.2 nm for VNIR sensor and 6 nm for SWIR sensor. For the detection
of surface moisture content, the camera is set to the SWIR sensor for sample surface scanning. The
distance of mortar samples to the light source (LED illumination) was 0.5 meter and the camera
was set 1.2 meter to the front surface of mortar samples as shown in Figure 1. The camera was
installed on the tripod and a laptop was connected to the camera with Hyperspec III software to
control its rotation and collect images. Before capturing images, the first step is to calibrate the
camera with the collections of dark reference and white reference. The dark reference is used to
measure the electric current in the system, so the software deducts that from the scan data to
eliminate noise; the white reference is used to get the white balance. The dark reference was
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collected through placing the supplied lens cap over the camera lens while the white reference was
collected through aiming the camera lens at a reflective grey canvas. Exposure time and frame
period were also adjusted so that 60% of saturated light intensity was detected using the grey
canvas. If the light intensity detected by the camera is too low, significant noise will appear in the
data, which cannot be mathematically corrected. Besides, a certain amount of rotation angles need
to be ensured during scanning so that the camera can cover the whole surface area of the sample.

Figure 1. Experiment setup.
After demolding of the cube samples, the samples were scanned each day until the 14th day. After
scanning, the files are transferred from the camera to the computer and SpectralView is used to
extract the reflectance of each pixel on the images. For the image pre-processing, the dark
reference is used to eliminate the background noise and increase the signal to noise ratio. The white
reference is used to calculate the reflectance of the light. The reflectance can be calculated by:
R=I/Is

(1)

where Is is the reflected light intensity of the standard grey canvas (with 50% reflection);I is the
reflected light intensity of the sample. The absorbance of the light can be deduced by:
A=log(1/R)

(2)

For each scanned sample surface, twenty spectra were extracted from the selected twenty points
and the mean spectrum is used for following analysis.
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5. Results and Discussion
The hyperspectral image of a mortar specimen after dark and white reference deductions is shown
in Figure 2. The average reflectance spectra over a 50 mm × 50 mm (2500 pixels) surface area of
the mortar specimen in 14 days are presented in Figure 3 at a wavelength range of 950 nm - 2350
nm. Previous studies of cement-based materials have shown that the wide absorbance band around
a wavelength of 1900 nm is caused by the combination tone of H2O (Walling et al. 1989). The
overall reflectance of the sample surface shows an increasing trend since the water is reacted
during the hydration process. As less water is left on the sample surface, less light will be absorbed,
increasing reflectance. Figure 4 shows the mean absorbance spectra of the mortar samples up to
14 days. The absorbance spectrum gradually decreases with curing time.

Figure 2. The hyperspectral image of mortar specimens after dark and white reference
deductions.
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Figure 3. The average reflectance spectra of the mortar sample over a wavelength of 950 nm 2350 nm when the sample is cured up to 14 days.
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Figure 4. The average absorbance spectra of the mortar sample over a wavelength range of 950
nm -2350 nm when the sample is cured up to 14 days.
Here, a difference absorbance dA (1923-1983) is defined as the average absorbance over a
wavelength range of 1923 nm to 1983 nm. This index represents the extent of hydration process.
Figure 5 shows the difference absorbance dA (1923-1983) with the curing time. In general, the
difference absorbance shows a decreasing trend over 14 days following a logarithmic curve. This
result indicates a rapid hydration process at the beginning and a gradually decreasing hydration at
14 days.
1.16

Difference absorbance
dA (1923-1983)

1.14
1.12
1.1
y = -0.042ln(x) + 1.1127
R² = 0.9096

1.08
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1.02
1
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Figure 5. The difference absorbance dA (1923-1983) decreasing over curing time in 14 days.
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6. Conclusions
Based on the spectral data obtained from the hyperspectral camera, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
Hyperspectral shapes and intensities appear closely related to the change of moisture on
the surface of mortar samples. Hyperspectral features are promising for the detection of
moisture and thus the strength of early age mortar.
The reflectance on the surface of a mortar sample gradually increases while the absorbance
gradually decreases due to its cement hydration process. The difference absorbance dA
(1923-1983) gradually decreases with the increase of mortar curing time, which can be
used to evaluate the process of mortar hydration.
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Abstract
Corrosion of reinforcing steel bars (rebars) embedded in concrete is a significant maintenance,
rehabilitation and safety issue as it relates to the overall health of concrete structures, particularly
those subjected to cyclical chloride attack. Over the years several inspection methods have been
used to detect and assess this corrosion with limited success. Wideband microwave imaging,
using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques, has shown great potential for producing 3D
images of structures containing rebars. Although these investigations have shown great promise,
a methodical approach to investigate the overall efficacy of this imaging technique has not yet
taken place. Steel corrosion byproduct (i.e., rust) is a relatively high permittivity and high loss
dielectric material. Relatively high loss factor results in the absorption of the irradiating
microwave energy, leading to rebar image becoming less prominent. Hence, high-resolution
images of concrete samples subjected to accelerated corrosion are expected to result in a better
understanding and limitations of this imaging approach. This paper outlines the results of an
ongoing investigation using wideband microwave 3D SAR imaging technique applied to mortar
samples with rebars that were cyclically corroded using an accelerated corrosion process.
Simulation results show the presence corrosion on rebars can be clearly detected through
attenuations of microwave signal. Measurements as a function of mortar water-to-cement (w/c)
ratio and corrosion condition are also conducted. Discussion of similarities and differences
between the simulation and experimental results are also provided.
1. Introduction
It is commonly known that corrosion of embedded steel bars (rebars) in concrete members, due
to chloride attack, is a major concern with respect to the health and maintenance of civil
infrastructures such as roadways, bridges and dams (Koch, et al., 2001). Corrosion byproducts
(i.e., rust) occupy a larger volume than the materials that produced it, leading to stresses that
ultimately cause cracking and spalling in these structures. Consequently, it is critical to devise a
robust detection and evaluation techniques to monitor degradation of these structures due to
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rebar corrosion. Theoretical modeling results predicting corrosion rates are not always
corroborated by experimental verifications as pointed out by (ACI 228.2R, 1998) and (Poursaee,
et al., 2007), and there exists significant discrepancies in accuracy associated with different
testing methods (Flis, et al., 1993). For studying the effect of corrosion, electrochemical testing
technique is a method of inducing corrosion on an embedded rebar with reasonable control of the
corrosion growing process (Malhotra and Carino, 2004; Poursaee, et al., 2011). This process can
then be combined with different testing techniques to evaluate their efficacy for detecting and
assessment of corrosion level.
Clearly, a robust and accurate nondestructive testing (NDT) approach for assessing steel rebar
condition is highly desirable. To this end, high-resolution microwave synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imaging technique has shown great potential for this purpose in recent years (Kharkovsky,
et al., 2011; Ghasr, et al., 2015). However, this technique also has certain limitations which need
to be considered when using for rebar corrosion assessment. At microwave frequencies concrete
is a lossy and inhomogeneous material (i.e., presence of aggregates). Therefore, a microwave
signal interacting with the internal structures of a concrete structure undergoes significant
attenuation and scattering, as a function of the operating frequency (i.e., wavelength). Lower
microwave frequencies penetrate deeper into concrete and are less affected by the scattering
influences of the aggregates. However, lower frequencies produce images with coarser spatial
and depth resolutions, leading to images that may not be as clearly indicative of corrosion in
rebars (Ghasr, et al., 2015). In this paper, we investigate the effect of cyclically corroding rebars
using an accelerated corrosion process, in mortar samples, while performing electromagnetic
simulations as well as SAR imaging experiments.
2. Electromagnetic Simulations
Electromagnetic simulations were performed to investigate the theoretical capabilities of SAR
imaging for detecting and assessing corrosion level in rebras embedded in mortar. Figure 1
shows the simulation schematic where a plane-wave, at J-band (5.85-8.2 GHz), impinges upon a
mortar sample (cross-section shown) with two embedded rebars, one of which (on the right) has
varying thicknesses of corrosion on it (discrete 5% increase).
Z

Layer 1: Air

Plane Wave

X

Layer 2: Concrete

1cm

15cm
10cm
r=0.79cm

Corrosion Percent

0

rmet

roxi

5% 10% 15%

Figure 1: Electromagnetic simulation configuration for a mortar sample with embedded rebars.

The dielectric constant of the sample was taken to be (𝜀 = 4-j0.2), while the corrosion
byproduct (i.e., rust) dielectric constant was taken to be (𝜀 = 12.5-j2.6) (Fallahpour, et al.,
2014). Using CST Microwave Studio®, the reflection coefficient measured at the location of the
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incident wave (1 cm above the sample) was calculated along the sample (from right to left). This
data, representing the measured reflection coefficient, was then passed through the Green’s
function-based SAR algorithm (Fallahpour, et al., 2014) to produce an image of the cross-section
of the sample. The two embedded steel bars are placed at the same depth of 150 cm within the
sample, and 15 cm apart, which is large compared with the operating wavelength, to ensure
minimal interactions between the two. The thickness of corrosion layer, roxi, was calculated
according to:

rmet  r 1  Nc , roxi  r 1  3Nc

(1)

where, rmet is the radius of rebar, and Nc is the ratio of corrosion (lost mass of a rebar due to
corrosion over its original mass). No corrosion was considered on the left rebar while only the
one on the right was corroded as a function of increasing corrosion percentage, Nc, from 0% to
5%, 10% and 15%. The calculated thicknesses are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Size of differently-corroded rebars.

Corrosion Percentage
5%
10%
15%

rmet (cm)
0.770
0.749
0.728

roxi (cm)
0.847
0.900
0.951

Thickness (roxi-rmet) (cm)
0.077
0.151
0.223

Figure 2a-d show the results of these simulations, in the form of cross-section images of the
sample with varying percentage of corrosion. The results clearly show the effect of increasing
corrosion level in the (right) rebar image intensities, as a direct result of the lossy nature of the
dielectric constant of corrosion/rust. In addition, the results show that the decrease in the image
intensity is not a linear function of increasing corrosion level.

(a) 0%

(b) 5%

(c) 10%

(d) 15%

Figure 2: Simulation results for: a) 0%, b) 5%, c) 10% and d) 15% corrosion ( Nc), respectively.

To more quantitatively show the effect of increasing corrosion level on the rebar on the right,
image intensity magnitude at x = 12 cm, which correspond to the center position of the right
rebar in the x-direction (from left to right) is extracted and shown in Figure 3. The result shows
the gradual, yet non-linear change in the image intensity. More importantly, the non-linear
changes of green function in terms of propagation distance (Mosig and Melcon, 2003) leads to
the quick decay of signals from 10% case to 15% case while small portion from 0% to 10%.
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Figure 3: Image intensity from the right rebar as a function of increasing corrosion level.

It is important to note that this simulation is preliminary and does not take into account the ribs
in the rebar and the effect of their corrosion process and henceforth on the microwave signal
scattering; permeation of corrosion byproduct in the mortar material around the rebar; cracking
of mortar around the rebar; etc. Further investigation into this complex issue will be ongoing.
3. Mortar Samples and Experimental Cyclical Corrosion Procedure
To investigate the capabilities of the SAR imaging technique for detecting cyclically-corroded
rebars, two sets of mortar samples, M1 and M2, with water-to-cement ratios (w/c) of 0.55 and
0.40 were cast, with three reinforcing steel bars embedded in each. The mix proportions of the
mortars are shown in Table 2. After casting, the specimens were covered with wet burlap and
plastic sheet to prevent surface cracking due to drying shrinkage. The specimens were demolded
after 24 hours, and then cured in an environmental chamber for 28 days. Subsequently, they were
placed in a temperature-controlled room, at 70oC and for approximately 20 days, to remove any
excess moisture. Figure 4 shows pictures of the form with three rebars and the cast sample,
respectively. Dimensions of the final mortar are 42.5 cm (L), 26.5 cm (W) and 12 cm (H). The
mortar cover thickness is 5 cm and the rebars are one-foot long with a dimeter of 1.91 cm.
Table 2: Mix proportions of the two mortar mixtures.

Types of mortar
Water
Ordinary Portland cement
Missouri river sand

M1

M2

0.55

0.4

1.0

1.0

2.81

1.83

Figure 4: Pictures of casting frame (left), one of the samples (middle), and mix proportions (right).

For the cyclical procedure of corroding the rebars, each sample was placed in a saltwater (NaCl
solution) bath with a salinity of 3.5% (by wt.). The saltwater level was kept 0.5 cm lower than
the lower edge of steel bars in order to avoid electrical short-circuit between the extruded steel
rod and the saltwater solution. Then, a constant current of 500 µA/cm 2 was impressed through
the rebars on both sides to accelerate corrosion until the mass loss of the steel bar reached 0.1%.
No current was passed through the middle rebar. In this way, the middle rebar image could be
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used as a reference with which to compare the other two rebar images. Subsequent to each
soaking cycle, the sample was removed and placed in the temperature-controlled room to remove
the excess water. Each day the mass of the sample was measured until such time there was no
appreciable change in the mass. Subsequently, SAR images from both sides of the sample were
produced at J-band (5.85-8.2 GHz) and X-band (8.2-12.4 GHz), respectively. The penetration of
the microwave signal is higher at the former frequency band than the latter. However, the Xband images were produced for comparison purposes. The flow-chart of the entire experimental
process is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Flow-chart of the cyclical electrochemical corrosion and scanning procedure.

4. Experimental Results
Images at J-band (5.85-8.2 GHz) obtained by scanning the top side of the mortar sample with
0.55 water-to-cement ratio (w/c) are shown in Figure 6, subsequent to the third soaking cycle.
Result of vertical cross section (perpendicular to rebars) is given by the left image and is taken
from the middle position of the rebar, x= 132.5 mm, while the horizontal cross-section image on
the right corresponds to an image slice at the plane ~6.5 cm below the top surface, approximately
corresponding to the depth of the rebars. Both images clearly display the embedded three rebars.
However, the difference between the two corroded rebars and the middle non-corrosion rebar is
not very apparent. We believe the reason for this is the fact that the thickness of corrosion is still
insignificant after 21 hours of electrochemical process, which is estimated to be only ~14 µm.
Algorithm about detecting different corrosion levels based on the obtained SAR image data is
currently being developed, and will be applied to these and subsequent images.
5. Conclusions
Microwave SAR imaging technique has the potential for being an efficient method for detecting
corroded embedded steel bars in cementitious materials. Electromagnetic simulations on a mortar
sample with two rebars with different levels of corrosion were performed, along with
experiments involving cyclically corroding the rebars using an electrochemical process. Both
simulated and experimental results showed that corroded rebars can be distinguished from noncorroded rebars. Cyclical corrosion will continue and further experimental results will be
reported later.
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Figure 6: 2D microwave images in two cross-sections, vertical (left) and horizontal (right).
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Abstract
This study is intended to assess the integrity of a reinforced concrete bridge deck at the Missouri
S&T campus using non-destructive testing (NDT) methods performed at top and bottom surfaces
of the bridge deck. These utilized methods are named ground generating radar (GPR), impact echo
(IE), and ultrasonic surface waves (USW). GPR was applied using 1.6 GHz and 2.5 GHz antennas
to transmit and receive electromagnetic radio waves at embedded concrete reinforcement or
distinct contacts between solid and loose concrete materials with different dielectric properties.
Due to significant variations of the apparent depth to top of the embedded reinforcing steel bars,
it was difficult to interpret the GPR results for the bridge deck assessment. Therefore, GPR results
are often calibrated in application with ground truth data from either borehole tests or other nondestructive methods, such as IE and USW. IE and USW are based on the reflection of the acoustic
waves at discontinuity (e.g., delamination). Both IE and USW data were acquired using portable
seismic property analyzer (PSPA) device. USW is used to measure the variations of Young’s
modulus of concrete deck and IE is used to measure depth to possible embedded defects in concrete
deck. Eventually, USW and IE results were used as an indicative of the concrete quality of the
bridge deck. An approximately 10 x 9 ft. sections were surveyed at the top and the bottom surfaces
of the bridge deck in order to evaluate and correlate the three NDTs results for the bridge deck
assessment.
1. Introduction
Bridges are continuously aging and deteriorating with time passing due to multiple physical,
chemical and bacterial deterioration processes which may develop and cause problems in form of
spalling, reinforcement corrosion, concrete leaching, cracking, etc. as shown in (Figure 1). The
effective and reliable bridge assessment is required to keep the integrity and serviceability of
bridges and essential to reduce the cost involved in repairing and replacing deteriorated bridges.
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Therefore, NDTs are commonly used in bridge evaluations and can provide a rapid and costeffective bridge assessment [1]. For instance, the repairing and replacing cost of the deteriorated
U.S. highway bridges was estimated by the FHWA at approximately $100 billion [2-3]. Therefore,
understanding the deterioration process is necessary to select the appropriate non-destructive
techniques for bridge deck assessment [2-5].

Figure 1: Bridge deck deterioration

GPR is a non-destructive method used widely in bridge evaluations. GPR depends on the
transmission and receiving of electromagnetic (EM) waves that propagate through the subsurface
materials. The reflected EM signals are recorded and then used to detect some embedded features
(e.g. delamination, and rebar corrosion) based on the changes of electrical conductivity and
dielectric properties of the subsurface materials [6]. Furthermore, GPR responds to the presence
of saline moisture and can be used to determine the relative concrete condition by identifying areas
where there is probably a low to a high concrete deterioration has occurred. Based on data
interpretation, relative concrete condition is determined as good (no deterioration), fair (moderate
deterioration), poor (extensive deterioration) [7-8].
IE and USW are non-destructive methods used widely in bridge evaluations. IE and USW are
based on transmitting and receiving acoustic waves propagating through a uniform medium using
the device of portable seismic property analyzer (PSPA). USW method is used to measure the
variations of Young’s modulus of concrete along the bridge deck and IE method is used to measure
depth to possible embedded defects in concrete along the bridge deck. Both USW and IE were
used to provide information about the concrete quality of the bridge deck [9-10]
An approximately 10 x 9 ft. sections were surveyed using GPR, IE, and USW methods at the top
and the bottom surfaces of a 10 in. thick reinforced concrete bridge deck for bridge deck
assessment at Missouri S&T campus as shown in (Figure 2). The results of this study can be used
to verify the usefulness of using multiple NDTs from the underside (bottom) of the bridge deck,
which could reduce the cost and safety concerns associated with surveying at traffic direction. The
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preliminary results indicated that the bottom surface surveying could be effectively implemented
in the bridge deck assessment. However, more of detailed data interpretation is required to provide
an in-depth understanding of the quality of deck underside surveys.

Figure 2: Bridge deck location

2. Data acquisition and processing
GPR data were acquired using a GSSI 1.6 and 2.5 GHz antennas. GPR profile spacing was 1 ft.
(12 in.) along a predetermined section of 9x10 ft. (108x120 in.) on the top and the bottom surfaces
of the 10 in. thick bridge deck as shown in (Figures 3, 5, and 6). Furthermore, USW and IE data
were acquired using the PSPA device. PSPA profile spacing was 1 ft. (12 in.) along a same
predetermined section of 9x10 ft. (108x120 in.) on top and bottom the bridge deck as shown in
(Figures 4, and 5).
GPR data were processed using Radan 7 (by GSSI) and plotted using Surfer 10 (by Golden
Software), and USW and IE data were processed using PSPA device and plotted using Surfer 10
(by Golden Software) as shown in (Figures 7, and 8) respectively.
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Figure 3: GPR data acquisition

Figure 4: PSPA data acquisition

Figure 5: Illustration of GPR and PSPA traverses direction with respect to
embedded concrete reinforcements
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Figure 6: Illustration of GPR parallel profiles (left) and possible detected reinforcements (right) of top surface
section using 2.5 GHz frequency antenna

Figure 7: An example of processed GPR output showing embedded concrete reinforcements
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Figure 8: An example of processed PSPA output showing USW and IE results

3. Data interpretation and discussions
The significant inconsistency of the apparent depth to top layer of embedded concrete
reinforcements due to possible of irregular construction reinforcement placements or been affected
by severe delamination process as shown previously in (Figure 7) makes the GPR data difficult to
be interpreted for the bridge deck assessment [11]. This was clearly demonstrated by the
uncorrelated amplitude variations maps in particularly at top surface section as shown in (Figure
9). However, the bottom surface section has more consistent of apparent depth to bottom layer of
embedded concrete reinforcements and indicated that the center area (dashed black line) has a high
probability of deterioration relatively compared to the rest of the section as shown in (Figure 10)
and the solid black marked area is the location of visually inspected of exposed reinforcement
corrosion area at the bottom surface of the bridge deck.
USW and IE variations maps correlated well at both top and bottom surface sections of the bridge
deck. At top section, areas of high deterioration indicated by low range of average Young's
modulus (less than 3000 ksi) and high range of depth to defects (2-5 in) as shown in (Figure 11).
At the bottom section, areas of high deterioration indicated by low range of average Young's
modulus (less than 3000 ksi) and high range of depth to defects (2-4 in) as shown in (Figure 12).
Extensive deteriorated area was located approximately at the western part of the bottom section
near the exposed reinforcement corrosion area.
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Figure 9: Amplitude variations map using 1.6 GHz (left) and 2.5 GHz (right) frequency (top section)

Figure 10: Amplitude variations map using 1.6 GHz (bottom section)
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Figure 11: USW (left) and IE (right) variation maps (top section)

Figure 12: USW (left) and IE (right) variation maps (bottom section)

4. Conclusions
GPR was used to assess the relative concrete condition of the bridge deck. However, due to the
significant inconsistent apparent depth of embedded reinforcements, GPR data were difficult to
interpret for the overall bridge deck integrity assessment.
USW and IE were used to determine concrete quality of the bridge deck by estimating elastic
Young's modulus and depth to embedded defects respectively. Where western part of the bottom
section dominated by low average Young's modulus and high depth to defects located close to or
adjacent to the exposed corroded rebars area.
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Abstract
This study presents a multi-sensing monitoring system recently installed in a Victorian railway
viaduct in Leeds, UK. The viaduct is in continuous use since its construction during the 19th
century and suffers extensive cracking due to the combined action of increased train loads and
environmental effects. The bridge was retrofitted in 2015 and there was the need to assess the
effectiveness of the intervention and better understand the ongoing deterioration process. For this
reason, a multi-sensing system was designed that comprises a fibre Bragg grating network to
measure distributed dynamic deformation across three arch spans of the bridge, acoustic emission
sensors to detect rates of cracking, and high sensitivity accelerometers to study the dynamic
response at critical locations. The system is self-sustaining, self-powered and remotely controlled,
and uses an algorithm that combines information from the three different types of sensors to track
variations of response parameters of the bridge over time.
1. Introduction
The recent motorway bridge collapse in August 2018 in Genoa, Italy, which cost the lives of 43
people, was a sad reminder that poor maintenance and lack of monitoring of existing infrastructure
is a serious problem. As the population grows, an increasing number of people rely on these assets,
which deteriorate with time. For instance, 50-60% of the railway bridges in UK and Europe are
masonry arch bridges, the majority of which have been built more than a century ago before the
enforcement of building codes (Orbán et al. 2009, Ye et al. 2018), and many have suffered damage
due to increased train loads and environmental effects.
Traditional maintenance practices of infrastructure owners include costly site visits and condition
assessments based on limited monitoring data. Assessing the level of deterioration is even more
challenging for ageing masonry structures, given that masonry is a non-uniform material of
discontinuous nature, which is particularly difficult to model, despite the wide range of
sophisticated structural analysis methods available today (Roca et al. 2010).
The emerging concept of the self-sensing bridge (Lau et al. 2018), which combines advanced
sensing techniques with streaming statistical modelling and big data analytics, aims to enhance our
understanding of the life-cycle performance of the structure and provide a tool for better asset
management and operation of infrastructure networks. Aligned with this idea, this paper presents
a multi-sensing monitoring system for the deterioration study of a Victorian railway viaduct in
Leeds, UK. The system combines (i) a network of fibre Bragg grating (FBG) strain sensors, (ii)
acoustic emission (AE) sensors and (iii) high-sensitivity accelerometers and was designed to be
self-sustaining, self-powered and remotely controlled.
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The results from continuous remote monitoring of the bridge presented in this paper offer a new
understanding of the global dynamic deformation and local masonry deterioration of the structure,
together with new opportunities for development of structural alert systems for railway bridges
based on real-time streaming statistical modelling.
2. Description of the structure and the multisensing system
The Marsh Lane Viaduct is located next to the
Eastern entrance of Leeds Railway Station, in the
centre of the city. The bridge was constructed
between 1865 and 1869 (Hoole 1973). Today it
carries two electrified tracks with a traffic load that
exceeds 200 trains per day, ranging from typical
#38 #39
passenger trains to multi-wagon freight trains. Fig.
#37
1 shows the southern side of the investigated
section of the bridge, which comprises the Arches Fig. 1. The southern side view of the Marsh
37, 38 and 39. Fig. 2 shows the main cracks Lane Viaduct in Leeds, UK
observed under the arches. The most severe
damages are concentrated over the relieving arches at the centre of the piers due to a spreading
mechanism that forces the relieving arch keystone to descend and the walls to bow outwards
(Acikgoz et al. 2018). For this reason, Network Rail, the owner of the bridge, conducted in 2015
an extensive repair by filling in the relieving arches with concrete and installing steel ties to arrest
transverse movements of the piers and the spandrel walls. In addition, a longitudinal crack below
the North track is observed in Arch 37, which is the most damaged arch of the bridge.

Fig. 2. Plan view of the investigated section of the Marsh Lane Viaduct, showing the main damages
(in red), the fibre optic sensors network (thin black lines), the acoustic emission sensors (green
circles) and the high-sensitivity accelerometers (blue squares)
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Fig. 3. Top: FBG strain sensor. Bottom-Left: AE sensor and preamplifier. Bottom-Right: Highsensitivity accelerometer
After the 2015 retrofitting intervention, a network of FBG strain sensors was installed underneath
the Arches 37 and 38, allowing for the detailed study of their dynamic deformation (Acikgoz et al.
2018). This successful installation was followed by the permanent FBG network installation shown
in Fig. 2, which comprises 68 FBG strain sensors in the longitudinal and transverse direction of
the investigated section of the bridge, together with 5 FBG sensors calibrated to measure
temperature. For this installation, four cables of a Germanium doped single-mode silica fibre were
clamped to the masonry surface, as shown in Fig. 3 (top). Every FBG sensor measures strain
between two clamps that appear as small black squares in Fig. 2 and are numbered from West to
East as A1-A9 and from North to South as T1-T7 for each arch.
Acoustic emission (AE) is a phenomenon where transient elastic waves are generated by the rapid
release of energy, typically due to sudden irreversible changes in the internal structure of the
material such as cracking. AE sensors are piezoelectric sensors used to detect elastic waves, which
have extremely small amplitude (in the order of nm) and very high frequency (in the order of 10
kHz to over 1 MHz), requiring data acquisition systems with high sampling rates. In this study,
AE sensors have been installed to detect rates of cracking at four critical locations in Arch 37, as
shown in Fig. 2, numbered as AE1-AE4. Fig. 3 (bottom-left) offers a closer view of sensor AE2,
together with its preamplifier. MISTRAS R6α general purpose sensor was selected, with 60 kHz
resonant frequency and 35-100 kHz operating frequency range. Sensors AE1-2 have been placed
next to the crack that develops over the relieving arch at the Eastern side of Arch 37, with AE2
measuring cracking rates at the beginning of the crack, having width > 2 cm, and AE1 at the ending
of the crack near the keystone, having width < 2 mm. Sensor AE3 was placed next to the
longitudinal crack of Arch 37. Sensor AE4 was placed near FBG sensor “37NA7A8”, meaning the
strain sensor at the North side of Arch 37 between clamps A7-A8. This last location was selected
based on a recent study by Alexakis et al. (2019), who presented a statistical analysis of FBG data
that compares the dynamic deformation of the bridge between July 2016 and June 2018, revealing
an amplification of the dynamic strain at this location, where crushing of bricks has been observed.
To this end, it is noted that before the permanent installation of sensors AE1-4, different healthy
regions (with no cracking) were explored, where no acoustic emissions were recorded. This finding
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confirms that AE sensors are recording exclusively the stress waves produced from micro/macrocracking events in neighbouring cracks and are not affected by the substantial vibrations of the
bridge caused by the train loading.
In order to study the dynamic response of
Arch 37 with its piers, three highsensitivity accelerometers were installed
at the springings and keystone, as shown
in Fig. 2, numbered as ACC1-3. Fig. 3
(bottom-right) offers a close view of
ACC2. A CAN (Controller Area
Network) interface 3-axis accelerometer
was selected, with 0.06 μG/LSB reported
resolution and 500 Hz maximum sampling
rate.

CAN
breakout
box
Optical
Sensing
Interrogator

NI
controller

router

laptop

Fig. 4 shows the main parts of the Data
Acquisition System (DAQ). The 4- Fig. 4. Data Acquisition System
channel
sm130
Optical
Sensing
Interrogator of Micron Optics, Inc. used in this study offers up to 1 kHz sampling rate per sensor
and 2-3 micro-strain (εμ) resolution. A National Instruments (NI) cRIO controller was used for the
AE sensors, offering up to 1 MHz sampling rate. The accelerometers-controller connection was
achieved through a CAN breakout box. The DAQ is permanently installed under Arch 37, inside
a temperature controlled cabinet. The DAQ is connected to a laptop with a router, which remotely
transmits daily data through a 4G internet connection. The system is powered up by the solar panel
shown at the top left corner of Fig. 1.
3. Results
Alexakis et al. (2019) developed a signal processing and statistical analysis algorithm that uses
FBG data to identify changes in dynamic strain of the bridge over time. The algorithm identifies
the type of train loading (train direction, velocity, number of carriages, relative axle distance) and
presents variations of the minimum and maximum strain per sensor under the same type of load.
An example is shown in Fig. 5, where strain variation for the 3-carriage Class 185 train, heading
in a specific direction, are presented. The change in the response of sensor 37NA6A7 over the last
2 years, where AE4 sensor was installed, is indicated with a dashed box. Using this information,
it is possible to present variations of cracking rates over time for each AE sensor location under
the same load. For instance, Fig. 6 presents (i) the cumulative number of counts per train loading,
meaning the number of times the AE signal exceeds a preset threshold above the noise level, which
was 40 dB for this study, and (ii) the maximum signal amplitude per train loading. The results
shown in Fig. 6 are always for the 3-carriage Class 185 trains, heading in a specific direction. The
keystone crack next to AE1 was considerably more active compared to the other crack locations
and the sensor was triggered 96% of the times the Class 185 train passed over the bridge. The
triggering rate was 12% for AE2, 39% for AE3, and 21% for AE4.
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Fig. 5. Mean value and standard deviation of the maximum and minimum peaks of FBG signals
for 42 sensors underneath Arches 37 and 38, for the Class 185 3-carriage train that is heading
East, exiting Leeds Station

Fig. 6. Top: Cumulative number of counts for AE1-4 sensors in linear and logarithmic scale.
Bottom: Maximum AE amplitude per Class 185 train passage for each sensor
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To evaluate the effect of cracking on the global
dynamic response of a bridge span, the span opening
at the top of the piers is of interest. High sensitivity
accelerometers were tested to evaluate their accuracy
for low amplitude, low frequency displacement
measurement. Fig. 7 shows an example result for a
Class 185 train, and is obtained from double
integration of the high-sensitivity accelerometers
data. The result is in excellent agreement with the
FBG data demonstrating good capability of this
monitoring technique.

Fig. 7. Span opening at the top of the
Arch 37 piers under the Class 185 train
load, obtained from FBG and ACC data

4. Conclusions
This paper presents a multi-sensing system for the remote long-term SHM of masonry railway
bridges. The system is self-sustaining and capable to track with precision variations in cracking
rates, dynamic displacement and strain at multiple locations over time.
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Abstract
Efficient management of bridge structures requires a thorough understanding of the traffic using
a bridge. In this paper an innovative static strain-based remote Bridge-Weigh-In-Motion
(BWIM) system is deployed on a truss bridge in rural New Brunswick, Canada. The analysis
methods are briefly outlined, and the system is successfully validated with a truck of known
weight resulting in an average error of 7% in gross vehicle weight estimation.
1. Introduction
Oversize and overweight vehicles have become a common concern worldwide as the demand to
capacity ratio is increasing due to changes in traffic and aging of bridge structures. Overweight
trucks can cause serious damage to bridges and accelerate the degradation, causing fatigue
problems and shortening service life. The province of New Brunswick, located in Atlantic
Canada, is home to 770,000 residents and more than 3000 bridges. The large number of bridges
per capita combined with a high ratio of heavy commercial vehicle traffic and a small number of
commercial vehicle enforcement officers, makes overweight loading a significant concern for the
New Brunswick Department of Transportation and Infrastructure (NBDTI). There is a growing
desire for the development of real-time remote monitoring programs to monitor the frequency of
over weight loading events and the effect they have on the bridge structures.
Pavement based Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) systems have been in use for decades to monitor and
record road traffic. In these systems vehicles can maintain highway speed with the sensors
typically imbedded into the highway surface. Pavement based systems work well for general
measurement and classification of routine traffic but are impractical for monitoring compliance
of traffic passing over bridges due to the large number of bridges in a transportation network.
Agencies have not had a cost-effective mechanism to monitor these structures of concern. This
has resulted in the development of Bridge-Weigh-In-Motion (BWIM) systems to provide a more
practical solution for bridge monitoring. BWIM methods estimate weights of vehicles at full
highway speeds by using an instrumented bridge as a scale (Richardson et al., 2014). BWIM
systems are more economical and are also more durable as they are not exposed to harsh road
conditions such as snow and de-icing products as well as not being in direct contact with the
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traffic flow. Pavement based sensors can only record a few milliseconds of the vehicle response
due to the limited time the wheels are in contact with the sensors. Therefore, they are not
sufficient to record a complete cycle of force oscillation. This results in errors in estimating the
vehicle weight. BWIM systems however, measure the complete time history of the bridge
response enabling more accurate estimation of the vehicle weights (Yu, Cai, & Deng, 2016). In
BWIM systems, axle detection techniques are used to estimate vehicle velocity, axle spacing and
axle position in the lane. This information can be incorporated into weight estimation techniques
which fall into two main categories of static and dynamic algorithms (Yu et al., 2016).
Static algorithms estimate the vehicle weights based on methods which use static influence lines
to compare the measured response of a bridge to the theoretical value. A number of methods
have been developed for modifying the influence lines to better match the measured data
(Caprani et al., 2006; McNulty & O’Brien, 2003). The transverse position of the vehicle within a
lane can significantly affect the accuracy of the influence lines. The use of two-dimensional
influence line surfaces can help reduce this error (Quilligan, 2002). However, these methods can
have significant errors introduced from the dynamic response of the bridge as only the static
influence line is considered. Dynamic algorithms obtain the time histories of axle forces from a
vehicle passing over the bridge. These methods known as Moving Force Identification (MFI) can
be very accurate as the complete dynamic effects of the vehicle can be identified and removed
from the response to calculate the static axle weights (Yu et al., 2016). Since the 1990s a number
of methods have been proposed such as the Interpretive Method (IM) (O’Connor & Chan, 1988),
the Time Domain Method (TDM) (Law, Chan, & Zeng, 1997) and the Frequency-Time Domain
Method (FTDM) (Law, Chan, & Zeng, 1999). Deployment and calibration of these methods are
computationally expensive compared to their static counterparts.
In this paper, a strain-based remote monitoring system is utilized to record high resolution realtime strain data to estimate Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) using static BWIM techniques. Field
validation of the sensor and monitoring system was conducted in partnership with NBDTI at the
North Thoroughfare Bridge on Rte. 690, a rural single lane bridge 40 km east of Fredericton NB.
The bridge is a 39m long Baltimore through truss built in 1922. This bridge is currently the only
restricted portion of Rte. 690 with a posted maximum axle weight of 6 ton and a GVW of 10 ton
resulting in a lengthy detour to bypass the structure. Due to these restrictions, and the large
amount of traffic on the road to access summer cottages and communities on Grand Lake, this
bridge is suspected to experience overloaded vehicle traffic. The analysis procedure is briefly
outlined and the BWIM system is validated using a NBDTI plow truck of a known weight and
axle spacing at 10 km/h to 60 km/h, at 10 km/h increments, with four passes per increment.
2. BWIM Instrumentation
The BWIM system is comprised of four main components: axle response measurement, global
response measurement, traffic camera and data communication. The system is triggered to begin
sampling at 100 Hz by a vehicle entering the bridge using a Banner QT50RAF radar motion
detector (Fig 1.a) mounted to each approach of the bridge. This event also triggers a MOBOTIX
AllroundDual M16 infrared capable camera (Fig 1.b) to take a picture of the vehicle for
verification purposes. The axle detection response is measured using BDI ST350 strain gauges
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(Fig 1.c) installed on both the upstream and downstream midspan vertical hangers. As these are
theoretically zero force members until the applied load is in proximity, the strain response is
dominated with peaks which correspond to the passing axles. At the same time the global
response of the bridge is measured by BDI ST350 strain gauges (Fig 1.d) on the upstream and
downstream bottom chords at midspan in order to measure an influence line for the entire
loading event. The data is recorded by a Campbell Scientific CR1000X data logger installed in a
water proof enclosure along with reserve batteries, a GSM router and antennae (Fig 1.e) that is
mounted to the downstream wingwall. Strain data and temperature are also recorded every 5
minutes to monitor the long-term effects and trends of the bridge response. All data is
automatically uploaded to a UNB server every 1 hour. Figure 2 shows a sample of the measured
strain and temperature data over 100 seconds.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)
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Figure 1: a) Banner radar motion detector on custom mounting block, b) MOBOTIX camera,
c) BDI ST350 strain gauge installed to vertical hanger, d) BDI ST350 strain gauge installed to
bottom chord, e) data logger enclosure and power converter unit, f) standard plow truck

100

Figure 2: Sample strain data for the upstream bottom chord and temperature measurement
3. BWIM Analysis
The proposed BWIM analysis method consists of four phases: signal processing, static model
updating, axle detection, and GVW estimation. Before the strain data can be analyzed, individual
loading events are identified and isolated. Next the strain from the upstream and downstream
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sensors are averaged to account for vehicle lane position. To remove the oscillating dynamic
component from the signal, a convolution is performed between the signal 𝑓 𝑡 𝑢 at time lag 𝑢
sin 𝑡⁄2𝑇 of increasing period 𝑇 shown in Equation 1:

and a half sine wave 𝑔 𝑢

ℎ 𝑡

𝑓 𝑡

𝑢 𝑔 𝑢 𝑑𝑢

(1)

Strain (με)

where ℎ 𝑡 is the estimated static signal. The resulting static strain from this smoothing can be
seen in Figure 3 and was validated using measurements from a static load test of the bridge.
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Figure 3: Raw and static strain a) axle detection b) GVW estimation
The theoretical influence line of the bridge for a loading event was calculated using a 2D finite
element model developed in Matlab based on structural drawings for the bridge provided by
NBDTI. For the model to accurately reflect the in-situ conditions and account for simplifications
in the 2D model, finite element model updating was performed. The stiffness (EA), of the truss
members were updated to minimize the difference between measured and theoretical influence
lines for the loading event of passing the standard test truck. As can be seen in Figure 4, a close
agreement between measured and theoretical strain was achieved using this process.
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Figure 4: Bottom chord influence lines
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Once the model is updated and the signals are smoothed, the axle group spacings are determined
using the distance between the peaks in the hanger average strain response. The vehicle speed is
estimated using the time between the entrance and exit triggers, assuming constant velocity once
the vehicle is on the bridge. This axle group spacing is then used in the finite element model to
calculate axle group loads by minimizing the difference between the theoretical values and the
measured static influence lines. These axle loads are then summed to determine an estimate for
the GVW.
4. Results
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Using the data from the 24 trial passes of the NBDTI test truck, model updating, axle group
spacing estimation, and GVW estimation were performed. After performing model updating on
all trials the average member stiffness increased by 44%. This difference is mainly due to the
difference between 2D and 3D behavior as in the real structure the stringers contribute to
carrying axial loads. The increase in estimated member stiffnesses was then used to calculate the
percentage of stringer area that was mobilized to carry tension, found on average to be 32%, and
is summarized in Figure 5. Using the proposed method for axle group spacing estimation
resulted in an average value of 5.5 m with standard deviation of 0.5 m, these results are
summarized in Figure 6. This results in an average error of 4% from the true value of 5.7 m
which is less than the contact patch of a tire on the road surface and thus deemed acceptable.
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Figure 5: Model Updating Results (Error bars show standard deviation.)
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Figure 6: Estimated axle group spacing (Error bars show standard deviation.)
An average GVW estimate of 13700 kg with a standard deviation of 800 kg was achieved using
the proposed static BWIM method with the results summarized in Figure 7. The true GVW of
the truck measured by portable scales from the New Brunswick Department of Justice and Public
Safety, Commercial Vehicle Enforcement, was 14800 kg. This results in an average error of 7%
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in GVW measurements. Comparison of the average percent error between different vehicle
speeds show that the error is significantly higher for the trials performed at 30, 40, and 50 km/h.
Analyzing the strain time histories, it was found that these vehicle speeds produced the largest
dynamic effects.
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Figure 7: Estimated GVW for each vehicle speed and average percent error.
5. Conclusions
This paper outlines the deployment of a static BWIM system on a medium span truss bridge for
accurate estimation of the GVW of vehicles with various speeds. This demonstrates that a remote
strain based BWIM system can be a viable and cost-effective dual-purpose solution for bridge
traffic monitoring and long-term condition monitoring.
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Abstract
Bed scour at bridges, and in particular scour at short spanned arch bridges, has recently come to
the fore due to an increase in the number of structural failures of, in particular, masonry arch
bridges. The incidence of failure in short to medium span bridges within the UK and globally due
to scour accounts for 70% of bridge collapses. Additionally, the failure of short span masonry arch
bridges, subjected to pressurised flow, has increased significantly over the past decade as a direct
consequence of bridge-waterway scour and bridge abutment collapse. While the problem of bridge
scour is well documented, the changes to the flow and subsequent scouring that take place due to
increased flood levels is novel and is currently being investigated by a number of researchers.
Previous research in this area has concentrated on either the structural behaviour of arch bridges
or the hydrodynamic interaction of the flow within the river bed. It is however, the consequential
nature of the interaction between the bed scour and the structural response to this that causes
collapse, and is an area that has not been fully investigated. This paper presents an overview of the
interaction of pressurised flow, its resulting bed scour and its potential influence on the Flexi Arch
bridge system.
Introduction
Scour is the cause of failure for the 70% of short to medium span bridges within the UK and
globally. The collapse of short span masonry arch bridges, subjected to pressurized flow, has
increased significantly over the past decade as a consequence of bridge abutment collapse and
bridge waterway scour (Richardson and Davis, 2001). The three causes of scour at the bridge piers
general, contraction and local the local is the most critical because of the way it is caused. Local
scour is caused by the interference of the river flow with the structure and can lead to a sudden
failure as there is no warning of distress to the structure (Kirby et al., 2015). Significant research
has been carried out proposing monitoring technologies to measure the scour depth of the piers
and foundations but there is poor information about the overall integrity of the bridge.
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Background on masonry arch bridges and the FlexiArch Bridge System
One of the oldest architectural type of bridge structures is the arch form. The vast majority of
existing masonry arch bridges are now over 100 years old. Over the past three centuries the
structural response of masonry arch bridges has been studied extensively and its structural response
still represents a topical issue in modern civil engineering research. There are various masonry
arch bridges across the world constructed in many different styles, sizes and spans to carry railways,
roads or even waterways over rivers, roads and railways (Catalan and Aldea, 2007).
In Europe, 40% of the railway bridges are masonry arch bridges with more than 60% being over
100 years old (Sustainable Bridges, 2007). In the UK interest in the behaviour of masonry arch
bridges became prominent at the time of World War II with the development of a quick method of
arch bridge assessment using a nomograph before military vehicles were allowed to cross (MEXE,
1952).
Queen’s University of Belfast and Macrete Limited developed the FlexiArch bridge, a concrete
arch bridge with no corrodible reinforcement (Taylor et al., 2006). This bridge system is fabricated
off site, is transported on site in flat form and is lifted in place in the suitable position without the
need for centring (Gupta et al., 2005, Taylor et al., 2009). This flexible arch bridge is made from
individual concrete voussoirs and on top of them a polymeric reinforcement is placed held in place
via a top screed. The desired span and rise are enabled because of the tapered cross-section of the
voussoirs. At the elevation of the bridge a spandrel wall is positioned to provide a permanent
formwork for the backfill of the bridge. The FlexiArch has no steel reinforcement and does not
contain any mortar so deterioration is prevented as corrosion of reinforcement or loss of mortar
are prevented.
Structural Behavior of Masonry Bridges under Scour
Mountain and Benn 2005 stated that the majority of masonry arch bridges are hundreds of years
old and they are designed to withstand flood events much less severe than those that are happening
today due to climate change. Kirby et al 2015 expect an increase in both the severity and frequency
of floods in the future given the climate change so they noted that there is an increasing
significance to finding methods for assessing the structural performance of bridges. Benn 2013
indicated the importance of giving attention to the scour around single or multi span masonry arch
bridges as there is a significant number of failures of these bridges due to abutment scour.
According to Pagliara and Carnacina 2011 most of the previous research so far has focused on the
scour around bridge piers but even these studies on piers are limited and not representative of
masonry bridge piers.
Ruocci et al 2009 built a scaled experimental model of a masonry arch bridge to understand the
scour damage scenario and identify early structural symptoms of erosion. They managed a good
agreement between numerical and experimental results in their trial to investigate any structural
effects related to the bearing failure induced by scour through dynamic testing and FEM
simulations.
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Carpinteri et al 2010 presented scaled model of a two span masonry arch bridge in order to
investigate the effect of the central pile settlement to riverbank erosion. During their application
of the differential settlement, the model of the bridge was monitored with several nondestructive
techniques such as Optical Fibers to measure the strain transmission of the structure during the
loading tests, Acoustic Emission for assessing the cracking process and Dynamic Identification.
Also, for a better interpretation of their results a nonlinear finite element analysis simulation was
made.
Invernizzi et al in 2010 used the method above and identified the link between AE locations and
the damage zones computed by their numerical model. Also, a correlation between the AE
counting and the evolution of the imposed displacement was found. Finally, they identified a
quantitative assessment to reveal valued which are typical of the early stages of damage
propagation.
Ruocci et al in 2011 documented the extensive test campaigns on a scaled masonry arch bridge
study to progressive damage steps. They introduced a set of preliminary tests on bridge materials
as well as a hydraulic test on a further scaled model to simulate the scour effect. The first circle of
tests was to implement a linear constitutive law to compute the modal parameters and to design
vibration tests and the second set of tests concerned the dynamic characterization of the bridge
model at different damage steps.
There is limited guidance available in order to assess the impact of flooding on masonry arch
bridges. According to Highways Agency 2012 when water is flowing past a bridge pier a
hydrodynamic force on it will be exerted. This force is divided in two components: the drag and
the lift. The drag is in the direction of the flow and the lift is normal to the flow. Also, according
to the guidance when the water level reaches the soffit level of a bridge, it exerted a force upwards
the bridge deck. From the basic equations of the guidance which are based on simplified physics
models, the turbulent flow conditions or the effects of debris accumulation on flow are ignored.
These parameters mentioned above could be a major threat for the masonry bridges.
Zampieri et al 2017 presented a failure analysis of existing masonry bridges subject to local scour.
They noted that cracking phenomena at piers on mid-height may appear because of the eccentricity
of the pier axial force. What is more, for both situations of symmetrical and non-symmetrical scour
profiles, the failure mechanism was always attained by equilibrium loss and never due to material
crushing. Finally, for dimensionless scour depth values lower than 1, scouring has a negligible
influence on the structural response of masonry arch bridges. Conversely, when erosion is
triggered under the pier foundation base, settlements become significant, leading to cracking
phenomena at the arch intrados.
Kripakaran et al 2017 introduced an approach for predicting scour and hydrodynamic forces on
the bridges from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models that have been validated using
laboratory data from flume experiments. This study showed that for a single span arch bridge when
decreasing the thickness of the arch ring, the maximum stresses and deformation experienced in
flooding conditions by the arch barrel are increased. Also, in flooding situations, the presence of
backfill is influential in spreading the load across the arch barrel.
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Conclusion
Masonry arch bridges are one of the oldest type of bridges worldwide. The collapse of short span
masonry arch bridges, subjected to pressurized flow, has increased significantly over the past
decade as a consequence of bridge abutment collapse and bridge waterway scour. Research has
been held in the area of masonry arch bridges in the past that is concentrated on either the structural
behavior of arch bridges or the hydrodynamic interaction of the flow within the river bed.
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Abstract
Bridges are key elements of the transportation system. The load carrying capacity of a bridge can
be evaluated through load testing. However, this only provides a snap shot of the structure at a
particular time. In this work, sensors, including strain gauges, accelerometers, and
thermocouples, are used to collect real time structural responses to traffic loads. The data is
processed and analyzed to assess the condition of the instrumented bridge. One of the methods
used to assess the condition of girder bridges is the load sharing that is often characterized
through the Distribution Factor (DF). The DF can be estimated using strain gauges installed at
the same position along each girder. Readings from the strain gauges associated with live loads
are used to estimate the DF and any deviations to the DF pattern may indicate the presence of
significant structural changes. In addition to providing information on the instrumented section,
the load sharing method can be utilized for the evaluation of the condition of the span. For
example, any changes in the stiffness of a girder due to cracking, deterioration or damage at any
location over the span will be reflected on the DF at the instrumented section. This paper will
present the results from data collected continuously from two bridges in Manitoba.
1. Introduction
Evaluation of bridges is typically visual, periodic and provide limited information on the
deterioration between inspections. Typically, bridge inspections are performed every two to four
years. In the Province of Manitoba, this type of evaluation and monitoring is carried out for
approximately 1800 bridges with many in remote areas. For bridges that are deficient or
potentially have structural issues, the inspection is conducted at a higher frequency. This task
requires significant resources and efforts to be completed efficiently. Inspections are largely
visual and conducted with basic instruments (etc.). Visual inspections cannot provide any
quantitative information about the structural condition. The technology for structural health
monitoring (SHM) has been advancing over the last two decades and is currently used to monitor
bridges continuously. SHM can be used measure physical parameters that include strain,
acceleration, inclination, temperature, and displacement. One of the methods used for evaluation
performance of bridges is load sharing between girders using measured strains. Load sharing is a
recognized tool used to evaluate behavior of bridges as well as used for bridge load rating
(Stallings J, Yoo C (1993), B. Bakht Bakht B, Jaeger LG (1990), Plude S (2011)). In this paper,
the load sharing from two bridges in Manitoba, Canada using live load measurements was
investigated. The method identified vehicle events and then determined the DF from the live load
strains from each vehicle event.
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2. Case Study
For this study, data was collected from two bridges that were instrumented in the Province of
Manitoba and monitored continuously. The two bridges are referred to as Bridge A (precast
prestressed concrete channel girders) and Bridge B (precast prestressed concrete I girder).
Details of these bridges are shown in Figs 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Span lengths of Bridges A
and B are 14m and 37m respectively. All bridges were instrumented in a simply supported span
and the instrumented sections are located at or close to midspan. Location of strain gauges for
each bridge are shown in Figs 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2.1. Cross sections and location of instrumentation of the Bridge A

Figure 2.2. Cross sections and location of instrumentation of the Bridge B
The custom designed SHM system installed on both bridges is a cloud-based system where the
data is streamed to the cloud via cellular carrier. The bridges are located in relatively remote
areas and solar power was the only practical solution to provide power to the SHM system.
A long-term study on the load sharing observed with live loads was conducted using data
collected from around April 2018 to December 2018. The study period for some bridges was
shorter due to some power issues.
3. Load sharing
The load sharing for the bridges was estimated by calculating the DF from the measured strain
distribution as a vehicle travels over the bridge. Each vehicle is identified as an event. The strain
is measured continuously with 100 Hz sampling frequency. The data is processed to find the
maximum and minimum strain during each event. The maximum strain values for each girder
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during the event are used to estimate the DF. Each line in Fig 3.1a represents the load sharing
profile for a single event. The collected data are processed to establish load sharing curves for
each event. Several processing techniques were performed including offset removal, outliers
removal, events matching and noise removal. The DF was calculated for each event for each
girder. The values of DF were plotted over the width of the bridge to investigate the pattern of
load sharing.
3.1 Load sharing of Bridge A.
Bridge A is composed of 10 precast prestressed concrete channel girders. Asphalt is paved
directly on the girders. The lateral transfer of load is made possible using shear keys (Fig 2.1).
Only one leg of each channel girders was instrumented with strain gauges.
Load sharing analysis was performed on data collected over the period from April 10th, 2018 to
December 25th, 2018. The variation of load sharing due to temperature and level of strain was
investigated. Fig 3.1 shows the load sharing pattern of Bridge A due to vehicles travelling on
Lane 1. Fig 3.1 contains the plots for approximately 400 events. The black line is the mean of all
the events. It is clear from Fig 3.1 that the pattern of load sharing is normal without any
irregularities. A few events were observed to have some irregular shape of load sharing curves
but overall, the average of the load sharing pattern is normal. It should be mentioned that the
load sharing plot is discreet points but for simplicity and clearer visualization the value of DFs
were connected with straight lines (Fig 3.1).
For events in Lane 2, the load sharing looks close to normal, however, upon closer analysis, it is
clear that there is small anomaly in the load sharing between G7 and G8 (Fig 3.2). A possible
reason for this is deterioration in the shear key. This result indication might be useful in guiding
future inspections and perhaps help to optimize future rehabilitation.
An advantage of continuous monitoring is that the effects of temperature and strain on DF can be
investigated. The DF of G4 due to loads on Lane 1 is shown in Fig 3.3. It is clear that
temperature has very little effect on DF however, maximum strain values do have an effect on
the values of DF. Heavier truck loads cause the DF to increase on the girders that are most
affected by the loads. The same pattern was observed when investigating effect of temperature
and maximum stain on the DF due to loads travelling in Lane 2 (Fig 3.4).
a

b

Figure 3.1. Load sharing on bridge A Lane 1: (a) actual strain reading; (b) DF values
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a

b

Figure 3.2. Load sharing on bridge A Lane 2: (a) actual strain reading; (b) DF values

a

b

Figure 3.3. Variation of DF of G4 due to load in lane 1: (a) temperature effect; (b) strain effect

a

b

Figure 3.3. Variation of DF of G7 due to load in lane 2: (a) temperature effect; (b) strain effect
3.2 Load sharing of Bridge B.
Bridge B is composed of five I shaped prestressed concrete girders. A 210 mm slab deck was
constructed on the girders, which is the main source of lateral transfer of load, in addition to four
cross beams. Load sharing analysis was performed on the data collected over the period from
May 22nd, 2018 to October 2nd, 2018. Similarly, the variation of load sharing due to temperature,
and maximum level of strain was investigated. Fig 3.4 shows the load sharing pattern of Bridge
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B due to truck travelling on Lane 1. The traffic on Bridge B is not symmetric about the middle
girder due to presence of a sidewalk slab on one side.
a

b

Figure 3.4. Load sharing on bridge A Lane 1: (a) actual strain reading; (b) DF values
b

a

Figure 3.5. Load sharing on bridge A Lane 2: (a) actual strain reading; (b) DF values
It is clear from Fig 3.4 that the pattern of load sharing is normal and expected without any
irregularities. Few events were observed to have some irregular shape of load sharing curves but
overall, the average of the load sharing pattern is normal. For Lane 2, the load sharing pattern
looks normal. Traffic in Lane 2 is closer to the right edge of the bridge. This causes Girder 5 to
carry more load than other girders (Fig 3.5).
a

b

Figure 3.6. Variation of DF of G1 due to load in Lane 1: (a) temperature effect; (b) strain effect
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a

b

Figure 3.7. Variation of DF of G5 due to load in Lane 2: (a) temperature effect; (b) strain effect
For the temperature and strain effect on DF, the same patterns from Bridge A were observed in
Bridge B. Temperature has not much effect on the DF, however, the strain values have an effect
on the values of DF. Heavier truck loads cause the DF to increase on the external girders with
increasing loads (Figs 3.5 and 3.6).
2.5 Conclusions
Load sharing is one of the most important characteristics of bridges. The DF determined from
live traffic loads can be used as a real-time diagnostic tool and to determine the structural
response due to actual traffic loads. It was found that in some cases the load sharing is not
perfect. Heavier loads increased the DF on the external girders or most heavily loaded girders.
The girders affected the most due to loading tend to carry more load when heavier trucks travel
over the bridge. For these girders, the DF increases with an increase in load. It was found also,
for the bridges under investigation, that temperature has no effect on DF. Further investigation
on additional bridges should be undertaken to confirm the findings in this study. Anomalies in
the DF can indicate the presence of structural deterioration, such as deterioration in the shear
key. Using the DF as a structural performance indicator may be useful in guiding future
inspections and in optimizing rehabilitation work to maximize the structure life cycle.
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Abstract
Post-tensioned concrete is a common composite structural system for bridges and relies on steel
tendons tensioned close to their ultimate breaking strength. Steel wires lose cross-section due to
corrosion, eventually leading to stress that exceeds the breaking strength of the wires that make up
the tendon. When a wire breaks, the strain energy is released in various forms, including acoustic
energy. These pulses of acoustic energy can be detected using sensors attached to the structure that
transform the acoustic energy into electrical signals. The electrical signals can then be used to
detect wire breaks. Design of acoustic post-tensioned wire break monitoring systems requires
knowledge of the acoustic emissions and the acoustic material properties such as amplitude,
frequency content, attenuation, and dispersion. However, there is very limited available
information on acoustic emission in post and pre-tensioned structures. This is required for both
bonded and unbonded post-tensioned tendons. In this work we characterize acoustic emissions
from post-tensioning tendons grouted within a duct. Axial loads were applied to tendons and
increased until a wire broke while the tendons had transducers attached to pick up the acoustic
pulses produced by the wire break. To estimate the acoustic characteristics of the system, two
piezoelectric discs were used to launch controlled acoustic pulses into tendons and receive the
reflected acoustic signals from the opposite end of the tendon. The results of this study will be
valuable to users designing system for the detection of wire breaks in tendons.
1. Introduction
Pre-stressed concrete is one of the most widely used structural systems in bridge construction and
there are 150,000 prestressed concrete bridges in the USA alone (FHWA, 2016). Steel tendons,
unbonded or bonded into concrete or grout, are the most commonly used reinforcing materials for
prestressed concrete members, and the composite system relies on tendons, which are pretensioned or post-tensioned close to their ultimate breaking strength (Bakht and Mufti, 2017,
Ramadan et al, 2008). Steel, even encased in concrete, corrodes over time, and if the corrosion is
sufficient, the stress with the tendons exceeds the breaking strength and the wires that make up the
tendon break (Mangual et al, 2013; Vélez et al, 2015; Yuyama et al, 2007). Moreover, some grouts
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used to encase tendons have been found to contain excessive levels of chloride that can increase
corrosion (FHWA, 2012). Therefore, there is a critical need to detect wire breaks within posttensioned concrete structures to ensure the safety and optimize the maintenance of ageing medium
and long span bridges.
Post-tensioned tendons have considerable strain energy stored in them. When a wire in the tendon
breaks, this energy is released in various forms including acoustic energy. This acoustic energy is
released in a short pulse lasting 100's of microseconds to a few milliseconds. The pulse will couple
into and travels throughout the structure. However, as the acoustic pulse travels through the
structure it will be attenuated in a frequency dependent way. Sensors attached to the structure can
be used to pick up the arrival of these acoustic pulses. With a few sensors, the arrival time between
pulses can be triangulated and used to determine the approximate position of a wire break.
The capability of acoustic emission to detect steel corroded cracks in pre-tensioned and posttensioned tendons has been investigated (Bonaccorsi et al, 2012; Djeddi et al, 2013; Kova et al,
2007; Ramadan et al, 2008; Vélez et al, 2015; Yuyama et al, 2007). However, the design of posttension wire break monitoring systems requires knowledge about the properties of acoustic
emissions such as amplitude, attenuation, dispersion and frequency contents in bonded and
unbonded post-tensioned tendons to make the acoustic emission-based technique applicable for
real-world applications.
To model the problem of using acoustic emission to detect wire breaks in large post-tensioned
structures, in this paper, we reproduced wire breaks in a laboratory setting to characterize acoustic
emissions coupling into the post-tensioned concrete systems. In the first phase, acoustic pulses
were launched into a tendon approximately 3m long to characterize the attenuation and the
dispersion. In the second phase, a tensile load was applied to a 7-wire strand bonded in grout to
break wires and study their acoustic features.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Acoustic Features
In this phase, two piezoelectric transducers were placed between two threaded rods with 21 mm
length, and then attached at the end of a 3 m 7-wire strand with 142 mm cross-sectional area. A
layer of Ultrasonix couplant gel was used between the transducer and strand to provide a proper
travelling of acoustic waves between their surfaces. A Tektronix AFG 3021 signal generator was
used to send five 10 Vpp sinusoidal electrical pulses with the main frequency ranges from 15 to
70 kHz to one of the piezoelectrics. By sending electrical pulses, the transducer was vibrated and
launched an acoustic wave into the strand. The launched wave was reflected from the other end of
the strand and returned to the transducer and reflected from the transducer and emitted into the
stand again. An InfiniiVision DSO5012A oscilloscope was used to record the voltage changes in
the other piezoelectric with 2 MHz sampling frequency. The experimental set up is shown in Figure
1. This experiment modells attenuation and dispersion in unbonded tendons. In future work bonded
tendons will be studied.
2.1 Tensile Tests
In this phase, an Instron 300DX static hydraulic testing machine and two post-tensioning chucks
were used to apply a constant rate tensile load on bonded and unbonded 7-wire strands until one
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wire failed. The AE signals were sensed using piezoelectric transducers installed on the chucks. A
layer of Ultrasonix couplant gel was used to couple the acoustic signals from the chuck to the
transducers. Acoustic signals were recorded with 750kHz sampling frequency using a DT9816-S
data acquisition system (DAQ) and a laptop. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. The experimental set up

Figure 2. The experimental set up for the tensile test of an unbonded strand

2.3 The Algorithm to Detect AE Events
A threshold-based algorithm, inspired by the work of Tsamtsakis et al (1998) and Shateri et al
(2017), was developed to extract AE events from the recorded data. The steps of the algorithm
were as follow:
1. Applying two levels of wavelet transform using Haar wavelet
2. Calculating signal envelope using Hilbert Transform
3. Applying a threshold on the envelope
4. The first point which passed up the threshold was the start point of the event
5. In a distance T after the start point, the last point passed down the threshold was considered
as the end of the event
In this paper, the threshold and the distance T were found via trial-and-error and set to 0.12 and
200 ms, repectively.
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3. Results and Discussions
Figure 3 shows the results of the section 2.1 and a sample result of the tests. Figure 3(a) shows a
signal when a 43 kHz sinusoidal wave was launched into a 3-meter tendon and the wave reflections
from the end of the tendon, and the green parts are extracted AE events using the proposed
algorithm in section 2.3. To calculate the velocity of acoustic waves in post-tensioning tendons,
the time distances between the consequent extracted AE events were used. Figure 3(b) shows
velocity versus the frequency of the launched wave and the average speed of AE in the tendon
(5008 m/s). Similar to calculation of velocities, consequent AEs were used to calculate attenuation.
Figure 3(c) shows the frequency of the launched wave versus attenuation per length that varies
between 1.71 and 2.44 dB/m.
Figure 4 shows some samples from the tensile tests. Figure 4(a) shows a recorded signal from the
moment tensile load started to apply until a break in one the tendons wire. The green parts are
extracted AE events while the last one is related to the wire break and the other ones are related to
form of grout cracks. The extracted AE events of the wire break and a sample grouts crack their
Fourier analysis are shown in figures 4(b) to 4(e), respectively. As can be seen, the amplitude of
wire breaks are more than three-time higher than the amplitudes of grout cracks. . In addition, the
duration of AE events related to wire breaks are more than 100 ms while the duration of AE events
related grout cracks are less than 100 ms. Fast Fourier analysis shows wire breaks have frequency
contents between one and 50 kHz while grout clacks have a frequency ranges from one to 10 kHz
(in some cases from one to 20kHz).
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. A sample result from section 2.1 (a), calculated velocity (b) and attenuation (c)
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 4. A sample signal from section 2.2 (a), an AE sample of wire break (b), an AE sample of grout crack (c),
FFT of the wire break (d) and FTT of the grout crack (e)

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a study on the characteristics of acoustic emissions including velocity, attenuation,
frequency contents and amplitudes and durations in post-tensioning tendons was done. In the next
phase, this work will be extended to tendons encased in concrete to evaluate the effects of concrete
on the acoustic features and acoustic coupling properties.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring (SHM) activities are essential to achieve a realistic characterization
of the structural performance levels of bridges during their service life. These activities can also
be used to detect structural damage before the potential occurrence of member failure. A large
number of new bridges are constructed with prestressed concrete. In order to facilitate the informed
repair and replacement decisions when these structures approach the end of their service life, they
should be instrumented, during construction, with sensors that can provide accurate and reliable
data throughout the entire service life. However, traditional strain gages and other sensors currently
available in the market do not provide a long service life, and in many cases, they may incur
damage during construction of the prestressed structural element. Accordingly, there is a need for
a robust sensor type that can provide reliable and accurate data during the entire service life. This
paper presents an approach for damage detection and performance evaluation of prestressed
concrete bridge girders that employs fiber optic sensors for strain measurement. A damage
detection technique based on artificial neural networks is implemented to assess the damage in the
prestressed bridge girder under random variable amplitude loading. The approach is illustrated
using experimental laboratory data obtained from the structural testing of a large-scale prestressed
concrete bridge girder.
1. Introduction
Bridges are subjected to continuous deterioration during their service life. According to the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA 2016) more than 10% of Nation’s bridges are classified as
structurally deficient. More than 53% of the deficient bridges are constructed using the multi-beam
or girder superstructure type. Structural health monitoring (SHM) activities can help in assessing
the performance level of in-service bridges. They can also assist in detecting structural damage
before the occurrence of structural failure. In addition, SHM activities are capable of delivering
real-time information regarding the bridge condition. This information can be used to establish
optimal inspection, maintenance, and rehabilitation plans. In this context, fiber optic sensors (FOSs)
represent a more appealing alternative to traditional strain measurement techniques. These sensors,
when embedded into the reinforced concrete structural component during construction, can
provide accurate real-time strain measurement at any time instance during the service life of the
bridge.
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The strain measurements obtained from these sensors can be used to assess the initial strain levels
in order to develop a baseline profile that can be used to assess the long-term condition of the
bridge component under the applied loads. In the recent years, FOS technology has been
implemented in several studies with the aim of providing strain data that may be used for
performance assessment and infrastructure management. In one of the earliest efforts, Rossi and
Maou (1989) used optic fibers to detect cracks in concrete. In their methodology, concrete cracking
is detected based on the breaking of the optic fiber. Maaskant et al. (1994) employed fiber-optic
Bragg grating (FBG) sensors to compare the relaxation characteristics of carbon fiber reinforced
polymers (CFRP) and steel prestressing tendons. Deif et al. (2010) used distributed FOSs for crack
detection in concrete beams while Wang and Huang (2011) proposed a methodology to detect
corrosion using FOSs and laser light reflection. Webb et al. (2017) evaluated the efficacy of two
commonly used creep and shrinkage prediction models for prestressed concrete structures using
the FOS monitoring data.
Compared to traditional strain measurements techniques (e.g., foil type or vibrating wire gages),
SHM systems based on FOSs are easy to install and require no wiring or soldering connecting the
sensors to the data acquisition system. Accordingly, they may perform more reliably in long-term
SHM activities compared to traditional gages. After collecting initial strain profiles under normal
traffic loading, these profiles can be stored and used as a baseline to assess the condition of the
bridge component at any time instance during the service life. This task can be performed using a
proper damage detection methodology. In recent years, several studies formulated methodologies
which can detect structural damages using statistical damage detection techniques (e.g., Gres et al,
2017; Mattson and Pandit, 2006). These methods generally use quantitative statistical measures to
compare the responses of the healthy state of the structure, given by the initial baseline profile,
and the current state. These statistical measures are analyzed to draw a conclusion on the presence
of structural damage.
A review of the state of art reveals the significant volume of research conducted during the recent
decades on the application of FOSs in bridge monitoring. However, less focus has been placed on
formulating approaches that employ optic fiber sensors along with statistical damage detection
methodologies to assess the behavior of prestressed concrete bridge girders. This paper employs
artificial neural networks (ANNs) to examine the relationship between the recorded strain profiles
at different sensors along the investigated prestressed girder. The proposed approach does not
require specific information regarding the loading condition and detects the damage based on the
inferred relationship between the strain profiles at different sensors.
2. Methodology
To test the feasibility of statistical damage detection techniques in assessing the damage of largescale bridge girders, a prestressed beam was designed and constructed based on a 50% downscaled
AASHTO Type II girder. The 18 ft (5.5 m) long beam consisted of two ½ in. (13.3 mm) special
Grade 270, low-relaxation prestressing strands placed 2 in. (50 mm) from the bottom of the crosssection and tensioned to 75% of the specified tensile strength of 202.5 ksi (1,395 MPa). Transverse
shear reinforcement consisted of a single No. 3 (No. 10) Z-bars. Shear reinforcement was designed to
ensure a flexural failure when the beam is loaded at the 1/3 span points. Two No. 5 (No. 16) reinforcing
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bars were placed 2 in. (50 mm) from the top of the section to resist tension stresses arising from the
prestress force at release. Concrete compressive strength was specified to be 4000 psi (27.5 MPa) at
prestress release and 8,000 psi (69 MPa) at 28 days.
Fiber optic cables with total of 15 fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) manufactured by FAZ Technology (Faz
Technology 2018) were embedded at the same plane of the prestressing strands during the girder
construction. FBGs were used to measure the wavelength under different loading conditions. Another
fiber optic cable containing two temperature sensors located 64 in. (1,625 mm) apart from the girder’s
longitudinal centroid was also embedded in the girder. The recorded change in wavelength and
temperature readings at different time instances and loading conditions are then used to monitor the
strain during the testing phase.

A set of dynamic and static loads were applied to the constructed girder using a four-point bending
layout with the loads at 6 ft (1.8 m) from the supports. The structural testing phase consisted of
eight monotonic loading runs and eight random loading tests. In the monotonic loading tests, the
load was applied at a constant rate of 2 kips per minute (8.9 kN/min) until a predefined maximum
load level was achieved. The maximum load level in the monotonic tests was increased in
successive tests to establish two test phases, pre- and post-cracking. Four different randomly
generated dynamic loads with different intensities and frequencies were applied to the girder
before cracking and the strains were recorded using FBGs distributed along the girder. The
monotonic tests were applied with increasing maximum load until cracks were visible. Next,
another set of randomly generated dynamic loads were applied after concrete cracking and the
associated strains were recorded. Table 1 shows the attributes of different test runs.
Table 1. Attributes of different test runs
Run ID

Load Type

Dyna 1
Dyna 2
Dyna 3
Dyna 4
Mono 1
Mono 2
Mono 3
Mono 4
Mono 5
Mono 6
Mono 7
Mono 8
Dyna 5
Dyna 6
Dyna 7
Dyna 8

Random Dynamic
Random Dynamic
Random Dynamic
Random Dynamic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Monotonic
Random Dynamic
Random Dynamic
Random Dynamic
Random Dynamic

Maximum load
- Kip (kN)
10 (45)
14 (62)
23 (102)
24 (107)
10 (45)
15 (67)
20 (89)
25 (111)
30 (134)
35 (156)
36 (160)
43 (191)
24 (107)
24 (107)
24 (107)
24 (107)

Frequency
(Hz)
2
2
2
2
----------------4
6
8
10

Loading Rate kip/min (kN/min)
--------2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
2 (8.9)
---------

Notes
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
Pre-cracking
First crack observed
Post-cracking
Post-cracking
Post-cracking
Post-cracking
Post-cracking

The approach developed in this paper utilizes ANNs to establish a relationship between the
recorded strains associated with different FGBs along the girder. The recorded strains under a
randomly generated dynamic load test before concrete cracking (i.e., Dyna 3 Run ID) is used to
train the ANN model. The recorded strain profiles of the six sensors distributed along one half of
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the girder are used to predict the strain response at mid-span using the ANN model. The strain
records of the same six sensors under other random loading test runs before and after cracking (i.e.,
Dyna 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, & 8) are then fed to the trained ANN model to predict the mid-span strains.
The resulting strain predictions at mid-span are compared to data obtained by the FBGs during the
experiments. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) measure is used to quantify the difference
between the ANN prediction and recorded FBG results. The RMSD provides a measure of the
damage level in the bridge girder (Park et al., 2010) and is calculated as
N

RMSD 

 [ exp (i)   ANN (i)]
i 1

2

N

 [
i 1

ANN

2

(1)

(i )]

where εexp (i) is FGB strain record at mid-span associated with the ith time instance and εANN (i) is
the mid-span strain record predicted by the trained ANN model in the same time instance.
3. Results and Conclusions
The resulting strain predictions at mid-span using the trained neural network and the experimental
results are compared for all of the randomly generated dynamic loads. Figure 1 shows the
calculated RMSD values for all of the applied dynamic loads before and after concrete cracking.
As shown, the calculated RMSD values after cracking are considerably larger than the ones
obtained before cracking. This relatively big difference before and after cracking indicates the
damage detection capability of the proposed approach. Note that the proposed damage detection
approach does not require any information regarding the loading and detects the damage based on
the relationship between different FGB signals.

Figure 1. Comparison of RMSD values under random loading before and after concrete cracking
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Abstract
Health and structural integrity of concrete structures are constantly affected by the changes in the
environment in which they exist. In colder regions of the country, roadways, bridges, sidewalks
and walkways are subjected to de-icing salts, containing chloride icons which aggressively attack
embedded steel reinforcing bars (rebars) and break down passivation films to allow corrosion
initiation. Corrosion byproducts (i.e., rust) occupy a larger volume than the materials that
produced them. This causes internal stresses which over time lead to delamination in concrete at
the steel rebar locations. Ultimately, if no rehabilitation is done, spalling of concrete occurs. A
nondestructive approach capable of detecting such damage is of great interest. In this paper, we
outline the preliminary results of investigating microwave synthetic aperture radar (SAR) based
imaging technique for inspecting a pedestaling bridge. A section of this bridge visually showed
the effects mentioned above, and as such was a great candidate for this investigation. The results
of this investigation, showed the ability to detect the delamination and deterioration caused by
moisture permeation into concrete. This preliminary investigation on a real pedestrian bridge
shows great promise for follow up investigations.
1. Introduction
Concrete bridges are integral part of the transportation infrastructure. These structures are
constantly affected by the environmental conditions such as increased humidity and salinity in
coastal areas and unwanted effects from de-icing salts in colder regions. The salts contain
chloride ions that aggressively attack embedded steel reinforcing bars (rebars) and allow
corrosion initiation. Corrosion byproducts (i.e., rust) occupy a larger volume than the materials
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that produced them. This causes internal stresses which over time lead to cracking and
delamination in concrete at the steel rebar locations. The cracking also leads to more permeation
of moisture and salts causing more degradation as well as spalling of concrete. It is broadly
recognized that corrosion of embedded reinforcement is a major source of maintenance expense
of civil structures such as those used in power distribution, generation, and transportation. US
DOT FHA report No. FHWA-RD-01-156 reads (G.H. Koch et al.,): “The annual direct cost of
corrosion for highway bridges is estimated at $8.3 billion, consisting of $3.8 billion to replace
structurally deficient bridges over the next 10 years, $2.0 billion for maintenance and cost of
capital for concrete bridge decks, $2.0 billion for maintenance and cost of capital for concrete
substructures (minus decks), and $0.5 billion for maintenance painting of steel bridges.”
A nondestructive testing (NDT) method or a combination of several NDT methods capable of
detecting delamination is of great interest. One such method, the wideband (3D) microwave
synthetic aperture radar (SAR)-based imaging, has shown great potential for detecting
delamination in concrete structures as well as corrosion in reinforcing steel bars (Kharkovsky et
al., 2011; Ghasr, et al., 2015; Zoughi et al., 2014). Other studies have also investigated the utility
of 3D SAR imaging for the detection of voids in the back-fill behind retaining wall panels (Bao
et al., 2017). A SAR imaging system may consist of an automated scanning platform and a single
antenna, or a linear imaging array which can cover a wide area of an infrastructure by moving
the array forward in the direction orthogonal to the array axis when mounted on a climbing
robot. In this way, a swath image of the structure can be quickly produced using wideband SAR
measurement technique. Such imaging systems that can be integrated into a UAV or a climbing
robot offer a unique and practical solution to overcome the challenges mentioned above. In this
paper, we illustrate the results of a preliminary investigation in which microwave synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) based imaging technique was used to image a pedestaling bridge located on
the Missouri University of Science and Technology (Missouri S&T) campus. A section of this
bridge visually showed the aforementioned deterioration effects, and as such was a great
candidate for this investigation. An area of the bridge was manually scanned and the results show
the extent of the damage to the bridge which is not fully visible from the outside.
2. Microwave 3D SAR Imaging
Microwave signals can propagate through dielectrics such as concrete and be reflected by voids,
delamination and steel reinforcing bars. The reflected microwave signals are affected by contrast
in the (materials) dielectric properties which are affected by moisture, ionic solution, and
corrosion by-products. Acquired microwave reflection data, on a two-dimensional (2D) grid, is
then used to form a graphical representation of the interior structure in the form of image slices
corresponding to different depths. One powerful method for forming such images is the
wideband SAR imaging technique. The principle of microwave synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
imaging techniques, specifically for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) applications, has been well
studied and previously documented. Commonly, a wideband microwave transceiver and antenna,
capable of measuring phase-calibrated reflection coefficient, is used to scan a bridge element
surface following a 2D (planar) grid. The collected reflected data (referenced to the aperture of
the antenna) is then fed to a custom-developed SAR imaging algorithm which produces highresolution 3D images of an object (Ghasr et al., 2014; Ghasr et al., 2017; Case et al., 2012). The
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resulting image resolution depends upon the overall scanned area dimension, the wavelength
inside materials, and the depth inside the material (or distance from the antenna) (Case et al.,
2012; Zoughi, 2018). Higher frequencies and higher dielectric permittivity both result in shorter
wavelengths and therefore SAR images with higher resolution (Bao et al., 2017, Case et al.,
2012).
3. Bridge Imaging Results
The Computer Science building pedestrian bridge on the Missouri University of Science and
Technology) S&T campus shows signs of deterioration in the form of spalling and exposed
corroded rebars, as shown by the picture in Fig. 1. This deterioration is a result of decades of rain
and melted snow (including salt ions) permeating inside the bridge deck which caused corrosion
of rebars and subsequently delamination, cracks and spalling of concrete. At some time in the
past, the bridge top surface was resurfaced and epoxy-coated to remedy the water permeation
problem (although not completely successful). However, the deterioration is still an ongoing
slow process.

Figure 1: Picture of the Computer Science building pedestrian bridge with visible deterioration.

The middle section of this bridge was manually scanned using a wideband horn antenna
connected to a field-portable vector network analyzer (VNA). A custom-made software on a PC
reads the data from the VNA as it measures reflection coefficient across a frequency band of 1 to
4 GHz (matching the specifications of the antenna). These measurements were conducted on a
2D measurement grid with spacing of 10 cm. The antenna, which had an aperture of ~230 mm x
180 mm, was manually moved across this grid. However, an optimally-designed robotic
automated scanning platform can also be used along with antenna arrays to speed up the data
collection process and to reach inaccessible areas (Ghasr et al., 2017). The collected data were
then processed using the SAR algorithm to form 3D images. Two-dimensional (2D) Image slices
at depths of interest were then produced. Figure 2 shows the image produced in this way from
the under-side of the bridge and focused at a depth of 40 mm inside the concrete (closely
corresponding to the location of rebars). This image shows the delamination which is more
severe near the edge of the bridge, as also visible from the outside, as well as its extent and
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spread towards the middle section of the bridge. Also visible in this image are indications near X
= 500 mm, one which corresponds to a location in the concrete with signs of deterioration and
another which does not correspond to any visible feature on the outside of the bridge. This latter
indication may correspond to a void, pocket of high moisture, or an unknown embedded
structure (e.g., drainage pipe) inside the bridge. This can be probably confirmed with additional
testing or better yet with destructive testing.

Figure 2: SAR image of bridge underside with indications corresponding to visible as well as non-visible damage in
the bridge.

Another scan was performed on the bridge top side, as shown in Fig. 3 corresponding to a depth
of ~80 mm inside the concrete. Due to the repair and resurfacing work the exact depth of the first
rebar layer cannot be ascertained. The image in Fig. 3 shows indications in multiple areas of the
bridge. These can be due to delamination (mainly as a result of rebar corrosion) or features in the
bridge deck from the repair work conducted in the past.
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Facing Computer Science

Figure 3: SAR image of a section of the topside of the bridge.

2.5 Conclusions
Corrosion of rebars in concrete bridges, causing delamination and spalling, is one of the main
causes of structural integrity deterioration. Microwave 3D SAR imaging has shown potential in
detecting corrosion as well as delamination in concrete structures. To test the efficacy of this
technique on a real structure in the field, a section of the computer science building pedestrian
bridge on the Missouri University of Science and Technology (S&T) campus was imaged. A
section of the bridge was scanned from the top and bottom and the results showed indications of
the extent of delaminations and other possible damage inside the bridge. Follow-up NDT tests
and destructive inspection (as part of future planned repairs) can shed additional light on the
feasibility of microwave SAR imaging for in-field inspection of bridges.
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Abstract
Civil engineering structures that have been strengthened with externally bonded fiber reinforced
polymer (FRP) composites can be challenging to inspect. This study explores the use of a new
nondestructive testing (NDT) technique referred to as active microwave thermography (AMT) to
detect interfacial debonding of FRP-strengthened concrete structures. An experimental campaign
was carried out in which FRP-concrete joint specimens were tested in a single-lap direct shear
setup and subjected to monotonic loading. Microwave energy was used to heat the specimens,
and subsequently the surface thermal profile within the composite bonded area was measured
using a thermal camera. The premise is that as the microwave energy heats the FRP-concrete
interface, interfacial debonding and cracking disrupts the thermal diffusion and results in a local
concentration of heating. The thermal profiles were used in an attempt to detect the initiation and
propagation of interfacial debonding. Overall, the preliminary results presented here indicate the
strong potential of AMT as an NDT tool for health monitoring of FRP-rehabilitated concrete
structures.
1. Introduction
The use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites is an eﬀective and cost-eﬃcient method
of strengthening civil engineering structures (Hollaway 2010). Many studies have shown that
externally bonding FRP composites to reinforced concrete (RC) components can improve the
flexural (Triantafillou and Matthys 2001), shear (Khalifa et al. 1998), and torsional (Ameli et al.
2007) strength. However, a large number of studies reported in literature have described
premature failure by debonding of the FRP composites with a thin layer of concrete cover
attached (Lu et al. 2005). Moreover, environmental effects such as temperature fluctuation
(Cromwell et al. 2011) and moisture (Tuakta and Büyüköztürk 2011) may cause FRP-concrete
interfacial damage. Interfacial damage is usually hidden beneath the externally bonded FRP
layers, which makes it difficult to be seen. Therefore, nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques
are needed to detect possible interfacial imperfections of externally bonded FRP systems.
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Active thermography, an NDT method that utilizes an external (heat lamp, sonic,
electromagnetic, etc.) heat excitation, has shown promise in detecting interfacial imperfections
such as defects, delaminations, and debonding in structures. A thermal camera captures the
temperature pattern on the surface of the structure. Data analysis correlates the surface
temperature with inner imperfections. In particular, utilizing a microwave heat excitation for
thermographic inspections has shown advantages for inspection of carbon fiber reinforced
polymers (CFRP) sheets with flat-bottom holes (FBHs) (Mirala et al. 2018), chopped steel fiber
distribution in cementitious materials (Foudazi et al. 2016), and cracks in corroded metal
structures (Foudazi et al. 2018). The integration of microwave heating and subsequent thermal
measurement is referred to as active microwave thermography (AMT). Previous tests with AMT
were conducted mostly on structures with man-made defects at predefined locations, which may
be different from real situations. In the present study, AMT was applied to CFRP-concrete joints
tested in direct shear in an attempt to detect the initiation and propagation of interfacial
debonding. This paper presents test results of three specimens that demonstrate the potential of
this technique.
2. Materials and Test Setup
Three test specimens were comprised of concrete prisms with a strip of CFRP bonded to one
surface (see Figure 1). The concrete prisms were 125 mm wide × 125 mm deep × 375 mm long.
The concrete had an average compressive strength of 30.4 MPa (CoV = 0.09) and an average
splitting tensile strength of 2.7 MPa (CoV = 0.16). The CFRP strip was comprised of
unidirectional fiber sheets (Tyfo® SCH-41) and an epoxy resin (MasterBrace 4500), both of
which were commercially available. The design properties provided by the manufacturer are:
Young’s modulus of 82.0 GPa; ultimate tensile strength of 834 MPa; and thickness of single
layer of 0.4 mm.
The concrete prisms were sandblasted before applying the CFRP strip. After the surface was
cleaned, a two-component solvent-less epoxy penetrating medium viscosity primer (MasterBrace
P 3500) was applied to the surface of the concrete. Then, the CFRP strip was installed using a
wet-layup procedure. All CFRP strips contained a single layer of fibers. The bonded length was
270 mm, and the bonded width was 50 mm.
The classical single-lap shear test configuration (see Fig. 1) was adopted where the composite
strip was pulled while the concrete prism was restrained. The tests were conducted in a servohydraulic universal testing machine. The test was controlled by monotonically increasing the
average displacement measured using two linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) at the
loaded end of the composite (referred to herein as the global slip g) with a constant rate of
0.0001 mm/s. The specimen was loaded to failure. The applied load and displacement of the
LVDTs were recorded throughout the loading procedure.
The AMT system consisted of a microwave source and amplifier, a horn antenna, a FLIR T430sc
thermal camera, and the control and image acquisition units, as shown in Fig. 1. All
measurements were conducted at a frequency of 2.4 GHz and a power level of 50 W. The AMT
testing was conducted in three stages. In the first stage, heating was applied without loading for
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2700 s. Then in the second stage, the specimen was allowed to cool to room temperature, and
finally in the third stage, heating was applied during loading until failure occurred. The first
stage was conducted without loading in order to detect any initial imperfections within the
CFRP-concrete interface and to establish a baseline for the third stage (during loading). The
heating in the third stage was initiated at the same time as the loading process.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1 Single-lap direct shear test setup: (a) illustration of AMT, (b) front view, and (c) front
view (unit: mm)
3. Discussion of Results
The applied load, P, versus global slip, g, responses of all specimens are plotted in Fig. 2(a). The
load responses exhibited a steep increasing branch until about 10 kN, after which they became
non-linear. The applied load continued to increase until reaching a plateau at a global slip
approximately 0.5 mm. Table 1 summarizes the key values of the load response. The average
peak load was 18.28 kN (CoV = 0.14), and the average global slip at failure was 2.17 mm (CoV
= 0.04). Failure of all specimens was characterized by sudden and brittle detachment of the
composite strip from the concrete prism. Fig. 2(b) shows the back face of the failed CFRP strips,
with concrete pieces still attached to the back of composite after debonding occurred.
Regarding the AMT results, Table 1 reports the temperature recorded on the surface of CFRP at
the beginning of the heating without loading stage (first stage), corresponding to the lowest value
of temperature recorded, and at the end of the heating with loading stage (third stage)
immediately before failure, corresponding to the highest value of temperature recorded. The time
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at failure, from the start of the third stage, is also indicated in Table 1. It can be seen that for all
specimens, the temperature on the surface of the CFRP ranged from around 20oC to 26oC, which
is well below the glass transition temperature for the CFRP composite system (71oC per the
manufacturer’s data). This suggests that the temperature changes did not significantly influence
the bond behavior of the composite (ACI Committee 440 2007).
25

Applied load P (kN)

20
15
10

AMT-CFRP-1
AMT-CFRP-2

5

AMT-CFRP-3
0
0.0

0.5

1.0
1.5
2.0
Global slip g (mm)

2.5

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 (a) Applied load P - global slip g curves, and (b) failure modes of the three specimens
(from left to right: AMT-CFRP-1,2,3)

Specimen

AMT-CFRP-1
AMT-CFRP-2
AMT-CFRP-3
Average
Coefficient of
Variation (CoV)

Table 1 Results of single-lap shear test
Lowest temperature Highest temperature Peak
recorded on CFRP
recorded on CFRP
load
surface at beginning
surface at end of
of first stage
third stage
(oC)
(oC)
(kN)
20.53
20.73
19.76
-

26.19
25.20
25.71
-

Global
slip at
failure
(mm)

16.97
16.72
21.14
18.28

2.09
2.17
2.26
2.17

0.14

0.04

Time at
failure,
from start
of third
stage
(s)
1871
1963
1872
-

The temperature contrast (denoted as TC) is defined as the difference in thermal response
between the heating with loading stage (third stage) and the heating without loading stage (first
stage). As such, anomalies in the TC profiles were assumed to be caused by the damage during
loading. Fig. 3 shows the TC profiles captured over the surface of representative specimen AMTCFRP-2 at different times. At the beginning of loading, the magnitude of the TC was low for the
entire monitored area. With increasing global slip (which was linearly proportional to time), the
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area close to the composite loaded end exhibited an increased temperature distribution, and the
region of high temperature propagated toward the composite unloaded end. This behavior
correlates well with the theoretical mechanical response where the interfacial slip (and shear
stress) begins to increase close to the loaded end (Lu et al. 2005). With increasing global slip, the
interfacial crack forms, and the damaged area propagates towards the unloaded end of the
composite (Lu et al. 2005).
The preliminary results presented in this paper show that there is indeed a correlation between
the mechanical response and thermal measurements acquired with AMT. The authors are
currently working to extend this work to specimens with different test parameters and with initial
defects, as well as to numerically model the thermal response.
18
16

Load (kN)

14

1963 s

12
10
8
6

AMT-CFRP-2

4
2
0
0

400

800

1200 1600 2000

Time (s)

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 TC profiles on the surface of specimen AMT-CFRP-2: (a) applied load-time relationship,
and (b) temperature patterns at different moments (units of the temperature bar: K or oC)
4. Conclusion
This study explored the potential of AMT to detect the initiation and propagation of interfacial
damage in CFRP-concrete joints. Results showed that as the microwave energy heats the CFRPconcrete interface during the loading process, interfacial debonding and cracking disrupts the
thermal diffusion and results in a local concentration of heating. With increasing global slip, the
composite bonded area close to the loaded end exhibited an increased TC distribution, and the
high TC areas propagated towards the unloaded end. The thermal results matched well with the
theoretical response where the interfacial slip begins to increase near the loaded end region, and
with increasing global slip, the interfacial crack forms and the damaged area propagates towards
the free end of the bonded area. The preliminary results presented here confirmed the potential of
AMT as an NDT tool to detect interfacial damage of CFRP-rehabilitated concrete structures.
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Abstract
Pipeline networks are regularly inspected using nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods such
as smart pigs (cylinder-shaped electronic devices to detect metal loses), mapping tools based on
GPS for above ground pipelines, acoustic emission, guided wave ultrasonics and hydrostatic
testing. While acoustic emission and guided wave ultrasonics methods have been successfully
demonstrated detecting pipeline defects, the wave propagation-based damage detection methods
suffer from the attenuation of wave energy, which limits the sensor spacing, increases the cost of
pipeline integrity monitoring and decreases reliable inspectability. In this paper, we develop an
additive manufactured metamaterial lens added externally to amplify the ultrasonic signal when
it propagates and interacts with pipeline defects such that the information related to abnormality
within the pipeline section can be transmitted between access points. The gradient-index
metamaterial layer is composed of unit cells with a hyperbolic secant profile distribution of
refractive index to focus the wave energy transmitted by ultrasonic wave used in guided wave
ultrasonics. The metamaterial lens can be tuned to different wave modes in order to understand
the most sensitive characteristics to be transmitted long distances with the increased reliability
and the reduced measurement variance. The amplification of ultrasonic signal is demonstrated
with numerical models.
1. Introduction
Pipeline networks are regularly inspected using nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods such
as smart pigs (cylinder-shaped electronic devices to detect metal loses), mapping tools based on
GPS for above ground pipelines, acoustic emission, guided wave ultrasonics and hydrostatic
testing. While acoustic emission and guided wave ultrasonics methods have been successfully
demonstrated detecting pipeline defects, the wave propagation-based damage detection methods
suffer from the attenuation of wave energy, which limits the sensor spacing, increases the cost of
pipeline integrity monitoring and decreases reliable inspectability. In this paper, we will
introduce a metamaterial lens added externally to amplify the ultrasonic signal when it
propagates and interacts with pipeline defects such that the information related to abnormality
within the pipeline section can be transmitted long distances. The gradient-index metamaterial
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layer is composed of unit cells with a hyperbolic secant profile distribution of refractive index to
focus the wave energy transmitted by ultrasonic wave used in guided wave ultrasonics. The
metamaterial lens can be tuned to different wave modes in order to understand the most sensitive
characteristics to be transmitted long distances with the increased reliability and the reduced
measurement variance. Finite element models are presented to demonstrate the signal
amplification when it propagates through pipeline.
2. Pipeline Monitoring with Guided Wave Ultrasonics
The ultrasonic wave in the pipe-like structures mainly propagates in two directions:
circumferential and axial. Usually, three modes including the longitudinal, torsional, and flexural
waves in a pipe should be considered. Also, the mode and frequency selection associated with
the geometry influence the ability of guided wave propagation over long distances (Rose et al.
1998). Most waves are dispersive, which causes wave distorted after they travel for some
distances. The dispersion behavior makes the signals more complex and difficult to identify.
Axisymmetric modes are preferable because their acoustic distribution in the structure is
relatively simple. In general, dispersion free is the first essential characteristic to make the wave
propagate as long distances as possible. In the pipe-like structure, a torsional wave (Vogelaar et
al. 2016) is considered dispersion-free. Currently, the major concern is the transformation of
ultrasonic information between transmitter and receiver in the long distance range, so the highfrequency wave, which is more sensitive to damage but dissipates with distance, and therefore is
not effective. The torsional wave in axisymmetric mode (T(0,n)) with a lower frequency
component is preferable. To achieve long distance wave propagation, the selection of excitation
frequency associated with the dimension of the pipe is critical. Liu et al. (2006) studied a
pipeline with outer diameter of 203 mm and thickness of 7.1 mm, and they excited the torsional
wave with the frequency of 28 kHz, which has insignificant attenuation to detect the defects
within 23 m. Leinov et al. (2015) measured the attenuation coefficient in the laboratory, and they
found that the attenuation value of the torsional wave is from 1.65-5.5 dB/m in the excitation
frequency ranging from 11-34 kHz. The tested pipe was carbon steel (schedule-40, outer
diameter is 203.2 mm, wall thickness is 9 mm). Kwun et al. (2004) measured the attenuation
coefficient in coal-tar-enamel-coated pipe with 114.3 mm outer diameter, and the coefficient can
reach approximately 1.09 dB/m with 30 kHz excitation. Cobb et al. (2012) reported that the
attenuation coefficient is 0.09 dB/m at 10 kHz and 1.76 dB/m at 50 kHz in the polyethylene-type
(PRITEC) coated carbon steel pipe with outer diameter of 168 mm and wall thickness of 7.1 mm.
Therefore in these studies, the excitation frequency of the torsional wave for long-range signal
detection is 50 kHz or less for pipe testing. With the metamaterial lens, a single torsional wave
mode or a single plane wave mode can be focused and transmitted through two access points of
pipeline such that higher frequencies (50 kHz – 200 kHz) will be able to propagate with the
increased sensitivity to structural damage.
3. Gradient-Index (GRIN) Phononic Crystal Lenses
Metamaterials and phononic crystal (PC) structures are of growing interest due to their ability to
manipulate and control the propagation of elastic waves in ways that are not possible in
conventional materials. They are artificially engineered periodic structures composed of locally
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resonant unit cells or PCs. Due to their unique properties such as band gaps and the ability to
slow the velocity of waves (Deymier 2013 and Laude 2015), metamaterials/PC structures offer
the potential for a variety of applications including vibration and noise attenuation (Martinezsala
et al. 1995), frequency filtering (Rupp et al. 2010), cloaking (Cummer and Schurig 2007 and
Farhat et al. 2009), sensing (Chen et al. 2014), and refractive acoustic devices (Lin et al. 2009,
Climente et al. 2012 and Tol et al. 2016), among others.

Figure 1 Schematic of the square unit cell structure of the GRIN-PC lens plate with blind holes
and the fabricated GRIN-PC lens domain with the plane wave source (made from a piezoelectric
line array actuated in phase). Hyperbolic secant profile (curve fit) and the effective refractive
indices for each row (circles) at 50 kHz calculated using the band structure of the A0 mode for
various filling factors (i.e. hole diameters) (ff=πd2/4a2). RMS wave field clearly showing the first
two focal points in good agreement with the beam trajectory predictions for plane wave
excitation at 50kHz (Tol et al. 2016).
In addition to these applications, concepts from metamaterials/PCs may yield unprecedented
approaches for enhancing guided wave ultrasonics. For instance, refractive acoustic devices such
as Gradient-Index PC (GRIN-PC) lenses (Tol et al. 2016) can be designed by engineering the
dispersion curves to focus wave energy which can benefit sensing applications by increasing the
signal to noise ratio as shown in Figure 1. The guided wave ultrasonics can be enhanced by
designing gradient metamaterials, which focus or properly localize the wave energy by tailoring
wave propagation characteristics. GRIN lenses are the elastic wave counterpart of the optic
lenses. The first GRIN-PC lens proposed by Lin et al. (2009) was designed with solid cylinders
embedded in an epoxy medium such that the refractive index along the direction transverse to the
phononic wave propagation had a hyperbolic secant gradient distribution. Hence, the incident
bulk waves were bent gradually toward the center axis where the refractive index was the highest
(or the wave speed was the lowest), resulting in convergence at a focal spot. Recently, Tol et al.
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(2016) presented a detailed experimental and numerical investigation of a GRIN-PC lens-based
piezoelectric energy harvester designed at 50 kHz. They showed the focusing of propagating
flexural waves (A0 mode Lamb wave) in a 3mm thick aluminum plate by implementing a GRINPC lens with a blind hole-based unit cell design.
4. Implementation of GRIN to Pipe-like Structures
Figure 2 shows the first implementation of GRIN concept in a pipe structure with a stubbed
design by the authors. For the stubbed design, the unit cell variables are the stub dimensions
(diameter and height), the stub material, and the unit cell dimensions. The design frequency is set
to 50 kHz allowing long-range signal detection. For the steel pipe with a specific profile (inner
diameter of 101.6 mm (4 inch) and outer diameter of 113.6 mm) at the design frequency,
wavelength is 10.8 mm. Considering the unit cell distribution on the upper half portion of the
pipeline, the unit cell size is determined as 20 mm which is on the order of the wavelength (a
necessary design criteria for phononic crystals).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2 The implementation of GRIN lens to 4-inch (101.6 mm) pipe, (a) unit cell, (b)
hyperbolic secant profile (curve fit) and the effective refractive indices for each row (circles) at
50 kHz calculated using the band structure of the longitudinal wave mode for various stub
heights, (c) GRIN design implemented on the upper half portion of the pipe.
The stub height distribution is based on the hyperbolic secant gradient profile as shown in Figure
2 (b), which is calculated from dispersion curves of the longitudinal mode plane wave. The
refractive index profile of a continuous GRIN medium along the transverse direction (y axis) can
be defined as (Lin et al. 2009) as 𝑛 𝑦 = 𝑛! sech (𝛼𝑦) where 𝑛! is the refractive index along the
center axis and 𝛼 is the gradient coefficient. The refractive index can be calculated from the ratio
of the wave velocities in the unit cell and the homogenous steel pipe of the same thickness at the
design frequency which can be obtained from dispersion curves of the longitudinal wave mode
as 𝑛 = 𝜐 𝜐!! where 𝜐!! is the wave velocity along the ΓX direction (propagation direction) in
the square lattice and is the reference wave velocity of the longitudinal wave mode in a
homogenous steel pipe of the same thickness. Band structures of the longitudinal mode
propagating along the ΓX direction in square lattices with various stub heights (ranging between
2 mm and 8 mm) are calculated in finite element analysis (via COMSOL Multiphysics®), and in
the unit cell simulations. Floquet periodicity is applied at the sides of the unit cell as boundary
conditions in the frequency domain solution. As illustrated in Figure 2 (a), the unit cell is
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composed of a host structure (steel pipe) with thickness of t = 6 mm and steel stubs with
diameter of d =10 mm in 20 mm unit cell (a). The frequency band of the longitudinal wave
mode drops and the phase velocity decreases with increased heights at the design frequency.
After obtaining the correlation between the stub heights and the refractive indices of the unit
cells, the GRIN lens is designed according to the refractive index profile at 50 kHz as shown in
Figure 2 (b). Hence, the stubbed unit cells with the highest stubs are located at the center of the
lens while the ones with the shorter stubs are located towards the edges of the lens as shown in
Figure 2 (c). As a result, when a plane wave is incident upon the GRIN lens, waves are bent
gradually toward the center axis where the refractive index is the highest (or the wave speed was
the lowest), resulting in convergence at a focal spot. From the hyperbolic secant profile, the
gradient coefficient is determined as α = 0.0051, resulting in the first focal point at 15.4a (i.e.
π 2α ). Figure 3 (a) and (b) illustrate that the wave travels faster close to the borders and slower

around the center as it propagates through the lens. The longitudinal mode wave focusing at the
focal spot of the lens is clearly seen from the instantaneous velocity wave fields. Figure 3 (c)
verifies the wave amplification in the lens by comparing the incident wave and focal point signal
levels.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1 Simulated elastic wave propagation in the GRIN lens at 50 kHz in COMSOL
Multiphysics®. Instantaneous wave velocity fields at (a) 80 µs and (b) 147 µs. (c) Amplification
in wave amplitude when it propagates in the focal spot of the lens.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, the adaptation of GRIN lens design to focus and amplify ultrasonic guided waves
in pipe-like structures is demonstrated with numerical models. The gradient-index metamaterial
layer is composed of unit cells with a hyperbolic secant profile distribution of refractive index to
focus the wave energy transmitted by ultrasonic wave used in guided wave ultrasonics. The
major outcome of wave-field focusing by the metamaterial lens is that the ultrasonic wave can
propagate longer distances and carry the damage related information from the transmitter to the
receiver. As future work, the GRIN lens will be manufactured, and tested on a laboratory scale
pipe to demonstrate signal amplification at the focal points.
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Abstract
Piezomagnetic signals are very sensitive to the stress state in ferromagnetic materials. The
stress of reinforcement bar will change with the bond deterioration in reinforced concrete
structure, resulting in the changes of piezomagnetic signals. Three and ten pullout specimens had
been carried out under static and cyclic loading respectively, and the relationship of bonding
stress, slip, and piezomagnetic signals of the pullout specimens were analyzed in this paper.
Results demonstrated that the piezomagnetic hysteresis loops indicated the process of splitting
crack propagation and concrete crushing in front of reinforcement bar ribs during the static
pullout. Under cyclic loading, the piezomagnetic hysteresis loops progressed much more
significant in several initial cycles and remained stable later. Reinforcement stress in the free end
increased gradually and the amplitude of piezomagnetic curve increased gradually. The
piezomagnetic signals at the loading end were characterized by three-stage, while at the free end
were characterized by two-stage through the whole fatigue process. By tracking the evolution of
piezomagnetic field, the distribution characteristics of interfacial bond stress and steel bar stress
are analyzed. A new method is put forward to monitor the interface properties of reinforced
concrete.
1

1 Introduction
The reinforced concrete structure is composed of two kinds of materials with different
mechanical properties, transfering the force and coordinate the deformation through the bonding
action. Jin (2014) had concluded that under the action of cyclic loading, the interface
performance of reinforced concrete members would degrade gradually, leading to the crack
expansion, deflection increasing and stiffness decreasing. ACI Committee 408 (2003) reported
that repeated loading accelerated the degradation of the bond performance and reduced the bond
strength. Concrete before the ribs of steel bars would produce local fracture and cracking damage
under repeated loading, gradually weakening the stress transmission capacity (Balazs 1998). Oh
B.H. (2007) found that number of cycles had little effect on the bond strength and peak bond
stress before fatigue failure. However, reduction of local bond stiffness caused the stress
redistribution, leading to the longitudinal stress change of steel bars (Perry 1966). Although the
bonding performance reflecting the interoperability of steel bar and concrete is very important to
the overall performance of one component, few literatures have reported on the monitoring of
interface properties. Calculating the fatigue life of RC structures has often relied on tests of
materials producing either S-N or e-N curves Parvez (2015). However, this approach has often
neglected the nonlinear progress of fatigue damage. One method that could easily measure the
stress of steel bars is very important considering above discussion.
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Piezomagnetic effect refers to the change of magnetic properties when the material is
subjected to external forces, and Villari (1865) was the first to systematically investigate this
effect. This initial work primarily demonstrated that different stresses resulted in differences to
the magnetic induction properties of ferromagnetic materials in a given magnetic field. Due to its
sensitivity to the stress changing of ferromagnetic materials such as steel bars (Jiles
1986,1995,2004), piezomagnetism effect has been widely used in the field of nondestructive
testing (Guralnick 2008, Duan 2011). In this paper, the bond deterioration under static and cyclic
loading is investigated. By tracking the evolution of piezomagnetic signals, the distribution
characteristics of interfacial bonding stress are analyzed.
2 Experimental Design
The samples are shown in Figure 1, casted with C30 concrete. The 28 days axial
compressive strength is 36.02 MPa. The reinforcements are 14 mm in nominal diameter
machined by one commercially available HRB400 ribbed steel bar. The mechanical properties
are as follows: elastic modulus 207.29 GPa, yield strength 425.17 MPa, ultimate strength
581.20MPa, and elongation 25.77%. The test devices included hydraulic servo fatigue testing
machine, two APS 428D magnetic sensors and data acquisition systems. Two LVDT were used
to measure the relative slip sf of free end and the relative slip sl of the loading end. Magnetic
probe B1 tilted 45° to record magnetic signals of steel bar at the loading end, and B2 recorded
tangential magnetic signals of steel bar at the free end. Distance from the magnetic probes to the
surface of steel bars were 33 mm. Table 1 shows the specimens and loading parameters. The
static tests were carried out by displacement control, with a rate of 0.5 mm/min. Loading
frequency of cyclic loading tests was 2 Hz, and data acquisition frequency was 1000 Hz.
LVDT
ProbeB2
Steel Bar

PVC

300

33

ProbeB1

100

33

F

30

70

20

LVDT
100

Figure 1 Sizes of pullout specimen and installation of sensors(mm)
Table 1 Specimens and loading parameters

Specimen
ST-P1~ST-P3
FT-P1~FT-P2
FT-P3~FT-P4
FT-P5~FT-P6
FT-P7~FT-P8
FT-P9~FT-P10

Loading Type
Static Loading
Fatigue Loading
Fatigue Loading
Fatigue Loading
Fatigue Loading
Fatigue Loading

Stress Level
Smin=0.1，Smax=0.6
Smin=0.1，Smax=0.63
Smin=0.1，Smax=0.64
Smin=0.1，Smax=0.65
Smin=0.1，Smax=0.70

Number
3
2
2
2
2
2

NOTE: Smin=Pmin/Pu, Smax=Pmax/Pu. Pmin, Pmax is the upper and lower limit of cyclic loading, respectively.

3 Results analysis of static tests
Static loading results of ST-P1 and ST-P2 are shown in Figure 2. The ultimate pull-out
force Pu, the corresponding free end slip su,f, ultimate bond stress τu and the residual bond stress
τr of three specimens are shown in Table 2. Select two typical failure modes for analysis, among
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which ST-P1 with the concrete splitting and ST-P2 with the pullout of steel bars. Based on
existing research (Oh B.H. 2007), the static pulling out process in this paper could be divided
into following stages.
Table 2 Results of static tests

50

su,f /mm
1.57
1.91
1.86
1.78

τu /MPa
3
2
2
2
30
15

τr /MPa
3.51
3.24
3.38

B2/mG

100

Pu/kN
64.04
63.45
59.11
62.20

B2/mG

Specimen
ST-P1
ST-P2
ST-P3
Average

0

0

-15
14.6
7.3

-40

B1/mG

0

B1/mG

-50

0.0

20.4
13.6

12

6.8

6

0.0

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

sf /mm

•

•

•
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 MPa

18

-7.3
 MPa

-80
24

1.5

2.0

0

2

4

6

8

10

sf /mm

(a) ST-P1
(b) ST-P2
Figure 2 τ-sf curves and B-sf curves of ST-P1 and ST-P2

Slightly slipping stage: The average bond stress was 0~3.60 MPa, and sf was less than
0.10 mm. At the beginning of loading, bond of the interface between concrete and steel
bar mainly depended on their chemical adhesive action. While with the increasing of sf,
mechanical occlusal force between steel ribs and concrete began to bear the pulling
force. At this time, B2 of ST-P1 and ST-P2 both appeared to be minimal.
Slipping stage: The average bond stress was 3.60~19.70 MPa, and sf was 0.10 mm~1.30
mm. At this stage, the stiffness of interface decreased, and the slope of the τ-sf curve was
significantly reduced than that in the slightly slipping stage. In this relative slipping
process, concrete in front of the steel ribs was gradually crushed, and the internal
splitting crack continued to expand. With the exception of B1 of ST-P1, the other B-sf
curves behaved dramatic changes. The maximum value of B2 of ST-P1 appeared and
then decreased rapidly until concrete splitting. While the piezomagnetic signals of STP2 both reached maximum values in the end of this stage.
Splitting stage: The average bond stress was 19.70~20.20 MPa, and sf was 1.30
mm~1.80 mm. The tensile stress of steel bar at the loading end was 400 MPa, yet to
yielding. With the propagation of internal splitting crack, the bond stress reaches peak
value, and the ST-P1 suddenly split into two pieces, and B changed abruptly. For ST-P2,
bond stress between steel bar and concrete shifted towards the free end gradually with
the concrete damage, behaving as the slightly fluctuations in the B-sf curve.
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•

Descending stage: The steel bar was gradually pulled out and the slip increased quickly.
The bond stress gradually decreased to τr. With the stress reduction of steel bar,
evolution of B1 showed same trend with J-A model (Jiles 1986,1995,2004), which
increased firstly and then decreased. The distance between the probe B2 and steel bar
became large more and more, and the magnetic signals decreased gradually.

According to above analysis, it could be seen that the variations of piezomagnetic signals
were rather complex in the slip and splitting stages. While this phenomenon just illustrated the
sensitivity of the piezomagnetic signals to the stress state of steel bar, which reflected the stress
changing process of steel bar with the crushing and crack propagation of concrete.
4 Results analysis of cyclic tests
Table 3 Parameters and results of cyclic loading pullout specimens

Specimen
FT-P1
FT-P2
FT-P3
FT-P4
FT-P5
FT-P6
FT-P7
FT-P8
FT-P9
FT-P10

Stress Level
Smax=0.60
Smax=0.60
Smax=0.63
Smax=0.63
Smax=0.64
Smax=0.64
Smax=0.65
Smax=0.65
Smax=0.70
Smax=0.70

Stress Amplitude/MPa
202.13
202.13
214.26
214.26
218.30
218.30
222.34
222.34
242.56
242.56

Failure Mode
steel bar fracture at PVC
steel bar was pulled out
sf reaches the limit
sf reaches the limit
sf reaches the limit
sf reaches the limit
steel bar was pulled out
steel bar was pulled out
steel bar was pulled out
steel bar was pulled out

Nf
302,777
393,046
557,800
288,960
20,000
429,363
5,107
2,707
1,444
625

NOTE: The limit of sf refers to the value corresponding to peak bond stress.

The results are shown in Table 3. Under cyclic loading, the relative slip presented threestage law as shown in Figure 3. The maximum slip and residual slip increased rapidly in the
early fatigue stage, while the increments became smaller and smaller. The increments of sf
gradually kept a stable value and entered the second stage of fatigue. In the third stage, the
growth rate of sf accelerated faster and faster until bond fatigue failure occurred.
5

sf,min
sf,max

4

sf /mm

3
2
1

N3/Nf

N2/Nf
0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Ni/Nf

Figure 3 Changes of sf with the process of fatigue

Figure 4 showed the time-varying curves B(t) and P(t) for cycle 3 of FT-P7. During the
whole fatigue process, the values of B1 changed while the shape was almost same with sinusoid,
as shown in Figures 4(a) and 5(a). The time-varying curve B2 measuring the free end was shown
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in Figure 4(b). There were the extremum V1 during the loading stage and the extremum V3
during the unloading stage. The absolute value of V1 was less than that of V3, consistent with the
J-A model. After only a dozen loading cycles, V1 and V3 in cycle 20 were almost symmetric
about V2. The shape of the curve kept almost the same in the remaining cycles, except for the
absolute value and the varying amplitude as shown in Figure 5(b).
P(t)
B1(t),Cycle 3

40

P( t )
B2(t),Cycle 3

-10
40

-120

-20

-40

10

257.6

257.8

-130

V2

V1

V3

10

-50

0
257.4

20

-140

0
257.4

258.0

B2/mG

-30

20

P/kN

30

B1/mG

P/kN

30

257.6

257.8

Time/s

Time/s

(a)B1

(b)B2

258.0

Figure 4 B(t) and σ(t) trace of FT-P7，N=3
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-20

P(t)
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P/kN
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P/kN

40

P(t)
B1(t),Cycle 500
B2(t),Cycle 5070

V3

-210
-220
-230
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-260

Time

Time

(a)B1

(b)B2

Figure 5 B(t) and σ(t) trace of different fatigue stages of FT-P7
-10
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-100

B2,min
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-20
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B2/mG

B1/mG

-30
-40
-50

-200

-250

-60

N2/Nf
0.0

0.2

N2/Nf

N3/Nf
0.4

0.6

Ni/Nf

(a)B1

0.8

-300

1.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Ni/Nf

(b)B2

Figure 6 Changes of piezomagnetic signals with the process of fatigue of FT-P7

Under constant amplitude cyclic loading, the evolution of characteristic points of B1 and B2
were shown in Figure 6. Obviously, B1 displayed a feature of three-stage in the whole fatigue life,
while B2 displayed a feature of two-stage. Stress of steel bar in the loading end kept constant, this
three-stage variation was due to the increasement law of relative slip. With the increasement of
relative slip, bond stress near the loading end degenerates while increased gradually near the free
end, leading to the stress amplitude of steel bars increasing. Therefore, the amplitude of B2
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reflecting the stress distribution near free end also increased as shown in Figure 6(b).
Degradation of interface performance under repeated loading were also induced by the
microfracture and crack propagation of concrete (Perry, 1966). The piezomagnetic signals near
the free end indicated the degradation mechanism sensitively.
6 Conclusions
The relationship of bonding stress, slip, and piezomagnetic signals of the pullout specimens
under static and cyclic loading were analyzed in this paper. Results demonstrated that the
piezomagnetic signals indicated the process of splitting crack propagation and concrete crushing
in front of steel bar ribs during the static pullout. By tracking the evolution of piezomagnetic
signals, the distribution characteristics of interfacial bond stress via steel bar stress were analyzed.
This piezomagnetism based approach may be useful to monitor the bond deterioration of
reinforced concrete structures.
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Abstract
Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) of civil infrastructure has been an active area of research for the
past few decades, since traditional inspection of civil infrastructure, mostly relying on visual
inspection, is time-consuming, labor-intensive and often provides subjective results. To facilitate
this process, different sensors and techniques have been used to effectively carry out this task in
an automated fashion. The purpose of this research is to provide a novel learning-based method
for detection of steel rebars in reinforced concrete bridge elements. The data from Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) collected from actual bridges has been used for the development and
testing of the novel method. The method utilizes one of the variants of the Convolution Neural
Networks (CNNs), namely the Deep Residual Network (ResNet-50). The findings are highlighted
through a comparison of the effectiveness in rebar detection with some of the recent works. The
results further emphasize the efficacy of Deep Learning-based methods for NDE, both in general
and in rebar detection by GPR.
1. Introduction
A modern society’s infrastructure comprises mostly of concrete and steel structures, ranging from
houses and buildings to transportation infrastructure, such as tunnels, roadways and bridges. The
safety of human inhabitants and users is dependent on the regular inspection and evaluation of the
civil infrastructure. For the case of transportation infrastructure monitoring, a number of NDE
techniques have been explored and implemented in the past. Some of the most commonly used
NDE methods include: (i) impact-echo (uses mechanically generated vibrations and their reflection
to detect sub-surface defects), active and passive infrared thermography (provides defect detection
using electromagnetic radiations that vary with temperature) and ground penetrating radar (the
transmission and reception of electromagnetic radio waves to detect underground defects) (Wang
et al., 2011; Kee et al., 2012; La et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2016). Each method has its own set of
benefits and limitations.
Traditionally, assessment of civil infrastructures has been performed manually by human
inspectors, relying primarily on visual inspection (Wang et al., 2011). However, visual inspection
work is time-consuming and prone to errors. Even the NDE methods, like GPR, require extensive
effort to manually process raw data and extract relevant information (Dinh et al., 2018). For this
reason, an effort is being made towards introducing automation within the process of civil
infrastructure assessment by developing new systems, which can facilitate rapid and automated
detection and localization of cracks, and other forms of deterioration and defects.
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2. Literature Review
In the past, a considerable number of studies have focused towards the development of different
techniques for NDE of civil infrastructure. GPR has been used in the assessment of civil
infrastructure as far back as the 1970s (Wang et al., 2011). Some of the earlier studies have used
GRP data for underground pipe detection (Gamba and Lossani, 2000), as well as detection of
various buried objects, e.g., landmines and pipes (Al-Nuaimy et al., 2000). In the case of bridge
monitoring, one of the earlier studies utilized GRP data for rebar detection in bridge decks was
highlighted by Wang et al. (2011). This particular study made use of partial differential equations
and template matching technique with sum of square similarity index for hyperbola localization.
One of the studies also proposed the usage of bridge-climbing robot for monitoring the condition
of steel bridges (Liu and Liu, 2013). An underwater robotic platform was also developed to
monitor the condition of bridge piers, which remain submerged underwater for most of the time
(DeVault, 2000). Kaur et al. (2016) developed an automated system for rebar analysis using
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)-based features and Support Vector Machines (SVM).
Another research by Spencer and La (2016) proposed a method for rebar detection using Naïve
Bayesian classifier trained on HOG features for the detection and classification of GPR-based Bscan images, along with the precise hyperbola localization algorithm for rebar localization.
Another recent study by Dinh et al. (2018) proposed a novel method for rebar detection using
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).
Apart from the different techniques described in the previous paragraph, a number of different
robotic platforms have also been introduced in the prior studies. For example, in the case of bridge
evaluation, Gibb et al. (2017) discussed the feasibility of a multi-functional, multi-sensor-based
mobile platform for the evaluation and inspection of civil infrastructure. Figure 1(a) highlights
the proposed robotic platform. Similarly, Diamanti and Redman (2012) explored the effects of
surface and sub-surface layer cracks on the GPR data using a ground-coupled Roadmap system,
which has been outlined in figure 1(b). However, the Roadmap platform cannot be considered as
a truly robotic platform, as it requires manual assistance in terms of towing and driving with the
help of a human driver. Another novel robotic platform, namely the Robotics Assisted Bridge
Inspection Tool (RABIT) was specifically designed for an efficient automated evaluation of bridge
decks (Gucunski et al., 2015, La et al., 2017). RABIT has been equipped with state-of-the-art sensor
technologies (e.g. impact echo, ultrasonic surface waves, electrical resistivity and GPR), which
enable the classification of some of the most common defects in bridge decks, such as

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Some of the state-of-the-art robotic platforms employing a wide-range of sensors for infrastructural
monitoring (a) NDE robotic platform (Gibb et al., 2017), (b) Roadmap system (Diamanti and Redman, 2012)
and (c). RABIT platform (La et al., 2017)
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concrete degradation, delamination and rebar corrosion (Gucunski et al., 2015; Kaur et al., 2016).
Figure 1(c) provides an instance of the RABIT platform during the actual inspection and evaluation
of bridge deck. RABIT provides a wide-array of different functionalities related to the automated
monitoring of civil infrastructure using on-surface crack detection and bridge evaluation for signs
of deterioration within metal rebar and concrete slabs. The effectiveness of the automated robotic
inspection system was also assessed for the evaluation of actual bridges (La et al., 2017).
3. Research Method
In this section, some of the salient features of the proposed technique will be discussed. From a
machine learning perspective, the detection and recognition of rebar from other non-rebar
anomalies and artefacts detected in B-scans can be considered as a two-class classification problem.
Earlier studies have used a number of different methods for rebar detection, ranging from Support
Vector Machines (Kaur et al., 2016) and Naïve Bayesian classifier (Spencer and La, 2016) to
primitive Neural networks in some of the early studies using GPR (Gamba and Lossani, 2000; AlNuaimy et al., 2000). However, the proposed technique of evaluating the effectiveness of Deep
Residual Networks (ResNets) towards rebar detection has not been reported in the existing
literature. It is for this reason that one of the variants of the Deep Residual Networks, namely
ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016), has been employed in this research for the development of rebar
detection system. Figure 2 highlights the basic model, which has been used for the development
of ResNet-50.

Input Image

Contrast Limited
Adaptive
Histogram
Equalization

ResNet-50
Model for
Rebar Detection

Figure 3: Model of the Rebar Detection System Proposed in this Study
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Figure 4: Sample images from the two dataset: (a) positive sample from East Helena Bridge, MT, (b) positive
sample from Warren County, NJ, (c) negative sample from East Helena Bridge, MT (d) negative sample from
Warren County, NJ

ResNet is one of the recently developed variants of CNN (He et al., 2016), which has gained
increased acceptance and popularity in the research community in terms of its widespread
application to various computer vision-based problems (e.g. object recognition, image recognition,
image segmentation, image super-resolution) (Yuan et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018).
Figure 3 shows the model proposed in this study with Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE), which was first proposed in Gibb and La (2016). Unlike Residual
Networks, the traditional CNNs suffered from substantial decrease in the overall accuracy as well
as increasing error rates with increasing depth of the neural networks (He et al., 2016). Figure 2
outlines the basic building block and structure of ResNet, which can clearly outline the ways in
which ResNet differs from its ‘plain’ CNN-based counterparts, as each residual block (given in
the lower part of the figure) skips a few convolutional layers, which enhances its overall
optimization and resistance to degradation (Zhang et al., 2018). For the construction of ResNet50, the block given in figure 2 is replicated multiple times to provide a network with increased
depth as well as an overall improved performance. The numbers given on each of the residual
blocks correspond to their respective feature sizes. In this study, the system was trained on the
existing dataset using learning rate of 10-5 to fine-tune the system to the most optimum
performance. Depending on the type of dataset being used, the system was trained for a variable
number of epochs.
4. Results and Discussion
In this section, the overall performance of the proposed system will be discussed, along with some
insights with respect to the dataset that have been used for the training and evaluation of ResNet50 for rebar detection. Table 1 outlines some of the salient features of the different datasets and
the location from which the data was collected. It can be seen from table 1 that the dataset used in
this study have been acquired from some of the earlier studies (e.g. dataset for Warren County, NJ
from Kaur et al., 2016; dataset from East Helena Bridge, MT from Gibbs and La, 2016), which
allow validation of system developed using ResNet-50 by comparing its performance with other
relevant studies in the past. Figure 4 shows the sample images utilized from the two dataset.
Table 1: Information regarding different dataset used in this research

Location
East Helena Bridge, MT
Warren County, NJ
Total

Image size
81 × 81
33 × 52
81 × 81

Training
Positive Negative
260
260
1,200
2,400
1,460
340

Validation
Positive
Negative
40
40
300
600
2,660
640
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Table 2: Performance of the proposed system using the existing dataset

Dataset
East Helena Bridge, MT
Warren County, NJ
Total

Image size
81 × 81
33 × 52
81 × 81

No. of Epochs
24
8
8

Performance
Accuracy
Error
92.88
0.22
98.11
0.06
98.47
0.04

Table 2 outlines the performance of the proposed system trained on the different available datasets
using some of the most widely employed performance metrics, namely accuracy rate and error
rate. The proposed system was trained and evaluated using data from the two datasets individually,
which allowed an assessment of different factors affecting the system accuracy. Afterwards, the
data was concatenated for the system training using the two datasets in a collective manner. In
order to accomplish that, all of the input images were resized to ensure that the system was trained
on images with the same size. It can be seen from table 2 that when training for a dataset with
limited amount of positive and negative images, there was a need for training the system using a
significant number of epochs. However, despite that, the overall error rate was very high (22%),
as the overall accuracy of the CNNs and their variants is highly dependent on the quantity of data
used for system training. Conversely, when training for a dataset with a reasonable amount of data
(e.g. Warren Country, NJ), the system was trained for 8 epochs to reveal very promising results. It
can be seen that the system trained using the collective dataset was able to provide an overall
accuracy of 98.47%. Table 3 highlights and compares the performance of some of the previous
studies in relation to the system proposed in this research. It can be seen that these results are either
better than or comparable to some of state-of-the-art systems proposed in the recent past.
5. Conclusion and Future Works
The improvement in automation and accuracy of NDE of civil infrastructure is of paramount
importance. Consequently, the research efforts in the future should concentrate on the development
of autonomous methods of infrastructure inspection. In order to effectively contribute to state-ofthe-art, the work presented in the paper has introduced a novel method for rebar detection using
GPR. The results obtained in this research are at par with the performance of recent studies, as
shown in table 3. Future studies will attempt to increase the overall size of the dataset used for the
system training using ResNet-50. The use of data from multiple bridges will allow the trained
system to have high level of robustness to different bridge-level properties (e.g. size of rebar, age
of bridge and inherent properties of the different construction materials used).
Table 3: Comparison between accuracy of the different studies for rebar detection

Research
Gibb and La (2016)
Kaur et al. (2016)
Dinh et al. (2018)
Ours

Accuracy (%)
95.05
98.011
98.752
98.47

1. The highest accuracy result reported in Kaur et al. (2016) has been highlighted here
2. The overall system accuracy given in Dinh et al. (2018) = 99.6% ±0.85%. Therefore, the lower limit of the range
was elaborated here
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Abstract
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a useful tool for railroad track inspection. The use of GPR in
the analysis of railroad track condition is desirable since it provides a cost-effective method to
examine ballast conditions without digging. However, there is a big challenge for the application
of GPR to the railway ballast layers because the relatively large regions of void space in the layer
would cause radar signal scattering and make the detection results unreliable. In this study, an
improved GPR data processing method for railroad ballast inspection was proposed. A basic set
of digital filters was designed to clean up the scan data generated by the radar, and a primary
graphical user interface (GUI) was developed for GPR technology to assess the railroad ballast
conditions. The lab tests were performed to evaluate the GUI and algorithms proposed in this
research. The results indicated that the data processing method was sufficient to detect the ballast
layer.
Keywords: Ground penetrating radar, railroad ballast inspection, data processing, short-time
Fourier transform.
1. Introduction
It is reported that track defects are responsible for more than 33% in the United States of all
registered rail accidents (Xie et al., 2014). Therefore, reliable inspection of railroad track
conditions is of vital importance for the safety of rail transit infrastructure. Ground penetrating
radar (GPR) technology is a nondestructive method that showed great performance for railroad
inspection, and it is a useful tool to detect the thickness of the layer, the degree of ballast fouling,
and presence of accumulated water in ballast and subballast (Li et al., 2010).
Historically, GPR has been widely used for roadways and other layers made of homogeneous
material in highway transportation (Hyslip et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2008; Sawadisavi et al.,
2009). However, there is a big challenge for the application of GPR to railway ballast that is
because of the relatively large regions of void space in the layer. These air voids of the railroad
ballast provide desired characteristics for distributing traffic load, on the other hand, the void
space create a heterogeneous material layer which would cause radar signal scattering due to air
gaps and make the GPR method unreliable (Jol, 2009). The ability of GPR to monitor
deterioration depended on void content analysis has been reported in many studies (Saarenketo
and Scullion, 2000; Chen, 2010).
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To reveal the features of the ballast layer of railroad, appropriate data processing method is
necessary for the GPR technology. The effective data filtering is required, and the radar type,
configuration, and band of frequency help set the parameters that determine which filtering
techniques and information will be available within the collected data (Electronic
Communication Laboratory, 2000).
In this research, several quantitative methods were developed to enhance the signal processing of
GPR track scan images for the railroad ballast evaluations. A basic GUI was created to help the
GPR works more effectively. The lab tests were conducted to evaluate the algorithms and GUI.
2. Filter Development and Graphical User Interface (GUI)
This study focused on the processing and enhancement of raw B-scan images generated from
railroad track GPR scans. The purpose is to create images that can be used to evaluate subsurface
ballast condition. The GPR B-scan images are often blurred by noise and surrounding
interference (Xie, 2015). To address this issue, this task requires the development of quantitative
tools to support the enhancement of B-scan images. The scheme for developing these tools is as
follows: A basic set of digital filters was developed for initial B-scan image processing. Once
these filters were developed, a basic software package with Graphical User Interface (GUI) was
created to display the filtered B-scan images and allow users to control the filters (Figure 1).
In the filter design, the low-pass filters are used to allow only the frequency content of a signal
below a desired frequency to pass through the filter and high frequency noise are filtered out.
The high-pass filter can be considered the mirror of a low-pass filter. It will allow all frequency
content above a selected frequency to pass through the filter. The combination of these two
filters results in a band-pass filter that is effective for viewing the important contents of the
signal reflections with the GPR in operation.

Figure 1. The graphical user interface (GUI).

To avoid the complicated programming, the filters in the Matlab has been used in the application
of filter design. The low-pass filter, high pass filter were used in the signal processing. After the
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filter design was completed, a GUI began to take shape in tandem (Figure 1). With using the
GUI in the GPR data processing method the railroad detection procedures become much more
efficient and easier. The GUI provided a quick way to load a data set, filter a data set, and the
filter-treated data can be observed in a meaningful way.
3. The Lab Test Track Inspection
In this study, the lab tests were conducted to evaluate the GUI and algorithms. Two tests were
performed in the lab to identify fouled regions using the test track. The GUI was used to conduct
some basic analysis of lab data collected at the University of Massachusetts Lowell.

Figure 2. The test bed schematic.

As shown in Figure 2, the ballast material occupied the first layer of the test track, and the ballast
layer was one foot high, with the remaining two feet ten inches of the test track filled with soil. A
PVC pipe and a metal bar were put one foot six inches into the soil layer, respectively. And
another metal bar was buried two feet one inch into the soil under ballast. There are two regions
in the layer, both of the regions were about four inches high. And region 1 was fouled with soil,
and region 2 was fouled with sand. The fouls were injected at the two regions of the ballast. The
examination of the test track was focused on identifying regions 1 and 2 for the sake of railway
ballast analysis.
In the first test, water was added to the test track in several batches, and a scan was conducted
immediately following each batch. Figure 3 illustrates the B-scan images of the fouled region
when two gallons of water were added and scanned. As can be seen in Figure 3, immediately
present was a powerful but short reflection that occurred around the 16 ns marker at the bottom
right. This reflection represents the pooling water near the ballast-soil interface. Figure 4 shows
the state of the ballast after nine gallons were added to the track and a 10-minute wait before
scanning. The most significant difference between Figures 3 and 4 is the noticeable sloping of
what was presumed to be soil fouling in the ballast region.
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Figure 3. B-scan images of fouled region when two gallons of water were added and scanned immediately

Figure 4. B-scan images of fouled region when nine gallons of water were added and a 10-minute wait before
scanning

The suspected fouling region was very obvious in Figures 3 and 4, and the slopes downward
throughout the addition of water are visible. This increase in prominence was most likely from
water saturation in the soil, and scouring of saturated ground from the fouling section toward the
area that appeared to be pooling water at the ballast-soil interface. The radar system with using
GUI was successful in determining the changes occurring within the railroad ballast as varying
degrees of water fouling happened.
The second lab experiment was performed to evaluate the GPR’s sensitivity to moisture levels.
Scans were performed at specific intervals as the test track was being dried. Figure 5 shows the
B-scan images taken immediately after four gallons of water were added. The top of the fouled
region was in prominence as were trailing edges, which sloped down toward the ballast-soil
interface where darkening due to pooling appeared to be occurring on the bottom right, as with
the previous lab tests. Figure 6 illustrates the B-scan images taken after 20-minutes after four
gallons of water were poured over the fouled region as it dried out. The sidebands of the fouled
region have lightened, as would be expected.
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Figure 5. B-scan images taken immediately after four gallons of water was added

Figure 6. B-scan images taken after 20-minute after four gallons of water was added

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
The GUI and algorithms were tested and evaluated based on the lab results at the University of
Massachusetts Lowell. The results indicated that the data processing method developed in this
study were satisfactory to detect changes within the ballast region and provide reasonable depth
calculations. With using the GUI developed in this study, the radar scan images can be easily
analysed and the changes of the ballast layer can be observed in a straightforward way.
It is of significant importance to identify the depths of fouled regions in the railroad ballast. In
the future, the GPR railroad inspection technology will include depth calculator to provide
reasonable depth calculations of fouled regions or anomaly.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring techniques provide valuable in-service measured information for
existing civil engineering structures such as concrete structures, which can be used for modelling
structural performance and reducing the risk of structural failures. In this paper, from the
monitored data, several probabilistic approaches are presented for stochastic deterioration
modelling with uncertainty. Lifetime distributions representing probability of condition failure
are obtained from various stochastic processes or predictive models, such as Weibull model. A
numerical example is employed for modelling performance deterioration of concrete structures
subjected to aggresive environments. The Weibull life evolution model associated with the cover
concrete crack growth is employed for analysing lifetime reliability and updating probability of
failure profiles after maintenance. The results for a concrete bridge show that the proposed
approach can predict future structural performance of the aging structure.
1. Introduction
Recently, civil infrastructure management philosophy has changed considerably thanks to the
development and applications of structural health monitoring (SHM) technology. The SHM
technology has the potential to improve the management of existing civil engineering structures
in many ways. As structural resistance decreases over time, a timely repair then will be necessary
to reduce the risk of structural failures, whereas the resources for the repair should be minimised.
The proper maintenance decision under safety constraints required for existing civil structures
should be then made based on both cost and reliability (Chen 2018). Lifetime distributions are
the representation of the time of failure of a system by using a continuous and non-decreasing
probability distribution of lifetime with consideration of time to failure of the system as a
random variable. Lifetime distributions consider the combined effect of all uncertainties on the
system by using an explicit life model, such as the Weibull model. The lifetime distributions can
be updated by Bayesian updating after inspection and repair (Frangopol et al. 2004, Van
Noortwijk 2009).
This paper presents an effective approach for modelling structural performance during the
service life of existing reinforced concrete structures on the basis of monitored information. The
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process of lifetime structural performance deterioration affected by reinforcement corrosion is
discussed. The crack growth in cover concrete due to reinforcement corrosion is chosen as a
representative symptom for evaluating lifetime reliability. Various stochastic processes or
predictive models, such as Weibull model is discussed for structural performance deterioration
modelling. Finally, a worked example on a corroded cocrete bridge is adopted, and the Weibull
life evolution model associated with the concrete crack is employed for analysing lifetime
reliability and updating probability of failure profiles after maintenance.
2. Concrete cracking due to reinforcement corrosion
The reinforcement corrosion consumes the original steel and causes the loss of cross-section of
the rebar. As a results, the corroded steel rebar expands and increases the volume at the bond
interface between two and four times its original volume, depending on the types of corrosion
products. The corrosion rust volume can be estimated from the measured corrosion rate, and the
average corrosion penetration rate x is estimated from

x

x
1
2

0



2 As

0 2

(1)

where x is corrosion attack penetration and has a much smaller value comparing with the rebar
diameter,  As is the loss of steel cross-sectional area determined by the measured corrosion rate,
and ϕ0 is initial rebar diameter.
The concrete cracking evolution with time due to reinforcement corrosion was investigated by
Chen and Xiao (2015), where the equivalent crack width over average corrosion penetration ratio
x , defined as the cumulated crack width over the concrete cover surface, is obtained from the
proposed analytical model. The equivalent crack width at cohesive cracking stage is given by

~  n  W G f  E (  1) x   
w
(2)
c w u
r
c
f t  f t

where nc is number of cracks in concrete;  w and  c are coefficients associated with concrete
cover thickness and concrete properties; Wu is the normalised value of the ultimate cohesive
crack width wu; G f is the fracture energy of concrete; f t is the tensile strength of intact
concrete; E isthe modulus of elasticity for intact concrete; and  r is volume expansion factor.
After cracks reach the ultimate cohesive value (wu) at the corresponding corrosion penetration
( xu ), the width of the cracks in the cover concrete still increases due to the progressive
expansion of the rust layer. The equivalent crack width at this stage is given by

~  2 (  1)( x  x )  n w
w
r
u
c u

(3)

It is found that the crack width in the cover concrete grows gradually with the development of
reinforcement corrosion in approximately linear relation to average corrosion penetration rate,
which is a measurable parameter on site and can also be predicted from the analytical model.
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3．Weibull Life Distribution Model
For civil infrastructure, measurable quantities such as cracking can be chosen as random
variables (symptoms) for lifetime distribution analysis. When a symptom exceeds a given limit
value, the system fails to meet the designed requirements. Thus, the symptom reliability (survival
function) can be assumed to be dependent on symptom and the associated failure rate function
for deterioration. It is well known that the Weibull model is very flexible life distribution model
and widely used for undertaking symptom reliability analysis (Chen and Xiao 2015, Cempel et
al. 2000). Thus, the Weibull life distribution model is adopted for the evolution of the symptom Y
(e.g. concrete crack width) caused by the damage parameter x (e.g. corrosion penetration), and
the probability density function (PDF) is expressed as

 Y

Y 
(4)
) ]
Y Yb
Yb
where Yb  YL and υ is the scale factor to be determined by design requirements with respect to
allowable limit YL ; β> 0 is the shape parameter to be determined by fitting the predicted results
to the Weibull model. Then the probability distribution of time to failure (i.e. cumulative
distribution function, CDF) as a function of damage parameter x(t) over time t is obtained from
f (Y ) 

(

)  exp[(

Y (t ) 
(5)
) ]
Yb
From the calculated probability of failure, the symptom reliability (survival function) for the
symptom Y as a function of damage parameter x(t) is given as
p f (Y (t ))  1  exp[(

Y (t ) 
) ]
Yb
The hazard function, also known as the failure rate, is calculated from
R(Y (t ))  



Y (t )

h(Y ) 

f ( y )dy  exp[(

(6)

f (Y )  Y 
 ( )
R(Y ) Y Yb

(7)

The expected remaining life Trul , associated with the symptom of the system that is still
surviving at service age of Tm, is estimated from


Trul   R(Y (t ))dt
Tm

(8)

The expected remaining life Trul depends on the predefined allowable limit YL for the symptom.
4．Data Informed Updating
Monitoring and inspection data can be used to update the condition assessment of the structures
concerned. In general, there exists some prior belief about the reliability or random variables
from expert experience, numerical simulations or experimental tests. New information from
these investigations then needs to be combined with existing information in a reasonable manner.
Two different approaches are often used, i.e. direct updating of the probability of failure or
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updating of the probability distribution of the basic variables. For direct updating, the probability
of failure can be directly updated using Bayesian theorem from the conditional probability
Pr( F  I )
(9)
Pr( I )
where F represents local or global structural failure, and I represents the information obtained
from investigation.
Pf  Pr( F | I ) 

Alternatively, the probability distribution of the basic variables can be updated using new
information available. Assume that f ( ) is an existing (prior) belief of a random variable. The
use of monitoring provides sample data that defines the same random variable with a different
distribution f (x) . The combined (posterior) distribution f ( ) is expressed (Frangopol and
Messervey 2009) as

f ( )  g ( ) f ( ) / 

(10)

where the likelihood g ( ) represents the conditional probability of observing f (x) given f ( ) ,
expressed as g ( )  f ( x |  ) ; and λ is a normalised factor to ensure that the area under the


probability density function (PDF) is unity, defined as    g ( ) f ( )d .


When the Weibull life distribution model is used for lifetime reliability analysis, the PDF in Eq.
(4) can be updated using new data available. When condition assessment is undertaken at
symptom Y  Y a , a likelihood function g (Y , Y a ) is introduced for the Bayesian updating of
the lifetime reliability function, defined as
g (Y , Y a )  f (Y  Y a ) 



Y Y a 
Y Ya 
)
exp[

(
) ]
(Y  Y a )  YL
 YL
(

(11)

where   is the updated scale factor. The PDF after Bayesian updating needs to be multiplied by
lifetime reliability at Y  Y a , i.e. R(Y a ) , to keep the updated cumulative distribution function
(CDF) not exceeding unity (Orcesi and Frangopol 2011). Consequently, the updated PDF after
the assessment at Y  Y a is given as
f (Y ) 

g (Y , Y a ) f (Y )

a





0

a

g (Y , Y ) f (Y )dY

R(Y a )

(12)

The lifetime reliability after assessment is calculated from Eq. (6), where the updated PDF in Eq.
(12) has to be used. Structural maintenances are necessary to keep structures safe during their
service life. The lifetime reliability profiles of the structure is changed after structural repair and
essential maintenance. The PDF given in Eq. (4) after repair at symptom Y  Y r is written as
f r (Y )  f (Y  Y r ) R(Y r ) 



Y Y r 
Y Y r 
)
exp[

(
) ]R(Y r )
r
(Y  Y )  YL
 YL
(

(13)
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where R(Y r ) is the lifetime reliability associated with the repair at symptom Y  Y r . The
lifetime reliability by Bayesian updating and the associated lifetime probability of failure can
then be used for optimising maintenance strategy.
5. Numerical Example
A reinforced concrete T-girder bridge exposed to aggressive environments is utilised for lifetime
reliability analysis using the Weibull model. The bridge is designed for a service life of 60 years,
operating in aggressive environments with mean annual corrosion current per unit length
icorr  5  A / cm 2 . The detailed description of the problem as well as data for the calculations are
given in Chen (2017). Figure 1 shows the predicted equivalent crack width development for the
reinforced concrete T-girder as a function of the average corrosion penetration rate.
The lifetime evolution of corrosion-induced concrete cracking (symptom) is modelled by the
Weibull life distribution. The allowable crack width is assumed to be Y L  1 .0 mm for the failure
in spalling of concrete cover. The scale parameter υ =1.1 and shape parameter β =3.3 is estimated
by fitting the analytical predictions and/or experimental data to the Weibull model. Figure 2
shows the results for the lifetime probability of failure of the reinforced concrete T-girder as a
function of equivalent concrete crack width. The probability of failure increases as concrete
crack width increases.

Fig. 1 Predicted equivalent crack width
evolution.

Fig. 2 Lifetime probability of failure as a
function of concrete crack width.

Figure 3 shows the results for the effect of inspection and repair on the lifetime reliability by
Bayesian updating. Assume that an inspection and a repair are undertaken at concrete crack
widths Y a  0 . 8 mm and at Y r  1 . 2 mm , respectively. The lifetime reliability increases
immediately after inspection at Y a  0 . 8 mm , comparing with the corresponding prior
reliability. The risk of structural failure is then reduced after the inspection. Also, the lifetime
reliability is significantly affected by the structural repair at Y r  1 . 2 mm . The lifetime
reliability increases from the corresponding prior reliability, after the structural repair is taken
place during the service life of the reinforced concrete T-girder.
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Prior reliability, R
Repaired no inspection reliability, Rr

Lifetime reliability

0.8
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0.4

0.2
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0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Equivalent crack width, mm

Fig. 3 Lifetime reliability by Bayesian updating due to inspection and repair.
6. Conclusions
On the basis of the results from the worked example, the following conclusions are noted: 1) The
concrete crack width due to reinforcement corrosion can be used as a representative symptom,
and the cracking evolution could be modelled as the Weibull distribution for performance
predictions; 2) The symptom reliability and the probability of failure of the corroded reinforced
concrete structures are significantly affected by structural maintenances such as inspection and
repair; 3) Structural maintenance is essential to reduce risk of structural failure, to increase
structural reliability, and to minimise the total cost in operation.
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Abstract
The structural responses of different locations have a correlation, which can be evaluated by the
correlation degree of the structural response under different working conditions, so as to
optimize the arrangement of the sensors and reduce the redundancy of the measurements. In this
paper, the similarity of the trend and magnitude of responses are measured by the grey
correlation degree and correlation coefficient, respectively, which are used to establish the
structural response magnitude correlation matrix and the structural response trend correlation
matrix. The response comprehensive correlation coefficients is generated by setting the
thresholds, while the associated regions of the responses under multiple working conditions are
determined by the clustering method, and optimal placements of the sensors are given based on
the arrangement principle. Taking the spatial reticulated shell structure as an example, the
correlation analysis under different working conditions is carried out. The effects of load
conditions and different thresholds on the optimal sensor placement are considered. The
effectiveness of the proposed sensor-optimized placement method is verified.
1. Introduction
Due to the limited number of sensors, it is impossible to monitor the structure globally. However,
there is a certain correlation between structural responses of different locations, Lu et al (2017)
proposed the response reconstruction method based on the response correlation. So the optimal
sensor placements can be performed according to the correlation between the structural
responses, thereby realizing the global monitoring of the structure. The current researches are
limited to the fixed relationship between responses under a certain working condition. Lu et al
(2016) optimized sensor placement by using the response correlation under single working
condition. However, as the load changes, the relationship between the responses will change
accordingly. The change rules of the relationship under different loads have not been carried out.
The optimal sensor placements can be determined by the relationship between responses under
different working conditions, thereby to obtain global monitoring data using limited sensors.
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There are many methods to evaluate the relevance between responses. Grey correlation can
evaluate the similarity of the trend of responses, Yin et al (2017) proposed a method to measure
the closeness of the rate of change of sequences, Sun et al (2014) proposed a method to
determine the key influence parameter on structure fatigue performance based on the grey
relational analysis. The Pearson correlation coefficient method is used to measure the similarity
of the magnitude of responses, Sheugh et al (2015) used the Pearson correlation coefficient as a
metric of similarity in recommender system. Martins et al (2013) analyzed the dependence
between the wind speed, the temperature and the natural frequencies based on the Pearson
correlation coefficients.
In this paper, the correlation analysis of structural responses is carried out to obtain the
comprehensive response correlation coefficient, including the correlation analysis of the trend
and magnitude of structural responses. Based on the comprehensive response correlation
coefficient under different working conditions, the comprehensive response correlation matrix
under all working conditions is generated, and the associated regions are generated by clustering
this matrix. Based on the principle of sensor arrangement, the sensor placements are determined.
Finally, taking the spatial reticulated shell structure as an example, the optimal placements of
sensors are verified by the stress and displacement responses under different wind loads, and the
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method are verified.
2 Correlation Analysis of Structural Responses
The grey correlation degree and the Pearson correlation coefficient are used to evaluate the
similarity of the trend of response time series and the similarity between response time series,
respectively. The structural response trend correlation matrix R and the structural response
magnitude correlation matrix P of m structural responses are given as

 r11
r
 21

R =
=
rij 

m×m
 ri1


 rm1
 p11
p
 21
 
P =
=
pij 

m×m
 pi1
 

 pm1

r12
r22

ri 2

rm 2
p12
p22

pi 2

pm 2

 r1 j
 r2 j
 
 rij


 rmj







 r1m 
 r2 m 
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 rmm 

（1）
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The similarity of trend and magnitude of responses can be evaluated by combining the two
matrices to generate a comprehensive response correlation coefficient, the structural
comprehensive response correlation coefficient under single working condition is
1

ξij( n ) = 
0
1
rij′ = 
0

rij ≥ λ
rij < λ

( pij′ + rij′ ) / 2 =
1
( pij′ + rij′ ) / 2 ≠ 1

1
pij′ = 
0

rij ≥ q
rij < q

（3）
（4）

ξij( n ) is the comprehensive correlation coefficient between response i and j under the n-th
working condition, λ is the threshold of the response trend correlation coefficient, q is the
threshold of the response magnitude correlation coefficient.
3 Optimal Sensor Placement Based on Associated Regions
3.1 Comprehensive Response Correlation Analysis under Multiple Working Conditions
It is assumed that there are α kinds of working conditions, the comprehensive structural
response correlation matrix under all kinds of working conditions is
 ξ11′ ξ12′
ξ ′ ξ ′
22
 21
 

ξα′ = 
 ξ x′1 ξ x′2
 


ξ m′ 1 ξ m′ 2

 ξ1′y  ξ1′m 
 ξ 2′ y  ξ 2′m 
 

 

′ 
 ξ xy′  ξ xm

   

′  ξ mm
′ 
 ξ my

ξij′= (ξij(1) + ξij(2) +  + ξij( n ) +  + ξij(α ) ) α

（5）

（6）

ξij′ is the comprehensive correlation coefficient of response i and j under multiple working
conditions, ξij′ ∈ [ 0 , 1] . When ξij′ = 1 , it means that the correlation between the two structural
responses does not change with the variation of working conditions; When ξij′ = 0 , it indicates
that the correlation between the two structural responses is weak; When 0 < ξij′ < 1 , it indicates
that the two structural responses have strong correlation under certain working conditions, and it
is necessary to analyze the load variation law.
3.2 Determination of Structural Associated Regions
Based on the comprehensive response correlation matrix under multiple working conditions, the
clustering method is used to cluster the elements which equal to 1 in the matrix onto the diagonal
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of the matrix to form a square matrix, which is used by Zhang et al (2007), and the responses of
the corresponding positions in each square matrix are related to each other, which form the
associated region. As shown in equation (7), the six responses are divided into three associated
regions by clustering, respectively.
A1  1
A1  1
0.5
1
0 0.25 1 
1
1
0
0.5 0.25



A2  0.5
A3  1
1 0.25 0
1 0.5
1
1 0.5 0.25 0 
A3  1 0.25 1
A 1
0.5
0
1
1
1
1
0.5 0.5 
→ 6


 
A4  0
A4  0
0
0.5
1 0.25 1 
0.5 1
1
0 0.25
A5 0.25 1
A2  0.5 0.25 0.5 0
0 0.25 1 0.5
1
1 




A6  1
A5 0.25 0 0.5 0.25 1
0.5
1
1
0.5 1 
1 

（7）

3.3 Determination of Optimal Sensor Placements
Based on the existing associated areas for sensor placement, the layout principles are as follows:
(1) Start searching from the first associated region and find the position where the associated
regions overlap. If there is only one coincident position, the position is the sensor placement, as
in the formula A6.
(2) If there are multiple coincidence points and associated regions without coincidence points,
calculate the sum of the correlation coefficient values of the columns in the associated region of
the comprehensive correlation matrix, and the position where the maximum value is located is
the sensor placement, such as the area, where A2 is calculated. If the column correlation
coefficient is larger, then A2 is selected as the measured point. For example, in the region
{ A2 A5 } , the sum of the correlation coefficient of the column where A2 is located is larger, so A2
is selected as sensor placement.
After determining the sensor placement, it is necessary to determine the responses to be
estimated corresponding to the measured responses. Assuming that the response i is the
measured data, if the comprehensive response correlation coefficient between response i and j is
equal to 1, the response j is the response to be estimated corresponding to the response i.
4 Optimal Sensor Placement of Space Reticulated Shell Structure
4.1 Spatial Reticulated Shell Model
The analysis is carried out by using a Kiewitt single-layer spherical reticulated shell structure
model with a uniform distribution mass of 200 kg/m2. The rod is made of Q345 steel tube, the
cross-section of the steel tube is φ127 × 3 , the material elastic modulus is E=2.06×1011 N/m2, and
the Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The Rayleigh damping is adopted and the damping ratio is 0.02. The
support is fixed joint, the height is 3 m, and the span is 20 m. There are a total of 61 nodes and
156 rods. The wind load is used as the excitation signal in this paper, considering the change of
the associated regions under different working conditions, a total of six kinds of working
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conditions are set. The wind speeds of 25 m/s, 35m/s and 45m/s are selected and set the
downwind direction in both X and Y directions for each wind speed.

20 m
Y
a) Vertical view

b) Lateral view
X
Fig 1. Finite element model of Kiewitt single-layer spherical shell

4.2 Optimal Sensor Placements under Multiple Working Conditions
Two kinds of plans are used to arrange the sensors. In the Plan A, the comprehensive response
correlation matrix under six working conditions ξ 6′ is used to cluster and determine the
associated regions and the sensors are arranged. In the Plan B, when the X direction is the
downwind direction, the comprehensive response correlation matrix is obtained and arrange the
sensor placement, then substitute the sensor placement under the X downwind direction into the
comprehensive response correlation matrix under Y downwind direction and supplement the
sensors. The threshold of grey correlation degree is λ = 0.7 and the threshold of correlation
coefficient is q = 0.7 . Finally, a total of 20 measured points are arranged in Plan A, of which 18
stress measured points and 2 displacement measured points. Under the same threshold, a total of
16 measured points need to be arranged in the Plan B, of which 15 stress measured points and 1
displacement measured point. The sensor layout is shown in Fig 2.

b) Plan B

a) Plan A
Fig 2. Sensor Layout

4.3 Impact of Threshold on Sensor Placement
The relationship between the number of sensors and the threshold is shown in Table 2. It can be
seen that as the threshold increases, the number of sensors increases. In the Plan B, which
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considers the load variation laws, although the threshold changes, the number of sensors required
is always smaller than the number of sensors placed without considering the load variation.
Table 2. Thresholds and the Number of Sensors
NO.

λ

q

Plan A

Plan B

NO.

λ

q

Plan A

Plan B

1
2

0.7
0.8

0.7
0.7

20
24

16
19

3
4

0.7
0.8

0.8
0.8

20
24

16
20

5 Conclusions
This paper analyzes the correlation between structural responses, including structural response
trend correlation analysis and structural response magnitude correlation analysis, to obtain the
comprehensive response correlation coefficient. Considering the various working conditions, the
comprehensive response correlation matrix under multiple working conditions is obtained, and
the sensor optimization arrangement is carried out based on this matrix. Through an example of a
Kiewitt space spherical reticulated shell subjected to different wind speeds and different wind
directions, the feasibility of the proposed sensor placement method under multiple working
conditions is verified. In addition, the number of sensors increases with the increase of the
threshold, and the Plan B, which considers the load variation laws, can always reduce the number
of sensors and realize the feasibility of global monitoring.
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Abstract
Structural damage detection (SDD), as one of the most challenging issues in the field of
structural health monitoring (SHM), has been extensively studied in recent years. A lot of
methodologies have been proposed for effective SDD. However, in most cases, only structural
responses, e.g. accelerations, can be easily measured in practical engineering, which limits the
application of numerous SDD algorithms. In this study, a novel SDD method is proposed for
damage localization and quantification by means of a newly deduced relationship between
transmissibility functions (TFs) and stiffness variations. First, a finite element (FE) model is
developed for a real structure, and only stiffness variations are esteemed when structural
damages occur in the structure. As a ratio between frequency response functions of structural
responses, the TFs are used to detect damages by using structural responses only. Moreover, as
prior information, the sparsity of structural damages is introduced and the sparse regularization is
employed to improve the reasonability of SDD results. Finally, numerical simulations on
damages in a simply-supported beam are conducted to assess the performance of the proposed
SDD method. The illustrated SDD results show that the proposed method can effectively locate
structural damages and quantify damage severities with a good robustness to measurement noises.
Keywords: Structural damage detection (SDD); transmissibility function (TF); frequency
response function (FRF); sparse regularization; stiffness variations; strctural health monitoring
(SHM)
1. Introduction
Structural damage detection (SDD) is one of important issues in the filed of strctural health
monitoring (SHM). Many SDD methods have been proposed in the recent years. Different modal
parameters or physical parameters are utilized in these studies. For physical parameters,
transmissibility function (TF), which aviods measuring the input data and only uses output data,
has been proven as a useful tool for SDD. Several scholars have used the TFs for effective SDD.
For example, Zhang et al (1999) and Schulz et al (1999) defined a damage indicator based on the
integral over a frequency band of the difference between TFs under different structural states,
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and used this indicator for SDD. Other damage indicators based on TFs have been proposed one
after another, these indicators were summarized by Chesnéand Deraemaeker (2013), and Yan et
al (2019). However, these methods can only realize effective damage locations.
Based on the finite element (FE) theory, the FE models in damaged conditions can be obtained
by the model updating technique, they can indicate the damage locations as well as damage
severities. Because the anti-resonant frequencies can be effectively obtained from the TFs,
Steenackers et al (2007) and Meruane (2013) used the anti-resonant frequencies for model
updating. To the author's knowledge, although these methods can achieve damage locations and
quantifications, they only use the anti-resonant frequencies indirectly obtained from the TFs.
Unfortunately, the processes of these methods are more complicated.
Therefore, a SDD method is proposed by directly using the values of TFs in this study. A
relationship between TFs and stiffness variations is established, and the values of TFs are
directly used for damage locations and quantifications. Meanwhile, the sparsity of damages is
introduced to establish the optimization function.
This paper is organized as follows: the basic theory of the proposed method is simply deduced in
Section 2. Several numerical simulations on a simply supported beam are used to assess the
capabilities of the proposed method in Section 3. The influences of measurement noises are
discussed in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are made in Section 5.
2. Theoretical background
In this study, more attention will be paid to the use of TFs for SDD. A novel SDD method is
proposed by establishing a relationship between TFs and stiffness variations.
First, a single force is located in the kth DOF, i.e. Fk   , and a response reference point is
selected as the jth DOF. For n degrees of freedom (DOF) undamped system, the TF is defined as:
Tij   

X i  

X j  



H ik   Fk   H ik  

H jk   Fk   H jk  

(1)

where,  is the circular frequency. Tij   is the TF between X i   and X j   . X i   and
X j   are the response spectra in the ith and the jth DOF, respectively. H ik   is acceleration

frequency response function (FRF) between X i   and Fk   . H jk   is acceleration FRF
between X j   and Fk   .
Two structural states are used here for SDD. The stiffness and mass matrices in a healthy state
are K h and M h , respectively, and the stiffness and mass matrices in a damaged state are K d and
M d , respectively.
When damages occur in a structure, only change in stiffness is considered, i.e. K  K h  K d and
Mh  Md . Under these assumptions, the following equation is obtained (Hwang and Kim, 2004):
1
Hd   K   2 I  Hd   H h   



(2)
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where, H h   and H d   are the acceleration FRF of structure in healthy and damaged states,
respectively.
The reference point of response used in Eq. (1) is considered as the ith DOF. Taking the ith row
of H d   from Eq. (2), the following equation is obtained:

Tdi1  

 K11

 K 21
Tdin    

 K n1


1

 M h11

 M h 21


 M hn1


M h1i 1

M h1i 1

M h 2i 1

M h 2i 1

M hni 1

M hn i 1

K1i 1

K1 i 1

K 2 i 1

K 2 i 1

K n i 1
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2
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1
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1

(3)

Moreover, the change in stiffness matrix K can be expressed as:
m

K =  p K ep

(4)

p 1

where, m is the number of elements;  p is the change in damage coefficient of pth element;
K ep 

nn

is the element stiffness matrix of pth element.
By reshaping the matrices of Eqs. (3) and (4) into vectors, and using the following expressions:
e
K epq = K pq
1

e
K pqn
 , Mhi =M h1i
T

e
K pq
2

Tdi   = Tdi1  

 T  Ke T
  di   11 


 T  Ke T
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,

 m  , it is obtained:

 2

MTh i 1 TdTi   MTh i 1 TdTi  

K h 2i

T

Tdi   K1e i 1

T

K hi = Kh1i

M hni  ,

M h 2i

T

 T   K 

T


di

 α

T 
e
 Tdi   K mn  
e T
1n

(5)



MThn TdTi  

T



K Thn TdTi  

T

If several rows of H d   in Eq. (2) are independently considered, a combination form of Eq. (5)
is obtained. Because of space limitations, a simple expression is given below to represent Eq. (5)
or combination forms of Eq. (5):
Aα  b
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It should be known that different frequencies can be simultaneously used, so Eq. (6) can also
represent the combination forms in different frequencies.
If limit measurement points are used in this paper, the Guyan reduction method (Guyan, 1965) is
introduced, each row of the reduced mass matrix M*h =  T*  Mh T* , the reduced stiffness matrix
T

K *h =  T*  K h T* and the reduced element stiffness matrix K e* =  T*  K ie T* are used to replace the
T

T

corresponding row of mass, stiffness and element stiffness matrices in Eq. (5), respectively.
In the procedure, the following factors are considered: 1) the matrix A and the vector b are
related to the TFs Tdi   , and the TFs Tdi   are always polluted by noises. 2) α is sparse due
to the sparsity of damages. 3) The Guyan reduction method is introduced, the relationship in Eq.
(6) becomes an approximate one. Therefore, the l1-norm regularization is employed to improve
the SDD results obtained from Eq. (6), and the change in damage coefficients is correspondingly
obtained by solving the following convex optimization:
min α 1 s.t. Aα  b 2  

(7)

where, 2 and 1 are 2-norm and 1-norm of a vector, respectively,  is a likely upper bound
on the noise power.
3. Numerical simulations
In this paper, a 15-element simply supported beam (Liu et al, 2018) is considered as a numerical
example to assess the effectiveness of the proposed SDD method. As in Fig. 1, the beam 6m long,
has a rectangular section 0.25m wide and 0.2m high. The elastic module and density of the beam
are 33.4GPa and 2500kg/m3, respectively.
To use the Guyan reduction method, the vertical-DOFs in the following node aggregate
 p | 2  p  15, p  N are considered as the master DOFs, and others are the slave DOFs. The
vertical-DOF of the 6th node is selected as the reference point of response. The sampling
duration is 100s, and a unit stepped load acts at the reference point from 0s to 50s.

Fig. 1. Simulated simply supported beam

White noises are added into each calculated response to simulate the polluted measurement
responses as follows,
r n  r  Ep 

1
N

N

r
i 1

i

 randn

(8)

where, r and r n are the acceleration response for noise free and noise, respectively. Ep is the
noise level, N is the element number in vector r , randn is a standard normal distribution vector,
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respectively. TFs are calculated from responses and FRFs in Eq. (1), and the results are shown in
Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the TF values in the resonances have good robustness, so
the frequency used for SDD is selected as the first-order frequency, i.e., 9.21 Hz. The
Compressive Sample Match Persuit (CoSaMP) algorithm (Needell and Tropp, 2009) is used to
solve Eq. (7).
Several damage cases in the simply supported beam are given, and the noise level is set as 0.001.
As a result, the corresponding SDD results are listed in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1. Different SDD results for simply supported beam (Ep = 0.001)
True damage severities @ element
SDD results (damage severities @ damage element)
8%@10
8.11%@10
12%@7
6%@13
12.52%@7
6.13%@13
7%@5
7%@11
7.26%@5
7.14%@11
4%@3
15%@8
9%@14
3.89%@3
15.81%@8
9.31%@14

Damage cases
Single damage
Double damages
Double damages
Triple damages

Fig. 2. Tramssibility functions (TFs) calculated by two methods

4. Disscussions
Different noise levels, such as 0.1%, 0.5% and 1%, are considered here for disscussion. Double
and Triple damage cases in Tab. 1 are used, and the SDD results are shown in Fig. 3.

(a) Double damages
(b) Triple damages
Fig. 3. SDD results under different noises

From Tab. 1 and Fig. 3, several observations can be made as follows:
1) Under the influences of the Guyan reduction method and noises, the proposed SDD method
can effectively locate structural damages and quantify damage severities in given damage types.
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2) As shown in Fig. 3, the accuracy of SDD results decrease with the increasing of noise levels,
but the identified errors are acceptable. The proposed SDD method has a good robustness when
the accurate TFs are selected.
5. Conclusions
In this study, a new structural damage detection (SDD) method is proposed for damage location
and quantification. Only stiffness variations in a finite element (FE) model are considered when
structural damages occur. Based on the acceleration frequency response function (FRF), a
relationship between transmissibility functions (TFs) and stiffness variations is deduced. The
sparsity of structural damages is introduced as prior information so that sparse regularization is
used to improve the SDD results. Numerical simulations on damages existed in a simply
supported beam are utilized for assessing the effectiveness of the proposed method. The
illustrated results show that the proposed SDD method can effectively locate structural damages
and quantify damage severities in single and multiple damage cases under measurement noises.
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Abstract
This paper proposed a novel approach to parameter identification of structural systems by
adopting the Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO) developed in the recent past. The ALO algorithm is a
biomimetic algorithm inspired by the hunting mechanism of antlions in the nature. The
outstanding features of ALO are its robustness, good convergence, practicability, few parameters
and a high capability in resolving local optima stagnation. In this paper, the proposed approach
was adopted to estimate the parameters of multi-degrees of freedom structural systems under
various simulation scenarios such as noise contaminated data, partial measurement, and
unknown mass, damping, or stiffness. The performances of the proposed method were verified
by simulation results and compared with other popular algorithms. Moreover, the ALO algorithm
shows its robustness in coping with high level noise contaminated data.
Keywords: Ant Lion Optimizer, Parameters identification, Structural systems
1. Introduction
Traditional patterns of system identification utilize Ordinary Least Squares techniques (OLS)
to figure out a linear problem. However, many researchers such as Spall JC (2005), Gogna A
(2013) and Hoos HH (2004) pointed out that the optimization problems in the field of
engineering usually possess the feature of non-linearity and the OLS techniques may get stuck in
a local optimum. To reduce the risk of getting stuck in a local minimum, many stochastic
algorithms were developed to obtain a global optimum when facing complex engineering
problems. Most of the optimization problems have been solved by some popular metaheuristics
intelligent approaches such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) proposed by Holland JH (1992), Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) proposed by Eberhart RC (1995), Differential Evolution (DE)
proposed by Siemens AG (1997), etc.
Recently, a innovative algorithm called Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO) was proposed by Mirjalili
S (2015). This study proposes a method for parameters estimation of structural systems
incorporated with ALO. Parameter identification for structural systems can be considered as an
optimization problem to minimize the gap between the computed response of the simulated
model and the physical measured response of the real structure. In order to show how well the
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calculated response of the model system matches the measured response of the real system, we
consider a structural system with structural parameters ,
denotes a
set of n parameters.
represents the measured value of the real structural
responses (acceleration in this study) at time and
indicates the simulated
responses (acceleration) of the parameterized model. Moreover, the purpose of this optimization
problem is to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the measured and calculated
responses. Thus the MSE function is utilized to describe the objective fitness in this paper. The
structural response is obtained by Newmark’s method proposed by N.M. Newmark (1959).
The mean square error function is hereinafter expressed as:
(1)
where

means the Euclidean norm of vectors.

2. Ant Lion Optimizer
The ALO algorithm mimics the hunting process between antlions and ants, and the details of
this algorithm can be found in the paper by Mirjalili S (2015). Aiming at making a trap with a
shape of cone, an antlion larva carries a circular path and tosses out sands with its jaws. Waiting
for an ant falling into the trap, the larva hides itself under the tip of the cone. Once the ant falls
into the trap, the antlion will catch it. After the antlion digests the ant, it will throw out the body
of ant and keep ready for the next hunt.
To simulate the mechanism above, the ants are required to walk randomly around an antlion
all across the search space. When an antlion catches an ant, it will evolve to the next iteration.
Firstly, an antlion is selected using the Roulette Wheel selection and the ants are required to
move randomly to search for food and the random walk is defined as
(2)
where
means the cumulative sum, denotes the maximum number of iteration,
represents the iteration number of the random walk, and r(t) is a stochastic function defined as
follows: when
,
and when rand
,
, where indicates
the iteration number of the random walk and
represents a random number generated with
uniform distribution in the interval of [0,1].
Secondly, the ants update their positions with random walk based on the following Eq. (3). For
the sake of keeping the random walks inside the search space, the equation is expressed as
(3)
where and denote the minimum and the maximum of random walk of the i-th variable,
and represent the minimum and the maximum of the i-th variable at the t-th iteration. The
following equations mathematically model the influence of the antlions' traps on the random
walks of ants:
(4)
where denotes the minimum of all variables at t-th iteration, indicates the vector
containing the maximum of all variables at t-th iteration and
means the position of the
selected j-th antlion at t-th iteration.
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The updated

and

are defined as
(5)
is a

where means the present iteration, denotes the maximum number of iterations, and
constant value for the present iteration (
when
,
when
,
when
,
when
, and
when
).
Thirdly, elitism is set to save the best solution(s) of parameter identification for the structural
system in each iteration. Each ant walks randomly around a selected antlion by adopting the
Roulette Wheel selection and the elite meanwhile can be expressed as

(6)
where
indicates the random walk around the antlion selected by the Roulette Wheel at t-th
iteration,
represents the random walk around the elite at t-th iteration, and
means the
position of i-th ant at t-th iteration. If
, the antlion will take the position
of the ant.
3. Numerical studies
Normally it is challenging to obtain an accurate parameter estimation result for a structural
system with incomplete information and noise corruption. To verify the performance of the
proposed algorithm faced with various complex and practical problems, the numerical
simulations under different scenarios of parameter identification for a 6-DOF system is presented
in this part. The model is a 6-DOFshear building structure, including rigid beams and flexible
columns. And the total weight of each story is lumped at each floor level as shown in Fig.1.
Besides, the results achieved by ALO compare with other popular algorithms, including GA,
PSO and DE. The parameters of structure are shown in Table 1.
an
mn
kn

k2

m2

k1

m1

a2
a1

Fig. 1. n-DOF structure

As earthquake excitation of the structure, El Centro earthquake data are adopted in this
simulation and the sampling interval is 0.02s. In the scenario of partial measurements, only the
accelerations of 1st, 3rd, 6th storeys can be measured. Additionally, a Gaussian, zero and
whitening sequence, determined by a certain percentage of the uncontaminated time history, is
added into the input and output (I/O) data to simulate the noises disturbance. In this numerical
simulation, the is set at 0.5 and is set at 1/6. The parameter of the ALO, the maximum
iteration, is presented at 1000 and those of other algorithms are set at 500. The population sizes
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of the ALO is 30. The parameters of the PSO are as follow: Population sizes=50, c1=1.496,
c2=1.496, w=0.7298. The parameters of the DE are set: F=0.75, CR=0.85, Population sizes=30,
Hesheng Tang (2008). The parameters of the GA are set as follow: Pc=0.9, Pm=0.1, Population
sizes=100. All the simulation data in Table 2~3 are the average results of 20 independent runs
and search space is the 0.8~2.0 of real value. And Fig.2 shows the convergence of the ALO for
unknown mass system.
Table 1. Structural properties of 6-DOF structural system
Mass(kg)

Stiffness(kN/m)

Level 1

2.209e3

1.988e5

Level 2

2.209e3

1.536e5

Level 3-6

1.840e3

1.840e5

Damping ratio
Mode 1

0.03

Mode 2

0.05

As the results demonstrate below, the results obtained by the GA are quite higher than those
results obtained by the PSO, GA and ALO. Under most circumstances, ALO perform as good as
the PSO and DE. Facing with the noise free system of unknown mass with partial measurements,
the results from the ALO are a slightly higher than those from the DE. However, with the
scenario of unknown mass with noise corruption, the ALO has superiority over other algorithms.
It seems that the ALO has a strong feature of robustness.
k1

m1~m2
k2
m3~m6
k3~k6

c1
c2

Fig. 2. Typical system identiﬁcation results and convergence characteristics of estimation for 6-DOF
unknown mass system.
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Table 2. Results for known mass system with partial measurement scenario-comparison with GA, PSO and
DE
Results

No noise

10% noise

GA

PSO

DE

ALO

GA

PSO

DE

ALO

Mean error-k(%)

0.07

0

0

0

0.07

0.03

0.09

0.05

Mean error-c(%)

0.01

0

0

0

0.05

0.07

0.07

0.06

Max error-c(%)

0.02

0

0

0

0.06

0.13

0.09

0.09

Table 3. Results for unknown mass system with partial measurement scenario-comparison with GA, PSO
and DE
Results

No noise

10% noise

GA

PSO

DE

ALO

GA

PSO

DE

ALO

Mean error-k(%)

3.41

0.09

0

0.03

3.82

0.09

0.13

0.10

Mean error-m(%)

2.93

0.04

0

0.06

3.22

0.03

0.06

0.06

Mean error-c(%)

2.82

0.05

0

0.01

3.00

0.07

0.05

0.06

Max error-c(%)

3.14

0.05

0

0.01

3.74

0.13

0.07

0.09

4. The robustness of ALO
In this part, numerical studies of a 6-DOF model are proposed to compare the robustness of
the ALO and the other three algorithms. All the parameters of algorithms and the structure are
the same as above. The results with 5% to 100% RMS noise are demonstrated in Fig.3. With the
scenario of known mass with full measurements, the results from the GA are much higher than
those from the three algorithms. The results obtained by the ALO are the same as those obtained
by the PSO and DE. Moreover, the ALO can achieve a better solution than the solution of the
PSO and DE with unknown mass.
5. Conclusion
A novel approach for parameter identification in structural systems by adopting swarm
algorithm called Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO) is proposed in this study, which is inspired by the
hunting mechanism of antlions in nature. As noted before, ALO has been successfully applied in
parameter identification of structural systems. The numerical simulation results show that ALO
has the best performance among all popular algorithms studied above. Moreover, ALO shows its
good robustness in dealing with the signal corrupted by noise. Above all, we can consider that
ALO is a good optimizer with the potential to estimate structural system parameters. In addition,
it is believed that ALO can provide a satisfactory solution when confronted with complex and
practical engineering problems.
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Abstract
Bridge damage identification using vibration responses of a passing vehicle is an attractive but
challenging task. Instrumented vehicle carries out a drive-by inspection of the bridge and
requires no bridge instrumentation which is convenient and cost effective. Extracting useful
bridge structural health information from vehicle responses is where the challenges exist. A twostep strategy is proposed to identify the bridge damage using vehicle axle responses. Dual
Kalman filter (DKF) is adopted to identify the interaction forces at the contact points between
vehicle and bridge structure. The parameters of vehicle system are required and only the
dynamic responses of the axles are measured. Local anomalies of the structure are estimated
from the interaction forces in the second step. The damage is defined as the elemental flexural
stiffness reduction. Interaction force sensitivity analysis is performed and realized with a
regularization technique. Numerical example is presented where a half-car model is used and the
bridge is modelled using finite element model. The identification results show that the proposed
strategy is efficient for interaction force identification and damage detection with only responses
of the vehicle axles.
1. Introduction
The study on the vehicle bridge interaction has been extended to research of drive-by bridge
inspection, also known as indirect bridge health monitoring. An instrumented vehicle can capture
the bridge dynamic information during its moving over the structure. Thus, drive-by inspection
on the bridge using responses of moving vehicle becomes possible. It requires no bridge
instrumentation and it is convenient and cost effective. The vehicle and bridge systems can be
coupled via the interaction forces at the contact points. It is important to estimate the moving
dynamic forces acting on a bridge deck for the design, management and maintenance of the
structure [1]. Extensive research has carried out on the use of moving force identification (MFI)
technique to identify the interaction via measurements on the bridge [1, 2]. Obrien et al. [3]
proposed to identify the interaction forces using vehicle dynamic responses. The vehicle force
identification algorithm proposed involved two main steps: 1) state space formulation of the
vehicle equations of motion for the dynamic programming technique and 2) Tikhonov
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regularization and the L-curve method. However, due to the smoothing of the solution by
regularization, the identified forces did not predict some of the force components accurately.
Liu et al. [4] proposed a state-space model established from the explicit form of Newmark-β
method which is unconditional with properly parameters selected. The algorithm has better
performance in force identification compared to conventional state space method from zeroorder-hold (ZOH) sampling technique used in [5]. Kalman filter based methods are widely used
for the joint input-state estimation [6-7]. Lei et al. [8] proposed an algorithm based on sequential
application of an extended Kalman estimator and least-squares estimation for the identification
of the state vector of a structure and the unknown external excitations. Aucejo [9] discussed the
advantages and limitations of the application of Kalman-type filtering for solving joint inputstate estimation problems and it was focus on the applicability of the Augmented Kalman Filter
(AKF). A dual implementation of the Kalman filter, i.e. DKF, was proposed in [5] for estimating
the unknown input and states of a linear state-space model by using sparse noisy acceleration
measurements. It was shown that the DKF outperforms the AKF in terms of the quality of the
displacement estimates. This study adopts the approach introduced in [4] to derive the statespace model which is then solved by DKF. The proposed strategy has potential to identify
interaction force accurately.
Zhu et al. [10] proposed an approach to identify bridge local anomalies with instrumented
vehicle as a moving sensory system across the bridge. Interaction force are obtained from the
measured axle and vehicle body accelerations. Local anomalies of the structure were estimated
from interaction force with the Newtown’s iterative method basing on the homotopy
continuation method. It was demonstrated that the interaction forces were more sensitive to the
local damages than acceleration responses from the vehicle. The interaction forces obtained from
Kalman filter in the previous step are used for the bridge damage detection using interaction
force sensitivity analysis in this study with the implementation of Tikhonov regularization.
2. Vehicle-bridge interaction model

Figure 1 Vehicle-bridge interaction model

A widely used vehicle-bridge interaction model is taken into account as shown in Figure 1. The
vehicle is represented by a 4 degree-of-freedom half-car model, travelling over a simply
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supported beam at a constant speed 𝑣𝑣. The beam is modelled with finite elements. Bridge surface
roughness is introduced to its deck.
2.1 Equation of motion of the vehicle model

Based on Lagrange formulation, the equation of motion of the vehicle is given as:
𝐌𝐌𝑣𝑣 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑣𝑣 + 𝐂𝐂𝑣𝑣 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑣𝑣 + 𝐊𝐊 𝑣𝑣 𝐱𝐱 𝑣𝑣 = 𝐋𝐋𝐏𝐏𝑣𝑣

(1)

where 𝐌𝐌𝑣𝑣 , 𝐂𝐂𝑣𝑣 , and 𝐊𝐊 𝑣𝑣 are the mass, damping and stiffness sub-matrix of vehicle model
respectively. 𝐱𝐱 𝑣𝑣 , 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑣𝑣 and 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑣𝑣 are vehicle displacement, velocity and acceleration responses
respectively. 𝐏𝐏𝑣𝑣 is the unknown interaction forces acting on the vehicle. 𝐋𝐋 = [0 0; 0 0; 1 0; 0 1]
is the influence matrix associated with the unknown excitation vector.
2.2 Equation of motion of the bridge model

The supporting bridge is modelled as a simply-supported beam and is discretized into N beam
elements. The elemental mass and stiffness matrices are obtained using Hermitian cubic
interpolation shape functions. With the Rayleigh damping assumption, the equation of motion for
the bridge can be written as:
𝐌𝐌𝑏𝑏 𝐝𝐝̈𝑏𝑏 + 𝐂𝐂𝑏𝑏 𝐝𝐝̇𝑏𝑏 + 𝐊𝐊 𝑏𝑏 𝐝𝐝𝑏𝑏 = 𝐇𝐇𝑐𝑐 𝐏𝐏𝑏𝑏int

(2)

where 𝐌𝐌𝑏𝑏 , 𝐂𝐂𝑏𝑏 , 𝐊𝐊 𝑏𝑏 are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the bridge, respectively; 𝐏𝐏𝑏𝑏int
is the vector of interaction forces acting on the bridge. 𝐝𝐝𝑏𝑏 , 𝐝𝐝̇𝑏𝑏 , 𝐝𝐝̈𝑏𝑏 are the vectors of displacement,
velocity and acceleration responses of the bridge respectively. 𝐇𝐇𝑐𝑐 𝐏𝐏𝑏𝑏int is the equivalent nodal load
vector from the bridge-vehicle interaction force
2.3 State space model of vehicle derived from Newmark-β method
The Newmark-beta method is based on an assumed variation of acceleration. The two equations
that follow define the variation of acceleration between two time instants and they are often used
for better accuracy and stability of the computed acceleration
(0 ≤ 𝛾𝛾 ≤ 1)
𝐱𝐱̈ = (1 − 𝛾𝛾)𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑖𝑖+1
(1
𝐱𝐱̈ = − 2𝛽𝛽)𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑖𝑖 + 2𝛽𝛽𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑖𝑖+1
(0 ≤ 𝛽𝛽 ≤ 0.5)

(3)
(4)

Integrating the acceleration between 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 and 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖+1 , the displacement and velocity at 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖+1 can be
obtained as
𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑖𝑖 + ∆𝑡𝑡𝐱𝐱̈
(5)
1
2
𝐱𝐱 𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝐱𝐱 𝑖𝑖 + ∆𝑡𝑡𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑖𝑖 + 2 ∆𝑡𝑡 𝐱𝐱̈
(6)
Follow a similar procedures given in [4], the following state space representation for the vehicle
model can be derived
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�

𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝐀𝐀𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖 + 𝐁𝐁𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖+1 + 𝒗𝒗𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊
𝐲𝐲𝑖𝑖 = 𝐑𝐑𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖 + 𝒘𝒘𝑖𝑖

𝐀𝐀 𝑑𝑑
𝐀𝐀 = �𝐁𝐁𝑑𝑑
In which 𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖 =
𝐂𝐂𝑑𝑑
these matrices can be referred to [4].
[𝐱𝐱 𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇

𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇

𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 ]𝑇𝑇 ,

𝐀𝐀 𝑣𝑣
𝐁𝐁𝑣𝑣
𝐂𝐂𝑣𝑣

(7a)
(7b)

𝐀𝐀 𝑎𝑎
𝐀𝐀 0
𝐁𝐁𝑎𝑎 �, 𝐁𝐁 = �𝐁𝐁0 � 𝐋𝐋, 𝐑𝐑 = [𝐑𝐑 𝑑𝑑 𝐑𝐑 𝑣𝑣 𝐑𝐑 𝑎𝑎 ]. The entries in
𝐂𝐂𝑎𝑎
𝐂𝐂0

The formulation of the state-space by Eq.(7) is non-standard, because the knowledge of input
� 𝑖𝑖 = 𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖 − 𝐁𝐁𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 ,
vector at time 𝑖𝑖 + 1 is required in state equation. By introducing a reduced state 𝐗𝐗
Eq.(7) can be transformed into a new state space model, given as
� 𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝐀𝐀𝐗𝐗
� 𝑖𝑖 + 𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 + 𝒗𝒗𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊
𝐗𝐗
�
� 𝑖𝑖 + 𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 + 𝒘𝒘𝑖𝑖
𝐲𝐲𝑖𝑖 = 𝐑𝐑𝐗𝐗

(8a)
(8b)

where 𝒗𝒗𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 and 𝒘𝒘𝑖𝑖 are the process noise and the measurement to consider uncertainties in the
modelling and the measurement processes respectively. The process noise 𝒗𝒗𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 is assumed zeromean, white with covariance 𝑸𝑸𝒙𝒙 and 𝒘𝒘𝑖𝑖 is zero mean, white, with covariance 𝑸𝑸𝒚𝒚 .
3. Dual Kalman filter

Kalman filter can be used to perform joint input-state estimation. A procedure named Dual
Kalman filter (DKF) in [5] is adopted here. A random walk model is introduced to represented
the state equation for the input 𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 ,
𝒑𝒑

𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖+1 = 𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 + 𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊

𝒑𝒑

(9)

where 𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊 is a zero mean white Gaussian process with a covariance matrix 𝑸𝑸𝒑𝒑 . By combining
Eqs.(8b) and (9), a new state-space equation can be obtained, where the observation is 𝐲𝐲𝑖𝑖 , and the
new state is 𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 . The new state space representation for the input is:
𝒑𝒑

𝐏𝐏 = 𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 + 𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊
� 𝑖𝑖+1
� 𝑖𝑖 + 𝒘𝒘𝑖𝑖
𝐲𝐲𝑖𝑖 = 𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 + 𝐑𝐑𝐗𝐗

(10a)
(10b)

A sequential implementation of the Kalman filter to (10) and (8) can estimate the state 𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖 and
input force 𝐏𝐏𝑖𝑖 .
4. Damage identification via interaction forces
𝑗𝑗

The damage index 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 is defined as a fractional change in the jth elemental flexural stiffness of
the deck, and the damaged physical parameter becomes
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𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑑𝑑 = (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)0 �1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 �

𝑗𝑗

(−1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 ≤ 0, 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … 𝑚𝑚)

(11)

where (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)0 is the parameter of the jth element when the bridge is intact.

Based on sensitivity analysis on the vehicle bridge coupled system, the sensitivity of the
interaction force 𝑺𝑺𝑓𝑓 can be derived as the first partial derivative respect to the stiffness
parameters as

where

𝜕𝜕𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑣𝑣

,

𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

𝜕𝜕𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑣𝑣

𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

and

𝑺𝑺𝑓𝑓 =
𝜕𝜕𝐱𝐱𝑣𝑣

𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

𝜕𝜕𝐟𝐟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

= (𝐋𝐋𝑇𝑇 𝐋𝐋)−1 𝐋𝐋𝑇𝑇 �𝐌𝐌𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑣𝑣

𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

+ 𝐂𝐂𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑣𝑣

𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

+ 𝐊𝐊 𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝐱𝐱𝑣𝑣

𝑗𝑗

�

𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

(12)

are the vehicle response sensitivity matrices which can be identified

using Newmark integration method by taking the first derivative of coupled vehicle bridge
interaction equation with respect to the stiffness parameters[11]. Assuming zero initial values for
the vector of damage index as 𝑝𝑝0 = {𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠1 , 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠2 , … , 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 }𝑇𝑇 = 𝟎𝟎, the corresponding system responses,
interaction forces and sensitivity matrix

𝜕𝜕𝐟𝐟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕(𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 )

are obtained with subscript “0” denoting the initial

set of values. The difference between the measured and the analytical interaction forces can be
obtained as
∆𝐟𝐟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐟𝐟𝑚𝑚 − 𝐟𝐟𝑟𝑟

(𝑟𝑟 = 0,1,2, … )

(13)

where subscript r denotes the value at the rth iteration. The vector of flexural stiffness change,
∆𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 , can be solved from the following sensitivity equation as:
𝑺𝑺𝑓𝑓,𝑟𝑟 ∆𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 = ∆𝐟𝐟𝑟𝑟

(𝑟𝑟 = 0,1,2, … )

(14)

The sensitivity analysis technique in [12] is used to solve the damage detection problem based on
the interaction force sensitivity, with the implementation of Tikhonov regularization.
5. Numerical study on the force identification and bridge damage detection
The bridge properties are: 𝐿𝐿 = 30𝑚𝑚, 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = 6.0 × 103 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘⁄𝑚𝑚 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 2.5 × 1010 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚2 , and the
coefficients for determining damping matrix are 𝛼𝛼1 = 0.343 and 𝛼𝛼2 = 0.001 respectively. The
parameters of the vehicle are: 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 = 17735𝑘𝑘g, 𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 = 1.47 × 105 𝑘𝑘g𝑚𝑚2 , 𝑆𝑆 = 4.2𝑚𝑚, 𝑎𝑎1 =
0.519, 𝑎𝑎2 = 0.481, 𝑚𝑚1 = 2500𝑘𝑘g, 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠1 = 2.47 × 106 𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚, 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡1 = 3.74 × 106 𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚, 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠1 = 3.00 ×
104 𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠, 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡1 = 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡2 = 0𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠, 𝑚𝑚2 = 2000𝑘𝑘g, 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠2 = 4.23 × 106 𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚, 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡2 = 4.60 ×
106 𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚, 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠2 = 4.00 × 104 𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠, . The moving speed is 20m/s on a Class B surface roughness
(as defined in [13]) and the sample frequency is 1000Hz. White noise is added to the calculated
acceleration responses to simulate the measurements. Figure 2 shows the axle responses. With
properly chosen covariance matrices, the interaction forces are identified with DKF, shown as
Figure 3. From the results, it can be seen that the proposed method can identify the forces with
high accuracy. Two damage cases are studied, i.e. one damage case and multiple damage case,
respectively. For the single damage scenario, 20% damage is introduced to Element 2, i.e. 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠2 =
0.20. For the multiple damage case, Element 4 and 8 are assumed to have damage with 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠4 =
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0.3, 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠8 = 0.20. Vehicle axle responses are used to identify the interaction forces for the two
cases, respectively. The identified interaction forces are then used for bridge damage detection.
The damage detection results consider noise effect for two cases are shown in Figures 4(a) and
(b), respectively. It can be seen that both the damage location and extend are accurately
identified when no noise is considered. When the measurement is kept low, the damage detection
results are still acceptable.
Dynamic response of front axle
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Figure 2 Vehicle axle responses

Figure 3 Vehicle axle forces
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Figure 4 Damage detection results using identified interaction forces

6. Conclusions
A drive-by bridge health monitoring strategy is proposed. The state space representation of the
vehicle model is derived using Newmark-β method. Unknown interaction forces to the vehicle
axles are then identified using Dual Kalman filter from only the acceleration responses measured
from vehicle axles. Numerical simulation results indicate that the proposed method can identify
the interaction forces with high accuracy. Interaction force sensitivity analysis is conducted for
damage detection. The location and extend of bridge damage can be identified with acceptable
accuracy when measurement noise is low. The measurement noise has great effect on the
damage identification which needs further study in the future to guarantee the success of damage
detection.
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Abstract
This study proposes a new artificial intelligence-based structural health monitoring strategy based
on neural network modeling. A neural network model is developed in accordance with a numerical
model which is derived from the identified modal properties under ambient vibrations. The
stochastic subspace system identification is first implemented to derive the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of a healthy structure. These natural frequencies and mode shapes are then employed
to derive a simplified model of this structure, allowing changing stiffness terms to construct
various damage patterns. A neural network model is trained and built by the modal properties of
the structure with these damage patterns. After a critical event occurs, this neural network model
can be employed to estimate the damage patterns in terms of stiffness reduction. Moreover, the
proposed strategy is also applied to an experimental test of a scaled twin-tower building with weak
braces in some floors. Partially modal properties of the structure are obtained from the stochastic
subspace system identification, while a simplified model is developed in accordance to the
identified modal properties of the healthy building. Then, a neural network model is established
based on this simplified model. After seismic events, this neural network model is employed to
carry damage detection of this building in terms of damage locations and levels. As a result, the
proposed artificial intelligence-based strategy is quite effective to locate damage if the identified
modal properties are relatively accurate.
1. Introduction
To form a representative model of a structure, system identification techniques play an important
role. In time domain, the stochastic subspace system identification proposed by Van Overschee
and De Moor in 1991 is one of the most acceptable methods. This method utilizes the extended
observability to derive modal parameters. As the results shown in these studies, the identified
natural frequencies and mode shapes can be successfully attained in particular of those in lower
modes. Damage of structures with reduced stiffness yields changes in modal properties. This type
of damage can be easily explored by observing natural frequencies. However, the locations and
severity of damage cannot be known from this observation. Thus, some researchers developed
damage detection algorithms with the aid of artificial intelligence (AI). Hartmann and Smarsly
established an automated SHM system that evaluated structures using the AI-based expert systems.
All these applications built the AI-based information-damage relationship. In this study, a new
artificial intelligence-based strategy is developed to assess damage of structures in terms of
locations and severity. The dynamic characteristics serve as the input to this SHM system, which
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is established based on the neural network modelling. As seen in the results, the proposed AI-based
SHM system successfully detects damage locations and levels corresponding to the predetermined
data set from simulation of the structure with various levels of stiffness reductions. In addition, the
diagnosed reductions in stiffness allow updating the simplified model which can portray dynamic
behavior of the structure as well as predict remaining performance.
2. Methodology
2.1 Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI)
For a n-dimensional mechanical system composed of mass, spring and damper, the dynamic
behaviour of the system can be expressed as equation (1).
Where 𝐶𝑎 , 𝐶𝑣 and 𝐶𝑑 are the output matrices of acceleration, velocity and displacement. y (t ) can
be further expressed as equation (3).


Where s (t )   x(t )  ; C  Cd  Ca M 1K Cv  Ca M 1C1  is the output matrix; D  Ca M 1B1 is the direct
x
(
t
)

transmission matrix.
Equations (2) and (3) are rewritten to express the discrete-time state space
model as equation (4). Where A is the discrete state matrix B; is the discrete input matrix;
sk  s (k t ) is the discrete-time state vector ; t is the time interval; k is an integer. Equation (4)
is defined as deterministic model, where the input u k and output y k can be precisely measured.
By considering the inevitable noise with proper assumption, a discrete-time state space model
combining both deterministic and stochastic can be expressed as equation (5). Where wk is the
process noise caused by modelling error; is the measurement noise caused by sensor error.
Mx (t )  Cx (t )  Kx (t )  f (t )  B1u (t )

(1)

y  t   C a x  t   Cv x  t   C d x  t 

(2)

y  t   Cs  t   Du  t 

(3)

sk 1  Ask  Buk , yk  Csk  Duk

(4)

sk 1  Ask  Buk  wk , yk  Csk  Duk  vk

(5)

Based on the SSI method, matrices A,C, the modal parameters can be identified by using the output
vector 𝑦𝑘 . The main steps are summarized as follows:
(1). Hankel matrix: the Hankel matric can be formed by the measured output signal as equation(6).
Where i is a number larger than the system order n；l is the row number of the output vector 𝑦𝑘
as l degrees of freedom is measured. j=r-2i+1 is the row number of the Hankel matrix. As shown
in equation (6), the Hankel matrix is composed of the past matrix 𝑌𝑝 and the future matrix 𝑌𝑓 .
(2).Row space projections: the projection of matrix 𝑌𝑝 to the row space of matrix 𝑌𝑓 can be
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defined as equation (7). Where / is the projection operator; 𝑇 is the transpose operator, and † is
the pseudo-inverse operator.
(3) .Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of matrix Oit : the singular value and vector can be
obtained with system order n. Where 𝑆1 is composed of n singular values
(4) .Calculate the extended observability matrix  i ：
(5).Estimate the matrices A and C by  i : Where †i is the matrix of  i without the last l row;  i
is the matrix of  i without the initial l row; C can be further estimated by equation (9).
(6) .The modal frequency and mode shape can be calculated with the support of matrices A and C,
and input to the ANN-based algorithm for SHM.
 y0 y1
 y
y2
 1


y
yi
Y   i 1
 yi
yi 1

 yi 1 yi  2


 y2i 1 y2i






yi  j 2   Yp 

yi  j 1   Y f 
  
yi  j 


y2i  j 2 
y j 1
yj

Oit  Y f / Yp  Y f YpT (YpYpT )† Yp
 S 0   V1T 
T
Oit  USV T  U1 U 2   1
 T   U1S1V1

 0 S2   V2 

i  U1S11/2

 C 
 CA 




 i 1 
CA 

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)

†

A  i i

(10)

2.2 Artificial neural network (ANN)
Artificial neural network, which simulates the function of human brain, is adopted to diagnose the
health condition of structures. The basic concept of a single neuron is shown in Figure 1, and the
relation between the input and out is expressed in equation (11). The input nodes weighted with
separate weightings are summed up and transferred through the activation function to get the final
output. Functions such as sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent and linear are commonly used.
 n

Output  f    wi ai   b   f  w1a1  w2 a2 
 i 1


 wn an  b 

(11)
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An artificial neural network can be established by extend the neuron structure. A typical ANN
structure composed of the input layer, hidden layer and the output layer is shown in Figure 2. The
output can be calculated by equation (12) after the optimization on the weighting and bias. The
back propagation process is utilized to adjust the weighting in each layer and the error function
defined in Equation (13) can be gradually minimized with the preset stopping criteria.
net nj   i wnji yin1  b nj
n

(12)

y nj  f  net nj 

E    d k  yk 
k

Figure 1 basic concept of a single neuron

2

w ji  

E
w ji

(13)

Figure 2 A typical ANN structure

3. Experimental Verification of AI-based Damage Detection
3.1 Experimental Setup and Architecture of Neural Network Model
A SHM experiment is conducted on a twin-tower building using shake table testing to evaluate
and verify the proposed damage detection method. The scaled model is a steel-frame twin-tower
building which is geometrically similar to the Central Taiwan Science Park. Both band-limited
white noise (BLWN) and earthquake inputs are exploited to excite this twin-tower model building.
After the first ambient vibration event, the stochastic system identification is carried out. Given
the assumed floor masses, the stiffness matrix of this twin-tower model building is obtained from
the identified modal properties. This database is used to build and verify the neural network model
for damage detection. Then, the second ambient vibration event is to experimentally verify the
developed neural network model. The test plan and damage detection implementation is illustrated
in Figure 3. Note that the “WN” and “EQ” indicate the BLWN and earthquake excitations in this
figure. Afterwards, the neural network model is ready for damage detection of the building
subjected to seismic excitation. In this experimental example, the neural network model consists
of two hidden layers and one output layer. The training process employed the back propagation
algorithm to develop this model. Two hidden layers used are because of the complexity in this
structural system. The number of neurons in each hidden layer is 120. This number is obtained
from a trail-and-error process starting from 70 to 120 with an increment of 10. Finally, the number
of the inputs in this neural network model is 45 including 5 natural frequencies and 8-DOF mode
shapes over 5 modes. Therefore, five modes are identified and used as input to detect damage of
the experiment. The total sets in the database is 216, while the number of training iterations used
is 17,828 out of 30,000 epochs. All neurons employ the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer
function. As the results shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Illustration of test plan and damage detection strategy. Figure 4. Training results in the experiment.

3.2 System Identification and Damage Detection Results
In this test, the neural network model should at least recognize the damage at the first floor from
the identified modal properties in the 6th and 7th BLWN events. Figure 5 shows the identified
natural frequencies and mode shapes obtained from the 2nd to 7th BLWN events. This figure also
presents the natural frequencies and mode shapes when the stiffness in the first floor is reduced to
0%~50%. The stiffness reduction shown in the right of Figure 5(a) further expresses the numerical
frequency of the first three modes corresponding to different stiffness reductions. As found in this
figure, the stiffness reductions only yield obvious changes of natural frequencies in the first mode.
However, the identified natural frequencies have dramatically changes in the 1st and 3rd modes of
the 6th and 7th BLWN events. This finding implies that the stiffness in other floors may be also
reduced after the 600-gal seismic event.
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Figure 5 Comparison on identified and numerical modal properties: (a) natural frequencies, (b) mode shapes
of tower A, and (c) mode shapes of tower B.
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The damage detection results are listed in Table 1 in terms of stiffness reduction. Because the mode
shapes of the numerical model are slightly deviated from the identified mode shapes, the neural
network model yields nonzero stiffness reductions for the first and second floors from the 1st
BLWN event. Still, these stiffness reductions can serve as a basis for the rest of BLWN events to
compare with. The results from the 2nd-4th BLWN events show similar stiffness reductions to
those from the 1st BLWN event, indicating no damage occurring in the 50-gal and 200-gal seismic
events. The results from the 5th BLWN event displays slight damage in the second floor of tower
B, which is not visible found after the 400-gal seismic event. The stiffness reduction in the first
floor becomes 34%. Also, the results from the last BLWN event show that the damaged floor is
switched to the 2nd floor of the tower A. To sum up, the neural network model is capable of
locating damage and determining its severity in terms of stiffness reduction once identified mode
shapes are high-quality. If some errors exist in the identified mode shapes, the neural network
model is quite sensitive to these errors and can misjudge damage locations and levels.
Table 1. Stiffness reductions obtained from the neural network model.

Location
1st floor
floor of
tower A
2nd floor of
tower B
2nd

1st
2.3%
7.5%

2nd
0.7%
8.6%

3rd
1.6%
10.3%

0.2%

0.3%

0.2%

BLWN event
4th
5th
0.5%
4.5%
6.0%
11.6%
0.5%

0.2%

6th
33.5%
2.4%

7th
1.0%
22.9%

0.6%

2.7%

4. Conclusions
A new artificial intelligence-based structural health monitoring strategy was developed in this
study. The operational modal analysis was carried out by the stochastic subspace system
identification to obtain natural frequencies and mode shapes of structures. After a critical event
occurred, the operational modal analysis was implemented to obtain the modal properties. The
neural network model subsequently diagnosed damage of the structure in terms of damage
locations and levels. As for the experimental test, the proposed SHM strategy can effectively
diagnose damage of a scaled twin-tower building (i.e., the 6th BLWN event), while only the
properties in the first few modes participate in the neural network model. When the system
identification method cannot generate accurate modal properties, the neural network model may
misinterpret damage in the structure. As a result, the proposed SHM strategy effectively detected
damage in structures as long as the modal properties are successfully obtained.
5.Reference
Van Overschee P., De Moor B., (1991) Subspace algorithms for the stochastic identification
problem, 30th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, Brighton, UK 1321-1326.
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Safety-Relevant Engineering Structures, Res. Project, Institute for Computational Engineering.
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These missed components might dominate the displacement in some cases, such as under
nonstationary wind events.
To provide reliable estimation of zero-mean displacements from acceleration measurements, Lee
et al. (2010) proposed a displacement reconstruction method using approximated accelerations
(from second-order central finite difference of displacements). The displacements are then
optimized by minimizing the least-squared errors between the measured accelerations and
calculated accelerations from displacements. This method can be considered as a Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filter formulated in the time domain, and is therefore referred to as the timedomain FIR filter method in this paper. It is designed to work with a moving-time window,
which leads to missing parts of the reconstructed displacements at the boundaries (start and end)
of the record. The missing parts might be critical, especially the initial part, because in some
events the peak displacement happens early in the record.
On the other hand, strain measurements have also been used to reconstruct displacements. The
process relies on the displacement mode shapes and strain mode shapes, which are both massnormalized, to convert strain to displacement. However, in practical applications, identifying
mass-normalized mode shapes is challenging in large-scale structures mainly because of the need
to measure the output at the same location of the input (Cornwell et al., 1999).
This paper proposes two methods for estimating dynamic displacements with pseudo-static
components using acceleration and strain measurements. The first method uses strain
measurements only but does not require mass-normalized mode shapes. The second method
combines strain and acceleration measurements for better accuracy. Both methods are
numerically validated using an idealized 20-story building structure subjected to nonstationary
wind loading.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 The alpha-factor method for strain-to-displacement conversion
One of the main challenges in converting strains to displacements is the need to obtain the massnormalized mode shapes. It requires at least one output to be measured at the same location of
the input excitation in experimental modal analysis, which can be challenging to do for largescale building structures (Cornwell et al, 1999). To avoid the need of mass-normalized mode
shapes, the displacements can be estimated from strain measurements using equations 2-1
through 2-5 (Almarshad, 2017; Park et al., 2013; Irvine, 2015).

{u}n1  (nnnr rm{}m1 )
α

𝑆
𝑆
Γ
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(2-5)

Where α is a scaling factor that can be calculated based on equation 2-2 (Park et al., 2013).
Matrix Γ contains the modal participation mass ratios that can be obtained from an assumed mass
matrix as shown in equation 2-3. Ф and Ψ are the displacement and strain mode shapes,
respectively, both normalized to have the maximum value of each mode shape vector equal to
one. Vector {ɛ} contains the strain measurements. Sd,acc is the power spectral density (PSD) of the
displacements estimated using acceleration measurements, Sd,strain is the PSD from the estimated
displacements using strain measurements. fn is the identified fundamental period of the structure
of the PSD. Modal participation mass ratios Γ can be calculated using the generalized mass
matrix M and the displacement mode shapes 𝜙 as shown in equations 2-3 through 2-5 (Irvine,
2015). Where 𝑟̅ is an influence vector that represents displacements of the masses if a unit
ground displacement was applied statically.
In the above formulation, the mass matrix can be estimated based on the structure geometry and
known material properties. For building structures, a simplified uniform mass distribution can be
assumed. Therefore, a diagonal lumped mass matrix Mn×n can be designated as a unit matrix,
where n is the number of modes considered. The modal participation mass ratios Γ can be
estimated with satisfactory accuracy using the assumed mass matrix Mn×n.
2.2 Sensor data fusion for non-zero mean displacement estimation
Combining acceleration and strain measurements can potentially lead to more realistic
displacement estimation than using a single type of measurement. For example, for vertical
deflections of bridges under traffic and for high-rise buildings under nonstationary wind load, the
pseudo-static displacements can be significant. Estimating displacements using only acceleration
data may lose the pseudo-static component due to the necessary post-processing. The pseudostatic displacement can be preserved by incorporating strain data. The total displacement can be
estimated using fusion of acceleration and strain data as shown in Eq. 2-6 (Park et al., 2013):
Min  
u

1
2



La Lc ui  t ai
2



2
2





2

2

ui  Di { }

2
2

(2-6)

The solution of Equation 2-6 is shown in Equation 2-7:
1
u i   LT L   2 I  ( LT La ai  t 2   2 Di { })
(2-7)
 
D{}  (nnnr rm{}m1 )
(2-8)
where Δt is the sample time of the measured data, L= La Lc, La is a diagonal weighting matrix
with dimension of (2k+1) by (2k+1), where k is the number of data points, with all diagonal
entries of 1 except the first and last entries, which are equal to 1/√2. Lc is the second-order
differential operator matrix of the discretized trapezoidal rule with dimensions of (2k+1) by
(2k+3) (Lee et al., 2010). λ is a regularization factor for the minimization problem. Lee et al.
(2010) suggest using an optimal regularization factor of λ=46.81Nd -1.95, where Nd is the number
of data points in the time window. The number of data points in the moving-time window is
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record, with
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2017).
Equation
n 2-7 is exprressed in terrms of both
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ments (Park eet al.,
2013). Itt is importan
nt to emphaasize that to
o estimate ddisplacementts from straiins, which iis the
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oes not requiire mass-norrmalized moode shapes. Instead, equuation
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Tablee 1: Design daata
L ocation
Corpuss Christi, Texas
Riskk category
III
B
Expoosure type
120 psf
Deead load
50 psf
Liive load
Wiind event
50 yyear event
Designn wind speed
1
110 mph
Storyy Drift Ratio
≤ 1/300

Table 2: Mom
ment frame d
data
Size
Member
Beams
W 18x130
Coolumns 1st‐5tth
W 14x233
Collumns 6th‐100th
W 14x193
Coluumns 11th‐155th
W 14x176
Coluumns 16th‐200th
W 14x145
Figure 1: Typical X‐direction elevation and floor
plan
n of the 20‐sttory building structure

3 NUMERICAL IN
NVESTIGAT
TION
3.1 Mod
del descriptio
on (20-storyy building strructure)
A 20-sto
ory building
g structure was
w modeleed numericaally in SAP
P2000 to coonduct numeerical
investigaation of the proposed
p
meethod. The structural layyout and dim
mensions aree shown in F
Figure
1. The geeneral design assumptio
ons were bassed on ASCE
E 7-16 as shhown in Tabble 1. The laateralforce-resisting system
m of the stru
ucture in the X directionn are two perrimeter steell moment fraames.
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For the numerical investigation, only one frame is modeled in SAP2000 which resists half of the
lateral load. The participation of the shear walls were neglected in the X direction.
The beams and columns sizes of the structure are shown in Table 2. These sizes were selected to
comply with wind drift limits in Table 1. The fundamental period of the structure is 3.8 seconds.
The numerical investigation included the first three modes of vibration. The combined modal
mass participation of the first three modes add up to more than 95% of the total mass of the
building.
3.2 Wind load simulation
To generate realistic nonstationary wind forces applied to the 20-story building, the two
components of the wind force, low-frequency (pseudo-static) load and high-frequency
(fluctuating) load were simulated separately. The high-frequency load was generated through a
numerical procedure that uses velocity spectrum (Wang et al., 2010). Twenty different wind
velocity records (one per story) with different frequency characteristics were generated. The lowfrequency part was extracted from a real-world field measurement exhibiting varying mean wind
speed. The low-frequency load for each floor was scaled in accordance with the power law
relationship of the wind profile. The total wind load for the numerical model is the summation of
these two parts. The ratio between the amplitudes of the low- and high-frequency components in
the total wind force was determined based on the observation from field measurements.
3.3 Numerical results
The numerical model of the 20-story structure presented in section 3.1 is used to validate the
proposed methods. The generated wind loads in section 3.2 are used as input forces to the
numerical model applied at each story. The lateral drift of each story is then estimated using the
two proposed methods.

Roof Displacement (in.)

Noises were added to the simulated measurements and mode shapes to account for the
measurement noise and uncertainty in mode shape identification. The simulated acceleration and
strain responses were subjected to 20% zero-mean Gaussian noise (RMS amplitude),
corresponding to a signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of 14 dB. The mode shapes, including the
displacement and strain mode shapes were also subjected to 20% noise. The roof displacements
were estimated with three methods: acceleration only; alpha-factor method (strain based); and
data fusion method. These estimates and the full reference record are shown in Figure 2a with
partial record shown in Figure 2b.

(a) Full record
(b) Partial record
Figure 2: Comparison of building drift estimates using various methods
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Table 3: FDE for the estimated displacement
To quantify the error of the above results,
the frequency domain error (FDE) index
Method
FDE‐Amp. FDE‐Phase FDE‐Total
(Dragovich and Lepage, 2009) was
evaluated. The FDE index varies
Data fusion
4.2%
1.1%
5.3%
between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating no
Alpha factor
4.9%
2.1%
7.0%
error. The FDE index accounts for both
the amplitude error and the phase error
Acceleration only
69.7%
4.1%
73.8%
between two signals (calculated versus
reference). The FDE index for the estimated displacements using the proposed methods
compared with the reference roof displacement from SAP2000 are shown in Table 3. The errors
of the displacements obtained using the proposed methods (for the time period of 35 seconds
shown in Figure 2b) are small compared with the error for the acceleration-only method,
especially when we consider the relatively high noise ratio in the measurements and mode shapes.
The data fusion method showed noticeable improvement in term of amplitude and phase errors in
comparison with the alpha-factor method. However, it is important to notice the difference in
complexity and computational time between the two proposed methods. While the alpha-factor
method is a strain-based method which does not involve a moving-time window, the data fusion
method uses both acceleration and strain measurements and requires the application of a movingtime window.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Two methods (alpha factor and data fusion) were presented to provide reliable displacement
estimation from acceleration and strain measurements. The proposed methods were able to
estimate dynamic structural displacements (including a pseudo-static component) using strain
measurements or combined acceleration and strain measurements. In particular, the proposed
methods do not require mass-normalized mode shapes to calculate displacements from strains.
Instead, the mode shapes were normalized to have maximum value equal to one, and a scaling
factor calculated from acceleration measurements was adopted to achieve appropriate modal
participation. The effectiveness of the proposed methods was proved on a numerical model of a
20-story moment frame structure. Both measurement noise and mode shape noise were applied
in the numerical investigation. The data fusion method was more accurate in terms of amplitude
and phase error compared with the alpha-factor method.
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Abstract
Large span bridges face various threats every day due to their sophisticated operational
circumstances. To know real-time operation state of bridges well, a dynamic warning method on
abnormity of cable-stayed bridges is presented based on deflection measurements in this study.
Considering the complicated components of the recorded deflection signals (e.g., measurement
noise, thermal effect and vehicle load-induced effect), each signal component should be further
modeled and investigated to improve the effectiveness of the warning system. Since thermal
effects usually are not the signal component of interest which may even cover the signal
fluctuation induced by abnormity, they are first modeled to remove the influence on warning
system. Then, in view of the changes in traffic loadings over time, the warning threshold is
updated termly according to the operational time by using statistical approaches. Finally, the
effectiveness of the proposed methodology is validated by using the recorded deflection data
from the 3rd Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge. As a result, the dynamic warning method is more
effective than the static one that is widely used in practical applications. The proposed dynamic
warning on abnormity of cable-stayed bridges, in which the warning threshold will vary with
temperature field and be updated regularly, will help owners know emergency cases in time and
make rational inspection or maintenance decisions to ensure the operational and structural safety
of bridges.
1. Introduction
During the course of bridge operation, in-situ deflection measurements from the structural health
monitoring (SHM) system are in fact influenced by various factors such as dead weights, vehicle
loadings and thermal actions. Among these components, the thermal response is one of the major
components in the measured structural response signals which may exceed the traffic-induced
response (Catbas et al., 2008). Whereas, structural response due to thermal actions is usually not
the one of interest used for structural performance evaluation. For instance, Kromanis and
Kripakaran (2017) presented a comprehensive evaluation for structural performance based on
quasi-static measurements, which requires remove temperature and vehicular induced trends
from measurement time histories of structural response.
ff
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Among the response of a cable-stayed bridge, the vertical deflection of the girder is one of the
most essential fingerprints in assessing the short- and long-term global behaviour of long-span
bridges (Rodrigues et al., 2011). Based on the deflection measurements, Liu et al. (2016)
evaluated the long-term trend of the deflection and the dynamic abnormality alarming techniques
for a cable-stayed bridge. Liu et al. (2015) conducted an assessment of limiting deflection
response for health condition assessment of a suspension bridge in China. However, less research
has achieved dynamic warning of cable-stayed bridges using real-time deflection data.
In this paper, considering the influence by two factors: thermal-based factor and time-dependent
factor, a dynamic warning method on abnormity (deflection exceeds the limit) of cable-stayed
bridges is presented based on deflection measurements. First, a separation methodology of
thermal response is developed to remove their influence on warning system. Then, in view of
traffic loadings gradually increase over time, the warning threshold is updated termly according
to the operational time by using statistical approaches. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology is validated by using the recorded deflection data from the 3rd Nanjing Yangtze
River Bridge.
2. Methodology

A three-level warning system is adopted in this paper, which are blue, yellow and red warning.
The definition of the three-level warning system is shown in Table 1:
Warning level
Blue
Yellow

Table 1 Definition of the three-level warning system
Foundation
Significance
Statistics analysis
Abnormity of structure
Model calculation
Ultimate limit state of structure

In consideration of yellow warning threshold is a constant value, only the blue warning threshold
is studied in this paper. The flow-process diagram of the proposed methodology is shown in
Figure 1.
Temperature
measurements
The monitoring
deflection data

Thermal-based
factor

Filter thermal responce
Basic threshold
value

GPD model

Modify

Dynamic
threshold

Update termly
Time-dependent
factor

Figure 1 The flow-process diagram of the proposed methodology

In this paper, the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) model is used to predict the extreme
value of deflection. The steps as follows:
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(1) The definition of threshold –If the slope of the average excess function e(u) remains
unchanged after a threshold u0, this point can be treated as the threshold point.
(2) Parameter Estimation.
(3) Recurrence level – the T-year recurrence level u(T) is the average number of times the
threshold u(T) is exceeded during the T-year period.
When the period T is known, the recurrence level can be calculated as quantile xp (p=1-1/T):
ˆ


ˆ  n
xp  0   1  p   1

ˆ  Nu




(1)

Where ̂ is the estimated value of scale parameter, ̂ is the estimated value of shape parameter,
n is the amount of samples, and Nu is the number that exceeding the threshold u0.The quantile xp,
will be served as the basic blue warning threshold. Then, modify the threshold with thermal and
time factors, hence the threshold of dynamic warning.
2.1 Dynamic warning
In order to attract the attention of maintenance department, the purpose of dynamic warning
should recognize the abnormity related to either operational or structural safety. Traditionally,
the warning threshold is determined based on the calculated values of the average value μ and
the standard deviation σ of the selected deflection monitoring data with a certain guarantee rate.
It should be noticed that, considering the changes in traffic loadings over time and the influence
of environmental factors, the warning thresholds should not to be constant. Considering the
temperature and time properties, a dynamic warning threshold has been defined as:
DT = DT（Gupdate）+DTT

(2)

Where DT is the dynamic warning threshold, DT（Gupdate） is the time-dependent value, and
DTT is the thermal-based value. The time-dependent value can be expressed as:
DT（Gupdate） = f (D, t)

(3)

Where f is the statistical function, D is the monitoring deflection data, t is the specified update
frequency. In this paper, the statistical function, namely the GPD model .The thermal-based
value DTT at location i can be derived as:

DTT =  d1m  Vt m1   d11 d12
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Where dij is the weight coefficient that is the normalized thermal effects corresponding to the jth
type of thermal loadings at location i, and t j is the measured jth type thermal action.
2.2 Thermal-based factor
A multivariate linear-based method, which is simplified from the model-based method, is
developed for modelling and separating the thermal response from the measured signals rapidly.
The proposed separation methodology of thermal response takes root in the model-based
techniques. On account of the limitations of the model-based approaches (i.e., large amount of
computation), a simplified multivariate linear-based model is built up to instead of the FE model
for thermal effect prediction, which could estimate thermal response by using the real-time
recorded temperature distribution measurements rapidly, refer to Xu et al. (2018).
2.3 Time-dependent factor
The statistical indicators vary with the magnitude of the measurements that increase with time
gradually. In order to reduce the influence of traffic changes, it is recommended to involve the
latest deflection monitoring data to update the dynamic warning line.
3. Case study
This study investigates the application of dynamic warning on abnormity from a typical cablestayed bridge, namely, the 3rd Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge. Deflections acquired from the 3rd
Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge are selected as the representative structural response, where the
deflection is defined as the vertical height distance between the target location and the bearing on
the tower. What’s more, the temperature and deflection measurements in 2007 are utilized for the
following discussion since the monitoring data in 2007 are more credible than those of the other
years (all the sensors on the bridge are brand new in 2007). Temperature monitoring data
measured in four-month (i.e., January, April, July, and October in 2007 that represent the winter,
spring, summer and autumn, respectively) are studied.
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Figure 2 Site plan and sensor layouts of the 3rd Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge: (a) site plan; (b) layout of sensors on
the studied bridge

The geographical site plan of the 3rd Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge is shown in Figure 2 (a).
Located at a latitude of 32.0 °N and longitude of 118.6 °E, it is a cable-stayed bridge with a main
span of 648 m and two steel towers. A sophisticated long-term monitoring system was devised
and implemented to monitor structural health status of the bridge. The layout of sensors on the
bridge is shown in Figure 2 (b).
For simplicity, deflection at the mid-span of the girder (Dm) is employed as an example to
describe the proposed methodology.
Blue warning line is determined based on the latest measurements related to the current amount
of traffic. The deflection monitoring data of 2007 (daily mean value ) are selected as a sample,
and the threshold of the static warning line is calculated. The basic blue warning threshold is 283.58mm, the yellow warning threshold is -1241.6mm, as shown in Figure 3. Aiming to
consider the response due to thermal distributions, Eq. (4) is used to modify the basic blue
warning threshold. Taking the deflection monitoring data of four months as samples, using the
method proposed in this paper for dynamic warning, and the static warning method also be used
for comparison. An analog response is uesd in the case of an extra heavy-loaded vehicle passing
the bridge (60 tons), and the additional deflection is calcalated by finite element method. The
warning results of the proposed methodology are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 The results of warning.

It is seen from Figure 3 that the dynamic warning threshold changes with time while the static
warning threshold is a constant value. Assuming an extra heavy-loaded vehicle passing the
bridge on Jan. 9th, the abnormity is detected by means of dynamic warning method, but
conventional static warning method fails to do that for the influence of thermal.
The method developed in this paper can better adapt to the effects of thermal and changes of
traffic loadings over time compare to the static one. It can not only be applied to the warning of
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the normal operation time of the bridge effectively, but also can be updated synchronously
according to the actual situation of the bridge. Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed
methodology is effective for dynamic warning on abnormity.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a practical approach for a dynamic warning method on abnormity of cablestayed bridges based on deflection measurements. The core idea of the methodology is to vary
the warning threshold with temperature field and operation time. To validate the effectiveness of
the proposed methodology, field recorded temperature and deflection measurements from the 3rd
Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge are involved for case study.The following conclusions can be
drawn from this study:
(1) The GPD model is selected to predict the extreme value of deflection, which is decided as the
basic blue threshold.
(2) A practical approach is used for modelling and separation of thermal effects from cablestayed bridge response rapidly based on recorded typical thermal actions.
(3) Considering the influence of traffic changes and accumulated damage, select the latest
deflection monitoring data of the proposed warning bridge as a sample to establish a dynamic
warning line, and the sample is updated annually.
(4) Through the study of dynamic warning on abnormity of the 3rd Nanjing Yangtze River
Bridge, the proposed methodology is effective.
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Abstract
Measured structural dynamic response is very helpful for structural health monitoring (SHM).
However, the response signals that contain damage information of a structure is difficult to obtain.
In other words, traditional classification methods are difficult to be applied to determine structural
damage effectively. In this study, a Bayesian-based method that uses only, at model training stage,
the information on structural response under healthy conditions is proposed for damage detection,
followed by verification of the proposed method by referring to a simulated structure. A frequencydomain health condition index (HCI) is first formulated via a linear transformation. By applying
sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) and relevance vector machine (RVM), regression models about
the real and imaginary parts of HCI are then established. A quantitative analysis of residuals
between the predicted HCI and actual HCI is used as a measure for damage identification. If the
predicted HCI deviates considerably from the actual HCI, the damage is identified. By evaluating
the simulated structure under different damage conditions, the effectiveness of the proposed
method for structural damage detection is verified.
1. Introduction
The research described in this paper aims to exploit a novel method for structural damage detection
through sparse Bayesian learning. This approach is characterized by the fact that it does not require
a physical model of the structure. Besides, it uses only dynamic response data without loading
information. In addition, the uncertainty contained in monitoring data and identification results
can be quantified under the Bayesian framework.
2. Formulation of HCI index
The establishment of a generic scale-invariant index in time domain was first proposed by Wang
et al. (2012). Inspired by this, the present study uses frequency domain information to establish
HCI (Wang et al., 2018). The HCI is formulated by using the dynamic response measurements
from a structure in its healthy state. Assume that an array of sensors are deployed at locations of
a structure, from which a set of response data for each sensor location in the healthy state is
collected. Through the discrete Fourier transform, the complex Fourier series of each data set can
be obtained, which can be transformed into an
complex-valued matrix , where is the
amount of the frequency bins of a known sensitive frequency band. Through linear transformation,
this matrix can be transformed into a one-dimensional index, and an
1 vector will be used
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for linear transformation:
(1)
where s is a target vector of
by Eq. (1) as:

1. The initial value of the transformation vector can be obtained
̅

∗

∗

(2)

where ‘*’ denotes complex conjugate operator. And this transformation vector t can transform any
complex-valued matrix Q into a health condition index :
̅

(3)

̅ which is referred to as a health condition index.
in Eq. (3), we obtain
By setting
is in general not a square matrix with full rank,
is different from the target vector ,
Since
can be
and most often a complex vector. A regression model for the real and imaginary parts of
established, and this regression model will be used as a reference for evaluating structural health
status. The superiority of the complex index is that the change of the time domain of
measurements cannot cause the relative alternation between its real and imaginary parts. In view
of this, the main assumption given in the present study is that the relative alternation of complex
index represents a change in the health condition of the structure.
3. Training of regression model
In this study, the real part and the imaginary part of the collected signals are basis to judge whether
the structure is damaged or not. Therefore, the established HCI is used to train the regression model
which can characterize the health state and further reveal the unhealthy severity once damage
occurs in the structure.
In order to provide a comprehensive assessment of structural health status, two regression models
denotes that the imaginary
are formulated which can verify each other to minimize errors.
part of the health condition index is a function of its real part, while
denotes that the real
part of health condition index is a function of its imaginary part. A Bayesian approach is more
suitable for accounting for the uncertainty of the relationship between the imaginary part and the
real part of the health condition index, which has been proven to be effective (Marin and Robert,
2007). Based on the previous studies, to avoid estimating unnecessary parameters or overtraining,
sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) and relevance vector machine (RVM) (Tipping, 2001) are used
for model training.
For formulating the regression model, a set of input-target data
;
is given, where for
means the real part of the health condition index; while for
means the
,
,
imaginary part of the health condition index and the target are assumed to be values of given
model with addictive noise:
;
(4)
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where are additional items that follow the independent mean-zero Gaussian distribution with
variance , and the form of the kernel regression model
can be expressed as:
;

∑

,

(5)

where
, …
and
,
,
,…,
, wherein
,
,
,
. The parameter determines the ‘weight’ of responsive
1,
,
,…,
kernel function
,
whose most probable values will be estimated from the given data.
Making use of an iterative algorithm, the posterior distribution of the weight parameters is
determined, which is the most critical step in formulating the regression model. With the regression
model, the present healthy condition can be determined by the residuals of observations and
predictions when a new measurement is obtained from sensors.
4. Damage discrimination
) and
The damage severity is evaluated based on the residuals between the predictions (
observations (
). The following Eq. (6.1a) is for the model
, while Eq. (6.1b) is for
the model
.
,
.

(6a)
(6b)

According to the hypothesis obtained in the previous studies (Jiang and Mahadevan, 2008; Jiang
et al., 2013; Sankararaman and Mahadevan, 2013), the residuals obey Gaussian distribution
(
,
). The basic assumption is that the distribution of the residuals changes with the degree
of structural damage. Based on this, the Bayesian inference is used for damage identification, and
Bayes factor (Jeffreys, 1983; Aitkin, 1991; Robert et al., 2009) is defined to quantify the damage
severity:
(7)
where
is the hypothesis of no damage,
refers to the observed distribution of each
measurement. This Bayes factor indicates the difference between the observed residual distribution
and the residual distribution under the healthy state. The higher the value, the more significant
the damage.
As the residuals obey Gaussian distribution, the marginal likelihood of
|

√

under healthy state is:
(8)

where
and
are the mean and variance of the residual distribution under the healthy state.
And the marginal likelihood of under the observed distribution is:
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|
where

and

(9)

√

are the mean and variance of the residual distribution of the observed distribution.

Since the residuals ϵ are a vector with a set of data, a cumulative Bayes factor is defined to combine
the effect of each element of :
log

∏

log

∏
∏

(10)

According to the definition of the Bayes factor in this study, there is almost no damage when the
value of the Bayes factor is around 0. And the higher the value of the Bayes factor, the more
significant the damage incurred in the structure.
5. Case study
The dynamic response data of a simulated structural model (Figure 1) is used for verifying the
proposed approach. This model is represented as a vertical four degrees-of-freedom (4-DOF)
system with equal mass but different stiffness at different floors. Each particle has a mass of
1400 ⁄ ,
5 , and the element stiffness of the structure from bottom to top is
1580 ⁄ ,
1225 ⁄ ,
1400 ⁄ . In this investigation, the damage of the
structure is defined only as a reduction of stiffness of each floor.

Fig. 1 Four-DOF structure

Four seismic acceleration records downloaded from the ground motion database of Pacific
Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) are selected as ground excitations to the
structure. These four seismic records are numbered seismic acceleration 1-4 respectively (S1, S2,
S3 and S4). The dynamic response signals of the structure under the excitations S1 to S3 are used
for HCI formulation while the excitation S4 is used for verification. As such, three regression
models are built for each sensitive frequency band (the sensitive frequency band is identified from
the frequency-response function of a rough finite element model of the structure). Figure 2 shows
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the details of the three HCI along with the outputs of the formulated regression model
. It
can be observed that the regression model can favorably fit the HCI and make a satisfactory
prediction.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2 Records of four seismic accelerations: (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) S4

With the increase of structural damage, the difference between the prediction and the observation
is becoming more and more significant. Typical patterns are shown in Figure 3.

Imaginary part of HCI

(f)

Imaginary part of HCI

(e)
Imaginary part of HCI

Imaginary part of HCI

(d)
Imaginary part of HCI

(c)

(b)
Imaginary part of HCI

(a)

Fig. 3 Predicted HCI versus actual HCI: (a) no damage, (b) 10% damage, (c) 30% damage, (d) 50% damage,
(e) 70% damage, (f) 90% damage

The variation of Bayes factor with the increase of structural damage severity is shown in Figure 4.
and the model
are close to each other,
It can be seen that the outcomes of the model
and the growth rate of the Bayes factor is more significant when the structure damage becomes
severe.
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Fig. 4 Values of Bayes factor under different damage severities

5. Conclusions
This study developed a damage detection methodology which uses only response measurements.
The advantage of this method is that the HCI is formulated making use of the frequency domain
ingredients when the structure is healthy, and no damage information is needed at model training
stage, which makes the proposed method a potential direction in SHM research.
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Abstract
The 6 km long Liefkenshoek rail tunnel aims to create a new freight connection in the Port of
Antwerp (Belgium) by crossing the River Scheldt and Port Canal. An essential step in the design
process of bored tunnel linings is a correct identification of the loads acting on the precast tunnel
segments, during and after tunnel drive works. For the Liefkenshoek tunnel, one of the neglected
load states acting on the assembled lining proved to be the water level variation of the River
Scheldt, corresponding to the tides of the North Sea. The tidal effect causes an oscillating
vertical displacement of the tunnel lining up to 10 mm between low and high tide. Outside the
river boundaries no significant tidal influence is found, and the transition zone between the stable
tunnel sector and the moving part below the river appears to be constrained to a relatively small
tunnel section. Thanks to the various components of the complementary monitoring program,
consisting of strain, ovalization and levelling measurements, a clear understanding of the
structural response to the river tides could be obtained. It was proven that the monitored 10 mm
displacements are the result of a vertical translation of the tunnel lining as a whole. Furthermore,
the concrete lining shows a uniform compression and relaxation between high and low tide. The
corresponding monitored stress changes show a good resemblance with results from simplified
analytical calculation. This paper reports in-depth on the methodology of the specific monitoring
program and presents the main results and conclusions of the detailed investigation on the effect
of the river tides.
1. Introduction
Mechanized tunnelling techniques such as closed-shield tunnelling form an important part of the
underground construction industry. Their application offers several advantages in comparison
with classic cut-and-cover methods regarding impact on existing structures, noise, vibrations and
often financial costs, depending on project-specific parameters. In addition, more and more
tunnels are planned beneath various obstacles that leave no alternative construction method but
shield tunnelling.
Whether due to severe restrictions towards settlements in highly urbanised areas or as a result of
large groundwater pressures, a large number of projects benefits from the closed-face tunnelling
technique to overcome the boundaries that once seemed ‘a bridge too far’. One can think of
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several examples, such as (but not limited to) excavating the subsoil of large metropolitan areas,
tunnelling beneath airport infrastructure or crossing busy waterways.
2. Liefkenshoek rail link project
The Liefkenshoek project aims to establish a new railway connection for freight traffic between
the left and right bank of the River Scheldt, in the Port of Antwerp, by the end of 2014. This new
rail link has a total length of approximately 16 km, of which 6 km was constructed as a twin
bored tunnel by two shield-driven tunnel boring machines (TBM) using the mix shield method.
The parallel single-track tunnels with an internal diameter of 7.3 m were excavated below the
River Scheldt and the Port Canal. Each tunnel ring is 1.8 m wide and consists of seven concrete
segments and a smaller keystone, all of 0.4 m thickness in C50/60 concrete quality, according to
Eurocode (Boxheimer and Mignon 2009). The geometry of the tunnel rings is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Geometry of the Liefkenshoek tunnel

The crossing of the River Scheldt and the Port Canal required special attention, due to the
shallow overburden above the tunnel. Adequate measures were taken to prevent boring face
destabilization at these critical sections (Boxheimer and Mignon 2011). The River Scheldt
crossing was characterized by a minimal overburden of 9.7 m and a river bed containing silt
sedimentation and thick layers of disturbed sediment soil. In combination with the high-water
pressures, this led to a very small range between the minimum slurry confinement pressure and
the blow-up pressure. Furthermore, during the drilling process, the water level variation of the
river, linked to the tides of the North Sea, had to be taken into account. The regular variation of
the water level is between +6.0 m TAW and -0.5 m TAW, with TAW being the Belgian
reference height level. However, a spring tide with an additional water level variation of 2 m had
to be considered as well. As a consequence of the small range between the decisive pressure
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levels and the quick change of water pressure, the slurry confinement pressure to support the
front face had to be adjusted by the TBM operators at a high frequency.
3. Description of the measurement set-up
In each tunnel tube, eight particular cross-sections of the tunnel lining were selected for strain
gauge measurements. In general, the distribution of these sections along the tunnel axis allows
investigating the effect of several local influences (Schotte et al. 2011b; a), and in particular, one
of these sections is located below the centre of the River Scheldt. Each monitored tunnel ring is
equipped with several strain gauges, distributed across the ring perimeter. Prior to concrete
casting in the prefabrication plant, all segments, except for the smaller keystone, were equipped
with two internal strain gauges attached to the inner and outer reinforcement bars in
circumferential direction. Immediately after installation of the segments in the tunnel, a third
strain gauge was glued to the inner concrete surface of each segment, measuring strains in
circumferential direction, corresponding to the internal strain gauges. Immediately after
installation of the ring segments in the tunnel under construction, monitoring of the strain
gauges was initiated. Over the course of almost two years, strain measurements registered the
behaviour of the tunnel lining.
Extensive ovalization measurements using laser scanning were carried out at 14 cross-sections in
each tunnel tube, 8 of which coincide with the strain measurements. As a result, the measurement
section below the River Scheldt was included as well. With a Leica HDS6100 laser scanner,
following the methodology described in Nuttens et al. (2012), an experimental standard deviation
of 0.48 mm in actual tunnel conditions was established.
As part of the quality inspection after tunnel construction, regular levelling measurements of the
tunnel installations are performed by the design office (TUC RAIL Ltd) along the entire length
of the bored tunnel alignment. In order to obtain accurate data of the tunnel level, specific
topographical bolts were fixed onto the tunnel segments every 25 tunnel rings. At specified time
intervals, the levels of the bolts are measured using a Leica DNA10 digital level with a standard
deviation of 0.9 mm per km double levelling. Every monitoring session starts from a fixed
reference point, either outside the bored tunnel or at the location of an evacuation shaft (ES),
where a link with the surface level can be made. Subsequently, the levels of consecutive bolts are
measured one by one, until the target location is reached. Finally, in order to reconnect with the
reference starting point, the levelling measurement ends with retracing its steps and registering
the bolt levels in the opposite direction. In this way, an accurate topographical system can be
established that enables to link the tunnel levels with the reference system above ground.
4. Monitoring results of tidal influence
Levelling measurements performed at various points in time showed a discrepancy up to 10 mm
in the monitored levels of the tunnel structure below the River Scheldt. As the difference was too
large to attribute to errors in the measurement procedure and as it only occurred below the river,
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further investigation was advised. Since the River Scheldt showed a variation in water level
between the different measurements due to tidal fluctuations, the disagreement in levelling
results was attributed to the river tides. In order to obtain full confirmation of this theory, specific
strain, ovalization and levelling measurements were combined during a special measurement day
on 31 October 2012. On this occasion, the structural response was closely monitored at the
location of ring 1500 in tunnel south, situated below the centre of the River Scheldt. In order to
observe possible deformations between high and low tide, the combined monitoring session
lasted from approximately 8h30 in the morning to 18h30 in the evening. Consequently, the
resulting data included the situation at low tide (10h50) and high tide (16h00).In order to allow
for multiple measurements in the time interval between low and high tide, only one out of two
bolt levels was measured during the special measurement day.
Figure 2 shows the calculated differences in bolt levels between high and low tide. Since ring
1100 was chosen as fixed reference point, the difference at this location equals zero. It can be
observed that the tunnel level remains almost perfectly stable in the vicinity of evacuation shaft 7
(ES07), which is constructed as a rectangular shaft of diaphragm walls between both tunnels. A
large shift occurs between measurement points at rings 1250 and 1300, which corresponds to the
location of the river bank. From ring 1350 to the centre of the River Scheldt at ring 1500, the
difference between low and high tide remains steady at 10 mm. These results show that the
variation in tunnel level is undoubtedly linked to the tidal fluctuations of the River Scheldt, with
a maximum difference of 10 mm occurring between high and low tide below the major part of
the river.

Figure 2 Difference in tunnel level between high and low tide below the River Scheldt
(upwards oriented vertical axis).

As corresponding measurement sections were installed in both tunnel tubes at approximately
identical locations, strain response could be monitored closely in two sections below the River
Scheldt: ring 1497 in tunnel north and ring 1500 in tunnel south. Figure 3 shows the strain results
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of the active strain gauges in both sections during the scheduled time frame of the special
measurement day.

Figure 3 Tidal fluctuation of the strain results below the River Scheldt.

The various graphs in Figure 3 correspond to the various strain gauges installed in ring 1497 in
tunnel north and ring 1500 in tunnel south, each indicated by a coloured code as shown in the
chart legend. Figure 3 allows a clear observation of the influence of the water level fluctuation of
the River Scheldt on the strain results in both tunnel sections. Strains tend to increase at low tide,
indicating a relaxation or general decrease in compression of the tunnel rings. A larger head of
water at high tide in turn causes a larger uniform compression of the tunnel rings.
Notwithstanding a ground cover of about 10 m between the tunnel and the river, which could
cause a potential delay of the strain response in correspondence to the rise and fall of the water
level, extreme values of the strain curves coincide with low and high tide in the River Scheldt.
Consequently, strain results of the tunnel lining show no time shift between the river tides and
the structural response. Figure 3 also illustrates that the strain response to the tidal fluctuations is
not identical for all strain gauge locations. Figure 4 shows strain results from the measurement
section in tunnel north, over the timeframe of one week around one and a half months after ring
erection. From this graph, it can be observed that periodic half-daily fluctuations occur in the
stabilized strain results due to the tidal effects, without the presence of a general secondary drift
in the monitored data. Furthermore, identical behaviour is found for every gauge location, as a
confirmation of the results depicted in Figure 3. Increasing compressive stresses at rising water
levels apply for all measurement points, indicating that no significant bending moment is
induced in the tunnel lining by the tidal fluctuations. In conclusion, the rise and fall of the water
level of the River Scheldt only causes a uniform compression (high tide) or relaxation (low tide)
of the tunnel lining below the river, based on the strain measurements.
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Figure 4 Long-term tidal fluctuation of the strain results below the River Scheldt.

Laser scanning measurements were performed every hour in both tunnels during the scheduled
time frame and in tunnel South specifically at least every time the levelling team arrived at the
monitored section. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the ovalization measurements at low tide
and high tide for ring 1500 in tunnel south.

Figure 5 Laser scanning results below the River Scheldt: comparison of measurements at low and high tide.

The difference between both measurements (black) is plotted against the theoretical cross-section
(red), taking into account that all deviations are 100 times enlarged. It can be observed that for
most of the tunnel section, the plotted differences between the measurements at low and high tide
show no significant deviations or changes in shape of the tunnel section. The 95% significance
levels of 1.4 mm (blue) can be taken as the threshold for this determination.
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5. Conclusion
Levelling measurements of the Liefkenshoek rail tunnel below the River Scheldt exposed a
10 mm vertical displacement of the monitored bolts fixed onto the tunnel lining. After analysis of
all monitoring results, this movement proved to be the result of an oscillating vertical translation
of the tunnel lining due to the tidal level fluctuation in the River Scheldt. The tidal effect can also
be perceived in the strain data of the lining segments in the monitored cross-sections, showing a
uniform compression at high water levels corresponding to theoretical values from analytical
calculation. Despite stress variations due to river tides remaining relatively small, they might
prove unfavourable for the long-term durability of the tunnel lining.
Thanks to the various components of the complementary monitoring program, consisting of
strain, ovalization and levelling measurements, a clear understanding of the structural response to
the river tides could be obtained. It was proven that the monitored 10 mm displacements are
largely the result of a vertical rigid body movement of the tunnel lining, and consequently their
impact regarding structural damage is considered to be limited. Nonetheless, a detailed
investigation of the confined transition zone between the tunnel sector showing no tidal influence
and the affected area below the river appears necessary. Furthermore, as the railway
infrastructure is governed by high accuracy levels and low safety margins for deformations,
special attention is required. In conclusion, measurements from this study presented a perfect
example of how the design process of bored tunnel linings requires a thorough understanding of
the project surroundings for a correct and utter identification of the loads acting on the tunnel
segments, both during and after tunnel drive works.
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Abstract
In this study, fused deposition modeling (FDM) method and fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensing
technology were combined to fabricate a tilt sensor. Raw material used for fabricating all sensor
components was Polylactic Acid (PLA) material. Bare FBG sensors were directly embedded into
PLA material using FDM method for a complete protection. It is found FBG sensors successfully
survived the FDM process even though the melted PLA materials approached a maximum
temperature of around 220°. The two FBG sensors embedded in PLA material were symmetrically
arranged inside a sensing box for the measurement of tilt angle in terms of their wavelength shifts.
Test results indicate that the sensitivity and measurement range of this new FBG tilt sensor were
0.0124 nm/° and ± 25°, respectively. Measurement performance of this new tilt sensor was verified
with conventional tilt sensor and were also validated with theoretical tilt angles calculated in terms
of physical parameters of internal functional parts. A slope model was built up and used to exam
the measurement performance of the new FBG tilt sensor. The measure data from FBG tilt sensor
agree fairly well with the output data from Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT).
This tilt sensor fabricated using FDM process is characterized by the advantages of simple
encapsulation, light weight, high durability, quick prototyping, and cost effective. Combination of
FDM method and FBG sensing technology enables a complete protection and high sensitivity for
tilt angle measurement.
1. Introduction
Traditional methods for the fabrication of various measurement sensors involve complicate
machining process and encapsulation procedures of sensing element. Typical limitations of
traditional sensors include excessive dimension, low accuracy, difficulty for components
assembling and high cost. Conventional fabrication and assembling methods of sensing
components generally require significant machining time and complicated encapsulation
procedures. The fabricated functional sensing components may involve potential issues such as
excessive size and less reliability. Researchers agree that using fused deposition modeling (FDM)
process is a promising method to fabricate various structural components. This FDM technique
allows design iterations to be completed very soon. Currently FDM method is mainly characterized
by quick prototyping at high precision [1-3], overcoming the typical limitations of traditional
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machining methods of sensors. FDM is also a good alternative for the fabrication of the next
generation of space exploration vehicles.
Popular methods to create various sensor parts using FDM include embedding different electronics
or optoelectronic components within 3D-printed structures for sensing [4, 5]. Liacouras et al.
embedded optic fiber sensors in 3D printed scaffolds for temperature measurement [6].
Temperature sensitivity of this optical fiber temperature sensor was 10 pm/˚C. Samuel and Robert
[2] adopted FDM process to create a force sensor at the tip of a robotic catheter system. All
different sensing components were assembled together using FDM process. Willis et al. [7]
developed a new method namely “Printed Optics” for embedding different sensing components in
mechanical structures of an interactive device. These fabricated sensing components are
characterized by the advantages of quick prototyping, high fidelity, and highly customization.
David et al. [8] reported a novel manufacturing method using functional 3D-printed electronics for
sensing application in both space electronics and biomedical devices. Even though FDM is an ideal
method for the fabrication of high performance functional sensing components. FDM was used to
fabricate a smart object which was used to monitor various tilting and motion via capacitive
sensing [9]. This proposed method is characterized by the advantages of low cost, ease of handling,
and time saving. The authors contributed two liquid sensing patterns and a practical printing
process realized by a commercial 3D printer for fabricating 3D sensing objects. The adopted
sensors in this study has limited resolution in comparison with FBG sensors. Other limited studies
have been found using FDM process to optimize the internal structures of tilt sensors.
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is a popular sensor among engineering communities for the
measurement of strain and temperature. A bare FBG sensor is extremely small in diameter and
very flexible, and hence can be easily embedded into different sensing elements. There are a
number of tilts sensors being proposed based on FBG sensors, and most of these tilt sensors have
the characteristics of high accuracy, temperature independent, and small size [10, 11]. Tilt angle
measurement using FBG sensors can be realized by considering liquid level change [12, 13],
volume change of a specially designed container [14], long-period fiber grating technology [15],
beam deformation mounted with FBG sensors [16, 17], and tilt movement of a vertical pendulum
[18-20]. Most of these FBG tilt sensors were fabricated using traditional machining method. There
are limited FBG based tilt sensors developed using FDM technique.
In this paper, we proposed a new design of FBG based tilt sensor fabricated using FDM method.
Two FBG strain sensors successfully survived the FDM process and were used to sense the
occurred tension and compression strain arise from different tilt angle. In laboratory experimental
study, this tilt sensor was adopted for monitoring the surface movement of a slope model and
compared with traditional sensor for validation. This new tilt sensor was characterized by the
advantages of small size, ease of encapsulation, light weight, quick prototyping, high sensitivity,
low cost, and insensitive to temperature.
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2. Fabrication of a FBG based tilt sensor
2.1 Sensing principle of FBG sensors
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensing technology is characterized by the advantages of light weight,
good durability, small size, high sensitivity, ease of implementation, and immune to
electromagnetic interference. A FBG sensor is a single optical sensing component with a
measurement resolution up to 1 micro-strain. Length of a FBG sensor varied from 1–20 mm.
Figure 1 shows a schematic figure of the working principle of a FBG sensor subjected to strain or
temperature change. Periodic variation of an optical fibre core refractive index is created by
exposing a segment of a single mode optical fibre to an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
source [21]. A fraction of the light is reflected back upon interference of the FBG sensor, and this
reflect light is monitored by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). For a standard single mode
optical fiber sensor, the wavelength change   of the reflected light is related to the strain  and
temperature T change, and their relationship is shown as follows:





 (1 peff )  (  )T

where  is the central Bragg wavelength.

(1)

and  are photo-elastic parameter, thermal
expansion coefficient and thermal-optic coefficient of the optical fiber core, respectively.

Figure 1. Sensing principle of a
FBG sensor.

p eff

,



Figure 2. A schematic view of the FBG based tilt sensor
fabricated using fused deposition modelling process.

2.2 Design of FBG based tilt sensor
FDM is a popular technique for 3D printing characterized by additive manufacturing feature in
practical modelling applications. Main advantages of FDM include great precision and rapid
prototyping. In this study, fused deposition modeling (FDM) method was used to fabricate almost
all functional components include installation and fixation columns of FBG sensors and back plate.
Raw material of the tilt sensor is Polylactic Acid (PLA), which is a biodegradable and bioactive
thermoplastic aliphatic polyester created from renewable resources. For the fabrication of all
sensing components, computer program CATIA was first used to design all 3D models of sensing
units include a back plate and a cover plate with three small columns for the fixation of sensors
and pendulum. Then 3D models of all PLA sensing components in CATIA were directly printed
using 3D printing machine. Fabrication process was realized by heating PLA raw materials up to
melting point, and then by layering of this extruded material to create a 3D sensing part. The
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melting temperature of PLA is within a range 173–178 °C. Tensile modulus and printed tensile
strength of PLA were around 2.7–16 GPa and 50 MPa, respectively. The layer resolution, filament
diameter and nozzle diameter of the adopted 3D printer are 100 microns and 1.75 mm and 0.44
mm, respectively. The maximum build volume of the printer are 29.5 cm long, 19.5 cm wide, and
16.5 cm high.
A schematic view of the FBG based tilt sensor is shown in Figure 2. This tilt sensor mainly consists
of a pendulum mounted on a 4 mm diameter column over a back plate using a stainless steel
bearing, two FBG sensors adhered at the top of the bearing at two ends, two additional 2 mm
diameter columns for fixing the other two ends of FBG sensors, and ASE as well as OSA for
generating of injected light and monitoring wavelength change through a 3dB coupler, respectively.
The back plate as marked in Figure 2 is 60 mm in height, 40 mm in width, and 2 mm in thickness.
The column of the tilt sensor is 10 mm in height and 2 mm in diameter. Length and diameter of
the FBG sensing segment are 10 mm and 900 um, respectively. Initial wavelengths of the two FBG
sensors (Namely FBGL and FBGR at left and right sides of the back plate) were 1535.498 nm and
1549.881 nm, respectively. Figure 3 shows the assembled tilt sensor and internal different sensing
components. All these components were fabricated with FDM except the dead weight and the steel
bearing for the installation of the pendulum. Basic parameter values of the FBG tilt sensor are
summarized in Table 1.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Sensing components of the tile sensor fabricated using computer program CATIA,
and (b) Photos of the FBG tilt sensor fabricated using 3D printer.
Table 1. Basic parameter values of the FBG tilt sensor.
Parameters
Units
Values
6
2.010
Elastic modulus of reinforced FBG, E
kN/m2
Initial wavelength FBGR, R
nm
1549.881
Initial wavelength FBGL, L
nm
1535.498
Length of pendulum, L
mm
45
Diameter of bearing, R
mm
5
3.4310-5
Dead weight, W
kN
Photo-elastic parameter, Peff
/
0.22
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2.3 Encapsulation of FBG sensor inside PLA material
Bare FBG sensor is very fragile and can be easily damaged due to external disturbance. In this
study, the two FBG sensors were directly printed inside 2 mm diameter flexible PLA material
using FDM method for better protection. Since the temperature range of the nozzle during printing
process is very high (between 180 and 220 degree), to verify the feasibility of directly printing
FBG sensors into PLA, a cubic PLA sample with dimensions of 10 mm high, 20 mm wide and 50
mm long was first created with 3D printer. A bare FBG sensor was placed at the middle position
of the sample when 50% size of the sample was printed inside 3D printer. Two density values
including 25% and 75% were considered and line shape was selected for printing. Figure 4 shows
wavelength change of two FBG sensors embedded in PLA during FDM process. It is clear that
wavelength values of the two FBG sensors present cyclic change due to layer by layer printing
behavior of the nozzle. The main difference between the two curves is that the low density value
of 25% adopted by printing process was finished at 678 seconds (last peak marked on the curve)
which is slightly smaller than the time required (730 seconds) for the density value of 75%.
Therefore, the configured density value can be used to improve the fabrication efficiency. The
lower the density value, the faster the fabrication process required inside 3D printer. FBG sensor
presents a significant rise in wavelength each time the nozzle touched the FBG sensor due to the
thermal expansion effect. After each PLA layer was printed above the FBG sensor, thermal
expansion effect was weakened, leading to a continuous reduction of peak wavelength and a final
of around -0.2 nm of residual wavelength values were finally obtained. This residual wavelengths
of FBG sensors maybe attributed to the shrinkage deformation of PLA after temperature reduced
from around 200 degree to room temperature.

Figure 4. Wavelength change of FBG sensors
during FDM process with different density
values inside a 3D printer.

Figure 5. Wavelength change of a FBG sensor
during fused deposition modelling process.

Two upper ends of the two FBG sensors were finally glued at the upper surface of the stainless
steel bearing. The other two ends of FBG sensors were inserted into two 2 mm diameter holes
inside 2 mm diameter small columns above the plate, as marked in Figure 2. Inclination of the
whole plate leads to a related change in orientation of the pendulum (mounted with a total mass of
50 g), resulting in tensile or compressive deformation of the related two FBG sensors. Tilt angle
of the whole sensing plate can be quantitatively obtained by analyzing the wavelength change of
the two FBG sensors. Figure 5 depicts variations of FBG wavelength change against time during
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printing process. The melted PLA extruded from the nozzle leads to a number of significant
wavelength fluctuations of FBG sensors. The whole FBG based PLA sample was completed within
4 minutes and was then placed and fixed inside the sensing box.
2.4 Calculation of theoretical tilt angle using FBG tilt sensor
Assume initial wavelength values of FBGL and FBGR are  L and  R , respectively, and both the
two sensors are subjected to external temperature change from surrounding environment.
Relationships of wavelength changes of two FBG sensors and strain/temperature variations are as
follows:
L
 (1  peff ) L  (   )TL
(2)

L
R
 (1  peff ) R  (   )TR
R

(3)

Temperature change within the tilt sensor is consistent, so that  T L   T R . Combing the above
two equations yields:
L R

 (1  peff )( L   R )
(4)

L

R

Therefore, thermal effect from the surrounding environment is eliminated using two symmetric
FBG sensors in the sensing box. Figure 6 shows a schematic view of the tilt sensor inclined at an
angle of  against its initial state. The force components generated at the bearing include the two
tension/compression force of FBG sensors (FR and FL) arise from inclination of the tilt sensor, and
force component of the dead weight perpendicular to the pendulum Wp. Considering the dead
weight at the end of the pendulum W, and the sensor tilt angle , the following moment equilibrium
equation with respect to the bearing center can be established:
(FR  FL )R  Wp L
(5)
Tension and compression force components FR and FL can be obtained in terms of the strain change
of the two FBG sensors as follows:

FR  EA R
FL  EA L

(6)

(7)
where E indicates the elastic modulus of FBG sensors.   R and   L refer to the strain change of
FBGR and FBGL, respectively. Combing Eqs.(4-7) and taking in to account Wp  W sin yields:

 
EAR
( R  L )]
(8)
WL(1  peff ) R
L
Theoretical tilt angle of the sensor can be directly calculated with Eq.(8) according to the initial
wavelengths and their changes of the two FBG sensors. Eq.(8) also verifies that the tilt sensor is
insensitive to temperature change. Horizontal displacement H x of the tilt sensor can be computed
in terms of tilt angle and length L of the tilt sensor or the attachment where the tilt sensor is
mounted as follows:

  arcsin[
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Hx  L tan

(9)

Figure 7. Relationships of wavelength difference between the two
FBG sensors against elapsed time.
3 Calibration test
Calibration test was carried out in a laboratory where the room temperature was maintained stable
at 25°. A standard angle gauge was used to control tilt angle of the FBG tilt sensor with a
measurement resolution of 1°. The tilt sensor was completely fixed on the angle gauge by a clamp.
Inclination angle was applied on the tilt sensor step by step with an angle increment of 5°, which
can be directly observed from the angle gauge. The maximum inclination of the angle gauge was
±25°. Frequency of data collection of the two FBG sensors was 1 Hz. Interrogator was used to
collect all optical fiber sensor data from FBG sensors. Frequency of data collection was determined
by the performance of the interrogator. The maximum data collection frequency was 20 Hz. Each
inclination state of FBG tilt sensor was maintained for 40 seconds. Figure 7 depicts the relationship
of wavelength difference of the two FBG sensors against elapsed time for the tilt angle varying
from 0 to 25° and -25° to 0, respectively. As the tilt angle varies from 0 to 25°, the two sensors
FBGL and FBGR were subjected to tension and compression, respectively. Wavelength difference
change of the two FBG sensors increases/decreases step by step. Each increment/reduction of the
tilt sensor leads to a related wavelength change in around 5. The maximum rise of wavelength
difference of the two FBG sensors was around 0.3 nm. This wavelength difference of the two FBG
sensors can be used to obtain tilt angle of the sensor.
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Figure 8. Comparisons of wavelength difference against tilt Figure 9. Monitoring of a model
angle between theoretical and experimental data from
slope using FBG tilt and
calibration tests.
pressure sensors.
Figure 8 illustrates the comparison between theoretical and experimental wavelength data at
different tilt angles. It is seen both the theoretical and experimental data are linearly proportional
to the change of tilt angle. The experimental data presences slightly errors especially at relatively
large tilt angles such as ±25°. This error may be induced by possible variations of elastic modulus
and Photo-elastic parameter of reinforced FBG sensors at large tension/compression deformation.
These uncertainties were not considered in present theoretical calculations. The authors didn’t
carry out dynamic calibration test on the current tilt sensors due to the following two reasons: (a)
the maximum data collection frequency of FBG sensors is 20 Hz. It is not possible to carry dynamic
calibration test on the tilt sensor without upgrading the data collection frequency of current FBG
interrogator, and (b) the slope collapse test performed in this study is a slow and progressive
process so that steady-state tilt measurement was taken into account in present test.
Advantages of the new tilt sensor include the following aspects: (a) bare FBG sensors were
successfully embedded inside PLA material for a better protection, (b) FDM process was used to
quickly create sensor components at high precision. The minimum resolution and thickness of the
sensor components fabricated by 3D printer can approach 0.005 inch. Therefore the fabricated
sensor components can be any shapes which can be accurately created in by fused deposition
modelling process. This proposed fabrication and encapsulation method overcomes the limitations
of conventional manufacturing method, such as low resolution, complicated machining and
modelling process, and time consuming, (c) functional components from FDM process can be
easily fabricated, small enough, and easily assembled, (d) raw material of the tilt sensor was PLA
which is light weight and environmental friendly, and (e) the tilt sensor is temperature insensitive
due to the arrangement of two symmetric FBG sensors to sense both tension and compression force
caused by inclination as indicated by Eq.(4). The authors didn’t perform temperature sensitive
experiment on the FBG tilt sensor due to the stable room temperature during slope monitoring test
in laboratory.
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4. Performance monitoring of a model slope
4.1 A sandy slope model
A sandy slope model was prepared for the performance monitoring using new FBG tilt sensor. A
model box with an internal dimension of 330 mm in height, 390 mm in width, and 600 mm in
length was used to construct the sandy slope. The maximum height of the slope was 305 mm. The
length and height of the slope toe were 80 mm and 100 mm respectively. Transparent membranes
were used to adhere at the internal surface of the box by grease to reduce frictional resistance.
Figure 9 shows test setup of the model slope in laboratory. The FBG tilt sensor was mounted on
the top of a vertical steel plate (320 mm in height, 50 mm in width, and 4 mm in thickness). Tip
of the steel plate was placed at the bottom of the box. The sand use in present test is medium coarse
sand with an average unit weight of 16.5 kN/m3 in average and internal friction angle of 31.8°.
Loading test was carried out step by step with a load increment of 49.5 N (5 kg in equivalent).
Each loading step was maintained for 5 minutes before approaching a maximum vertical load of
539 N (55 kg in equivalent).
4.2 Measurement data and analysis
Figure 10 presents relationships of wavelength changes of the two FBG sensors inside tilt sensor
against elapsed time. It is clear that the wavelength change of the two FBG sensors are initially
stable before achieving 0.245 kN surcharge load at around 700 seconds, but starts to rise step by
step afterwards with a wavelength increment varying from around 0.002 nm to 0.01 nm. The initial
stable state of the model slope is mainly due to the limited surcharge load, which created ignorable
horizontal deformation of the model slope. The FBGL sensor in tension presents a much larger
wavelength increment than FBGR for each loading step after surcharge load approached 0.245 kN.
The maximum wavelength increment for FBGL is around 0.08 nm which is almost 6 times of the
wavelength change of FBGR, indicating that the FBG sensor is flexible and sensitive to tension
rather than compression.
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Figure 10. Measured wavelength change of
the two FBG sensors mounted on the
pendulum inside the tilt sensor.

Figure 11. Comparison of relationships
between displacement and surcharge load
from tilt sensor and LVDT data.

Tilt angle of the sensor can be obtained using Eq.(8) and can further be used to calculate horizontal
displacement of the model slope. The steel plate is 1000 times stiffer than the surrounding sand
and therefore considered as rigid material. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the relationships
between occurred slope surface displacement and surcharge load obtained from FBG tilt sensor
and Linear Velocity Displacement Transducer (LVDT). It is also clear that the displacement values
from FBG tilt sensor at different surcharge load levels agree fairly well with LVDT data.
Displacement values from the two sensors at low surcharge levels (0-0.2 kN) are very low (lower
than 3 mm), but start to increase quickly after exceeding 0. 2 kN, approaching a maximum of
around 40 mm.
5 Conclusions
This paper proposed a method of using fused decomposed modelling (FDM) process to fabricate
a FBG based tilt sensor. The new fabrication method allows quick prototyping of functional
sensing components of the tilt sensor. This FBG tilt sensor was used to monitor the slope surface
movement arise from different loading levels at top surface, the following can be drawn from the
present measurement study:
(a) A new FBG tilt sensor was designed and fabricated by fused modelling process. Measurement
of tilt angle was realized by embedding two symmetric FBG sensors inside flexible PLA
material with 3D printer. Two FBG sensors successfully survived the FDM process even
though the melted PLA materials approached a maximum temperature of around 220°. This
new tilt sensor is characterized by light weight, quick prototyping with low cost, high precision
and time saving.
(b) Calibration tests indicates that this FBG based tilt sensor exhibits reliable measurement
performance with a sensitivity and measurement range of 0.0124 nm/° and ±25°, respectively.
Theoretical wavelength changes of FBG sensors were used to verify the experimental tilt
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angles of the FBG sensors. The calculated tilt angles in terms of physical parameters agree
fairly well with experimental data.
(c) A slope model was built up and used to exam the measurement performance of the new FBG
tilt sensor. The measure data from FBG tilt sensor agree fairly well with the output data from
LVTD.
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Abstract
The national road and water transport networks in the Netherlands have matured and an
increasing number of assets; bridges, tunnels, sluices, etc. are expected to reach their end of
service life the coming decades. On the other hand, demands on network performance are
increasing, e.g. network reliability and acceptable loads. To deal with these challenges, a
systematic approach and process to assess the demand for the renewal need caused by end of
service life was developed. The basis is an end of service life prediction for all objects and
consists of three distinct procedures for the short, mid and long term demand. This approach
requires a more reliable forecast of the budget needs (long-term), to identify and prioritize the
objects which actually need to be renewed in the mid-term, and for demonstrating safety of
assets in the time period between the renewal decision and the actual replacement (short-term).
Current development in monitoring methods provide technical solutions to obtain this
information, and some are presented in this paper, e.g. fatigue condition of steel bridges.
1. Introduction
In the Netherlands Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) is responsible for three national networks; highways,
waterways and water system: approximately 3.100 km of main highways, 3.400 km of
waterways and 68.000 km2 of surface water. Part of these networks are around 5.500 structures
of which some 4.000 bridges. Total replacement value is estimated at over 50 billion €.
A large part of the Netherlands’ motorway network was built during the 1960’s and 1970’s.
Major construction of inland waterways took place a few decades earlier in the 1930’s. Most
structures were designed for a service life of 80 to a 100 years. Furthermore, since construction,
use, standards and conditions of use have changed considerably. A substantial amount of
structures is therefore expected to reach the end of their service life in the coming decades,
requiring more and more replacement and renovations. These have a significant impact on
network performance and requires a substantial amount of resources. Insight in future renovation
and replacements is needed in order for a timely allocation of resources and to allow for a careful
planning and decision making process. (Klatter 2016).
Gaining these insights requires specific assessment procedures and reliable information on the
assets which differs from the information need for regular maintenance. E.g. there is a more
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prominent need for reliable technical end of service life prognosis, and insight in the
consequences of degradation and damage on the structural and traffic safety.
2. Assessment of the replacement need
The first step to come to a prognosis of end of service life is to extrapolate inspection results.
RWS developed an advanced method for risk based inspections (Bakker 2012). The experience
is however that with a risk based approach a reliable prognosis of end of service life cannot be
done accurately more than 10 years ahead. For the long term prediction, i.e. longer than 15 years
statistical methods are applicable for simple prognoses using the 50% values for the lifetime.
This leaves a gap in the medium term prognosis where extrapolation of inspection results is not
reliable enough and the statistical method is too uncertain for an individual object. For this a
medium term approach has been developed (Klanker 2016). Where the short term approach
focuses on individual structures and the long term approach addresses the population as a whole,
the medium term approach focuses on groups of structures. For this purpose the network assets
have been divided in subsets. Any subset shares common characteristics (e.g. age, use or
structural details). Examples are tunnels, steel bridges, concrete bridges, shipping locks, and
such. Within each subset generic problems may be present. An example of such a generic
problem are orthotropic steel bridge decks suffering fatigue cracks. This type of problem may
require a substantial amount of research in order to determine the impact on the service life.

Figure 1. Prognosis of the budget needs for the replacement program per 2016.

Applying this method led to a prognosis of the budget need for replacement and renovation for
the three infrastructure networks managed by Rijkswaterstaat. This prognosis is updated
biannually. As determined in 2016, it is shown in Figure 1. The relative importance of the
various subsets in the required budget is shown in Figure 2. This graph shows e.g. that the
required budget for steel bridges is roughly equal to that for concrete bridges, although the
amount of concrete bridges is more than tenfold the amount of steel bridges.
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Figure 2. Relative importance of the different subsets in the replacement budget prognosis.

3. Specific need for asset condition information for replacement
The information need for replacement differs from the need for regular maintenance in the sense
more in depth, or more specific information is needed. The goals of inforamtion gathering are
threefold:
additional information needed for structural assessments;
information necessary to determine an accurate planning of the execution of replacement;
condition monitoring of the structure scheduled for replacement, to ensure safe and reliable
functioning until replacement is executed.
With this information available, replacements can be planned with a more optimal prioritization,
less traffic disturbance and lowest probability of incidents like unplanned closure.
These three goals often need measured information on the same characteristic of the object as in
regular maintenance, but the information differs in the level of detail (spatial detailed, time
series). Also the way the information is processed and interpreted differs. For example,
information which supports replacement planning needs prognostic elements, e.g. predictive
degradation models. Another example is that condition monitoring before replacement is best
done using online information systems, were results can directly be accessed.
For structures like fixed bridges the difference in information need is large. For example visual
inspections that are common practice in maintenance are at best suitable to detect indications for
end of lifetime. Detailed measured information on possible material degradation (fatigue or
corrosion), damage (e.g. failing foundation) and structural behavior is needed.
4. Development of monitoring techniques.
Monitoring and inspection techniques to obtain the above described information differs widely
for the different subsets. In this paper as an example the work performed on the subsets of steel
bridges suffering from fatigue is given with an emphasis on orthotropic steel decks. A number of
technological components have been developed to better manage assets which show this issue.
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The underlying concepts are generally applicable to other type of fatigue defects in steel bridges
as well. These components include, but are not limited to;
an acoustic emission (AE) system for crack detection and localization,
a strain measurement system for estimation of stress ranges at hotspots,
a probabilistic crack growth model in the deck updateable with monitoring results
The growth of fatigue cracks is associated with a rapid release of energy in the form of guided
ultrasonic travelling through the deck plate, acoustic emission (AE). Actively growing cracks can
be detected and localized by using sensors, even at very early stages of the crack growth. In the
context of the orthotropic decks the so called Quasi-beamforming (QBF) technique was
developed and validated (Pahlavan 2013). This is illustrated in figure 3 in which the result of an
optimization function based on the time of arrival of an acoustic signal at four different sensors is
shown. A clear optimum at a position in the deck is obtained which identifies the crack location.

Figure 3 Illustration of crack localization based on Quasi Beam Forming.

For the deck plate crack growth, the transverse stress ranges at the intersections of the deck plate,
stiffeners and crossbeams are of importance. At this hotspot strain gauges cannot be applied
directly. In practice, however, strain gauges can be applied at a distance to the hotspots, and
correlations of measured strains at accessible locations to strains at inaccessible locations can be
made by making use of a Finite Element Model of the bridge structure.
The fatigue fracture mechanics method described in (Maljaars 2016), is capable to predict crack
growth starting from an initial defect. Prerequisite for the fracture mechanics assessment
procedure is that stress intensity factors estimates are available for the welded details to be
assessed. Also this method can be expanded using probabilistic methods to (i) quantify the
bandwidth or probability density of the prediction, (ii) update this bandwidth by making use of
inspection/monitoring data from the field and (iii) extrapolate crack growth measured in a
limited part of the bridge over the entire bridge. For these purposes Bayesian network techniques
and Monte Carlo simulations are used (Attema 2016, Maljaars 2016). For the extrapolation, the
degree of correlation of the relevant parameters between the monitored and non-monitored part
of the bridge deck is of importance. For instance, the degree of correlation in traffic loading and
material parameters between the monitored and non-monitored area of the deck.
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In figure 5 two updated prediction of the number of cracks exceeding a safe limit for crack
length is shown as well as a prior based on model predictions only. Posterior 1 is based on an
update with the largest crack found in an limited part of the bridge (roughly 1%), as if equipped
with AE sensors. Prior 2 was obtained by updating with also the number of cracks in this area.
For this specific deck detailed information of crack development was available through Pulsed
Eddy Current (PEC) measurements. The posteriors proofed to be conservative estimates of the
measured crack development, as is required. This kind of information is of importance for
planning the deck renovation, since cracks need to be repaired and the bridge needs to be closed
to do so. The number of crack therefore determines the (un)availability of the bridge.

Figure 5 Prior and updated crack growth predictions based on inspection results and PEC inspection results for a
whole bridge deck (Maljaars 2016)

These technical innovations bring added value for addressing fatigue problems in steel bridges.
Dependent on the specific issue at hand the described components can either be deployed as
standalone components or combined into a complete monitoring system.
A recently initiated research project building on the acoustic emission results, is developing a
system for monitoring wire breakage in locked coil stay cables based on acoustic emission. The
aim is to develop, test and validate a monitoring systems applicable to locked coil stay cables of
large bridges in the Netherlands. The main challenges to be addressed in this research project are
related to the locked coil geometry of the cables and the effect of this on the acoustic waves in
the structure. Also dealing with the anchorage zones of the cables is part of the research, these
are important zones were often corrosion is present. These challenges will be addressed
combining in depth experiments on a similar type of locked coil cable available from a cable
replacement of an existing bridge and in-situ measurements to quantify signal attenuation and
noise levels.
5 Conclusions
This paper explains and quantizes and replacement need of the Dutch national asset owner
networks Rijkswaterstaat. Annual Replacement costs will grow from roughly 200 M€ in the
present decade to 500 M€ in the decades after 2040. Analysis of the different subsets of
structures the renovation need consists of called for (monitoring) system which can deliver indepth information for structural assessment and safety of structures. Time dependent degradation
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and damage prognosis to optimize renovation planning is called. Furthermore monitoring
systems which can provide direct information and determination of safety and availability of a
structure planned for renovation is needed. Output of these system should be directly in these
terms and be fed to the asset owner practically real time. An examples of monitoring techniques
for application on steel structure, more precisely steel decks, is given. It is illustrated how, with
such techniques, availability can be forecasted, which is important in planning replacement.
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Abstract
A comprehensive Structural Health Monitoring System (SHMS) can aid in focusing long-term
maintenance that enhances the overall asset management program for the structure. Of primary
importance is the management and ready-review of the data collected for timely decisions. This
paper will provide an overview of such a system and how this data is processed and culled to
enable ready review of data for timely decisions, using the Governor Mario M. Cuomo (Tappan
Zee) Bridge as a case study.
1. Introduction
As bridge structures are now being designed with expected service life well beyond 100 years,
structural health monitoring systems (SHMS) in combination with bridge rating systems have been
specified to provide rational basis for prioritization of inspections and maintenance on primary and
secondary structural components. For most of these signature bridge structures bearing and
expansion joint movements, cross-sectional stresses, pier movements as well as cable forces are
just a few of the required measurement parameters that provide feedbacks from these systems into
finite element models of the structure to show real-time response. Components themselves
(bearings, joints and cables) can be designed to provide this information, but this information by
itself does not provide a comprehensive evaluation of the structure for that specific component’s
performance (or non-performance).
Individual structural components on a bridge are often called “SMART” when they are
instrumented to provide a history of self-performance. These are provided as a value-added service
by the manufacturer or may be required in a performance specification. Information gathered from
SMART components document expected performance and can be used to identify maintenance or
focused inspections for these specific components.
All the above SMART components provide valuable information to the Engineer and Owner with
regard to expected performance of the specific component and can help with long-term maintenance
and focused inspection programs. However, what happens to the rest of the structure or the adjacent
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structural components because of non-performance of the component or identified anomalies of
component performance during event driven conditions?
Bridge designers specify performance characteristics of nearly all components on the bridge
structure and the degradation or unexpected performance of a single component can lead to larger
than expected stresses elsewhere. For example, if an expansion joint is responding to the effects of
seasonal temperature changes and becomes restrained it’s possible to monitor how it affects crosssectional strains, or pier rotation and in general how the structural elements are interacting with
each other. Figure 1 below illustrates the effects of an individual component’s performance with
regard to adjacent structural elements.

Figure 1 – Effects of Component Performance

2. Gov. Mario Cuomo (New Tappan Zee) Bridge
The New Tappan Zee Bridge, officially named the Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge is a twin
cable-stayed bridge over New York’s Hudson River owned and maintained by the NY State
Thruway Authority (NYSTA). This Bridge is shown in Figure 1 above. The Bridge is comprised
of two parralel structures 4,989 m (16370 ft) long with center span length of 370 m (1214 ft) and
a clearance of 42m (138 ft). The north span (Westbound) was opened to traffic in August 2017
while the south span (Eastbound) in September 2018.
3. Structural Health Monitoring System
As part of project requirements for this bridge, a comprehensive SHMS was specified to be
installed during construction for monitoring operation over the life-span of the structure. They key
hardware componets of the SHMS include: Corrosion measurements, Weather measurements,
Expansion measurements and effects, Acceleration measurements, Strain measurements, Data
acquisition network.
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The sensors required four (4) different types of data collection systems: Static Data Loggers, High
Speed Data Loggers, GPS Receivers, Fiber Optic Interrogators. Each of these or combinations of
these loggers are configured into Data Acquistion Units (DAU).
The Specification requires a fully syncronized system (I-EEE 1588) across the full length of the
structure. There are seventy-five (75) DAUs positioned across the length of both bridge structures
and integrated into a fiber optic local area network (LAN) that terminates into the Comm-port Hub
Control room. This control room system includes main frame server and multiple monitors for
real-time data review, event log and reporting.
For a signature bridge such as the New Tappan Zee Bridge, more than 860 measurements are
obtained from more than 450 sensors and provides automatic assessment of the data. These
measurements, providing mostly dynamic response data, can generate an overwhelming amount
of data that need to be initially processed in the Data Acquisition Units (DAU) for data quality,
statistical summaries (including rainflow fatigue analysis) over defined time periods. Greatly
reduced quantities of data are then forwared to the Mainframe Server where they are further
analyzed for event triggers, data archival and display as shown in the schematic in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Measurement Processing

4. Data Processing and Reporting
For the large amount of data being collected and processed, a system has been designed to
effectively manage this data with regard to traffic control, maintenance and asset management
decisions. Once each Bridge side is open to traffic, data are collected to best represent the response
of the structure over a minimum duration of one year to capture seasonal response. The temperature
change over the course of a year in New York can be as much as 70 deg. C (158 deg. F). This large
temperature change will induce some of the largest loads on the structure. It is important to
document this response to establish minimum/maximum response values for each sensor to use as
baselined expected results.
For this purpose and during long-term monitoring, all sensors are sampled continuously with
statistical values (min/max/avg/STD dev) over ten minutes intervals being displayed and stored.
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This method greatly reduces data storage requirements and provides expected response for setting
response values. Once baseline data from seasonal variations have been collected and reviewed,
response values can be established that trigger action for traffic control or maintenance decisions.
Weather – During the east coast storms wind speeds at deck level are an important parameter be
used for traffic control decisions. This information, while part of the SHMS has been fed directly
to the Intelligent Traffic Management System (ITS). Once fully confident in system response,
automation of traffic signage displays can be implemented from this data. In Fig. 3 below is
possible to see a chunk of data for the wind component speed.

Figure 3 – Component Wind speed

Bearings and Exp. Joints– Over the life of the structure, changes in expected response of bearings
displacement or rotation and exp. joints can initiate in-depth inspections on these replaceable
components that may not show visible signs of distress on its or adjacent components. For bearings
and exp. joints, the manufacturer provides an expected service life based on cumulative
displacement. These data can provide notification to when more detailed inspection may be
required or possible replacement. An example of the collected data can be seen in Fig. 4 and 5
below.

Figure 4 – Displacement data from Bearings’ sensor
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Stay Cable Fatigue Assessment – Over the life of the structure, magnitude and quantity of stress
cycles can be documented and a fatigue assessment can be made using rain-flow histogram
algorithms to document accumulated damage as shown as an example in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Sample Rain-flow Histogram

Event Driven Conditions – Once response values have been set, specific sensors can be established
to trigger data collection based on event driven conditions. These can include high winds,
barge/ship impact or seismic events. These events can trigger changes in data collection,
processing and reporting.
5. Reporting
The SHMS provides automated reporting of the previous examples as well as Event Logs that
capture any exceedance of a limit value. This could be the result of sensor malfunction requiring
replacement, listing of all sensors related to other sensor exceedance or specific criteria established
by the owner. The schedule for reporting can be daily, weekly, monthly or combinations of time
periods, conditions or planned schedules for maintenance. The focus of the automated reporting is
to eliminate the need for dissemination of data later, but rather a proactive reporting schedule of
needed information for decision making.
5. Conclusions
A true Structural Health Monitoring System is comprised of means measuring response of
individual components and their effect on the structure when changes in expected response
occur. The system will autonomously provide alerts to these changes based on pre-determined
response values. These alerts can be based on event driven conditions, anomalies in behavior or
long-term degradation of components to provide notification for focused inspections.
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Abstract
The safety of roads, bridges and other transport infrastructures subjected to heavy traffic and
overloaded vehicles has been widely concerned throughout the world. Accurate vehicle
information collection is of vital importance to the road service and structural health monitoring.
The newly developed Bridge Weigh-in-motion (BWIM) system is an efficient and economical
technology to obtain vehicle information. BWIM system uses an instrumented bridge as a large
scale to accurately identify vehicle information such as vehicle speed, axle numbers, axle
spacing, and vehicle weights without interrupting traffic. In this study, the field tests were
conducted on a continuous box girder bridge in Qingyuan, Guangdong, China. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) method, which can significantly purify the original data from transducers, has
been employed to improve the accuracy of axle detection, weighing, and counting. The averaged
influence lines from different lanes in the field tests were selected for axle weight identification,
and the accuracy of identified axle weights was compared and evaluated.
Keywords: Bridge weigh-in-motion, fast Fourier transform, influence line, continuous bridge,
Moses algorithm, axle weight identification.
1. Introduction
With the rapid growth of the road transportation in recent years, the damage of roads, bridges,
and other infrastructures caused by the heavy loaded vehicles become more and more serious,
and this issue has been widely concerned throughout the world. Collecting the vehicle
information, such as axle spacing, vehicle speed, and vehicle weights, is significantly important
for bridge health monitoring and traffic management. Bridge weigh-in-motion (BWIM) system is
a non-destructive and cost-effective tool to identify the information of vehicles passing over by
using the existing bridge as a large scale (Lydon et al., 2017).
In the 1980s, Moses first proposed the concept of BWIM by using the influence lines to identify
the vehicle weight (Moses, 1979). since then, many researchers have made great contributions to
the development and application of BWIM system (Snyder and Moses, 1985; Yu et al., 2016).
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Most of the modern commercial BWIM system are based on Moses’ algorithms. The first
commercial BWIM system was developed by Peters named Axway system (Peters, 1984). Later
Peters and his team developed another BWIM system named the Culway (Peters, 1986) and
extended the application of BWIM system to culvert. In 1990, new prototype versions of BWIM
systems were developed independently in Slovenia and Ireland (WAVE, 2001; Yu et al., 2016).
In 1999, Cooperation between ZAG and Cestel initiated to commercialize the SiWIM prototype
(WAVE, 2001) which became a well known commercial BWIM system later.
In recent years, the BWIM system has been developing very fast. Gonzalez and Karoumi
developed a damage inspection method for railway bridges using the BWIM system with
machine learning (Gonzalez and Karoumi, 2015). In 2016, Ojio et al. developed an innovative
contactless BWIM system by using digital cameras (2016). However, most of the previous
researches limited the application of BWIM system to short span bridges such as slab bridges,
simply-supported girder bridges, and culverts. This study attempts to extend its use to long-span
bridges.
2. The Field Tests of BWIM System
2.1 The Test Bridge
The bridge selected for the field tests of BWIM system is a continuous box girder bridge, with
span length combination of 65m+2×110m+65m =350m, located in Qinyuan, Guangdong, China
(Figure 1). The north part of the 110m test span was selected for the field testing. The bridge is
even, and the approach to the bridge is smooth.

Figure 1. The elevation of Lunzhou Bridge (unit: cm)

2.2 Methodology
In the field test, a four-axle truck was selected as a calibration vehicle, which is most commonly
used in the local area. The calibration vehicle ran at the speed of 50km/h, 60km/h, 70km/h on
lane 1, lane 2 and lane 3, respectively. The axle spacing, axle weight and gross vehicle weight
(GVW) of the calibration vehicle are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Vehicle Information for the Initial Calibration
Calibration
Vehicle

1st

Axle
4,215
(9,292.5)

Axle weight [kg (lb)]
Axle
3rd Axle
4th Axle
5,485
12,650
12,580
(12,092.4) (27,888.5) (27,734.2)
2nd

Axle spacing [cm (in.)]
GVW*
34,930
(77,007.5)

L1*
1,950
(767.7)

L2*
3,100
(1,220.5)

L3*
1,350
(531.5)

*GVW is the sum of four axle weights; L1 represents the axle spacing between 1st Axle and 2nd Axle; L2 represents the axle
spacing between 2nd Axle and 3rd Axle; L3 represents the axle spacing between 3rd Axle and 4th Axle.
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In 1999, Znidaric found that the axle information can be identified by using the sensors mounted
under the bridge (Znidaric et al., 1999). Recently the concept of free-of-axle-detector (FAD) axle
detection technology has caught much attention from researchers (O’Brien et al., 2008). In this
study, the FAD sensors were used to detect axle information (axle numbers, axle space, and
vehicle velocities).
The main component of the BWIM system in this research included: (1) Weighing sensors
installed under the web of the box girder for vehicle weight identification; (2) Pairs of FAD
sensors mounted under the each lane of the bridge in the longitudinal direction to identify axle
information; (3) The dynamic strain recorder to collect bridge responses; (4) A portable
computer to monitor the received data.

Figure 2. The calibration test on Lunzhou Bridge

Three pairs of FAD sensors were mounted under the deck of the bridge due to that the FAD
sensors are susceptible to the location of the speeding vehicles (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Take lane
3 as an example, FAD3-1 means that the number 1 FAD sensor under lane 3, and FAD3-2
denotes that the number 2 FAD sensor under lane 3. Similarly, FAD1-1 and FAD1-2 represent
the FAD sensors on lane 1, FAD2-1 and FAD2-2 represent the FAD sensors on lane 2. Two
weighing sensors numbered W1 and W2 were installed on the middle of the test span to collect
the dynamic bridge responses (strains) for vehicle weight identification (Figure 2 and Figure 3).

Figure 3. The sensors installation of BWIM system (unit: cm)
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The accuracy of axle detection has a significant influence on the accuracy of vehicle weights
calculation (Zhao et al. 2015). In this study, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method has been
used in the axle detection technology and axle weighing procedures. With using the FFT method,
the high frequency noise has been removed. the accuracy of axle detection was significantly
increased (Figure 4).
In axle detection technology and vehicle speed calculation. Figure 4 showed the signals recorded
by FAD1-1 and FAD1-2 when the calibration vehicle cross the bridge on lane 1. The four peaks
represent the four axles of the calibration vehicle. The time steps corresponding to the peak
signals of FAD1-2 are t A i  (i  1, 2,3, 4) . The four counterparts for FAD1-1 are tC  i 
(i  1, 2,3, 4) . The distance between FAD1-1 and FAD1-2 is L=10m, which was determined
during the FAD sensors installation. The time interval of one specific axle pass section A and
section C is taken as t (Figure 2 and Figure 4).

The vehicle speed v can be calculated as

v

L
t

(1)

The axle spacing can be expressed as





 i  1, 2,3

(2)
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The axle weight identification algorithm in this study was developed based on Moses theory
(Moses, 1979; Zhao, 2015). The field calibrated influence lines were taken as a reference to
calculate the vehicle weights.
3. Results and Analysis
Table 2 summarizes the error of identified axle weights for calibration vehicle on Lane 1. The
results of Run3 are omitted and not included in the calculation of the median and standard
deviation due to the insufficient data recording. It can be seen that the accuracy of single axle
weights (P1, P2, P3, and P4) identification was not satisfactory. The reason was that the intervals
of P1 to P2 and P3 to P4 were very small and the stiffness of the bridge was high, it was hard to
eliminate the coupling effect of axle loads. However, the accuracy of weights of group axles was
acceptable. And the GVWs of the calibration vehicle showed excellent accuracy. For all the ten
runs except the run number 3, the errors of the GVWs were less than 4%.

Run
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Median
St.dev

Table 2. The Error of Identified Axle Weights for Calibration Vehicle on Lane 1
Lane 1
P1
P2
P3
P4
GOA1*
GOA2*
33.1%
-53.4%
24.5%
-16.4%
-15.8%
4.1%
-17.0%
-19.0%
70.0%
-58.0%
-18.0%
6.0%
-2.0%
2.0%
14.0%
-16.0%
0.0%
-1.0%
-35.4%
44.5%
-42.7%
33.3%
9.7%
-4.8%
-15.0%
24.0%
-16.0%
8.0%
7.0%
-4.0%
-29.0%
29.0%
-32.0%
22.0%
4.0%
-5.0%
-27.0%
48.0%
-44.0%
34.0%
15.0%
-5.0%
63.0%
-73.0%
33.0%
-15.0%
-14.0%
9.0%
21.0%
2.0%
-19.0%
22.0%
10.0%
1.0%
-15.0%
2.0%
-16.0%
8.0%
4.0%
-1.0%
0.332
0.422
0.390
0.304
0.125
0.053

GVW
-1.4%
-1.0%
-1.0%
-0.8%
-1.0%
-3.0%
1.0%
3.0%
4.0%
-1.0%
0.023

* GOA1 is the sum of axle weights of P1 and P2, and GOA2 is the sum of axle weights of P3 and P4.

For the running vehicle on Lane 1, the predicted weights of GOA1 had a median of 4.0% and a
standard deviation of 0.125. The predicted weights of GOA2 had a median of -1.0% and a
standard deviation of 0.053. For all the nine effective running test, the errors of GVWs were less
than 4.0%. The predicted weights of GVW had a median of -1.0% and a standard deviation of
0.023. The results showed that the accuracy of GVW was much better than those of GOA1 and
GOA2.
4. Conclusions
The accuracy of axle detection technology has a significant influence on the efficiency of BWIM
system. By using the FFT method on the signal processing, the high frequency and lowfrequency noise are filtered out. The dynamic and bumping effects are eliminated which lead to
an increase in the accuracy of axle detection.
In the field test, because of the coupling effect, the FFT-based BWIM system didn’t show the
high performance of the single axle weights identification. However, the accuracy of the GVW
was excellent, which means the FFT-based BWIM system has a great potential in the application
to continuous box girder bridges.
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Abstract
Landslides pose a serious threat to the infrastructure, life and property of mountain cities. The
traditional slope analysis method cannot accurately simulate the whole process of a landslide,
especially it is difficult to comprehensively consider the properties of soil and the influence of
rainfall. Taking a slope in Chongqing, China, this paper uses material point method (MPM) to
carry out detailed simulation analysis. The scale of the slope is 30×60×60m. Effective stress
changes due to rainfall are considered in the MPM model. The migration characteristics of the
slope are analyzed too. The results show that under normal conditions, the slope remains stable,
but under rainfall conditions, large-scale landslide accidents will occur. The landslide range will
exceed 90m, which will adversely affect neighboring buildings.
1. Introduction
Landslide is a typical large deformation problem in geotechnical engineering. Because of its
serious consequence and predicting difficulty, it is necessary to study the generate mechanism,
stress distribution and deformation characteristics.
Fu et al (2018) carried out the physical model experiment indoor of water tank, obtained the
mechanism of the dam slide damage. Indoor physical model tests are usually small in scale and
costly. Meanwhile, it is difficult to simulate the characteristics of a real slope. With the
development of computer technology, various numerical simulation methods have been used to
carry out slope related research. Li et al (2017) simulated the process of landslide with ANSYS
and calculated the displacement of the monitoring point. Chen et al (2018) simulated the slope
failure process based on particle flow discrete element method (DEM), explained the
characteristics of the landslide. The traditional finite element method (FEM) has high
computational efficiency, but it cannot simulate large deformations; DEM can make it but is
usually limited by the number of units and cannot simulate large-scale problems. The material
point method (MPM) combines the characteristics of FEM and DEM. In this paper, MPM is used
to simulate a slope in Chongqing, and the process of landslide is studied.
2. Material Point Method
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2.1 Basic Principles of MPM
MPM is a numerical method proposed by Sulsky et al (1994). It divides the material into a set of
particles which represent a material region and carry all the material information, such as mass,
velocity, stress and strain. The background grid is used to calculate the spatial derivative and
to solve the momentum equation. While solving the momentum equation, the particle and the
background grid are completely connected and move together. The mapping of the information
between the particle and the background grid node can be realized by the finite element shape
function established on the background grid node. The integral result is mapped back to the
particle by the background grid shape function to update the position and velocity of the particle
(Lian et al 2013, Ckowski 2004).
2.2 calculation process of MPM
As is indicated in Figure1, the calculation process is divided into five steps.
(1) Initialization of grid and material points.
(2) Material point quantities are extrapolated to grid nodes.
(3) Equations of motion are solved on the grid.
(4) Derivative terms are extrapolated back to material points.
(5) Resetting of grid.

Fig.1 Calculation process of MPM
3. MPM Model of Slope Landslide
3.1 Geometric characteristics
The slope is located in a residential area of Chongqing. It is composed with mixed backfill soil
and natural slope below. The height of natural slope is about 20 meters and the slope ratio is
close to 1/3 while the mixed backfill soil slope ratio is about 1/2 (Figure 2). The longitudinal
length of the slope exceeds 60m, so it can be modeled using a plane strain model (Figure 3).
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Fig.2 Slope condition

Fig.3 Plane strain model of Slope

3.2 Numerical model
In order to study the influence of landslide after rainstorm, a numerical model is built based on
MPM software Anura3D，which is built in the pre-processor GiD and post-processor ParaView.
Boundary conditions shall be considered according to specific condition of this slope. There
exists bedrock at the bottom of the slope, no displacement will occur during the simulation
process, so the bottom degree of freedoms are fixed. The boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 4.

Fig.4 Boundary conditions

Fig.5 Background grid

3.3 Material parameters
Due to the existence of bedrock and clay, both the natural slope soil and the upper mixed backfill
soil are in a saturated and undrained state after rainstorm. The soil parameters of model materials
are measured and shown in Table 1. Mohr Coulomb criterion is applied in the simulation.
Table 1 Material parameters
Natural slope
Initial porosity
0.32
Density (KN/m3)
1950
Undrained poison ratio
0.35
Undrained Young’s modulus (KPa)
18975
Cohesion (KPa)
24
Friction angle (°)
39

Mixed backfill soil
0.4
1675
0.21
5034
0
6

3.4 Material Point Dispersion
The background grid shall be generated firstly, the main displacement will take place in mixed
backfill soil, so the grid of mixed backfill soil is refined to increase the accuracy of the
calculation (Figure 5).
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Set the quadratic type of background grid as standard triangular element, then generate three
material points in each grid element. A total of 3612 standard triangular elements and 5744
material points are generated.
3.5 Calculation Control Parameters
The calculation of the slope slide problem will be carried out in two stages:
(1) Initialization of stresses by quasi-static gravity loading.
(2) Failure of the slope by removing fixities.
The computation method used in this example is Gauss point integration. Gravity is needed to
generate initial stress field while working as external loads. Set the initial and final multipliers
for gravity loading as 0 and 1. Set number of calculation steps to 2 while time per calculation
step is 1s in the former stage. As for the latter stage, set them as 498 steps and 0.1s per step. To
ensure the stability of the solution, a courant number of 0.98 is recommended.
The end time of the gravity loading is achieved when a quasi-static equilibrium condition is
reached. Thus, Quasi-static convergence is needed in first two steps. A local damping coefficient
for all active elements of 0.75 is applied during gravity loading. So the final static structure is
obtained by dissipating elastic stress. The strain smoothing algorithm will be used to minimize
kinematic locking. Finally, run GOM and CPS files created by Anura3D in command line.
4. Results and Analysis
4.1 Landslide Process
Regardless of the initial stress generation stage, the simulation time of the whole landslide
process is 49.8 seconds. Representative steps in the whole process are shown in Figure 6.

(a) step=1, t=1s

(b) step=82, t=10s

(c) step=252, t=27s

(d) step=500, t=51.8s

Fig.6 Displacement nephogram at different stages
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The sliding process lasts for about 27 seconds, then the soil tends to be stable. The sliding
process of soil can be divided into three stages: accelerating sliding, decelerating sliding and
tending to be stable.
As the energy gradually dissipates during the sliding process, the speed and volume of the
landslide gradually decrease. The final stable angle is close to internal friction angle, and the
farthest landslide distance exceeds 90m.
4.2 Distribution of Stress
Figure 7 shows the vertical effective stress distribution of the natural slope before and after the
landslide. It can be known that the landslide body undergoes large-scale deformation, but the
vertical effective stress does not change significantly.

(a) before

(b) after

Fig.7 Vertical effective stress nephogram before and after landslide
4.3 Motion Feature Analysis
Figure 8 shows the velocity, acceleration, and displacement of the monitoring point (ID = 2724)
vs time throughout the landslide.

Fig.8 Motion characteristics of one material point (ID:2724)
It can be seen from Figure 8 that the acceleration of the particle is large in initial stage, the
velocity and displacement increase rapidly. At step 50, the velocity of the particles reaches the
highest, then the velocity tends to decrease and eventually stops. The maximum displacement of
the point is about 75m.
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5. Conclusion
Based on the soil properties of the site survey, a detailed numerical simulation with MPM was
carried out on a slope in Chongqing. The slope will pose a threat to residents and nearby
buildings under rain conditions. It is recommended that immediate reinforcement measures
should be taken. Compared with the traditional FEM or DEM, the MPM can more closely
simulate the landslide mechanism and process of large slopes. In addition to the simulation of the
entire process of slope landslide, MPM can also be powerful in other geotechnical calculations.
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Abstract
The grouting compactness of pre-stressed ducts directly affects the safety and durability of the
concrete structure, but the duct is hidden in the structure, so it is still very difficult to detect its
grouting compactness. Based on the thermodynamic analysis of the influence of the grouting
defects in the pre-stressed duct, a method for detecting the grouting compactness in the pre-stressed
duct based on distributed fiber optic sensors is proposed and discussed by the model experiment.
The research results show that grouting defects in the pre-stressed ducts can be quickly judged and
accurately located by identifying the anomale temperature measurement points of the distributed
fiber optic sensor. The equivalent thermal conductivity can be used as an evaluation index of the
grouting compactness, and the smaller the equivalent thermal conductivity is, the lower the
corresponding compactness of grouting is.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the pre-stressed post-tensioning construction technology has been widely used in
concrete structure construction because of its flexibility in production, reliable quality and
suitability for large structures. However, due to the construction technology, grouting method and
other reasons, the non-compact grouting of pre-stressed duct occurs from time to time in actual
operation, which results in a tendency to corrosion of the steel strand and poor durability of the
structure. (Jiang et al., 2016). Therefore, developing an effective method to detect the grouting
compactness of pre-stressed ducts is necessary.
At present, many methods for the detection of grouting compactness of pre-stressed ducts are
established, such as impact-echo (IE), ultrasonic, ground penetrating radar (GPR) and so on (Lu
et al., 2016). Andary et al. detected the three grouting states of full grouting, partial grouting and
all empty in metal pre-stressed ducts by IE, and obtained the frequencies offset response of three
different impact echo thickness. However, for plastic duct, it was difficult to identify its grouting
states by IE method because of the poor bonding between its outer surface and concrete (Andary,
2003). Osawa et al. used ultrasonic tomography to detect three grouting states with compactness
of 0%, 50% and 100% respectively. It was proved that the decrease of inversion velocity in the
duct area corresponded to the increase of grouting defects when the material of the pre-stressed
duct was metal. However, when the material was plastic, the imaging results could only distinguish
the two states with compactness of 0% and 100% (Osawa et al., 2014). Pollock et al. simulated the
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scale of three grouting defects with foam for experiments, and proved that the GPR with frequency
of 1.5 GHz generally could detect defects in plastic bellows, but it was inapplicable to detect prestressed rebar and simulated holes in metal bellows (Pollock et al., 2008). In summary, the existing
detection methods can basically identify the grouting defects in pre-stressed ducts, but all of them
require a reference of the same structure with none grouting defects location to determine whether
there are grouting defects in ducts, and it is difficult to identify the scale of grouting defects.
Therefore, there is an urgent need for a method to evaluate the grouting compactness in prestressed ducts, which has high detection efficiency, is far less susceptible to the detection
environment, and can achieve distributed measurement.
Grouting defects of pre-stressed duct may occur at any location along the duct, so it is necessary
to conduct full-scale detection of the duct to identify the abnormal location of grouting. A detection
method of grouting compactness in pre-stressed ducts based on distributed fiber optic sensor
(DFOS) is proposed in this study. By laying longitudinally the DFOS with active heating function
inside the pre-stressed duct, measuring and analyzing the temperature data of DFOS after heating,
the study achieved accurately identifying the location and evaluateing the scale of grouting defects.
2. Detection principle
When there is a grouting defect in the pre-stressed duct, air is generally filled in the upper part of
the duct. For uniform heating throughout the duct, there is a significant difference in temperature
between the grouting defect location and the grouting compaction location. If the temperature of
all locations in the duct can be known, then the location of the grouting defect can be identified.
The DFOS based on the backscattering principle can form a continuous distributed measurement
of the temperature at any location along the fiber. By laying it inside the pre-stressed ducts, it is
possible to sense the temperature of the duct at full scale.
At normal temperature, the temperature difference between the defect location and the compaction
location is not obvious. Therefore, if you want to detect the grouting compactness inside the prestressed ducts, uniform heating should be carried out inside the duct. To this end, a DFOS device
with active heating function is designed, as shown in Figure 1. The inner part is a sensing fiber
with 1mm in diameter. The outer part of the sensing fiber is a thin tube with an inner diameter of
2mm and an outer diameter of 3mm. The thin tube material is made of PTFE, which has the
characteristics of high temperature resistance, hardness, flexibility and low friction coefficient,
ensuring that the sensing fiber can be protected and the temperature measurement won’t be affected
by the strain of the sensing fiber. Spirally wound on the outside of the thin tube is a nickelchromium alloy heating wire with a diameter of 0.55mm, which has high resistivity, good
processing performance, and high strength at elevated temperatures, achieving the of heating and
armor protection for sensing fibers. The outermost layer is a 1mm thick sheath made of flame
retardant polyolefin with the characteristics of insulation, flame retardant, high temperature
resistance and high heat transfer.
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Fig.1 Three-Dimensional Structural Diagram of DFOS with Heating Function

After the DFOS with active heating function is placed inside the pre-stressed ducts, it can be
regarded as a line heat source when it is heated. Assuming that the heating power of the DFOS is
uniform, there is no heat transfer along the longitudinal direction of the duct, and the heat only
flows along the section perpendicular to the DFOS, so that the cross-section of the component can
be taken for two-dimensional plane analysis. As shown in figure 2, the area with DFOS as the
center and radius of R is taken for research. The radius of the pre-stressed duct is r, the height of
the grouting defect cavity is m, and the DFOS is located in the center of the plane. This plane
contains three kinds of heat transfer media: concrete, cement paste and air. The heat transfer
process is very complicated, so the complex plane is simplified to a homogeneous heat transfer
plane. It can be seen from the schematic diagram that the equivalent thermal conductivity (ETC)
of the homogeneous heat transfer plane is only related to the height of the cavity m. If the value of
the ETC can be obtained by actual measurement, the grouting compactness of the plane can be
evaluated according to this index.

Fig.2 Section Dimension Diagram
In the heating process, DFOS is regarded as a point heat source releasing heat flow with constant
power, and the region with radius R around the sensor is regarded as an infinite homogeneous
plane. The heat flow only propagates radially from the heat source. Any radial element in the plane
is taken to analyze the one-dimensional heat conduction process. The energy equation of heat
transfer process is as follows.
T  r ,t 
t

 a 2  T  r ,t  

(1)
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where ∆T ( r,t ) is the temperature rise, r is the radial distance from the center of DFOS, t is the
heating time, a is the thermal diffusion coefficient, a = λ ρ C p , λ is the ETC of the plane, ρ is
the density, and C p is the specific heat capacity.
According to the theory of linear heat source, the results of formula (1) are obtained (XIAO et
al., 2009, Vatani et al., 2016):
∆T ( r0 ,t ) =

q
4πλ

lnt +

 4a 
ln  2 
4πλ  r0 C 
q

(2)

where q is the heating power per unit length of DFOS, and r0 is the radius of DFOS.
From the above formula, it can be seen that the surface temperature rise of DFOS is linearly related
to the logarithm of heating time, and its slope is q 4πλ . If the DFOS is heated by known heating
power q , the surface temperature rise data of the heated DFOS are collected continuously, the
linear correlation between the temperature rise data and the logarithm of time lnt is analyzed, and
the linear slope q 4πλ and the ETC λ are obtained, then the compactness of the duct can be
evaluated by using the the index of ETC.
3. Experimental Setup and Procedures
The experiment specimen is a concrete beam as shown in Fig. 3. A metal pre-stressed duct was
laid along the longitudinal direction of the specimen, which extended 10 cm on both sides of the
beam for arranging grouting holes and exhaust holes. A seven-strand steel strand was arranged
inside the pre-stressed duct. The DFOS was fixed on the top of the steel strand through the wire
clamp, and there was a gap between the DFOS and the wire clamp to prevent damage to the DFOS
in the process of tensioning the steel strand. The leads of the DFOS were led out from the grouting
holes and exhaust holes on both sides of the pre-stressed duct, and were connected to the
distributed fiber temperature strain acquisition instrument. Two inflated bags were placed inside
the pre-stressed duct to simulate the grouting defects, and the compactness of the location of
defects was 58% and 90%, respectively. The internal cement paste of the duct was made by evenly
mixing commercial grouting material with 28% water and then pressed through the grouting hole.
The grouting could be stopped until the cement paste was released from the exhaust hole and
reached a uniform state, so as to prevented defects other than the arranged inflated bags. The
grouting compactness could be detected after the cement paste reached the final setting.
In this study, the DFOS temperature data acquisition device was a distributed optical fiber
temperature and strain acquisition instrument of NBX-6000/7000 Series. During the detection
process, both ends of the sensing fiber in the DFOS were connected with the data acquisition
instrument to form an optical signal loop, and both ends of the alloy heating wire were connected
with the voltage regulator for heating the DFOS. The heating time and heating power was 600 s
and 12 W/m, respectively. The sampling interval was 5 cm and the spatial resolution was 10 cm.
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Then, the grouting compactness of the pre-stressed duct were detected, and the temperature records
of DFOS in heating and subsequent cooling process were obtained.

Fig.3 Schematic Diagram of Two-Dimensional Section Size of Specimen
4. Test Results and Discussions
4.1 Analysis of DFOS Temperature Distribution Curve

Temperature (� )

Figure 4 shows the DFOS temperature distribution curve in the heating process. Before heating
(0s), the temperature of all DFOS measuring points is basically flat, all of them are about 21℃.
After heating, the temperature of all the measuring points of DFOS rises as a whole, and obvious
temperature peaks are generated at the locations of two prepared defects, which increase gradually
with the heating time. It shows that the temperature of grouting defect locations is basically the
same as that of compaction locations at room temperature, and the temperature of defect location
is significantly higher than that of other locations after heating. Therefore, all grouting defects in
the duct can be quickly detected and accurately located by laying heating type DFOS in the prestressed ducts.
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Fig.4 DFOS Temperature Distribution Curve
4.2 Analysis of the Relation between ETC and Grouting Density
It can be seen from formula (2) that the temperature rise of the DFOS surface ∆T is linearly related
to the logarithm of heating time ln t , and its slope q 4πλ is only related to the ETC λ and heating
power q . When the heating power q is 12 W/m, the linear correlation curves between the
temperature rise ∆T and the logarithm of heating time ln t for defect 1, defect 2 and defect-free
locations (the compactness of grouting is 58%, 90% and 100%) are shown in Fig. 5, and the slope
and linear correlation coefficients are expressed by k and r 2 , respectively. The linear correlation
coefficients of all locations are better than 0.99, which indicates that the linear relationship between
temperature rise of DFOS surface and logarithm of heating time is good.
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Fig.5 Linear Relation Curve between Temperature Rise and Logarithm of Heating Time: (a)
NO.1 defect; (b) NO.2 defect 2; (c) defect-free
According to the heating power and the slope of each position, the corresponding ETC  can be
obtained. Moreover, the cavity height m of grouting defect is related to the ETC of the plane, so
the grouting compactness can be evaluated by the index of ETC. As shown in Fig.6, when the
grouting compactness is 58%, 90% and 100%, the corresponding ETC is 0.108, 0.138 and 0.390
W/(m∙℃), respectively. When the compactness is 100%, all around the DFOS are cement pastes.
According to the information, the thermal conductivity of cement pastes ranges from 0.19 to 0.45
W/(m∙℃) depending on the density, and the measured ETC is 0.390 W/(m∙℃), which is consistent
with the actual situation. If the grouting is not compact, the ETC of the position will be reduced,
because the thermal conductivity of enclosed air is lower than that of the cement paste. When the
compactness is 90% and 58%, the ETC will continue to decrease to 0.138 and 0.108 W/(m∙℃).
Therefore, the ETC can be used as an evaluation index of the grouting compactness, and the
smaller the ETC is, the lower the corresponding compactness of grouting is.
0.45

0.390

0.40

ETC W/(m·℃)

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10

0.108

0.138

0.05
0.00

58%

90%

100%

Grouting compactness

Fig.6 ETC of Different Grouting Compactness
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a method for detecting the grouting compactness of pre-stressed ducts based
on DFOS for the first time. The method only needs to lay the heating type DFOS inside the prestressed duct, and collect the temperature data of the fiber optic sensor after heating. By identifying
the anomaly temperature measurement points of the distributed fiber optic sensor, it can quickly
judge whether there is grouting defect in the pre-stressed ducts, and accurately locate the defect.
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The ETC can be used as an evaluation index of the grouting compactness, and the smaller the ETC
is, the lower the corresponding compactness of grouting is.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel non-destructive method: percussion approach, which similar to the
clinical examinations to diagnose the health of patients to detect the void defects in concrete
filled steel tubular (CFST). Due to the void defects, the tapping sounds are totally different from
the bonding zone. First, thirty tapping acoustic signals in each non-void and void defect subzones
were recorded by technic microphone. By analyzing the power spectrum density (PSD) of
recorded acoustic signal, nine features can be extracted from 1 kHz to 10 kHz with the interval of
1000 Hz. Then, a machine learning method called support vector machine (SVM) was used to
train the signals of impacted sound from non-void and void subzones. At last, the trained SVM
was used to recognize the tapping sound and decide whether there is the void defect between
concrete and steel. The result shows that this is a simple and efficient method which can
“diagnose” the void defects accurately.
1. Introduction
Due to the advantages of high strength, good ductility, large energy absorption and convenience
construction, concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) structures have already been world widely used
(Zhan et al. 2016). However, the de-bonding defect, for example, the void defect is inevitable
with the current state of materials and construction method (Wen and Su, 2013). The void defect
significant influence the homogeneity of core concrete.
Many non-destructive methods were applied to detect the defects, including X ray detection
(Mirmomeni et al. 2017), acoustic emission (Xue et al. 2012), infrared thermography (Holmsten
and Houis, 1990), ultrasonic testing (Iyer et al 2012), and the percussion approach. But each of
this method have advantages and disadvantages. The X-ray detection cannot be used in situ void
detection. The infrared thermography can be a very effective approach for rapid defect detection,
but it is hindered by the relatively high capital cost of equipment and high sensitivity to the
ambient environment and surface conditions. Furthermore, it is difficult to establish a rule-based
criterion to evaluate the data. In recently, the ultrasonic method is very popular. An
electromagnetic(EM) imaging technology which based on the reflection analysis of a continuous
EM wave sent toward and reflected from layered FRP-adhesive-concrete medium was proposed
by Feng et al. (Feng et al. 2002). However, all of this aforementioned approach need to bonded
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the sensors onto the surface or embed it into concrete during its casting which limits its
applications on existing structures (Chang and Liu, 2003).
In this paper, we aim at developing a novel approach by combining the percussive diagnostic
techniques with machine learning method to detect the subsurface void detects of CFST
structures. Twenty-four void defects subzones and twelve non-void defects subzones are tested.
There are eighteen void subzones for the training and six non-void defects subzones for the
testing. In the non-void defects subzones, eight spots for training and four spots for testing. For
each impact spot, thirty times impact sound were recorded by technique microphone (CCP Freefield QC Microphone). An impact hammer was used to impact the CFST specimen. With the
help of Support Vector Machine (SVM), a percussion diagnose approach was proposed.
Therefore, there are 540 void defect signals for training and 180 impact void sound signals for
testing. 270 non-void sound signals work as training data and 90 impact non-void sound signals
function as testing data. The recognition results of SVM provide that it is an efficient method
which can detect the void defects in CFST structure with high accuracy.
2. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
This section briefly introduces the machine learning methodology of Support Vector Machine
(Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). The main idea of SVM is to create an optimal hyperplane to classify
the data into two classes (positive and negative) and maximize distance between the hyperplane
separating the two classes and the closest data points to the hyperplane (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Support Vector Machine (SVM)

In this paper, the polynomial Kernel functions which can effectively applied to other tasks, such
as natural language processing (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2001), was used.
3. Experimental setup and test producers of tapping and listening diagnose
3.1 Experimental setup
The specimen which used in this experiment is a part of concrete filled steel tubular (CFST)
column. The diameter of core concrete is 340 mm. The height is 400 mm. The thickness of steel
tubular is 5 mm. The strength of core concrete is 40Mpa. Three different size artificial
subsurface void defects were simulated. The void defects were placed in the middle of the
specimen. The depth and the length of voids is 50 mm and 100 mm. Three void defects which
numbered 1#, 2# and 3# with height of 50 mm, 100 mm and 150 mm, respectively. The
detailed information about the void defects can be find in Figure 2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. The size of (a) void 1 (b) void 2 (c) void 3 (unit: mm)

The experimental instrumentation including a data acquisition device (NI USB-6366) with 500
kHz sampling rate, a technic microphone (CCP Free-field QC Microphone with series number:
238064), a laptop with data acquisition system. The experimental setup can be find in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Experimental setup

It should be notes that the void defects were divided into different small subzones for detailed
“diagnosis”. The dimension of each subzones of void defect are same which is 25mm x 50mm..
Specifically, there are four subzones for 1# void defect, eight subzones for 2#, twelve subzones
for 3#.
3.2 Test producer of tapping and listening diagnose
Twelve different non-void defects spots were randomly selected. Eight spots for training and
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four spots for testing. 30 impact sound signals were recorded for each spot. Therefore, 270 sound
signals work as training data and 90 impact sound signals function as testing data. For different
subzones of void defects. Training subzones and testing subzones of three void defects were
randomly selected. For each void subzone, 30 times impact sound signals were also recorded.
Therefore, a totally 540 sampling signals were used for training and 180 impact sound signals for
testing. One of the void subzone recorded impact sound signal was shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Thirty recorded impact sound signal

In order to extract suitable features of recorded sound signals. The Fast Fourier Transform was
first performed. Figure 5 shows the frequency domain of void defect sound signal and non-void
defect sound signal. The magnitudes of the peak frequency were also uniform for convenience of
data process.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Frequency domain of (a) void defect sound signal, (b) Non-void defect sound
signal

In Figure 5, the frequency of void defect and non-void defect are mainly concentrate on 0-5000
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Hz. Specifically, for the void defect sound signal, the peak frequency is 2431 Hz. However, for
the non-void defect sound, there are two peak frequencies which are 2723 Hz and 3695 Hz. The
frequency domain clearly shows the difference between void defect sound signal and non-void
defect sound signal. The power spectrum density (PSD) was used for processing the frequency
domain of recorded sounds from 1 kHz to 10 kHz with interval of 1kHz. The summation of
energy from nine frequency bands are selected for the features of SVM.
A total 540 recorded impact sound signals for void defects and 270 recorded impact signals for
non-void defects is used for SVM training. In order to test the accuracy of proposed SVM, 180
sampling impact sound signals of void defects and 90 sampling signals of non-void defects were
randomly selected as test sets. Though the comparing between real measured state and prediction
state, the accuracy of SVM recognition algorithm can be obtained.
4. Test result
In our proposed SVM algorithm, two labels are used for distinguish the void defect and non-void
defect. “1” represents the void defect exist and “0” is non-void defect.

Figure 6. The prediction result

The SVM identification results in Figure 6 shows that three error prediction occurred in 180 void
defects prediction and two errors in 90 non-void defects prediction. In general, the accuracy of
SVM is 98.15%. Therefore, it is an effective method which can recognize the void defect
accurately.
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Abstract: The interface bonding condition between steel rebar and concrete of reinforced
concrete (RC) members under corrosion environment affects the mechanical behavior including
the load- carrying capacity and its durability. A reliable and efficient debonding defects detection
method is desired. In this paper, the effect of interface debonding on the wave propagation
measurement using piezoelectric-lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) actuator and sensor is numerically
invesitagted with multi-physics transient dynamic analysis on finite element models, where the
coupling effect between PZT and RC member and the piezoelectric and inverse piezoelectric
behavior of PZT materials are considered. PZT patches mounted on steel rebars and embedded in
RC structures are used as actuators and sensors, respectively, to generate and measure stress
wave propagating along the steel rebar and within concrete. By comparing the output signals of
the induced voltage of PZT sensors along the steel rebars in RC specimens without and with
different sizes of interface debonding defects under different excitation signals, the effect of
interface debonding defects on PZT measurement is investigated numerically. The relationship
between the PZT sensor measurements and the length and thickness of debonding is analyzed
and the results show that the stress wave measurement is sensitive to the interface debonding
between concrete and steel rebars in RC structure.
Keywords: Interface debonding detection; Reinforced concrete (RC); stress wave; piezoelectriclead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) patch; multi-physics coupling numerical simulation; steel rebar
1. Introduction
The mechanical behavior of reinforced concrete (RC) members is highly dependent on the
interface condition between steel rebars and concrete. In practice, the interface debonding may
occur especially in corrosion environment. The interface debonding defects could weaken the
load-carrying capacity and the durability of RC structures. Hence, the monitoring and evaluation
approach for the interface debonding defect of RC members is of great significance. With the
fast development of smart materials, piezoelectric-lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT)-based approach
has been widely recognized as one of the most promising active structural health monitoring
(SHM) techniques for engineering structures (Song et al., 2013, Xu et al., 2013). Xu et al.
(2013,2017a) successfully proposed PZT-based technique in the detection and monitoring of
interfacial debonding in steel-concrete composite girders and concrete-filled steel tube (CFST)
1354members and validated them experimentally. Wu et al. successfully used embedded piezoelectric
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elements to detect the interfacial debonding defect between steel rebar and concrete of RC
members experimentally (Wu and Chang, 2006).
In this paper, The detection method of the PZT based interface debonding defects for RC
members is numerically validated by multi-physics coupling finite element models with
COMSOL software, where three-dimensional (3D) solid elements are employed and different
interface defect scenarios and the piezoelectric behavior of PZT patches and the coupling effect
between PZT and steel rebar and concrete are considered. Then, a quantitative evaluation index
of damage is proposed. The relationship between the PZT sensor measurements with the severity
of debonding defects is analyzed and the results show that the stress wave measurement is
sensitive to the interface debonding between concrete and steel rebar in RC structure.
2. Multi-physical PZT-RC coupling finite element model
2.1 The establishment of the multi-physical PZT-RC coupling FEM model
Piezoelectric materials can be utilized as actuators and sensors. For the interface debonding
detection of RC members, PZT patches mounted on steel rebar and embedded in RC structures
are used as actuators and sensors, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, interface debonding
defects are considered and a PZT actuator and a PZT sensor are employed. The concrete member
is 1000mm long and has a cross section of 50mm by 50mm. The diameter of the steel rebar is
18mm and located at the centre of the specimen. The dimension of both PZT patches as actuator
and sensor is 10mm by 15mm with a thickness of 0.3mm. The distance between PZT actuator
and PZT sensor is 800mm. The interface debonding defect is simulated by void unit. The output
signals of PZT sensors corresponding to difference interface debonding defects are compared.
Stress wave

Interface debonding defects

PZT actuator

PZT sensor
Fig. 1 Interface debonding defect detection system based on PZT technology

In this paper, the stress wave propagation within RC member is simulated. 3D solid elements are
employed in the multi-physical PZT-RC coupling FEM model. A total of six interface debonding
scenarios are considered as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Setting for interface debonding defects

No.
1
2
3

Defect length × depth (mm×mm)
100×1
200×1
300×1

No.
4
5
6

Defect length × depth (mm×mm)
100×2
100×3
Health status

2.2 Material parameters definition
For simplicity and without loss of generality, steel and concrete materials are treated as elastic
homogeneous medium in the stress wave propagation analysis. The material parameters of the
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steel and concrete are shown in Table 2.The thickness direction of piezoelectric ceramics is
specified as the polarization direction. The details of material parameters were shown in
reference (Xu et al., 2017b).
Table 2 Material properties
Material
Steel
Concrete

Elastic Modulus (Pa) Density (kg/m3)
2.0E+11
2.5E+10

Poisson's ratio

Shear modulus (Pa)

0.3
0.2

7.69E+10
1.4E+10

7850
2300

2.3 Meshing of the coupling system and time step setting
In order to detect small dimension interface debonding, excitation signals with high frequency
that has short wave length are preferred. Thus, in order to illustrate the wave propagation with
high-precision, a fine meshing is required. Generally speaking, it is better to represent each
wavelength with 10-12 element nodes. Second-order element and higher order element are
usually adopted for piezo-mechanical coupling analysis. For second-order element, the integral
time step dt can be determined according to the magnitude of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
that could take the value of 0.2 (COMSOL Inc., 2015). So the integral time step dt can be
determined by following Equations (1) and (2).
(1)
h /5
dt  CFL  h / c  T / 25
where h is the maximum element size and  is the minimum wavelength. C refers to
wave velocity and T refers to periodic time of excitation signal.

(2)

The fine meshing around the PZT actuator and sensor is described in detail in Fig. 2.

Actuator mesh
refinement area

Fig. 2 Mesh sectional view of the coupling model composed of PZT patches and RC member

2.4 Excitation voltage signals
The excitation of stress waves is simulated by applying voltage signals directly on the electrode
surface of the PZT actuator mounted on steel rebar. Then, the stress wave propagates through
steel bar and concrete to the sensor and is converted into voltage signal output. Owing to the
polarization direction of the piezoelectric patch is set in the direction of thickness (Z axis
direction), the underside electrode surfaces (based on Z axis direction) of the actuator and sensor
are grounded. The upside electrode surface of the sensor is set to zero potential, and the upside
electrode surface of the actuator is set to input voltage signal. The input voltage signal is a 4.5cycle sinusoidal signal with central frequency 50K, amplitude 100V modulated by Hanning
window, which are expressed by Equation (3).
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2 t  f 

0.5  1  cos(
) V0 sin(2 ft ) t  4.5T
4.5 

0
for other conditions

(3)

where V0 =100V is amplitude, f =50kHZ is center frequency.

3. Numerical simulation results
3.1 Stress wave propagation pattern
When PZT patches are embedded in concrete, both compression and shear waves generate. The
wave field snapshot of stress wave propagating in concrete is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen
from the Figure 3 that the stress wave excited by the embedded PZT includes compression wave
and shear wave, in which the compression wave propagates faster but the amplitude is smaller,
and the shear wave propagates slower but the amplitude is larger.

Compression wave

Shear wave

Fig. 3 Wave field snapshots and deformation pattern sectional view at t=120

instant under healthy status

3.2 Comparison of output signal
In the process of stress wave propagation, the wave will not propagate from steel rebar to
concrete when the debonding defect occurs, resulting in less wave scattering into concrete and
more energy propagating within steel rebar, thus showing the change of electrical signal output
from the PZT sensor. The time-domain waveforms of the PZT sensor output voltage
corresponding to different defect lengths are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the
voltage signal of PZT sensor enhances obviously for both compression and shear wave when
interface dedonding defect occurs, and amplitude of the sensor signals increases obviously with
debonding length, which has been verified by experiment (Wu and Chang, 2006).

Compression wave

Shear wave

Fig. 4 The time-domain figure of output voltage under different defect length
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The time-domain waveforms of the PZT sensor output voltage corresponding to different defect
depths are presented in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, the amplitude of voltage signal of PZT
sensor increases obviously when interface dedonding defect occurs, but the signal is almost
unaffected by the defect depth. When defect depth increases, the amplitude increases slightly.

Compression wave

Shear wave

Fig. 5 The time-domain figure of output voltage under different defect depth

4. Establishing damage evaluation index
In order to quantitatively describe the effect of interfacial debonding defect on the wave
measurement by PZT, the ratio of the maximum peak value of the received signal of the sensor
under various defect scenarios to the maximum peak value of the received signal of the sensor
under health working conditions is taken as the damage index (DI). In this paper the DI is
determined by following equation (4):
A  A0
DI  i
(i  0,1, 2,3)
(4)
A0
where Ai is the maximum peak value of the received signal of the sensor from compression
wave under various defect defects and A0 is the maximum peak value of the received signal of
the sensor for RC specimen under health condition.
36.4

40

DI

30
20

10.2

10
0

2.3

0
0

100

200

300

defect length
Fig. 6 The damage index under different damage length
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Fig. 6 indicates the damage index of structure under different defect scenarios. It is clear that DI
increases with debonding length. When the damage index is equal to 0, the structure is in
healthy state, and when the damage index is greater than 0, the structure is damaged.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a series of multi-physics fields coupling finite element models composed of PZT
actuator, sensor mounted on steel rebar and embedded in RC structures and RC member are
constructed to numerically investigate the stress wave propagation characteristics with transient
dynamic analysis. Sensitivity of the embedded PZT sensor voltage response to the debonding
length and depth are investigated. Results indicate that embedded PZT sensor measurement is
very sensitive to the length of debonding defect but insensitive to the depth of debonding defect.
The result of numerical simulation meets the findings from the experimental study.
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Abstract
In this study, distributed fiber optic sensors are applied to measure the hoop strain at the interface
of a reinforcing bar and its surrounding concrete due to the expansion of steel corrosion products.
The measured strain distributions are used to assess the deterioration condition of the steelconcrete interface. An optical fiber was spirally winded on a steel bar with a 10-mm spacing. The
steel bar was embedded in a concrete beam measuring 140 mm × 70 mm × 70 mm. After cured in
lime-saturated water for 28 days, the reinforced concrete beam was immersed in 3.5 wt.% NaCl
solution for accelerated corrosion under a current density of 500 µA/cm2. While the steel mass loss
was determined from the current density based on the Faraday’s law, the hoop strain due to the
expansion of corrosion products was simultaneously measured from the distributed fiber optic
sensor. The time history of the hoop strain shows three stages. In Stage 1, steel corrosion initiated
and generated limited corrosion products that filled surrounding pores in the concrete, resulting in
very small hoop strains. In Stage 2, corrosion products encapsulated the bar surface and increased
the hoop strain. In Stage 3, concrete cracks appeared due to excessive expansion of the corrosion
products, and more oxygen and electrolyte were provided for severe corrosion with a dramatic
increase of the hoop strains. The measured hoop strains are used to monitor the corrosion condition
of steel bars embedded in the concrete.
1. Introduction
Corrosion is one of the most challenging issues facing the durability of reinforced concrete (Yu et
al. 2010; Li et al. 2017). While a passive film forms on the surface of steel bars under a high pH
(12-13) of concrete pore solution for corrosion protection (Blunt et al. 2015), chloride ions from
ocean water or roadway deicing salt can permeate through concrete and dissolve the passive film
(Nguyen et al. 2018). In general, the corrosion products are expressed as m·Fe(OH)2 n·Fe(OH)3
p·H2O, where m, n, and p depend on the moisture and oxygen contents in the concrete (Liu et al.
1998). The expansive corrosion products exert pressure to the surrounding concrete matrix and
cause concrete cracking. A three-stage model was used to describe the corrosion induced concrete
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cracking process (Liu et al. 1998). First, in the free expansion stage, corrosion products diffuse to
the surrounding pores or voids around the interface between the steel bar and concrete without
generating any stress in the matrix. In the second stage, corrosion products fill the pores at the
steel-concrete interface and generate tensile stresses to the surrounding concrete matrix. As the
tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the matrix and causes concrete cracking, the third stage
is started. To date, there has been lack of in-situ test data to verify the theoretical model.
Fiber optic sensors have been widely used for corrosion monitoring in recent years due to its high
sensitivity, high precision and immunity to electromagnetic interference. In terms of the sensing
length, fiber optic sensors are categorized into point sensors and distributed sensors.
Representative point corrosion sensors are fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors. An FBG was
wrapped on a polished steel bar; the strain changes caused by corrosion were determined through
measuring the wavelength change (Zheng et al. 2009). An FBG temperature sensor, composed of
an FBG and carbon fiber strands, was encapsulated in a stainless-steel tube and attached to the
surface of reinforcing bars before concrete casting (Li et al. 2017). The temperature change
measured from FBG was used to detect the corrosion severity since the thermal conductivity of
corrosion products is lower compared with intact steel. However, the sensitivity of the sensor is
influenced by the water content in the concrete and the bond condition of the sensor/steel.
Despite the promising benefits, a large number of point sensors are needed to monitor a large-scale
structure since the corrosion condition varies in a structure. In this sense, distributed fiber optic
sensors are advantageous (Bao et al. 2015; 2016; 2017). The feasibility of distributed fiber optic
sensor for corrosion monitoring was demonstrated (Zhao et al. 2015; Mao et al. 2017). Optical
fibers were tightly winded on steel bars to measure the expansive strain caused by corrosion.
However, the tightly winded optical fibers isolate the steel bars from the concrete matrix, thus
hindering the formation of the passive film on the bar surface and weakening the interfacial
bonding between concrete and steel. Besides, corrosion can hardly be located with the spatial
resolution of 0.5 m. There is a need to develop a corrosion monitoring technique with high spatial
resolution. In this study, a pulse pre-pump Brillouin optical time domain analysis (PPP-BOTDA)
technology is used to measure corrosion induced strain changes with a spatial resolution of 2 cm.
Optical fibers were winded spirally on steel bars with spacing of 10 mm (Fan et al. 2018). This
study may advance the real-time corrosion monitoring capability of large-scale civil infrastructure.
2. Distributed Fiber Optic Sensor
A telecommunication-grade single-mode optical fiber was used in this study. The optical fiber was
composed of a core (diameter: 8.2 µm), a cladding (outer diameter: 125 µm), an inner coating
(outer diameter: 190 µm), an outer coating (outer diameter: 242 µm), and a buffer layer (outer
diameter: 880 µm). The fiber core and cladding were made of high-purity fused silica; the inner
and outer coatings and the buffer layer were made of acrylic for mechanical protection.
When light travels in an optical fiber, the variation of the electric field of the light generates
acoustic waves through electrostriction, periodically altering the refraction index of the fiber and
lead to Brillouin scattering. PPP-BOTDA was used to measure strain distributions from the optical
fiber based on stimulated Brillouin scattering. In a Brillouin optical time domain analysis
(BOTDA), a pump pulse and a probe continuous wave are launched from the two ends of an optical
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fiber and counter-propagate along the fiber. When the frequency difference of the waves matches
the Brillouin frequency of the fiber, Brillouin gain occurs and can be measured from the
backscattered light waves. The receiving time of the backscattered light waves is used to determine
the location of the scattering event, thus determining the spatially-distributed Brillouin frequency
shift. Compared with BOTDA, PPP-BOTDA uses a long-duration pre-pump pulse to stimulate
phonon prior to a short-duration (0.2 ns) pulse to achieve a high spatial resolution (2 cm) (Bao et
al., 2015). The Brillouin frequency shift (ΔνB) can be linearly related to the temperature and strain
changes:
(1)
vB  C   CT T
Where C and CT are the temperature and the strain calibration constants, respectively;  and T
are the strain and temperature change, respectively. In this study, experiments were conducted at
constant room temperature (22 °C). The strain sensitivity coefficient was calibrated through tensile
testing with a low-capacity load frame (model: Instron 5965, load capacity: 100 N) and a
Neubrescope at room temperature (22 °C), as described in (Bao et al. 2016). The strain sensitivity
coefficient was determined 5×10-5 GHz/µɛ.
3. Materials
A Type I ordinary Portland cement was used. Table 1 lists the mix proportion of the concrete. The
water-to-cement ratio was 0.5. After concrete casting, the specimen was covered with wet burlap
and plastic sheet to prevent surface cracking due to drying shrinkage. The specimen was demolded
after 24 hours, and then cured in an environmental chamber for 28 days. The temperature and
relatively humidity in the environmental chamber were 22 °C ± 2 °C and 90% ± 5%, respectively.
The compressive strength and tensile strength of each type of concrete were evaluated in
accordance with ASTM C39 and ASTM C496. Five cylinders were prepared for each test. The
average compressive strengths and tensile strengths at 28 days were 37 MPa and 2.5 MPa,
respectively. Deformed steel bars with a diameter of 19.1 mm were used. The chemical
composition (wt.%) is: C 0.38, Si 0.18, Mn 1.00, P 0.12, S 0.06, Cr 0.10, Mo 0.07, Ni 0.20, Co
0.01, Cu 0.37, V 0.02, Sn 0.03, Fe 97.4. The minimum requirements of the yield strength, ultimate
strength, and elongation are 420 MPa, 620 MPa, and 9%, respectively, as specified by ASTM
A615. The manufacturer specified Young’s modulus is 205 GPa.
Table 1. Concrete mixture proportion
Water
Ordinary Portland cement
Missouri river sand
Coarse aggregate

0.5
1.0
2.0
2.5

4. Experimental Study
Reinforced concrete beams measuring 140 mm in length with a 70 mm by 70 mm square cross
section were prepared for accelerated corrosion test. The steel bar was 180 mm long. The surfaces
of steel bars were sand blasted to remove the rust and then cleaned using alcohol. A copper wire
was soldered at each end of the steel bar for accelerated corrosion testing. An optical fiber was
spirally winded on the steel bar with a spacing of 10 mm on steel bars to measure the corrosioninduced strain changes. A two-part epoxy was used to cover a 60-mm length of the bar at each end
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to enforce electrochemical reactions within the middle length of the bar. Accelerated corrosion test
were conducted using the reinforced concrete beam specimens at 28 days. Before the corrosion
test, a low-viscous, two-part epoxy was used to seal the other surfaces of the beam to minimize
water transport, except for the top surface. After that, a constant current of 500 µA/cm2 was
impressed through the specimens to accelerate corrosion. The strain distributions were measured
using the distributed sensors every two hours. The steel bar and a graphite rod were respectively
connected to the positive and negative electrodes of the power supply. A circuit between the steel
bar and graphite rod was conducted by transport of ions when the constant current was applied
(Malumbela et al. 2012). In this study, the moment when the mass loss of the steel bar reaches 2%
is defined as completion of the corrosion test.
5. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the strain distributions measured from the distributed sensors installed in the
reinforced concrete beams. The X-axis represents the position along the fiber length; the zero
distance is at the pump end of the data acquisition system. The Y-axis represents the strain
measured from the distributed sensor; tensile strain is positive. This figure displays the strain in
the length of the fiber winded on the steel bar and a short length of the fiber at each of its two ends.
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114 h
122 h
130 h
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5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
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3.1 3.2 3.3
Distance (m)

3.4
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Figure 1. Detailed strain distributions along the fiber optic sensor.
There is no obvious strain change within the first 48 hours, revealing that the volume change due
to the corrosion products is small at the very early phase. After 48 hours, tensile strains are
produced in the distributed sensor, and the magnitude of the tensile strains increase over time. The
expansive strain is non-uniform along the distributed sensor, revealing that corrosion is nonuniform along the steel bar. In each curve of strain distribution, peaks and valleys are observed.
The distance between peak and adjacent valley is 3 cm, which is consistent with the optical fiber
length for a half-turn on the steel bar. To investigate the strain increasing rate in different
specimens, the expansion strain measured from the distributed sensor is averaged over the fiber
length in contact with the steel bar at each time instant. Figure 2 plots the averaged strains which
can be divided into three stages. In Stage 1, the corrosion products diffuse and gradually fill the
surrounding concrete pores (Elsener et al. 2003). This is corroborated by the very small strain
change (less than 150 με) measured from the distributed sensors. Stage 1 is terminated when a
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majority of concrete pores at the steel-concrete interface are filled up and the corrosion products
start to increase the tensile strains. In Stage 2, the corrosion products continue to expand and tend
to increase the tensile stresses in the concrete matrix. Stage 2 ends when concrete cracks. The
cracking time is 66 hours. In Stage 3, ingress of water and oxygen is accelerated due to the concrete
cracking (Liu et al. 1998). Thus, the average strain increases approximately linearly with time at
an increasing rate larger than that of the Stage 2. A linear regression analysis is conducted for
Stage 2 and Stage 3, respectively. The strain increasing rate of Stage 2 is 59.0 με/h and the strain
increasing rate of Stage 3 is 79.6 με/h.

Average strain (µm/m)

8000
𝜀3 =79.6t-4089
𝑅2 =0.99

6000
4000

𝜀2 =59.0t-2643
𝑅2 =0.98

2000

Stage 2
Stage 1

Stage 3

0
0

30

60
90
Time (h)

120

150

Figure 2. Relationships between the average strain (ε) and corrosion test time (t) show three
stages (Stages 1, 2 and 3); in Stages 2 and 3, ε approximately linearly increases with t.
6. Conclusions
Based on the distributed sensor data, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Spirally winding a steel bar with optical fiber in 10 mm spacing is plausible for corrosion
monitoring of reinforced concrete.

The corrosion process of a steel bar can be divided into three stages in terms of strain
increasing rate, thus experimentally verifying the three-stage interface degradation theory.
In Stage 1, the corrosion induced strain is very small. In Stage 2 and Stage 3, the strain
approximately increases linearly with time. The strain increasing rate in Stage 3 is higher
than that in Stage 2 due to the presence of concrete cracks.

The strain distributions measured from the distributed sensor can be used to determine the
critical concrete cover cracking time and quantify the degree of corrosion and the corrosioninduced degradation at the steel-concrete interface.
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Abstract
This study investigates temperature distributions in steel-concrete composite slabs subjected to
fire using distributed fiber optic sensors. Several 1.2 m × 0.9 m composite slabs instrumented
with telecommunication-grade single-mode fused silica fibers were fabricated and subjected to
fire for over 3 hours. Temperatures were measured at centimeter-scale spatial resolution by
means of pulse pre-pumped Brillouin optical time domain analysis. The distributed fiber optic
sensors operated at material temperatures higher than 900 °C with adequate sensitivity and
accuracy to allow structural performance assessment, demonstrating their effective use in
structural fire applications. The measured temperature distributions indicate a spatially-varying,
fire-induced thermal response in steel-concrete composite slab, which can only be adequately
captured using approaches that provide high data point density.
1. Introduction
The mechanical properties of construction materials and the load-carrying capacity and stability
of structural members (beams, columns, slabs, and joints) are reduced at elevated temperatures
(Li and Zhang 2012; Li et al. 2017a-c). To understand structural behavior during and after a fire
when measured material temperature histories are unavailable, coupled thermo-mechanical
analyses are often conducted (Jeffers and Sotelino 2012; Bao et al. 2016). A great number of
analytical and numerical approaches have been developed to predict gas-phase temperature
distributions and evolution histories resulting from fire. Zone models (Li and Zhang 2012),
computational fluid dynamics models (McGrattan et al. 2010) or stochastic models (Bertola and
Cafaro 2009) are often used. To date, it remains a challenge to accurately predict temperature
distributions in structural members through the heat transfer analysis based on gas temperatures
and radiative heat flux, in particular for structures with complex geometry, such as composite
floors. The error in the predicted structural member temperature distribution and evolution over
time can result in inaccurate conclusions about the mechanical response of the structure.
Additionally, the uncertainty in structural element temperature distribution cannot easily be
quantified.
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If temperatures in structural members during a fire can be measured with fine spatial resolution,
understanding the structural response due to thermal loading becomes more tractable.
Traditionally in structural fire research, temperature is measured using thermocouples deployed
at a limited number of discrete points. Recently, fully-distributed fiber optic sensors using pulse
pre-pumped Brillouin optical time domain analysis (PPP-BOTDA) have successfully been used
to measure temperature and strain in various structural applications (Bao and Chen 2016 a, b).
Each instance of PPP-BOTDA can provide hundreds of temperature measurements along the
length of an optical fiber.
In this study, telecommunication-grade single-mode optical fibers are embedded in profiled
concrete slabs to measure temperature distributions under fire condition. The obtained
temperature data can be used to understand the structural behavior of the composite slabs.
2. Experimental Program
2.1 Specimen
The composite specimens were fabricated to develop installation procedures for optical fibers in
steel-concrete composites and investigate the response of the optical fibers during a fire. For
brevity, only one representative slab is presented in this paper. The specimen was a reinforced
concrete slab supported on two W5×19 steel beams as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Composite action
between the concrete slab and steel beams was achieved using headed steel studs. The concrete
slab was 1219 mm long and 914 mm wide. It was cast on 0.9 mm thick, trapezoidal metal
decking (Vulcraft 3VLI201). The depth of the concrete slab varied from 83 mm to 159 mm as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The concrete slab was reinforced with welded wire mesh (6×6
W1.4/W1.4), which has a specified mesh spacing of 150 mm and a wire diameter of 3.4 mm. The
headed steel studs (Nelson S3L) had a specified shaft diameter of 19 mm and an effective
embedment length of 117 mm. The two W5×19 steel beams were 1,829 mm long and placed in
parallel with 610 mm spacing.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Steel-concrete composite slab specimens: (a) isometric rendering, and (b) cross-sectional
and top views (all units in mm).
1

Certain commercial products are identified in this paper to specify the materials used and the procedures
employed. In no case does such identification imply endorsement or recommendation by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, nor does it indicate that the products are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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2.2 Material Properties
The design concrete mix used in this study was 0.193: 0.105: 0.315: 1.0: 1.136 by weight for
water: fly ash: Type I Portland cement: river sand: expanded slate lightweight aggregate (LWA).
This mix corresponded to a water-to-binder ratio of 0.46, a binder-to-sand ratio of 0.42, and a
sand-to-LWA ratio of 0.88. The river sand had a diameter up to 4.75 mm. The LWA used had
low water-retention characteristics and high desorption (Meng et al. 2017a, b) to expedite the
curing of the specimens. A polycarboxylate-based high-range water reducer was used to improve
flowability of the concrete. Polypropylene microfibers (FRC MONO-150) with a nominal
diameter of 38 μm and lengths between 13 mm and 19 mm were added to the mix at a dosage of
2.37 kg/m3 of concrete to reduce thermal spalling.
During composite specimen casting, ten standard cylinders measuring about 102 mm in diameter
and 203 mm in height were prepared for concrete material testing. Five cylinders were tested and
analyzed to determine the average ± standard deviation of each concrete property. Specifically,
the measured concrete density was (2,070 ± 80) kg/m3 at 28 days. The compressive strength of
concrete was (38 ± 3) MPa at 28 days and (41 ± 3) MPa at 56 days, which were determined in
accordance with the American Society for Testing and Materials standard ASTM C39/C39M. A
relative humidity sensor (Vaisala HM40S RH Probe) was inserted into each concrete slab from
its top to measure the internal relative humidity of concrete at a depth of 90 mm.
2.3 Instrumentation and Test Setup
The specimen was instrumented with three distributed fiber optic sensors as shown in Fig. 2. The
result from one sensor is reported in this paper. The sensor was laid on top of the metal decking
and ran parallel to the flutes of the metal decking. The curved portions of the fiber optic sensor
were labeled as B1 to B14. The distributed sensor entered the concrete from a polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) cap at Point A. The cap measured 100 mm in diameter and was used to protect the fibers
from damage during concrete casting. The optical fiber had a buffer (diameter: 900 μm), an outer
coating (outer diameter: 242 μm), an inner coating (outer diameter: 190 μm), a glass cladding
(outer diameter: 125 μm), and a glass core (diameter: 8.2 μm) (Huang et al. 2013). The optical
fiber was free to slide in the sheath so that it was approximately free of axial strain. Thus, the
distributed sensor can be used to measure temperature changes (Bao et al. 2015, 2017).
Each composite specimen was also instrumented with six glass-sheathed, bare bead, K-type
thermocouples (24-gauge wire). The thermocouples were designated TC1 to TC6: TC1 on the
top surface of the metal decking in the center of the specimen, TC2 on the welded wire mesh in
the center of the specimen, TC3 on the welded wire mesh 305 mm away from the mid-span, TC4
on a headed stud 300 mm away from the mid-span, and TC5 and TC6 peened into a small drill
hole (1.5 mm) in the center bottom flanges of the steel beams. An Inconel-shielded thermocouple
located 25 mm below the metal decking at the center of the compartment was used to measure
the gas temperature below the concrete deck. The thermocouples have a manufacturer-specified
temperature standard limit of error of 2.2 °C or 0.75 % (whichever value is greater) over a range
of 0 °C to 1250 °C. The total expanded uncertainties for the material temperature and gas
temperature measurements are ±6.2 % and ±14.7 % of the reading, respectively. The total
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expanded uncertainty for the burner heat release rate is less than ±2.4 % (Bundy et al 2007). Data
from the fuel delivery system and thermocouples were recorded at a rate of 1 Hz.
Fire tests were conducted in the National Fire Research Laboratory at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). The test setup was not intended to represent a particular
structure, but rather to investigate the performance of fiber optic sensors in a typical steelconcrete composite structure. Fig. 3 depicts the test setup located under a 6 m × 6 m (plan)
exhaust hood (not shown in photo). The flame source was a natural gas diffusion burner
measuring 530 mm × 530 mm × 200 mm (length × width × height). Natural gas entered the
burner near the bottom, filled the burner cavity and percolated through a gravel layer to distribute
the gas. The burners were manually regulated using a needle valve on the gas supply line. A skirt
constructed of cold-formed steel framing and cement board lined with thermal ceramic fiber
blanket partially enclosed the space above the burner to trap hot gases beneath the specimen. The
skirt was open at the bottom, creating the compartment fire dynamics depicted in Fig. 4(a). The
heated ‘compartment’ created by the skirt was approximately 1220 mm × 920 mm × 30 mm
(length × width × height). Each beam was simply-supported at a clear-span of 1530 mm on four
supports made of stacked concrete masonry units (CMU). The supports were wrapped with 25mm thick thermal ceramic blankets for additional thermal protection. Each specimen was
subjected to four fire sizes. No mechanical loading beyond the specimen self-weight was
applied. The magnitude of the fire was controlled through the burner’s calculated heat release
rate (HRR). The HRR was held approximately constant at four target levels: 50 kW, 100 kW,
150 kW, and 200 kW. Each of the first three levels was maintained for 2 min, and the last level
(200 kW) was maintained for 210 min, before the fire was extinguished. In total, the specimen
was heated for 216 min (3 h and 36 min). The compartment upper layer gas temperature
corresponding to the HRR of 200 kW was sustained at about 900 ºC.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. Instrumentation layout: (a) overview, (b) top view of the distributed sensor, (c) test set-up.
3. Results and Discussion
Temperature distributions along the distributed sensor are plotted in Fig. 3. The time is relative
to burner ignition. The horizontal axis represents the distance along the distributed sensor. The
vertical axis represents the measured temperature, which was obtained from the Brillouin
frequency shift measured by the distributed sensor and the frequency-temperature calibration
curve (Bao et al. 2015). Temperature increases with time as expected during the heating phase of
the experiment. The peaks in the temperature distributions in Fig. 3 are marked as ‘Pn’, where
‘n’ indicates the location of the peak corresponding to the positions shown Fig. 2(b). The first 14
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peaks are marked as P1 to P14, which are along the centerline of the specimen. The fact that the
peaks occurred along the centerline suggests that: (1) the gas temperature and radiative heat flux
was lower near the edges of the test setup; (2) there was more heat loss from the specimen to the
surrounding environment at its edges; and (3) the steel beams near the edges provided heat sink
for the concrete slab. The temperature variation transversely across the specimen is significant;
over 600 °C variation for fiber section B7 to B8. This spatial variation would commonly be
neglected in thermo-mechanical analysis where it is typically assumed that gas temperature and
heat flux below the slab is uniform. P8 and P9 exhibited the highest temperatures directly above
the burner. Overall, the temperatures at P1, P4, P5, P8, P9, P12, and P13 are higher (on the order
of 200 °C to 400 °C) than the temperatures at P2, P3, P6, P7, P10, P11, and P14, suggesting that
the lower flanges of the concrete slab were subjected to more intense thermal conditions than the
higher flanges because they were closer to the burner. The peaks after P14 are marked by the
locations of the curved portions of the distributed sensor. For instance, the peak B10, which is a
peak after P14, corresponds to the distributed sensor near B10.
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Fig. 3. Temperature distributions measured from the distributed fiber optic sensor.
4. Conclusions
In this study, pulse pre-pumped Brillouin optical time domain analysis (PPP-BOTDA) was used
to measure temperatures in distributed fiber optic sensors installed in a steel-concrete composite
slab specimen exposed to fire. The limited set of data demonstrated that the investigated
commercially-available, polymer-sheathed optical fiber survived the concrete casting process.
Material temperatures higher than 900 °C were measured at the interface between the concrete
and the metal deck with adequate sensitivity and accuracy for typical structural engineering
applications. The measured temperatures from a distributed fiber optic sensor indicate highly
non-uniform temperature distribution in the composite slab, which is often neglected in
engineering design and analysis. Deploying the distributed fiber optic sensors in large-scale
structural fire tests has potential to improve our understanding on the performance of
infrastructure in fires and thus fire safety.
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Abstract
As SHM technology evolves toward denser sensor networks and more complex computational
models, it increasingly important to develop efficient system identification strategies. This work
demonstrates how reduced order modeling (ROM) can be used to greatly improve computational
efficiency of standard Operational Modal Analysis techniques (primarily the construction of
stabilization diagrams) without affecting performance. This is done in two ways: (1) Eliminating
the need to compute multiple dynamical models independently and (2) eliminating redundant
sensors. The approach is motivated through virtual simulation in which sensing redundancies are
added. Then, through application to a densely instrumented building, it is shown that system
identification can be implemented hundreds of times faster than through the standard approach.
1. Introduction
Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) is the standard System Identification (Sys-ID) approach for
modal-based structural health monitoring (SHM). Since OMA techniques rely only on output
responses due to ambient (or operational) loadings, they can be employed continuously over the
lifetime of instrumented structures (Brincker & Ventura, 2015). The robust automation of Sys-ID
via OMA has been the subject of several recent research efforts, with particular focus on the
Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) algorithm due to its superior performance (Andersen,
Brincker, Goursat, & Mevel, 2007; Magalhães, Cunha, & Caetano, 2009; Neu, Janser, Khatibi, &
Orifici, 2017; Reynders, Houbrechts, & De Roeck, 2012). These approaches have shown success
in applications with relatively low sensor density (10 to 50 units). However, in applying a derived
SSI automation approach to a densely instrumented building (+200 units), Sarlo et al. (2018)
observed that computational and memory requirements became too large to be practical. As SHM
technology evolves toward denser sensor networks and more complex computational models, it
increasingly important to develop efficient Sys-ID strategies for complex (and noisy) structural
monitoring systems.
The greatest computational cost in current automated SSI approaches is the generation of
stabilization diagrams, which must then be interpreted to identify modal parameters (e.g. natural
frequencies, damping). Stabilization diagrams require fitting multiple models with varying degrees
of complexity (referred to as model order) to structural response data. This is like fitting a set of
varying polynomial models (i.e., linear, quadratic, etc.) to an empirical distribution. Figure 4 shows
a stabilization diagram produced for this study, where the y-axis represents increasing model
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complexity1. The combination of multiple expensive fitting operations and large number of sensors
can result in long computational times which hinder continuous, automated Sys-ID.
This study demonstrates two novel strategies that greatly reduce the computational inefficiencies
of Sys-ID via SSI by incorporating reduced order modeling (ROM) methods. ROM is a
methodology for reducing a large system of equations to a roughly equivalent system with much
fewer equations, see Antoulas (2005). The two strategies are explained briefly as follows:
I.
A stabilization diagram can be constructed from a single high-order model, by assuming
that lower-order models are simply reduced forms of the primary model. This replaces the
direct computations of multiple lower-order models (the standard approach) with much
more efficient ROM procedures.
II.
In general, sensor data has some redundancy: accurate stabilization diagrams can be
generated from a well-selected subset of sensors, i.e., by decreasing the resolution. This,
again, reduces the memory requirements in comparison to computing full resolution
models (the standard approach).
There are, of course, challenges to the successful implementation of these strategies. In strategy I,
there is no concrete methodology to choosing what the appropriate primary model should be. In
most cases, the rule thumb is to choose one much larger than what is expected. Nevertheless, this
is a challenge that also plagues the standard approach, and so will not be a major point of study
here. In strategy II, there are many possible subsets of sensors, thus it is not practical to evaluate
whether a chosen subset is optimal or not. We will concern our approach with evaluating only
whether the results of a chosen subset are comparable to that of the full resolution case.
In this paper, we begin by elaborating on the theory behind the two strategies mentioned above.
We then perform a validation study with a simple simulated structure. Finally, we conduct an
experimental validation on a full-scale ‘smart’ building on the Virginia Tech campus, instrumented
with a high-density network of 225 accelerometers.
2. Theory
The novel approach in this paper can be thought of in two independent phases: Reduced order
modeling and sensor reduction. They differ primarily on the type of data which they handle. In
order to make these processes more tangible, we will focus on their application to the SSI method.
This section reviews the relevant details of the SSI algorithm before explaining the theory behind
the order reduction and resolution reduction steps.
2.1 System Identification via SSI
Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) algorithms are time-domain, parametric Sys-ID
techniques which have been implemented successfully in many civil engineering case studies

1

For a more detailed explanation of SSI and stabilization diagrams the reader is referred to Peeters and De Roeck
(2001b)
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(Magalhães, Cunha, & Caetano, 2012; Peeters & De Roeck, 2001a). For the specific covariancedriven SSI algorithm used in this study, the reader is directed to Peeters and De Roeck (1999).
The SSI algorithm for OMA is formulated from a discrete, output-only, state-space system:
𝑥"#$ = 𝐀𝑥" + 𝜖)
𝑦" = 𝐂𝑥" + 𝜖, ,

(1)

where the first equation describes the evolution of internal states 𝑥" ∈ ℝ0×$ in response to a
Gaussian random input 𝜖) . The second equation describes the measured outputs 𝑦" , which are
contaminated by Gaussian measurement noise 𝜖, . The system matrix 𝐀 ∈ ℝ0×0 describes how the
states evolve over a time step 𝑘 and the output matrix 𝐂 ∈ ℝ4×0 describes how states are
combined into outputs.
Given set of 𝑚 output measurements 𝒚 = [𝒚($) 𝒚(:) … 𝒚(4) ] , where 𝒚(𝒋) =
>
>
>
[𝑦$ … 𝑦" … 𝑦? ]@ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1,2, . . , 𝑚 and 𝑁 is the number of time samples, the matrices 𝐀 and 𝐂 can
be obtained from the observability matrix 𝓞, which is turn obtained from the system Hankel matrix
Λ$
Λ
𝑯=K :
⋮
ΛN

Λ:
ΛO
⋮
ΛN#$

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

ΛN
𝐂
ΛN#$
𝐂𝐀
S = 𝓞𝓒 = K
S 𝓒.
⋮
⋮
Λ:NR$
𝐂𝐀UR$

(2)

Here, ΛV = 𝐸 [𝒚"#V 𝒚" ] are the output covariances of 𝒚 for a time lag 𝑖. The matrices 𝓞 and 𝓒 are
solved for explicitly through a singular value decomposition (SVD) of 𝑯. The 𝐴 matrix is
computed from 𝓞 through a pseudoinverse (†),
\ [ ] 𝓞[ ,
𝐀[ = 𝓞

(3)

where 𝑋, 𝑋 denote that the first and last block rows of 𝑋 have been removed. The subscript 𝑟
denotes an estimate based on a truncation of 𝑟 singular values. Specific details of this algorithm
are treated in depth elsewhere (Van Overschee & De Moor, 1996), and will not be elaborated here.
What is important to know from the perspective of this study, is that two choices impact the
computational effort required to solve for 𝐴[ , mainly due to the pseudoinverse in (3):
1) The number of Hankel block rows 𝑠, which ultimately determines the size of 𝑯, as seen in (2).
2) The size 𝑟 of the 𝐀[ matrix, which is determined from the Hankel matrix SVD truncation.
The SSI stabilization diagrams are constructed by selecting a fixed valued for 𝑠 and iterating over
a range of values of 𝑟 . For each value of 𝑟 , the stabilization diagram displays the natural
frequencies corresponding to the eigenvalues of 𝐀[ . In the traditional approach, each 𝐀[ is
computed through independent calculations of (3). This is a fairly inefficient step considering that
the underlying 𝑯 matrix is the same for all computations.
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2.2 Reduced order modeling (ROM)
Given a full state space system from (1) with large 𝑛, the purpose of reduced order modeling is to
construct reduced matrices 𝐀[ ∈ ℝ[×[ and 𝐂[ ∈ ℝ4×[ with 𝑟 ≪ 𝑛, such that the output response
𝒚 ∈ ℝ4×$ is well approximated. The process in summarized visually by Figure 1. In this case, we
apply projection-based model reduction, which defines the reduced matrices as
𝐀[ = 𝐕 @ 𝐀𝐕; 𝐂[ = 𝐂𝐕,
(4)
where 𝐕 ∈ ℝ0×[ is an orthogonal basis for the model reduction subspace. Note that the matrix 𝐀[
in both (3) and (4) describes a reduced model, however, (3) estimates it directly from the Hankel
matrix 𝑯 while the (4) reduces a larger 𝐀 matrix.
The challenge is to construct a good
model reduction basis 𝐕. Given the lack
of input information in the OMA context,
we implement an observability-based
model reduction, we refer the reader to
Antoulas (2005) for details. To describe
the approach, we must first establish the
concept of observability energy:
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Figure 1.Visual overview of the reduced order modeling approach.

𝜉fhiN
= 𝑥j∗ 𝓠𝑥j ,
g

(5)

where 𝓠 is the observability gramian (see references for details). In a physical sense, a state is
easier to observe if it leads to a higher observability energy. From (5), these are the states spanned
by the dominant left singular vectors of 𝓠. The hard-to-observe states, i.e., those corresponding to
the smallest singular values of 𝓠, can be truncated by selecting 𝐕 in (4) as the 𝑟 leading dominant
left singular vectors of 𝓠. Within the ROM framework, stabilization diagrams can be constructed
first by solving (3) once for a relatively large 𝑟 = 𝑟4mf and then applying (4) to 𝐀[nop . This
replaces repeated, expensive pseudoinverse operations from (3) with very cheap transformations
in (4).
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Figure 2. Resolution reduction procedure.

2.3 Sensor Reduction
The objective of the sensor reduction problem is to find a subset of sensors (channels) which best
describe the complete structural response measurements. The Discrete Empirical Interpolation
Method (DEIM) is a model reduction strategy which, given a set of basis vectors, selects
interpolation indices so that a vector-valued function can be evaluated accurately by using only
this selected subset of indices (Chaturantabut & Sorensen, 2010). The interpolation points are
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obtained sequentially, using a greedy selection process, effectively ranking each interpolation
point by its importance in describing the entire space. In addition to the setting of nonlinear model
reduction, DEIM has been used for finding meaningful text features in a database of websites
(Sorensen & Embree, 2014) as well as in sensitivity analysis for finite element modeling
parameters (Phoenix, Bales, Sarlo, & Tarazaga, 2017). In this work, we implement the revised
version Q-DEIM by Drmac & Gugercin (2016).
The important feature of DEIM in the context of this work is that it ranks the elements of a basis
on their value for interpolating to the entire basis space. In our case, we construct a basis where
the elements of each basis vector correspond to measurement channels (sensors). In this way, the
channels will be ranked in order of importance. Channels with little or redundant information will
be ranked as low importance and can be subsequently discarded during Sys-ID.
Figure 2 shows a high-level representation of the DEIM-based resolution reduction procedure. The
process starts with a matrix of sensor time series: 𝑚 rows of sensors by 𝑁N number of time samples.
The time series data is converted to spectral data by taking the power spectral density (PSD). This
has the advantage of averaging out noise and reducing the number of columns: the number of
spectral points can be made much less than the number of samples (𝑁q << 𝑁). Before performing
DEIM, an orthogonal basis for the spectral density matrix is required, which is taken from the set
of left singular vectors of spectral density matrix. This results in 𝑚 singular vectors with 𝑚
elements, each corresponding to a sensor. The DEIM procedure then picks the interpolating
elements (sensors) according to this basis. It does so sequentially, starting from the first left
singular vector and picking the element which most improves the interpolation. Once the sensors
have been ranked, the original time series matrix can be reduced by keeping only the rows
Sensors
corresponding to the 𝑐 highest-ranked sensors. The value of 𝑐 can be
10, 10r
determined from the singular value decay plot of the SD matrix (see
Figure 5 for reference), but this may require some user judgment.
9
Strategies for selecting 𝑐 will not be covered in detail here but is left for
future work.
8, 8r
3 Simulation
An idealized ten story building model was used to validate the order and
resolution reduction approaches. Each floor of the building model was
excited by Gaussian random loadings to simulate an ambient vibration
response. The model was a ten degree of freedom (DoF) mass-springdamper system, resulting in ten natural frequencies and mode shapes
that needed to be captured from the vibration data. To imitate a realistic
dense instrumentation scheme, we ‘capture’ data from 15 channels.
Eleven of the sensors are distributed among the different floors as show
in Figure 3, labelled according to the floor number. This include the
base of the building (floor 0), which measures no vibrations, only noise.
The remaining four sensors are placed redundantly on floors 2, 6, 8, and
10, labeled in the figure as 2r, 6r, 8r, 10r. Random Gaussian noise was
added to each sensor signal to simulate measurement noise.
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We begin by contrasting the order reduction approach with the standard approach to assess the
quality and speed of the stabilization diagram construction. Then we apply the resolution reduction
approach to attempt to identify the noisy and redundant sensors from and effectively reduce the
total number of sensor needed for the analysis.
3.1 Reduced order modeling
The main aim of this step is to clearly identify the 10 natural frequencies of the building model
and do so as efficiently as possible. Figure 4 shows stabilization diagrams constructed from
implementing the SSI algorithm for model orders (𝑛) from 2 to 40. Figure 4a shows the result from
following the standard approach, i.e., computing equation (3) for each value of 𝑛. Figure 4b is the
result from the ROM approach, where equation (3) is computed only for 𝑛 = 40, while the
remaining models are computed by optimally reducing the 𝐴 and 𝐶 matrices of this model. The
standard approach took approximately 1.5 seconds to run, while the ROM approach took only 0.2
seconds (7.5 times faster). In addition, few differences between the two stabilization diagrams are
observed, indicating that the performance of both approaches is roughly equivalent. In other words,
the ROM algorithm is performing its intended function: producing representative low order models
without the need for re-computation.
3
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Figure 4. Stabilization diagrams for a 10 DoF building model constructed from (a) the standards SSI
approach and (b) SSI with model order reduction.

3.2 Sensor Reduction
When applied to simulated data with very little Table 1. DEIM sensor ranking for building simulation.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
(effectively zero) added sensor noise, the DEIM
Sensor
10
3
6
2r
1
framework for sensor reduction produced the
Rank
6
7
8
9
10
rankings shown in Error! Reference source not
Sensor
7
4
8r
9
5
found., with 1 and 15 being the most and least
Rank
11
12 13 14 15
important sensors, respectively. The ranking is
Sensor
2
6r 10r
8
0
intuitive for a few reasons:
1. The most important sensor is sensor 10, which is on the top floor. This sensor is not a nodal
point for any mode shape and thus captures vibrations from all modes.
2. The least important sensors, sensor 0 on the base, captures no vibration.
3. Rankings 1 to 10 are all sensors which are not redundant with each other. The redundant
sensors appear in 11-14.
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In addition to the table, the singular values (SVs)
corresponding to each ranking are shown in Figure 5.
The SVs indicate the relative importance of each
ranking. It can be clearly observed that after 10 singular
values (i.e., 10 rankings) the ‘importance’ drops
significantly. This indicates that there is a relatively low
amount of ‘new’ information after the 10th sensor. This
again makes sense since there are really only 10 sources
of real information, i.e. floors 1 to 10. As more noise
was added to the sensors, it was observed that the
Singular Value Number
ranking began to deviate from this behavior. For
Figure 5. Singular value decay of DEIM rankings.
example, a very noisy sensor 0 would sometimes be
ranked highly. In general, the top 5 rankings would remain consistent for different noise scenarios,
but the remaining rankings would fluctuate randomly. The method’s sensitivity to noise is
something that will need to be addressed in future iterations of this work.
10 10
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4 Application to full scale smart building
The methods were tested at full scale through application to the Goodwin Hall smart building on
the Virginia Tech campus. This is a five story, steel frame classroom and laboratory building with
a permanent network of 225 accelerometers. A full Sys-ID of the structure was previously
presented by Sarlo et al (2018), which also includes details on the sensor network. The operational
structure presents a variety of challenges to the ROM approaches, since many sensors are
contaminated by heavy noise and high-amplitude local vibrations.
Table 2. Runtimes for the various
The standard SSI and SSI + ROM approaches were applied
stabilization diagram construction methods.
to 117 of the 225 sensors, which still qualifies as a densely
Runtime (s)
instrumented structure. The SSI + DEIM + ROM was Method
Standard SSI
361 ± 9
carried out on 13 sensors selected through the DEIM SSI + ROM
8.9 ± 1
approach. A comparison of stabilization diagrams SSI + DEIM + ROM
0.8 ± 0.2
constructed from the three methods is shown in the
appendix. The average runtimes for each method are shown in Error! Reference source not
found.. All stabilization diagrams performed similarly and enabled the identification of seven
structural modes between 0-5 Hz. Most significantly, however, the runtimes in ROM cases showed
great improvement over the standard approach (~450 times faster). The improvement is more
significant than the simulation case due to a larger number of computed models ( 𝑟 = 2 to 80).

5 Conclusions
In this paper, it is demonstrated how reduced order modeling (ROM) techniques can be used to
greatly improve computational efficiency of standard OMA techniques, namely SSI, without
affecting performance. This is done in two ways: (1) Eliminating the need to compute multiple
dynamical models independently and (2) eliminating redundant sensors. Through application to a
densely instrumented building, it is shown that stabilization diagrams can be constructed hundreds
of times faster than through the standard approach. Future work will seek to integrate the ROM
approach into an automated OMA framework.
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Figure 6. Stabilization diagrams for Goodwin Hall response for (a) standard SSI with 117 sensors, (b) SSI + ROM with 117
sensors, (c) SSI + ROM + DEIM with 13 sensors. (d) Singular value decay associated with (b) and (c).
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Abstract
The interaction between traffic vehicles and surface roughness variates the dynamic effect of live
load on bridge, especially the existing ones. This paper presents a method to statistically evaluate
the dynamic impact factor of existing bridges under the traffic flow and the surface roughness
condition. The traffic load is constructed as time history of input force functions assigned at the
deck nodes of a target bridge FE model. The width of force profiles of the vehicle load under
different speeds of traffic flows and roughness conditions were measured in the experiment. The
interaction of vehicle and surface roughness is represented by the random amplitude of vehicle tire
force. It was generated from normal distribution of static gross weight of vehicles with 5% COV.
The validity of the calculation scheme was verified by applying it to a target existing steel boxgirder bridge using the dynamic monitoring data, the traffic data, and the finite element model.
The impact factors under different measured traffic volumes are calculated from simulated
displacement for bridge condition evaluation.
1. Introduction
High demand of traffic flow and deterioration of surface roughness increased the dynamic effect
of live load on bridge and caused bridge oscillation. To assure the bridge safety under the traffic
flow, the bridge specifications provide conservative values of the dynamic impact factor (IM) for
the moving-load analysis in the designing stage. However, in the service time, the downgrade
quality of structures and the increase of traffic demands make it difficult to evaluate the level of
vibration in existing bridges. Previous literatures found that the variation of vehicle types, speed,
weight, and the road surface roughness could cause the random dynamic axle loads of vehicles,
result in increasing of dynamic responses. Mitchell and Gyenes (1989) found that the peak of
vehicular axle loads can equal to two times of static force and their root mean square (RMS) could
reach to 30% of the static value. Hahn (1987) suggested that when the same type of vehicles run
over the pavement at the same speed, the peak dynamic tire load cause the increment of surface
deterioration level from 1.5 to 3 times (Cole and Cebon (1989)). Recently, the development of
vehicle bridge interaction (VBI) system has successfully identified the varying contact force
between vehicle and bridge in space and time (Deng and Cai (2010), McGetrick, Kim et al. (2012)).
Most of above studies precisely estimated the dynamic force of a single or couple vehicles passing
through the bridge, however, the effects of traffic flow and truck ratio were not yet deeply
investigated. Other works simulated effect of random traffic flow using the collected static gross
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weight data rather than dynamic loads. Based on distribution of traffic characteristics, many studies
simulated the traffic flow via simple random processes (Chen, Feng et al. (2006)) and Monte Carlo
approach (Nowak (1994), Enright and O'Brien (2013)). Only little efforts combine VBI contact
force and cellular automaton model for traffic (Chen and Wu (2009)). When the mix traffic flow
passes over random bridge surface roughness, each vehicle type can cause the different dynamic
axle impact load fluctuations in space and time. If the level of dynamic force alteration under a
certain surface roughness condition and the speed of each vehicle type can be identified, the
combined effect of the traffic flow and the surface roughness with respect to the random dynamic
axle loads of vehicles to bridge dynamic responses will be evaluated.
This paper presents a method to statistically evaluate the load impact factor of an existing steel
box-girder bridge considering traffic flow and the surface roughness condition. Firstly, bridge
dynamic responses and traffic monitoring are collected. From monitoring data, traffic flow is
constructed as time history of transient time force function assigned at each discretized deck node
of bridge FE model. Consider that the stiffness of vehicle is much smaller than that of bridge, the
interaction of vehicle and bridge small in compare with effect of surface condition. Dynamic tire
force experiment is also conducted to measure the width of force function under different speeds
and roughness conditions. The fluctuated amplitude of the function is generated from normal
distribution of static gross weight of vehicles with 5% COV to account for the interaction between
vehicle and surface roughness. The numerical result is then validated with measured acceleration
at the mid span of the bridge. Impact factor under different measured traffic flow and good
roughness condition are statically investigated for bridge evaluation and maintenance.
2. Dynamic tire force experiment
The vehicle bridge interaction does not only relate to pavement design but also depends on the
vehicle characteristics and velocities. When a vehicle passes through the bridge with different
speeds, the contact force between vehicle and bridge surface is altered, and it causes the random
dynamic responses on the bridge. In this study, an experiment of measuring impact forces from
the tire of passing vehicle was conducted to find the relationship between shape profile of dynamic
axle load with the vehicle speed under some roughness levels. The sensor system includes: a
dynamic force sensor and the data processing system, as shown in Figure 1. The piezoelectric
dynamic force sensor (PCB 200B05) with sensitivity of 0.2248 mV/N and 2000 Hz sampling
frequency was the main measurement equipment. A truck with weight of three tons was used as
the test vehicle.
In this experiment, the width of dynamic tire force of vehicle was measured under the actual road
surface roughness in good condition with crawl, 20 km/h and 40 km/h velocities. The acquired
time-histories of the force sensor in each of test cases are presented in Figure 2. To obtain the
repeatability of experiment, each case was implemented for three measurements (test 1 to test 3).
The width of time history tire force is measured by enlarging the force profile of each case as
illustrated in Figure 2 (c). The result shows that the width of tire force profile is reduced as the
vehicle passes through the sensor with higher speed. Table 1 shows the variation of mean and
standard deviation of dynamic force width under effect of speed. From the results of experiment,
we could conclude that the impact tire force of vehicle wheel is significantly influenced by the
changing of vehicle speed. These results of experiment will be used for building the dynamic
forcing function of time history analysis in next section of the research.
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a) Sensor attachment

b) Data processing system

c) Test vehicle

Figure 1: Experimental setup

a) Crawl speed

b) 40 km/h speed

c) Enlarged force profile (crawl test)

Figure 2: Dynamic tire force profiles of passing test vehicle in different speeds
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of the width of dynamic tire forces (in second)
Case
Crawl speed
20 km/h
40 km/h

Front wheel

Rear wheel

Mean

Standard deviation

Mean

Standard deviation

0.152
0.048
0.028

0.009
0.009
0.002

0.118
0.037
0.024

0.002
0.003
0.004

3. Numerical evaluation of IM under traffic flow characteristics and road surface roughness
3.1 Test-bed structure and FE model
The test bed structure in this study is an existing steel box-girder bridge with orthotropic deck slab.
The bridge is composed of both passenger and vehicle route separated by three main steel box
girders with the simply-supported boundary condition. The target span in this study has 25.2-meter
length, and the width of passenger route and vehicle route are 4 meters and 6.5 meters, respectively.
Three main girders are connected by crossbeams every 2.5 meters in longitudinal direction. The
bridge has a very good surface roughness. To calculate bridge dynamic responses, a finite element
(FE) model of the target span was created by one of general-purpose software: Midas Civil (version
2015), as shown in Figure 3(a). The main girders, crossbeams and longitudinal ribs were modeled
as the beam elements; meanwhile, the deck slab was modeled by the plate element. All the model
components were designed with SM490A steel material with total of 1096 beam elements and 680
plates elements. In the middle of the target span, two Epson wireless accelerometers, indicated by
Sensor ID #53 and #36, were installed on the box-girders located at the right and left sides of the
vehicle route, as shown in Figure 3(b). The vertical acceleration of bridge deck was measured with
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sampling frequency 100 Hz. At the same time, the number of cars and trucks pass through two
lanes of vehicle route were counted every ten minutes from 8 am to 7 pm on January 11th, 2018.
Figure 4 presents the fluctuation of traffic volume and root mean square (RMS) of vertical
acceleration of bridge deck. The results showed that dynamic responses of bridge were influenced
by truck ratio as RMS accelerations reduced after the time of 3 pm when number of trucks on the
bridge decreased.

a) Bridge FE model

b) Locations of accelerometers

Figure 3: FE model of the target bridge and the setup of dynamic response measurement

a) Traffic volume on bridge
b) RMS of vertical acceleration
Figure 4: Measured traffic volume and RMS of vertical acceleration from 8 am to 7 pm

3.2 Time history analysis results
Based on the traffic volume data and experiment result, traffic flow with random passing order of
vehicles is constructed as transient time history force function assigned on the deck node of the
target bridge FE model. It was defined by positive parts of cosine functions with the fluctuated
amplitude to account for vehicle roughness interaction. Here, actual weight of each vehicle was
not issued; i.e., it was assumed that the range of static weights of passenger cars and heavy trucks
were from 15 kN to 100 kN. The weight is divided equally in two axles. The spacing between the
axles of truck and car were assumed as 4.4 meters and 2.2 meters. The fluctuated amplitude of
force function is generated from normal distribution of static gross weight of vehicles with 5%
COV according to the previous study of Fernando, Harrison et al. (2007). As found in the
experiment, the shape width of build-in force function at 40 km/h speed are 0.028 and 0.024 for
front and rear axle. The time-lag between the axles was calculated from axle spacing and speed.
In this study, traffic flow runs in two lanes of the bridge at the same direction. For numerical
validation, RMS of deck acceleration at middle span of bridge is calculated at high truck ratio (8
am to 9 am) and low truck ratio (6 pm to 7 pm) in Figure 4 (a) and (b). For each traffic condition,
five loading scenarios are implemented to roughly express the statistical features of dynamic forces.
The time increment of time history analysis was set to 0.005 seconds. The time history analysis
was implemented by constant Newmark-beta integration method in Midas Civil software.
Since the weight and speeds of vehicle are neither identified in real case, only fluctuation trend of
RMS acceleration under different traffic condition are compared with monitoring data in Figure 5.
The result show that at high truck ratio (8 am to 9 am), the calculated response could capture the
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changing of RMS acceleration in the measurement data except for some sets of data period (i.e.
from 8 am to 8:10, 8:50 to 9 am of Figure 5 (a)). On the other hand, in the case of low truck ratio
(6 pm to 7 pm), the calculated RMS acceleration show agreement with that of measured data. It
can be explained that the high fluctuation of truck weight on real traffic flow affected on the RMS
of bridge accelerations. In addition, the RMS acceleration at right lane (Sensor #53) are higher
than left lane (Sensor #32) in both measured and calculated results (Figure 4 (b)). Higher calculated
RMS acceleration are also observed at high truck ratio condition (8 am to 9 am) as compared with
low truck ratio condition (6 pm to 7 pm). To acquire the static response by filtering out dynamic
component of simulated displacement, the Butterworth low pass filter with the cut-off frequency
of 1.4 Hz (Ashebo, Chan et al. (2007)) was applied. IM of traffic load at the mid-span of bridge is
calculated from maximum static Rstatic and dynamic displacement Rdynamic , as expressed in Eq. (1)
IM =

Rdynamic − Rstatic
Rstatic

(1)

a) From 8 am to 9 am
b) From 6 pm to 7 pm
Figure 5: Mean of RMS of calculated and measured vertical acceleration at sensor deployment location

a) Mean IM in from 8 am to 9 am
b) Mean IM form 6 pm to 7 pm
Figure 6: Mean of calculated dynamic impact factor at middle span of bridge

Figure 6 plots the mean calculated IM at the location of sensor deployment at high and low truck
ratio condition. The results indicated that IM is independence on the number of trucks and traffic
volume as it ranges from 0.02 to 0.08 for all traffic conditions. In this study, traffic flow runs in
two lanes with the same direction, the static effect is high, leading to small IM. According to the
work of Nowak and Szerszen (2000), the maximum value of measured and calculated IM is smaller
than 0.1 when two trucks move side by side on the bridge. Therefore, the calculated IM also
showed consistencies results with the literature. The methodology presented in this study can apply
to investigate the IM for existing bridges under traffic flow and different road surface conditions.
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4. Conclusion
This paper presents a scheme to statistically investigate the effect of traffic flow and good surface
on bridge dynamic response. From tire force time experiment and bridge measurement data, traffic
flow is represented by time history of transient time forcing function assigned at each discretized
deck node of FE model. The calculated bridge acceleration during 1-hour was validated with
measurement data. The numerical results show that RMS acceleration was influenced by the truck
ratio; meanwhile, the calculated IM did not depend on the traffic volume and the number of trucks.
In the proposed method, the condition of surface roughness (from good to bad) along bridge length
can be represented by statistically traffic load with different fluctuated levels. This scheme can be
applied to evaluate bridge dynamic responses considering traffic flow and other scenarios of the
road surface roughness when the information of tire forcing function, dynamic monitoring data,
traffic data, and roughness condition level are obtained.
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Abstract
There is considerable interest among bridge owners and engineers in quantifying the impacts of
truck loads on the long-term performance of bridges and other transportation infrastructure. It is
generally hypothesized in engineering practice that heavy truck loads will accelerate damage and
deterioration mechanisms leading to reduced service lives and increased maintenance costs for
bridges. The actual impacts of truck loads on bridge performance are difficult to quantify. The
lifecycles of bridge structures tend to be long, typical damage and deterioration mechanisms
often develop slowly over many years, and many other parameters can influence bridge
performance in addition to truck weight. There is also a lack of quantitative, long-term
measurement data that documents both the truck loading and the corresponding load effects for
representative highway bridges. Such data is essential for identifying and evaluating the impacts
of truck loads on bridge performance in the context of other influential parameters. The FHWA
recently initiated a pooled-funds study with several participating states that seeks to quantify the
impacts of truck loads on long-term bridge performance. Three different bridges have been
comprehensively instrumented to measure both their loading histories and load effects. This
paper discusses the objectives of the study along with the significant challenges associated with
measuring the loads and load effects and correlating these with bridge performance. The
strategies devised to address these challenges are also presented and discussed.
1. Introduction
Bridges are a critical component of the nation’s highway transportation infrastructure network,
enabling the efficient movement of both people, and goods and services throughout the country.
Accordingly, bridge owners recognize the importance of cost-effectively maintaining these
structures so that their safety and utility is not compromised. This objective is complicated by
uncertainties related to the impacts of truck size, weight and traffic volumes on the long-term
performance and durability of bridges. In addition, there have been numerous changes to the
sizes and weights of the trucks operating on the nation’s roads and bridges since the 1950’s
(FHWA, 2015). Potential changes to the current federal size and weight limits were recently
studied by the U.S. Department of Transportation (FHWA, 2016), but the study noted several
significant data limitations that prevented a conclusive evaluation of the impacts of heavy trucks
on specific highway bridge components such as bridge decks.
Identifying and quantifying the relationships between long-term performance and serviceability
of highway bridge components and truck size, weight and traffic volume characteristics is a
critical need for improving the design, operation and maintenance of the nation’s bridges.
Indeed, these relationships must be quantified and better understood so that bridge owners can
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develop practical and cost-effective tools and strategies for designing, operating and maintaining
bridges as bridge live loads increase. Bridge owners and researchers understand that many
factors affect long-term bridge component performance, including the truck loading spectra
(weights and volumes), material quality, construction methods and quality, design details,
environmental conditions and maintenance practices. Isolating the impacts of the truck loading
spectra on bridge component performance from these other factors represents a significant
challenge. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) initiated a comprehensive Long-Term
Bridge Performance (LTBP) Program that is tasked with identifying how each of these factors
contributes to long-term bridge performance.
The FHWA also recently initiated a multi-state, pooled-funds study that is focused on identifying
and quantifying the impacts of truck loads on the long-term performance and serviceability of
bridge components. The study is designed to address some of the fundamental challenges related
to identifying and quantifying the impacts of truck loading spectra on bridge component
performance through the long-term collection and analysis of truck load and bridge component
response data. The study is intended to employ bridge load and response data collected through
long-term bridge monitoring programs, with additional data collected by the FHWA LTBP
Program from these bridges, to address specific questions related to truck loads and long-term
performance of specific bridge components. Bridge engineers need quantitative data to reliably
evaluate if, and to the extent that truck loads and volumes affect the performance of bridge
components, particularly bridge decks, girders and bearings. The primary objectives of this pooledfund study and the design of the data collection program are presented and discussed in this
paper.
2. Objectives and Scope of Study
There are several fundamental questions related to truck loads on bridges that have yet to be
conclusively addressed in the literature, including: (1) What are the truck loading spectra on the
nation’s highway bridges? (2) Do these loads, other State legal and permit loads, and overweight
trucks cause accelerated deterioration of bridge components? and (3) What is the correlation of
deterioration of specific bridge elements given specific increases in the truck loading spectra
over time?
The FHWA initiated the pooled-funds study TPF-5(283): The Influence of Vehicular Live Loads
on Bridge Performance to answer the fundamental questions posed above related to the impacts
of truck loads on long-term bridge performance and serviceability. The States participating in the
study, along with the FHWA, include Georgia, Iowa, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. The study has been designed to collect high-quality and long-term
load and response data from instrumented highway bridges. The overall goal for the
instrumentation of the bridges being monitored for this study is to characterize the truck loading
spectra for each bridge along with the corresponding live load effects, and to also characterize
the thermal loads and ambient environmental conditions at each bridge along with the
corresponding thermal load effects.
The scope of the study includes comprehensive instrumentation and monitoring of three
representative highway bridges in the participating States. A controlled load test will be
performed for each bridge to validate the bridge monitoring systems. WIM systems at or near
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each instrumented bridge are used to characterize the truck loading spectra for each bridge. The
bridges monitored for this study are considered reference bridges for the FHWA LTBP Program
and are subject to regular NDE data collection and visual inspections according to protocols
developed for the LTPB Program. The measurement data collected from each bridge will be used
in conjunction with NDE and visual inspection data to track the performance of the bridges. The
data collection will continue for four years during the study, but the bridge monitoring systems
have been designed to operate for a much longer duration.
3. Instrumentation and Data Collection Overview
3.1 Test Bridges
A total of three bridges have been instrumented, inspected, tested and are being monitored for
the pooled-funds study. The instrumented bridges are in Georgia, Oregon and Wisconsin. The
Georgia bridge carries two lanes of southbound traffic on I-85 over S.R. 109 at LaGrange. The
steel multibeam bridge was constructed in 1977 and includes two simple end spans and a twospan-continuous middle section. The two-span continuous section has been instrumented for this
study. The continuous spans have six lines of W36x150 and W36x160 butt spliced beams and a
cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck. Each of the continuous spans has a length of 82.5 ft and
the bridge skew is 23 degrees. A co-polymer epoxy deck overlay was installed in 2017.
The Oregon bridge carries two lanes of westbound traffic on I-84 over Nolin Road near Echo.
The Oregon bridge was constructed in 1968 and has three simple spans of AASHTO Type III
prestressed concrete beams. The middle span of the bridge is instrumented and consists of six
beam lines with a composite cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck and has a span length of 80
ft. The concrete deck is continuous at the interior bents (link slab) and the bridge skew is 16.3
degrees. The concrete deck was replaced in 2004.
The Wisconsin bridge carries two lanes of westbound traffic on U.S. Highway 2 over the
Montreal River at Kimball. The bridge was constructed in 1961 and has three continuous spans
of W24x76 steel beams with cover plates and a cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck. The
lengths of the end spans are 35 ft and the length of the middle span is 50 ft. The superstructure
has five beam lines and the bridge skew is 30 degrees. The middle span and one end span of the
bridge have been instrumented. The concrete deck was replaced in 1986.
3.2 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The bridges were instrumented with a combination of strain gages, accelerometers, displacement
gages, and tiltmeters to monitor the responses of bridge components to live and thermal loads. A
weather station is also installed at each bridge to measure ambient environmental parameters at
each site including: wind speed and direction, air temperature, relative humidity and solar
radiation. Overview cameras are installed at each bridge to capture snapshot images of the traffic
on the bridge when the live load responses are measured. Vibrating wire strain gages with
dynamic vibrating wire measurement technology from Campbell Scientific are used to
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simultaneously measure dynamic due to live loads and quasi-static strains and sensor
temperature due to thermal loading.
The strain gages are installed on the flanges and webs of each beam at transverse instrumentation
located at the midpoint of each instrumented span for all bridges, and at the interior bent
locations for the continuous span structures. Strain gages are also installed on the underside of
the concrete deck below the right traffic lane at the transverse instrumentation lines.
Accelerometers are located at various points in the instrumented spans of each bridge to
characterize the vibration effects of truck loads and to track the dynamic properties of the
structure with time. Vibrating wire displacement gages are used to monitor the expansion bearing
behaviour and performance due to thermal loads at both fascia beam lines and at one interior
beam line at all expansion bearing locations. Vibrating wire tiltmeters are used at the four
corners of the Oregon bridge superstructure to monitor its end rotations due to thermal loads.
Each vibrating wire sensor includes an integral thermistor that measures the temperature of the
sensor in addition to the primary sensor measurand. The instrumentation quantities used for each
bridge are summarized in Table 1.
The live loads crossing each bridge are measured using WIM systems. A pavement WIM system
is located near the ends of both the Oregon and Wisconsin bridges and measure all traffic loads
(passenger vehicles and trucks) crossing both lanes of these bridges. A pavement WIM site
located in the right traffic lane approximately five miles north of the Georgia bridge is used to
measure the truck loads crossing this bridge. This is a mainline WIM system that is part of a
truck weight enforcement site that requires that all trucks use the right lane and cross the WIM
scale before entering or bypassing the enforcement station. An overview camera is located at
each WIM site that captures images of any trucks crossing the WIM scales. The WIM systems at
the Oregon and Wisconsin bridges measure the weight and geometric characteristics of all
vehicles crossing these bridges and the recorded data include the timestamp, vehicle class, gross
vehicle weight, number of axles, individual axle weights, axle spacing, vehicle speed and lane
occupation. Multiple presence events can also be identified from the WIM data. The use of WIM
data to characterize the truck loading spectra for the Georgia bridge is somewhat more
challenging since the WIM site is located some distance away from the bridge, and there are
several entry/exit ramps located between the WIM station and the instrumented bridge. In
practical terms, this means that not every truck that crosses the bridge has WIM data available to
describe its characteristics, and that every truck that is characterized by the WIM system does not
necessarily cross the instrumented bridge.
The bridge monitoring systems developed for each bridge employ event-based and intervalbased measurements of the bridge component responses due to external loads. Event-based
measurements of the bridge responses are measured for every truck that crosses each bridge. The
event-based measurements are initiated based on pre-defined strain threshold values being
exceeded, and the strain and accelerometer measurements are recorded at 200 Hz for a total
duration of 10 seconds per event (including pre- and post-trigger measurements). A snapshot
image of the traffic on the bridge at the trigger initiation is also recorded with the event data. The
interval measurements include the strains, displacements, tilts, sensor temperatures, and weather
station data which are recorded continuously at a slow sampling rate. The interval-based
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measurements are used to characterize the thermal loads and their load effects on the
instrumented bridge components.
4. Data Analysis Challenges
There are several significant challenges associated with analysing the data collected from the
three bridges to answer the fundamental questions guiding this research. Perhaps the most basic
challenge is how to analyse the data that is being collected from each bridge to meet the project
objectives. Bridge component deterioration, even accelerated deterioration caused by heavy
trucks, occurs relatively slowly. Furthermore, cost and other practical considerations limit the
number of sensors that can be deployed on each bridge and where they can be located. The onset
and rate of deterioration due to various influential and interacting parameters may not necessarily
be observable from the data collected in the near-term.
A data analysis plan was developed for the project in recognition of these challenges. The eventbased measurement data recorded from each bridge will be correlated with the measured truck
loads and geometric characteristics and analysed to evaluate and track the instrumented bridge
component performance due to truck loading. Specifically, the data analysis plan for the project
includes correlating and tracking the truck loads and their geometric characteristics with the peak
bending stresses and neutral axis position at the instrumented beam sections, the moment and
shear distributions across the superstructure, transverse and longitudinal stresses on the deck
underside at instrumented sections, peak stresses, stress ranges and their histograms for the
instrumented beam and deck sections, dynamic impact factors, root-mean-squared accelerations,
structural dynamic properties (natural frequencies, modes shapes and damping ratios). Running
total statistics of the measured load effects according to truck characteristics will also be
generated from the measurement data.
The measurements for each recorded truck crossing event are also categorized according to the
type of loading for analysis. This basically requires categorizing the recorded event data as being
due to a single truck or to multiple-presence events. The multiple-presence events are subdivided
into the following classes using the WIM measurement time stamps, the recorded strain
measurements, and the event snapshot images: (1) truck with other passenger vehicles, (2)
following trucks (in same traffic lane), (3) side-by-side trucks (in adjacent traffic lanes) or (4)
staggered trucks (in adjacent traffic lanes). Definitions and protocols for characterizing the
different classes of multiple-presence events using WIM measurements are available from
Sivakumar et al. (2011). The classification of the loading type, the measured truck weight and
geometric characteristics, and the measured bridge responses for each recorded event are linked
to each other for subsequent analyses.
A hybrid experimental-analytical data analysis approach is also being implemented and
evaluated for the truck loads and load effects measurement data. Calibrated FE models of each
bridge are being developed using the controlled load test and vibration measurement data from
each bridge. Influence surfaces are extracted from these FE models for both measured and
unmeasured static load effects and will be analysed with the truck loading spectra recorded by
the WIM systems. Live load effect histograms and statistics will be developed according to the
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measured truck characteristics for each bridge to fill in the gaps related to bridge component
performance data for locations that were not instrumented due to practical or cost considerations.
The hybrid analysis results will also be used to continuously assess and validate the performance
of the individual sensors that are installed on each bridge by comparing the static component of
the measured response data with the corresponding analytical results from the sensor locations
for specific truck loads. This FE model-in-the-loop data analysis approach is computationally
efficient since it employs unit influence surfaces for analysis. This approach also permits the
load effects at locations that could not be instrumented to be evaluated in conjunction with those
that could with greater reliability than possible from a purely analytical approach.
The measured quasi-static strain measurements, displacement measurements, tiltmeter
measurements, and sensor temperature measurements are being analysed in conjunction with the
weather station measurements to assess thermal loads and their corresponding load effects. The
thermal stress responses of the bridge components can be significant and their interactions with
the live load effects should be quantified and correlated with the evaluations of the long-term
bridge component performance.
Table 1. Sensor Quantities Deployed at Each Bridge
Strain
Accelerometers
Bridge Site
Gages
Georgia
44
15
Oregon
48
6
Wisconsin
38
16

Displacement
Gages
6
4
9

Tiltmeters
4
-

5. Conclusions
A pooled-funds study is currently being performed to quantify the impacts of truck loads on the
long-term performance and serviceability of bridges. Three multibeam highway bridges have
been comprehensively instrumented, and both truck loads and their corresponding load effects
and thermal loads and their corresponding load effects are being measured and evaluated. There
are several significant challenges related to the data analysis to meet the project objectives. A
calibrated FE model-in -the-loop approach to data analysis approach is being evaluated to
analytically assess load effects for locations where sensors were not practical in addition to
locations that included sensors in conjunction with the actual sensor measurements.
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Abstract
In this paper, non-contact sensing is adopted to monitor the health state of a cable-stayed bridge.
Displacement influence line (DIL) of the bridge is remotely identified through several field
investigations under the live load tests. DIL is simultaneously obtained for a discrete number of
target points once the bridge is in its intact condition. Three different remote sensing techniques
including, the laser scanning, terrestrial robotic total station and digital levelling are adopted for
this purpose which provides a low-cost and easily deployable monitoring system. A damage is
emulated on the bridge by locating a large stationary mass on the bridge to change the condition
of the bridge. A drop of only 1% is observed in the fundamental frequency of the bridge as a result
of the induced change. DIL of the damaged bridge is remotely identified and the change in DIL is
employed as damage indicator. It is demonstrated that DIL is a robust indicator of change in bridge
condition and can be used for detection and localization purpose. Further, three-dimensional finite
element model of the bridge is established in ABAQUS platform; the model is calibrated using the
measured static and dynamic responses of the bridge. Several damage scenarios are induced in the
numerical model and it is further verified that the DIL is a robust indicator of damage in the bridge.

1. Introduction
Conventional global Bridge Health Monitoring (BHM) techniques require installation of large
number of sensors and data acquisition systems at various locations to monitor the response of a
bridge structure (Alamdari et al. 2017); this exercise is costly and labor intensive as it requires
large amount of time for mounting, cabling and coating of the sensors. In addition, as a result of
real-time monitoring, an enormous amount of data is generated which produces additional
challenges for data storage and data processing. Therefore, development of cost-effective and
easily deployable BHM frameworks is currently represents an ambitious research target.
Non-contact sensing systems to monitor the integrity of a bridge structure remotely without any
sensor to be installed on the bridge is a solution to achieve this aim. Non-contact-based deflection
monitoring has been quite popular since deflection measurement can directly provide useful
information about the loading and overall stiffness of the bridge which can be used for condition
assessment (Ferrari et al. 2016).
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In this study, the aim is to monitor the displacement influence line (DIL) of a cable-stayed bridge
at discrete points under the passing load by using a combination of several remote sensing
techniques. In particular, three different surveying techniques using precise digital levels, robotic
total stations and terrestrial laser scanners are used and compared. Following the identification of
the DIL, it is adopted as an indicator of the bridge integrity for damage identification purpose. To
this aim, a hypothetical damage scenario is emulated by placing a large stationary mass on the
bridge. Through extensive field test investigations, the displacement profiles of the bridge under
weigh-in-motion are identified under the healthy and damaged conditions. A damage index based
on the difference in displacement profiles between the intact and damaged states is then established
to detect and localize the emulated damage. Further, a 3-D numerical model of the bridge is
established in ABAQUS platform and is calibrated based on the measured static and dynamic
responses from the bridge. Several damage scenarios are induced in the numerical model and it is
further validated that displacement profile under weigh-in-motion is a robust indicator for damage
detection and damage localization.
2. A Cable Stayed Bridge: Field Test Investigation
A cable-stayed bridge over the Great Western Highway in the state of New South Wales, Australia
has been considered as a case study in this research (Anaissi et al. 2018). Figure 1 (a) shows an
illustration of the bridge. The cable-stayed bridge has a single A-shaped steel tower with a
composite steel-concrete deck. The bridge is composed of sixteen stay cables with semi-fan
arrangement. The bridge span and the tower height are 46.2m and 33m, respectively. This bridge
carries one traffic lane and one sidewalk with maximum loading capacity of 30T.
Three surveying techniques including, digital levelling, robotic total station and laser scanning,
were used to remotely establish the bridge displacement influence lines at selected four discrete
points along the bridge span, e.g. at points C, D, E and F as shown in Figure 1(b).

(b)
(a)
Figure 1. Illustration of (a) the cable-stayed bridge, (b) the measurement points.
To establish the displacement influence line of the bridge under intact and damaged conditions,
two comprehensive field tests were conducted on Saturday 21st of April 2018 referred to as Test
1 and Test 2, see Figure 2. In Test 1, a heavy truck with a gross weight of 13.66T and front and
rear axle weights of, respectively, 5.04T and 8.62T was passed over the bridge from the South to
the North direction. The distance between the axles is 6.1m. The truck was stopped for duration of
approximately five minutes at nine evenly-spaced locations along the bridge to allow the bridge to
get to its steady state response, e.g. tests Test1-1: Test 1-9. For each of the nine experiment cases,
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the displacement of the bridge was remotely measured at multiple discrete points along the bridge
shown in Figure 1(b). By knowing the individual axle weight and given axle distance, Equation 1
can be solved to determine the displacement influence line of the bridge.
𝑃1
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(1)

where 𝐾 is the total number of sampling points (scans) and vector [𝐼] is the discrete IL vector.
Matrix [𝐏] is dependent on the vehicle axle weights.
A second test was conducted while a hypothetical damage scenario was created on the bridge. To
this aim, a second truck with a gross weight of 8.6T was placed at stationary location on the bridge
(close to point C, see Figure 1(b) & 2(b)) for the entire duration of Test 2. The locations of the
front and the rear axles of this truck from the expansion joint of the bridge in the South end are,
respectively, 9.87m and 15.31m. While this truck is placed on the stationary location on the bridge,
Test 1 was repeated, e.g. Test 2-1:Test 2-9. As a result of the added stationary mass on the bridge
in the second test, the fundamental frequency of the bridge dropped from 2.01Hz in intact condition
to 1.99Hz which is equal to 1% change in the fundamental frequency, corresponding to a very
small damage.

(b)
(a)
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of (a) Test 1, (b) Test 2.
Figure 3 compares the obtained displacement profiles for the four measurement points in Test 1
and Test 2. As seen, the results from different techniques are quite consistent. From this figure, it
can be observed that although the induced damage has a minimal impact on the natural frequency
of the bridge (a drop of only 1%), the displacement profiles in Test 1 and Test 2 are quite different.
As expected, the variation of ∆DIL= DILD – DILH between Test 1 and Test 2 is different between
the four measurement points. The maximum change in ∆DIL occurs at Point C which is very close
to the damage location.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the vertical displacement in Test 1 and Test 2 obtained from different
techniques.
3. Numerical Investigation
A detailed Finite Element Model (FEM) of this bridge has been established and calibrated in
ABAQUS platform (Makki Alamdari et al. 2018). Finite element model consists of a total of
43,768 nodes and 39,466 shell elements. Three-dimensional view of the bridge for FEM purposes
is shown in Figure 4 (a). The procedure followed in Test 1 was repeated in the FEM to numerically
establish the displacement profile of the bridge at control points C, D, E and F under weigh-inmotion. Figure 4 (b) shows an illustration of the vehicle with four axles at one of the nine stopping
stations. Figure 5 compares the displacement profile for points C, D, E and F obtained from remote
sensing and from the finite element. A satisfactory agreement between the prediction and the
measurement is obtained which indicates the established FEM is an appropriate representative
model of the bridge structure.
Four damage cases (DCs) were investigated in the FEM, concerning deterioration in the
connections between the longitudinal girders and the floor beams. DC1 was simulated in a way to
have the same effect on the fundamental frequency as the induced damage had in the field test,
e.g. 1% drop in the fundamental frequency. Similar independent damage cases were created in
FEM by inducing deteriorations at locations D, E and F which respectively, correspond to damage
cases DC2, DC3 and DC4. Figure 6 illustrates the difference in displacement profiles under the
weigh-in-motion between the healthy and damaged states, ∆DIL. By comparing ∆DIL profiles
obtained from the four measurement points (C, D, E and F), it is obvious that the maximum change
in ∆DIL profile occurs at the control point which is the closest measurement point to the damage
location. For instance, in damage cases DC1, DC2, DC3 and DC4, the maximum change in ∆DIL
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correspond to locations C, D, E and F, which are respectively the damage locations. This finding
coincides well with the previous finding from the field test investigation. Based on this
investigation, by comparing ∆DIL profiles at multiple points along the bridge, it is possible to
pinpoint the location of any possible structural change in the bridge.

(b)
(a)
Figure 4. Illustration of, (a) 3-D finite element model of the bridge, (b) replication of Test 1 in
FEM.

Figure 5. Comparison of the displacement profile for the control points obtained from the field
test and FEM.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, displacement response of the bridge under weight-in-motion was adopted for damage
identification. The displacement response of the bridge at discrete points was remotely measured
for a cable-stayed bridge and through field test and numerical investigations, it was demonstrated
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that it is a reliable indicator of emulated change in the bridge. The future direction of the work is
to extract the displacement response of the bridge remotely under the live dynamic loads.

Figure 6. Damage identification results.
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Abstract
In this study, the recently-proposed adaptive wavelet transform (AWT) and synchro-squeezed
adaptive wavelet transform (SSAWT) are introduced with their optimum transformation
parameters automatically searched to derive at a desirable time-frequency representation of any
dynamic response. The AWT enables the selectivity of time and frequency resolution in a domain
of interest and the synchro-squeezing algorithm reduces the dispersion of a scalogram of the AWT,
facilitating an accurate extraction of frequency features over time. The effectiveness of AWT is
first demonstrated with an illustrative signal of four time segments covering various frequency
distribution cases. In comparison with conventional wavelet transform, the AWT can clearly
separate time-varying frequency features from the signal. Accordingly, the SSAWT is at least 5
times more accurate with a 1.1% error than conventional synchro-squeezed wavelet transform.
The AWT is then applied to the impact echo (IE) responses experimentally recorded from a
60"×36"×7.25" concrete slab for potential pavement applications. The time-frequency resolution
and corresponding frequency spectra led to the successful detections of deep pavement defect,
shallow pavement defect or no pavement defect from 40 sets of experimental data. The SSAWT
results in a 1.5% estimation error in the identification of deep pavement defect depth and a 5%
estimation error in slab thickness, both being twice more accurate than the AWT in terms of
estimation error. The selection process of time-varying central frequencies, scaling factors, and
window lengths proves robust.
1. Introduction
Among signal processing techniques, the most widely used is Fourier transform (FT) (Fourier,
2003). Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) was developed to give a time-frequency
representation (TFR) of the signal (Jacobsen and Lyons, 2003). Continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) was later developed to provide variable frequency resolution. Applications can be found
in various engineering disciplines (Quek et al. 2001, Lin and Zuo 2003), denoising (Chunli and
Chunlei 2012, Nazimov et al. 2013), as well as algorithm optimization (Zhang and Benveniste
1992, Telfer et al. 1994). Daubechies (2011) proposed the synchro-squeezed wavelet transform
(SSWT) to acquire a more accurate TFR. However, both CWT and SSWT keep frequency
resolution variation over time. A few attempts with adaptive signal representation techniques such
as matching pursuit (Mallat and Zhang, 1993) and basis pursuit (Chen et al., 2001) were based on
discrete TFRs. Adaptive wavelet transform (AWT) was recently proposed to for adaptive
parametric updating for continuous TFRs (Qu et al., 2018).
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This study introduces the synchro-squeezed adaptive wavelet transform (SSAWT). The
characteristics and performance of the proposed SSAWT are evaluated using a signal of two
duffing oscillators. Finally, the proposed SSAWT is applied to the IE responses experimentally
recorded from a concrete slab to identify its thickness or detect embedded pavement defect defects.
The identified results are compared with those by the conventional CWT, SSWT and the recently
developed AWT.
2. Synchro-squeezed Adaptive Wavelet Transform
The AWT adaptively adjusts itself to the time-varying signal by changing the center frequency of
a Morlet mother wavelet in order to achieve the desired time and frequency resolution over time.
At each time 𝜏𝑘 , a short-time CWT or STCWT is performed for the segment over a duration of
[𝜏𝑘 , 𝜏𝑘 + 𝑇𝜏𝑘 ], and all the STCWT segments staggered over time are averaged. That is,
1 ∞
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑊𝑇{𝑥(𝑡)}(𝑎, 𝑏; 𝜏, 𝑇𝜏 ) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑤𝜏,𝑇 (𝑡) 𝜓
(1)
𝑎,𝑏 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡,
𝑛−1

𝐴𝑊𝑇{𝑥(𝑡)}(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑
𝑘=0
1

√𝑎 −∞

𝜏

1
𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑊𝑇{𝑥(𝑡)}(𝑎, 𝑏; 𝜏𝑘 , 𝑇𝜏𝑘 )
𝑝𝑘

∞

1

= ∑𝑛𝑘=0 𝑝 ∫−∞ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑤𝜏𝑘,𝑇𝜏𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑒
√2𝜋𝑎(𝑡)

−

(𝑡−𝑏)2
2𝑎2 (𝑡)

𝑘

𝑒

−𝑖𝜔𝑐 (𝑡)(𝑡−𝑏)
𝑎(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡,

(2)

in which a window function 𝑤𝜏,𝑇𝜏 (𝑡) over [𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑇𝜏 ] is applied to the signal 𝑥(𝑡) of duration 𝑇
start at time 𝜏0 , end at time 𝜏0 + 𝑇, and be sampled at time step ∆𝑡. Here, 𝑇𝜏 represents the window
length starting at time 𝜏, and 𝑝𝑘 represents the number of significant STCWT segments spanning
each time instant (1 ≤ 𝑝𝑘 ≤ 𝑘 at 𝜏𝑘 ).
Finally, a synchro-squeezing algorithm (Auger and Flandtrin, 1995) is integrated into the AWT to
develop a new method called synchro-squeezed AWT or SSAWT. SSAWT is defined as:
𝑆𝑆𝐴𝑊𝑇{𝑥(𝑡)}(𝜔, 𝑏) = ∫𝐴(𝑏) 𝐴𝑊𝑇{𝑥(𝑡)}(𝑎, 𝑏)𝑎−3/2 𝛿(𝜔𝑥 (𝑎, 𝑏) − 𝜔)𝑑𝑎
(3)
1

where 𝐴(𝑏) = {𝑎: 𝑊𝑥 (𝑎, 𝑏) ≠ 0}, and 𝜔𝑥 (𝑎, 𝑏) = −𝑖 𝑊 (𝑎,𝑏)
𝑥

𝜕[𝑊𝑥 (𝑎,𝑏)]
𝜕𝑏

.

An automatic optimization algorithm is also developed to determine the time-varying STCWT
parameters. When the signal characteristics are unknown, 𝜔𝑐 is set to 2𝜋. At each time instant 𝜏𝑘 ,
an instantaneous frequency spectrum of a signal obtained from the CWT gives a total of 𝑀
dominant frequency bands at a predetermined threshold amplitude. When 𝑀 ≥ 1, each frequency
bandwidth centered at frequency 𝐹𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀 ) is referred to as the thickness (𝐶𝑇𝑖 ) of a
ridgeline of the spectrum at the threshold value. When one or more of the ridgelines are thicker
than the required value or max(𝐶𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 /𝐹𝑐 √2) > 0 (𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀), all frequency components
within each thicker ridgeline must be separated by reducing the ridgeline thickness to 𝐹𝑚 ⁄𝐹𝑐 √2.
In this case, the new center frequency 𝐹𝑐𝑚 can be determined by:
𝐹𝑚
𝐹𝑐𝑚 =
(4)
𝑚 −𝐹 /𝐹
√2𝐶𝑇

𝑚

𝑐

When all the ridgelines are thinner than the required thickness (𝐹𝑖 /𝐹𝑐 √2) of a single ridgeline or
max(𝐶𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 /𝐹𝑐 √2) ≤ 0 ( 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀 ), 𝐹(𝜏𝑘 ) is set to 𝐹𝑐 when 𝑀 = 1 . When 𝑀 ≥ 2 , to
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improve the time resolution to its optimal condition, frequency resolution is reduced as much as
possible so long as two adjacent ridgelines remain separable. That is,
(𝐹𝑚 +𝐹𝑚−1 )
𝐹𝑐𝑚 = 2√2(𝐹
(5)
−𝐹
)
𝑚

𝑚−1

To satisfy the required frequency resolution at all ridgelines, the final center frequency at each
time instant 𝜏𝑘 is selected as the maximum value of the candidate(s) in Eq. (4) or (5). That is,
𝐹(𝜏𝑘 ) = max(𝐹(𝜏𝑘 ), 𝐹𝑐𝑚 ) is determined recursively for all 𝑚 . Correspondingly, the timedependent window length and scaling factor can be determined from 𝑇𝜏𝑘 = 2𝐹(𝜏𝑘 )∆𝜓 /𝐹𝑙 and
𝑎𝑖 (𝜏𝑘 ) = 𝐹(𝜏𝑘 )𝐹𝑠 /𝐹𝑖 ( 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀 ), respectively. To ensure a reliable identification, the
threshold is set to be 15% of the corresponding peak in the following analysis.
3. Effectiveness of SSAWT
To test the effectiveness of SSAWT to its full extent, a special four-segment signal is designed to
cover changing frequency combinations over time:
cos(2𝜋2000𝑡 + 100 sin(2𝜋10𝑡)) + cos(2𝜋2500𝑡 + 100sin(2𝜋10𝑡))
cos(2𝜋3000𝑡) + cos(2𝜋3500𝑡) + cos(2𝜋1250𝑡)
𝑥(𝑡) = {
cos(2𝜋1000𝑡) + cos(2𝜋1500𝑡) + cos(2𝜋3250𝑡)
cos(2𝜋2000𝑡)

0 s < 𝑡 ≤ 0.1 s
0.1 s < 𝑡 ≤ 0.2 s
0.2 s < 𝑡 ≤ 0.3 s
0.3 s < 𝑡 ≤ 0.4 s

(6)

4

Frequency (kHz)

Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 1(a) shows the CWT scalogram of the signal, and the top portion smears due to low frequency
resolution. On the other hand, the SSAWT of the signal as presented in Fig. 1(b) shows thinner
and separable ridgelines with significantly improved identification accuracy. In fact, the identified
ridgelines coincide with the theoretic lines.
3
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(a) CWT (𝐹𝑐 = 1 Hz)
(b) SSAWT
Fig. 1. Time-frequency representation of the numerical signal

4. Practical Application of SSAWT to Impact Echo Signals
The proposed SSAWT is applied to the impact echo (IE) signals of a 60"×36"×7.25" concrete slab
with six pre-embedded artificial defects (Table 1). Shallow pavement defect is associated with the
long-duration flexural vibration. The fundamental frequency of the flexural mode can be related
to the depth and width of pavement defect, 𝑑 and 𝑐:
𝑉 𝑑
𝑓 = 𝜀𝛽1 𝑑 ( 𝑐 )2
(7)
in which 𝑉 = 126,000 in./sec is the P-wave velocity in concrete, 𝛽1 = 𝜋√1 − 2𝜈/√12(1 − 𝜈)2
is a function of the Poisson’s ratio of concrete, 𝜈 (= 0.3) , and 𝜀 = 1.64𝑒 0.0014𝑐/𝑑 −
1.812𝑒 −0.22𝑐/𝑑 is a correction factor.
Deep and no pavement defect are associated with the body wave. The corresponding resonant
frequency can be related to the pavement defect depth or slab thickness, 𝑑:
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𝑓=

𝛽2 𝑉

(8)

2𝑑

where 𝛽2 = 0.96 for plate-like structures.

Defect
A
B
C
D
E
F

Table 1. Artificial defect properties and theoretical frequencies
Plan Dimension Thickness
Embedment Depth
Frequency (Hz)
Material
(in. × in.)
(in.)
(in.)
Eq. (7)
Eq. (8)
12.0×11.5
-9677
-6.250
Cardboard
12.0×11.5
1732
--1.875
Cardboard
6.0×5.0
-11520
1.000
5.250
Foam
6.0×5.0
4928
-1.000
2.500
Foam
10.0×6.5
-6.250
Cardboard
-9677
10.0×6.5
3676
--1.875
Cardboard

Fig. 2 shows the test specimen, setup, and measurement scheme. The portable seismic property
analyzer (PSPA) was used to generate with the impact source, sampled at 390 kHz. A total of 40
measurements were taken with respect to the locations of the six defects.
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Fig. 2. IE test setup
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Fig. 3. CWT scalograms of deep pavement defect signals (ω𝑐 = 2𝜋 rad/s)
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The CWTs of signals with ω𝑐 = 2𝜋 rad/s are ineffective in identifying frequency components as
illustrated in Fig. 3 at four measurement points (#9, #10, #22 and #34), while frequency
components in the signals are separated with AWT as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. AWT scalograms of deep pavement defect signals
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AWTs are further synchro-squeezed to identify the deep pavement defect from the measured
signals. As shown in Fig. 5, the time-frequency representations with the proposed SSAWT have
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clearly separable frequency components. The largest peak above 7500 Hz (slab thickness of 8 in.)
is selected to identify the characteristic frequency at the pavement defect/slab depth. These
resonant frequencies are 9,600 Hz, 9,700 Hz, 11,600 Hz and 9,700 Hz, and converted to pavement
defect depths of 6.30 in., 6.24 in., 5.21 in. and 6.24 in. for points #9, #10, #22 and #34, respectively.
The identified deep pavement defect depths are within a maximum error of 1.5% in comparison
with their theoretical values.

(a) Point #9

(b) Point #10
(c) Point #22
Fig. 5. SSAWT scalograms of IE signals with deep pavement defect

(d) Point #34

The SSAWTs at locations #2, #18, #20 and #27 with no pavement defect are presented in Fig. 6.
The frequencies in these cases are lower than those for deep pavement defect. They are 8,400 Hz,
8,000 Hz, 8,500 Hz and 8,400 Hz, corresponding to a slab thickness of 7.20 in., 7.28 in., 7.56 in.
and 7.20 in. at the four locations. The error of the identified slab thickness is less than 5%.

(a) Point #2

(b) Point #18
(c) Point #20
Fig. 6. SSAWT scalograms of IE signals with no pavement defect

(d) Point #27

Similarly, the SSAWT of signals at four locations (#11, #12, #23 and #35) with shallow pavement
defect are presented in Fig. 7. A single low frequency component dominates each scalogram in the
time-frequency plane, representing the fundamental flexural mode.

(a) Point #11

(b) Point #12
(c) Point #23
(d) Point #35
Fig. 7. SSAWT scalograms of IE signals with shallow pavement defect

The identified pavement defect conditions at all 40 points are obtained, and all are successfully
detected but two points (7 and 13, located near the edge of cardboards). As such, the proposed
SSAWT proved robust in applications. Moreover, the depths of both deep and no pavement defect
are all determined with high accuracy (<1.5% and <5% in error, respectively).
5. Conclusions
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In this study, SSAWT has been introduced for an accurate time-frequency representation of
signals. SSAWT resulted in 1.1% error in time-frequency representation of an illustrative signal.
SSAWT showed required robustness and accuracy in the detection of defects embedded in a
concrete slab from IE responses. Only two out of 40 measured IE responses led to falsely identified
pavement defect conditions.
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Abstract
A 12.8 m-long composite floor beam consisting of a steel reinforced concrete slab with profiled
metal decking supported by a W18×35 steel beam was tested under multi-point bending load at
ambient temperature. Material strain and temperature were measured using fiber optic sensors.
Measurements were taken along more than 150 m of fiber optic cables using Pre-Pump Pulse
Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis (PPP-BOTDA) and Optical Frequency Domain
Reflectometry (OFDR). Along the beam centerline, three strain and two temperature fiber loops
were placed to characterize the strain and temperature distribution along and through the depth of
the concrete slab. The neutral axis depth was evaluated using the measured data and compared
with theoretic predictions for a fully-composite beam and a non-composite beam. The theoretic
prediction was based on an elastic steel and elastic cracked concrete section and was found in
general agreement with the test data.
1. Introduction
Neutral axis calculations are important for reinforced concrete beam design to determine the
usable area of compressive strength of the section. This can be more challenging in composite
steel-concrete beams than in traditional reinforced concrete because full composite action is not
guaranteed between all the elements; e.g. slip can occur at the steel-concrete interface. Steel
headed studs are commonly used to transfer shear forces between the steel beam and concrete
slab. Full composite action is achieved if the headed studs can carry the shear load when either
the steel beam has yielded or the concrete slab is stressed to its maximum compression capacity,
whichever is less. When full interaction is not achieved, the beam is said to be partially
composite (Vinnakota et al., 1988; Kovach 2008).
Several researchers have determined slip in composite beams as a function of the beam length
for a variety of scenarios. Liu et al. (2005) determined slip and associated strain differences for a
simply-supported composite beam under a concentrated load. Nie and Cai (2003) expanded this
concept toward identifying the effects on the beam deflection, section modulus and investigated
continuous beam behavior due to slip. Naraine (1984) investigated and related the effects of slip
on the uplift of the concrete section.
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2. Sensing Principles
Measurements were taken in the fiber optic sensors using Pre-Pump Pulse Brillouin Optical
Time Domain Analysis (PPP-BOTDA). The PPP-BOTDA measurements were made using a
Neubrescope 70201. This method makes use of a single mode optical fiber (SMF), a modified
pre-pump pulse laser, and a probe laser. The Stokes scattering process is described as the
annihilation of an incident photon and the generation of a scattered photon and an induced
phonon. When an intense optical field is introduced into a SMF it causes an electrostrictive force
to be exerted on the particles in the medium causing an elastic acoustic wave in the fiber. This
acoustic wave leads to density variations within the fiber which reacts with the incident light to
cause a backscattering of light. This process is referred to as stimulated Brillouin scattering. An
increased spatial resolution can be achieved if the incident light pulse from the pump laser is
minimized, however the duration of the pulse must be at least 28 ns to stimulate a phonon in the
medium. In PPP-BOTDA, the pump laser increases the spatial resolution by using a pre-pulse to
stimulate an acoustic wave prior to the arrival of a larger pulse which is used for measurements.
The backscattering light from the pump laser combines with the light from the probe laser and is
recorded by a receiver that measures the intensity of the light. When the backscattering
frequency is equal to the Stokes central frequency, the maximum gain is achieved. The central
frequency is related linearly to strain and temperature based upon Equation (1) where the
constants 𝐶 and 𝐶 must be calibrated based upon the fiber in use (He and Liu, 1999; Kishida et
al., 2004; 2014).
𝑣
𝐶𝜀 𝐶 𝑇
(1)
Measurements were also taken in the fiber optic sensors using Optical Frequency Domain
Reflectometry (OFDR). The OFDR measurements were made using a Luna OBR 4600 - a type
of Optical Backscatter Reflectometry (OBR). This technique uses swept wavelength homodyne
interferometry to measure the Rayleigh backscatter throughout the length of a SMF. The
Rayleigh backscatter is a property of optical fibers and is caused by radius and density
fluctuations and thus index profiles throughout the length of the fiber (Soller et al., 2005; Kreger
et al., 2007). Strain and temperature measurements can be obtained based upon spectral shifts in
the Rayleigh spectrum which must be referenced to a baseline. The spectral shift is related
linearly to temperature and strain by calibration coefficients 𝐾 and 𝐾 (Froggatt and Moore,
1998; Rao 1997).
𝑣
𝐾𝜀 𝐾 𝑇
(2)
3. Experimental Program
The steel-concrete composite floor beam was designed and fabricated by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) as described in Ramesh et al. (2018). Relevant geometric and
material properties are summarized here. As shown in Figure 1, 1.828 m-wide profiled metal
decking was placed on top of a W18×35 steel beam. A lightweight aggregate concrete with
polypropylene fibers was placed on top of the metal decking. A 6x6 W1.4xW1.4 welded wire
1

Certain commercial products are identified in this paper to specify the materials used and the procedures
employed. In no case does such identification imply endorsement or recommendation by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, nor does it indicate that the products are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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mesh was placed in the mid height of the concrete above the steel deck as the minimum required
shrinkage and temperature control reinforcement. Composite action between the steel beam and
concrete slab was achieved using 19 mm diameter headed shear studs spaced at 305 mm on
center along the length of the beam. The studs were placed in a ‘strong stud position’ in the
profiled decking and welded directly to the steel beam.

Figure 1: Transverse and longitudinal cross sections and instrumentation scheme of the composite beam.

Strain and temperature measurements were made using single mode optical fiber cables placed in
the formwork prior to concrete casting as shown in Figure 1. The optical fibers used to measure
strain (hereafter ‘strain sensors’) had a core diameter of 8.2 µm, a cladding diameter of 125 µm,
an inner polymer coating diameter of 190 µm and an outer polymer coating diameter of 242 µm.
The optical fibers used to measure temperature (hereafter ‘temperature sensors’) had a similar
structure and cross-section dimensions, however they had an additional outer polymer jacket that
allowed free movement of the measurement fiber. Three strain sensors were placed
longitudinally along the centerline of the beam at heights of approximately 90 mm, 109 mm, and
141 mm up from the bottom of the slab, respectively. A temperature sensor was co-located along
the bottom and top strain sensor to deconvolve the influence of temperature and strain on the
measured frequency shifts (Equations 1 and 2). Additionally, two temperature sensors were run
along the welded wire mesh transverse to the beam to measure temperature as reported elsewhere
by Bao et al., 2017.
At each of two ends, the W18×35 beam was pin-supported through bolt connections on the load
frame and subjected to six point loads along the centerline of the beam as depicted in Figure 2.
Load was applied through six hydraulic actuators and transferred to the specimen by three
loading/cross beams spanning the specimen at quarter points, each cross beam providing two
point loads on the surface of the concrete. Each of the loading beams was connected to two
actuators. The specimen was loaded in the elastic region to a constant load of 11.1 kN/actuator,
22.3 kN/actuator, and 44.5 kN/actuator.

Figure 2: A 3D schematic of the structural test setup (Ramesh et al., 2018).
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4. Results and Discussion

Strain (microns)

Typical strain measurements and the location of studs along the centerline of the beam for a
constant applied load of 44.5 kN/actuator is shown in Figure 3. Linear regression based upon the
least sum squares method was performed for the three longitudinal strain fibers as a function of
distance along the beam. To account for slight misalignment of the position of fibers during data
processing, a moving average was applied, which increased the effective sensor gauge length to
10 cm. Outlier data that were negative or excessively large were removed. Additionally, data that
had an improper correlation between the three fibers was removed. At each cross section, the
cleansed strain data was used to determine the neutral axis by linear extrapolation. The resulting
neutral axis depths from these analyses are summarized in Figure 4.
200 (a) Neubrescope - 44.5 kN/actuator
100
0
-100
-200
-300
-400
-500
0
3
6
9
Length of Beam (m)

(b) Luna - 44.5 kN/actuator

12

0

3

6
9
Length of Beam (m)

12

Top
Strain
Fiber
Middle
Strain
Fiber
Bottom
Strain
Fiber

Figure 3: Strain distribution at 44.5 kN/actuator applied load with shear studs overlayed.

The manufacturer-provided steel tensile yield strengths for the steel beam, metal decking, shear
studs, and welded wire mesh were 345 MPa, 276 MPa, 414 MPa, and 276 MPa, respectively.
The elastic modulus of all steels was approximately 200 GPa. The measured density of the
concrete was (1865±8.1) kg/m3 and the average compressive strength of two concrete batches at
28 days was (45.4±3.5) MPa from which the modulus of elasticity of the concrete is estimated to
be 23.3 GPa. Under the applied loads, both the steel and cracked concrete sections of the
composite beam are assumed to remain elastic in the determination of neutral axis. Theoretical
calculations show that the neutral axis is 135 mm from the top extreme fiber of concrete under
full steel-concrete composite action, and 42 mm under no composite action. The maximum stress
in the composite cross section was checked to ensure both the steel and concrete sections are in
the elastic range under the applied loads during the laboratory tests.
Figure 4 shows a parabolic shape for the neutral axis as a function of length, suggesting that
there is less composite action (more slip) near the end supports. The trend indicated in Figure 4
agrees with the theoretical and experimental work done by Naraine (1984) and Nie and Cai
(2003). The local peaks in Figure 4 appear to be periodic along the length of the beam. Their
potential correlation with the location of studs as indicated in Figure 4 will be investigated in
future work.
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Figure 4: Neutral axis calculation throughout the longitudinal beam length with stud location overlayed.

5. Conclusion
Variation of the neutral axis depth in a composite steel-concrete slab, determined using data from
distributed fiber optic strain sensors integrated in a steel-concrete composite beam, is shown. The
PPP-BOTDA and OFDR sensing techniques both provided data to predict the neutral axis while
simultaneously providing useful strain data. Additional tests were performed to evaluate this
method for composite beam structures under simultaneous mechanical and fire load conditions
for which the analysis is ongoing.
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Abstract
Aging and degradation of bridge structural components due to corrosion and scour create severe
safety issues in the structural system and can lead to possible bridge failures. Collecting and
analyzing inspection data provide a way to monitor and assess the safety condition of bridges.
This paper proposes a framework to utilize collected inspection data to assess the condition of a
bridge through updating both component- and system-level fragility curves of the bridge.
Particularly, collected data such as mass loss of reinforcement and depth of scour hole are
utilized to update the mechanical properties of structural members in the finite element model.
Fragility curves are then updated through performing a series of nonlinear time analyses based
on the inspection data. As bridges age, they are susceptible to increasing corrosion and scour.
This study investigates the performance of bridges considering the combined effect of
reinforcement corrosion and foundation scour under extreme loadings such as seismic events to
assess bridge resilience. Fragility results quantify increases in the probabilities of damage and
collapse of the structural system as measured mass loss and scour depth increase.
1. Introduction
During the life cycle of reinforced concrete (RC) highway bridges, multiple forms of aging and
deterioration mechanisms may take place and impact the functionality of the bridge system.
These mechanisms include the result of environmental stressors such as corrosion attack and
water-induced erosion of the soil near the foundation system of bridge piles resulting in scour.
Several previous studies focus on assessing the individual effects of these processes on the
seismic performance of the bridges. For example, Choe et al. (2009) investigate the reduction of
capacity of RC bridge columns due to corrosion and Ghosh and Padgett (2012) evaluate the
impact of corrosion on bridge fragility considering multiple component deterioration and
exposure conditions. Wang et al. (2014) investigate the impact of local scour on seismic fragility
of bridges considering various foundation system types. Corrosion and scour are prevalent across
bridges, and can act simultaneously to affect the performance of bridges, particularly in marine
environments. However, there is relatively limited previous research studying the combined
effect of corrosion and bridge scour on bridge fragility.
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This paper presents a framework that utilizes bridge inspection data to assess bridge safety
through constructing bridge fragility curves. In particular, bridge inspection data includes mass
loss of reinforcement in the bridge column due to corrosion attack as well as bridge scour depth
due to sustained erosion and after flooding events.
2. Mechanism and Modeling of Deterioration
2.1 Corrosion Effect
The effect of corrosion on the RC column is mainly manifested through degrading the
mechanical properties of the reinforcement as well as cracking of the concrete cover due to
expansion of corrosion products. Particularly, corrosion attack on reinforcement can be captured
by modifying the geometric and constitutive behaviour of longitudinal reinforcement (Kashani,
et al., 2015). Cracking of the concrete cover can be modeled by modifying the constitutive
behaviour of unconfined concrete according to modified compression field theory (Vecchio and
Collins, 1986). Details of the modeling of the effect of corrosion on bridge performance can be
found in Zhang et al. (2019).
2.2 Scour Effect
Due to the erosive action of flowing water, material is carried away from the bed and banks of a
stream, leading to scour. The total depth of scour consists of three components: long-term
aggradation or degradation, contraction scour, and local scour. For bridges located in stream
beds, due to the obstruction of the water flow by the bridge foundation system, local flow
velocity and turbulence levels increase, giving rise to vortices that can remove sediment and
create a scour hole around foundation system of the structure (May, et al., 2002). This paper
focuses on the effect of local scour on bridges as it has been reported to significantly increase the
seismic fragility of bridges (Wang et al., 2014).
The modeling of the soil-structure interaction (SSI) in this study uses the dynamic p-y
method. Details regarding this method can be found in Boulanger, et al. (1999). The foundation
pile is modeled as a beam on a nonlinear Winkler foundation where lateral SSI is captured by a
p-y spring, and vertical axial friction and tip bearing capacity is captured by a t-z spring and q-z
spring, respectively. This study considers a bridge located in sand and follows the
recommendation provided by the American Petroleum Institute to calculate ultimate bearing
capacity for sand. The p-y relationship is shown in Eqn. 1 below.
𝑘𝐻

𝑃 = 𝐴𝑃𝑢 tanh [𝐴𝑃 𝑦]
𝑢

(1)

𝑃 is lateral soil resistance at any depth 𝐻, 𝐴 is a modification factor that accounts for static or
cyclic loading (0.9 in this case), 𝑃𝑢 is ultimate bearing capacity at depth 𝐻, 𝑦 is lateral deflection,
and 𝑘 is initial modulus of sub-grade reaction. The dynamic p-y method can account for the
dynamic effect of SSI while maintaining reasonable computational times for probabilistic
analyses (Wang et al., 2014). In this study, local scour is modeled by including both removal of
the nonlinear spring along the pile as well as modifying the properties of the remaining soil due
to the effects of stress history (Lin et al., 2010) and scour hole dimension (Lin et al., 2014).
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3. Bridge Description and Site Conditions
The bridge selected for this study is a single-bent concrete box-girder bridge with integral pier,
one of the most common bridge types in California (Mackie and Stojadinovic, 2003). A Type I
pile shaft foundation is used in this bridge type, and the length of the embedded pile shaft is
assumed to be 1.75 times the length of the column above grade (Wang et al., 2014). Figure 1
shows the layout of the single-frame box-girder concrete bridge. To obtain results comparable
with those from previous studies, dimensions are chosen consistent with those from previous
work. Table 1 summarizes the main dimensions of the two bridges considered for this selected
bridge type. Further details of this bridge can be found in Mackie and Stojadinovic (2003).
Uniformly graded fine sand found at the Mustang Island site is used for this study. Properties of
the sand are provided in Table 2.

(b)
(a)
Fig. 1. (a) Longitudinal view and (b) transverse view of single-frame box-girder concrete bridge
Table 1 Dimensions of single-bent box-girder bridge

Single-bent boxgirder bridge
Short-span
Medium-span

Span Length (L),
ft.
60.0
120.0

Column Height (H),
ft.
24.6
32.8

Column diameter (Dc),
in.
63.0
79.0

Table 2 Soil Properties

Critical
friction
angle (°)
28.5

Effective unit
weight
(lb/ft3)
66.2

Relative density,
(%)

Maximum
void ratio

Minimum
void ratio

Specific
gravity

70 (Depth ≤ 3m)
90 (Depth ≥ 3m)

1.0

0.598

2.65

4. Fragility Assessment
In this section, bridge fragility considering the combined effect of corrosion and scour is
assessed. First, the numerical model is built in the finite-element software OpenSees (McKenna
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et al., 1997). For the sub-structure, the column is modeled using a single force-based element,
and the pile foundation using multiple distribution plasticity elements with a fiber section
consisting of a uniaxial constitutive model for concrete and steel. The super-structure is modeled
using elastic beam-column elements. Figure 2 shows the 3D-view of the OpenSees bridge model,
while Table 3 shows the dynamic properties of the short-span and medium-span bridge.
Table 3 Dynamic properties of bridges

Unit: sec.

1st period

2nd period

3rd period

Short-span
bridge

0.700

0.459

0.347

Medium-span
bridge

0.916

0.527

0.499

Fig. 2. 3D-view of bridge in OpenSees

Next, analytical fragility curves are computed through running a series of nonlinear time history
analyses on deterministic bridges. Similar analyses can be conducted sampling from probabilistic
bridge properties. Ground motions are selected from the assembled set in Baker et al. (2011).
The level of corrosion is indicated by the percentage of measured mass loss of reinforcement.
The amount of scour is indicated by the measured scour depth around the bridge pier. The
engineering demand parameter selected to quantify the structural damage of the bridge column is
the maximum curvature. The column fragility is expressed as the probability of exceeding some
damage state for a specific intensity measure. This can be expressed as a function of parameters
of the capacity and demand variables assuming both of them following a lognormal distribution
as shown in Eqn. (2).
𝑃𝑓 = Φ (

ln 𝑆𝑑 /𝑆𝑐
√𝜉𝑑2 +𝜉𝑐2

)

(2)

𝛷(∙) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 𝑆𝑑 and 𝑆𝑐 are the median
parameters for the demand and capacity distributions, respectively, and 𝜉𝑑 and 𝜉𝑐 are the
lognormal standard deviation of the demand and capacity distributions, respectively. This paper
presents results for the most severe damage state, collapse, defined as 20% reduction of column
capacity. Figure 3 shows the resulting column fragility curves for the collapse damage state.
Fragilities are calculated as a function of peak ground acceleration (PGA). Comparing across the
cases considered, Figure 3 shows that the failure probability is higher for the short-span bridge at
low corrosion levels, and becomes similar to that of the medium-span bridge at higher corrosion
levels particularly at lower scour depths. Considering the combined effects of corrosion and
scour, the effect of corrosion is more pronounced for bridges with less scour because higher
levels of seismic force are experienced at bridge columns with less scour.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 Column fragility curves varying corrosion and scour levels for (a) short-span and (b) medium-span bridge

Moving from column fragility to system fragility, Figure 4 shows the bridge system fragility for
the collapse damage state. System fragility curves are constructed accounting for the structural
responses of individual bridge components, e.g., column curvature and deck displacement, by
comparing the joint probability density functions of demand and capacity. The bridge system
failure probability is computed assuming the bridge to be a series system composed of each
bridge component as shown in Eqn. 3.
𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑟[𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒] = 𝑃𝑟[⋃𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒]

(3)

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4 System fragility curves varying corrosion and scour levels for (a) short-span and (b) medium-span bridge

For this bridge type, the system fragility curves are governed by the failure mode of unseating of
the bridge deck with an increase of approximately 15% in the failure probability for 9m
compared to 0m scour depth. In terms of system failure probability, the medium-span bridge is
more vulnerable than the short-span bridge with higher failure probabilities given a loading
intensity. This is due to the fact that the longer column contributes to larger deck displacement
from rigid body rotation at the foundation.
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5. Conclusions
The paper presents a framework to assess the safety condition of bridges based on collected
inspection data on corrosion and scour, including measurements of mass loss of reinforcement
and scour depth. Safety is evaluated as a probability of exceeding an undesired damage state
under a future loading. The framework accounts for the degrading mechanical effects on
reinforcement and concrete cover from corrosion and the loss of soil and effects of soil stress
history and scour hole dimension under scour. To implement this framework, single-bent boxgirder bridges with two geometric configurations are selected.
The results show that 15% mass loss due to corrosion increases failure probability of the
bridge column by as much as 40% for both geometries. The medium-span bridge is more
vulnerable at a system level at different scour hole depths due to the more slender column, with
an increase in system failure probability of 15% for both geometries for a 9m compared to 0m
scour hole. The effects of corrosion are more pronounced for bridges with less scour. The
analysis framework presented in this paper enables updating of bridge fragility assessment under
varying levels of measured corrosion and scour. In assessing the safety of bridges across a
transportation network, such assessments enable identification of the most vulnerable bridges
and prioritization of resources for repair or retrofit. This will decrease the vulnerability of
bridges across the network and increase resilience under future loading scenarios.
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Abstract
Robots such as drones have been leveraged to perform structure health inspection such as bridge
inspection. Big data of inspection videos can be collected by cameras mounted on drones. In this
project, we develop image analysis algorithms to support bridge engineers to analyze the big
video data. Bridge engineers define the region of interest initially, then the algorithm retrieves all
related regions in the video, which facilitates the engineers to inspect the bridge rather than
exhaustively check every frame of the video. To perform this task, we propose a Multi-scale
Siamese Neural Network. The network is initially trained by one-shot learning and is fine-tuned
iteratively with human in the loop. Our neural network is evaluated on three bridge inspection
videos with promising performances.
1. Introduction
Traditionally, performing bridge inspections in hard-to-access areas is disruptive, difficult and
dangerous. In many cases, bridges must be closed to traffic and inspectors must be lifted by
heavy equipment. Manual inspection is time-consuming and costly. Using robotics to conduct
bridge inspections will be safer, faster, and cheaper. Currently, big data from bridge inspections
can be collected from videos recorded with cameras mounted on drones. With a frame rate of 30
frames per second, 108,000 frames can be recorded in one hour. It is a tedious and inefficient
process for bridge engineers to watch hours of video footage for bridge inspection.

Fig. 1 Automatic retrieval of the region of interest based on the initial input by inspectors.

This project aims to deploy image analysis methodologies to provide decision-making support
for bridge inspection through long videos. Fig. 1 illustrates the main steps of an automatic
retrieval of the region of interest from a long video. An inspector first selects some regions of
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interest (e.g. joints, beams, and surface) in a frame. The image retrieval algorithm developed in
this project then finds all related frames in the video. Finally, the collected set of images with
localized regions of interest can be evaluated automatically by computer algorithms or verified
by inspectors.
The main challenges include: (1) the viewpoint is changing within a video captured by a camera
mounted on a drone, (2) the camera vibration introduced by the drone movement affects the
image quality, (3) the regions of interest have different scales in the videos, and (4) the regions to
be inspected by bridge engineers may have different visual appearance or types.
A simple template matching or comparing the similarity between hand-crafted features of the
query image and reference images may not overcome the previous challenges. Neural networks
were used from 1950s to solve the supervised learning problem. At the end of the 20th century,
neural networks were applied to the handwriting digital recognition task and achieved superior
performance. The neural network method relies on big training data, efficient optimization
methods and powerful computation resources. In 2012, deep neural networks [1] were proposed
to solve the large scale image classification problem. Since then, deep neural networks remained
the hottest machine learning topic in many industry applications.
In this project, after a bridge engineer selects a target object, we aim at retrieving the similar
object from every frame of the video. The goal of our project is to assist engineers with less
human effort (e.g., selecting the region of interest by a single image cropping operation). The
proposed system has three main contributions: (1) we propose a Siamese neural network that
extracts features from the target object patch and video frame using the same network
architecture and detects the region of interest by feature similarity comparison; (2) we extend the
network into a Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network, which is able to detect the region of interest
at multiple scales when the camera on a drone moves away or towards the bridge; (3) since we
only have one training sample from the initial selection of the bridge engineer, we leverage the
one-shot learning to fine-tune the pre-trained network to the bridge inspection domain, and we
propose an iterative approach to further refine the network performance with human-in-the-loop.
2. Methodologies
2.1 Preliminaries on Convolutional Neural Network
The convolutional neural network (CNN) is composed of a large amount of neurons organized
by multiple convolutional layers. Each layer contains multiple neurons. Each neuron has one
convolutional kernel that can perform one particular task (e.g., detecting one particular pattern).
From the perspective of transformation function, the first layer transfers the input image to a
stack of feature maps. Then the following layers continue to transfer the feature maps to more
abstract feature maps. The lower level feature map is more local, for example, edge or texture
pattern recognition. The higher level feature map is more abstract, for example, part or object
detection. In addition to convolutional layers, CNN has some other layers including pooling
layer, normalization layer, fully connected layer, and different connections between layers (e.g.,
skip connection, dense net, split and merge, multi-scale Inception).
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2.2 Siamese Neural Network

Fig. 4 The Max-pooling example.

Fig. 2 The proposed Siamese neural network.

The Siamese neural network [2] contains two network architectures which share the same
network architecture to compare two images with the same size. We propose a new Siamese
neural network that can compare two images with different sizes (i.e., the target object patch and
the test image). Our network architecture contains mainly convolutional layers since fully
convolutional layers [3] can adapt to input images with different sizes and generate the output
with the corresponding size. As shown in Fig. 2, the channel number (or the number of
convolutional kernels) increases at each layer, while the size (width and height) of the feature
maps decreases at each layer. The max pooling layer, whose stride size is 2, decreases the feature
map size by 2, as illustrated by one toy example of a single slice of the feature map in Fig.3. The
size of the feature map generated from a convolutional layer follows the equation:
+2
/
1,
(1)
where
and
denote the size of output and
input, respectively. pad, ks and st denote the number
of rows for zero-padding, kernel size and stride size,
respectively. For example, the first convolutional
layer of the test image in Fig. 2 has
0,
11, and
4, so
1 = 203.
Fig. 3 The max-pooling example.
,
The features from the test image I, 1 ∈
are extracted by Siamese neural network G, where W, H and K denote the width, height and
channels of the feature map, respectively (W=48, H=48, K=384 in Fig. 2). The feature maps of
the test image contain the feature vectors at every location, i.e. 1 , is the feature vector at
location (w,h). Since the fully convolutional layer can accept different input sizes, given the
target object patch, one single feature vector, 2 ∈
, is extracted by the same neural
network G, The similarity between two feature vectors is measured by
1

,

, 2

,
,

|

|

.

(1)

where
≜ 1/ 1
. The similarity computation between the target object patch
and every location in the test image provides a 2D probability map that tells us how likely the
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object is detected at specific locations in the test image. The two shared network architectures
(G) can be trained in an end-to-end manner.
2.3 Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network
During the inspection, the camera on a drone may move towards or away from the target area,
which changes the object scale continuously. Our image-patch Siamese Neural Network in Fig.2
can work well at one scale, but it may fail if the scale changes too much. Thus, we propose a
multi-scale Siamese neural network as shown in Fig.4. We up-sample and down-sample the
target object patch to a few scales (e.g. 1
1 and 2
2 in Fig.4). The smaller patch ′′

Fig.4 Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network.

with size 2
2 (the camera moves far away from the bridge) will generate the feature
vector, 3 ∈
, at the lower level of the network G. The larger patch ′ with size 1
1 (the camera moves towards the bridge) will get the feature vector, 2, at the higher level of
the network G. The test image will also be given to the network G and generate the feature maps
at different levels. At each level, a 2D probability map is generated, as described in the previous
section. The generated probability map is turned into a bitmap through a threshold operation. The
overall prediction is the union of the thresholded results from all scales.
2.4 One-shot Learning and Fine-tune with Human in the Loop
The region of interest initially selected by bridge engineers, as a single image patch, is obviously
not enough for training a neural network from scratches. Thus, we deploy the pre-trained neural
network model Alexnet [1] and then fine-tune the network to fit our bridge inspection project.
The Alexnet is trained from the large-scale ImageNet [4] dataset. This dataset contains 1000
categories, and each category contains more than 1000 images. Those 1000 categories don’t
include the region of interest in our bridge inspection project, but the images in the dataset
contain similar texture patterns. To let the network fit the bridge inspection problem much better
when we only have one (or a few) training samples, one-shot (or few-shot) learning [5] is
intuitively suitable for this situation.
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We treat the region of interest detection as a binary classification problem. The region of interest
cropped by human is the positive sample, then on the same frame, the other pixels belong to the
background. Accordingly, the ground truth map is generated based on the positive and
negative samples. Let denote the detected probability map, then the loss to be minimized is a
weighted cross-entropy function:
∑ ,
1
1
(2)
,
,
,
, .
Since there are more negative pixel samples than positive samples,
we use weight to balance the two classes ( is set as 10 in our
experiments). The loss function is calculated at each level of our
Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network. The overall loss function is a
weighted sum of the loss from all levels. After the one-shot training
from the initially labeled sample, the detection results over the
whole video are generated, which can be visualized as a mask
Fig.5 Mask overlays on image.
overlaid on the original image as shown in Fig.5. Bridge experts
can quickly skim the results and identify some false positives (incorrect detections) and select
some correct detections with large appearance variations. Through the interaction with small
human efforts, we can have a little more training data to fine-tune the Multi-scale Siamese
Neural Network. The process can be iterated until satisfied detection performance is achieved. In
our experiments, we manually select 15 frames in each iteration, which are added into the finetune process. All the frames selected from the current and previous iterations are used for finetuning the network in the current iteration.
3. Experiments
The feature extraction network in our Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network is similar as the first
5 layers of Alexnet. The kernel sizes for the 5 layers are 11, 5, 3, 3, 3. The numbers of kernels
for the 5 layers are 96, 256, 384, 384, and 256. The stride size is 4, 1, 1, 1, and 1. The patch sizes
for multi-scale Siamese neural network are 120,70, and 50, and the feature vectors are extracted
from the 5th, 3rd, 2nd convolutional layer. The optimizer is Stochastic Gradient Descent. The
learning rate is set as 10-1 , then decreases by 10 until 10-4 when the loss doesn’t decrease.
Videos

One-shot learning
prec recall f1

Iteration 1
prec
recall

Iteration 2
prec recall

f1

Video 1 (7m:25s)
Video 2 (5m:42s)

.333
.376

.448
.75

.382
.501

.730
.693

.589
.964

.652 .877
.806 .678

.514
1.0

.673
.809

Video 3 (2m:26s)

.348

.712

.467

.773

.787

.78

.863

.84

.818

f1

Table. 1 The detection performance on 3 videos. One shot learning column shows the results generated by the model
trained by the first image patch only. Iteration 1 shows the results after the first round of human interaction with 15
frames. Iteration 2 shows the results after the second round of human interaction with 30 frames which include the
15 frames from the first round. ‘prec’ denotes the precision. ‘f1’ denotes the f1 score.

Our network is evaluated on three bridge inspection videos. We manually label the ground truth
for each frame of the videos. The number of target object (bridge joint in the experiments) in
three videos is 181, 56, 70, respectively. For each video, we perform two iterations of human
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interaction. Table 1 summarizes the evaluation results, from which we observe that iteratively
fine-tuning can improve the performance gradually. Due to the large appearance variation, there
are still some miss detections and false alarms by our network using the initial one-shot training.
More training samples will definitely help overcome this problem and we leave this as our future
work. Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 6. The first column is the hard prediction, which
is thresholded form the soft prediction (the second column of Fig. 6). The last column is the
original test image with the bounding box representing the detected area.

Fig. 6 Hard prediction, soft prediction and detected bounding box on the test image.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we aim to develop image analysis algorithms to provide decision-making support
for bridge inspection through long videos. Our proposed algorithms include: (1) image-patch
Siamese neural network; (2) multi-scale Siamese neural network; (3) one-shot learning and
iteratively fine-tuning the pre-trained network with human-in-the-loop.
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Abstract
Impact sounding has been recognized as an effective technique to detect delamination in
concrete structures, such as concrete decks. An enormous amount of sounding data can be
generated/collected by the autonomous inspection systems equipped with impactors and
microphones. However, the main challenge in the practical application of this technology is the
development of advanced data analysis approaches for identifying defects from impact sounding
data. In this study, the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) analysis and power-spectral
density (PSD) analysis are combined to extract useful features of sounding data generated by the
impact hammer. It has been found that the EMD method can effectively eliminate noise from the
captured data during the identification of features such as the fundamental frequency. Based on
extracted features, a defect contour of the inspected structure can be generated for fast decision
making and reliable inspection ratings of concrete structures.
1. Introduction
Impact sounding has been proven to be more effective than the ground penetrating radar (GPR)
to detect delamination in concrete structures, and cable ducts and anchorages (Scott et al. 2003,
Hurlebaus et al. 2017). The main challenge in the practical application of this technology is the
development of advanced analysis approaches for impact sounding data that can be used for
identifying defects. For example, methods such as power-spectral density analysis, evolutionary
neural network, principal component analysis and time-domain features analysis have been used
by researchers in assessing the bonding integrity of the tile–walls (Tong et al. 2006a, Tong et al.
2006b, Tong et al. 2008, Luk et al. 2010 and 2011). Their work has shown the effectiveness of
impact sounding approach in detecting bonding integrity of tile walls. In their studies, the effects
of noise have been recognized as the main issue that affected the quality of the results. Compared
with tile walls, the surface of the concrete bridge deck is considered to be rougher or more
irregular, which could cause more noise when impact sounding is used (Popovics 2010).
Recently, Sun et al. (2018) proposed a new type of ball chain to reduce the noise from the
conventional chain dragging for concrete delamination detection. However, chain dragging
devices are mainly used for scanning the top surface of the bridge decks, which have limited
applications for inspecting other concrete structures, such as columns, beams, and the bottom
surface of the deck. Hammer sounding has been recognized as a more
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versatile way to detect local delamination in a variety of concrete structures, while the noise
issues associated with hammer sounding have not been well resolved (Popovics 2010).
In this research, the empirical mode deposition (EMD) method and power-spectral density (PSD)
analysis are used to extract useful signals from hammer sounding data for the defect detection on
an engineered concrete slab. It is found that the EMD method can effectively eliminate noise
from the captured data during the identification of features, such as the fundamental frequency.
The extracted fundamental frequencies from the hammer sounding data are found to be able to
detect different defects in concrete structures, such as shallow delamination, honeycomb, and
void. Further work should be carried out to study the effect of hammer size on defect detections
in concrete structures, especially for deep delaminations.
2. Impact Sounding Test description

Fig. 1. Design of the concrete slab with engineered defects
In order to collect test data to develop/verify signal processing tools, a concrete slab with known
engineered defects at the Turner Fairbanks Highway Research Center of FHWA has been tested.
Fig. 1 shows the layout of the slab. The dimension of the slab is 40 inch by 120 inch and it has a
thickness of 8 inch. In the slab in Fig. 1, four different artificial defects were designed and
embedded in the concrete slab: shallow delamination, honeycomb, void, and deep delamination.
The delaminations were simulated by plexiglass sheets, which were placed at depth of 2.5 and 6
inches. The honeycomb was created by loose aggregates and the void defects were built using
styrofoam board. Detailed information about the construction of the slab with defects can be
found in Lin et al. (2018).
Fig. 2(a) shows the setup of sounding excitation and data acquisition systems. A conventional
hammer was used as the sounding source to excite the surface of the concrete slab. For the data
acquisition, a common vocal microphone together with a USB-port sound card connected to a
laptop enabled the recording of the signal during the test. The microphone was shielded with a
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foam cup, which helped insulate the ambient noise and direct the sounding waves to the
microphone. The general mechanisms of defect detection using hammer sounding are illustrated
in Fig. 2(b), where the sounding waves transmitted from the hammer impact were reflected by
the defects and collected by the vocal microphone for further data analysis.

Fig. 2. Test setup: (a) sounding instruments; (b) acoustic sounding mechanism
3. Frequency Spectrum Analysis

Fig. 3. Fourier spectra of hammer sounding for 5 different defect conditions: (a) no delamination;
(b) shallow delamination; (c) honeycomb; (d) void; (e) deep delamination
Fig. 3 compares the typical Fourier spectra of hammer sounding data from 5 different defect
conditions. In Fig. 3, the signal for no delamination case of Fig. 3(a) show two sharp spikes in a
relative high-frequency range (larger than 4 kHz), while the frequency distributions of signals
from the defect zone are relatively flat and mainly located in the low-frequency range, less than 4
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kHz. Also, all 5 cases have multiple peaks in the extremely low-frequency range of less than 2.5
kHz, which represents the mixing of noises and flexural mode signals of the slab. Since the
sounding features in low frequency are usually correlated with defects, it is important to filter out
the unnecessary noise effects and keep the useful signals for further analysis.
4. Empirical Mode Decomposition of Hammer Sounding Data
In this study, the EMD method was used to remove the noise from the sounding signals. EMD is
an adaptive data analysis tool that is commonly used to break down any complicated signal set
into several components, which usually pertain to different vibration modes and different
physical meanings. These components can also be described as intrinsic mode functions (IMF),
which build a nearly orthogonal basis for the original data. Fig. 4 shows the Fourier spectra of
decomposed hammer sounding signals using the EMD method. In Fig. 4(a), it can be seen that
the low-frequency noises with high amplitude were removed from the original signal and the
useful impact sounding signal was well represented in IMF1. The filtered noises were also
shown in IMF2 and IMF3. Signals from other defect areas are also showing similar filtering
effects by EMD in Fig. 4(b) to Fig. 4(e). By comparing the PSD distributions of IMF1 for
different signals, the no-delamination data show much smaller amplitudes in the low-frequency
range than those for signals from areas with defects. Also, the difference between deep
delamination and no-delamination is relatively small compared with other artificial defects. This
observation shows that hammer sounding might be less effective in detecting the delamination as
the damage develops in a deeper location.
It is observed from Fig. 4 that the fundamental frequencies of hammer sounding data mostly
show the flexural mode of vibration, which is different from the thickness mode normally
observed in the impact echo (IE) signals. This is because the width-to-depth ratios of the
embedded defects are larger than one, which usually leads to the flexural modes (Kee and
Gucunski 2016 and Lin et al. 2018). Also, these artificial defects were closely placed near the
edge of the slab, which can also cause flexural modes in the no-delamination regions.
After extracting sounding signals (IMF1) using the EMD method, the distribution of PSD
(energy) was used as the feature to detect the four artificial defects in the concrete slab. A defect
ratio was defined as the energy from a band of 2.5 to 4 kHz (flexural modes) divided by the
energy from the whole frequency range of the signal. A contour of the defect ratio from the
concrete slab using hammer sounding is shown in Fig. 5, where the defects corresponding to
shallow delamination, honeycomb, and void are well detected and are highlighted on a scale of
severity of the defects, where 0 represents no damage and 1 represents severe damage. In the
plot, actual locations of embedded defects are marked by red rectangles. It is observed that some
of the shallow delamination areas show low damage indexes. When the hammer impacted the
middle of the shallow delamination area, the concrete surface responded like a “drum”, which
significantly amplified the magnitude of the collected sounding data and the “drum sounding”
was found to exceed the threshold value of the microphone. This “drum effect” disrupted the
original signal and affected the detection results. The boundary of the defects was still well
detected. Further studies on controlling the “drum effect” will be carried out by the authors in the
next phase of the project. In this study, the hammerhead had a diameter of 20 mm. Hammers
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with smaller head could induce sounding signals with higher frequencies. The effect of different
properties of hammers on the detection of concrete defects, especially deep delamination, will
also be investigated by the authors in future studies.

Fig. 4. Empirical mode decomposition on hammer sounding data: (a) no delamination; (b)
shallow delamination; (c) honeycomb; (d) void; (e) deep delamination

Fig. 5. Damage contour of the slab based on the dominant frequency of hammer sounding data
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5. Conclusion
In this study, empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method is used to filter out the noise from
the hammer sounding signal. The first intrinsic mode function (IMF) has been found to be the
useful sounding signals and other IMFs are the noises, such as the friction between the hammer
and the deck surface. The embedded defects in an engineered slab have been well detected based
on the features of PSD distribution of the hammer sounding. Most of the sounding signals have
been found to be the flexural modes of the slab or defects. Further work should be carried out to
study the thickness mode of the slab, similar to impact-echo, by using different sounding
sources, such as hammers with different sizes and electronic sounding.
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Abstract
This paper presents acoustic emission monitoring of prefabricated and pre-stressed reinforced
concrete beams used in highway bridge construction during detensioning, craned removal from
formwork, and transport to bridge sites as part of a potential Quality Assurance/Quality Control
(QA/QC) program. Prefabricated and pre-stressed reinforced concrete Northeast Bulb Tee
(NEBT) girders are high-performance structural elements that often aid in the rapid construction
of bridges. High internal loads due to the prestressing with steel strands and tight geometries can
lead to cracking. These cracks are normally not serious structural threats, but may have aesthetic,
serviceability and long-term maintenance concerns. Acoustic emission monitoring is a nondestructive technique that identifies and locates cracking in solids. The key fabrication and
conditions monitored are detensioning, craned form removal, and transport which apply and alter
large internal stresses to the girders. Detensioning transfers the pretension loads from the
formwork frame to the freshly-cured concrete by a sequential torch cutting process of steel strands
running lengthwise through the girder. Relaxed geometric constraints due to removing the girders
from the formwork combines with prestressing to induce camber that occurs rapidly, typically
within minutes. Transport induces loading and vibration not typical of design use. The results
indicate that AE sensing is a practical QA/QC process for Prefabricated Bridge Elements and
Systems (PBES) as observational correlation was found between AE event locations and cracks as
well as AE event clustering in areas of tensile stress.
1. Introduction
This study focuses on the application and methodology of Acoustical Emission (AE) sensing for
use as a Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) technique during fabrication and transport
of Northeast Bulb Tee (NEBT) precast pre-stressed bridge girders. Fabrication processes targeted
for AE data collection were detensioning and lifting. These processes were of specific interest for
AE data collection because it is the first time that the newly cast beams are loaded; with
detensioning inducing large, sometimes eccentric, loading and lifting; allowing the prestress to
camber the girder. Additionally, transport AE data collection was of interest because of the
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irregular and vibratory loading that can induce stresses opposite to expected in-service loads.
Reconnaissance of the targeted AE data collection events indicated the occurrence of end zone
cracking following detensioning. In the slender and highly prestressed NEBTs there are three
common types of end zone cracking that occur (Hasenkamp et al., 2008). These are; horizontal
web cracking, inclined web cracking, and Y cracking (Okumus and Olivia, 2013). Only horizontal
web cracking, which is typically caused by eccentric loading or pre-tensioning strand distribution,
was observed during this study. Such cracks close during service loading (Okumus and Olivia,
2013).
An Acoustic Emission (AE) is a transient elastic wave released from stored elastic energy in a
solid caused by irreversible changes such as cracking or chemical reaction processes (NDT
Resource Center, 2018). These plastic deformations are termed as “damage.” The pulse-like AE
signal propagates in all directions in three main wave modes; longitudinal waves (body wave/Pwave), transverse waves (shear wave/S-wave), and surface waves (Rayleigh wave) (Lee and Oh,
2016). An array of point sensor transducers convert the transient elastic waveforms into an array
of electrical signals where parametric waveform features along with time histories are recorded.
2. Methodology
This study employed Mistras AEwinTM acoustic transducers, data acquisition set up and data
processing software for field test measurements of AE activity on full-scale prefabricated and
prestressed, reinforced concrete NEBT girders during the detensioning, craned form removal, and
transport processes. The main components of the system include: Mistras AEwinTM Sensor
Highway III (SHIII) data acquisition system, eight PK6I 60 kHz resonant acoustic sensors, 30
meters of additional signal cable, 2-D locations software, and 3-D locations software (Physical
Acoustics, 2018).
The equipment was configured and operated per manufacturers’
recommendations and in general accordance to ASTM standards (ASTM E1316-18a, 2018; ASTM
E3100-17, 2017; Physical Acoustics, 2018).
The configuration of the eight-sensors was in a 2-D planar array and in an equilateral triangular
pattern, using high vacuum grease as a couplant between the sensor wear plate and contact surface,
with supplemental mechanical support from epoxy-adhered steel protective boxes. During the
detensioning and craned form removal processes, sensor arrays were placed at the end zone within
the end zone transfer depth, estimated as 60 times the diameter of the pre-tensioning strands or 36
inches (914 mm) per 5.11.4.1 of AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications (PCINE-14-ABC, 2014).
During transport testing the 2-D sensor array was deployed in the end zone for one test and in the
center of the beam for two tests. Since the Mistras AEwinTM software package does not support
complex structural shapes and since all the observed cracks occurred within the web, the algorithm
considered only the web of the NEBT. The NEBT girders tested as part of this study ranged in
lengths from 96-147 feet (29-45 meters), girder depth of 78.75 inches (2000 mm), flange width of
48.75 inches (1238 mm), and included both straight and hammerhead girder designs. These beams
included a variety of reinforcement patterns, pre-tensioning strands in the upper and lower flanges,
and three hollow 4-inch diameter post-tensioning ducts in the web.
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3. Results
The AE data presented below were obtained from field testing of full-scale prefabricated and
prestressed, reinforced concrete NEBT girders during the detensioning, craned form removal, and
transport processes. AE data collection during the fabrication processes occurred at the facility of
J.P. Carrara and Sons, Inc., in Middlebury, VT and transport AE data were collected during
transport from J.P. Carrara and Sons, Inc., in Middlebury, VT to Rockingham, VT.
3.1 Detensioning
AE data collection during the detensioning of a hammerhead NEBT girder yielded a total of 960
individual AE events. These AE events were collected during the synchronized torch cutting of
the 28 pre-tensioning strands which totaled a duration of roughly 14-minutes (Figure 1). Since
eccentric loading is a common cause of end zone cracking, great care is taken in the unloading
process by following a prescribed unloading sequence set forth by the structural designer.
However, even following this prescribed unloading sequence three horizontal web cracks were
observed during the detensioning process and ranged in length from 5 to 17 inches (127 to 432
mm). Two of the three cracks were observed to correspond to locations of the post-tensioning
ducts where the concrete cover depth is thin. Although cracks were observed the AE event pattern
was diffuse. This diffuse pattern may indicate a successful attempt at reducing the eccentric and
rapid dynamic loading during detensioning which may explain the limited number and magnitude
of observed cracks.

Figure 1: End zone region AE event occurrence density during detensioning of a
hammerhead NEBT girder, with a total of 960 recorded AE events
3.2 Craned Lifting
During craned lifting, overhead tracked gantry cranes lifted at two loading points, one on each end
of the beam roughly 10 feet (3 meters) from the beam ends. The cranes then set the beam in its
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storage area at a distance of roughly 40 feet (15 meters). Lifting occurred directly following
detensioning and did not allow time repositioning of the AE equipment. For this reason, the AE
sensors stayed in the end zone region rather than being moved to the expected higher stress region,
the middle zone. The results were the collection of only 16 AE events
3.3 Transport
AE data were collected during the transport of three different NEBT girders and represented both
straight span NEBT girder sections and hammerhead NEBT girder sections. The straight span
sections maintain the same cross-sectional bulb tee shape throughout the length of the girder where
as the hammerhead sections include a large “belly” in the center of the beam that rests on the bent
cap. During the transport tests AE data were continuously collected over roughly 160 miles (258
kilometers) of interstate, highway, secondary, and tertiary roadways with speeds reaching up to 75
mph (120 kmph) (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Loaded straight span NEBT girder during transport
The first AE monitoring scenario was the end zone of a straight section NEBT girder. A total of
673 AE events were recorded with AE event locations concentrated in the upper half of the web.
The second AE monitoring scenario was the middle zone of a straight NEBT girder. A total of
2,628 AE events were recorded with AE event locations, again, concentrated in the upper half of
the web. The third and final AE monitoring scenario was the middle zone of a hammerhead NEBT
girder. A total of 91,723 AE events were recorded with AE event locations concentrated in the
lower two-thirds of the girder section (Figure 3). Finite element modeling of the NEBT girders as
loaded during transport indicate that AE events were concentrated and tended to occur in areas of
the girder that were loaded in tension. This makes sense as concrete is inherently weak in tension
comparative to its compressive strength.
It was noted during all three tests that AE events were recorded mostly during flexure scenarios
on the beam such as when cresting hill, bottoming in a valley, and during tight turns or turns with
abrupt movements. This is important to note because it suggests AE events recorded may be due
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to internal energy and not external energy induced by roadway conditions. Additionally, there
were no new cracks or growth of existing cracks observed to occur during any of the transport
tests.

Figure 3: AE event density during transport testing of middle zone region of hammerhead
NEBT girder, with a total of 91,723 recorded AE events
3.4 Summary of Results
A quantification of AE data collection during the detensioning, craned form removal, and transport
processes along with observations of any cracks during field testing of the NEBT girders is
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of Results
Girder type
Straight
NEBT
Hammerhead
NEBT

Sensor array
location
end zone
middle
end zone
end zone
middle

AE monitoring
process
transport
transport
detensioning
craned lifting
transport

# of observed # of observed cracks
AE events
(crack lengths)
673
0
2,628
0
960
3 (5-17 inches)
16
0
91,723
0

4. Conclusions
This paper presented AE data collection in support of the efficacy of AE sensing as a QA/QC
procedure during detensioning, lifting, and transport of full-scale Northeast Bulb Tee (NEBT)
girders. Field testing during detensioning, lifting, and transport of full-scale NEBT girders yielded
the following conclusions:
1. Limited modifications of the AE sensing equipment were required for field testing during
detensioning, lifting, and transport of NEBT girder;
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2. Horizontal web cracking was observed in the end-zone regions of NEBT girders
immediately following detensioning;
3. Distinct AE event patterns were recorded between different sensing locations and
between the different processes of detensioning, craned lifting, and transport;
4. During transport testing, large quantities of AE events were recorded without correlation
to observed cracks; and
5. B-value statistical analyses indicate promise in adaptation from cyclic loading to single
loading event damage assessments.
Development of source discrimination and damage severity assessment algorithms are ongoing,
but this research has started to set the foundation for when cracks occur and where to put sensors
for AE monitoring of NEBT girders.
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Abstract
The static and dynamic loads from passing vehicles on the bridge needs to be carefully monitored
as these loads may threaten the safety of the bridge structure. For the static load part, i.e., vehicle’s
gross weight, low-frequency response signals of the bridge is usually needed, including strain or
displacement, as many researchers have proposed. On the other hand, accelerometers can be used
for moving dynamic load identification because acceleration responses usually have a high
sensitivity at the high-frequency range. This paper investigates on the possibility of using only
accelerometers to identify both vehicle static and dynamic load. The low-frequency range signals
are provided by the inclination data obtained from the projection of the gravity component of 3axis accelerometers. By combining the bridge acceleration and inclination in a particle filter, the
static and dynamic loads of the passing vehicle are estimated.
1. Introduction
Passing vehicles, among other types of dynamic loads including seismic loading and strong wind,
lead to bridge vibration. From the bridge monitoring point of view, the bridge’s traffic load
condition needs to be properly evaluated. Although researchers have been focusing on this problem
for decades (Zhu and Law, 2016), the evaluation on passing vehicle’s load remains a challenging
problem because the load contains both static and dynamic part. Moreover, the estimation results
are often affected by the vehicle’s transverse position on the bridge.
To identify vehicle’s load, many researchers tried to identify vehicle’s load through optimization
technique. For example, Deng and Cai proposed a vehicle parameter identification algorithm based
on a Genetic Algorithm (Deng and Cai, 2009). Wang et al estimated the pavement roughness which
is used as the input to the system and the vehicle load is then estimated by a particle filter (Wang
et al, 2017).
In this paper, a method to identify both vehicle static and dynamic loads as well as vehicles passing
lanes using acceleration and inclination response of a bridge is proposed. Portable wireless
accelerometers can be used to measure bridge vertical acceleration responses as well as the bridge
inclination induced by the passing vehicle. The inclination is extracted from the projection of the
gravitational acceleration on the longitudinal direction. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) is
designed to estimate the passing vehicle’s force and the transverse position. The proposed method
is verified by a numerical example, showing that the method gives an accurate identification on
both vehicle static and dynamic load and the vehicle’s transverse position on the bridge.
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2. Bridge Inclination Measurement from 3-Axis Accelerometers
To estimate the static weight of the passing vehicle, low-frequency range signals are usually
necessary. Those signals include bridge displacement and strain. However, measurement on those
physical quantities are not always available due to limitation on sensor technique as well as some
site-specific difficulties. On the other hand, the bridge inclination is sensitive to the moving static
load of the passing vehicle and can be extracted from 3-axis accelerometers. When a vehicle passes
across the bridge, the acceleration signal in the longitudinal direction of the accelerometers is
affected by the projection of gravitational acceleration. The inclination can be extracted as
a
  arcsin x
(1)
g
where ax denotes the acceleration in the longitudinal direction, that is x direction, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and θ is the bridge inclination at the sensor point.
3. Basic Equations in Vehicle-Bridge Dynamics
A multiple-lane bridge is modelled by a plate model, whose governing equation is described as
4w
4w
4w
w
2w
(2)
Dx 4  2 Dxy 2 2  Dy 4  cb
 m p 2  L  x, t 
x
x y
y
t
t
where Dx, Dy are the flexural rigidities in x- and y- directions, respectively, Dxy is the torsional
rigidity of the orthotropic plate, and mp is mass per area of the plate model.
According to the modal decomposition method, the equation of motion can be rewritten as
(3)
Μbq  Cbq  K bq  Fb
where Mb, Cb, and Kb are the diagonal modal mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the bridge,
respectively, q is a column vector containing the modal coordinate of each mode, and Fb represents
the input force of each mode with the form of
(4)
Fb,i  Ff i  x f   Fri  xr 
where ϕi is the ith mode of the bridge, xf and xr are the respective location on the bridge of the front
and rear tire, and Ff and Fr are the front and rear tire forces, respectively.
Compared with the bridge span, the wheelbase distance between front and rear tires is always small,
making the mode shape values under front and rear tires almost equal. Therefore, Eq. (4) becomes
Fb ,i  Fvi  xv 
(5)
Where Fv = Ff + Fr and xv is the position of the vehicle on the bridge (e.g., xv = (xf + xr) / 2).
4. Moving Force Identification with Lane Detection Using Extended Kalman Filter
The theory of EKF is first briefly reviewed in this section. The EKF implementation of
simultaneous estimation of vehicle static and dynamic load and vehicle transverse position then
follows.
4.1 A Brief Review of EKF
A linear Kalman filter is applied to a system represented by two equations, namely the system
equation and the observation equation, expressed as
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Xk 1  Ad Xk  w k
Yk  Cd Xk  v k

(6)

(7)
where Xk and Yk denote the system state vector and observation vector at k time step, respectively,
Ad is the system matrix representing the relations between state vectors at time step k and k+1, Cd
is the observation matrix linking the state vector and observation vector, and wk and vk is the system
and observation error term that follows independent zero-mean Gaussian distribution.
th

When parameter identification problem is considered, the above equations cannot be directly used
because Ad and Cd will contain parameters that are included in the state vector, making these
equations nonlinear, as
X k 1  f  X k   w k
(8)

Yk  h  X k   v k
(9)
where f and h represent the nonlinear relation of the system and observation equation, respectively.
To linearize these equations, the Jacobian matrices are adopted, giving linearized system and
observation matrices as
f
h
A dL 
, C dL 
(10)
X
X
where the superscript ‘L’ indicates ‘linearized’.
4.2 Implementation of EKF on the Vehicle Load Identification Problem
In this problem, the total force Fv (both static and dynamic load are included) and a parameter d
indicating the vehicle transverse position are included in the state vector, as shown in Eq. (11).
The definition of Fv and d are described in Fig. 1.

X  q q Fv

d

T

(11)

Fig. 1. Moving load identification from bridge responses
When a vehicle is moving, its transverse position usually remains unchanged while its load on the
bridge is time-variant due to the bridge pavement roughness. Therefore, a random walk model is
adopted for the time-evolution of vehicle load, as
Fv ,k 1  Fv ,k  k
(12)
where ξk is the error term following a Gaussian distribution.
According to the equation of motion of the bridge system, the system matrix is described as
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 I N N
 M 1K dt
b
b
Ad  
 O1N

 O1N

I N  N dt
I N N  M b1Cbdt
O1N
O1N

O N 1
O N 1 
M Φ  xv  dt O N 1 

1
0 

0
1 
1
b

(13)

where O is zero-matrix, I is identity-matrix, Φ(xv) is the column vector containing mode shape
values of each mode at position xv, N is the number of bridge modes considered in the analysis,
and dt is the time interval which is determined by sampling rate of the sensors.
Note that matrix Ad includes the vehicle’s position xv on the bridge, which is related with the lane
parameter d in the state vector as explained herein. Therefore, the system state matrix needs to be
linearized. In this case, the only difference between Ad and ALd is that the term ON×1 on the second
row of Ad is replaced by its Jacobian matrix term ∂M-1b Φ(xv)dt/∂d. The relation between the mode
shape vector Φ(xv) and lane parameter is linearly defined as
Φ  vt   Φleft  vt 
Φ  xv   Φleft  vt   right
d
(14)
b
where v is constant vehicle speed, b is bridge width, and Φleft and Φright are the mode shape values
at the left and right edge of the bridge. The Jacobian term is then calculated as
Φ  vt   Φleft  vt 
Mb1Φ  xv  dt
Z A , N 1 
 Mb1 right
dt
(15)
d
b
The observation vector consists of the acceleration and inclination responses on both sides of the
bridge as
(16)
Yk  u S
where 𝐮̈ contains bridge vertical acceleration at selected locations and S indicates the bridge
inclination.
T

The observation matrix of this problem has the form of
 Φa M b1K b Φa M b1Cb Φa M b1Φ  xv  O N 1 
Bd  
(17)

ηi
O N N
O N N
O N 1 

and Φa represents the bridge mode shape values at acceleration measurement points, ηi contains
the coefficients that convert modal coordinates q to bridge inclination θ, and can be extracted from
bridge mode shapes.
As system matrix Ad, the observation matrix Bd should be linearized by replacing in the first row
by its Jacobian matrix term, which is calculated in a same manner as in the system matrix
Φ  vt   Φleft  vt 
Φa Mb1Φ  xv 
ZB, N 1 
 Φa Mb1 right
(18)
d
b
5. Numerical Example
A numerical example is provided to verify the proposed method to identify vehicle’s load and its
transverse position. A half-car model is adopted to represent the vehicle passing across a two-span
40-meter-long continuous bridge with a pavement roughness determined in advance. Bridge
responses, including acceleration and inclination, are calculated from Newmark-beta method. The
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EKF algorithm is then applied to identify the vehicle’s load and position which are compared with
the reference values.
5.1 Bridge Pavement Rougheness
The bridge pavement roughness is the main excitation to the vehicle in the vertical direction and
thus needs to be carefully considered. In this paper, a real bridge pavement roughness measured
by a portable profiler is adopted (Wang et al., 2017).
5.2 Vehicle and Bridge Model
A two-axle half-car model with 4 degrees-of-freedom including vehicle body vertical movement
ub, vehicle body pitching motion θb, and front and rear tire vertical movement uf and ur, is used for
the calculation of vehicle-bridge contact force. Details of the adopted half-car model are found in
(Jazar, 2017) while the vehicle-bridge contact force is shown as
P  0 0 ktf  h f  y f  u f  ktr  hr  yr  ur  

T

(19)

where kt is tire stiffness, h is pavement roughness, y is the bridge deflection, and the subscript f
and r indicates front and rear tire, respectively.
A 40-m long and 10-m wide two-span continuous steel girder bridge with two vehicle lanes is
chosen as the bridge model. Two bending modes and two torsional modes are shown in Fig. 2.

(a) 3.76 Hz

(b) 5.00 Hz
(c) 5.62 Hz
Fig. 2. Mode shape and frequency of bridge model

(d) 6.71 Hz

5.3 Estimation Process and Results
The half-car model with total weight of 2.10 ton is simulated to pass accross the bridge at a constant
speed of 18 km/h on a line 2.5 m from the left edge of the bridge, i.e., d equals to 2.5 m. The bridge
vertical accelerations at mid-span are calculated while the bridge inclinations at each bridge end
are obtained. The simulated measurement layout of the bridge is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Measurement layout in the simulated bridge
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Artificial noise of 10 % of its RMS values is added to bridge responses before applying the
procedure described in Section 4. The estimation results on the vehicle load and the transverse
position are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The vehicle static weight is estimated to be
2.06 ton with an error of less around 2 %. The transverse position parameter d is estimated to be
2.53 m, which is close to the reference value of 2.5 m.
In addition, the estimation result of using integrated bridge displacement responses from
accelerometers instead of inclination data (i.e., replace S by u in Eq. (16)) is also shown in the
figure. It is obvious that a larger error appears, compared to the results of using inclination. The
reason is because the integrated bridge displacement suffers from low frequency range error, which
is reflected in the moving load estimation.

(a) Estimation of tire static and dynamic force
(b) Estimation of vehicle transverse position
Fig. 4. Typical estimation results
6. Conclusions
In this paper, an EKF algorithm is developed for the estimation of the vehicle’s static and dynamic
load as well as its transverse position. A half-car model is simulated on a two-lane bridge model
to numerically test the proposed algorithm. The results show that the vehicle’s load and its
transverse position are estimated with a good accuracy even when measurement noise is
considered. The proposed method helps to reduce the error from unknown vehicle passing lane.
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Abstract
Inspection of civil infrastructure is a demanding task, which also requires in-depth knowledge
and experience about infrastructure assets. Manual inspection is often labor intensive, making the
task more difficult and expensive. Besides, the time-consuming process of manual inspection and
omission to detect crictial damage may lead to serious failures. Automated systems can mitigate
most of the adversities stemming from manual inspection. In this paper, a crack detection
technique for civil infrastructures, like roads and bridge decks, is presented. The technique can
detect cracks of different shapes and orientation. A data set of 21,996 images of various roads,
highways and bridge decks was prepared at different times of the day and for different light
orientation conditions. Though convolutional neural network (CNN) is very popular for image
classification, it shows degradation when a deep network is used. For this reason, a 50 layered
residual learning network was used to train the data. The network shows significant successes on
different test cases collected from an arbitrary source, with a 94% percent crack detection
accuracy. This work provides sufficient evidence that deep networks with large datasets can be
used for crack classification without any degradation in accuracy of the network.
1. Introduction
Modern transportation systems rely on well performing civil infrastructure, including roads,
bridges, railways, etc. It can be said that the transportation infrastructure is the backbone of
people and goods movement.. Concrete, the most widely used material to build the infrastructure
is susceptible to deterioration with time from various causes, such as repeated overloading,
chemical processes, like corrosion, environmental effects, and many more. Internal deterioration
in concrete will lead to formation of defects, most notably to cracking and delamination.
Presence of such defects will affect the performance and longevity of the infrastructure asset.
Therefore, regular inspection, and corresponding maintenance activities, is needed to retain the
performance and prevent premature failure. Manual inspection of concrete elements, in particular
detection and characterization of cracks is time consuming, labor-intensive, error prone and
uneconomic. An automated inspection system, which can assess the condition of an
infrastructure asset in a continuous manner, is critically needed. Automated inspection system for
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civil infrastructure was addressed in many studies, including more recently by Gibb et al. (2018);
La et al. (2013); La et al. (2017), Cha et al. (2017). Crack detection in concrete has many
challenges. The crack shape, orientation and the background varies with structure and the
environment they are in. The illumination, noise present in real time crack images also makes
crack detection challenging. There are many traditional image processing techniques, which fail
in cases of crack detection due to the variability of real time images, as mentioned in Cha et al.
(2017). There have been studies showing results, where state-of-the art edge detection techniques
were used, like canny edge detector, sobel operator fails to classify crack in concrete smoothly,
e.g. in. Prasanna et al. (2012); Sham et al. (2018). In addition, Laplacian of Gaussian transforms
have been previously used for extracting image cracks, e.g. by Lim et al. (2014). However, the
factors enabling a real time crack detection, as mentioned above, degrade the performance of
such techniques. Some machine learning techniques, such as SVM (Prasanna et al. (2012)),
Adaboost and Randoom forest (Prasanna et al. (2016)), CNN ((Gibb et al. (2018); Cha et al.
(2017); Dinh et al. (2016)), were previously used for crack classification in concrete. As
mentioned in Cha et al. (2017), deep architectures like CNN, and large data sets collected in
varying conditions are needed for detection of cracks from images in real time. Various deep
CNN structures are used for classification of cracks, such as AlexNet designed by Krizhevsky et
al. (2012), or VGGNet represented by Simonyan et al. (2014). The deep CNN structures are
subject to degradation (in accuracy) and optimization is a problem when more layers are added
to the network (He et al. (2016)). Therefore, considering the factors of crack detection, using a
deep CNN structure could be a challenge. To address this problem, a residual learning network
designed by He et al. (2016), widely known as Resnet, is used in this study to recognize cracks in
images. With residual learning approach, significant improvements are made in the crack
detection, and with less complexity. The following sections provide a discussion on the residual
network architecture and training process, experimental data collection and results, and the
conclusions of the study.
2. Methodology
Deep residual learning network designed by He et al. (2016) was used in this study for the
classification purpose. The performance of a very deep network degrades, as well as optimization
issue of hyperparameters occurs, when more layers are added to the network. These problems
can be resolved by using a residual mapping instead of adding new layers into a CNN to the
underlying mapping. Therefore, a 50 layer deep network with a residual mapping function is
used in this study. The complete workflow of the system is represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The work flow of the proposed system.
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2.1 Network Architecture
The CNN architecture consists of a fifty layer deep network with residual learning function. The
input layer takes an image of a size of 256x256x3. Those represent the height, width, and the
number of channels of the image. It is first fed to the network. The input image is passed through
a 7x7 convolutional layer, which outputs a 112x112 image. A 3x3 maxpooling is performed on
the image after that results with an output of 52x52 dimensions. The residual function is
performed on each three layer stack consisting of 1x1, 3x3, and 1x1 filters. Later, a global
average pooling is performed on the network, followed by a 1x1 soft max activation in the fully
connected layer. Table 1 represents the architecture of a fifty layer resnet network.
Table 1. Architecture of fifty layer residual network.
Name of the Layer
Conv1

Output Size 50 Layer Organization
112x112

7x7, 64, stride 2
3x3 max pool, stride 2
1x1, 64
3x3, 64
1x1, 256

x3

28x28

1x1, 128
3x3, 128
1x1, 512

x4

Conv4_x

14x14

1x1, 256
3x3, 256
1x1, 1024

x6

Conv5_x

7x7

1x1, 512
3x3, 512
1x1, 2048

x3

Conv2_x

56x56

Conv3_x

1x1

Fully connected layer

When extra layers are added to construct a very deep network, it is more efficient to map these
layers into a residual function, rather than mapping the added layers to underlying mapping of
the network. Let us assume that the underlying mapping of an added layer is H(x), where x is the
input of the first layer. The residual mapping of the added layers would be F(x) : H(x)-x. Using
the equation F(x)+x, a shortcut connection can be added to after a number of stacked layers,
consisting of existing layers and added new layers. This residual learning function is applied to
every few stacked layer. Initially, Resnet by He et al. (2016) uses a 32 layer architecture and is
applying residual learning in every two layers with 3x3 filters. However, in Resnet with 50 layer
a building block is designed with applying a residual function in every three layers. The stacked
layers consist of filters with 1x1, 3x3, 1x1 dimensions, respectively.
2.2 Training with Residual Network and Crack Detection
For training the aforementioned network architecture, a data set containing images of 256x256
dimensions have been prepared. Images of different road and bridge deck surfaces with different
illumination, intensity and crack orientation are added to the training set. A fully connected layer
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over the 7x7 convolutional layer of a typical Resnet architecture (He et al. (2016)) was used in
this study. The network parameters were optimized using a Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
value of 0.01. The network was trained with 80 epochs, where weights were updated in each
epoch. The initial weights were assigned randomly, rather than using the weight of the state-ofthe-art IMAGENET data set.
A real time image of road or bridge deck surface can contain multiple crack types of different
orientation. There may be sub parts of an image where non-cracks exist. To identify different
patches of an image as a crack and non-crack, it is effective to subdivide an image. Therefore, an
image of an arbitrary size is taken as input, and the image is then divided into sub images of
256x256x3 dimensions (height, width, channel). The images are then fed one by one into the
CNN. After that, the images are stitched back together with a classification as crack or noncrack.
3. Experimental Results
The fifty layer residual network architecture classifies image in two classes as crack or noncrack. The trained model is compared with the CNN structure proposed by Gibb et al. (2018). In
this section, the data set preparation and results by our experiment is discussed elaborately.
3.1 Data Set Preparation
Data were collected from two types of infrastructure assets, roads and bridge decks in particular,
during different day and night times, as well as with having shadows and different backgrounds.
To capture images, an autonomous robotic system with NDE sensor fusion method, represented
by Gibb et al. (2018), was used to enable in-depth data collection in a limited inspection time.
The Seekur Jr mobile robot from Omron Adept Technologies, Inc. was used as the base platform
for the robotic system designed by Gibb et al. (2018). The Seekur mobile robot system was used
previously by La et al. (2013) and La et al. (2017) for civil infrastructure inspection. However,
Seekur Jr is more suitable for civil infrastructure inspection because of its mobility in adverse
conditions, as reported by Gibb et al. (2018). Moreover, we have included some arbitrary images
from various online sources, so that the system is not biased toward certain camera specification.
The collected images have been subdivided into 256x256 pixels regions, and labelled manually
into crack and non-crack classes. Images containing major cracks were included in the data set,
while images with minor cracks were discarded. After that, data augmentation was performed on
the crack images. For this purpose, a crack image is flipped horizontally and vertically, and
rotated ninety degrees left and right. Besides, some crack images are included by decreasing
brightness of images, so that the trainer can recognize cracks in very low contrast images. To
decrease brightness, we have used the equation, I =I ⋅α + β , where I is an image pixel, the
value of α is set to 1, and β is set to -80. The data set was partitioned into two sets for training
and validation. The training set contained 21996 images of 256x256x3 dimensions in the crack
class, and 22000 images in the non-crack class. 300 images of crack and non-crack classes were
taken for validation of the trained module. For testing, the training performance test set was
created, including various images available online. The test set consisted of 326 images in the
crack class, and 301 images in the non-crack class.
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3.2 Result Analysis
The accuracy of our method is measured using the following formula:
Number of correct classification
Accuracy =
Total number of instances
The residual learning network achieved 94% accuracy after testing on a test set of 627 images of
crack and non-crack classes, while the CNN model proposed by Cha et al. (2017) and Gibb et al.
(2018) achieved 89.8% and 96 % accuracy respectively (trained with same data set). Besides, six
images of 3486x5184x3 dimensions were taken and fed into the system. The result showed that
the Resnet model can identify cracks more accurately than Cha et al. (2018) and classifies less
false positives than the CNN model by Gibb et al. (2018). Table 2 shows some examples of the
crack detection result of Resnet model, CNN model by Gibb et al. (2018) and Cha et al. (2017).
Though the CNN model by Gibb et al. (2018) detects more crack pixels, it detects more false
positives, in comparison to the Resnet model. In some cases, the Resnet model detects more
crack pixels as shown in Image1 of Table 2 than the other two CNN structures. Some cases show
that the Resnet detects less crack pixels than the CNN model by Gibb et al. (2018). However,
Resnet outperforms the CNN model by Cha et al. (2017) in all cases.
Table 2: Crack detection result on several images using three different processes. The correct or false classification
is identified by how many 256x256 blocks are classified as crack class
Input image
CNN model by Cha et al. CNN model by Gibb et al. Fifty layer Resnet model
(2017)
(2018)

Image1

Correct = 7, Incorrect = 0

Correct = 8, Incorrect = 0

Correct = 11, Incorrect = 0

Image2

Correct = 18, Incorrect = 0

Correct = 26, Incorrect = 2

Correct = 23, Incorrect = 0

Image3

Correct = 20, Incorrect = 79 Correct = 24, Incorrect =16 Correct = 24, Incorrect = 14

4. Conclusion
A 50 layer deep residual network was trained using a dataset of 43996 images. The results show
an improvement in crack classification over a shallow CNN structure. It was shown empirically
that deep networks with large data sets can be used for classification of cracks in concrete
without concerns regarding the degradation problem typical for deep networks. Though the
Resnet comes with different number of layers, a fifty layer Resnet can identify cracks more
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accurately than a 18 layer or 32 layer Resnet architecture. In the future work, the performance of
other Resnet architectures with 101 layers and 152 layers will be analysed. Besides, the current
Resnet architecture falsely classifies some of the crack blocks and some minor crack blocks as
non-crack. The aim is to improve accuracy for minor cracks in concrete. Moreover, the images
blocks that are fed into the system consist of 256x256 blocks. It is believed that smaller blocks
for training and classification will improve the network performance. The goal is to further
investigate the ideal size of image blocks for classification.
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Abstract
Operational and structural safety of road and highway networks is a key problem in many
countries, where the existing infrastructures are in service from many decades and they are close
to the end of their lifespan. This is the case of many European countries, where a strong effort in
the development of transportation networks was made in the early decades after the Second
World War. A variety of structures have been built according to the knowledge at the time of
design and erection and, in some cases, disregarding environmental actions like the earthquakes.
As a consequence, there is an urgent need for rational and effective approaches to the remote
structural health assessment of bridges. In the present paper, after an overview of relevant issues
in structural maintenance and safety assessment of existing bridges, relevant research findings
from structural monitoring of bridges are reviewed to remark potential and drawbacks of
continuous Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) for effective health and performance evaluation.
1. Introduction
The expected performance of new structures and infrastructures is increasing in recent years, due
to the major concern of serviceability response to loads related to ordinary as well as exceptional
ones, like those associated to extreme natural events. Growing attention is paid also to other
features of the process, as for example the energy consumption, and recycling of materials within
the construction process (Gervasio and da Silva, 2013). Time dependence of structural and
functional performance of infrastructures forces structural engineers to manage more complex
models and design approaches, but also to tackle in a more comprehensive way the problem of
the implementation of effective and sustainable maintenance programs. It is worth noting that
nowadays in many developed countries, new structures are relatively few, conversely the
majority of the issues are related to the stock of worldwide bridges designed and constructed in
the early decades after the Second World War. As a consequence, there is an urgent need for
rational and effective approaches to the structural maintenance of substandard structure even by
remote structural health assessment procedures. In this context, vibration based SHM is currently
increasing its attractiveness, mainly due to the fast development of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) and automated data processing techniques allowing SHM
to operate on a continuous basis. However, the benefits of the technology related to timely and
remote anomaly detection can be exploited provided that some drawbacks related to effects
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different from damage are properly considered (Moughty and Casas, 2017; Reynders et al.,
2014). In the present paper, after an overview of relevant issues in structural monitoring of
existing bridges, relevant research findings are reviewed to remark potential and drawbacks of
continuous SHM for effective health and performance evaluation.
2. Permanent vs. periodic monitoring
Permanent monitoring systems are installed on the target structure and operate on a continuous
basis to provide measurements of physical and mechanical parameters relevant to assess the
structural conditions in operation. They might include measures of the structural response, either
static or dynamic, of environmental parameters, but also of the loading process and of the
material degradation. The conceptual advantage of continuous monitoring systems relies on the
possibility of integrating automated data processing procedures able to process, even in real time,
the incoming data and detect unexpected and/or abnormal conditions in the structural behavior.
In particular, the impact of natural hazardous events, such as earthquakes or floods, can be
assessed either in near real time for emergency management, or for diagnostic and maintenance
purposes. However, continuous structural monitoring is commonly considered to be expensive,
complex to design, and heavy to manage due to the large data volumes to be processed. While
the recent progress in ICTs makes continuous structural monitoring effective and sustainable
from the economic and technical standpoints - but cost-benefit analysis is out of the scope of the
present paper -, continuous monitoring still requires a careful design of the system architecture to
tackle data storage, management and transmission issues. Periodic monitoring, as a counterpart
of continuous monitoring, can be referred to as one of the steps for comprehensive inspection of
the infrastructure in operation. Periodic monitoring consists in the installation of a sensor
network recording the physical and mechanical data of interest for a limited time, from a few
hours to some weeks depending on the objective of the assessment. In principle, if the current
status of the structure is defined through periodic investigations, comparing the outcomes of the
same investigations over time allows assessing the structural health. However, on the analogy
with continuous monitoring, such an approach represents a diagnostic tool but it is not a formal
safety evaluation of the structure based on the evaluation of the ratio between capacity and
demand. Nevertheless, it can provide data and information that, complemented by visual
inspections, can effectively support the assessment of the structural health. Furthermore, in the
framework of periodic monitoring a single measurement system can be installed on different
structures, so distributing its overall cost on a large number of applications. Even though many
tools for damage assessment are common for continuous and periodic monitoring, the most
relevant drawback of the latter directly depends on its discontinuous nature, which prevents to
track slowly varying phenomena, such as those due to environmental effects, or to record the
structural response to extreme events. Figure 1 is exemplary to this aim, and supports the reader
to focus on one of the main issues in selecting the most appropriate monitoring approach. The
upper curve depicts the variability of fundamental frequency of a continuously monitored
structure over time (refer to the right y-axis), while the corresponding values of the temperature
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(refer to the left y-axis) are given in the lower plot. The figure is paradigmatic of the complexity
of the SHM problem, independently of the monitoring approach. However, while continuous
monitoring might allow discriminating between environmental influences and damage effects,
this is usually not the case of periodic tests: despite the basic expectation of stable results behind
the periodic monitoring paradigm, it is clear that erroneous damage detection results can derive
from the influence of external variables.
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Figure 1. Example of continuous monitoring of physical (temperature) and structural parameters (natural frequency).

3. Diagnosis and prognosis
Environmental influence on damage sensitive features is definitely one of the most debated
aspects in the development of reliable SHM systems (see, for instance, Rainieri et al., 2019 and
the references therein). Another major issue when dealing with existing structures is the
difficulty to establish if the reference state for damage assessment is also a healthy state of the
structure, which was already in operation since its construction. Moreover, the scale of the
critical component that governs the structural safety can be different from one application to
another. This is the case of the discontinuity regions (D-Regions) in reinforced concrete (r.c.)
structures, among which the support of the Gerber type decks plays a key role. Figure 2 shows
degradation phenomena that affect such components in many existing bridges. The assessment of
their carrying capacity is crucial and cannot be easily tackled by means of visual inspections and
periodic monitoring without the appropriate deployment of sensors able to provide a clear picture
of the physical, chemical and mechanical conditions of the local material. The same comments
apply also to the pier caps, whose aspect ratio might lead to a shear dominated behavior,
activating strut and tie mechanisms hard to be assessed in the absence of detailed sensor
deployment. Apart from the aforementioned components, many degradation phenomena
affecting steel as well as r.c. bridges (Figure 3) yield stiffness changes (for instance, as a result of
cross section modifications), so that the global response of the structure is also affected. Modal
based damage detection methods work well in this context. However, while several laboratory
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tests are reported in the literature for validation purposes, a few successful applications of modal
based damage detection procedures to real structures are currently available. One of the reasons
is that unsupervised approaches are often applied, requiring a usually long training period
referring to the structure in healthy state in order to provide reliable anomaly detection (Rainieri
et al., 2019). Other relevant issues concern i) the appropriate setting of the threshold of
detectable damage for a given Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR); ii) the minimum time interval for
damage detection; iii) damage detection capacity; iv) damage magnitude detection capacity; v)
ability to detect damage at different locations; vi) reliability. More details on this categorization
can be found elsewhere (Del Grosso, 2012). Depending on the number of damage detection
capabilities listed above, the computational efforts associated to the methods can be very
different. In any case, the detection performance is often clearly influenced by environmental
effects.

Figure 2. Effects of material degradation on critical D-regions in existing bridges.

Figure 3. Effects of material degradation on structural members of existing bridges.

Once damage has been detected, prognosis is needed to estimate the residual life of the structure.
The available methods can be grouped into two classes. A first class makes use of finite element
models that include degrading models of materials. In these models the static or dynamic
parameters are optimized to reflect the actual structural response and the evolution of the health
status. Heuristic models, instead, belong to the second class. A simplified and very practical
approach is to use the update of life cycle functions to predict the expected life of the structure.
This approach avoids the computational complexity of the first class of methods; even if
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approximate, it provides useful information to support decisions. In addition to structural safety,
other key aspects in infrastructure technology are user safety and environmental sustainability,
safety in the workplace during construction, and maintenance operations. An interesting review
can be found elsewhere (Siskos and Sambrakos, 2004). In this framework, transport
infrastructures are transforming from typical civil engineering systems to more complex systems
in which the components of communication and information are taking on an increasingly
important role. This, therefore, suggests considering SHM and early warning systems (Rainieri,
2011) as integrated subcomponents of an infrastructure monitoring system that performs several
functions (Figure 4).
Control Room

Communication Backbone

Traffic
Control

Energy
Management

Environmental
Monitoring

SHM

Early
warning

Figure 4. Integration of SHM in the infrastructure control system, adapted from (Del Grosso, 2012).

4. Exogenous variables
The opportunities offered by continuous SHM of bridges are real, even though the appropriate
selection of damage features and metrics can play a significant role. In addition, since long-term
tracking of modal parameters in bridges has demonstrated that they are affected not only by
damage but also operational and environmental effects, the technical community has recognized
the importance of developing effective model free solutions for SHM to tackle the problems of
safety assessment and maintenance on a pure experimental basis.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Environmental variables affecting a bridge response identified by SOBI (Rainieri et al., 2019):
temperature (a) and humidity (b).

This is the motivation behind the efforts made in recent years to develop effective algorithms
able to perform reliable interpretation of measurements by means of computationally sustainable
algorithms compatible with field applications. Figure 5 shows typical results of application of
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SOBI (Rainieri et al., 2019) to the identification of the sources of variability of modal parameters.
The figure remarks that the algorithm is able to identify multiple sources that might affect the
dynamic response of the monitored structure in the absence of direct measurements of those
factors. This is a relevant research result when measuring environmental and operational
variables of interest is difficult or even unfeasible.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper an overview of relevant issues in structural monitoring of existing bridges has been
reported. An insight on types of damage occurring to bridge structures pointed out that
degradation might affect either D-regions of members producing primarily local effects or act on
members and components playing a relevant role on the global response. In the latter case,
continuous modal based SHM represents an effective technology to detect anomalies at an early
stage and support decisions about maintenance interventions. It has been also shown that
environmental and operational variables make the response of the structures changing in time,
even in healthy conditions, but the recent research efforts made available data processing
methods able to identify even unmeasured environmental variables, thus enhancing the
effectiveness of modal based SHM. As a final result, potential and drawbacks of continuous
modal based SHM for existing bridges have been carefully summarized.
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Abstract
Estimating damping is known to be notoriously inaccurate and the estimates typically have high
variance. In this paper, Bayes theorem and conditional probability are utilized to reduce the variance of the damping estimates by accounting for multiple modal parameter estimates, i.e. poles
and mode shape estimates. The modal parameters are estimated using the multi-reference Ibrahim
Time Domain method, and an automatic operational modal analysis (AOMA) algorithm that utilizes histogram analysis has been used to automate the modal parameter estimation procedure.
Data from a laboratory Plexiglass plate are used to investigate the proposed method. The results
suggest that by applying Bayes theorem and conditional probability while accounting for multiple
modal parameters improves the damping estimates by reducing the variance.
1

Introduction

The lifetime of flexible structures like, oil rigs, offshore wind turbines, long span bridges and
skyscrapers, is governed by fatigue. Structural health monitoring (SHM), is the monitoring of the
health of a structure, with the objective to quantify the remaining lifetime of the structure in question. Structural health monitoring is dating back to the mid nineties, and is, in principle based on
sensor technology used to measure and characterize damage sensitive features, which adversely
affect the performance of the system, see also [1] and [2]. One of the tools for diagnostics is operational modal analysis (OMA), which involves the estimation of modal parameters (i.e. frequency,
damping and mode shape) for structures in operation [3]. A present day predominant loading scenario is fatigue, which is described as the weakening of materials due to repeated loading. The
environmental forces (e.g. wind, waves and traffic) acting on the structures, discussed in this paper, include harmonic components. For any oscillatory system damping has the effect to reduce
the amplitude of these harmonic components, and therefore, damping is an important measure
when assessing the fatigue lifetime of structures. However, damping is difficult to estimate, and
the estimates typically have high variance.
Probability is used to treat uncertainty in damping estimates. Inference as seen by the classical
statistician, (or frequentist), quantifies probability in terms of population frequencies: given an
event, the probability is the relative frequency under repeated observations, while for the Bayesian
statistician, probability is the degree of belief that a given event will occur [4]. In other words,
the classical statistician relies on the data observed in order to plausibly a given event, while the
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Bayesian statistician can account for personal belief when quantifying the probability of the same
event. The Bayesian approach offers an advantage over non-Bayesian ones for problems where it
is non-trivial to construct an estimator for the parameters of interest. In particular problems that
suffer from identification uncertainty that are necessary to quantify, i.e. they depend on underlying
assumptions that should be accounted for. The assumption in this case is within a Bayesian framework the prior distribution, i.e. we assume or have some prior knowledge about the probability
distribution of the sampled data we have obtained. The prior distribution and definition of such
can also act as a drawback to Bayesian inference which is explained later on in this paper. For
further reading on Bayesian inference, the reader is referred to [5].
The purpose of this paper is to utilize Bayesian inference given a prior distribution to obtain
damping estimates with low variance from measurements on a Plexiglass plate obtained using an
automated operational modal analysis algorithm.
2

Theory

In this Section, the Bayesian approach that is based upon conditional probability is described.
2.1

Bayesian inference

Let us consider a M odel and a set of Data with the probability distributions, P (M odel) and
P (Data). Say, the probability distribution of the M odel, P (M odel), is some prior knowledge we
have, the prior. Then the probability that the M odel is true given some Data is P (M odel|Data),
is called the posterior. The likelihood is the probability that the Data is true given some M odel,
i.e. P (Data|M odel). The probability distribution of the Data, P (Data), is the evidence and acts
as a normalization constant. Bayes’ Rule, which was just described, is seen in Equation 1
Likelihood

Prior

z
}|
{ z }| {
P (Data|M odel) P (M odel)
P (M odel|Data) =
|
{z
}
P (Data)
| {z }
Posterior

(1)

Evidence

The posterior distribution is a joint probability density function conditional on modeling assumptions and available data. It can therefore be seen that in the special event where the same
likelihood function in the Bayesian method is used and no prior information on the modal properties is used, the posterior estimates is equal to the maximum least square estimate.
3

Experiments

A vertically suspended Plexiglas plate was equipped with 35 uni-axial accelerometers that were
mounted in a double symmetrical pattern and measuring in the same direction. The excitation was
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done using a pencil and the total measurement time correspond to 300 seconds, which is equivalent
to approximately 42500 periods of the lowest natural natural frequency. The experimental setup
may be seen in [6].
The measurements were post processed using an unbiased estimator to compute 1225 correlation functions using a blocksize of 512 samples. Subsequently the correlation functions were used
as the input to the multi-reference Ibrahim Time Domain (MITD) method [7] and [8]. The modal
parameters from the MITD method were quantified using an automated operational modal analysis algorithm that utilizes the statistical modeling of the stabilization diagram alongside a decision
rule that is based on the modal assurance criterion, see [9]. The maximum model order was fixed
at 60. However, the number of time lag values used in the correlation functions were varied from
40 to 440 in intervals of 2. This was done to obtain more estimates using the same data.
4

Results and discussion

Based on the approach described in the previous section we are able to extract a high number
of damping estimates from little data in which we can construct a probability distribution of the
damping ratio estimates. Many studies are reporting means and standard deviations of damping ratio estimates, e.g. [10], [11], and [12]. However, very few address the probability distribution of the
damping ratio estimates. One study reports that the probability distribution is asymptotically normally distributed [13], while another study found that the modal parameters may be non-normally
distributed, but it is generally following an asymptotically normal distribution [14].
In the following we will only consider the first mode (symmetrical bending around weak axis)
for the Plexiglas plate. A total of 19587 damping ratio estimates were found. In Figure 1 a
histogram of the estimates is presented. The number of bins are selected based on the Square-root
√
Choice. Let N be the number of samples, then the number of bins are defined as No. Bins = N .
The total bin width is the distance from the lowest to the highest damping ratio estimate. The
histogram is overlaid by a Laplace (double exponential) probability distribution. The fit seems
reasonable, but it should be noted that there are a high concentration of damping ratio estimates at
the tails and the distribution is not centered at the highest bin. An explanation for this is that the
damping ratio estimates found when using few or many time lag values of the correlation functions
have higher variance than the variance when using an intermediate number of time lag values. This
can be seen in [15].
It is generally observed that when using stabilization diagrams, the frequency estimates tend to
stabilize for increasing model order. This is also typical for the damping ratio estimates, but with
a higher variance than for the frequency estimates. The probability distribution for the frequency
estimates is, as for the damping ratio estimates, following a Laplace probability distribution. Furthermore, it was observed that the frequency and damping ratio estimates were uncorrelated, i.e.
they were uncoupled from one another.
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Figure 1: Histogram of 19587 damping ratio estimates for the first mode for the Plexiglass Plate.
The solid black line represents a Laplace (double exponential) probability distribution
Within a Bayesian framework, the prior, as was mentioned in the introduction, has a backside.
If the amount of data is small, the posterior will be predominated by the prior information, while if
much data is used, the posterior will be governed by the likelihood information. Also the assumptions inherent to selecting the prior can compromise the Bayesian framework. In the following we
will employ the probability distribution based on the 19587 damping ratio estimates as the prior
distribution. By choosing only 4 damping ratio estimates to represent the likelihood distribution
we can produce a posterior distribution. In Figure 2 we have the prior distribution shown as a solid
black line. The variance of the prior distribution, and therefore also the variance of the damping
2
ratio estimates is σprior
= 6.97e − 08. The likelihood distribution shown with a dashed black line
2
has a variance of σlikelihood
= 2.72e − 08, which is smaller than the variance of the prior distribution. By computing the posterior distribution, shown as the dotted black line, we end up having a
2
variance of σposterior
= 1.96e − 08, which is lower than the variance of the prior and likelihood
distributions.
It should be noted that the mean value is different for the three probability distributions. The
prior that was constructed can be sensitive to small changes inherent from variations in environmental conditions, boundary conditions etc. It should therefore be used with care, and only when
a proper baseline can be established.
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Figure 2: Bayesian inference. Solid black line - prior; dashed black line - likelihood; dotted black
line - posterior
5

Conclusion

The damping ratio estimates for the first mode of a Plexiglas plate was shown to follow a Laplace
(double exponential) probability distribution having a high concentration of data points at its mean
value. Bayesian inference was employed by constructing a prior based on 19587 damping ratio
estimates. The prior was subsequently used to find the posterior from a small sample of damping
ratio estimates, the likelihood. The result showed that a lower variance was obtained. It should be
stressed that the slightest change in environmental conditions, boundary conditions etc. can affect
the prior.
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Abstract
Direct inspection of welded structural elements embedded in concrete is, in most cases, not
possible and, when necessary, it requires partial demolition for direct inspection. Gamma or X rays
are not both inspection alternatives because of concrete thickness and steel reinforcing bars. This
is the case of the upper anchoring elements of a cable-stayed bridge, which failed due to a defective
weld and fatigue growth. To evaluate the weld of the remaining 111 anchoring elements the
acoustic emissions technique was used to identify the presence of cracks and to estimate the risk
of fatigue failure; and in a long term monitoring, to evaluate the effect of fatigue on defect growth.
The condition of the welds it was evaluated through a Severity Index, which was defended from
the AE Duration-Amplitude curves. Limits for defect sizes were defined from this index and from
direct ultrasonic inspection of two pre-selected welds where concrete was demolished. Results
show the potential of this method on monitor the weld condition of these elements and their fatigue
evolution for future maintenance.
1. Introduction
The Rio Paploapan Bridge is a cable-stayed bridge located in the state of Veracruz in Mexico.
Built in 1994, it has a main span of 203 meters and a total length of 407 meters with 112 cables
distributed in eight semi-harps. The special design of the upper anchoring system, Astiz (1997), is
made of one steel plate, which is welded to the anchoring elements, which are cylindrical on one
side and flat on the welded side (Figure 1). The cylindrical side is threaded to screw the collar that
holds the cable in the upper side.
Since commencement, the bridge has had two failures in the anchoring elements. The first took
place in January 2000, it was due to microstructural deficiencies of the steel, and it occurred in the
heat-affected zone (HAZ). Despite it was an excellent quality AISI 1050 steel, it was an outcome
of a deficient casting process that resulted in a low toughness brittle material with a microstructure
with large grain size (ASTM 2) and a high content of pores and inclusions, Lopez and Poblano
(2000). Consequently, the 111 remaining elements were inspected with an ultrasonic technique to
detect internal defects and to evaluate the microstructural grain size and, finally, 16 elements were
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identified as structurally deficient and changed in subsequent maintenance stage, Lopez et al
(2009). Figure 2 shows the access area for ultrasonic inspection, which is very small and limited
and UT inspection was only possible for grain size identification from the attenuation factor and
internal inspection was limited within a small region; weld inspection was practically impossible.

(a) Upper anchoring system design
(b) Anchoring system before installation
Figure 1 – Anchoring assembly used in the Rio Papaloapan Bridge

Figure 2 – Condition for ultrasonic inspection of the anchoring elements

The second failure took place in June 10, 2015. In this case, it took place in the weld interface with
the anchoring element. The failure analysis revealed that an initial crack that grew due to fatigue
until it reached a size of almost 65% of the cross section area (figure 3). In this case, two different
zones are identified; the first, which was is characteristic of fatigue growth, after failure it showed
oxidation on its surface; the second, characteristic to ductile fracture, corresponded to the final
break due to overload, Carrión et al (2017).

Figure 3 – Failed upper anchoring element of cable 1 semi-harp 5
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Since the weld is fully embedded in the concrete, direct inspection is not possible and concrete
demolition is not feasible alternative. For these reasons, the 111 welds of the anchoring elements
of the bridge were inspect with acoustic emissions (AE), including the previously rehabilitated.
2. AE Inspection Methodology
To characterize the acoustic emissions from a welded element, 10 specimens were used to obtain
a typical acoustic signal in laboratory tests; five welded flawless to simulate optimal conditions,
while other five intentionally defective welded, simulating the conditions of the failed element in
the bridge. Specimens were made with the same materials and same welding process as the
anchoring elements in the bridge. A servo-hydraulic machine with 10 tons capacity applied the
loads to simulate the loading conditions.
To measure the AE responses from the laboratory specimens, these were instrumented with two
low frequency PK-15i and two high frequency PK-30i sensors. The low frequency sensors were
on one side, above and below the specimen, while the two high frequency sensors were on the
opposite side in the same configuration. The applied loads were from 1 ton to 9 tons in a loading
and unloading sequence. The characterization and comparison of AE from the welds of the
defective specimens to those from the healthy specimens permitted the identification and
qualification of the acoustic energy and wave from the flawed welds, Droubi et al (2017). Based
on these results, it was then possible to set up the parameters for acquisition, filtering and data
analysis for field conditions, assuming that laboratory results were representative of those from
direct field measurements on the anchoring elements of the bridge.
2.1 Qualification from the Severity Index
Once the AE were characterized and the measuring parameters were defined, field measurements
of the AE from the anchoring elements were made on the bridge with normal traffic for periods of
12 hours, 8 elements simultaneously due to equipment limitations. The measuring period was from
6 pm to 6 am, since because it was the period with highest traffic and loading conditions.
Crack evolution is possible through the analysis of accumulated acoustic energy, since the acoustic
activity is a direct measurement of this process. However, the sole consideration of this parameter
can be misleading because it takes into account acoustic events associated with phenomena other
than cracking. Thus, the use of the severity index is more accepted because it takes into account
the events or hits with highest acoustic energy, which are most likely to be associated with cracking.
According to the analysis proposed by Fowler (1989), the Severity Index Sr (equation 1) is a
representative indication of AE related to cracking. This index, initially used to evaluate carbon
steel pressure vessels, it also applies for different materials and loading conditions, like fiberreinforced composite bridge decks, Gostautas et al (2005), prestressed concrete beams,
ElBatanouny et al (2014), and bridge concrete girders, Nair and Cai (2010).
𝑖=𝐽

1
𝑆𝑟 = ∑ 𝑆𝑜𝑖
𝐽
𝑖=1
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Where, Soi is the signal strength of the i-th hit, considering the J events with the highest acoustic
strength and N is the total of hits. In this case, when N< 10, Sr = 0, and when N ≥ 10, Sr is calculated
from equation (1) with J = 10.
2.2 Zonal Intensity Plot
Complementary to the severity index, it is possible to use a measure of the time evolution the
acoustic energy. The main objective is to have an indication of the growth and size of the cracks.
The zonal intensity plot was defined by the MONPAC system criteria, Fowler (1989), it classifies
the acoustic activity not only for its intensity, but also for its evolution and to classify and label
the condition of a structural element in terms of the risk of failure.
The zonal intensity plot is based on the Severity Index and the Historic Index; the second defined
as follows:
𝑁

𝐻(𝑡) =

𝑁
𝑁−𝐾

∑ 𝑆𝑜𝑖
𝑖=𝐾+1

(2)

𝑁

(

∑ 𝑆𝑜𝑖
𝑖=1

)

Where H(t) is the historic index at time t, N is the number of hits up to and including time t, Soi is
the signal strength of the i-th event, and K is an empirical derived factor. Values of K are given as
follows: K = 0, when N ≤ 15; K = N–15, for 16 ≤ N ≤ 75; K = 0.8 N, for 76 ≤ N ≤ 1000; and for
N ≥ 100, K = N – 200.
3. AE Results and Monitoring Strategy
Figure 4 presents the Severity Index of the anchoring elements, arranged in decreasing order, to
evaluate and classify the condition of the welds and to identify those over the average value (=
32.24). Anchoring elements are identified to the cable (T#) from 1 to 14 on each semi-harp (S#)
from 1 to 8.
In figure 4, the red dots indicate two selected anchoring elements after inspection, to break the
concrete to uncover the weld for direct ultrasonic and penetrant inspection. As expected, T6-S5
was a Class A weld according to the AWS welding code with a large defect, while the other (T2S7) had only two Class D small defects. After rehabilitation, the severity indexes of both elements
decreased from 146.6 and 49, to 15.5 and 0, respectively.
From the Severity Index and the Historic Index, the Zonal Intensity Plot was obtained (Figure 5).
In this case, the welds’ condition were classified from insignificant to follow-up, without any in
the major condition for immediate repair. Again, the two selected anchoring elements are indicated
with a red dot and the T6-S5 is classified as “Follow-Up”, while the other as “Intermediate”.
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Figure 4 – Severity index for the inspected anchoring elements

Figure 5 – AE Zonal Intensity Plot for the welds’ anchoring elements
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4. Conclusions
Experimental results and direct weld inspections demonstrated complete agreement between the
Severity Index and the defect condition of the two directly inspected welds, and therefore, we
conclude that the Severity Index is an appropriate monitoring parameter of the Weld condition of
the anchoring elements. Moreover, from these results, nine anchoring elements with the highest
Severity Indices were scheduled for future repair and to validate the evaluation methodology. The
Zonal Intensity Plot, although it showed reasonable results, it is still under research because the
Historic Index does not reflect the time evolution of cracks. During the 12 hours period considered
for AE monitoring, traffic loads were not constant or time consistent and it is possible to have a
misleading Historic Index. For future research, it is found that SHM data from strain sensors is
necessary to correlate the loading conditions due to traffic to the AE energy and to redefine the
Historic Index, so it can be representative to a real time evolution of cracks.
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Abstract
Conventional acoustic based methods are not effective on asphalt bridge deck due to high
attenuation of elastic waves in asphalt. Ground penetration radar (GPR) is the only applicable NDT
method for evaluation of bridge decks with asphalt overlay. In this study, an automated acoustic
scanning system and GPR were combined to evaluate an asphalt overlaid bridge deck under repair.
GPR was used to scan the bridge deck with asphalt overlay before and after repair. When the
asphalt layer was removed during repair, the bare concrete deck was scanned using both GPR and
the acoustic scanning system. Equipped with high precision positioning GPS and non-contact
acoustic sensors, the automated acoustic scanning system can provide a high-resolution
delamination map of the bridge deck in real time.
1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete bridge deck deterioration is a major concern to highway agencies. Delamination and
reinforcement corrosion are two of the most common problems for reinforced concrete (RC) bridge
decks. These deteriorations will seriously affect the service life of bridges. Accurate and efficient
evaluation of bridge decks will help highway agencies make proper maintenance decisions and
reduce repair cost. For concrete bridge decks, the Impact-echo (IE) test is a proven Nondestructive
Evaluation (NDE) method to locate delaminations and determine the depth of delamination. Aircoupled IE test [1] with a microphone as the sensing element can be used with automated impact
system to increase the test efficiency [2]–[4]. However, these impact systems often need complex
electrical and mechanical designs to control the impact source. The authors recently developed a
multi-channel acoustic scanning system which integrates air-coupled sensing with continuous
impact excitation using ball-chains. This system can scan a bridge deck at a fast walking speed
and has been validated on a concrete bridge deck [5]. However, the acoustic wave based test
methods are not effective on bridge decks with asphalt overlays due to high attenuation of elastic
wave in asphalt. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) uses electromagnetic (EM) wave that can
penetrate through asphalt and concrete layers and receive EM wave echoes from rebars and bottom
surface of bridge deck. For bridge deck evaluation, the amplitudes of reflected EM wave from
rebars are commonly used to evaluate deterioration of bridge decks and rebar corrosion. Currently
GPR is the only applicable NDT method that is able to detect concrete deterioration or rebar
corrosions on bridge decks with asphalt overlays. Although GPR is widely used in bridge deck
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evaluation, the GPR result interpretation is still a challenge. ASTM [6] suggests that an area with
more than 6-8 dB amplitude drop relative to the maximum amplitude indicates deterioration, i.e.,
6-8 dB below the maximum amplitude can be used as a threshold value. However, this criterion
does not apply to a bridge deck with no deterioration or severe deterioration. The GPR survey
result should be validated by other evaluation methods that can be regarded as ground truth.
This study presents a case study of NDT evaluation on an asphalt overlaid concrete bridge deck
under repair. GPR was used to scan the bridge deck with overlay before and after repair. GPR,
chain drag, and an automated acoustic scanning system were used to scan the bare concrete deck
during the repair after the asphalt layer was removed.
2. ACOUSTIC SCANNING SYSTEM
The acoustic scanning system includes excitation source, acoustic sensors (microphones), data
acquisition device and positioning devices. A newly developed ball-chain was used as the
excitation source. The ball-chain is made of 1/2-inch and 5/8-inch diameter brass balls with a
spacing of 1 inch. Low-cost MEMs (Micro-electro-mechanical systems) microphones with a
frequency range of 100 Hz to 10 kHz were used as the acoustic sensors. The microphones and the
ball-chains were fixed on a 6 feet long scanning frame (see Fig.1) with a spacing of 6 inches. The
acoustic signals received by the microphone array were digitalized by oscilloscopes with a
sampling rate of 100 kHz and transferred to computer. A Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS system
provided real-time positioning during the scanning.

Fig.1 Scanning cart with RTK GPS

Acoustic signals were collected continuously when scanning. The time-domain acoustic signals
from the 12 channel microphones were first processed by short-time Fourier transform (STFT). A
time-frequency spectrogram image was generated from each signal. Then the STFT amplitudes in
the frequency range of 0.5-5 kHz were summed up to form a one-dimensional data set vs. scanning
time for each channel. By synchronizing the RTK GPS position with the acoustic signals, the
scanning time axis in the spectrogram is replaced by the position coordinates at that time. Then
the data sets from all 12 channels were stacked together to generate a two-dimensional map image
with two axes representing dimensions in the longitudinal (scanning) and the transverse directions.
The value of each pixel in the map represents the summed STFT amplitude in the frequency range
0.5-5 kHz, and large values represent higher delamination responses.
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3. GROUND PENETRATION RADAR SCANNING SYSTEM
In this study, a GSSI SIR-3000 system with 1.5 GHz ground coupled antenna and a mini-cart with
handle was used for surveying on the bridge. GPR scanning was implemented on this bridge in
three stages, 1) on concrete deck with old asphalt overlay, 2) on exposed concrete after overlay
removal, and 3) when the repair was complete after applying a new overlay on the bridge. All
scans were parallel (East-West direction) along the bridge longitudinal direction and were
approximately 2 ft. apart starting 2 ft. from the parapet. The collected data from the bridge was
transferred from GSSI SIR-3000 system to a computer for further analysis using GSSI RADAN 7
software. The main processing procedure includes five steps as following:
1) Time-zero correction: set a time reference in order to calculate depth of the objects
underground.
2) Migration: focus diffracted hyperbolas in order to find true location of rebars and strengthen
the reflected waves from reinforcements.
3) Pick rebars: pick rebar’s location and their corresponding amplitude. Because many rebar
reflections have very low amplitudes, rebar locations have to be picked manually. At the
locations where steel rebar exists but the corresponding hyperbola is blurry and indistinctive,
80 percent of the lowest rebar amplitude was chosen to represent the region as deteriorated.
4) Amplitude normalization: normalize each rebar’s amplitude with respect to the maximum
direct coupling amplitude and convert the numbers to the logarithmic unit which is commonly
called decibel (dB).
5) Amplitude depth-correction: increasing the rebars’ amplitude with respect to their two-way
travel time.
Fig.2a shows GPR B-scan of the raw data that is collected with GPR system and Fig.2b is the
processed B-scan using RADAN 7.
(a)

(b)
Fig.2 a) GPR raw data on the bridge deck, b) Processed GPR data using RADAN 7 software

4. SCANNING RESULTS OF ASPHALT OVERLAID BRIDGE DECK
4.1 Asphalt overlaid bridge deck
A concrete bridge deck with asphalt overlay in Nebraska was repaired in July 2017. The asphalt
overlay was first removed using a milling machine to expose the concrete deck surface. After
asphalt removal, the exposed concrete deck had a very rough surface (see Fig.b). Chain drag test
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was conducted to identify delaminations in concrete. Both acoustic scanning and GPR scanning
were used on the exposed concrete deck. Fig.3a shows the NDT test area (yellow area) that
includes the westbound lane and the shoulder, and Fig.3b shows the exposed cocnrete deck after
asphalt removal.
x’

y’
(a)

(b)

Fig.3 (a) Google map of the bridge and the test area; (b) Exposed concrete deck after asphalt removal

4.2 Acoustic and GPR scanning results on exposed concrete deck
Fig.4a shows the delamination map of the scanned concrete deck using the automated acoustic
scanning system. The red areas represent delaminations with high acoustic signal amplitudes and
the white rectangles are delamination boundaries traced using the boundary tracing algorithm. In
Fig.4a, 21 delaminations were identified and the total delamination area was 191.1 ft.2, compared
with the scanned area 684 ft.2. The delamination area percentage is the ratio between the
delamination area and the total scanned area, which is an important factor for maintenance decision
making. For this bridge deck, the delamination percentage was about 28%. It is also noticed that
most delaminations are located along the two wheel paths, which experienced heavier traffic loads
than the bridge shoulder and the area between wheel paths. Manual chain drag test was also used
to directly mark delaminations and surface concrete deteriorations on the deck surface and the
results are represented by the magenta lines surrounded areas. The manual chain drag results match
well with the acoustic scanning results. Since this bridge deck had wide spread severe delamination,
it was difficult for manual chain drag test to clearly identify separated delamination boundaries.
Therefore, the delamination area identified by manual chain drag is higher than the area detected
by the acoustic scanning system.
Fig.4b shows the GPR deterioration map of the bridge deck on the exposed concrete deck. The
red regions indicate that reflected waves from the rebars have low amplitude normalized by the
maximum direct coupling amplitude. Reduction in GPR reflection amplitude can be due to
concrete deterioration, rebar corrosion, high moisture content, cracks, debonding between overlay
and concrete surface, surface defects or a combination of all factors. Fig.4b shows a decent
correlation between manual chain drag (magenta lines) and GPR weak reflections. This is due to
that shallow delaminations and rebar corrosions occurs at the same location and concrete cover
starts to be spalled. These red spots areas in Fig.4b were severely damaged and some rebars were
even exposed on surface. Areas with normalized amplitudes lower than 20 dB are identified as
deterioration area and the boundaries are traced using the same algorithm in delamination
identification. These areas are overlapped with acoustic scanning results and the manual chain drag
results as shown in Fig.5. The meshed rectangles represent the delaminations identified by acoustic
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scanning and the light blue areas for the concrete deterioration areas detected by GPR. Manual
chain drag results are shown in magenta lines.

(a)

(b)

Fig.2 Scanning results on the exposed concrete deck: (a) acoustic scanning; (b) GPR scanning

Fig.5 Acoustic scanning, GPR scanning and manual chain drag results on bare concrete deck

Overall, the results of the three nondestructive testing methods match well. However, GPR did
not detect Area 1 delamination and the acoustic scanning and manual chain drag confirmed this
delamination. Area 2 was not detected by the acoustic scanning since this area still has solid
concrete. The manual chain drag marked this area due to its surface deterioration, and GPR
detected this area since rebars in this area have low EM reflection. GPR showed deterioration in
Area 3 but the acoustic scanning only detected a small delamination nearby. This area may only
have an internal deterioration and rebar corrosion which cannot be detected by acoustic methods
or visual inspection. Acoustic scanning can clearly identify the delamination positions, while GPR
is able to detect surface and internal concrete deteriorations, and rebar corrosion which are difficult
for acoustic scanning. Therefore, combining these two complementary methods for bridge decks
evaluation will provide more accurate information for concrete delaminations and deterioration
than using only one method.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
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In this study, an automated acoustic system and the GPR system were combined to evaluate an
asphalt overlaid bridge deck under repair. GPR system was used for testing the bridge deck with
asphalt before and after repair. The acoustic system and GPR were used on the exposed concrete
deck after asphalt removal before repair. The acoustic scanning results agree well with the chain
drag results. Although the concrete surface was rough after asphalt removal, the new developed
ball-chain gives higher S/N and non-contact MEMs microphone is an effective acoustic sensor for
delamination detection. The GPR can detect surface and internal concrete deterioration which
cannot be detected by acoustic scanning due to the limited penetration depth of acoustic method.
These surface deteriorations are confirmed by visual inspection (manual chain drag results). By
comparing the acoustic, GPR and manual chain drag results on bare concrete deck, one single NDT
method cannot give accurate evaluation of bridge deck defects. By using the combined methods,
more comprehensive evaluation could be made than using a single method to identify bridge deck
delaminations and deteriorations.
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Abstract
Non-destructive crack assessment can promptly warn engineers to take proper remedial work.
This study investigates the effectiveness of the combined method of electrical resistivity (ER)
and time-domain induced polarization (IP) as a monitoring tool to detect the potential failure of
the reinforced concrete in tension. In the series of laboratory-scale experiments, multiple ring
electrodes are devised and embedded in 2-meter-length concrete beams. The ER and IP values of
the concrete are ontained using four-point measurement during three points flexural tests of the
concrete beams with dynamic and incremental stepwise loading to artificially induce cracks.
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is also carried out by taking sequential photographs to capture
the microscopic crack propagation presented on concrete surface. Experimental results show that
the measured ER increases as the applied load increases with larger crack development, but the
measured ER is also influenced by highly conductive metallic reinforcement structures such as
steel rebars and stirrups (hoops). However, the normalized IP (IP divided by ER) is mostly
controlled by the steel elements, and not significantly affected by the cracks. Therefore, the
normalized IP value can be utilized to isolate the effect of the steel elements, influencing the ER
measurement for crack assessment. In conclusion, a more reliable assessment of concrete
cracking can be achieved by using the combined IP and ER methods.
1. Introduction
In structural health monitoring (SHM), the use of embedded sensors in concrete makes the
structure visually neat by concealing sensing device during operation and protects sensor from
external damage by avoiding explosure of sensors. Thus, demand for the development of
embedded monitoring technologies has been increasing to create less congested and a safer smart
infrastructure. Especially, in SHM utilizing electrical properties of concrete, the embedded-type
electrodes can have additional benefits: (1) Secures a constant contacting environment between
electrodes and concrete during montiroing, and (2) provides less susceptible measurement from
the variation of moisture cotent in concrete compared to the survey on concrete surface.
Therefore, embedded-type electrode minmizes undesirable influences on electrical monitoring,
enabling to obtain more reliable and intuitive data.
In this study, mutiple ring-type electrodes were assembled on multicore wire to deploy it inside
the concrete. Direct current (DC) is used to simultaneously measure the electrical resistivity (ER)
and time-domain induced polarization (IP). A series of flexural tests of electrode-instrumented
beams was performed with dynamic and incremental loads to artificially
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induce gradual fracture propagation and to investigate the effect of steel elements in concrete.
During the tests, high-resolution photographs were taken sequentially for Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) analysis to track microscopic crack development shown on the beam surface.
The crack propagation revealed by PIV are compared with the measured ER and normalized IP.
2. Background
2.1 DC Resistivity and Time-Domain Induced Polarization
Direct current (DC) resistivity testing is an electrical geophysical technique based on Ohm’s law.
It has been used widely in geophysical exploration for decades and is becoming more prominent
in civil engineering quality assurance and quality control (QA and QC) applications (Bearce et al
2015). The DC resistivity technique characterizes a material’s electrical resistivity or ability to
resist current flow. In practice, DC resistivity measurements are carried out using commutated
direct current (i.e., a square-wave alternating current) or low frequency alternating current (AC)
to assess the real component of the material’s resistivity and to avoid material polarization
resulting from sustained DC injection. In this research, the commutated direct current approach
is utilized by the Supersting R1/IP (manufactured by Advanced Geoscience Inc.). DC is adopted
to simultaneously measure the ER (while current flows) and time-domain induced polarization
(IP) (after current is turned off) so that the effectiveness of the combined method of ER and IP
for crack assessment in concrete can be investigated.
2.2 Resistivity and Chargeability Measurement in Concrete
The electrical conductivity of a porous material depends on mobility of ions passing through
between particles under an electric field. ER is the inverse of electrical conductivity. In concrete,
mobility of ions take place when a porous microstructure is saturated with great amount of
interconnections. Therefore, movements of ions are disrupted when the interconnectivity of the
pore network is broken by crack formation. Presences of cracks in concrete act as walls between
the movements of these ions, and hence the ER of concrete increases (Madhavi and Annamalai
2016).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) 2D axisymmetric cross section of current flow lines for multiple ring electrode array, (b) voltage decay
curve to estimate chargeability (in time domain IP).
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This study adopts the standard four points measurement to obtain a single ER and IP value and
the four electrodes are selected in order to obtain the ER and IP values at different locations
along the concrete beam. Fig. 1(a) assumes that multiple ring electrodes are embedded in
concrete (Wenner array with equal electrode spacings of a): A, M, N, and B. An electric current
(I) (A) is injected between outer electrodes A and B, and the resulting electric potential (ΔV) (V)
is measured between inner electrodes M and N. Electrical resistance (R) (Ω) is defined by Ohm’s
law (R = ΔV/I). The electrical resistivity (ρ) (Ωm) is then calculated as:
1

1

1

1

−1

𝜌 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝑅 = 2𝜋 (𝐴𝑀 − 𝑀𝐵 − 𝐴𝑁 + 𝑁𝐵)

∙

∆𝑉
𝐼

(1)

where K is a geometrical coefficient (m) that depends on the arrangement of the four electrodes
A, M, N, and B. AM, MB, AN, and NB represent the geometrical distance (m) between the
electrodes. In addition, Fig. 1 shows each current flow line introduced into a homogeneous
concrete. Each current flow line shows a percentage of the total injected current passing within
that particular line.
Concrete has capacitive properties because of the porous network. The IP phenomenon is
observed as delayed voltage response in porous material after turning off an injected current. It is
most pronounced in fluid-filled pores next to metallic materials and greatly inﬂuenced by the
total surface of the polarizable material (Sumner 1984). The IP effect reflects the degree that the
porous material can store electric charge when an electric current passes through it in a manner
analogous to a leak capacitor. Moreover, obtaining normalized IP parameter (IP divided by ER)
enhences the effectiveness of IP surveys because the normalized IP is related to the
physiochemical characteristics that control the surface conductivity responses of material in
high-conductivity environments (Lesmes and Frye 2001). The IP in the porous medium without
the presence of metallic content is primarily caused by accumulating positive ions (cations) at a
narrow pore channel. The accumulated cations hinders the flow of ions and causes an increase in
positive ion concentrations that generates a residual potential difference across the pore throats
(Park et al 2017). However, if ions encounter mineral particles or metals, ionic charges pile up at
electrolyte-metallic particle interface. Fig. 1(b) indicates a general voltage decay curve to
measure the time domain IP. V0 denotes the voltage while current is injecting into concrete. The
current is then switched off, and the voltage decay 𝑉(𝑡) between the time interval t1 and t 2 is
measured. From Fig. 1 (b), the chargeability, 𝑚 that represents the polarization characteristics
can be expressed as follows:
1

𝑡

0

1

𝑚 = 𝑉 ∫𝑡 2 𝑉(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

(2)

3. Laboratory Experimental Setup
3.1 Ring Electrodes
This study adopted the four-point Wenner configuration using a pair of outer current electrode
and another pair of inner potential electrode. The electrodes are separated to eliminate electrode
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polarization effect (Kim et al 2011). In order to assemble embedded-type electrodes, multicore
cable of 0.7 cm diameter, which has 36 multiple wires consist of individual copper wire of 0.32
mm diameter, was placed inside the concrete beam (refer to Fig. 2 (a)). Each wire is covered by
polyurethane and electrically insulated. 26 different cores sequentially take-out with 5 cm
uniform spacing along the multicore wire and the cores are connected to 26 ring electrodes by
attaching thin aluminum sheet around the multicore cable. The ring electrode using aluminum
sheet is less corrosive and easy to fabricate multiple electrodes.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Embedded-type ring electrodes in concrete: (a) Diagram of the electrode configuration, (b) installation in
mold before concrete casting (for the second beam fabrication (Beam 2)).

3.2 Beam Fabrication
Wooden molds were prepared to fabricate two identical size of concrete beams of 200.5 cm
length, 26.7 cm height, and 12.7 cm width. However, different instrumentation was applied to
fabricate the beams with different test purposes. Loading type, reinforcement type, and location
of electrodes placed in the beam are summarized in Table 1. In the first beam (beam 1), both
rebars and steel stirrups were installed to evaluate the metallic effect of steel elements on ER and
IP measurements. The electrode cable was placed on the bottom part of the mold close to the
rebars so that the longitudinal rebars and vertical stirrups were within the influential range of
survey. In the second beam, two steel rebars were placed on the bottom of the beam without
stirrups. Two vertically parallel electrodes sensing cables were installed inside the mold; one at
the lower side of the mold close to rebar and another at the upper side of the mold to avoid the
effect of metallic steel rebar. After 30 days curing, the beam was taken out from the mold and the
front section of the beam was coated with white-colored paint and black dots were marked for
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV).
Table 1. Instrumentation of concrete beams to evaluate crack and steel elements effects.

Loading
Schematic
diagram

Reinforcement

Concrete beams
Beam 1
Dynamic and incremental loading

Rebars and steel stirrups

Beam 2
Incremental loading

Rebars
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Sensor
location
Electrode array
Measurement

Lower side (close to rebar and stirrup)

Lower (close to rebar) and upper side

̅̅̅̅̅ = ̅̅̅̅̅
Four-point measurement using embedded electrodes (𝐴𝑀
𝑀𝑁 = ̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝐵 = 5 𝑐𝑚)
DC electrical resistivity and chargeability (time-domain induced polarization for 2 s)

4. Flexural Test of Concrete Beam
4.1 Loading Procedure and Crack Tracking using PIV
Three-points flexural tests are performed on the concrete beams to induce gradual upward crack
propagation with incremental stepwise loading (including the estimated yield load (Py) and
ultimate (Pu) in both beams). In the case of beam 1, dynamic load (displacement controlled up
and down loading pattern for 15 mins) was applied to investigate the cyclic loading effect (e.g.,
seismic effect) on ER caused by microscopic crack formation. Meanwhile, PIV was carried out
to visualize crack development and the analysis results are shown in Fig. 3 in beam 2 after Py and
Pu load application. Only two PIV analysis results are presented in this paper.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Crack revealed by PIV in beam 2: (a) After yield load P y, (b) after ultimate load Pu.

4.2 ER and Normalized IP
The test results are presented in Fig. 4. The ER measurement at the bottom side of the beam 1
(Fig. 4(a)) indicates that high-conductive metallic stirrups located within the influential range
and increased the fluctuations of the measured ER before and after loading steps. On the other
hand, in the test results from beam 2 (shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c)) where only rebars were
installed inside the beam (no stirrups), the variation of the measure ER is observed from the
crack formation induced by yield (Py) and/or ultimate (Pu) loading. This is because crack
formation breaks interconnectivity of the conductive pore network and leads to an ER increase
(Madhavi and Annamalai 2016). However, yield load does not significantly contribute to the ER
increment measured from the upper side in beam 2 because crack did not propagate much within
the influencial range (refer to PIV results (Fig. (3)). Meanwhile, dynamic loading on beam 1
caused the ER to increase, and this may be from the microscopic crack formations rather than
detachment between steel elements (rebars and stirrups) and concrete. This can be inferred from
the result shown in Fig. 4(d) indicating that the normalized IP, which is controlled by the
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contacting surface between concrete and metallic element, does not significantly change after
dynamic loading.
Comparing the measured average ER during incremental loading, the average ER in beam 1
under the influence of both high-conductive steel rebars and stirrups yields the lowest ER vaule
of 12.56 Ωm, following the average ER of 19.9 Ωm measured from the lower side in beam 2
where rebars were within the influential range. Then, 24.61 Ωm is measured at the upper side of
beam 2. These results indicate that the existence of highly conductive metallic elements in the
concrete contributes to reduction of the measured ER. Meanwhile, the nomalized IP (IP divided
by ER), which isolates the effect of surface polarization characteristic on metallic material
controlled by the contacting surface (Fig. 4(d)), also indicates that the existence of both steel
rebars and stirrups leads to increase in the nomalized IP (beam 1). However, low normalized IP
values (lower than 1) are measured throughout the loading steps at the upper side in beam 2
where no steel elecments are within the influential range. In addition, after yield loading
application, detachment between the steel elements in the concrete occurred and then the
normalized IP reduced.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
b

Fig. 4. Effect of crack and steel elements on the measured ER and IP by using embedded ring electrodes in concrete:
(a) Rebars and stirrups are located within exploration range (lower side measurement in beam 1), (b) rebars within
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exploration range (lower side in beam 2), (c) No steel element (upper side in beam 2), (d) average of normalized IP
duing incremental loading steps.

5. Conclusions
In this study, embedded-type multiple ring electrodes were devised and deployed in concrete to
investigate crack and steel elements effects on ER and IP during flexural tests of concrete beams.
PIV was also implemented to track crack propagation. Experimental results show that ER
increases as the applied load increases with larger crack development, but ER is also influenced
by highly conductive metallic reinforcement elements such as steel rebars and stirrups. However,
normalized IP increases with increasing contacting surface between steel elements and concrete
within the infuential ranges and does not significantly change by cracks. Therefore, normalized
IP value can be utilized to isolate the effect of steel elements that influence ER measurement for
crack assessment. In conclusion, a more reliable assessment of concrete cracking can be
achieved by measuring ER and IP together. In addition, a more thorough analysis to correlate
each crack formation with the varying trend of ER and IP will be required in the near future.
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Abstract
The growing need for maintenance and management of our aging infrastructure cannot be
addressed with the current technologies such as drones, cell phones, tablets and wireless sensors.
This has demanded development of cost effective solution for maintenance and management of
infrastructure. For example, one such technology is Augmented Reality (AR) which is rapidly
changing the way we visualize information and revolutionizing the way we interact with our
physical environment. AR has ability to spatially map our surrounding and overlay virtual
environment on top of real one. This feature of AR has motivated authors to develop applications
that can sense critical change in our built environment. Particularly, in this paper, authors present
their work conducted in building AR applications that can be used by infrastructure community
for keeping updated report for state of infrastructure. This research focuses in stakeholders’
perspective in applicability of AR technologies in field inspection, real-time information
visualization and time-critical decision making. Based on the workshop conducted by authors in
Fort Worth Dallas, Texas entitled ‘Infrastructure, maintenance and management using new
technology’, stakeholders’ views are documented in the paper. The workshop congregated
multiple stakeholders from railroad industry to discuss the current state of development of
technologies that can aid inspection work. In addition to the future prospect of AR technologies,
participants at the workshop also expressed the challenges faced by industry in terms of
implementation and industry wide adoption of new technologies.
Key Words: Augmented Reality, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), Wireless sensor network,
Spatial Mapping, Real-time Visualization.
1. Introduction
American infrastructures are aging at rapid rate; surpassing beyond their intended design life. The
ASCE infrastructure report card finds American Infrastructure below average D+ scores (ASCE
2016). A solid case has been established for need to conduct regular inspection, maintenance and
management of infrastructure assets. A classic case for overstressed infrastructure is American
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railroads. Built over 100 years ago, most bridges have surpassed their design life. Owners are
aware of this appalling situation and eager to coordinate with academics and industry researchers
to build next generation sensing technologies for monitoring of infrastructure assets. Sensing the
need for coordination between owners of infrastructures and academicians, authors conducted a
workshop to gather first hand insights from the stakeholders.
American railroads are stringent in maintaining the safety standard in their infrastructure. The
annual inspections mandated by Federal Railway Administration (FRA) is one of the ways to keep
track of current state of infrastructure. Several inspections are carried out by railway companies
per need basis. When the inspection works are to be carried out in remote location, it is often costly
and time consuming. Past researches have focused in building sensors that can collect data but still
require post processing causing challenges for decision makers to take prompt actions (Yun, 2011)
(Moreu, 2014).
With the help of new technologies such as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) in combination to real
time visualization power of AR, cost effective solution can augment field inspector to make
impromptu field decisions. The decision-making process is further enhanced by building human
centered design systems that put field inspector at the center of action. The ISO 9241-210 standard
defines human-centered design as “an approach to systems design and development that aims to
make interactive systems more usable by focusing on the use of the system and applying human
factors/ergonomics and usability knowledge and techniques” (DIS, I., 2009). The control of human
centered design puts human in the center of the loop as depicted in the research by Garcia Lopez,
P (2015). The works being prioritized in human centered design is development of interface that
can enhance experience of user. J. Hollan et all (2000) proposed radical concept of distributed
cognition in field of Human Computer interaction. Our work has been motivated by developing
such system where human computer interaction is as seamless as possible.
Moreover, the workshop conducted by authors have guided this research in terms of the work that
needed to be accomplished for industry deployable system. The findings from the workshop have
been summarized in the subsequent section of this paper. This paper highlights the key
achievements in the direction of building field implementable applications. The key issue
highlighted by stakeholders while conducting inspection is related to safety of workers while using
new technologies such as Augment Reality. Moreu (2012) discussed the site risks faced by bridge
inspectors while conducting inspections of structural elements of a high truss bridge. In this paper
authors have presented the work in building application with AR headsets considering the safety
as primary concern. Authors also provide framework for conducting safety experiment wearing
Microsoft AR headset called HoloLens.
2. Findings
The safety issues regarding new technologies need to be addressed before we implement for
commercial use. The safety issue was discussed in workshop where participants expressed their
concern regarding the safety while using the AR headset. The Figure 1 shows the participants in
workshop prioritize safety to be most important aspect for inspection works. The intersection of
technological advancement and safety challenges formulates the base work for developing new
technologies that increase productivity of users significantly yet safe to use in outdoor environment.
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Figure 1. Challenges for Railroad Infrastructure Management and Maintenance

Safety of bridge workers conducting inspection and repair works on site is major concern for
railroad industry. Hazardous working conduction and extreme weather could further increase the
safety risk faced by field inspectors. Therefore, developing just new technical capability to address
the issue of repair and maintenance is not a complete solution for the issue in hand. Authors
propose new framework for enhanced safety in augmented sensing. It is no surprise to mention
that inspection works are carried out with digital equipment. Authors believe that as this trend
continues, most of the inspection work will be carried out with the help some form of digital device.
AR headset bring unique opportunity to combine capabilities of mobile computing. To use AR
headset, we first need to substantiate the safety concern of the device. Authors propose conducting
a safety experiment using Microsoft HoloLens by using the application developed for inspection
work. The framework of safety experiment is shown in Figure 2.
The main purpose of this experiment is to quantify risks associated with using AR headset. The
potential risk that user might experience is digital fatigue and mental exhaustion while using
augmented reality. This experiment measures alertness and cognitive performance after using AR
headset for prolonged time. In this experiment a user is asked to use AR application such as HoloMeasure while following in a predefined path in a room. A visual observation will quantify the
number of steps missed (from predefined path) while performing this task. This quantity is
compared with scenario where the same user is asked to use traditional tools of measurement such
as tape measure and perform same task. Similarly, the purpose to measure cognition of user after
using the AR headset for prolonged time is to see the impact of AR on human mental exhaustion
causing nausea, motion sickness such as disorientation, lack of balance, eye fatigue. Cognitive
performance is measured by asking user to do simple memory task such as memorizing list of
things in sequence after the using AR headset. This value is compared to data obtained from results
when user performs similar task but without using any AR headset. The result of this experiment
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Figure 2. Augmented Reality safety experiment framework

will lead the researcher to substantiate the safety concerns regarding the new proposed AR
technology for structural inspection.
Researcher have also accomplished developing an application for visualization of information in
real-time for inspection work. The application developed by researcher proposes a human machine
infrastructure interface using AR. The contribution of developing this application is ability to
connect to remote server location and exchange information required at site. In addition to this,
the inspector/user is also equipped with capability to update the database if new pertinent
information is discovered in subsequent field visits. The ability to capture, store and share critical
information comes with a click of a button. This real-time auditing enables the inspector to modify
their decision during the inspection informed by data available in real-time. For an actual
experiment, a low-cost sensor to measure strain gauge was developed and connected to the
database. The real-time visualization of the stain versus time information was used to find the
applied load in bridge’s vulnerable structural components.
3. Conclusion
Structural sensing using AR is an emerging field where potential lies ahead for developing
solutions that can be used by SHM community. Researchers were able to conduct workshop
gaining first-hand information from infrastructure stakeholders. Based on the feedback from the
workshop researcher designed and built framework for the safety experiment using AR headset.
In addition to this, researchers were able to build applications to connect remote server to the AR
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headset at site and display information form remote database. Wireless low-cost sensors were
deployed to collect the data and store in database which could be visualized by using AR Microsoft
HoloLens. The researchers are working towards building fully connected network of sensors and
data visualization feature for AR headset. Simultaneously, the safety experiment is also being
conducted to verify its applicability to use in outdoor environment. The final goal of the research
is to make field inspector more powerful in the work they perform using new technology such as
Augmented Reality.
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Abstract
Periodic structural inspections of large, difficult-to-access infrastructure like dams and bridges are
often time-consuming, laborious and unsafe. In the united states, state and federal agencies
responsible for managing such infrastructure assets have recently begun investigating the use of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to allow for remote data acquisition. However, processing the
large amounts of data acquired by the UAV is very challenging. One method to reduce the amount
of information for inspectors to evaluate, and isolate regions of interest for structural inspections,
is to identify changes from a baseline state. While the identification of changes can be beneficial,
not all changes have structural significance and changes can represent a myriad of environmental
variations such as lighting changes or growth of vegetation that have little or no impact on the
overall health of a structure. We propose the use of deep semantic segmentation to identify
important changes on structures. A challenge with the use deep semantic segmentation is the
requirements for large sets of training data for the algorithm to perform well. To overcome this, in
we use physics-based graphics models to generate synthetic data. Graphics model for defects such
as cracks and corrosion are included, while accommodating environmental variations such
lighting, vegetation growth, and dirt. The proposed methodology is tested on a virtual environment
of inland navigation infrastructure including miter gates and tainter gate dams.
1. Introduction
Civil infrastructure condition assessment is typically conducted through visual inspections
performed by human experts who collect visual or other non-destructive data combined with
relevant decision-making criteria. Despite the ubiquity of conducting structural inspections,
existing procedures for data acquisition and understanding by human inspectors can be laborious,
high-risk and time-consuming. Researchers have begun envisioning a framework for automated
inspections that consist of two main steps (i) utilizing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for remote
automated data acquisition (ii) data processing and inspection using computer vision techniques.
Automated post-processing techniques will be critical to generate actionable information in a
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timely manner from the large amount of image data collected from UAV inspections. The
application of current state-of-the-art computer vision and deep learning techniques requires
massive labeled datasets for supervised learning (Shelhamer et al. 2015; Hoskere et al. 2017, 2018;
Wu et al. 2017; Narazaki et al. 2018). Acquisition and development of datasets with detailed labels
for automated assessment is a difficult and expensive process that requires expertise from
structural engineers. Moreover, understanding the damage condition of a structure requires
context-awareness. For example, identical cracks at different locations on the same structure could
have different implications to the overall health of a structure. Similarly, cracks in bridge columns
must be treated differently than cracks in a wall of a building. To address the need for these massive
labeled datasets, while providing necessary context awareness, this paper proposes the use of
physics-based graphics models of structures to create synthetic images of representative damaged
structures. As the images are rendered from computer generated models, no effort is required to
obtain the ground truth labels as these too can be readily generated.
When a structure has to be regularly inspected, a baseline representation of the structure can be
first established, which can be compared against subsequently. Any new visual damage to the
structure will manifest itself as a visual change. Identifying and localizing changes can help reduce
the workload for processing data from UAV inspections. As any damage must manifest as a change,
the adoption of change detection approaches may help reduce the number of false positives as nondamage features textures are likely to be present in both states. Change detection is a problem that
has been studied in computer vision, with applications ranging from environmental monitoring to
video surveillance (Radke et al. 2005) . One of the most prevalent use-cases for image-based
change detection is seen in remotely sensed satellite imagery, where applications range from landcover and land-use monitoring to damage assessment and disaster monitoring. An in-depth review
of change detection methods for very high resolution satellite images can be found in Hussain et
al. (2013). There are heuristic and deep learning-based techniques, as well as point-cloud and
object detection-based techniques. Sakurada et al. (2013) proposed a method to detect 3D changes
of an outdoor scene from multi-view images taken at different time instances using a
probabilistically estimated scene depth. CNNs have also been used to identify changes in urban
scenes F. Alcantarilla et al. (2016). Stent et al. (2016) proposed the use of a CNN to identify
changes on tunnel linings, subsequently ranking the changes by importance using clustering.. In
this work, a deep neural network is trained to identify and classify the type of change using
synthetic images. The paper first details the process developed to generate synthetic data and then
briefly describes some details of the neural network trained. Then experiments and results are
presented followed by conclusions and future work.
2. Synthetic data generation
Physics-based renderers like Blender (“Blender” 2018) can be used to simulate objects, lights,
materials and cameras. Combined with deformed meshes from finite element models, these
rendering engines can be used to create graphics models of damaged structures. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the proposed framework has five main parts:
Geometric models of representative structures are obtained. Depending on the specific application,
these models existing design FE models may be used, provided sufficient detail is available in the
existing models. Next, damage hotspots are identified. One way to accomplish this is to conduct a
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non-linear FE analysis to damage the structure and identify structural hotspots. Alternatively, when
available, empirical information can be used for the same. The deformed mesh is imported into a
rendering software such as blender (“Blender” 2018) wherein different members will be assigned
the appropriate material surface texture model. Local damage textures are then overlaid on top of
the material surface texture, based on the location of the identified hotspots. Depending on the
expected features of the set of structures to be inspected, a number of damaged and healthy
structures will be created, varying the parameters of the material surface or damage textures.
Finally, images of structures with automatically generated labels can be acquired for training deep
learning models varying parameters like the lighting and camera location.

(i) Structure
geometry

(ii) Identification
of damage
hotspots

(iii) Material
surface texture
model

(iv) Damage
texture model

(v) Training data
for deep
learning‐based
assessment

Figure 1. Framework for physics-based graphics generation for automated assessment using
deep learning
Filtered noise textures (Lagae et al. 2010) were developed to simulate different damage scenarios
commonly observed in civil infrastructure including (i) cracks, (ii) corrosion, (iii) bleeding rust,
(iv) dirt marks, and (iv) peeled paint. Close ups of corrosion and cracking and a zoomed out view
with several defects is shown in Figure 2. These filtered noise textures were created in blender by
carefully tuning a number of parameters and experimenting with different filter options.
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Figure 2. Filtered noise textures created for different textural damage types (i) close up of
corrosion, (ii) close up of cracks, (iii) multiple defects including corrosion, bleeding rust, dirt
and
3. Deep learning-based change detection
To study the suitability of deep learning methods for change detection, two sets of data were
created. The first set was a baseline healthy state with little to no damage and the second was a
damaged state at an increased severity of damage (larger cracks, corrosion spots etc). The data in
each of these cases was generated under different lighting scenarios to simulate variability of
lighting conditions in the field. The objective of utilizing the deep learning method, is to try to
identify and classify the changes given two images of the same view on the structure as input. A
fully convolutional residual neural network was used to identify the changes between the reference
and damaged image sets using semantic segmentation, i.e., the changes were classified pixel-wise.
The arechtiecture used in the work is the same as that used in Hoskere et al. (2018) except with 6
channel input layers (RGB baseline, RGB Damaged) and the output layer classifying the pixel into
one of the damage states.

Figure 3. Fully convolutional architecture used for change detection
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4. Experiments and results
A physics-based graphics model of the Greenup locks and dam over the Ohio river in Kentucky
was constructed using the procedure described in section 2 and 3. 2000 images of size 208x208
were rendered to train an neural network and 20% of those were set aside for evaluation of
performance. Some sample images rendered from the model can be seen in Figure 4. The frist
columnin each set of four images represents the baseline image (or “before” image), the second
column represents an image from the damaged structure ( or “after image) and the thrid column
represents the ground truth label and the fourth column represents the output of the neural network.
A pixel-wise accuracy confusion matrix is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the accuradcy of
the crack detection is low whereas the other changes are identified with good accuracy. There were
two types of issues that causes the crack detection accuracy to suffer false positives and false
negatives. The first image in Figure 6 represents the false negative type of error. This is mainly
due to the fact that several images have very poor lighting and the crack is not easy to detect. The
second image in Figure 6 represents the false positive type of error where a crack like groove is
mistakenly classified as a crack. This error occurs because there are insufficenet examples of
grooves in the training data for the network to generalize.

Figure 4. Successful prediction of change
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Figure 5. Confusion matrix for change classification results

Figure 6. False positives and false negative examples

5. Conclusions and future work
A novel method for generation of training data for automated structural inspections using physicsbased graphics models was proposed. The generated data was used train a neural network for the
purpose of change detection for certain damage types, namely cracks, corrosion, peeled paint and
dripping rust. Future work will involve improving the accuracy of the results and evaluating the
trained network on real data captured through RGB cameras.
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Abstract
Output modal analysis is practical for large-scale engineering. Independent component analysis
(ICA) is one of the most popular techniques of blind source separation (BSS) to directly separate
the modal responses and mode shapes from vibration responses. However, this method is only
accurate for un-damped or lightly-damped structures. To improve the performance of ICA for
high damping structures, this paper presents an extended ICA-based method called ICA-F. The
BSS model is established in frequency domain. The free vibration responses and the correlation
functions of ambient responses can be cast into the frequency-domain BSS framework just by
mapping the time history responses to frequency domain through fast Fourier transform. Then,
an ICA-based method in frequency domain called ICA-F is proposed to accurately extract mode
shapes and modal responses for both light and high damping structures. The proposed method is
veri-fied by a numerical example. The results show that the proposed method can perform
accurate modal identifi-cation for both light and high damping structures.
1. Introduction
In recent years, blind source separation (BSS) has been witnessed to be a powerful signal
processing tool and been widely used in many fields, aiming at recovering the underlying
sources from the observations (Amari and Cichocki, 1998). Recent researches devote to explore
the consistency of BSS and modal identification and solve output-only modal identification
problems using the concept of BSS, where the monotone normal coordinates and constant
normal modes are viewed as independent components and mixing matrix, respectively (Kerschen
et al., 2007). Second order blind identification which explores the time structures of signals is
another popular tool and has been used to modal identification (McNeill and Zimmerman, 2008;
Hazra et al., 2012). Sparse component analysis and Parallel factor technique have been
introduced into modal identification to solve the under-determined problem where number of
sensors is less than number of active modes (Yang and Nagarajaiah, 2013; Ghahari et al., 2014;
Abazarsa et al., 2015). As a powerful tool of BSS, independent component analysis (ICA) has
been successfully applied to identify modal parameters (Kerschen et al., 2007; Yang and
Nagarajaiah, 2012; Chang et al., 2016). However, ICA is not suitable to be used in high damping
cases because modal responses do not satisfy the assumption of ICA when damping level is high,
where the high damping is defined to be more than 1%, and less than 10% for the damping ratio
(Pioldi et al., 2016). A time-frequency ICA technique is propose by Yang and Nagarajaiah (2012)
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to apply to highly damped structures. Inverse damping transform is introduced to ICA to turn the
responses from high damping to lower damping (Chang et al., 2016). However, most of the BSS
methods directly process data in time domain, where the properties of signals in frequency
domain are neglected.
In this study, a framework of ICA-based frequency domain separating model is formulated to
explore the properties of system responses in frequency domain and extend the classical ICA to
accurate modal identification for high damping structures. This paper is organized as follows: the
general theory of BSS and modal identification is presented in section 2. Section 3 first
introduces a frequency domain separating model. Then a new method called ICA-F performing
accurate identification for high damping structures is proposed. In section 4, numerical
simulations of a 3 degree-of-freedom (DOF) mass-spring system and a simulated 4-story
Benchmark model proposed by the IASC-ASCE Task Group in Health Monitoring (Johnson et
al., 2001) is employed to verify the effectiveness of the developed method in section 3.
2. Theory Background
2.1 Basic Theory of Blind Source Separation
Blind source separation (BSS) and independent component analysis (ICA) are emerging signal
processing techniques, which can recover unobserved signals or "sources" from observed
mixtures (Amari and Cichocki, 1998). The linear instantaneous mixing model of BSS can be
formulated as:
x  t  = As  t 
(1)
，n  ;
where x   x1 , x2 ,, xn  is the observed data vector containing n elements xi  i  1，
T

s  ( s1 , s2 ,, sm )T is the original source vector with m components s j  j  1，
，m  . Each
xi  i  1，
，n  is combined by all m components s j  j  1，
，m  . A  R mn is the constant mixing

matrix.
The fundamental goal of BSS is to find a constant demixing matrix W which is an inverse (or
pseudo-inverse) matrix of A . To obtain the unobserved sources, a linear transformation can be
written as follows:
sˆ  t  = Wx  t 
(2)
where ŝ is the estimate of unobserved source s .
In this paper, it is assumed that the number of mixtures n is equal or more than the number of
sources m , i.e. m  n .
ICA is one of the most popular BSS techniques, whose goal is to find a transform W to make
the components of ŝ statistically as independent to each other as possible. Based on the central
limit theory (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000), a mixture of independent variables tends to be more
Gaussian than any of the original variables. Therefore, the optimal estimation of independent
sources can be achieved by maximizing non-Gaussianity, which can be measured by negentropy
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or fourth order cumulant (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000). In the simplest case, the approximation of
negentropy is of the form:
2
(3)
J  y   E G  y   E G  v 

 is the expectation operator; G 
 is non-quadratic and nonlinear function;  is a
where E 
Gaussian variable of zero mean and unit variance, i.e. standardized; y is random variable and
assumed to be of zero mean and unit variance; J   represents the negentropy of y . In this study,
function G is chosen as (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000):
G u   

1 au 2 2
e
a

(4)

The basic assumption of ICA can be summarized as follows:
(1) The components si are statistically independent and have non-Gaussian distributions;
(2) The number of source signals m is equal or less than the number of observed signals n ;
(3) The mixing matrix A is assumed to be full column rank.
To implement ICA, FastICA is a fixed-point iteration method based on negentropy-maximization,
which is widely used (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000). First, to find one independent component
direction w such that y  w T x , the objective function JG to be maximized can be given by:





J G ( w )   E G  w T x   E G  



2

(5)





where w is an m-dimensional vector constrained so that Ε G  w T x   w  1 . Several
2

2

independent components can then be estimated one-by-one using a deflation scheme.
2.2 Interpretation of the BSS in Modal Identification
The second order equation of motion for a linear time invariant system:

  t   Cx  t   Kx  t   F  t 
Mx

(6)
where x  t  , x  t  and x  t  are the acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors, respectively;
M , C and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively; F (t ) is the external
excitation.
The system responses can be expressed as linear combinations of normal coordinates in modal
space by mode superposition method or modal expansion (Chang et al., 2016):
x  t  = Φq  t 
(7)
where x  t  =  x1  t  , x2  t  , , xn  t   contains n system responses at instant t , and n is the number
T

of modal order; Φ  Rnn is the modal transformation matrix (mode shape matrix);
T
q  t    q1  t  , q2  t  , , qn  t   is a data vector with n modal responses. The j -th element in the
vector x  t  is written as:

n

x j  t    ji qi  t 

(8)

i 1
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where x j  t  is the system response of the j -th sensor;  ji is the j -th element in the i -th mode
shape φi ; φi is the i -th column of mode shape matrix Φ and φi = 1i , 2i ,ni  . The i -th modal
response qi  t  can be written as a narrow-band signal:
qi  t   ai  t  i sin di t   i cos di t 
(9)
where di are the i -th damped frequency;  i and i are constant parameters depending on the
T

initial conditions; ai (t ) depends on the input force amplitude variation.
Only proportional damping of structures are considered. For the free vibration of the system with
proportional damping, the corresponding normal coordinates can be described as exponentially
damped harmonic functions:
qi  t   e    t  i sin  di t   i cos  di t 
(10)
where ni and  i are the i -th natural frequency and damping ratio, respectively. The equation
i

ni

di  ni 1   i 2 is satisfied. By combining Eq. (8) and (10), the vibration response will be of the

form:
n

x j  t     ji e ini t  i cos di t  i sin di t 

(11)

i 1

To obtain the free vibration from white noise excitation, the natural excitation technique (NExT)
is employed, which simulates free decaying responses by the auto and cross-correlation functions
T
(James et al., 1995). For ambient responses y  t    y1  t  , y2  t  , , yn  t  , the cross-correlation
between the responses at locations denoted by i and

j

due to an input at location

k

is given by

Rijk    E  yik  t    y jk  t  
n

  Ar e  r nr  r cos dr   r sin dr 

(12)

r 1

where

 k ir kr
(13)
mrdr
r and r are constant parameters depending on the frequencies and damping ratios of the
vibration system, and the detailed expression can be found in the reference (James et al., 1995).
dr and nr are the r -th modal damped frequency and natural frequency, respectively. Then, Ar ,
 r and  r are the parameters only decided by structural modal parameters and independent to
the time parameter  .
Ar 

From the formulation, it's clear that the cross correlation functions have the same form with free
decaying response without changing of the modal parameters. Making the substitution:
S r    e      r cos  dr   r sin  dr  (14)
The time index  is denoted as t . In matrix form, Eq. (12) becomes:
r

nr

n

R  t  = AS  t    Ar S r  t 
r 1
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It's easy to recognize the relationship between Eq. (7) and Eq. (15), provided the system
responses are substituted by the correlation of the responses. In this way, the problem of modal
identification can be cast into the framework of BSS under the cases of free vibration and
broadband white excitation (Hazra et al., 2009). At the same time, the problem of modal
identification of Eq. (7) and Eq. (15) agrees with the BSS model of Eq. (1), where the modal
modes are contained in the mixing matrix and the modal responses represent the independent
components.
3. Numerical Example
Two simulations is carried out in this section to support the proposed method. One is a 3 DOF
mass-spring system, and another is a simulated 4-story simulated Benchmark model produced by
the IASC-ASCE Task Group in Health Monitoring (Johnson et al., 2001; Dyke et al., 2003).

Fig. 1. 3-DOF mass spring model
The 3DOF mass-spring system is shown in Figure 1. For comparison purposes, the same
vibration system in the references (Kerschen et al., 2007; Yang & Nagarajaiah, 2012; Chang et
al., 2016) is employed. The second order equation of motion for a 3 DOF linear system is
described as:
 m1

0
 0

0
m2
0

x1  t    c1
  
 
  
x
  2  t    0
m3   
x3  t    0
0
0

0
c2
0

0   x1  t  


0   x2  t  
c3   x3  t  

(27)

  x1  t    f1  t  

 

 k23   x2  t     f 2  t  
k12  k23
 k23
k23  k3   x3  t    f 3  t  
The values of the parameters are without unit. Mass parameters are set as: m1  2 , m2  1 , m3  3 ,
 k1  k12
   k12
 0

 k12

0

and the stiffness are k1  k12  k23  k3  1 ; mass proportional damping is employed, and the
damping matrix is set as C   M , where  is the damping factor. In order to study the
performance of different damping ratios,  =0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 are selected to use, where
the highest damping ratio can be reached to 17.77%. Both free vibration and random excitation
are studied. Time histories are calculated by the Newmark integral scheme with a sampling
frequency of 10Hz.
Pretreatment of the observed system responses in need to implement FastICA. Cross correlations
between the random responses are calculated by NExT to replace the original responses. Then a
frequency-domain BSS model is established just by mapping the free responses or the cross
correlation functions of random responses into the frequency domain. The estimated modal
responses in time domain are subsequently obtained using Eq. (25) after FastICA. A curve fitting
technique is then performed to extract the frequencies and damping ratios of different modes.
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Theoretical mode shape matrix of this 3DOF mass-spring system derives from the eigenvalue
decomposition technique. The comparison of theoretical and identified mode shape matrix is
measured by the modal assurance criterion (MAC), and the mathematical expression is defined
as:
MAC ˆi , i  

ˆ  
T
i

2

i

ˆiTˆi iTi

(28)

where ˆi and  i are the i -th column of the identified and theoretical mode shape matrix,
respectively. MAC value represents the correlation between two vectors, ranging from 0 to 1,
where a value near 1 represents a good correlation.
The initial conditions of displacement and velocity are set as x(0)   0 1 0 T and

x(0)
 0

0 1

T

to generate free vibration data. For illustration, the physical responses, the
estimated modal responses and their spectra with the damping factor of  =0.1 and 0.2 are
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. Figure 2 (a) and Figure 3 (a) represent the three
physical responses of time signals from three nodes denoted as Resp. 1, Resp. 2, and Resp. 3 on
the left and the corresponding spectra denoted as FFT AMP. 1, FFT AMP. 2, and FFT AMP.3 on
the right. The peaks of multi-frequency spectra are noted by the red "o". It can be seen that the
first two peaks tend to be more overlapped in Figure 3 (a) than in Figure 2 (a). Figure 2 (b) and
Figure 3 (b) show the modal responses for the three modes in time domain denoted as Modal
Resp. 1, Modal Resp. 2, and Modal Resp. 3 on the left and corresponding spectra on the right.
From the spectra figures, it's clear that the estimated modal responses are monochromatic, which
means the modal responses are of single-frequency and have been separated successfully. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) represents the noise level which is defined in the reference (Yang &
Nagarajaiah, 2012). If MAC is more than 0.98, the identification is regarded as successful. The
MAC values identified by ICA decline sharply from  = 0.1 to 0.2, and the identification of ICA
is failed when damping level is higher than 0.8887%. While, all of the MAC values identified by
ICA-F are close to 1 and the minimum is 0.99, which indicates that the estimated mode shapes
are perfectly correlated to analytical ones. The modal parameters identified by the proposed
method ICA-F. Most of the errors are under 0.5% and only the errors of the first two damping
ratios in the case of  = 0.2 is beyond 1%, which represents a perfect estimate of the modal
parameters.

(a) Free vibration response. Left plots: time series; right plots:spectra.
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(b) Estimated modal response. Left plots: time series; right plots:spectra.
Fig. 2. Physical responses and estimated modal responses (  = 0.1)

(a) Free vibration response. Left plots: time series; right plots: spectra.

(b) Estimated modal response. Left plots: time series; right plots: spectra.
Fig.3. Physical responses and estimated modal responses (  = 0.2)
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4. Conclusions
In this article, a novel method was presented for output-only modal identification with
proportional damping using blind source separation framework in frequency domain.
BSS problems can be solved in frequency domain exactly the same as in time domain without
changing the constant mixing matrix. In this study, a frequency domain BSS model is established
to solve the modal identification problem just by transforming the system responses into
frequency domain through Fourier transform. However, an additional step of performing cross
correlations is needed for random responses before transforming to frequency domain. Modal
parameters including frequencies and damping ratios are extracted by the time domain modal
responses through a curve fitting technique.
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Abstract
MR dampers have been widely applied in passive and semi-active vibration control over the past
decades. However, it is hard to establish proper mathematical models for the nonlinear hysteretic
behaviors of MR dampers in service due to the complexities of nonlinearities and the
degradations of the construction materials. Consequently, it is strongly desired to develop modelfree methodologies for the nonlinear hysteretic performance identification with no assumption on
the nonlinear hysteretic models of MR dampers. In this paper, a novel method is proposed for
this purpose. Firstly, the structural physical parameters can be estimated based on the extended
Kalman filter (EKF) approach when the structure is under the weak external excitations. Then,
the nonlinear restoring forces (NRF) from MR dampers are treated as ‘unknown fictitious inputs’
to the corresponding structural systems when the structure is under the strong external
excitations. The NRF of MR dampers and structural systems can be identified simultaneously
based on Kalman filter with unknown input (KF-UI) algorithm developed by the authors. To
validate the performances of the proposed method, numerical simulation examples of identifying
nonlinear hysteretic restoring forces of MR dampers in different models are used.
1. Introduction
MR dampers are the intelligent driving devices of energy dissipation that
has superiority performance and simple structure. It can not only provide a greater controlling
force, but also a fast response speed and continuously adjustable damping force. Therefore, MR
dampers have been widely applied in the infrastructures engineering, such as high-rise buildings,
long-span bridges and offshore platform (Qu et.al 2009, Weber et.al 2014, Zhang et.al 2012 ).
However, the dynamic performance of the MR damper is very complex, and has the
characteristics of highly nonlinearity and unpredictability (Song et.al 2017). Therefore, it is
necessary to study the nonlinear characteristics of MR dampers in order to better utilize its
energy dissipation performance.
The performance of MR dampers are studied extensively by researchers (Khalid et.al 2014,
Bajric et.al 2018, Yu et.al 2017). Several mathematical models have been proposed in the
previous literature for describing the nonlinear behavior of MR dampers. But these models are
simplified approximation model, cannot directly reflect the inverse dynamic characteristics of
MR dampers (Li et.al 2004). Therefore, it is necessary to develop the identification of nonlinear
characteristics of model-free MR dampers.
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However, there are few methods to identify nonlinear characteristics of model-free MR dampers
(Lee et.al 2010). Masri et al. (2006) proposed a nonlinear parametric reduced order model,
which is completely based on the measurement data of structure dynamic responses. Xu et al.
(2010, 2012) studied the diagnosis of nonlinear restoring force (NRF) of structures based on the
least square method using the monitoring data. Xu et al. (2015) proposed a time-domain
identification approach based on a double Chebyshev polynomial function for identifying both
the structural NRF and the mass distribution for MDOF structures under incomplete dynamic
loadings. But these methods need all the response of the structure. However, it is impractical to
deploy so many sensors to measure all structural responses. Some other researchers investigated
the applications of fractal theory, neural network, genetic algorithm, the query-based model and
so on (Wang et al. 2011). However, these methods are rather complex and the choice of many
parameters is subjective.
To overcome above limitation, a novel two-step approach is proposed to identify the
nonlinearities of model-free MR damper in structures using only partial measurements of
structural dynamic responses. Firstly, the structure and MR dampers are in the linear state when
the structure is under the weak external excitations, and the structural physical parameters and
the linear physical parameters of MR dampers can be estimated based on the EKF approach.
Then, MR dampers are in the nonlinear state when the structure is under the strong external
excitations. The NRF of MR dampers are treated as ‘unknown fictitious inputs’ to the
corresponding structural systems without MR dampers. Thus, the NRF of MR dampers can be
identified by KF-UI algorithm (Liu et al. 2016) developed by the authors with only partial
measurements of structural responses.
2.Identification Algorithm
For an n-storied shear building with MR damper system subject to external excitations, the
equation of structures can be written as:
(1)
Mx(t ) + Cx (t )  Kx (t ) + f mr ª¬ x (t ) , x (t ) ,T mr º¼ = 3 F (t )
where x ， x and x are the vectors of displacement, velocity and acceleration response of the
structures, respectively. M, C and K is the mass, damping and stiffness matrix of the structures,
respectively, F (t ) is a p-dimensional external excitation vector, and 3 is the influence matrix
associated with the excitation. f mr ª¬ x (t ) , x (t ) ,T mr º¼ is a n-dimensional nonlinear restoring force of
the MR dampers, which includes two parts of linear and nonlinear forces. T m r is the linear model
parameters of dampers and nonlinear hysteresis model coefficients.
2.1 Identification of the structures in linear state
When the structure is under weak external excitations, the structure is in the linear state. Thus,
the restoring force of the MR dampers only includes linear part, which is only provided by linear
stiffness k mr and viscous damping c mr of MR dampers. The equation Eq.(1) can be rewritten as:
Mx(t ) + Cx (t )  Kx (t ) + fl mr ª¬ x (t ) , x (t ) ,k mr , c mr º¼ = 3 F (t )
(2)
Eq.(2) can be written into the following extended state equation for the extended state vector
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Usually acceleration sensors installed in the structure are limited, so the observation equation by
limited accelerometers installed in the structure can be written as:
(4)
yk+1 Dacc ª M 1 3 Fk+1  Cx k 1  Kxk 1  f l mr ª¬ xk 1 , x k 1 , k mr , c mr º¼ º  v k 1
¬
¼
Then, the structural stiffness parameters, damping coefficient, the linear stiffness and damping of
MR dampers can be estimated based on the EKF approach.
2.2 Identification of Nonlinear Property of MR Dampers
When the structure is subjected to strong external excitations, the damper is in nonlinear state.
The nonlinear hysteretic restoring forces from MR dampers in a structure are treated as
‘unknown fictitious inputs’ to the corresponding structural systems without MR dampers. Then,
the motion equation Eq.(1) can be rewritten as:
(5)
Mx (t ) + Cx (t )  Kx (t ) = 3 F (t )  f mr ª¬ x (t ) , x (t ) ,T mr º¼
mr
F mr (t ) =  f mr ª¬ x (t ) , x (t ) ,T mr º¼ , in which F (t ) is the column vector of nonlinear
hysteretic restoring forces with the influence matrix 3 mr . Then, the Eq.(5) can be expressed as,

Let 3

mr

Mx(t ) + Cx (t )  Kx (t ) = 3 F (t )  3 mr F mr (t )
(6)
Thus, the KF-UI algorithm is adopted for the real time identification of the nonlinear hysteretic
restoring forces with only partial measurements of structural responses.
3. Numerical Example

A 10-storied shear-beam frame building with MR dampers is used as a numerical example to
demonstrate and verify the proposed identification algorithm. The linear structure parameters are
selected: mi 60kg , ki 1.2 u 105 N / m (i 1, 2 ," ,n ) ,n=10, C D M 0  E K , both the first and the
second order damping ratio [1 =[ 2 =0.3 , D 0.3002 ， E =0.0023 .The two MR dampers, MR1 and
MR2 were installed between the 1st floor and the basement, the 8th floor and the 9th floor. The
mass of MR damper is m1mr m2mr 2kg .It is assumed that the NRF of the MR1 damper are
modeled by Bingham hysteretic model, MR2 damper by Dahl hysteretic model.
An external excitation of wide-banded white noise is assumed to be applied at the 9th floor in the
example. The structural stiffness parameters, damping parameters and nonlinear models of two
MR dampers are only used to simulate the structural responses, which are unknown in the
identification process. In the numerical example, only five accelerometers are deployed on the
building, i.e. the 1st, 3th, 5th, 7th and 9th floor acceleration responses are measured. To
circumvent the drift problem in the identification, the measured strain at the1st and 9th column
of the building are added. All the measured acceleration responses and strain are simulated by
superimposing the theoretically computed responses onto the corresponding stationary white
noise with 2% noise-to-signal ratio in RMS.
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3.1 Identification results of linear system

When external excitations of wide-banded white noise are small, structure and MR damper is in
its linear state. Based on the identification algorithm in Section 2.1, linear parameters of structure
and dampers are identified and compared with their actual values in Table 1 and Table 2. From
the comparison, it is shown that the proposed algorithm can identify linear structural parameters
and linear parameters of damper with good accuracy. The identified linear structural parameters
will be used for the identification of nonlinear restoring forces of MR dampers. The model of
MR dampers is not required in the identification of nonlinear restoring forces of MR dampers.
Table.1 Comparison of the identification results of linear structural parameters with actual values
Structural
stiffness
( kN / m )
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
k9
k10

Actual
values
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

Identified
values

Error(%)

120.02
120.43
119.46
120.46
119.79
120.91
120.41
118.79
119.51
121.45

0.02
0.36
-0.45
0.38
-0.17
0.76
0.34
-1.01
-0.41
1.21

Structural
damping
coefficient
α
β

Actual
values
0.3002
0.0023

Identified
values
0.2962
0.0022

Error(%)
-1.33
-4.34

Table.2 Comparison of the identification of linear parameters of damper with actual values
Stiffness
of
damper
( kN / m )
k01
k09

Actual
values
0
100

Identified
values

Error(%)

Damping of
damper
(N s / m )

0.07
98.3

/
-1.7

c01
c09

Actual
values
4000
10

Identified
values

Error(%)

3934
10.64

-1.65
6.4

3.2 Identification results of nonlinear system

When external excitations of wide-banded white noise are strong, the MR damper is in the
nonlinear state. Based on the proposed algorithm in Section 2.2, the nonlinear hysteretic
restoring forces of two MR dampers can be identified.
The comparison of identified nonlinear hysteretic restoring forces of MR1 damper and MR2
damper with actual restoring force are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, The comparison of the
identified relative displacement and velocity of the 2nd floor with actual value are shown in Fig.
3 and Fig. 4. From the comparison, it is shown that the proposed algorithm can simultaneously
identify the nonlinear hysteretic restoring forces of model-free MR dampers and structural
systems with good accuracy.
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Fig.1 Comparison of identified restoring force of MR1
damper with actual restoring force
0.025

Fig.2 Comparison of identified restoring force of MR2
damper with actual restoring force

Exact
Identified

x2(m)

0.0125

0

-0.0125

-0.025
0

1

2

3
Time (s)

4
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Fig.3 Comparison of the identified relative
displacement of the 2nd floor with actual value

6

Fig.4 Comparison of the identified relative velocity of
the 2nd floor with actual value

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-step approach is proposed to identify the nonlinearities of model-free MR
damper in structures using only partial measurements of structural dynamic responses. In the first
step, when the structure is subject to weak external excitations, MR dampers are in the linear
state. The restoring force of the MR dampers is only provided by linear stiffness and viscous
damping of MR dampers, the structural physical parameters can be estimated based on the EKF
approach. In the second step, when the structure is subject to strong external excitations, MR
dampers are in the nonlinear state. The nonlinear hysteretic restoring forces from MR dampers in
a structure are treated as ‘unknown fictitious inputs’ to the corresponding structural systems
without MR dampers. The recent KF-UI algorithm developed by the authors is adopted for the
simultaneous identification of the corresponding structural systems and the unknown restoring
forces. To circumvent the drift problem in identification, data fusion of measured strain and
acceleration responses are used in the observation equation. No real information about the
structure is needed, so the proposed method is capable of identifying hysteretic restoring forces
of MR dampers by the direct use of partial structural dynamic response measurements, which are
usually available from an employed structural health monitoring system. To validate the
performances of the proposed method, numerical simulation examples of identifying NRF of MR
dampers in different models are used. The proposed algorithm can simultaneously identify
multiple NRF of MR dampers in different models effectively and accurately.
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Abstract
With the increasing use of composite material and external energy dissipation device in civil
structures, the classical Rayleigh damping becomes an inappropriate assumption in structural
damage identification. In this paper, a modal kinetic enrergy sensitivity-based approach is
developed to identify the structural damage and damping defect of non-classically damped sheartype building simultaneously. Such approch analyses the sensitivities of complex eigenparameter
and than the modal kinetic energy, followed by appying a bounded non-linear least square method
to identify the damage severity factors which locates and quantifies the damage with respect to
stiffness reduction and damping defect simultaneouly. The proposed identification approach is
illustrated by identifying the damage in a numerical eight-storey shear building. The identification
results show that the proposed approach can identify the locationa and magnitudes of the stiffness
reductions and damper defects satisfactorily even when measurement noise is taken into account.
1. Introduction
Early structural damage detection on civil structure allows immediate maintenance and reparation
so that catastrophic failure can be avoided. Hence, the techniques to correctly identify structural
damage are of practical interest in the last decades. One promising approach for such purpose is to
identify the damage by using the modal parameters, which includes the natural frequencies
(Morassi 2001; Zhou et al. 2015), mode shapes (Zhu et al. 2011), modal curvatures (Dessi and
Camerlengo 2015), damping ratio (Cao et al. 2017), etc., since the damage will alter the physical
properties (mass, stiffness and damping) of structure and hence alter the modal properties (Fan and
Qiao 2011).
However, in the review literatures, the assumption of classical Rayleigh damping is commonly
adopted since it retains the beneficial feature of decoupled real normal mode as in the undamped
case and provides general approximation. However, practical experience shows that the most reallife structures are not necessary to be proportionally damped (Adhikari 2014). In fact, by analysing
the seismic responses of 25 buildings in California, Cruz and Miranda (2017) conclude that there
is no evidence to show Rayleigh damping is an appropriate damping model for modern buildings.
Moreover, in recent years, there is an increasing use of external energy dissipation device in
building-type structure in order to improve the seismic performance (Martínez et al. 2013) and
control the responses under wind excitation (Elias and Matsagar 2018). The structures equipped
with such ancillary devices usually become non-proportionally damped; therefore, the classical
damping assumption needs to be released. As a result, the technique to identify damage in nonclassically damped structure is of practical interest.
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In our previous research, a complex modal parameter sensitivity-based damage technique was
developed to identify the structural damage of non-classically damped shear-type building (Liu et
al. 2019). It was shown that the identification results can locate and quantify the stiffness
reductions satisfactorily; however, in order to quantify the damping defects consistently, their
locations need to be known as a priori. Hence, the technique to identifiy the damage of noncalssically damped strucutre need to be further developed.
2. Identification theory
The second-order equation of motion of an n degree of freedom (DOF) structural system is
𝐌𝐱̃̈ + 𝐂𝐱̃̇ + 𝐊𝐱̃ = 𝐟̃.

(1)

In Eq. (1), 𝐌, 𝐂 and 𝐊 are assumed to be the symmetrical mass, damping and stiffness matrices of
the structure respectively. The elements in vector 𝐱̃ are the displacements of each DOF while 𝐟̃ is
the external force vector applied to the structure.
The equation of eigenproblem associated with Eq. (1) is
̃ = 0.
̅
(𝑠𝑘2 𝐌 + 𝑠𝑘 𝐂 + 𝐊)𝚽
𝑘

(2)

The eigensolutions to Eq. (2) are the 2n complex eigenvalues of 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑠𝑘∗ (k =1…n) and the 2n
̃
̃
̅ 𝑘, 𝚽
̅ 𝑘∗ (k =1…n), occurring in complex conjugates. In order
corresponding complex eigenvectors 𝚽
to ensure the uniqueness, the complex eigenvectors are assumed to be normalized, which satisfy
̃
̃
̅ 𝑘𝑇 (2𝑠𝑘 𝐌 + 𝐂 )𝚽
̅ 𝑘 = 1.
𝚽

(3)

In this paper, the modal kinetic energy (MKE) corresponding to the kth eigenvector is defined as
̃ 𝑇 𝐌𝚽
̃ .
̅
̅
𝐓𝑘 = s𝑘2 𝚽
𝑘
𝑘

(4)

Particularly, let 𝐌𝑗 (j= 1…n) be the matrix of each mass element, the MKE of the jth mass element
is further defined as
̃ 𝑇𝐌 𝚽
̃
̅
̅
𝐓𝑗𝑘 = s𝑘2 𝚽
(5)
𝑘 𝑗 𝑘.
In practice, structural damage usually results to loss in stiffness but not a loss in mass. On the other
hand, the viscous damper defect usually results to loss of energy dissipation capability and hence
the magnitude of damping is reduced. Providing 𝐊 and 𝐂 to be the stiffness and damping matrices
of the intact structure, the stiffness and damping matrices of the damaged structure, 𝐊 𝑑 and 𝐂 𝑑 ,
are represented as
𝐊 𝑑 = 𝐊 + ∆𝐊,

(6)

and
𝐂 𝑑 = 𝐂 + ∆𝐂.
(7)
In Eq. (6) and (7), ∆𝐊 is the change of stiffness matrix introduced by stiffness reduction while ∆𝐂
is the change of damping matrix introduced by damping reduction.
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Providing 𝐊𝑗 to be the jth stiffness element matrix of the intact structure and ∆𝐊𝑗 to be the change
of stiffness element matrix, ∆𝐊 can be expressed as a function of 𝐊𝑗
𝑡

𝑡

𝑘
𝑘
∆𝐊 = ∑𝑗=1
∆𝐊𝑗 = − ∑𝑗=1
𝛼𝑗 𝐊𝑗 ,

(8)

where 𝑡𝑘 is the total number of stiffness element in the structure and 𝛼𝑗 (0 ≤ 𝛼𝑗 ≤ 1) is defined to
be severity factor of stiffness reduction. Specifically, 𝛼𝑗 = 0 indicates intact stiffness element
while 𝛼𝑗 = 1 indicates the element is completely damaged. Thereby, the stiffness matrix of
damaged structure is also expressed as
𝑡

𝑘
𝐊 𝑑 = ∑𝑗=1
𝐊𝑗 (1 − 𝛼𝑗 ).

(9)

Similarly, by providing 𝐂𝑗 to be the intact damping element matrix and ∆𝐂𝑗 to be the change of
damping element matrix, ∆𝐂 is then expressed as
𝑡

𝑡

𝑐
𝑐
∆𝐂 = ∑𝑗=1
∆𝐂𝑗 = − ∑𝑗=1
𝛽𝑗 𝐂𝑗 ,

(10)

where 𝑡𝑐 is the total number of damping element and 𝛽𝑗 (0 ≤ 𝛽𝑗 ≤ 1) is defined to be the severity
factor of damper defect. Again, 𝛽𝑗 = 0 indicates intact damping element while 𝛽𝑗 = 1 indicates
the damping element is completely damaged. The damping matrix of damaged structure is thereby
expressed as
𝑡

𝑐
𝐂 𝑑 = ∑𝑗=1
𝐂𝑗 (1 − 𝛽𝑗 ).

(11)

Hence, the equation of eigenproblem with respect to the damaged structure is written as
2
̃ 𝑑 = 0,
̅
(s𝑘𝑑 𝐌 + s𝑘𝑑 𝐂 𝑑 + 𝐊 𝑑 )𝚽
𝑘

(12)

̃
̅ 𝑘𝑑 are the eigenvalue and normalised eigenvector of the damaged structure.
in which s𝑘𝑑 and 𝚽
The MKE of the jth mass element in the damaged structure is
2 ̃ 𝑑𝑇
𝑑
̃ 𝑑.
̅ 𝑘 𝐌𝑗 𝚽
̅
𝐓𝑗𝑘
= s𝑘𝑑 𝚽
𝑘

(13)

Note that in the damaged structure, although the mass matrix is assumed to be unchanged, the
̃ 𝑑 ) resulted by stiffness
̅
MKE may still change due to the change of eigenparameters (s𝑘𝑑 and 𝚽
𝑘
reduction and damper defect; hence, Eq. (13) is also a function of stiffness and damping.

Hereafter, damage severity vector, which indicates the severity of stiffness reduction and damper
defect simultaneously, is defined as
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̃ = (𝛼1
𝒑

⋯ 𝛼𝑡𝑘

𝛽1

𝛽𝑡𝑐 )𝑇 , 𝒑
̃ ∈ 𝓡𝑡𝑘+𝑡𝑐 .

⋯

(14)

Thereby, the MKE of the jth mass element in the damaged structure can be considered as a function
𝑑
̃).
of 𝛼𝑗 and 𝛽𝑗 , expressed as 𝐓𝑗𝑘
(𝒑
The sensitivities of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors to damage severity factor are first
derived by the Nelson’s approach (Adhikari 2014), which give

𝝏𝑠𝑘
𝝏𝑝

and

̃
̅𝑘
𝝏𝚽
𝝏𝑝

. Hence, the MKE

sensitivity of each mass element is derived by differentiating Eq. (13) with respect to 𝑝
𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

= 2𝑠𝑘

𝝏𝑠𝑘
𝝏𝑝

̃
̅
𝑘
2̅
̃ 𝑇𝐌 𝚽
̃
̃ 𝑇 𝝏𝚽
̅
̅
𝚽
𝑘 𝑗 𝑘 + 2𝑠𝑘 𝚽𝑘 𝐌𝑗 𝝏𝑝 .

(15)

Note that, the eigenvalues and the elements of eigenvectors are complex values, so are their
derivatives. Therefore, 𝐓𝑗𝑘 and

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

are also complex values as they are constituted by complex

̃
̅
𝑘
̃ , 𝝏𝑠𝑘 and 𝝏𝚽
̅
values of 𝑠𝑘 , 𝚽
. Since the damage severity parameter 𝑝 is real value, by separating
𝑘 𝝏𝑝
𝝏𝑝

the real and imaginary parts of

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

, one has
𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘 (𝑅)

=(

𝝏𝑝

)

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘 (𝐼)

+𝑖(

𝝏𝑝

)

(𝑅)

=

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

(𝐼)

+𝑖

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

.

(16)

Therefore,
(𝑅)

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘 (𝑅)

=(

𝝏𝑝

)

(𝐼)

and

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝝏𝑝

𝝏𝐓𝑗𝑘 (𝐼)

=(

𝝏𝑝

) .

(17)

To identify the stiffness reduction and damping defect simultaneously, the vector of damage
̃ is desired to be determined so that the corresponding MKEs of mass element have
severity 𝒑
minimal differences from those obtained from complex modal analysis. In other words, it is to
̃ which minimises the norm of vector function 𝒆̃: ℛ 𝑡𝑘 +𝑡𝑐 → ℛ 2𝑛×𝑙 , where
determine 𝒑
𝑑(𝑅)

𝑒 = 𝐓𝑗𝑘
𝑑(𝑅)

Herein, 𝐓𝑗𝑘
while

𝑑(𝑅)
𝐓𝑗𝑘(𝑐𝑎𝑙)

𝑑(𝐼)

and 𝐓𝑗𝑘
and

𝑑(𝑅)

𝑑(𝐼)

̃) or 𝑒 = 𝐓𝑗𝑘
− 𝐓𝑗𝑘(𝑐𝑎𝑙) (𝒑

𝑑(𝐼)

̃) .
− 𝐓𝑗𝑘(𝑐𝑎𝑙) (𝒑

(18)

are the real and imaginary parts of the MKE obtained from modal analysis

𝑑(𝐼)
𝐓𝑗𝑘(𝑐𝑎𝑙)

̃.
are the those calculated from 𝒑
𝑑(𝑅)

𝑑(𝐼)

By providing the sensitivity of 𝐓𝑗𝑘(𝑐𝑎𝑙) and 𝐓𝑗𝑘(𝑐𝑎𝑙) , an optimisation problem is form as

where

̃ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛‖𝒑̃‖≤∆ {𝐸(𝒑
̃)},
𝒑
1
1
2
𝑇
̃) = ‖𝒆̃(𝒑
̃)‖ = 𝒆̃(𝒑
̃) 𝒆̃(𝒑
̃).
𝐸(𝒑
2

2

(19)
(20)
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An iteratively updating identification procedure in similar manner of bounded trust-regioñ,
reflective method (Madsen et al. 2004) is used to identify the damage severity vector 𝒑
programmed by MATLAB.
3. Illustrative example
The damage of an eight-storey shear building with external viscous dampers was identified to
illustrate the developed theory. As can be seen in Fig. 1, viscous dampers are installed each floor
of the building except the ground floor and the 1st floor. Such configuration was adopted to ensure
the damping matrix cannot be represented as a linear combination of mass and stiffness matrices
and hence the structure is non-classically damped. The values of mass, damper and stiffness
corresponding to the intact structure are as presented in Table 1.
The modal parameter of the first 5 modes were adopted for damage identification. Noise-free
parameters were first implemented to validate the proposed technique in principle. However, in
practice, the modal parameters are usually determined by modal analysis, whose accuracy are
inevitably influenced by instrument accuracy, measurement noise and computational round off
error, etc. Therefore, modal parameters contaminated by 3% and 5% random noise were also
adopted for identification to investigate the robustness of the proposed identification approach.

Fig. 1: Schematic of an eight-storey shear building.
Table 1: Mass, damper and stiffness configurations of the eight-storey building.

Mass
m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6
m7
m8
(Kg)
1.0E6 8.0E5 8.0E5 8.0E5 8.0E5 7.0E5 7.0E5 7.0E5
Damping
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
(N·s m-1)
6.0E6 8.0E6 6.0E6 7.0E6 8.0E6 6.0E6
Stiffness
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
-1
(N m ) 3.5E9 3.5E9 2.5E9 2.5E9 3.5E9 2.5E9 2.0E9 2.0E9
In the damaged structure, the stiffness reductions were assumed to be 20% in k5 and k7, and 50%
in k4 while damping reductions are 50% in c1 and 30% in c3 respectively. The complex modal
parameters of the intact and damaged buildings were adopted to identify the damage severity
̃. Herein, the elements in 𝒑
̃ are 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 ,…𝛼8 , 𝛽1, 𝛽2… 𝛽6, corresponding to the percentage
vector 𝒑
of reduction in 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 ,…𝑘8 , 𝑐1, 𝑐2 … 𝑐6 .
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Fig. 2: Damage identification result of the 8-storey shear-type building.

The identification results presented in Fig. 2 shows that, the stiffness reductions and damping
defects of the damaged structure are both identified accurately even when using the modal
parameters contaminated by 5% of random noise.
4. Conclusion
To conclude, a modal kinetic energy sensitivity-based damage identification approach is proposed
in this paper. Numerical experiment shows that, the proposed approach can identify the stiffness
reduction and damping defects of non-classically damped structure correctly even when sound
level of noise is introduced. However, further laboratory investigation will be required to validate
the proposed approach is applied to real structure.
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Abstract
Structural parametric identification has been emerged as an interesting and important problem in

structural health monitoring (SHM). Structural parameters directly reflect the dynamic
characteristics of structures, so the identification of time-varying structural physical parameters
is more meaningful to civil engineering structures. To overcome the limitations of requiring full
measurements of structural responses in previous research, an algorithm based on the integration
of wavelet multiresolution analysis and Kalman filter with partial measurements of structural
acceleration responses is proposed. First, the time-varying structural physical parameters are
expanded at multi-scale profile by wavelet multiresolution analysis and a time-varying
parametric identification problem can be converted into a time-invariant one. Then, structural
states at all dynamic degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) are estimated recursively by the Kalman filter
with partial measurements of structural acceleration responses at previous step. The scale
coefficients of the expansion can be obtained by minimizing the error between estimated and
observed accelerations. Numerical simulation examples and an experimental test are used to
validate the proposed algorithm for real-time identification of time-varying structural parameters
in linear and nonlinear structures using only partial measurements of structural acceleration
responses polluted by measurement noises.
1. Introduction
The identification of structural parameters is an important research topic in structural health
monitoring. These physical parameters can directly reflect the presence, location and severity of
possible damage. However, most structures could exhibit time-varying behaviors when process
in environmental corrosion, structural damage, material aging and load effect, etc. Therefore,
these time-varying structural parameters play a significant role in assessing operational condition
and monitoring structural damage. Considering the structural time-varying behaviors, the linear
time-varying models are more appropriate to describe the dynamic parameters than linear timeinvariant models.
In recent years, the wavelet analysis is becoming a common tool for analyzing localized
variations of power within a time series, and it’s widely used in the dynamic analysis of timevarying structures. Many identification methods using wavelet analysis have been proposed.
Hera et al. (2005) and Hou et al. (2006) proposed a continuous wavelet-based algorithm to
identify time-varying structural parameters. Shi et al. (2012) put forward a method to identify
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substructure time-varying parameters using wavelet multiresolution analysis. Wang et al. (2013)
presented a synchrosqueezed wavelet transform enhanced by extended analytical mode
decomposition method for time-varying structural parameters identification. Wang and Ren et al.
(2014) proposed an approach to identify physical parameters, using least-square method to solve
the scale coefficient and reconstruct the physical parameters. However, all methods mentioned
above require full measurement information, which is not practical and limits its application in
real engineering.
Kalman Filter (KF) and extended Kalman Filter (EKF) are common and useful tools in assessing
structure conditions and identifying structural parameters with a main merit that they don’t need
full measurement. Thus, it’s desirable to combine the advantages of time-varying structural
parameters identification by wavelet analysis and partial observation for KF and EKF.
In this paper, an integrated identification method to identify the structural physical parameters
with limited observation was proposed. At the beginning stage, the structural physical parameters
can be identified using EKF. The wavelet multiresolution resolution analysis can be used to
expand the initial time-varying physical parameters to approximation scale at J level using db3
mother wavelet. Then the time-varying parametric identification problem can be transformed
into a time-invariant one. To overcome the limitation of full observation, structural states at all
DOFs are estimated by KF with partial structural acceleration responses. The estimated states
can be expressed as an implicit function of wavelet expansion coefficients. By minimizing the
error between estimated and observed accelerations, the optimal scale coefficient can be solved.
The numerical example is used to show the efficiency of the method.
2. Wavelet Expansion and Reconstruction
The wavelet multiresolution analysis can expand a signal into components spanned by the
scaling and wavelet basis functions at different resolutions. For any continuous signal f (t ) with
finite energy, it can be orthogonally expanded as

f (t ) 



 c j 0,k jo,k (t ) 

k 





 d

j  k 

j ,k

 j ,k (t )

(1)

Where  j0 ,k  2 j0 /2  (2 j0 t  k ) ,  j ,k  2 j /2  (2 j t  k ) is the scale function and the mother wavelet
function of wavelet transform, respectively. c j0 , k is the scale coefficient of discrete wavelet
transform at the scale level j0 , d j , k is the detail or wavelet coefficient at the scale level j . For a
discrete signal f (n) with Nt number of points, the discrete form of Eq.(1) can be written as
f ( n) 

K j0



k  K0

c j 0,k jo ,k (2 j0 n  k ) 

KJ

J

 

j  j0 k  K 0

d j ,k j ,k (2 j n  k )

n  0,1, 2, 3......Nt  1

(2)

Based on the energy of the signal mainly concentrates on the low frequency components, a
discrete truncated version of Eq.(2) can be simplified as
f ( n) 

K j0



k  K0

c j ,k jo ,k (2 j0 n  k )

(3)

0

n  0,1,...Nt  1 , j0 is resolution level, k depends on N t and the time support of mother wavelet
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function. So, the stiffness and viscous damping coefficient can be expanded using Eq.(3) as
k ( n) 

K j0



i  K 0

k j ,i j ,i (2 j n  i ) ,

c ( n) 

K j0

c

i  K0

 j ,i (2 j n  i )

j ,i

(4)

Where k j ,i c j ,i are decomposed stiffness and damping scale coefficient. Then k (n) c(n) will be
reconstructed by identification of k j ,i c j ,i .
3. Proposed Method for Time-varying Physical Parameter Identification
Considering a shear multi degree-of-freedom linear time-varying system, let n be the number of
DOFs, the governing equation can be written as
(5)
Mx  C (t ) x  K (t ) x  f
Where x x x are time-varying acceleration, velocity and displacement relative to the ground,
respectively. K (t ) and C (t ) devote time-varying stiffness and damping matrix.
3.1 Step 1
It is assumed that the structural physical parameter k and c are unknown but remain constant at
the beginning stage. The purpose of Step 1 is to identify the initial k c using EKF. Eq.(5) could
be expressed in a state-space form as:
x
x 

   1

Z   x    -M [ K (t ) x (t )  C (t ) x (t )]  f   g ( Z , f )  w (t )
(6)
  

0
  


Z =  x T , x T , T  ,  = k1 , k2 ...kn , c1 , c2 ...cn 
T

where

(7)

Then, k c can be identified based on EKF, which are obtained with observation at limited DOFs
on the premise that these physical coefficients remain unchanged at the first few seconds. Then
k 0j ,i c 0j ,i are calculated by decomposing the initial k c using wavelet multiresolution function.
Considering a SDOF system, based on Eq.(4), the discrete format governing equation of a SDOF
can be expressed as
K j0



i  K0

c j ,i j ,i (2 j n  i )x(n) 

K j0

k

i  K0

 j ,i (2 j n  i )x(n)  f (n)  mx(n)

j ,i

(8)

3.2 Step 2
In practice, only partial structural responses are measured. The motivation of step 2 is the
estimation of structure responses at all DOFs using KF based on the initial k 'j ,i c 'j ,i .Then k i ci
can be reconstructed according to the initial scale coefficient. Then the estimated displacement
and velocity X e X e can be got. The estimated acceleration X e can be calculated by the
following formula:
X e  M 1 (f  KX e  CX e )
(9)
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3.3 Step 3
The primary work of step 3 is to construct the error function, and find a set of optimized scale
coefficient, which can minimize the error function. Then the structural parameters can be
reconstructed accordingly. Error function could be written as

|| (X meas  Cd X e (k 'j ,i , c 'j ,i ))||22

(10)

meas
e
Where X
is observed acceleration, X is estimated values by KF, C d is the located matrix

of partial measurement. By minimizing the error function, the optimal k *j ,i c*j ,i can be solved.
Then, k * and c* can be reconstructed through the Eq.(4) .
4. Numerical examples
A three-story shear frame with time-varying stiffness and damping was used as example. The
structure response was excited by KT spectrum. m1  m2  m3  2500Kg . The db3 mother wavelet
is selected as the basis function for approximation with resolution level J = 5. All responses were
sampled at 50Hz, 24 seconds of response-time histories were used for identification. The total
number of data points for each response was 1200. At initial stage (1s-4s), it is assumed that
physical parameters are unchangeable, and the initial scale coefficient can be identified by EKF.
It was assumed that the changes in physical parameters were specified as follows:

The identification result is illustrated in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Identification of 3-DOFs physical parameters under 3% RMS noise with limited
observation
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5. Conclusions
The motivation for this work was to develop a method which can identify structural physical
parameters with limited observation. The use of wavelet multiresolution analysis helped timevarying parameters convert to a time-invariant coefficient estimation problem. Structural full
response could then be estimated by using KF method according to the scale coefficient. The
acceleration can be expressed as an implicit function of the scale coefficient. Then the error
function was adopted here to optimize the scale coefficient. After that the structural physical
parameters can be reconstructed by the wavelet reconstruction algorithm. Two linear structure
numerical verifications indicated the efficiency of this method. Apart from this, the proposed
algorithm can also be used in the research of nonlinear structures which is currently studied by
our research group.
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Abstract
The spatial steel structure is a high-order statically indeterminate structure. The structural
deformation caused by thermal effect will cause temperature internal force under redundant
constraints, and repeated changes in temperature will cause fatigue failure of the structure. The
thermal effect is equal to the difference value between the ambient temperature value in analysis
time and the initial temperature value. For a spatial steel structure with a clear closure phase, the
closure temperature of the structure is the initial temperature value. At this stage, the closure
temperature of the spatial steel structure is generally taken as the average air temperature during
the closure period. This method is slightly rough, therefore, it is necessary to further study the
closure temperature of the spatial steel structure. The ambient temperature conditions are
determined based on air temperature and solar radiation temperature rise, while the closure
temperature conditions are determined based on the annual average temperature of the structural
location. The stress response of the spatial steel structure under different ambient temperature
conditions and closure temperature conditions is simulated. The size of the structural stress
response is used as an evaluation index, and the relationship between the structural stress
response and the closure temperature is analyzed. The optimal construction closure temperature
range is determined based on the minimum stress response criterion. The effectiveness of the
proposed method in determining the closure temperature of spatial steel structure construction
was verified by the case of spatial steel structure in Shenzhen Bay Stadium.
1. Introduction
A spatial steel structure has large span, three-dimensional spatial shape, and three-dimensional
spatial forces under load, which is widely used in airports, exhibition centres, and large theatres
(Teng et al. 2016, Teng et al. 2015, and Lu et al. 2017). The thermal effect refers to the
phenomenon in which the structure produces responses under variations of temperature (Cao et
al. 2010, Gao et al. 2007). For a spatial steel structure with a clear closure phase, the thermal
effect is equal to the difference value between the ambient temperature value and the closure
temperature value. The spatial steel structure is a high-order statically indeterminate structure.
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When the ambient temperature and the closure temperature are different, the deformation of the
member is constrained to generate stress (Fan et al. 2006), and the repeated changes in stress will
cause fatigue damage to the structure (Lin and Stotesbury. 1981).
Therefore, the closure temperature is of great significance to ensure the safety of the spatial steel
structure. It is necessary to use the stress response of the spatial steel structure as the evaluation
index to study the method of determining the closure temperature based on different ambient
temperature conditions.
In this paper, the construction closure temperature of spatial steel structure is studied. The
ambient temperature conditions are determined by the superposition of ambient temperature and
solar radiation temperature rise, including extremely high temperature conditions, extremely low
temperature conditions and average temperature conditions. The preferred range of closure
temperature conditions is determined based on the annual average temperature of the structural
location. The spatial steel structure is partitioned into many zones based on the type of structure.
The stress response of spatial steel structure under different ambient temperature conditions and
closure temperature conditions is simulated. The maximum axial stress of each zone is used as an
evaluation index. The relationship between the structural stress response and the closure
temperature is analyzed, then the optimal construction closure temperature range is determined
based on the minimum stress response criterion. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
method in determining the closure temperature of spatial steel structure construction was verified
by the case of spatial steel structure in Shenzhen Bay Stadium.
2. Method for determining construction closure temperature of spatial steel structure
2.1 Thermal effect conditions
For a spatial steel structure with a clear closure phase, the thermal effect ∆t is equal to the
difference value between the ambient temperature ta and the closure temperature t .

∆t = ta − t

(1)

The ambient temperature ta means the outer surface temperature of the spatial steel structure,
which is not only exchanged heat with air but also affected by solar radiation. Three ambient
temperature conditions are considered, namely extremely low temperature conditions(ELTC),
average temperature conditions(ATC) and extremely high temperature conditions(EHTC). The
ELTC ta' does not take into account the solar radiation temperature rise, and the value is equal to
the extreme minimum temperature at the structural location tmin . The ATC tam does not take into
account the solar radiation temperature rise, and the value is equal to the annual average
temperature at the structural location tm . The EHTC ta" need to take into account the effects of
solar radiation, which is equal to the sum of the extreme maximum temperature tmax at the
structural location and the maximum solar radiation temperature rise tr .
(2)
ta' = tmin
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(3)

=
ta" tmax + tr

(4)
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ρI
(5)
αe
Where ρ represents the solar radiation absorption coefficient, I represents the maximum solar
radiation illuminance, and α e represents the external surface heat transfer coefficient, which can
be obtained through the public information of the local meteorological bureau of the structure
and the Practical heating and air conditioning design manual.
A total of A closure temperature conditions are considered based on the average annual
temperature tm of the structural location is increased or decreased by 10°C to 15°C. There are 3
kinds of ambient temperature conditions and A kinds of closure temperature conditions, which
means there are 3A kinds of thermal effect conditions.
t = [t1 t2  ti  t A ]
(6)
tr =

 ta' − t1 ta' − t2  ta' − ti  ta' − t A 


∆t=  ta" − t1 ta" − t2  ta" − ti  ta" − t A 
tam − t1 tam − t2  tam − ti  tam − t A 



(7)

2.2 The evaluation index of closure temperature
The spatial steel structure usually includes a variety of structural forms, which is the basis for the
structure to be partitioned into many zones, and the optimal closure temperature is determined by
using the maximum axial stress of each zone as an evaluation index. According to the different
structural forms, the spatial steel structure is partitioned into n zones. The axial stress of all
members of the spatial steel structure under the 3A thermal effect conditions are calculated, and
the maximum axial stress of each zone is obtained. For each zone, in the maximum value of the
axial stress-closure temperature curve, the closure temperature corresponding to the lowest point
is the optimal closure temperature T . Therefore, a total of n optimal closure temperatures can
be obtained. Finally, the minimum value P of T and the maximum value Q of T consist the
optimal closure temperature range of the spatial steel structure.
(8)
T = Ti T2 Tq Tn 

P = min (T )

(9)

Q = max (T )

(10)

t = [ P ~ Q]

(11)

3. Determination of the closure temperature of Shenzhen Bay Stadium
3.1 Overview of Shenzhen Bay Stadium
The spatial steel structure of the Shenzhen Bay Stadium consists of a single-layer net
shell(SLNS), a double-layer net frame(DLNF), a sunken square(SS) and a viewing bridge(VB).
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It is divided into two regions by the closure seam S40, and the whole structure is closed at S40
after the completion of each region. As shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Closure seam of Shenzhen Bay Stadium

3.2 Thermal effect conditions
According to Shenzhen meteorological data, the extreme minimum temperature is tmin = 0.2℃ ,
annual average temperature is tm = 22.4℃ and extreme maximum temperature is tmax = 38.7℃ .
According to the Practical heating and air conditioning design manual, the solar radiation
absorption coefficient ρ = 0.5 , the maximum solar radiation illuminance I = 962W/m 2 , and the
external surface heat transfer coefficient
=
α e 17.4W/(m 2 ⋅ K) . Therefore, it can be determined
that the ELTC is ta' = 0.2℃ , the ATC is tam = 22.4℃ and the EHTC is ta" = 66.3℃ . The closure
temperature conditions of the Shenzhen Bay Stadium is determined to be 11°C to 40°C based on
22.4°C is increased or decreased by 10°C to 15°C, for a total of 30 closure temperature
conditions. Therefore, the temperature range of EHTC is 55.3°C to 26.3°C; the temperature
range of ELTC is -10.8°C to -39.8°C; the temperature range of ATC is 11.4°C to -17.6°C.
3.3 Determination of closure temperature
According to vary types of structural forms, it is partitioned into single-layer net shell, doublelayer net frame, sunken square and viewing bridge, and vertical support system.The calculation
result of the single-layer reticulated shell is shown in Figure 2. For the ELTC ta' , the maximum
axial stress first decreases and then rises as the closure temperature increases. For the ATC tam ,
the maximum axial stress first decreases and then rises as the closure temperature increases. For
the EHTC ta" , the maximum axial stress continues to increase as the closure temperature
increases. The maximum axial stress-closure temperature curve of the single-layer net shell can
be obtained, as shown in Figure 3. When the closure temperature is t = 32℃, the maximum axial
stress is at the lowest point, so t = 32℃ is one of the optimal closure temperatures. The
corresponding optimal closure temperatures of the double-layer grid, the sinking square and the
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viewing bridge are t = 28℃ , t = 30℃ and t = 30℃ respectively. Therefore, the optimal closure
temperature range is determined to be t = 28 ~ 32℃ .

Figure 2 Maximum axial stress of single-layer
reticulated shell

Figure 3 The maximum axial stress-closure temperature
curve of the single-layer net shell

3.4 Comparison of stress and support reaction force
The design institute proposed that the design closure temperature range of Shenzhen Bay
Stadium is 26.5±3.5°C; the closure temperature range proposed by this method is 30±2°C. The
closure temperature is taken as 26.5°C and 30°C, and the ambient temperature is taken as
0.2~66.3°C. The maximum axial stress of each zone of the spatial steel structure of Shenzhen
Bay Stadium and the reaction force of a total of 385 bearings are calculated. The calculation
results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

Closure temperature

Table 1 The maximum axial stress of each zone
26.5°C
30°C

Declining proportion

Single-layer net shell

66.4MPa

60.9MPa

5.8%

Double-layer net frame

166 MPa

164MPa

1.2%

Sunken square

49.6 MPa

45.7MPa

8.5%

Viewing bridge

85.8 MPa

81.3MPa

5.5%

Declining number
Declining proportion

Table 2 The reaction force of 385 supports
Support reaction force-X Support reaction force-Y
326
336
84.7%
87.1%

Support reaction force-Z
229
59.5%

Compared with the closure temperature proposed by the design institute, the method proposed in
this paper reduces the maximum axial stress by 1.2%~8.5%, and reduces the maximum of the
support reaction force by 16.1%~16.6%. The number of supports with reduced reaction force
accounts for 59.5%~87.1%. The method of determining the closure temperature proposed in this
paper can effectively reduce the stress and support reaction force of the steel members of the
spatial steel structure.
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4. Conclusions
This paper proposed a method for determining the closure temperature of a spatial steel structure.
Three ambient temperature conditions were determined based on the superposition of air
temperature and solar radiation temperature rise, namely extremely low temperature
conditions(ELTC), average temperature conditions(ATC) and extremely high temperature
conditions(EHTC). The maximum axial stress is used as an evaluation index, based on the
analysis of the thermal effect of the spatial steel structure, the determination of the closure
temperature of the spatial steel structure was realized. In the case of spatial steel structure finite
element model of Shenzhen Bay Stadium, compared with the closure temperature proposed by
the design institute, the method proposed in this paper reduces the maximum axial stress and the
maximum of the support reaction force. Therefore, the effectiveness of the proposed method in
determining the closure temperature of spatial steel structure construction was verified.
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Abstract
The safety assessment method based on modal parameter is encountered with several problems:
heavy workload of modal parameter identification, insensitivity of frequency to local damage,
and poor recognition accuracy of modal shape for complex structure. An alternative method is
that the response signal is processed directly to obtain a characteristic quantity that can be used
for structural safety assessment. Therefore, a structural safety assessment method based on stress
response is propsed. The cross-correlation function amplitude vector (Vccf) is first constructed,
according to the cross-correlation analysis between the stress responses of any two measuring
points; the characteristic of Vccf of healthy structure with fixed curve shape is derived.
Furthermore, the residual error between the Vccf of healthy strucutre and the current structure is
used as a safety assessment indicator to realize the assessment of the structural safety state. In
order to validate the proposed method, the multi-scale model of large shell structure of Zhuhai
Opera House is used to simulate one non-damage case and three damage cases, the residual
analysis results show that the damage case No. and location of damage are accurately identified.
1. Introduction
According to the different extraction methods of its characteristic parameters, safety assessment
based on structural vibration response can be divided into two categories: based on modal
analysis and based on signal analysis of monitoring response. For the former method, the
structural dynamic characteristics or the parameters derived from them are used as the damage
characteristic parameters to assess the safety state of the structure. For example, Ratcliffe and
Bagaria (1998) proposed the gapped smoothing method based on curvature mode shapes for
locating delamination in a composite beam. Ren and De Roeck (2002a) proposed the element
damage index based on changes in frequencies and mode shapes; Barad et al (2013) used the
changes of first two natural frequencies to detect the location and size of surface crack of beamtype structural element. It can be known from above researches that the basis of this method is to
perform the structural modal test to obtain the required modal parameters (frequency, damping,
and modal shape). However, for the large and complex structures, frequency as a global
parameter is not sensitive to local damage, the identification of modal shape often has a heavy
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workload, and the high-order mode is difficult to obtain accurately. These problems seriously
affect the effectiveness of the modal analysis-based safety assessment method. In contrast, the
later method based on signal analysis has the advantages of no modal test, low computational
complexity, and real-time online assessment. At present, the relevant researches are mainly
based on acceleration response, Manson and Worden (2003) proposed the outlier analysis to
detect the damage on a gnat aircraft; Yu and Yang (2007) defined the cross-correlation function
amplitude vector to locate the damage; Yang et al (2009) introduced the concept of inner product
vector to realize the damage detection. The stress response as the common measurement in
structural health monitoring, the analysis based on it is relatively few, and whether the above
signal analysis methods are suitable for stress response remains to be verified. And thus, the
cross-correlation function amplitude vector (Vccf) based on the stress response of each measuring
point is constructed in this paper, and the residual analysis between the amplitude vectors of
healthy strucutre and the structure to be evaluated is performed to realize the assessment of the
structural safety state. The multi-scale model of large shell strucutre is used to simulate the
damage cases and validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.
2. Methodology of Safety Assessment Based on Stress Response
For a damped system with N degrees of freedom, the forced vibration equation is

 M x(t )  C x (t )   K x(t )  P(t )

(1)

where { x (t)}, { x (t)} and {x(t)} are acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors with N×1,
respectively; [M], [C] and [K] are mass, damping and stiffness matrices with N×N, respectively;
{P(t)} is the resultant force vector of external excitation with N×1.
Simultaneously, according to the finite element method and strain-displacement relation, strain
{ε(t)} can be expressed using the displacement {x(t)} of elemental node of discrete structure

 (t )  [ B ][T ]x (t )  [ Bˆ ]x (t )

(2)

where [B] is the element strain matrix; [T] is the coordinate transformation matrix. It can be
known from equation (2) that {x(t)} can be represented by {ε(t)}, namely  x (t )  [ Bˆ ]1  (t ) .
Additionally, the strain response can be expressed as a superposition of N strain modes. The
expression of strain of the system at degree of freedom k is obtained by solving equation (1)
t

N

 k (t )   [ 
0

i 1

 ki i

di

t

e ii ( t  ) sin(di (t   ))] pk (t )d   hk (t   ) pk (t )d
0

(3)

where ki is the element at row k and column i of strain modal matrix [  ] ;  i is the ith
element of vector {ψε};  i is the ith damping ratio;  i is the ith undamped frequency; di is the
ith damped frequency; hk(t-τ) is the impulse response function at degree of freedom k; pk(t) is the
external excitation measured at k.
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Assuming that n strain sensors are installed on the real structure. For the measuring point k, the
measured data sequence is recorded as

xk  [ x0k , x1k , , xNk -1 ]T

(k  1, 2, , n)

(4)

where xk is the discrete time sequence of strain response of the measuring point k; N is the total
length of time sequence.
When the system input is white noise excitation, the unbiased estimation of cross-correlation
function Rkp(τ) between the strain responses xk and xp is


Rkp ( )  C  hk (t )hp (t   )dt
0

(5)

where τ is the time delay; C is the constant term related to external excitation.
Extracting the absolute maximum value of Rkp(τ) as the amplitude of cross-correlation function
between points k and p, which is denoted as rkp. Here the point k is treated as the reference point,
the amplitudes of cross-correlation function between the reference point and any measuring point
m (m=1，2，···，n) are calculated sequentially, and they are used to construct the Vccf

Vccf  [max | Rk1 ( ) |, , max | Rkp ( ) |, , max | Rkn ( ) |]T  [rk1 , , rkp , , rkn ]T

(6)

Because the initial Vccf contains constant term C, the equation (6) should be normalized
according to the root mean square of the vector, in order to eliminate the influence of external
excitation on Vccf (Wang et al, 2010). The normalized Vccf is only related to impulse response
function. Furthermore, It can be known from equation (3) that the value of impulse response
function is only related to the strucutral inherent characteristics, therefore, a fixed proportional
relationship is existed between the elements of the normalized Vccf when the structure is healthy;
this fixed relationship of Vccf will be changed obviously when the structure is damaged. Here the
indicator for safety assessment is defined using the 3σ criterion in statistics (Yan et al, 2005).

e  3  ei  e  3

(i  1, 2, , n)

(7)

where ei' is element of residual vector e' between the Vccf of healthy structure and Vccf of the
structure to be evaluated; e and σ respectively are the mean and standard deviation of the residual
vector e that is calculated based on the health structure. For equation (7), if all elements in
residual vector e' are within the limited boundaries, the structure to be evaluated is in a safe state;
otherwise, if the value of element in residual vector e' exceeds the limited boundaries, the
structure to be evaluated is abnormal or damaged, which will cause a change in the safety state of
the structure. It should be noted that the stress measurement is usually obtained using the
measured strain data from the strain gauge multiply by the fixed modulus, so the above
derivation process is also applicable to the case where the measured structural response is stress.
r
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3. Validation Based on Multi-Scale Simulation of Zhuhai Opera House
In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method, based on the linear
structural assumption before and after structural damage, the multi-scale model of large shell
structure is used to simulate the intact structure and damaged structure under the same load case.
Firstly, the initial multi-scale model of large shell structure is established using the method
proposed by Lu et al (2019); and then, the multi-scale model is updated using the method
proposed by Cui et al (2018). The available model is shown in Figure 1, and Figure 1 (a) is the
specific arrangements of stress measuring points.
1

ELEMENTS

1

ELEMENTS

(a) Stress measuring points of surfaces 2 and 3 (b) Axonometric view of surfaces 1 and 2
(c) Side view
Figure 1. Stress measuring points and concurrent multi-scale model of the large shell structure.

Material properties are distinguished by the component type
Material properties are distinguished by the component type

For determining the upper and lower bounds of residual variation range of the large shell
structure, the white noise excitation with a duration of 25s is applied to the model of the intact
structure, and the stress calculation results of the key components in the five periods of 0-4s, 5-9s,
10-14s, 15-19s and 20-24s are intercepted. Here the L1-1 on surface 2 and L1-5 on surface 3 are
used as reference points, respectively. Based on the stress data of each measuring point on the
same surface, the corresponding Vccf in each period is calculated, and the vector obtained from 0r
4s is used as reference Vccf . The residual errors between the Vccf obtained from the other period
r
and reference Vccf are calculated, which are used to determine the limited boundaries through the
equation (7), the specific results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Thresholds of residual error of Vccf
Location
Surface 2
Surface 3

Upper bound
0.49290
0.51495

Lower bound
-0.62200
-0.49377

Structural safety assessment can be realized according to the determined upper and lower bounds
in Table 1. In the following sections, the multi-scale model is used to simulate the intact structure
and three damage cases respectively (as shown in Table 2), the specific local notch damage
simulation is shown in Figure 2. The same bandpass white noise excitation is used, and the stress
calculation results of the key components under different damage cases are extracted to calculate
the corresponding Vccf. Based on it, the residual errors between the Vccf obtained from each
damage case and reference Vccfr are calculated, the residual results are shown in Figure 3.
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a) Stress measuring point L1-4

b) Stress measuring point L2-5

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of local notch damage of partial measuring points
Table 2. Four simulated damage cases
No.

Damage location

Feature

No.

Damage location

Feature

1

/

No damage

3

L2-5 on surface 3

Single damage

2

L1-4 on surface 2

Single damage

4

L1-8 and L2-5 on surface 3

Simultaneous damages

a) Based on the surface 2

b) Based on the surface 3

Figure 3. Residual error of Vccf for different simulated damage cases

It can be seen from Figure 3 that for the cases 1, 3 and 4 of surface 2, the residual errors between
r
the Vccf and reference Vccf fluctuate within the given upper and lower bounds, while the residual
error exceeds the given lower bound in damage case 2, and the position of the element exceeding
the lower bound corresponds to the L1-4 measuring point. At this time, according to the
proposed method in this paper, it can be judged that there are no damage on surface 2 in the
cases 1, 3 and 4, while in the case 2, there is a local damage at the L1-4 measuring point on
surface 2. Obviously, the above conclusions are consistent with the damage cases simulated by
the multi-scale model of large shell structure (see Table 2). Similarly, there are no damage on
surface 3 in the cases 1 and 2; in case 3, there is a single damage at the L2-5 measuring point on
surface 3; in case 4, there are multiple damages at the L1-8 and L2-5 measuring points on surface
3. The above conclusions are also consistent with the simulated damage cases in Table 2. And
thus, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed safety assessment method based on the
cross-correlation function amplitude vector of stress response are fully verified by the numerical
analysis of the multi-scale model of large shell structure.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, the Vccf of stress response is defined based on the cross-correlation analysis
between the responses of structural different measuring points. For the healthy strucutre, the
characteristic of Vccf with fixed curve shape has been proved by the structural dynamic equation,
finite element method and strain-displacement relation. Based on it, using the residual error
between Vccf of the health structure in different periods, the upper and lower bounds of the
allowable residual variation is defined by the 3σ criterion; the safety state of the current structure
is evaluated by comparing the residual errors of Vccf and the determined limited boundaries.
Finally, a intact structure, two cases of single damage and one case of multiple damage are
simulated by the multi-scale model of large shell structure, accurate identification of each
damage case and damage location is realized by using the proposed safety assessment method, a
good understanding of the safety state of the structure is made, the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed method are fully verified.
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Abstract
The United States is growing older. It has been reported that human falls are the second main cause
of human unnatural death and the main reason leading to the death of people over seventy-nine
years old. The health outcome of a fall event is largely dependent on rapid response and rescue of
the immobile person. An alarm system that can provide accurate and real-time fall detection will
dramatically improve the health outcomes of the elders and reduce the associated healthcare cost
after a fall. Being able to accurately identify the falling with limited labeled samples is a key to
such a system.
A multi-features semi-supervised SVM algorithm utilizing measurements from structural floor
vibration obtained through accelerometers is proposed in this study to detect falling events. In this
approach, the peak value, energy and correlation coefficient of the accelerometer signal are used
as classification features. After the introduction of the algorithm, the proposed approach is
validated through laboratory experiments among activities including falling, walking, free jumping,
rhythmic jumping, bag dropping, and ball dropping. Study results show that by using the proposed
approach, the falling events can be identified with high accuracy and confidence.
1. Introduction
The United States is growing older. According to the most recent report from Census Bureau, it is
estimated that 17% of U.S. residents are aged 65+ in 2050, and the total population will reach 9.4
billion (Roberts et al., 2018). Human falls are the premier cause of fatal/nonfatal injuries and
hospital trauma admissions among older adults, which affect one in three age 65+ and over half of
those age 80+ every year (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013, 2014). The health
outcome of a fall event is largely dependent on rapid response and rescue of the immobile person.
Current fall detection methods can be classified into two categories: user-dependent and userindependent. The user-dependent methods either use wearable devices (e.g., pendant and watch)
to track rapid changes in its orientation or rely on users themselves to report emergency of fall by
pressing the wearable device (Alert 1, 2018; Life Alert, 2018; Medical Care Alert, 2018). These
operations suffer from limitations on getting the person to wear the device in the first place or
false-positive detection (e.g., a fall is mistakenly detected when no fall occurs) due to user’s abrupt
movement. Research on fall detection through user-independent means often uses infrared cameras
to monitor users’ behavior and detect fall events with computer vision techniques (Belshaw et al.,
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2011; Sixsmith and Johnson, 2004). However, the use of cameras is met with resistance as
residents have a feeling of “being watched” (Alwan et al., 2006). Progress toward new methods
without cameras has been made through using accelerometer sensors mounted on the structure
together with microphones to detect human activities (Alwan et al., 2006; Davis et al., 2011;
Madarshahian et al., 2014, 2016; Mirshekari et al., 2016, 2018; Pan et al., 2014; Poston et al.,
2015, 2017; Woolard and Tarazaga, 2018; Zigel et al., 2009).
For fall detection, in particular, the detection algorithms can be categorized into threshold-based
and classifier-based. In threshold-based algorithms, thresholds are sets for various chosen features,
to which the measured values will be compared during the detection phase. Due to the large
variations and uncertainties in factors, such as structural configurations, impact locations, and
distance between the impact and the sensors, these thresholds may need to be modified
dramatically which creates challenges for determining a set of thresholds for all the scenarios in
usage. With the advancement of technologies and computer power, the use of classifier has
received a lot of attention in recent years. Classifiers such as k-nearest neighbors (Dudani, 1976;
Weinberger et al., 2009), support vector machine (Hearst et al., 1998; Steinwart and Christmann,
2008), and naïve Bayes (Zhang 2004), artificial neural networks (Khan et al., 2010; Pirttikangas
et al., 2006), hidden Markov model (Cai et al., 2014) and fuzzy logic (Boissy et al., 2007) have
been investigated to improve the identification accuracy. One challenge of these classifier-based
methods facing is the need for a large training datasets. In this study, a multi-features semisupervised SVM method (SVM-D-R) is proposed to correctly identify the falling events with
limited training datasets. The proposed method is validated with laboratory experimental testing.
High- dummies are utilized to mimic the human falling.
2. Proposed Algorithm
The SVM-D-R algorithm includes the training and classification phases, as shown in Fig. 1. The
steps for the training phase are as follows:
1) Three features are constructed by extracting peak value, energy and sensor correlation
coefficient from training samples. These features were identified to have higher divergence in
a preliminary study comparing features including peak value, standard deviation, mean value
RMS, energy, and sensor correlation.
2) Three base classifiers are obtained by SVM training through the three features.
3) Tri-training cooperative training strategy is applied to semi-supervised learning. (Blum,1998;
Zhou and Li, 2005).
4) Majority voting method is applied to integrate classifiers and obtain the final classifier
(Mukhopadhyay et al., 2009; Crammer and Singer, 2001; Gangardiwala and Polikar, 2005).
The steps for the classification phase are as follows:
1) The characteristic vectors of peak value, energy and sensor correlation coefficient of the test
samples are extracted.
2) The extracted characteristic vectors are put into the final classifier for classification and
identification, and the fall or non-fall states are obtained.
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Fig 1. The Proposed Multi-features Semi-supervised SVM Algorithm

3. Experimental Validation
3.1. Experimental Setup
The purpose of the experiment is to collect the vibration signals of human falling and floor moving
in daily life, and to provide the necessary data basis for the research and verification of fall
recognition algorithm. The experiment was carried out in the Intelligent Structural Hazard
Mitigation Laboratory at San Francisco State University. Four PCB 393B31 uniaxial
accelerometers were used to measure the floor vibration signals. Based on the consideration of the
structural configuration, three accelerometers were placed near the wall and one is set near the
center of the floor as shown in Fig. 2. A NI CompactDAQ (cDAQ-9171) with a 9234 module,
sampling at 1652 Hz, was used as the data acquisition system.
Six types of activities, namely falling, walking, free jumping, rhythmic jumping, bag dropping,
and ball dropping, were included in this study. The location of the excitation and the walk path are
shown in Fig 2. The falling experiments were carried out with two Rescue Randy dummy human
models (70 kg and 48 kg, respectively). These highly-imitated dummies include articulated joints
and have weight distribution based on human weight distribution chart. A wooden frame with a
pulley system was constructed to release the dummies, ensuring the replicability of the experiment.
The falls were divided into forward falls and backward falls according to the direction of falls. 65
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repeated experiments were carried out at each excitation point for each falling direction, with a
total of 520 falls conducted (2 dummies x 2 excitation points x 2 directions x 65 falls each). Two
volunteers with weight of 69 kg and 78 kg, respectively, performed 65 free walking experiments
along the designed route (dash line in Fig. 2), with a total of 130 walking experiments. The same
volunteers also carried out 65 free and rhythmic jumping experiments, respectively, at each
excitation position, totaling 260 experiments for free and rhythmic jumping each. The rhythmic
jumping is guided by a metronome, which was set at 90 beats per minute (1.5 Hz). Two bags with
mass of 5 kg and 10 kg at 0.6 m height were used to carry out the bag dropping tests. Each bag
was subjected to 65 repeated experiments at each excitation position, totaling 260 times. Basketball
with a mass of 0.6 kg was used for the ball dropping tests. The drop height was 1.45 m and 2.10
m, respectively. A total of 260 basketball fall tests were carried out in 65 repeated experiments at
each dropping position and height. A summary of the experiments is provided in Table 1.
8.30
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1.63
sensor 1
2.80
sensor 2
1.57

sensor

2.80
excitation position 1
4.85
1.30 0.15
4.01
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sensor 3

excitation position

walking line

Fig 2. Sensor and excitation position arrangement in experiment (unit: m)
Table 1. Experimental Database
Event Type

Event Description

Total Sample Number

Dummy falling

Dummies (weight 75 kg/48kg) falling backward/forward

520

Walking

Volunteers (weight 69 kg/78 kg) walking freely

130

Free jumping

Volunteers (weight 69 kg/78 kg) jumping freely

260

Rhythmic jumping

Volunteers (weight 69 kg/78 kg) jumping at 1.5 Hz

260

Bag dropping

Bag (weight 5 kg/10 kg) dropping from 6 m

260

Ball dropping

Ball (weight 0.6 kg) dropping from 1.45m/2.10 m

260

3.2. Results
Three feature sets (i.e. peak value, energy and correlation coefficient) are used as inputs to the
SVM-D-R algorithm. The collected data was divided into training and testing data with a ratio of
9/4 (1170 datasets for training and 520 for testing in a total of 1690 datasets). To investigate the
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influence of the number of labeled data, the labeling rates of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% were
evaluated with training data randomly categorized as labeled and unlabeled. The performance
improvement of SVM classifier by semi-supervised algorithm is observed in different proportions
of labeled data and unlabeled data. In order to observe the generality of the algorithm, the algorithm
was run three times and the results were averaged. The final results are presented in Table 2. The
initial accuracy, final accuracy, and the run time of the program are selected as the performance
indexes of the algorithm. A computer with Inter® CoreTM i3-4150 CPU@3.5GHz and 8 GB RAM
running Windows 10 and MATLAB 2016b was used in this study.
Labeled Training Dataset
(%)
20

Table 2． Fall Recognition Results using SVM-D-R
Initial Accuracy
Final Accuracy Performance Increased
(%)
(%)
(%)
83.53
90.53
7.00

Run Time
(s)
195

40

84.91

92.61

7.70

221

60

88.40

95.54

7.14

258

80

91.42

98.74

7.32

299

From Table 2, it can be observed that the accuracy of fall recognition using the SVM-D-R has
been significantly improved under different labeling rates, from 90.53% to 98.74% using 20% and
80% labeled training datasets, respectively. The performance increase comes with cost. The run
time of the program increased from 195s to 299s for the two labeling rates. It is worth noting that
once the model is trained, the execution time needed to identify the falling event from the new data
is less than 1s and only a small training set is required, which demonstrate the potential of a realtime classification algorithm for quick fall detection application. One thing worth noting is that
the laboratory for the testing is closed to the main street, and cars and train (Muni) are constantly
passing by, causing moderate level of vibration noises to the signals. With such, the proposed
algorithm can still achieve a high accuracy, which demonstrates the robustness of the algorithm.
Fig. 3 is the miss detection and false alarm rates (Muhlenbach et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2007) of the
proposed SVM-D-R method for detecting falling among various events in the experimental
database. The miss detection rate is calculated as the ratio of falling events being mistakenly
reported as non-falling to the total number of falling events in the testing datasets. The false alarm
rate is calculated as the ratio of the non-falling event being mistaken reported as falling to the total
number of non-falling events in the testing datasets. It can be seen that the miss detection rate in
different labeling rates is low, with an average of 0.8%, while the false alarm (misreporting) rate
is also decent, with an average of 7.4%. Fig. 4 shows the breakdown of the false alarm rate in terms
of different activities. It can be observed that the most confusing activities to the algorithm in
identifying falling were bag dropping and ball dropping as they have the similar characteristics of
an impulse impact as falling.
To further investigate the performance of the proposed SVM-D-R algorithm, the algorithm in a
benchmark study (Madarshahian et al., 2016) was adopted to serve as a baseline. The evaluation
criteria, sensitivity (𝑆" ) and specificity (𝑆# ) from the benchmark problem were also adopted in this
study. The results are shown in Table 3. From Table 3, it can be found that the sensitivity and
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for Different Activities

specificity of the proposed SVM-D-R method for fall detection are much higher than those from
the benchmark algorithm with the use of the same number of training samples, indicating a better
performance. Specifically, compared with the recognition results of benchmark problem algorithm,
when the ratio of labeled samples to the training samples is 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%, the
sensitivity increases by 15.34%, 12.98%, 13.09%, 6.19%, and the specificity increases by 4.74%,
0.82%, 1.32% and 3.47%, respectively. The results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm has
superior performance particularly when the number of the labeled samples is small.

Algorithm
Benchmark
SVM-D-R

Table 3. Comparison of Benchmark Algorithm and SVM-D-R for Fall Detection
Ratio of Labeled to Training Samples
20%
40%
60%
80%
𝑆#
𝑆#
𝑆#
𝑆#
𝑆"
𝑆"
𝑆"
𝑆"
69.49
86.21
73.21
91.64
78.41
92.79
87.73
93.15
84.83
90.95
86.19
92.46
91.50
94.11
93.92
96.62

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a semi-supervised SVM algorithm based on multi-features is proposed to identify
human falling using floor vibration measurements. The peak value, energy and correlation
coefficient of sensor signals were selected as classification features based on a prior study results.
The proposed approach is validated through laboratory experiments among activities, including
falling, walking, free jumping, rhythmic jumping, bag dropping, and ball dropping. The results
show that the algorithm has good learning ability and noise resistance under different rates of
labeling datasets. In addition, miss detection rate in different labeling rates is low, with an average
of 0.8%, and a decent false alarm rate, with an average of 7.4%. Looking into the details found
that bag dropping and ball dropping were the main causes of the higher false alarm rate due to the
similarity of the impact characteristics. Compared with the benchmark problem algorithm, the
proposed algorithm has a significant improvement in the sensitivity and moderate improvement in
the specification of fall detection.
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Abstract
The fatigue assessment of orthotropic bridge decks under routine traffic loading is a significant
task to ensure the serviceability and safety of steel bridges. The sequential law computes fatigue
damages using whole-range S-N curves and sequential stress histories and has been proven to
provide more realistic results than Miner’s rule under variable amplitude loading. In this paper, a
whole-range S-N curve covering the very low-cycle region, the low-cycle region, the finite life
region, the high-cycle region, and the very high-cycle region is proposed for the sequential law
to evaluate the fatigue performance of steel orthotropic bridge decks. The mathematical model of
the whole-range S-N curve is first deduced based on the partially known S-N curve
recommended in steel bridge design codes. Parameters of the whole-range S-N curve describing
rib-to-deck joints in steel orthotropic bridge decks are then fitted using fatigue test data. Finally,
the fatigue life of the Runyang Suspension Bridge is assessed. The results are expected to
provide a new approach for fatigue evaluation of orthotropic bridge decks.
1. Introduction
The orthotropic deck is one of the main types of bridge decks because of its light weight, speedy
erections, and high load-carrying capacities. A great number of long-span bridges adopt the
orthotropic deck as their bridge decks, such as the Runyang Suspension Bridge, the Sutong
Bridge, and the Xihoumen Bridge. However, the complicated stress distribution and the
crisscrossed welded joints make steel orthotropic bridge decks vulnerable to fatigue and fracturerelated problems. After some years in service, fatigue cracks have been detected in many steel
orthotropic bridge decks, such as the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge, the Metropolitan Expressway,
the Humen Bridge, and the Jiangyin Yangtze River Bridge (Ya and Yamada 2008; Fisher and
Barsom 2015). Evaluation of fatigue performance and prediction of remaining lives for steel
orthotropic bridge decks becomes a significant issue and draws the world wide attention from
bridge owners and researchers.
Many phenomenological methodologies have been proposed for fatigue damage evaluation and
life prediction of steel bridges. Among them, Miner’s rule combined with S-N curves is a widely
used method and is recommended in bridge design specifications (Guo et al 2008; Walbridge et
al 2013). However, in real applications, Miner’s rule often leads to optimistic results with
decreasing loading conditions and pessimistic results with increasing loading conditions
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(Agerskov 2000). In order to overcome the drawbacks of the Miner’s rule, Mesmacque et al.
(2005) proposed the sequential law, in which the loading sequence effect and the nonlinear
characteristics of fatigue damage accumulation are taken into account and the damage stress is
defined as the stress corresponding to, on the S-N curve, the instantaneous residual life. It was
demonstrated that the sequential law provides more reasonable estimation of fatigue life under
variable loading than the Miner’s rule and shows great potentiality in assessing fatigue life of
steel bridges with random vehicle loads (Siriwardane et al 2008; Aid et al 2012).
In this paper, the S-N curve covering the whole range of cycle numbers, i.e., the very low-cycle
region, the low-cycle region, the finite life region, the high-cycle region, and the very high-cycle
region is deduced from the partially known S-N curve recommended in steel bridge design codes.
The parameter of the curve is estimated based on fatigue test data. A case study of applying the
whole-range S-N curve and the sequential law to assess fatigue performance of an in-service
bridge with the orthotropic deck is offered.
2. Mathematical model of the whole-range S-N curve
The S-N curves in the finite life region (i.e., generally 105  N  107 ) recommended in bridge
design codes can be expressed by a uniform equation, which is
(1)
 mN  F
where  and N represent the stress amplitude and the number of cycles, respectively; F is a
coefficient related to different welded joints; m denotes the slope of the S-N curve in the double
logarithmic coordinate system. Setting the stress range as a dependent variable and the cycle
number as an independent variable, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
 (N )  N



1
m

1

(2)

Fm

Replacing F 1 m and  1 m with two parameters a and b , respectively, Eq. (2) becomes
 ( N )  aN b

(3)

Eq. (3) is the well-known Basquin function. In Eq. (3), b is a negative number.
Eq. (3), which models the S-N curve in the finite life region, can also be expressed as
1

N
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where k ( k  0 ) denotes the damage accumulation coefficient, whose absolute value is much less
than b . The extension to the very high-cycle region (i.e., N  108 ) takes the following form
1 1
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(5)

where C represents the cycle number corresponding to a bending point in the whole-range S-N
curve. The extension to the very low-cycle region (i.e., N  102 ) leads to
 ( N )  a ( N  B ) b  k N  k
(6)
where B represents the cycle number corresponding to another bending point in the whole-range
S-N curve;  represents the plastic strain coefficient.
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The low-cycle region and the high-cycle region are two transitional regions. In the two regions,
no exact formulations model the relationship between stress amplitudes and fatigue lives.
Moreover, the two extensions expressed in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) provide two very different results,
which may cause obstructions in application. To connect the five segments of the S-N curve, the
two extensions can be made to simultaneously keep the continuity of the S-N curve. If the
extension to the very high-cycle region is followed by the extension to the very low-cycle region,
the whole-range S-N curve covering the five regions is
 ( N  B )C 

 N  BC 

bk

 ( N )  a 

N k

(7)

While an opposite order is performed, the whole-range S-N curve yields
 N (B  C)  B  C 
 ( N )  a 

N C



b k

N k

(8)

In general, B is smaller than C by several orders of magnitude (i.e., B  C ); thus, the sum
B  C is approximately equal to C . As a result, Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) have a uniform form of
NB

 N C 

 ( N )  aC b  k 

bk

N k

(9)

Eq. (9) is the general form of the whole-range S-N curve covering the very low-cycle region, the
low-cycle region, the finite life region, the high-cycle region, and the very high-cycle region; it is
proposed for fatigue assessment of steel orthotropic bridge decks.
The coefficient aC b  k could be replaced by A so that the number of parameters needed to be
fitted is reduced to five and the formulation is simpler. The Eq. (9) is rewritten as
N B

N C

 ( N )  A

bk

N k

(10)

As a matter of fact, this unification is logical. For example, in the finite life region (i.e., N  B ,
N  C and   1 ), the simplified form of Eq. (9) is the same as Eq. (4); in the very low-cycle
region (i.e., N  C ), the formulation of Eq. (6) is obtained; in the very high-cycle region (i.e.,
N  B , along with   1 ), Eq. (5) is derived. From this point of view, Eq. (9) is a generalized SN curve defined over the whole range of cycle numbers.
In the proposed whole-range S-N curve model, there are five problem specific parameters: A , B ,
C , b and k . It is assumed that both the influences of deck or rib thickness and the ultimate
strength of steel on fatigue lives are neglected. By using the fatigue test data involving rib-todeck welded joints in steel orthotropic bridge decks, which are obtained from fatigue
experiments and in existing literature, the parameters in the proposed whole-range S-N curve can
be estimated through the least square method (Zhou et al 2017). The whole-range S-N curve with
a 97.5% survival limit result can be expressed by the following equation
 N  1.01E 4 

 N  1.44 E 7 

 ( N )  77.09  N  0.05 
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3. Case study
A structural monitoring system has been deployed on the Runyang Suspension Bridge with steel
orthotropic bridge decks. The strain of the steel orthotropic bridge decks are carefully monitored
by the fiber Bragg grating sensors. The layout of strain sensors on the cross-section is displayed
in Fig. 1. In this paper, the data collected by the sensor ZLNL2-2-21 (ZL 21) and the sensor
ZLNL2-2-23 (ZL 23), which are located on the rib-to-deck welded joint, are employed to
analyze. The typical examples of daily time histories of strain recorded by the two strain sensors
are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3.
下
游

ZLNL2-2-21

ZLNL2-2-22

ZLNL2-2-24

ZLNL2-2-23

上
游

Time
Strain(hour)
(με)

Fig. 1 The layout of the strain sensors on the cross-section of the Runyang Suspension Bridge

Time (hour)

Time
Strain(hour)
(με)

Fig. 2 Typical example of daily strain time history recorded by sensor ZLNL21

Time (hour)

Fig. 3 Typical example of daily strain time history recorded by sensor ZL23
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By employing the rainflow counting algorithm, the daily equivalent strain amplitude and the
daily equivalent cycle number can be computed. The sequential law and the whole-range S-N
curve are then adopted to assess the fatigue performance of this orthotropic deck. The
accumulation of fatigue damages from 2006 to 2015 is shown in Fig. 4; and Table 1 lists the
yearly fatigue damages. The accumulation speed of fatigue damages on the ZL23 is dramatically
higher than that on the ZL21. So the location of ZL23 is more vulnerable to vehicle loads. As a
result, this location should be paid attention to in routine detections.

Fatigue damage (×10-3)

8
6

ZL21
ZL23

4
2
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Year
Fig. 4 Accumulation processes of fatigue damages on ZL21 and ZL23

Table 1. Yearly fatigue damages on ZL21 and ZL23
Fatigue damage
Time
ZL21
ZL23
2006
1.56E-4
4.63E-4
2007
2.01E-4
4.70E-4
2008
1.71E-4
4.10E-4
2009
1.82E-4
4.17E-4
2010
2.00E-4
6.66E-4
2011
1.75E-4
8.37E-4
2012
2.29E-4
7.45E-4
2013
2.54E-4
6.10E-4
2014
1.57E-4
8.55E-4
2015
1.94E-4
1.10E-3
4. Conclusions
Reliable fatigue assessment methods are significant to avoid catastrophic collapse for steel
orthotropic bridge decks. This paper presents a mathematical model of the whole-range S-N
curve and a simple case of its application to the rib-to-deck welded joint in steel orthotropic
bridge decks. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1) A whole-range S-N curve covering the very low-cycle region, the low-cycle region, the
finite life region, the high-cycle region, and the very high-cycle region is deduced from the
partially known S-N curve in the finite life region for fatigue assessment of steel orthotropic
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bridge decks. The whole-range S-N curve with a 97.5% survival limit is provided for fatigue
evaluation of rib-to-deck welded joints.
(2) The continuously monitored strain data in the rib-to-deck welded joints is introduced to
assess the fatigue performance of the Runyang Suspension Bridge. The results indicate that the
two rib-to-deck welded joints are safer under the present traffic conditions. The evaluation of the
fatigue reliability under different traffic conditions is the future work.
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Abstract
The application of structural health monitoring (SHM) systems in bridge infrastructures has lead
to the enhanced safety, durability, reliability and cost-effective management of these structures. In
the last two decades, a significant number of innovative sensing technologies based on optical fiber
sensors have been applied for SHM due to their inherent distinctive advantages, such as small size,
light weight, immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and corrosion, and embedding
capability. Fiber optic-based monitoring systems use quasi-distributed and continuously
distributed sensing techniques for real time measurement and long term assessment of physical
and engineering properties of bridges. This allows for early stage damage detection and
characterization, leading to timely remediation and prevention of catastrophic failures. The
purpose of this article is to review the current state-of-the-art of fiber optic sensing/monitoring
technologies, including the basic principles of various optical fiber sensors, novel sensing and
computational methodologies, and the practical application status of this technology for bridge
health monitoring. Additionally, application of these technologies to monitor temperature,
inclination, stresses, strain measurements, vehicle speeds and weights, and corrosion and cracking
of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures of bridges will also be discussed.
1. Introduction
Bridges play a vital role in advancing nation’s transport infrastructure. Loss of lives and financial
losses have been caused by bridge failures (Li, Ou, and Zhou 2009). Bridges deteriorate with age
and early detection of damage helps in timely remediation preventing catastrophic failures. Several
bridges built decades ago are now subjected to various load patterns and environmental changes,
which can cause localized distress and if not corrected can result in bridge failure. Therfore,
structural health monitoring is necessary to ensure bridge safety. SHM refers to the procedure used
to assess the condition of structures over a period of time using appropriate sensors to monitor their
performance, and measurements yeilded by these sensors can help in early damage detection and
risk assessment, thus increasing reliability, safety and efficiency of the structures.
Recent advancements in fiber optic sensing (FOS) techniques offer unique advantages for i) longterm monitoring, ii) large distances (in the range of several kilometers), and iii) early detection of
risks associated with damage of civil infrastructures. One of the distinct advantages of FOS is their
ability to measure physical quantities (such as displacements, inclination, temperature and strains)
continuously distributed over the full length of the fiber. In order to measure distributed strains
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over the full length of a fiber, several techniques have been proposed, including Fiber Bragg
Gratings (FBG), scattering based distributed sensors following the principle of optical
reflectometry and interferometry (Fabry-Perot (FP)) based sensors. These sensing systems are easy
to install, capable of autonomous operation, and are designed to measure strains and other physical
parameters induced due to mechanical and thermal stresses. The objective of this paper is to review
the current state-of-the-art of FOS technologies and its application for monitoring bridge
infrastructures and its associated components.
2. Fiber Optic Sensing Technologies
A fiber optic sensing system consists of a light transmitter, a receiver, an optical fiber, a modulator
element, and a signal processing unit. These systems are based on the variations of physical
characteristics of optical fibers such as light intensity, frequency/wavelength, phase, and
polarization, which are sensitive to various external signals/stimuli. Based on the sensing principle,
fiber optic sensors can be categorized into different types as illustrated in the following sections.
2.1 Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) Sensors
FBG sensors consist of varied refractive indices in the core of optical fiber (Peters 2009).
According to Bragg’s law, a beam of white light is written in the FBG sensor, and when the light
from the broadband source passes through the grating at a particular wavelength, the Bragg
wavelength is reflected which is related to the grating period, as shown in Figure 1. The Bragg
wavelength 𝜆𝐵 can be calculated by equation 1, where 𝑛eff is
the effective index of refraction and Λ is the grating period.
Bragg wavelength could be shifted with the variations of
temperature, strain, and vibration due to the surrounding
environment. The variation of the Bragg wavelength can be
obtained by equation 2, where Δ𝜀 is the strain variation, Δ𝑇
is the temperature change, 𝛼 is the coefficient of the thermal
expansion, 𝜉 is the thermooptic coefficient, and 𝑝𝑒 is the
Figure 1. Working principle of FBG Sensor
strain-optic coefficient.
𝜆

2𝑛

Λ

(1)

Δ𝜆

𝜆

𝛼

𝜉 Δ𝑇

1

𝑝 Δ𝜀

(2)

2.2 Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry (OTDR) Sensors
An OTDR based sensor is capable of distributed sensing over the length of an optical fiber with a
specific refractive index (Barnoski et al. 1977). When a light pulse at a particular wavelength
propagates along the optical fiber, the sensor can locate the position of the interaction according
to the propagation time, as shown in Figure 2. The OTDR-based distributed sensor measures the
change in the properties of the light along the entire
optical fiber by measuring the time of flight of the
returned pulses. The Brillouin optical time domain
reflectometer (BOTDR) is one of the well-known
distributed fiber optic sensors that is based on the
Brillouin scattering. Due to the advantage of being
Figure 2. Working principle of OTDR Sensor
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capable of measuring continuous strain and temperature over a long distance, the BOTDR has been
widely applied in distributed monitoring of large-scale civil structures.
2.3 Fabry-Perot Interferometry (FPI) Sensors
FPI sensors follow the principle of Fabry-Perot
interferometry (Yoshino et al. 1982), which is the intensity
of the interference signals illuminated between two parallel
reflecting interfaces as shown in Figure 3. The interference
pattern shifts according to the optical path change and
depending on the length of FP cavity. The length can be Figure 3. Working principle of FPI
Sensor
affected by pressure change and temperature variation (e.g.
environmental change). For FPI sensors, the intensity of interference signal 𝐼 is given by equation
2, where I1 and I2 are the reflection at the cavity reflecting interfaces, φ is the initial phase of the
interference, Λ is the optical wavelength and Z is the optical path difference (Rao 2006).
𝐼

2𝐼 𝐼

𝐼𝐼

cos 4𝜋𝑍/𝜆

𝜙

(3)

3. Applications of Fiber Optic Sensing Technologies for Bridge Health Monitoring
Bridges are critical infrastructures which are vital for daily transportation activities and its health
conditions have always been a concern for the bridge owners, contractors and government.
Moreover, bridges are subjected to various environmental and operational loadings and continuous
real time monitoring is necessary for system identification, damage detection, safety condition
assessment, and structural performance prediction. Due to unique and distinctive advantages, fiber
optic sensors have been meticulously explored as an effective tool for monitoring various structural
components of bridges (decks, towers, stay cables, suspenders, girders, piers, piles, and
abutments), for measuring different physical parameters such as strains, temperatures,
accelerations, deflections/displacements, cracks, and corrosion detailed in the following sections.
3.1 Comprehensive Bridge Monitoring
Numerous fiber optic based SHM systems have been developed and effectively deployed on
various bridges worldwide. Barbosa et al. developed novel weldable strain and temperature sensors
based on FBG and installed on circular pedestrian steel bridge for loading tests and evaluate the
real time variations of the axial forces in its main structural elements (Barbosa et al. 2008). Mehrani
et al. developed a remote sensing system utilizing fiber optic sensors based on FPI for condition
assessment of bridge by monitoring its behaviour under traffic loads (Mehrani, Ayoub, and Ayoub
2009). The system was deployed for field instrumentation on a bridge in Florida, USA, during its
construction stage. The accuracy of the sensors was estimated by static and dynamic testing under
heavy truck loads and validated through 3-dimensional analytical finite element analysis.
Kerrouche et al. developed a low cost and compact FBG-based monitoring system incorporating
a scanning Fabry Perot filter for strain measurement (Kerrouche et al. 2009). The performance of
the system was validated in a field test by installing sensors into CFRP reinforcement rods of a
damaged bridge. Rodrigues et al. developed an FBG-based system with embedded displacement
and strain transducers for long-term monitoring of structural performance of concrete bridges
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which was applied to a concrete bridge (Rodrigues et al. 2012). Glisic and Inaudi developed a
novel method using distributed fiber optic technology based on Stimulated Brillouin scattering for
integrity monitoring of bridges to detect cracks and local deformations (Glisic and Inaudi 2012).
The method utilized a glass fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite tape integrated with
polyimide-coated optical fibers and deployed on-site by attaching on concrete slab and steel girders
of a 1000m long bridge in order to detect and localize cracks and unusual short-term and longterm strain changes. Mokhtar et al. designed a compact temperature compensated FBG based strain
sensors sandwiched between two polypropylene slabs and installed on the paragrid and on the
surfaces of a flexi-arch bridge to monitor strain and temperature (Mokhtar et al. 2012). Surre et al.
developed an optical fiber sensor system based on FBG for long-term strain monitoring and
condition assessment of a redundant 50-year-old concrete footbridge (Surre, Sun, and Grattan
2013). Yau et al. developed a simple, inexpensive, and practical method based on FBG strain and
tilt sensors to measure vertical displacements of bridges (Yau et al. 2013). An inclination approach
and a curvature approach using these sensors was employed to determine vertical displacements
with various support conditions and varying stiffness (EI) along the spans of the bridge which is
further validated through numerical simulations. Zhao et al. developed multiscale fiber optical
sensing network by combining distributed optical fiber sensing technology based on Brillouin
scattering and the FBG sensing technology for bridge strain monitoring with local high precision
and distributed high precision respectively (Zhao et al. 2012). Minardo et al. demonstrated
stimulated Brillouin scattering based distributed FOS for monitoring strain distribution along a
44.4 m long road bridge (Minardo et al. 2012). The optical fibers were installed along the
supporting beams and the results yielded a spatial resolution of 3 m and a strain resolution of 15
µε. Xu et al. investigated field monitoring of a 1108 m suspension bridge using integrated
distributed FOS based on high resolution Brillouin time domain analysis system with differential
pulse-width pair (DPP) technique (Xu et al. 2016). The system monitored distributed strains along
the whole length of the bridge with up to 0.05 m spatial resolution, and 0.01 m/point sampling
interval.
3.2 Bridge Cables and Suspenders Monitoring
Cables and suspenders are one of the most critical structural components of a bridge that readily
suffer from fatigue damage, corrosion damage, and their coupled effects (Lan and Li 2009). Li et
al. developed a self-sensing smart stay cable assembled with FBG strain and temperature sensors
incorporated into a glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) bar (Li, Ou, and Zhou 2009). The
system was inserted into the hollows of steel wires and fixed with the steel cable to monitor
deformation, stress and fatigue within the cable. The efficiency of the developed smart stay cable
was proved through field application by evaluating the induced stresses and fatigue accumulative
damage of a stay cable bridge in China (Li, Zhou, and Ou 2011). He et al. designed a cable force
monitoring system by combining local high precision FBG sensors and full scale distributed
BOTDR sensing technique in one single optical fiber and installed along with the steel cable wire
(He, Zhou, and Jinping 2013). The cable force obtained from the developed sensor agreed well
with theoretical value with relative error less than ± 5%. Hu et al. conducted an indirect
measurement study for cable force monitoring by developing a FBG vibration sensor for online
monitoring of the cable vibration characteristics (Hu et al. 2017). The sensor was deployed on
Tongwamen bridge, China and the monitored vibration frequency was converted into cable force
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according to the theory of string vibration in order to achieve an indirect measurement of bridge
cable force.
3.3 Railway Bridge Monitoring
Scott et al. evaluated a FOS system based on commercially available FBG for strain monitoring in
railway bridges by conducting laboratory tests under the bridge loading conditions (Scott et al.
2013). The experimental results showed that the FBG strain sensor can obtain good agreement
compared with electrical resistance strain gauges. Wei et al. designed a FOS system based on FBG
to monitor the bridge strengthening effect accurately by measuring vertical deflection, dynamic
load moment and transverse vibration of the railroad bridge (Wei et al. 2013). Wei concluded that
the developed system can be extended to large span and arch bridges. Yoon et al. utilized Brillouin
optical correlation domain analysis (BOCDA) technology to monitor the longitudinal strain on the
rail and girders of a railway bridge during train passage in real time (Yoon et al. 2016). The
performance of BOCDA in measuring distributed strain was comparable with conventional strain
gauges. Yu et al. developed an SN model of a typical heavy haul railway bridge of China high
speed railway and designed a FBG-electrical based multi-sensor for fatigue load monitoring (Yu
et al. 2018). The multi-sensor consisted of a fiber-reinforced polymer optical FBG, an electrical
resistance strain gauge, a linear variable displacement transducer, and an accelerometer.
4. Conclusions
This paper provides a brief review of various fiber optic sensing technologies employed for
structural health monitoring of bridges. Bridges are an integral part of society’s infrastructure and
reliable sensing methods are necessary to monitor them and ensure their safety and efficiency.
FOS technology has proven to be a suitable method for this purpose and possesses several distinct
advantages over other monitoring methods. The simplicity, immunity to EMI and corrosion,
distributed long-range sensing, non-invasive sensing (due to the miniature size of FOS), and signal
sensitivity of FOS systems enable them to become a popular and effective structural health
monitoring approach. However, certain challenges and limitations of FOS such as fiber handling
issues, bending losses, cross-sensitivity between thermal strain and mechanical strain exists and
still needs to be addressed. In conclusion, FOS have shown a promising potential over other
conventional methods in the monitoring of bridge infrastructure.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring of bridges often requires the consideration of thermal load effects.
The thermal load effects can include strains, displacements and stresses in the substructure and
superstructure elements. Thermal loads may or may not induce stresses depending on the nature
of the internal and external member restraints, and whether or not the thermal loading is uniform
throughout the structural members. Thermal stresses often have significantly larger ranges and
magnitudes than live load stresses, and should be accounted for in evaluating the long-term
performance of a bridge. This objective is often complicated in practice by the fact that some
transducers can only measure thermal strains and not thermal stresses, and because the nature of
the thermal loading to a bridge has complex spatial and temporal characteristics that are
influenced in some part by the structural materials and the complexity of structure. The study
presented herein was motivated by a long-term structural health monitoring project that was
undertaken to quantify and evaluate the influence of truck loads on the long-term performance of
bridges. Documenting the thermal load effects was a necessary component of the study. This
required a systematic investigation of measurement sampling strategies to quantify the thermal
loading and the thermal load effects, independent of the live load effects. Different sampling
strategies are explored for a multi-beam highway bridge where the live loads and live load
effects are also measured. The resulting sampling strategy that most closely provides the thermal
load effects independent of the live load effects is provided.
1. Introduction
The long-term thermal responses of bridges can be a key attribute for evaluating their
performance and condition. Thermal loads on bridges can lead to large and/or complex
displacements, tilts, strains and stresses in the various components of the bridge, which interact
with live load effects in these same components. Identifying and accounting for the individual
and combined effects of live loads and thermal loads on the measured responses of bridge
components is essential to obtain a complete understanding of the long-term performance and
deterioration of bridges and to be able to develop reliable predictive models and algorithms for
these. Several researchers have explored using measured thermal loads and thermal load effects
as core input-output relationships for performing structural identification and structural health
monitoring of bridges (Laory et al., 2013; Yarnold and Moon, 2015; Yarnold et al., 2015; and
Kromanis and Kripakaran, 2016,).
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Identifying the thermal load effects from long-term continuous strain measurements on highway
bridges can be challenging to accomplish in practice due to several factors. One factor is the
complex spatial and temporal nature of the thermal loading and the resulting thermal strains in
highway bridge components. Unrestrained thermal expansion and contraction of bridge members
under uniform thermal loading will produce thermal strains in the members. Such thermal strains
are not associated with stress and should be excluded from the analysis and evaluation of the
total state of stress in the member. This is not a trivial task since there are often complex internal
or external member restraints of varying and unknown stiffnesses in bridges that cause thermal
stresses, and the thermal loading is only uniform in the structural members for limited periods
each day. The nature of any internal and external member restraints and their stiffnesses are
extremely difficult to quantify without extensive additional instrumentation.
Another factor is that long-term continuous strain measurements on highway bridges will reflect
the mechanical strains due to live loads and due to thermal gradients in the bridge members, in
addition to the thermal strain. Isolating the components of the measured response due to each of
these effects is a challenge. The thermal gradients are often nonlinear further complicating
efforts to develop thermal load and response models. Reilly and Glisic (2018) recently evaluated
methods to identify time periods of minimal thermal gradients for an instrumented pedestrian
bridge to avoid the complications associated with nonlinear thermal gradients. Kromanis and
Kripakaran (2014) explored computational techniques to predict the thermal responses of bridges
using regression-based approaches on long-term measurement records from a laboratory model
of a truss bridge. Zhu et al. (2018) explored various combinations of numerical methods to
extract thermal strains from strain measurements on a truss bridge model subject to thermal and
live loads in a laboratory. The use of such regression or numerical approaches to develop inputoutput models for thermal strains effectively bypasses the need to account for the many of the
physical complexities and uncertainties inherent in these relationships; however, the utility and
effectiveness of these approaches with measurements on actual highway bridges remains
uncertain.
Finally, there are many types of commercially available strain gages, but some types are more
practical for monitoring and tracking the long-term thermal load effects in bridge members. Due
to the specific design attributes of the sensor, vibrating wire strain gages measure thermal stressrelated strains and not thermal strains due to free thermal expansion or contraction. Bonded foil
resistance type strain gages, on the other hand, measure thermal strain instead of thermal-stress
related strain, in addition to the mechanical strains from live load or thermal gradients.
The study presented herein was motivated by a long-term structural health monitoring project
that was undertaken to quantify and evaluate the influence of truck loads on the long-term
performance of bridges. Documenting the thermal load effects in addition to the live load effects
was determined to be a necessary component for the study. Since the sampling rate employed for
the quasi-static continuous measurements is usually based on heuristics and frequently consists
of discrete samples or the average of several discrete samples at 15 min, 30 min or 60 min time
intervals. There is little guidance in the existing literature on the treatment or evaluation of live
load strains incidentally captured in quasi-static, continuous samples of thermal load effects, or
on the optimal sampling rate for such measurements to minimize the contributions of any live
load effects in the strain measurements. An investigation of different measurement sampling
strategies was performed to quantify the thermal loading and the thermal load effects,
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independent of the live load effects. Different sampling strategies are explored for a multibeam
highway bridge where the live loads and live load effects are also measured. The objective of the
study is to evaluate the optimal sampling rate for the thermal load effect measurements that will
minimize the number of samples recorded each day, minimize the effect of live load strain in
these measurements, and that yields measurements with good fidelity to the purely thermal
response signals sampled at a faster rate.
2. Description of Bridge and Measurement Data
The measurement data evaluated for this study was recorded from a simple-span, prestressed
concrete bridge located on I-84 in eastern Oregon. The bridge is being monitored as part of a
FHWA pooled-funds study that seeks to evaluate the effects of vehicular traffic on the long-term
performance of bridges. The bridge carries two lanes of westbound traffic on I-84 over Nolin
Road near Echo, Oregon. The bridge superstructure consists of six lines of AASHTO Type III
prestressed concrete beams with a cast-in-place composite reinforced concrete deck. The span
length of the instrumented bridge is 80 ft.
The bridge has been comprehensively instrumented with vibrating wire strain gages,
displacement gages, tiltmeters, accelerometers, a weather station, overview cameras and a
pavement Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) system. The bridge monitoring system records the thermal
and live loads to the bridge via the weather station and WIM system, respectively, along with
their corresponding load effects. The truck live loads in both traffic lanes are characterized by a
pavement WIM system that is located approximately 150 ft before the bridge. The structural
responses due to the truck loads, namely beam flange and web strains and vertical beam
accelerations, are recorded for each truck crossing event. An event-based measurement scheme
employed that records these sensors, using pre-defined strain triggers, at 200 Hz for a total
duration of 10 sec anytime a truck crosses the bridge. The thermal loads and their corresponding
load effects are measured using an interval-based measurement scheme. In the interval-based
measurement scheme, the weather station parameters, which include ambient air temperature,
relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed and wind direction measurements are recorded at
recorded at a rate of once every minute continuously. The thermal load effects are characterized
by quasi-static measurements of the beam strains, temperatures, longitudinal displacements and
superstructure tilts and are recorded at a rate of one sample every ten seconds on a continuous
basis. The sampling rate used to record the thermal load effects is conservative since it exceeds
the rate at which these parameters are expected to vary, but it was selected to permit an
evaluation of different sampling strategies.
3. Data Analysis
The measurement data evaluated for this study included one month of quasi-static strain
measurements from six vibrating wires strain gages located on the bottom flanges of the girders
at the midspan position of the bridge. The strain gages are numbered G1 through G6 with G1
located on the bottom flange of the fascia beam on the north edge of the bridge and G6 located
on the bottom flange of the fascia beam on the south edge of the bridge. The raw strain
measurements are the stress related thermal strains due to internal and external constraints and
the strains due to thermal gradients in the superstructure. Since the raw measurements were
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recorded at a rate of one sample every ten seconds, there are live load related strains
superimposed on the thermal strains for many of the samples. A baseline “pure” thermal strain
time history was extracted from the raw data for each of the 6 strain gages by smoothing them
using a 30 minute (180 samples at 10 sec) moving average. Figure 1 shows an example of the
raw and smoothed thermal strain data for the strain gage located on the bottom flange of Girder
3.

Figure 1. Example raw and smoothed quasi-static, continuous thermal strain measurements.
A total of 11 different sampling schemes were evaluated using the raw measurement data (with
no smoothing) for comparison with the extracted baseline signals. These sampling schemes
consisted of the following cases: (1) a single sample once per minute, (2) a single sample once
every 5 minutes, (3) a single sample once every 15 minutes, (4) a single sample once every 30
minutes, (5) a single sample once every 60 minutes, (6) a 1 minute average (last 6 samples) once
every 10 minutes, (7) a 1 minute average (last 6 samples) once every 15 minutes, (8) a 1 minute
average (last 6 samples) once every 30 minutes, (9) a 5 minute average (last 30 samples) once
every 10 minutes, (10) a 5 minute average (last 30 samples) once every 15 minutes, and (11) a 5
minute average (last 30 samples) once every 30 minutes.
Since the thermal strain signals are periodic in nature, the root-mean-squared (RMS) amplitude
was computed for the data from each strain gage to serve as a basis for comparing the signals
from the baseline case and the sampling cases described above. The ratio of the RMS amplitudes
for each of the six strain gages in each sampling case was computed relative to the RMS
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amplitude for its counterpart gage in the baseline case. The computed RMS amplitude ratios for
each strain gage were then normalized relative to the minimum RMS amplitude ratio for that
case. The normalized RMS amplitude ratios in each case were summed together for comparison
between the sampling cases. The sampling case with the smallest sum of the normalized RMS
amplitude ratios was considered to have the closest correspondence to the baseline thermal strain
data.
4. Results and Discussion
The sum of the normalized RMS amplitude ratios computed for each sampling case are
summarized in Table 1. The table shows that the values computed for the different sampling
cases were generally close to one another. The results from this analysis show that the sampling
case that most closely replicated the baseline data was to record a discrete sample at 30-minute
intervals. All of the discrete sampling strategies were able to better represent the baseline signal
than the sampling strategies that employed averaging of multiple 10 second samples for this
analysis. Taking a 1 minute average (6 sample average of 10-second-samples) proved to be the
best sampling approach among those which employed averaging of multiple samples. Taking the
average of more 10-second samples likely increases the probability that the live load strains due
to discrete vehicular loads are captured along with the thermal response. A vehicular live load
will completely traverse the bridge span in less than one second when traveling at the posted
speed limit, therefore averaging of multiple 10 second samples is not likely to substantially
reduce the influence of live loads in the measured response except during times of very low
traffic flow.

Table 1. Sum of Normalized RMS Amplitude Ratios
Sum of Normalized RMS Amplitude Ratios
Sampling Case
(6 strain gages)
Discrete sample at 1 minute
6.000586
Discrete sample at 5 minutes
6.000546
Discrete sample at 15 minutes
6.000549
Discrete sample at 30 minutes
6.000458
Discrete sample at 60 minutes
6.000550
1-minute average at 10 minutes
6.000628
1-minute average at 15 minutes
6.000633
1-minute average at 30 minutes
6.000602
5-minute average at 10 minutes
6.000627
5-minute average at 15 minutes
6.000652
5-minute average at 30 minutes
6.000619
5. Conclusions
A cursory evaluation of different measurement sampling strategies was performed in order to
identify an optimal sampling scheme for extracting the strain responses due only to thermal load
from quasi-static, continuous strain measurements from a multibeam highway bridge. The
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analysis was performed using one month of quasi-static strain measurements that included
random live load effects superimposed on the thermal load effects. Baseline thermal strain
responses for the beam sensors were extracted from the raw continuous strain measurements
using a 30 minute moving average smoothing procedure. The different sampling schemes were
implemented on the raw measurements and compared to the baseline measurements using an
RMS amplitude analysis. The results indicated that discrete samples taken at 30 minute intervals
produced thermal strains that most closely represented the baseline thermal strains. This result is
consistent with the heuristic approach to recording thermal load effects from continuous strain
measurements, but does not represent a conclusive finding and should be further evaluated. Data
collection from the bridge is ongoing and a much larger sample of quasi-static strain data should
be evaluated. The approach used in this study to evaluate the different sampling strategies is not
neccissarily most rigorous approach available. Additional methods should be used to compare
the various sampling strategies to the baseline thermal strains under different environmental and
live load conditions before the optimal sampling strategy for these measurements can be
conclusively identified. Such studies are currently lacking in the published literature, and could
provide a more rational basis for identifying and evaluating the effects of the thermal strains on
the long-term performance of bridge components.
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Abstract
In this paper, a new method for determining the location and the severity of damage in multi-spans
beams and “beam and column” is proposed, which has an ability to reveal the structural damage
with any type of support conditions. The proposed method is an expanded version of the finite
element method (FE) by the assistance of the Ritz method which is called RDDM (Ritz Damage
Detection Method). The innovation of the proposed method in this paper is the omission of some
limitations of the RDDM method, including unique support conditions, and applying the effects
of “beam and column”. In this paper, by using the shape function, the definition of support
conditions as a spring, and entering the interaction effect of “beam and column”, the equations of
RDDM method are developed to provide possible damage detection of the bridges with all support
conditions. Also, SVD (singular value decomposition) method is used to determine the quantity
and the severity of the damage, which is sensitive to dynamic characteristics changes, originated
from the damage. The efficiency and capability of the proposed method for damage detection are
evaluated by a numerical sample of “a multi-span beam” and “beam to column connections. The
investigation results show that the proposed method has the ability to identify the location and the
severity of the damages.
1. Introduction
Monitoring the structures to keep up and control their damages is an essential issue. The
investigators have carried out a lot of research on the damage detection methods; most of which
were based on finite element methods Farrar et al (1994). Some damage detection methods take
advantage of both static and dynamic data. Eraky et al (2015) used a damage index algorithm as a
tool for localizing damages occurred in flexural structural elements. Limongell et al (2016)
conducted experiments on a post-tensioned concrete beam to assess the possibility of detecting
early warning signs of deterioration based on static and/or dynamic tests. In most of these methods,
FEM was employed. Although FEM scheme is extensively used in damage detection of the
structures, only a few approaches are developed on the basis of the well-known Rayleigh-Ritz
technique. Li et al (2002) determined the damage location in plate-like structures. Sarker et al
(2011) used the Ritz method for damage detection in a circular cylindrical shell. Gracia et al (2014)
proposed a new technique for damage localization in laminated composite plates in which mode
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shape derivatives were employed. Maghsoodi et al (2013) presented a simple technique for
detecting, locating and quantifying multiple cracks in the Euler-Bernoulli multi-stepped beams.
To model the cracks, they utilized rotational springs. Gharighoran et al (2009) deployed the Ritz
strategy for damage detection of reinforced and post-tensioned concrete beams. This tactic was
only applicable in simply supported beams.
This paper aims to propose a simple and robust method, based on the Ritz scheme to detect the
location and severity of damage in beam’s structures with any boundary condition. Actually, this
investigation is assigned to improve the technique of Gharighoran et al (2009) research work. In
this study, the damages are modelled by a reduction in flexural rigidity. In addition, the proposed
strategy requires some of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the damaged structure.
2. Governing equations
The differential equation (1) shows the free vibration behavior of a system, by which the
differential equation of the mode shapes and structure frequencies are acquired from the intrinsic
properties of the system, such as mass, damping and stiffness, a.k. Chopra (2001):
(1)
MZ  CZ  KZ  0
Where M, C and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. Additionally, Z , Z
and Z are acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors, respectively. To define damping,
Rayleigh's damping is used. On the other hand, the strain energy of a Euler-Bernoulli beam can be
calculated by equation (2) Ilanko et al (2015):
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In order to apply the boundary conditions, rotational and translational springs are utilized. In
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equation (2), K i and K i are rotational stiffness and translational stiffness, respectively. nt and nr
are indicatives of the number of rotational and translational springs; the springs location are shown
with xi.
The multi-span bridges are sometimes made up of several connected beams and columns; thus, to
model and detect the damages of the bridges with interaction effects between the pier and deck,
their impact should be seen. Accordingly, the proposed equations of Lee and Ng (1994) are used
to deploy the RDDM. In the following, by using Lee & Ng's proposed equation, the equation (2)
can be rewritten in the form of equation (3). In this equation, ns index represents the number of
structure’s members (beams and columns).
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In the modified RDDM equation, the components of the structure are modelled separately, and
then through some springs are connected to each other at the specified locations. The selected
shape function should be according to the characteristics introduced by Ilanko et al (2015).
Equation 4 is representative of the function used in the improved RDDM, which is slightly
different from the proposed equation:
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The number of entries of this vector is n . Consequently, the Ritz solution for the problem can be
expressed as the next form (Craig and Kurdila, 2006):
w (x )=N(x )B
(5)
By applying the principle of virtual displacement, the generalized stiffness and mass Ritz matrices
can be obtained as below (Craig and Kurdila, 2006):
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To calculate the damage degree of each element, the structure Ritz stiffness matrix should be
calculated based on the unknown coefficients in each element (Gharighoran et al., 2009):
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The equation mentioned above is used to determine the stiffness and mass Ritz matrices. In the
following, the method used by Gharighoran et al (2009) was applied to determine the quantity and
place of the damages:
NE

ˆ   k
K
De e

(9)

e 1

It equation (9), NE is elements number. Accordingly, by extracting the unknown damage indices
from the stiffness matrix, the following system of equations can be achieved:
(10)
Aα = R
3. Numerical examples
Herein, the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed technique are evaluated by performing two
numerical tests. The procedures begin with selecting a damage scenario and calculating the mode
shape and circular natural frequencies of the structure. It should be mentioned that only a small
number of mode shapes and circular natural frequencies are required to use in the proposed method
for estimating the magnitude and location of the damage.
3.1 A two-span beam
In this part, as shown in Figure 2, the beam similar to the provided by Kokot and Zembaty (2009)
with two damage patterns is considered. First, mode shapes calculation and the Eigen values are
validated with accurate ones. As it is reported in Table, a good correspondence are resulted.
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Figure 2 Two-span beam and its damage scenario with depth of the stiffness losses ranges from 10% to 20%
Table 1 The natural frequencies of an intact and damaged “two-span beam”
f1
f2
f3
f4
Description of the damaged pattern
(Hz)
(Hz)
(Hz)
(Hz)
Intact Kokot and Zembaty (2009)
4.48
7.00
17.93 22.70
Intact (Present work)
4.48
7.00
17.94 22.75
10%&20% damage scenario Kokot and Zembaty (2009)
4.12
6.40
16.82 21.05
10%&20% damage scenario (Present work)
4.13
6.40
16.84 21.10

f5
(Hz)
40.38
40.39
38.83
37.22

f6
(Hz)
47.41
47.50
45.57
43.74

The results presented in Table 2 represent the severity and damage detection location on the basis
of the proposed methodology for scenarios of Kokot and Zembaty (2009) are according to the
number of mode shapes used for damage detection. As it can be observed, the precision and
damage detection location have an acceptable error, considering 4 special values and the mode
shapes which indicates the good performance of the proposed method.
Table 2 The calculated damage indices corresponding to “10% & 20%” damage scenarios
10% & 20% damage scenario(Present work)
Element
10%&0% damage By using the first
By using the first
By using the first
number
scenario [25]
2 eigen-pairs
3 eigen-pairs
4 eigen-pairs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.8
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.8

0.39
0.62
0.95
1.21
1.09
0.65
0.35
0.48
0.70
0.67
0.62
0.89
1.19
0.99
0.41
0.07

0.89
1.09
0.76
0.68
1.00
1.05
0.68
0.55
0.80
0.88
0.68
0.73
1.05
1.01
0.54
0.21

0.79
0.92
0.88
0.80
0.82
0.89
0.88
0.81
0.81
0.88
0.90
0.82
0.79
0.88
0.92
0.79

3.2 A beam – column joint
A structure model, similar to the bridge and the deck, is considered as shown in Figure 3. By
applying the connection springs and penalty matrices, the stiffness and mass Ritz matrices is
acquired. The validated Eigen values and mode shapes are demonstrated in Table 3.
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Kt3=1.0×103 EA2/L2 Kr3=1.0×103 EI2/L23
NE-10
NE-9

Kt1=1.0×103 N/m
NE-1

NE-2

Kt2=1.0×103 N/m

NE-3

2.215 m

NE-4

NE-8

2.215 m

M1=6.0×10-3 kg/m
EI1=0.0147 N.m2

4.249 m

NE-7

M1=6.0×10-3 kg/m
EI1=0.0147 N.m2

NE-6

M2=4.5×10-3 kg/m
EI2=0.0267 N.m2

NE-5

Kt4=1.0×103 N/m

Kr4=1.0×103 N/m

Figure 3 Twin span beam with column supports and number of element “beam – column joint”
Table 3 The natural frequencies of the intact and damaged “beam – column joint”
Description of the damaged pattern
f1
F2
F3
(Hz)
(Hz)
(Hz)
FEM
RDDM( healthy)
RDDM( senior damage)

0.380
0.390
0.375

0.635
0.663
0.579

0.755
0.786
0.722

In order to analyze the model, the beam and the column are divided into 8 elements and two
elements are assigned for the connection area. The analysis results are presented in Table 5.

Element number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Table 4 The calculated damage detection indices of different damage scenarios
Damage senior
By using the first
By using the first
By using the first
3 eigen-pairs
4 eigen-pairs
5 eigen-pairs
0.80
0.90
1.00
0.70
1.00
0.90
1.00
0.60
1.00
1.00

0.852
0.864
0.964
0.737
1.175
0.977
0.825
0.559
0.060
0.065

0.799
0.900
1.005
0.699
1.001
0.900
0.997
0.600
1.036
0.939

0.800
0.899
1.001
0.700
1.000
0.900
1.000
0.600
1.002
1.003
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, a method for detecting damage location and severity is proposed based on improved
RDDM method, in which some limitations such as support conditions and beams to column
connection are eliminated. In the proposed method, rotational and translational springs have the
role of connecting elements and fulfill boundary conditions. The efficiency of the proposed method
is investigated and verified by two models of multi-span beam and beam - column joint.
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Abstract
Long-span bridge has a larger ratio of dead load to live load. This means that level of beam
responses in long-span bridges to live load is smaller than those in short-span bridges. Hence, for
implementing Bridge Weigh-In-Motion(BWIM) in long span bridges, data acquiring bridge
component and signal processing must be specially considered. This study proposes a BWIM
method using the live load response of bridge deck. The targeted bridge is a Prestressed Concrete
box girder bridge with a single rectangular cell, the main span of which is 85m. 8 strain gauges
are installed in the transverse direction on the lower surface of the deck slab in the targeted cross
section. 8 more gauges are arranged in the same manner where is 6m from the targeted cross
section. Strain fluctuation due to vehicle’s passage position in the lane is corrected by the ratio of
the maximum strain response among 8 gauges. The strain responses are not sensitive to the
vehicle’s passage when the deck slab is thick. This means that vehicle’s velocity might be wrong
if using row strain data. This study finds a solution with the development of original signal
processing filter “parasitic descrete wavelet analysis(P-DWT)”. The developed BWIM shows the
average error of the calculated weight of the test truck as 6% whereas the one without P-DWT is
13%. The BWIM with P-DWT is applied for one-week continuous strain records. The result
disclosed many over-weight vehicles, which exceeded 250kN in Japan, run the bridge, and the
maximum weight was 684kN.
1. Introduction
BWIM is an effective method to obtain vehicle weight without constructing a weigh station.
Since BWIM was developed by Moses (1979), various types of BWIM method have been
developed. O’brien et al. (2009) constructed a new algorithm based on Moses's theory and made
it possible to calculate axial weights. Also, reaction responses of vertical stiffener on the bearing
(Ojio et al. 2003), that of crack width of RC deck (Matsui et al. 1989). The development has
reached commercial use (Žnidarič et al., SiWIM). While these methods are highly practical, the
method using response of vertical stiffener requires that the support condition is simply
supported and straight bridge, and the one using crack width needs existence of cracks in the
deck slab. A research objective of this study is to propose a more versatile BWIM that reduces
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the application constraints using Live loads (LL) strain responses of concrete deck slab. From
past measurement reports, it has been known that it is possible to acquire clues of axle passage
time, that is, axle detection from the dynamically obtained raw strain data. On the other hand, if
the concrete slab was thick or had higher stiffness, signal processing would be necessary for axle
detection. Besides, since response level of the deck slab fluctuates depending on vehicle
traveling position in the lane, the strain records must be corrected before BWIM processing. This
paper describes solutions for axle detection with parasitic discrete wavelet transformation (PDWT) and for strain correction for BWIM processing based on strain ratio recorded at several
points on the concrete deck.
2. Target bridge and data acquisition
The target bridge is 4-span continuous single-box PC girder structure, the bridge length of which
is 300m. The bridge carries 2 lanes and 1 pedestrian walkway. Cars go for opposite direction in
each lane. Fig.1 is the cross section of the bridge. 8 strain gauges in the transverse direction
were installed in a section. The purpose of those gauges is to obtain the slab’s bending response
to LL. Thus, their installation points were right under the tire passing position. Any locations for
sensor installation can be selected except at the entrance of the bridge because the slab response
is more or less the same except for the bridge entrance part where the impact effects are
relatively large. The 8 more gauges were installed same as Fig.1 at another section as section B,
where was located at 6m from the section A. In calculating vehicle velocity by the crosscorrelation function, 6m is suitable in consideration of the axle distance of the truck. Strain data
obtained at the section A were used for detection of vehicle’s traveling lane, number of axles,
passage time, and those at the section B were done for detection of passage time. The vehicle’s
velocity is calculated by the time difference of strain records between the section A and B. All
the strain data were recorded at 200Hz sampling rate.
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Fig.1 Cross section A and strain acquisition point

3. Data correction of strain
We expect the strain response as linear to the load value. However, the tire passing position
influences the strain response of the deck slab, consequently the strain level depends on both
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vehicle’s weight and tire passing position. It is necessary to perform data correction of strain data
according to vehicle’s passing position. The correction was performed based on the maximum
strain responses of two different gauges. Fig.2 illustrates relations between magnification of
CH04 and values of CH04/(CH02+CH04). The relation is expressed by the following equation
(1). Each plot obtained by each driving case represents the magnification of CH04 and values of
CH04/(CH02+CH04). Since each traveling case has a different passing position, the value of
magnification of CH04 and values of CH04/(CH02+CH04) changes. The corrected results are
shown in Fig.3. The red plots indicate the maximum strain value of the CH04 that correspond to
the test truck’s traveling position in the Lane1. The gross weight of which was 195.94kN with 3
axles. The blue plots show the corrected maximum strain value. The maximum strain value
became constant irrespective of the passing position.
y = 1.6516x – 0.0518

(1)

where,
x : CH04 / (CH02+CH04)
y : magnification of CH04
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Fig.3 Strain correction of CH04

4. Extraction of axis information and filtering of strain record
4.1 Extraction of axis information with parasitic discrete wavelet transform (P-DWT)
Fig.4 is a raw strain record of CH04 when the test truck ran on Lane1. It is difficult to determine
when each axle passed the section from the raw waveform. In order to extract the axle passage,
this study employs parasitic discrete wavelet transform(P-DWT). Discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) is an effective signal processing tool in time and frequency domain. DWT is able to
decompose the data into high frequency components and low ones, so called detail and
approximation. The waveform of decomposed data varies depending on the wavelet function
and the scaling function . The combination of and has the following two-scale
relationship.
( )=∑
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And

and

( )=∑

have following relationship.

∈

(2 − )

(3)

= (−1)

(4)

Combinations of φ and ψ, that is, mother wavelet and father wavelet so called basis functions,
have been proposed and put to practical use. Representative examples are Daubechies series,
Haar series and so on. The combination must satisfy conditions such as orthogonal conditions,
consequently, the proposed basis functions are very limited. Accordingly, when performing
signal processing with DWT, it is common for users to select one of wavelet families that has
already been proposed. It is realistically difficult to construct a discrete wavelet transformation
specialized for the target signal. In this study, we apply parasitic DWT (P-DWT) that adds real
signal mother wavelet (RMW) to the DWT process. Axle passing information might be extracted
by using the strain influence line as the original source of this RMW. Fig.5 shows the processed
detail data of CH04 strain record. Although vibration component is contained in the orange line,
separation for the passage of front axis and the real ones can be judged by taking an envelope.
Fig.6 is the applied strain influence lines that were obtained by performing test runs with the test
truck and also the RMW made from the influence line. The RMW was resulted from window
processing of Hanning and normalization.

2nd, 3rd axle
1st axle
Envelope
Detail

(s)

(s)

Fig.4 Strain response of slab bottom surface

Fig.5 Output detail waveform and its envelope

(a) Lane1

(b) Lane2
Fig.6 Influence line and RMW
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4.2 Filtering for strain record with P-DWT
The shape of strain waveform varies according to the vehicle passing position. Therefore, it is
necessary to apply low frequency filtering to the raw waveform to smooth the waveform shape
before using it for BWM processing. Since the approximation data obtained by processing PDWT are the data on the low frequency side, the approximation data are suitable for the BWIM
process. Fig.7 shows before and after the strain data by smoothing process of P-DWT
approximation. RMW is processed in the flow of Fig.8 beforehand. The decomposed RMW at
level l works as a filter ( , , , ) in frequency domain. The original raw data ‘W’ are
decomposed into Approximation and Detail in each level. The process repeats up to level l. The
decomposed data of ‘W’ are transformed to frequency domain data; then, it is filtered by , for
BWIM calculation and , for axle detection.

(a)Raw waveform of strain history
(b) Filtered waveform by P-DWT
Fig.7 Strain data before and after filtering

5. Accuracy of BWIM results
Calibration test using a 3-axle test truck was performed in total 30 runs. In the calibration test,
speed pattern of the truck was changed from 40km/h to 70km/h, also the vehicle passing position
was changed from left to right within the traffic lane, the position pattern of which was 0cm to
100cm. The reference point of the position is the edge line of the lane (Fig.1). As position value
increases, the vehicle position shifts to the median line. Fig.9 is the BWIM results of the
calibration test. ‘Normal’ in the Fig.9 means the BWIM results using raw strain data, and ‘PDWT’ does the ones using P-DWT filtered strain data. Comparing the results, the results of ‘PDWT’ showed good results on its accuracy. The maximum error was 16%, which may contribute
to practical use.
6. One week monitoring for BWIM
The dynamic data acquisition was continuously performed. The histogram shown in Fig.10 is the
developed BWIM specialized for heavy vehicles for one-week data. Traffic volume of Lane 1
are larger than that of Lane 2. The maximum weight was 684kN.
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7. Conclusions
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to outline the different aspects of the Structural Health Monitoring process
that should be standardized in order to provide the stakeholders with consensual procedures for
their implementation and use on the lifecycle, thereby improving the diffusion of such systems at
a large scale on structures and infrastructures.
1. Scope and current situation of SHM standardization
Notwithstanding several successful applications and important scientific efforts, Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) is not yet extensively used for condition assessment of civil structures. Beyond
the insufficient knowledge of the process on behalf of the stakeholders (from owners to sensors
producers) and the reluctance to invest on these systems, due to the difficulty to estimate their
return on investment, a further important cause of this situation is the lack of standards.
Standardization may provide guidelines on which a consensus exists that facilitate the design and
implementation of SHM systems. Guidance is needed on several aspect of the SHM process that
include the implementation of structure specific SHM, the incorporation of SHM within current
maintenance best practices, the treatment of the environmental and operational variability
boundary conditions, the basic requirements of SHM technology and not least the harmonization
of SHM glossary for an improved understanding between stakeholders.
In the last years, there have been several efforts all over the world to outline guidelines and
recommendations for SHM for Civil Structures [2]-[6] but, to date, the only compulsory code on
SHM of buildings and bridges, has been published in China by the Ministry of Transportation [6]
There are several challenges connected with the standardization of SHM procedures for Civil
Engineering asset: differently from aerospace or mechanical components, each civil structure has
its own peculiarities and therefore requires the design of a ‘structure specific’ monitoring system.
Environmental effect due to temperature, humidity, moving loads and wind and to the non-linear
behavior of materials such as concrete or masonry must be carefully accounted for, in order to
decrease the uncertainty connected with the results of structural identification.
Different monitoring tools used to investigate the same physical phenomenon should provide
consistent data and the possibility to compare data collected by different techniques. Minimum
requirements of the tools used for the entire process of data collection - from measuring to
transmitting and processing – must be specified together with the possible shortcoming in order to
guide the choice on behalf of the stakeholders.
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Further to this aspect related to the specific monitoring tools, standardization should enable the
use of SHM in structural assessment therefore should provide guidance on the type of
functionalities that can be investigated with specific tests and on how to obtain indicators relevant
for the assessment of the structural condition with respect to a given functionality.
In the following sections, the needs in terms of standardization of SHM are outlined with reference
to the choices connected with the implementation of an SHM program and to the guidance that
should be provided to enable the design and use of the most effective monitoring system for each
specific structure.
1. PRINCIPAL STEPS IN THE DESIGN OF AN SHM SYSTEM
The first step in the definition of a procedure for condition monitoring must be the specification
of the objectives of the stakeholders.
For civil structures a key purpose of SHM is to inform decision making related to an efficient
(usually from a cost/benefit balance perspective) management of structures throughout their entire
life cycle.
However, currently no standardized guidelines exist to enable the stakeholders to:
- develop and implement condition monitoring programs and to integrate them into a
condition management program.
- identify the available tools and techniques to assess the structural condition.
- quantify the value of the monitoring systems in terms of benefits produced by the increased
management efficiency.
The specific information expected by the monitoring system must be defined based on the
stakeholders needs (e.g. information about the development of degrading phenomena) and
conversely, in order to decide whether a procedure for condition monitoring is suitable for a
specific case, the stakeholders must be able to understand the characteristics of the procedure. This
requires a clear definition and descriptions of the characteristics of the monitoring system e.g. its
performance in terms of damage identification, the ease of application and installation of the
instruments, the frequency of tests needed and so on. Based on this information, the decision
makers can evaluate and compare different condition monitoring procedures and make an educated
choice of those most suited for their needs. As previously mentioned, in order to provide a return
over the investment, the cost of the monitoring system must not exceed the expected benefits it
brings in the asset management procedure. The choice of the monitoring system should therefore
always include a quantification of its value before its implementation. This topic has been recently
the object of a research project [1] that will produce, as one of the outcomes, guidelines on the
quantification of the value of Information from SHM.
Further steps in the design of a monitoring system relate to the choice of data needed to provide
the information required by the stakeholders. Decision-making procedures supported by SHM
usually make use of Indicators to check the structural performance with respect to pre-defined
goals. Therefore, once the objectives of the SHM are defined, the corresponding Indicators
(usually termed Key Performance Indicators to address the specific indicators of interest for the
problem at hand) are chosen and the data needed to compute these indicators are defined.
Further to the choice of the data needed to compute the indicators, the specific procedures to collect,
process and store these data must be defined and detailed.
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In the following sections, the design of an SHM program will be described with reference to the 6
steps represented in Figure 1, pointing out the needs in terms of standardization:
Step 1. Specification of the objectives and benefit of monitoring
Step 2. Selection of the Indicators and Data
Step 3. Design of the SHM system
Step 4. Collection of data
Step 5. Processing of data
Step 6. Retrieval and storing of the information
Define Objectives
and Benefits

Select Indicators and
Data

Design the SHM

Provide the
Information

Process data

Collect data

Figure 1. Stepwise representation of the SHM process

Step 1. Specification of the objectives of the stakeholders
Needs and expectations of the stakeholders are the targets driving the monitoring of the structural
condition. Main drives are related to
a) to manage risk, that is to maximize structure reliability/availability by providing information
about possible damages therefore triggering immediate remedial actions;
b) to reduce the cost of maintenance over life-cycle optimizing preventive maintenance or enabling
condition-based maintenance approaches. At a higher level SHM may support:
c) codes calibration toward an optimized design of structures, enabling them to provide the
required functionalities at minimum costs;
d) prototype development, through the gathering and use of information about the performance of
structural prototypes intended for a future series production (e.g. wind turbines), in order to
optimize their design.
Different benefit of the information from the monitoring system may be expected in the different
cases and must be properly assessed, using standardized procedures, before the implementation of
the system.
Step 2. Selection of the Indicators and Data
The information needed from SHM must support decisions related to the targets specified at step1.
This requires the assessment of the structural condition that is usually carried out using Indicators
able to describe the structural ‘fitness for purpose’ with respect to the different functionalities of
the structure, involved in the targets defined at step 1 [9].
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When the aim of monitoring is to assess the safety of the structure, the risk of failure can be
assumed as indicator whereas indicators related to the structural flexibility or to other
damage/degradation phenomena could be more useful to describe the behavior at the relevant
serviceability limit states. For each indicator a metric must be defined in order to assess the
structural state against predefined goals that are often defined through threshold values or extreme
(minimum or maximum) requirements. Once the list of the indicators needed is compiled, the data
(legacy and/or measurements taken on the structure) required to compute these indicators can be
identified. Data must describe the different aspects affecting the structural performance: structural
details, existing damage/degradation processes; actions on the structures; environmental
conditions. Their temporal and spatial distribution must be defined based on the accuracy
requested in the description of the structural performance and accounting for budget constraints.
As previously mentioned, the choice between different strategies of data collection can be
effectively supported by a Value of Information analyses.
Step 3. Design the SHM
Once the data needed to compute the indicators are defined, the selection of the most appropriate
SHM tools and techniques to collect them can be done accounting for factors that consider the
practical implementation of the SHM tools for the specific structure and namely:
a) the feasibility of the tool for the type of asset that may depend on the type and size of the asset,
on the structural material and on practical limitations related to access restrictions and/or need
to keep the structure in service during the tests;
b) the capability to collect the data that depends on the type and accuracy of data and on the
possibility to integrate the sensing system with efficient hardware/software tools for
transmission and post-processing.
c) the technical capacity of the user and of the tool itself like the expertise of the operator, the
technological sophistication, the availability of on-line technical support for the tool, etc.
d) the cost/benefit balance that should be identified and evaluated before the system is put in place
in order to have a clear return over the investment [1]. This must account not only for the cost
of the monitoring system itself, but considering the full life cycle (depending on the frequency
of the tests and on the amount of data to collect) and the human resources (training and work)
needed to act the system.
Once to appropriate tools are selected, the time schedule of the tests must be decided in order to:
a) get information about environmental and operational conditions that are representative of the
real in-service situation;
b) provide all the data needed to assess the structural condition.
To this aim protocols of the tests should provide for each type of test, guidance on the planning of
the tests (set the frequency and the schedule); on data requirement (e.g. need of legacy data),
collection (locations of sensors/tests, specific protocols of the tests), transmission (wired/wireless)
and processing; on the structural components to test (bearings, expansion joints,…) and on the
practical implementation of the test (power and network requirement, traffic restrictions, etc).
In reference [6] a quite comprehensive list of all the aspects of the tests that need to be organized
according to a specific protocol is suggested. The interested reader can refer to reference [6], freely
available on the web, for a more detailed list.
Step 4. Collect data
Protocols must ensure that tests provide data of constant quality regardless of when, where, or by
whom the data are collected [6].
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To this aim criteria to assess both the quantity the quality of data should be given by the protocols.
The quality of data should be assessed according to specified confidence criteria, which can
include some or all of the following aspects of data quality [7]:
− Accuracy – Are the data reliable?
− Completeness – What is the data coverage; are there any gaps?
− Currency – Are the data sufficiently up to date?
− Consistency – Is there any contradictory data or information?
− Compatibility – Are the data produced on the same basis as other similar information?
− Credibility – Does the data align with local knowledge or typical ranges of values?
Quantity of data is also important since collection and storing of data are costly, therefore it is
important to collect only sufficient structural performance data to provide the information required
by the stakeholders.
Step 5. Processing data
As mentioned before, data are processed to compute the so-called Indicators, whose values are
correlated to the structural health condition. Permanent monitoring systems can generate huge
amount of data and current technology to measure, store and transmit data does not always provide
the ideal conditions for an effective processing of the measured data. Further insight and
investigations are also needed to bring the methodologies for the computation of the indicators at
the operational level. Many of these indicators are still at the research level and issues exist for
their routinely implementation for condition monitoring The computation of indicators must
always include a careful processing of data, aimed to reduce the influence of uncertainties
introduced during the phases of data collection, transmission and processing [9].
Step 6. Retrieval and storing of the information
Once the indicator is extracted, basing on its value, a decision must be made about the (health)
state of the structure in order to discriminate between the undamaged and the damaged states.
To this aim can be used statistical models derived from machine learning techniques falling into
two main categories of: [9].
- supervised learning algorithms when data are available from both the undamaged and damaged
structure. Group classification and regression analysis are examples of such algorithms
- unsupervised learning algorithms when only data from the undamaged structure are available
for training. Outlier or novelty detection methods are examples of this category.
The application of these techniques of Artificial Intelligence and other based on big data analytics
– allowing also the processing of data from different sources, as legacy data for example – is
becoming more and more effective to treat the large amount of data made available by the new
sensing technologies. Standardization can facilitate and foster a wide diffusion in the employment
of such technique and technologies.
Another aspect related to the large amount of data and information provided by surveys and
monitoring is the need to store them. Data or information collected by the SHM process must be
documented using for example collection forms, and then stored in a database for future use. This
database should collect all the possible information over the lifecycle of the structure that are
necessary to assess structural deterioration. Protocols should be defined regarding the required
format of data and the procedures to readily access and interrogate the database and for data
unloading and uploading. As an example, in reference [6] a detailed protocol is proposed for data
collected during visual inspections and NDTs.
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2. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the design and implementation of an SHM system is described emphasizing the
standardization needs of the different phases connected with the monitoring process. In a large part
of the world, visual inspections are the primary tool for condition monitoring if civil structures and
infrastructures. The implementation of advanced performance-monitoring systems is still at a very
early stage. Possible reasons for this situation are on one side the lack of harmonized procedures
for their design, implementation and use and, on the other, the difficulties connected with the
quantification, before their implementation, of the benefit they bring into the asset management
best practices.
Guidelines and standards on both aspects would facilitate and foster the utilization of such systems
enabling a more objective information about the structural condition and thereby an increased
efficiency and benefits connected to their use for civil asset management.
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Abstract
Rio de Janeiro City Metro System runs almost entirely underground through boroughs of high
demographic density. Underground structures, such as tunnels and metro stations, could threaten
not only the adjacent buildings but negative impacts might well arise from its failure. Bearing
this in mind, the Secretary of Transport of Rio de Janeiro State issued recently a regulation
aiming at establishing influence zones where new construction activities could take place in the
vicinities of underground metro structures. The aim of this study was to examine the feasibility
and effectiveness of the ground penetrating radar (GPR) to develop the as-built of the composite
wall in Botafogo Metro Station and then establish its influence zones. The NDE survey
performed at the Station verified that the as-built of its composite wall is different from the asdesigned. The survey also showed the importance of geo-referencing with a great deal of
accuracy the position of underground structures in the urban environment.
1. Introduction
The mass public transport system of Rio de Janeiro includes 03 metro lines with a total length of
48 km and 35 stations, 02 tram lines with a total length of 12 km and 26 stations, 03 bus rapid
transport lines with a total length of 125 km and 125 stations, and 05 metropolitan train lines
with a total length of 150 km and 71 stations. Rio de Janeiro Metro System runs almost entirely
underground through boroughs of high demographic density.
Underground structures, such as tunnels and metro stations, could threaten not only the adjacent
buildings but negative impacts might well arise from its failure, including loss of human life,
economic loss and lifeline disruption. Hence, the safety of those structures is a fundamental
aspect to all stakeholders as well to engineers that play an important role in their conception,
design, construction and operation. So, in order to achieve adequate safety conditions throughout
the life cycle of such structures, stakeholders have to adopt measurements of prevention and
control proportional to the risks involved. Bearing this in mind, the Secretary of Transport of Rio
de Janeiro State issued recently a regulation aiming at establishing influence zones where new
construction activities could take place in the vicinities of underground metro structures.
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According to RioTrilhos (2017), it is not possible to erect any building foundation in Zone I. In
Zone II, the building foundations must be of radier type. In Zone III, it is possible to build
retaining structures such as diaphragm walls, sheet pile walls or secant pile walls cast in situ with
a length up to 3 m below the ground surface. In zone IV, deep and shallow foundations are
allowed (e.g., piles and footings).
However, in most countries, there is not an engineering culture to safely record data from
conception, design, construction and operation of underground structures. Moreover, as-built is
often different than as-designed. One also should keep in mind, that the as-built should not only
include the drawings but also keep any relevant structural, geotechnical and geological
information which might affect its performance. Finally, underground structures built in the past
decades are generally not georeferenced. So, there is an increasing need to develop new
strategies to produce as-built in underground transport structures. Since these structures are
essential in modern urban life and constitute activities that could not be interrupted, it seems that
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods might play an important role in this task. GPR
applications to structural concrete focusing on inspection of bridge decks had immense growth
during the 1990s (Bungey, 2004). Most of the applications described in the literature either
involved the determination of the locations of rebars and estimate cover thickness (e.g.
Wiwatrojanagul et al, 2017) or assessing rebar corrosion (e.g. Zaki et al, 2018). During the past
decade, GPR has also been applied to assess the effectiveness of the grouting treatment before
metro tunnel operation (e.g. Zhang et al, 2010). More recently, Allani and Tosti (2018) reported
a GPR application in structural detailing of a tunnel in England. The aim of this study was to
examine the feasibility and effectiveness of ground penetrating radar (GPR) to develop the asbuilt of the composite wall in Botafogo Metro Station and then establish its influence zones.
2. NDE at Botafogo Metro Station
A residential and commercial complex is planned to be developed in an area adjacent to the
Botafogo Metro Station (Figure 1a). Since the issuing of the resolution NT 001 (RioTrilhos, op.
cit.), the developers need to submit their plans to the State Secretary of Transport in order to
establish the influence zones. The real state project plans were rather impaired with the zones
established by the authorities illustrated in Figure 1b. The developers argued that the decision
was based on the Metro Station as-designed project that was not properly georeferenced since the
process was based on satellite imaging analysis that did not possess an adequate resolution. So,
in order to question the position of the State Secretary of Transport, it was necessary to develop
the as-built of the external wall of the metro station.
The as-designed drawing of the Station, illustrated in Figure 2a, shows that the wall is composed
by a diaphragm wall 1.20 m thick, a 0.40 m thick masonry wall and a concrete wall 0.90 m thick.
A morter plas membrane was installed between the masonry and the concrete wall to provide
water tightness to the system. More recently, a decorative panel was added to the wall set as
Figure 2b shows.
The position of the diaphragm wall could not be determined from the surface due to existing
buildings as can be seen in Figure 1a. In addition, the groundwater in the area is very close to the
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surface and it was not feasible to drill an investigatory hole to detect its composition using
imaging techniques commonly employed in rock mechanics applications. So, structural
monitoring of the station wall seemed to be necessary using non-destructive evaluation (NDE)
strategy integrating the GPR to assess its thickness and a topographic survey to geo-reference its
position.
a)

b)

Figure 1 – Real estate project besides Botafogo Metro Station: a) 3D Google image and b) as-designed position of
the underground station (green line) and boundaries of the real state project (red line)

This process was rather complicated due to the station high passenger demand. It is estimated
that 75 thousand people use this station daily. The survey had to be performed when the station
was closed (i.e. from 12 am to 5 am). In addition, it was necessary to perform the GPR survey
when the train tracks were de-energized in order to minimize environmental noise. This only
happens on Fridays when the Station undergoes to a cleaning process. On the other hand, the
lack of daylight illumination made the topographic survey rather laborious. GPR survey was
performed using a GPR Mala Ramac with a 500 MHz shielded antenna, shown in Figure 3a, and
the referenced position of the station wall was determined to employ a Leika S06 Manual Total
Station, illustrated in Figure 3b. The survey employed topographic reference stations from the
municipality in the vicinities of the Metro Station. GPR acquisitions performed in 09 sections
along the Station Wall employed the common-offset method. The antennas have fixed geometry
(spacing and orientation) and performed measurements at fixed intervals triggered by the
odometer. The purpose of the application of this methodology was to map reflexive sub-surfaces
as indicated in Figure 4. In this case, the observed changes in the amplitude of reflection and
delay time indicated a possible change of material. Data processing started using the Time
Adjustment routine to set the direct wave arrival time. Then, the Background Removal filter was
employed to minimize the environment noise through the application of a horizontal spatial high
pass filter. After that, the Bandpass Filtering routine was used to increase the signal/noise ratio
removing unwanted/outlying frequencies. Additionally, the Amplitude Correction routine was
used to accomplish gain control accommodating for amplitude loss with depth.
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a)

b)

Figure 2 – Botafogo Metro Station Wall: a) as-designed and b) current aspect

a)

b)

Figure 3 – Pieces of equipment used on the NDE survey: a) 500 MHz shielded antenna and b) manual total station

Figure 4 – GPR mapping map reflexive sub-surfaces on the station wall
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3. Results and Discussions
Unfortunately, due to space restrictions, it will not be possible to show the processed and
interpreted radargrams of the 09 sections. The results are shown in the form of Tables, where
Table 01 shows the position of each constituent element and Table 02 shows the thickness of
each constituent element.

Section
01
0 – 0.14

Table 1 – Constituent Elements Position
Position (m)
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
02
03
04
05
06
0 – 0.14 0 – 0.14 0 – 0.14 0 – 0.13 0 – 0.13

Section
07
0 – 0.13

Section
08
0 – 0.13

Section
09
0 – 0.13

0.14 –
0.94
0.94 –
1.57
1.57 –
2.7
2.7 -

0.14 –
1.13
1.13 –
1.75
1.75 –
2.72
2.72 -

0.13 –
1.21
1.21 –
1.77
1.77 –
2.86
2.86 -

0.13 –
1.22
1.22 –
1.80
1.80 –
2.90
2.90 -

0.13 –
1.21
1.21 –
1.75
1.75 –
2.81
2.81 -

Item

Decorative
Panel
Concrete
Wall
Masonry
Wall
Diaphragm
Wall
Soil

0.14 –
1.21
1.21 –
1.76
1.76 –
2.82
2.82 -

0.13 –
1.22
1.22 –
1.76
1.76 –
2.93
2.93 -

0.13 –
1.20
1.20 –
1.78
1.78 –
2.84
2.84 -

Table 2 – Constituent Elements Thickness
Thickness (m)

Item
Asdesigned

Concrete
Wall
Masonry
Wall
Diaphrag
m Wall
Total
Thicknes
s

0.14 –
1.16
1.16 –
1.77
1.77 –
2.80
2.80 -

Section
01

Section
02

Section
03

Section
04

Section
05

Section
06

Section
07

Section
08

Section
09

0.90

0.80

0.99

1.02

1.07

1.09

0.99

1.08

1.09

1.08

0.40

0.63

0.62

0.61

0.55

0.54

0.58

0.56

0.58

0.54

1.20

1.13

0.97

1.03

1.06

1.17

1.06

1.09

1.10

1.06

2.50

2.56

2.58

2.66

2.68

2.80

2.63

2.73

2.77

2.68

The results show that the thickness of each element varies from section to section. In general, it
was detected that the thickness of the diaphragm wall is smaller than the as-designed. On the
other hand, it was observed that the thickness of the masonry wall was larger than the asdesigned. The results also show that the thickness of the concrete wall is generally larger than the
as-designed with the exception on the vicinity of the entrance platform of São Clemente Street
(i.e., Section 01). Finally, it was perceived that the total thickness of the Station Wall is larger to
the as-designed in all Sections analyzed.
Based on these results and the geo-referenced position of the Station Wall provided by the
topographic survey it was possible to illustrate its actual position. It can be seen in Figure 5 that
the Station Wall is within the limits of the developers ground. This information contradicts what
was shown in Figure 1b and shows that the as-built is rather different than the as-designed.
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Figure 5 – Actual position of the Station Wall

4. Conclusions
The NDE survey performed at Botafogo Metro Station was a case where transferring research
into practice made it possible to acquire a detailed knowledge of the composition of its
composite wall structure. It was observed that the as-built is different from the as-designed. In
general, all elements have a different thickness to as-designed and the as-built elements are
generally thicker than the as-designed. The survey carried out herein also revealed that the
Botafogo Metro Station occupies areas that are beyond its boundaries and this could be
prejudicial to the development of the real state complex next to it. The survey also exposed the
importance of geo-referencing with accuracy the position of metro underground structures in
order to achieve adequate safety conditions throughout their life cycle and to minimize the risks
involved.
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Abstract
Many structure components as part of the working infrastructure network have to be monitored
for different reasons. Well-designed sensors and corresponding measurement systems are
required. Both conventional and new innovative sensor solutions are used; however new
solutions developed in scientific institutions have to be introduced into practice and fulfil the
expectations of users and/or owners of the structure: established application methodology,
optimum long-term functionality, knowledge about possible drift and creep effects, and finally
verified information about the measurement uncertainty after many years of work under harsh
environmental conditions.
This paper focuses on essential - but not always considered - aspects when monitoring solutions
are used. Appropriate selection of the sensor system that provides the required monitoring characteristic, which includes only those components correctly validated according to standardized
procedures that consider all environmental influences etc. are discussed. Throughout this presentation, critical questions related to reliable measurement results are illustrated by means of
selected examples. Also described are innovative methods for remote fault detection of installed
fiber-optic strain sensors, for combined measurement of strain and temperature changes, as well
as some helpful international standardization activities for fiber optic sensors useful in SHM
systems for civil infrastructures.
1. Introduction
In the past decade, monitoring strategies have seen increased acceptance and have been more and
more used to observe and evaluate the behavior of structures and components in civil engineering, oil and gas engineering, in marine and geotechnical environment, and also in aerospace. Different materials, such as concrete, composites or smart materials are equipped with sensing components or complex sensors. It is expected that the new, non-conventional measurement systems
will work reliably for many years, preferably the entire service life of a structure. Commercial
sensors systems and their components are a priori well-calibrated and stay fully functioning over
their indicated service life - that's how it should be.
Let us consider an experience that has happened few months ago in Germany during the condition evaluation process of an aged and possibly critical structure. One team of experienced engineers simulated the constructive details of the structure design and considered all thermal and
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defined mechanical loads. Based on a FEM simulation, the result showed that the structure does
not provide sufficient load-carrying capacity. Another team, fortunately asked for experimental
investigation of this structure, installed a fiber-optic and a classical strain monitoring system and
measured the structural deformation during defined applied mechanical loads. The measurement
result was that the structure did not show critical deformation and no critical situation will occur
during the regular operating load. What could be the reason for these significantly different results between theoretical and experimental consideration? Was the modeling so wrong, or were
serious errors made when measuring the structural behavior?
It is an encouraging trend that monitoring systems are finding increasing use to observe the
structural behavior during the service life, to detect damage or aging effects, and to help creating
an optimum maintenance strategy. Advanced sensor and monitoring technologies include electronic, optoelectronic and fiber-optic measurement methods applied to structures in many different technical areas. In some cases, the use of modern sensor technologies is not yet well-established (and not yet accepted), and the integration in structures or components on-site represents a
challenge for technicians and users. Challenges are not only the proper installation of the sensors
and their components, but also the evaluation of their long-term functionality, in particular finding changes in the sensor characteristic due to aging or incorrect functionality of the materials
under harsh environmental conditions. If fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are used, separation
of strain and temperature requires additional measures; the use of a sophisticated data analysis
method would save expenses.
In the following chapters, experiences with the transfer of advanced sensor technologies into
practical use will be reported. Some critical questions related to reliable measurement results are
exemplified with fiber-optic sensor applied under various conditions; difficulties and needs will
be considered.
2. Basic reflections on the use of sensors on-site
When a measurement task has to be mastered, the key question is: Will the installed sensor system provide the desired values or information? It is an apparent need that all components of a
monitoring system to be installed on-site for operation under real environmental conditions shall
be adequate in relation to their purpose, long-term reliable and cost-efficient. Of course, the most
important prerequisite is that all involved project partners have carefully analyzed the measurement task, the influencing operating and environmental conditions, elaborated the corresponding
metrological specification, and have finally chosen the appropriate system components. For this
purpose, they shall receive clear performance specifications for all components of the sensor
system. Unfortunately, correct data sheets on performance determining quantities cannot always
be found. For example, one severe problem when defining the reliability of the measuring data
information arises from improper use of the terms ‘accuracy’ and ‘precision’. These terms are
often quantified in data sheets. According to the international standards, accuracy is defined as
closeness of agreement between a measured quantity value and a true quantity value of a measurand (acc. to VIM, 2012). The term accuracy therefore comprises two aspects: a) difference between a measurement result and the “true” value [called trueness acc. to ISO 5725-1 (1994)], and
b) the precision of measurement(s). If only accuracy is quantified in a data sheet, no information
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Best estimate of the result

is available about getting a measurement value close to the “true” one. On the other hand, if only
precision is expressed - in the correct description of an achievable standard deviation - it could
happen that precise measurements can be taken; however, they are completely wrong because of
an unexpected offset (bias) or a missing or incorrect calibration. As Fig. 1 shows, precise measurements provide wrong data (right above in Fig. 1) and subsequently wrong interpretation and
prognoses about the condition of the structure. Vice-versa, an accurate measurement system with
low precision (left below in Fig. 1) might lead to true results, if sufficient data are statistically
evaluated. The clear recommendation in the VIM is therefore: The concept 'measurement accuracy' is not a quantity and is not given a numerical quantity value. Unfortunately, vague information in data sheets very often leads to misunderstandings and, in some cases, to subsequent
use of unsuitable sensor products. Standards therefore recommend the use of the term ‘measurement uncertainty’. Practitioners should be aware of these terminological difficulties and require
correct data specification from producers or suppliers

Precision

Fig. 1: Illustration of precision versus trueness

Also related to the previous considerations is the term ‘measurement resolution’; it is correlated
to the achievable measurement uncertainty. Users should have the very rough formula in mind
when they are selecting the appropriate sensor type including reading unit: the desired measurement uncertainty should not be worse than 1/10 to 1/5 of the quantity to be indicated by measurement; resolution should not be worse than 1/10 to 1/5 of the desired measurement uncertainty. It
would be devastating - as really happened in the past - if a critical deformation of a supporting
bridge girder cannot be identified reliably due to too less resolution of the installed sensor type.
And, not to forget, the achievable resolution is defined by the complete system, not only by the
displaying device. Depending on the type of measurand, standards and guidelines help to make
the right choice. In any case, in all technical discussions between interdisciplinary experts, e.g.,
physicists, measuring technicians and engineers, fiber-optic experts, mechanical and civil engineers, the correct terminology should be used to understand each other and meet the technical
demands. In the relatively young fiber-optic measurement technology, several available standards of the fiber-optic sensor family IEC 61757 are useful for all experts concerned.
The following subsections will illustrate few important aspects in more detail. The selected
examples refer to fiber-optic sensors and their applications mostly to measure mechanical
quantities.
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2.1 Assurance of the sensor characteristic on-site
For example, strain sensors are delivered with an averaged characteristic curve (or with a precise
one on demand), which expresses a one-to-one relation and is indicated as a sensitivity value
(sometimes additionally indicated as the k-factor). Depending on the quality of the manufacturer’s calibration procedure, the characteristic curve is valid within an uncertainty, which should
be 0.5 % at maximum. This uncertainty could also include weak non-linearity of the characteristic curve. However, such strain sensors calibrated in the factory before delivery might (actually
will) change their sensor characteristic during installation. The reason is that the original characteristic curve (sensitivity) of virgin strain sensors is, unfortunately, influenced by materials used
for gluing them to or integrating them into materials. In calibration tests, we observed a nonnegligible difference between the sensitivity of fiber Bragg grating strain (FBG) sensors validated and calibrated by the manufacturer, and the sensitivity of the same strain sensors embedded or applied. The reason was that imponderable influences during application or integration led
to a deviating strain transfer characteristic of the installed sensors. Additionally to this increased
measurement uncertainty, aging effects during the service life continue to increase the measurement uncertainty.
2.2 Validation and re-calibration of installed sensors
Because of the difference between a virgin strain sensor validated and calibrated by the manufacturer, and the same strain sensor installed, embedded or applied to a surface, closer verification
of the installation procedure, which was used on-site, is required. If the component to which the
sensor is installed cannot be taken to a laboratory equipped with corresponding test equipment,
the only way is to introduce a defined test load immediately after finishing the installation, record the data provided by the sensor and compare it with otherwise received data that describes
the test load response. This test procedure enables to evaluate the strain transfer behavior and to
define an effective sensitivity of the installed sensor.
Another method to determine the expected sensitivity of surface-applied strain sensors is the
calibration of test coupons with correspondingly applied strain sensors, which means that the
application procedure of the sensor to the real object should be simulated in laboratory but under
real conditions. More difficult is the use of this method to get validated data for embedded sensors even when test coupons are in use in laboratory. It is not possible precisely to discriminate
between the sensor signal response and the real loading coming from the measuring object. Both
the position of the embedded sensor and the strain transfer conditions cannot be evaluated. The
interface between sensor and surrounding material is a critical, not assessable area and leads to a
certain amount of uncertainty.
However, what about validation of installed sensors after a long period of operation under adverse conditions? The answer is unfortunately: it looks bad, if installed sensors cannot be removed from the measuring object, taken to the laboratory calibration equipment, calibrated, and
then back to the structure on-site. Glued or embedded sensors cannot be removed and re-installed
so that the functionality can only be concluded from test samples (if available) stored under simulated large-scale conditions. However, it is no secret that applied sensors in laboratory are
mostly of better quality than those applied under real and sometimes rough conditions. A simula1583
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tion of all real (static, dynamic, environmental) conditions is hardly possible. It should be
pointed out here that methodologies and guidelines, which address the above mentioned issues
on how to test and evaluate the bonding behavior - and finally the strain transfer behavior - of
sensors applied to large-scale structures should be developed. Not only commissioning tests must
be possible but also test of sensors, which already have been in use for a long period of time. By
now, there are no comprehensive validation methods for this.
3. Experiences on the way from the lab test to practical use
This section shows selected experiences that have been collected in practical use. It also illustrates what problems can occur due to poor sensor quality; and how to identify weaknesses.
3.1 Challenges of using fiber Bragg grating strain sensors under offshore conditions
The application of sensors in offshore environment is a big challenge. Especially, if sensors have
to be installed on hull columns of oil production platforms or on towers of offshore wind turbines
in the tidal zone, the sensor components are exposed to extreme environmental attacks as well as
mechanical loads. It is a difficult task to select appropriate materials, to handle the sensor application reliably and to assess remotely the function of installed sensors to be operated for several
years or even decades during summer and winter time. It has to be feared that installed sensor
components could be damaged in case of heavy storms and strong waves or due to floating ice
floes. Another danger is the biological attack on the sensors. Not only the high amount of the
sea-salt concentration of about 3.5 % and UV radiation could degrade the protecting materials of
installed sensor systems, it is well-known that marine biological influences such as barnacles and
other types of fouling perturb the proper function of sensors or even lead to failure. Since special
requirements are made of lightning and explosion safety in this environment and the influence of
water leads to electrical problems, fiber optic strain sensors are the best choice.
Extensive research into how to ensure stable operation of the sensors used, including mounting
connection cables in this harsh environment, should reveal some important details. In order to
evaluate the long-term sensor characteristic, three aspects were taken into focus:
 Finding an appropriate protection methodology for installed sensors to avoid failure due to
all possible influences in marine environment
 Developing an installation method, which enables a later quick re-calibration of installed
sensors to evaluate the long-term stability of the sensor characteristic (sensitivity)
 Testing of sensor samples in a real marine environment at the German North-Sea island
Sylt.
In a first step, fiber Bragg grating strain sensors were glued onto 4 mm thick steel plates and correspondingly protected in in different ways. Gluing type and protection method were decided by
the different producers of the fiber-optic sensors according to the defined requirements. Nine
different attachment and protection methods have been tested for the sensors. In a second step,
we designed stable steel racks to which the sensor-equipped plates can be installed and then
tested in the tidal zone in the a North Sea harbor of Sylt. Fig. 2, left shows the sensor-equipped
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test plates with different kind of protection, Fig. 2 right shows the rack where the test samples
can be installed in the tidal zone.

Fig. 2. Left: Mountable steel plates with protected FBG strain sensors; right: test field in the German North Sea.

In order to enable the calibration of the sensors after a long period of operation, the sensor plate
should usually be mounted dismountable on the object to be measured and later dismantled and
taken to the laboratory. However, faster and more efficient is the calibration on-site. For this purpose, a special mobile calibration facility should be used. Fig. 3 shows a mobile calibration facility specially designed for plates with adhered or anyway fixed strain sensors, in which the sensor
plates can be fixed and calibrated. The calibration process is based on a 4-point bending test procedure; the deflection of the plate is measured with two dial gages and correlated with the optical
response of the strain sensor. This facility can easily be moved to the test location. It can be used
outside and enables a step-less increasing bending of the test sample. Details are described in
Habel et al. (2013).

Fig. 3. Portable 4-point bending test facility for strain calibration in the test field area.

What did we have to learn from the tests under offshore conditions? First, although great care
was taken to protect the sensors and cables against damage or accelerated aging, salt-water penetrated into the inner part of the connectors. Already few months after exposure, all plates were
densely populated with algae, barnacles and polyps (see Fig 4). Not only populated with barnacles, they crawled under the upper coating layer of the plates and few polymer/elastomer sealing
materials peeled off from the sensor zone. The stiff housing components made of stainless steel
and brass to protect the sensor area showed incipient corrosion. And even some of the cable
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glands were damaged by mechanical wave and ice floe influences. This led to penetration of
water into the cables and likely to the sensors.

Fig. 4. Sensor-equipped mounted plates exposed to salt-water in the tidal zone for eight months;
they show strong marine biology vegetation (algae, barnacles, polyps).

There was another surprising result. The use of a thick metallic housing or cover to protect the
surface-applied sensor has resulted in stiffening of the system sensor plate/sensor. It was observed that a very robust protection of the sensing area led to a reduction of the sensor’s strain
sensitivity by up to 60 % (Habel et al., 2013). This effect must be taken into account when using
removable plates for re-calibration purposes. The load or strain transfer from the measuring object into the sensitive element must, in any case, be ensured in spite of all protective measures.
3.3 Stability of surface-attached strain sensors
Stability of installed strain sensors is essential for long-term reliable operation. Not only skill and
experience of the technicians are important, but all materials used in the installation process must
be appropriate: sensor materials, adhesives, coating materials and much more. In order to estimate the stability of the strain transfer characteristic provided by the sensor attached to the measuring object under loading conditions, sophisticated testing facilities are necessary. Simple mechanical testing of sensors attached to a bended beam is not sufficient to evaluate the sensor
quality. Usually, the quality of a glued strain sensor is compared with a “high-precision” strain
sensor, however attached in the same manner. High-precision calibration facility equipped with a
non-contact Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometer (ESPI) system or a Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system overcome this disadvantage and enables the visualization of extreme small
deformation of the system sensor/substrate/measuring object during the strain test (see IEC
61757-1-1). This optical method is not affected by any attachment problems, e.g. by the adhesive
also used for the ‘reference’ sensors. It means that the strain transfer in all involved materials, the
specimen, the adhesive and the sensing element can objectively be analyzed.
Such a testing facility was used to evaluate the quality of commercial fiber-optic strain sensors
with regard to their strain transfer behavior and long-term stability for a specified temperature
and humidity range (Schukar et al. 2012 and Schukar et al. 2013). Extensive research has shown
that multiple weaknesses in available and installed sensors can lead to serious measurement errors. A number of FBG strain patches purchased from different manufacturers were surfaceapplied to stainless steel tensile test coupons. In each test series, the same adhesive was used for
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gluing the different sensor patches. Different recommended adhesives were used to find out the
best suitable adhesive.
Patch B

Strain (µm/m)

Patch A

-49 µm/m

Time (s)
Fig. 5. Examplary fatigue test of two FBG strain sensor patches manufactured by the same producer
glued to a steel specimen; cyclic strain loading at the temperature of 80 °C reveals
incorrect strain results for patch A (dashed horizontal line). (Habel, 2015)

The load-bearing facility with the test coupons was positioned in a climate chamber and repeated
tensile tests in the specified temperature range were carried out. Fig. 5 shows results obtained for
two fiber Bragg grating sensor samples of the same manufacturer specified for strain measurements in an operating temperature range of up to 80 °C. The investigations revealed that in few
cases the strain transfer was not appropriate (see patch A in Fig. 5 compared to the behavior of
patch B). Another bad effect observed in the behavior of patch A was that its strain gage factor is
obviously not stable over the specified temperature range. Already during the second strain cycle
at 80 °C, the gauge factor changed. Repeating the load cycles at 80 °C, the gauge factor continued to change. Thus, it turned out that few of the purchased patches neither represented the correct strain value nor ensure a stable strain value during combined thermal and mechanical loading. The worst test sample during these investigations showed a strain offset after cycling of
-49 μm/m. This means that no proper strain transfer is possible with such a product in the temperature range although specified for it. The consequences for monitoring with such faulty
sensors are obvious.
It makes sense to say here a few words about the adhesive as one of the important components of
applied strain sensor. The adhesive’s characteristic defines the strain-transfer characteristic and
thus the strain measurement uncertainty. For strain measurements under real environmental conditions two main properties of adhesives are most important: first, the mechanical strength and
ductility of the bond, second, the adhesive behavior under temperature and humidity influence.
Not only the curing behavior influences the ductility but also the mechanical stress rate. Usually,
its thermal expansion coefficient (cte) is five to ten times higher than that of the metal, concrete
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or optical fiber. Due to this significant difference, stresses are introduced into the adhesive when
the temperature changes. If the adhesive cannot transfer the thermally caused deformation of the
sample to the FBG sensor, the selected adhesive is not suitable for sensor application. In addition,
moisture can affect the properties of the adhesive. This parameter is also temperature dependent.
Selecting the adhesive for application of strain sensors, a wide variety of commercially available
adhesives exists. However, their properties are not always fully specified in data sheets, e.g. the
temperature dependence of the Young's modulus or even the Young's modulus itself is missing.
We observed that adhesives did not show a constant strain gauge factor over the required temperature range. Fig. 6 shows two examples of adhesives with different behavior in the temperature range between -20 °C and 80 °C.

Fig. 6. Strain-temperature-diagrams of two different adhesive;
right: an unwanted kink in the curve is observed at a temperature of 37 °C.

The linear ﬁt function in Fig. 6 represents well the experimentally determined coefficient of thermal expansion, by the way, correctly stated by the manufacturer in his data sheet for this adhesive. The adhesive in the right diagram of Fig. 6 shows two different coefficients of thermal expansion for below and above 37 °C. Neither of them was close to the coefficient of thermal expansion stated in the corresponding datasheet. Using such adhesive in the described temperature
range, the strain sensor would not correctly follow the deformation of the specimen in the entire
thermal range. It had to be learnt that, if the adhesive’s temperature dependence of the strain
gauge factor is not explicitly indicated in the data sheet, it is necessary to check the assumption
of stable temperature dependence by experimental investigations. Methodology and more details
are described in Schukar et al. (2012).
3.3 Smart pultruded profiles
High-performance composite materials are used for the design and manufacture of advanced and
futuristic structures, such as very tall towers, slender bridges, and also high-speed boats and
yachts. In many cases, monitoring systems are integrated to get information about the long-term
behavior of such structures, to identify critical stages during regular operation or to detect
unexpected loads immediately. Of course, such monitoring systems must provide reliable data
over the projected lifetime, their functionality should be assessable and - if damaged - components should be replaceable. One example where research results have been transferred into a
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practical use is the furnishing of pultruded profiles with fiber-optic strain sensors. A chain of
fiber Bragg gratings were embedded into composite profiles to monitor their behavior as loadcarrying members in a bridge. Fig. 7 shows such typical profiles made from composite material
and prepared for a bridge construction [details are described in Habel et al. (2014)]. Such
“intelligent” profiles were used in Germany in a bridge for the first time in 2008.

Fig. 7. Pultruded profiles assembled to form a load-carrying bridge girder
(Photos: University of Stuttgart, ITKE, Germany)

Such multifunctional profiles are mostly composed out of fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP) and
manufactured by an automatic pultrusion process. The cured (endless) profiled beam is then cut
to a length according to customized needs (e.g. transportation needs). The beam pieces will be
attached to each other on the construction site with bolts or an adhesive layer. Fig. 8 shows such
a large-scale cross section with integrated sensor fibers for monitoring purposes. When such
individual profile pieces are attached to each other, the sensor fibers must also be connected very
precisely. This is a big challenge and extremely difficult to solve, because cutting the desired
profile length means cutting the optical fiber.

Sensor
fibre A

Sensor
fibre B

Sensor
fibre C

Fig. 8. Pultruded profile of a test bridge to demonstrate the smart composite box girder.

Fig. 9. Proposed connection procedure for optical fibers embedded in pultruded profiles.
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In order to connect the one cut optical fiber end to that of the other profile piece (see Fig. 9, left),
both embedded fiber ends must be exposed, centered and fixed (Fig. 9, right). This procedure is
difficult to accomplish on the construction site and, unfortunately, has hitherto limited the length
of the supporting elements equipped with sensor fibers. In this project we had to experience the
limits of the transfer of scientific ideas into practice. Such technological problems can only be
solved by a comprehensive interdisciplinary R&D activity.
4. Research activities to increase the acceptance of sensor systems for long-term monitoring
Dealing with the transfer of young, not yet established sensor technologies to the practical use
points to a number of open questions that sometimes make it harder for the user to accept them.
Although there are many research and development activities, selected topics should be intensified. In the following, only three essential aspects are addressed.
4.1 Re-calibration capability
As described in chapter 2.2, re-calibration of installed sensors is mandatory if they are to be used
for a long time. Only individual sensor types have an intrinsic calibration capability; special elements in the sensor body allow remote calibration (for example, see Gloetzl et al. 2005). Or the
reliability of recorded sensor signals can be assessed by using optical interference-based or
grating-based techniques (for example, see Patent DE 10 2011 050 717). The aim should be to
provide sensors with intrinsic calibration capability for long-term use in harsh environments.
4.2 Self-diagnosis capability to detect impending sensor failure
Consider FBG strain sensors, they are widely used to measure strain on surfaces of different
structural materials but also inside of mineral or composite materials to determine cracks and the
crack growth, or to detect overload that could lead to debonding of composite structures. Unfortunately after a certain time of operation, the strain sensor may debond from the structure to
which it is installed. Or the sensitivity of the installed sensor can decreases due to degradation of
the interface zone. A faulty sensor behavior already occurs if the sensor has not yet completely
lost its functionality. If so, the sensor should somehow "communicate" its bad behavior. The
question is what information from the FBG could be used to detect unreliable sensor behavior?
Consider the partial delamination of the FBG sensor from the measuring object. If the sensor is
still sensitive to structural strain changes, signal response can be recorded; however, this information has been superimposed by strain field deformation due to delamination. Geometrically,
incomplete delamination of the sensor fiber can be described as the ratio of the delamination
length to the original total bonding length. The corresponding full spectrum is measured for all
steps of delamination and can be analyzed with respect to its spectral width and integral intensity. It can then clearly be seen that the spectral response significantly changes with the debonding activity; the shape of the spectral response broadens with increasing debonding and also sidelobe level increases. Investigations have shown, that for 50 % loss of the original bonding length,
two Bragg peaks of almost equal level occurred [Baitinger et al. (2014)]. Analyzing the spectral
parameters of the Bragg signal, the degree of delamination can remotely be detected, which
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makes it possible to check the functionality of "hidden" or no longer accessible FBG strain
sensors.
What other benefit can we derive from analyzing the spectral response of an FBG? Looking at
FBG sensors embedded into anisotropic laminates, e.g. composite components in civil or structural engineering, the embedded optical fibers are micro-deformed during the curing process of
the laminate. The result is that a “superstructure” is introduced in the FBG, which influences the
reflected FBG spectrum (Fig. 10 right); we call it superstructured FBG (SFBG).

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the created superstructure in FBG sensors embedded in anisotropic materials.
Schukar et al. (2014)

SFBG allow the simultaneous measurement of various parameters due to their additional large
periodical modulation of the refractive index change in the FBG. Two highly interesting parameters - strain and temperature - can thus be measured. Fig. 11 shows the exploitable spectral
changes of a composite-embedded FBG under increasing axial load.

Fig. 11. Spectral response from a composite-embedded FBG sensor under increasing axial load.
(The wavelength on the x-axis has been normalized to facilitate comparison).
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In this way, strain changes in the structure as well as temperature changes can be red out from
the spectral response without the use of any temperature compensation technology. In order to
accomplish this parameter separation in the response signal, the mathematical description of
fiber Bragg grating sensors has been extended by a four-parametric-model for gratings embedded
in anisotropic laminate structures. Details are described in Schukar et al. (2014). Extensive experimental test in the strain range of up to 1080 µm/m (= 5 kN load) and in the temperature range
from -20 °C until 60 °C have confirmed that a separate determination of strain and temperature
changes was possible although the superstructure is of a random periodic nature. Nevertheless,
the average value of the superstructure is close to the structural period of the laminate and the
reflected spectrum therefore contains all necessary information. It should be mentioned here that,
depending on the application, the superstructure in the fiber Bragg grating can also be generated
by using an additional amplitude mask over the phase mask when inscribing the grating.
4.3 Intensification of standardization efforts
Many groups and committees are involved in development of standards to push and establish
SHM systems. For example, there are activities in standardization of monitoring systems for
underground structures in the ASTM Technical Committee F36 “Technology and Underground
Utilities”, especially Subcommittee F36.10 “Optical Fiber Systems within Existing Infrastructure”
(e.g. the standards F3079-14 and F3092-14). Good progress has been achieved over the past decade in the IEC in standardization of fiber-optic measurement systems. Additionally to the generic
standard IEC 61757, the FBG-based strain sensor standard IEC 61757-1-1 and the distributed
temperature sensor standard IEC 61757-2-2 are available. The fist German guideline on FBGbased temperature sensors (VDI/VDE 2660, pt.2) was published in December 2018 and is currently transferred into the IEC standard 61757-2-1. New activities were started in standardization
of fiber-optic distributed strain sensors (IEC 61757-1-2) and fiber-optic distributed acoustic sensors (IEC 61757-3-2). An actual overview is given in Habel & Jeyapalan (2019). There are also
activities in the ISHMII to develop international model codes (ISHMII code series) for SHM of
infrastructure; committed contributors are welcome to support und push the Task Force “SHM
Standardization”. The biggest challenge is to harmonize all different standards, guidelines and
rules, issued by standardization bodies and by the government or building authorities to achieve
a cost-effective operation of the structure for the expected life and beyond. Necessary methods
that allow a systematic analysis of the life cycle, as well as models for estimating and comparing
the risks and benefits arising from different alternatives, should be developed continuously [see
Habel & Wenzel (2015)].
5. Summary
To put new monitoring technologies into practice, some steps must be taken to ensure that they
are used appropriately and reliably. Successful considerations include the precise specification of
sensor systems, including the correct use of metrology terms by all the experts involved to solve
the measurement and monitoring task. Considerations also require proper selection and installation of components to achieve the desired sensor performance. To ensure long-term operation,
critical aspects are the protection of sensitive components against all environmental influences
and attacks, the correct calibration after installation and the subsequent recalibration after defined operating times. The replacement of sensor components can also be a challenge.
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Because functional testing and recalibration of installed sensors can be very complicated or even
impossible, sensors with inherent calibration capability are desirable. In the case of FBG sensors,
an online functional test can be achieved by evaluating additional information from the response
signals of superstructured FBG sensors, for example embedded in laminates. Self-calibration of
FBG sensors can be made possible by sophisticated sensor concepts. Such forward-looking
methods should be further explored, leading to improved sensor performance and, ultimately,
higher user acceptance.
Future improvements in the use of measurement systems and their characterization also include
the further development of sensor standards and standardized methods. This helps to provide
information about operating a decision-making risk management system. Based on serious
knowledge, it is possible to model, analyze, design, build, maintain, and manage infrastructures,
as well as predict lifecycle costs and infrastructure system performance. The result will have a
positive impact on technological, environmental, economic, social and political interactions.
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Abstract
Sensor-enabled infrastructure systems are destined to empower resilient communities with more
intelligence and sustainability, and therefore enhancing the operational safety of physical
infrastructures. Through online and onboard monitoring, the infrastructure components
incorporating appropriate analytic and predictive modeling tool not only provides real-time insight
into the operational status of every system and its components, but also enables the trend prediction
and timely prognosis of failure before it happens as well as early-stage diagnosis of damage in its
incipiency. This paper gives an overview of the importance of structural health monitoring (SHM)
for critical infrastructures. It highlights the recent shift from infrastructure monitoring to
infrastructure resilience using SHM. The paper also introduces the Infrastructure Resilience
Framework (IRF) that encourages the incorporation of innovative techniques, such as optical fiber
sensors and machine learning techniques, in infrastructure monitoring. It defines the steps that
need to be taken throughout the life cycle of infrastructure.
1. Introduction
The use of SHM can make the difference in various areas; for instance, structures with poorly
understood risks or structures that are representative of a larger group of similar structures (e.g.
information can be extrapolated in wider groups) (Xu et al. 2013). SHM can also be a critical tool
for structures that might need to be demolished and replaced. Degradation of infrastructure
systems can be caused by several factors (López-Higuera 2010) such as:
1. Insufficient inspection and monitoring of existing infrastructures, which implies that problems
become visible only when structures necessitate significant repair work;
2. Corrosion of steel reinforcement within concrete, which leads to cracking, fragmentation
(spalling), or deterioration;
3. Increased loads or design requirements over time (heavier trucks, overload on planes, ships
etc.)
New policies and research initiatives have recently shifted the focus to infrastructure resilience
rather than infrastructure protection (Livina and Perry 2017). This necessitated improved risk
evaluation and implementation of resilience concepts to critical infrastructure, making community
resilience as a baseline criteria for the performance of infrastructure in times of crises (Cimellaro
et al. 2016). The baseline may be readjusted as society responds to the situation. In fact, different
resilience concepts may overlap in the way in which they ensure overall resilience. It is necessary
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not only to evaluate the overall resilience of infrastructure to threats but also to evaluate the
performance and impact of the individual resilience concepts. The overall resilience of a system
could be streamlined by removing any overlaps in resilience concepts whilst providing the same
overall level of resilience.
During disastrous events, the built system experiences structural damage, the effects of which are
evident in the life-cycle chart as an immediate drop of the structural functionality. The level at
which this reduction occurs depends upon the structural resilience of the built system. Therefore,
it is important to incorporate SHM throughout the lifecycle of every structure. The main
advantages of SHM are:
 Reducing uncertainty about structural condition and performance;
 Discovering hidden structural reserves;
 Discovering deficiencies that may be missed by traditional assessment techniques;
 Increasing safety and reliability;
 Permitting better-informed asset management;
 Increasing knowledge about in-situ structural performance.
Monitoring structural behavior is significant to control structural health. However, structural
monitoring is always associated with data processing. The most important problem of data
processing is to understand the available data. In situations where we have to explore database
with a poor description of information stored inside, the problem with complexity is significant.
Therefore, data processing is becoming equally important as data collection.
This paper highlights the role of SHM in critical infrastructures. It presents a framework for SHM
management and execution. It introduces a realistic SHM strategy for critical infrastructure with
the high goal of achieving resilience. The framework can be used as a reference for decisionmakers for planning and implementing SHM technologies and techniques in an efficient way, and
then use the monitoring data to refine the original execution plan. The framework is considered
the first step towards a more general infrastructure resilience framework.
2. The role of Structural Health Monitoring in infrastructure resilience
Critical infrastructure (CI) systems are essential assets for the preservation of vital social functions
(health, safety, security, economic, social well-being, etc.). Disruption or destruction resulting
from the failure to maintain their functions would have a significant impact (Karbhari and Ansari
2009). CI is characterized by the following:





Complex (technical) systems;
Exposure to several types of hazards;
Serious consequences of failure;
Interdependencies with other types of infrastructure.

Upgrading critical infrastructure systems using sensing, communication, and computing and
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information technologies are becoming essential to keep up with the increasing natural disasters
that put threat to human lives (Ansari 2007). Structural health monitoring is an important field of
engineering. It is linked to the option of integrating sensing and actuation elements into structural
components to monitor the operational and damaging conditions of infrastructure (Vinnarasi and
Sundaravadivelu 2017).
There are two types of SHM, the first is dynamic monitoring, which consists of installing an alarm
sensor in the structure. The alarm sensor fires whenever an abnormal condition of the structure
occurs. This type of monitoring is more costly and requires continuous maintenance. The second
type is static monitoring, which is done by seasonal monitoring of the structure, for instance every
2 years. Choosing between the two types depends on the importance of the system that is to be
monitored. For example, bridge structures are considered more important than building structures.
Losses induced by a failed bridge system would be much higher than those of a building. This is
mainly because bridge disruption is associated with indirect and direct losses as well as permanent
losses. Therefore it is more justified the use of dynamic monitoring systems in bridges than in
buildings.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the initial cost spent during a structure’s construction and
the maintenance cost that is spent during the structure’s lifecycle. Increased initial cost implies a
more robust structure that would need less monitoring and maintenance, which reduces the
maintenance cost during the structure’s life. On the other hand, the reduced initial cost would lead
to a less robust structure that would need more frequent checks and maintenance as time passes.
The relationship between the initial and the maintenance cost is not necessarily linear. In fact, the
relationship depends on several parameters, such as the type of structure, national regulations for
structural safety, etc. Although it may seem that monitoring activities are costly, the overall cost
of including monitoring program within the life cycle of a structure can be more effective.
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Figure 1 Relationship between initial construction cost and the maintenance cost of structures
Figure 2 compares the disruption caused by frequent maintenance activities and the disruption
caused by a system’s failure. System’s failure requires a long recovery time that is associated with
temporary and permanent losses. On the other hand, maintenance disruption is a controlled
operation interruption due to maintenance activities. This type of disruption occurs more
frequently but it prevents sudden failures that cause not only losses due to operation discontinuity
but also permanent losses, such as fatalities. Apparently, losses caused by failures bring more
threat to the system’s operation as well as to human lives. This highlights the importance of
investing in monitoring activities for structure and infrastructure rather than relying on the
structural capacity to resist disruptive events.

Figure 2 Comparison between the disruption of operation caused by scheduled maintenance and
the disruption caused by the system’s failure.
3. Infrastructure resilience framework
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During their lifetimes, infrastructures are subjected to adverse changes in their structural health
conditions due to potential damage and/or deterioration induced by environmental degradation,
errors in design and construction, overloads, and extreme events, either natural (e.g. earthquakes,
floods, etc.) or man-made (e.g. impacts during normal working life) (Ye et al. 2014). Maintenance
of existing infrastructures is posing an increasing economic pressure on the served communities.
Figure 3 shows a flowchart illustrating the Infrastructure Resilience Framework introduced in this
paper. The framework is a data-driven process for infrastructure prioritization and SHM
management and execution. The framework is divided into two aspects, technical and managerial.
For the technical aspect, information about the existing infrastructure in the analyzed community
should be collected (i.e. infrastructure types, age, designed life, location, etc). The potential
hazards should also be identified because highly vulnerable infrastructure would require serious
monitoring. Combining the hazards with the infrastructure information leads to know what are the
risks to which the infrastructures are exposed. The infrastructure systems are also classified
according to their importance. Infrastructure with low importance would not require continuous
monitoring, even if the risk it is exposed to is high. Therefore, combining the infrastructure
importance with the risk assessment results can give an idea of which infrastructure should be
prioritized for monitoring. In parallel, for the management aspect, the first step is to identify the
resources the community has (e.g., cash, expertise, human power, etc.) This is necessary for
knowing what SHM technologies and techniques are feasible to be used. The selected SHM
systems should respect the availability of financial resources and expertise. This brings us to the
next step of providing a clear plan for the SHM execution considering the different types of
infrastructures in the community.
The identified resources are allocated to the infrastructures according to their priorities, which
have already been identified. Knowing which infrastructure to start with, what SHM technology
to be used, and how to execute them allow us to start the execution. SHM technologies are installed
in the infrastructure and data starts to be collected. A one-year delay for data collection is required
here for data acquisition and processing. Once data is ready and data processing is done,
infrastructure rehabilitation (or demolition), if necessary, is performed and the infrastructure risk
is re-evaluated following the new data. This will provide us with new prioritization of the
infrastructure, and thus a new resource allocation plan.
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Figure 3 Infrastructure Resilience Framework for SHM planning and execution
3. Conclusions
SHM is important for monitoring the performance of infrastructures in a way that optimize the
available resources. The data obtained from the SHM should be used effectively to perform
recovery actions and to refine the original SHM plan. This paper presented a dynamic data-driven
framework for effectively selecting and executing SHM systems in infrastructure. In the
framework, selecting the SHM technologies and techniques depends on the infrastructure type and
the available resources. The selected SHM systems are executed in infrastructures according to
their priority (prioritized infrastructures are served first). The results obtained from the structural
monitoring are used for two purposes, first for infrastructure rehabilitation or demolition, and
second for refining the original risk assessment and infrastructure prioritization plan. The
introduced framework is considered the first step towards a more inclusive infrastructure resilience
framework that will help decision-makers and infrastructure operators efficiently use their
resources for structural health monitoring.
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